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INTRODUCTION 7

a
CHAPTER 6

ABOUT-CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES

r

r

4 ,f . This,volume represents the'first attempt by the Health `ser-
, 1 .

1
;

. #
. .

vices Mobility Study to prepare curriculum objectives from HSMS task data
qt.

and to design curriculum guidelines. The HSMS method of curriculum design

.has been applied to the aide, technician', and technologist leirels in di-

agnostic radiology. This volume contains behavioral curriculum objectives

for these job levels and presents guidelines for educational ladders to

parallel the job. ladders re'sommendedin Volume 1 of this report:

Z. 4F

Chapters 6 thirough 9 constitute Volume 2 of thiStreport. Vol-
.

ume 1, its appendixes, and the task descriptions of Research Report No. 7

are necessary adjuncts to this volume,

This chapter is an'introduction to the HSMS curriculum cifsign

method. It presents the basic concepts and definitions, a brief summary

method,and describes the curriculum.objectives. Chaptier 7 Is ad-
.

ressed to 'the educator. It presents and describes the HSMS curriculLm

guidelines including educational objectives, curriculum outlines, susses-

tions for instructiolal planning, and they usd of curriculum objectives for

curriculum analysis. The chapter is also addressed to the proficiency

test developer% One of,the sections discusses HSMS curriculum objec,tives

as-a source from which the content of proficiencytest items can be se-
..

lected to ensure job relevance and content validity'.

Gilpatrick, Eleanor, Task Descriptions in Diagnos
umes), Research Report No.,7, New York:' Health Servic

1976. (Volumes 2 And 3 cover the tasks represented i
objectives presented in Chapter 9 of Research Report

6-1

adioloiy (four vol-
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Chapter 8 presents the'curricUlum outlines for the educational

ladderd. It suggests an ordering'bf the curriculum objectives to paxallel

, the .job ladder sequences,recoMiended in toile 1. Table 3.in Chapter .8 _

.
.b -

,

serves as an overall -index of .the cioriculum objectevea. -Chapeer'9 pre-
,

Bents the 351 curriculum objectives in order by number.

t
CONCERTS AND DiFINITTONS

In 1973, Christina GUllionand Eleanor Gilpatrick deltelOped.

. the HSMS curriculum design method. Working Paper No,,11 reported the ba-

sic theory add the,. method as it was first developed, eh:mg with.a. review

2
of the literaturei)n the field. A summary of the method appears in Tech-

3
nical. ReportNo. 13. This section reviews the basil concepts'and defini-

tions that.underlie the HSMS curriculum design method.

}'Educational Ladders

An educational ladder is.a related; sequential set,of educe-.

nal courses or programs that pilovides for continuous educational move-

mene to pakallel the motement alofig aljob ladder from its entry-level job..

to its highest-level job. An educational ladder provides exit credential§

for each intermediary job that is reached at the. end of each program in the

sequence. Such sequences do not'equire repetition of course worlOwhen an

individual reenters the educational process tp continue up, thefadder

.-
2 / .

Gullion, Christina, and Gilpatrick, Eleanor, The Design of.Currtculum
Guidelines for Educational,Ladders Using Task Data, Working Paper No. 11,

New York: Health Services Mobility Study, July, 1973.
.

1 Gilpatrick, Eleanor, An Inttoduotion to the Work of the Health Services
Mobility Study as of April, '1975, Technical Report.No. 13, New York:

Health Services Mobility'Study, 1975.

6-2 .
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-(aside from the necessary reinforcement, orirefTesher work needed to bring
,

.'
I,

the student up t t date ip, competence) . 4

.

For such Upward mobility to be pOSsiblehe student must -be

able to build on his or her knowredge and skills in cumulative steps.

The HSMS task enalYsia and curriculum design methods, assume that a deep,
, . .

, .

.

111

broad undersAnding of a given 'knowledge area can be reached in succeS-
% .f4

lives incremental steps, beginning with a shallow understanding and lim-

-ited amounts of detailed information. The methods further assume that

skills are learned through practice, and can also be learned in incfe-
. a

mental steps. The concept that skills and knowledges are teachable and

additive is'embodieci in the HSMS skill and knowledge scales andmakes it

possible to design job ladders and educational ladders.
4 1

Education versus Training _

e .

. A.

The words 'training" and "education" are usually used inter-

changeably in everyday speech, but important distinction, exist which

differentiate an educational ladder approach- to curriclka from a discrete

training approach to curricula.

Purely technical "training" is provided- for 'most entry-level

. -

jobs, and is the form in which preparation formany emerging specialties,

first appears. The training teaches students what to'do in the immediate.

context and under the specific conditions of the given institution or

the given equipment. It is generally designed to provide rapid, results

for immediate' needs; as a result, the performer is abAktO carry out-rou-
,

time procedures by rote.
P

4 :

We do not mean to equate the experience of clinical practice with tech=
nical "training." _Clinical practice can be consciously designed 'to pro-

,

mote educational Objectives.
6-3
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\\,,..\igher level work or learning. I .,

f

a -

Such. preparation it related pth.work-perforAlance; bueoit: is
, A

k

not adequate for use in connection with job laddeFs; lercannot.be the ba-.
,

sis for eduoational ladders. Training for the rote performance, of nar-
,e-

. .

rowly'conceived task ploredureS (which is. oftved-by many 'who design cur-

ritcula for paraprofessionals) ,''does not properly prepare-the student for
lk*1

1. "Trainipg" does no the student to deal with

contingencies such as emergencies that may arise,

since the student does not learn why he or she is '_
doing a given at or What principles are involved.

2. .!"Training"-does not prepare the student to apply the
activity in a different work situation where; if the 446.1
vinciples were understood, the same learning would
apply, or to a different set of Oterials or' equip-
ment where, if the progess on reasons were understood,

'the' same procedures would apply. .Thus;' the student's .16

Learning.is notransferable laterally.,

3. Trraining"*does not prepare ale student with the con-
ceptual-grourdwqrk Upon which later learriing for'higher

level taskaoustt, be `based: 'Rota learning is snot addi-

.. -t.,4)*.and is not transferable vertically.

Degre granting programs usually stress the disciplines upon
.

.
.

-:
/

which technics ork -is' founcled,and appear to provide implicitly for
.

a '

v.
trarisferability'of learning. lowever, academic programs often contain

course requirements that pre irrelevant, 'obsolete, or taught in a manner

,

so removed from the contexts in which' hey are-to be applied that they

are not useful preparation for,work. Such programs require the vitality

of relevant content and proper clinical experiences c

The HSMS appraach,is that atcupational preparation Must be
.

.

. .
.,.

job relevant, b
\

trust emphasize transferability of learning, and must
t

be

. .
. .

'

presentei'in additive units-.- Thi's approachis refletted in our task data

N
6-4
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1

and is an underlying tenet of our curriculum design iethddology. We

assume, that: .

a

Curriculum versus Instruction

1. Edu atton and training should permit transferability
of k ledge acroA.specific work tontexts or as

.-, technology changes;, the stud 't must be prepared to

dbal with contIngencies or eiergenCies. This re-
.

qtifes.that knowledges needed in work performance
be comprehended-in the context of .the"larger dis-
ciplines,in which tkey.are -found.' The H$MS Knowl-
edge Classification System makes this,posSible.

- 2. Education ,and traintng should-present academic,dis-

\. ciplAnes and AperaI skills in contexts which will
be relevant to the jobs f9r which'they are prepare-,
tion by referring= to the work behevligs in whiph

.they are to be applied, including clilical.tr4ining
consciously 'utilized to this end. The- HSMS_tsk
descriptiOns' make this 'possible.

Edueetionale7and training prograns should pres6t,the..
skills andcnowledges *in a manlier -that is, "and in

units that are,. additive, so that-each level pro, ii.
,

-vid2s the groundwork that will be needed fof later
..

learning. The HSMS,scales make this possible. --
i

. ,

The-words "curriculum" and "'instruction" are'also often used

. ,

interchjngeably. The reader who does not Make a distailtion might ex-
.

F

pect this volume to offer lesson plans for a prograi in,radiolo0c tech-

nology.- It does not. Wt.offer curriculum objectives for-radfologtc tech-

,

'' e
nology arranged in sequences. We subscribe to the diptinction between

curriculum and instruction as sllated by Dr. Mauritz Johnson, Jr.:

...curriculum:is a
learning outcomes.
least anticipates)
does not prescribe
materials, or even
used in achieving

structured series of intended
Curriculum prescribe; (o t

the results of instruction: It

the meanWi.e., the activities,,
the instructional content, to. be

the resultsN...5

5 Johnlqn, Jr.; MauritA M., "Definitions and Models in Curriculum Theory,"

' in Educational Theory, Vol. 17 (Aprid, 1967): 130. '-

4

4
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, .e ' '7 . i- , >
. .

1..curriculuT,has'refeeence -to what it is intended
that student's leaku:'no,cqwhat it Ps intended that -

they olo;lin'ths,clasvoomt: .

e
.. i i

t '' i:. f, :6'' 4, '
'.1i- , !". ; . ..... , o ,,

According to-De.* Johnson, Curriculum develTment is a sygtein...

. , .
- atic process which results in amend product, the curriculum. It is a.

1

A r

procegs which includes two thieEactivities:t.the f /rst is the selection

of curriculum items from the available sourfts; the seclvd is the struc-
..

.

'tlring of 'tb selected content.. Thus, there is a relationship'be"tbeen
I

. .. , .

curriculum and instructiono'Curticulum guides Instruction, By implica- , .

.

tion, instruction deals with the student's experience in the classroom, f
, .

A
.", -

It covers what igtaught and presents what is Co be learned.

. . if *
Curriculum ObjectiVftw,and,Ghidelines

4
A

The units of curriculum areecurriculum objectives,,

,4ohnson's structured series of 4ntended learning outcomesexpcessed as

..k,-
st ttments. The HSMS statements are written as bthavpral objectives.

1-

Our arlier liteNture review indicayed the attractiivenessof bellavigral

object

, the same characteristics could be use li the'prepatation of-HSMS curric-

-ulum objectives. The HSMS curriculum objectives describe tht,behavior_

that is to be mahifested, the situations
4in

which the behavior is to be

ves as applied to instructional prepb.ration. We concluded -that

ti

, -
manifested, and the content which must be mastered for the behavior tb

be manifested. )

- , . ,

..Each(HSMS.curricufum objectIvq , is stated as an -intended

learning outcome in the language, of the tusks to be performed; there are
/ 4

-three typts of objectives,:" skill, itnowledge,'andprocedural.

6
Paid.

7
el. ci., p. 131.

a :6-6
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'

The skill and knowledge objectives state in detail the con-

tent whiCEHmust be learned in or.derio perform the task,.- These objec-
-

tives specify,the type of skill or the area oi\knotilev to be learned,

t
, .

the level of competence', and nth -task activities in which the content

\---::

' V''
...

must'be demonstrared orappl fl. By .presenting the work, behavior in:com-
.

binatiou with the skill or knowledge discipline in the curriculum objec-

tives,
. 7

.
'fives, werasstire both job relevance and'au acaa and we focus

. -
.

. , .-
,.. ..

On the, desired end Ol'oduct'. The procedural objectives cover the segue?'-

, .
r.

cei in which the tasks 'must be performed; they are referenced to the tasks;
.. ,

. 4 ...

thus the task descriptions becomeuseful as instructional material

Using the HSMS-tgsk data and analyti-C 'techniques', we are able

4

to specify a set of educational, objectives (desiderata), offer a struc-10.

tured set of i ntended learning outcomes (curriculum objectives),-and ar-

range these to proyidean-eduCational ladder. We are able to offer sug,/

gestions for instruction and a set of instructional materialS, namely,'

the task descriptions. We refer to` this total educational contribution
.

to an
-
occupational area as curriculum guidelines.

THE HSMg CURRICULUM DESIGN METHOD 1

/..

The,method used to,develop"and write, curriculum, objectives

4,..
4 ., A?

-
4..---..

iand arrange them nto'eucational ladder sequences has beenApginp lified

since it was first presented in Working Paper Not' 11 and techniCal Report

No. IS-. MO'st of the preparatorYwork is now done at tale time'that the
t

tasks are scaled for their skill and knowledge requirements. At that
, .

stage the'HSMS jobanalySts Scaledtach task for the hiAhest scale yalue

cf each skill or knowledge category neededto perform each task. The

'6,7
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6

analysts are then required to mark-or indicate the part or parts of each

task description an'which each skill or knowledge is4Upplied or manifested.

at the scale value-seMted:I, .

, (1: .

If, for certain skills such as Decision Making on Quality, a

comment must.be written' to explain how the skill is manifested, since it

Ai implicit rather than explicit in the language of the task; the comment
0

is written on tlfe task description sheet at.the timd the scaling is done.

In thezcAse of knowledge categdries, aqpsk's scale value,f6r
4 I

f
.

the category depends on' thethe mount or-breadth ofdetalled knowledge needed

,

. 4

as well as the depth of underseanding retired. 'Ther=efOre, we 'have the

tanalysts mark all the parts of the task that require any knowledge in the

given category.
- . "e_

,

We use two.sets of task descriptions. "-Ondit annotated for
.

skill scale values and the other for knowledge catecorx values. These two

sets of 'annotated task 'descriptions are the basic inp'yts to the process,of

writing currnuIiim objectives.

Curriculum Objective ColVera4e

Once t .taskaskanplysis is coMpleted and the tairhave been

assigned'to factors and job levels, we are able to deteimine how many

curriculum objectives will he required. ,Each joblevel within a task

factor is considered to be a discrete occupational ant' educational unit,

and we treat each unit separately; we also treat each factor separately.

This provides program designers with the option of combining or separat-

ing the curricuum objectives for. given skills and knowledges as,appro-
.

6-8
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priate to the structure of air programs. "For example, the six pits

covered by curriculunoobjectives in this_report relate to four factors
. ,

0 .

, , .

'and 'three job levels, A traditional progrim for the radiologid .technol-

ogist may combine them all, even though we recommend a sequence of pro-
1 o

grams. Our intent is-that the'curriculum:objectives be'usable for a sin-
.

.gle job level as well as for an educational ladder, and for multi-factor

J
. occupations as well as for single factor_lObs.

JD

We trrite a currihulum objective for Avery skill and every --(

.

knowledge category at each scale }value required-for-any of the tasks col,-

ered by an occupational- educational unit. We are aBle to determine how

many curriculum objectives will be required by referring eo the MATRIX

41 9
_array for each occupational unit.

.

Figure 14-is a hypothetical iepresentation of a MATRIX array.
10

It contains nine tasksin a single 'factor,
,

arranged into three job levels.

The figure serves to-illustrate certain points abou.t the construction of

curriculum objectives. Figure 14 has three occupational units. At level

-1, Skill 1 is required by tIlree tasks. It is required at scale value 1.0

for' two task, and at 2.0 for one task. This results in two curriculum

8
The six occupational-educational units covered by 'curriculum Objectives
are as follows:

Factor IV, patient care, l/el 1 (aide)
Factor IV, patient care,' level 2 (technician)
Factor VI, quality assurance, level 1 (aide),
Factor VI, quality assurance, level 2- (technician)

Factor III, radiologic.techoology, level 3 (technologist)
Non-factor A, administration, Jevei 3 (techn6logis0.

9
The MATRIX program and array is described in Chapter 5 of Volumed of
this report.

10
This is the same as Figure 9 in Chapter 5 of Voll'ime 1.

6-9
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Figuie'14_ MODEL OF "MATRIX" ARRAY OF SKILLS
-°\-4'AND KNOWLEDGES BY TASK AND JOB LEVEL

,

Skills
, . ,

FACTOR / LADDER
and Level- 1 Level 2

_

Level 3
Knowledge
Categories

Task
,-1 '

Task-

2

Task*
3

Task
4

Task
5'

Task
6

Task
7

Task
8

Teak,

9

'Skill..1 1.0. 1.0
4 .
"2.02.0 . 2.0' 2.0. 4.0 '4.0' 9.0 9.0

* Skill 2 1.0

- ,..

2.0 2.0, 2.0

4

2.0 2.0 -4.0 7.0 " 9.0

Skil
.

2.0. 2.9 4.5 4.5 '2.0 7.0 P7.0

* Knowledge 1

v -it

,,, . 1.5 1.5 1.5 7.0 1.5 7.0

Knowledge 2 .

*
,3.5 3.5 2.5 5.5 2.5 9.0

.

Skill 4

.

5-.0- 5.0- 5.0 5.0' 5.0

. *.

Knowledge 3

.

.
,

5.0

+

6.0

Y

* owledge4

'..1)

3.5 9.Q 9.0...

8.5

/

Knowledge 5

.

8.5 8.5.°

.

Knowledge 6_ ''

I 0"
3.5 7..5 7.5

/

Knowledge 1 *

NW ,

7.0- 7.0 9.0/-

.5Knowledge 8 . ,

.

7.0'

.
, '

'e //
* Asteiisk denotes vgriables that determiped.ehe factor.

.

.

1'
Tasks are listed from Peri-to right in "ascending,

,

.'order of loading on "task factor."
2. Skills and knowledge categories are litted from!,top",

tb bottom in order of appearance in the task trray.

3. Tasks are assigned to leirels based on-incre4sing. .

I numbfrs of skills and knowledges required and,their
. scale values: '

-1 _
4. -Not every skill or knowledge appears Id all subse-

quent, higher-level tasks./ ,

5. 'Scale values do'qt necessarily rise from leVel to
level

' ----,4 Scale values.. may vary w4thin a level.

r-



objectives. Skill 2,w6uld have two curriculum objectives at leyel 1.

Skill 3 would have one curriculum objective at level 1. No matter how

many tasks require a given skill or knowledge category at a given scale

-value, if they are all in the same job level and factor, one curriculum

objective is written._ By. the same token, even if only one task requires

.egiven knowledge,category at a certain scale value, a separate curricu-

lum objective is written.

Separate curriculum objectives are written for each occupa-
4

., a , . -

tiohalfaunit. In Figure 14, Skill I i needed at scale value 2.0- in level

r
a...

e ! . 4

I and also in level 2. Two curriculum objectives would be written. For

Figure 14, thete would be a total of 37 curriculum objectives.. Lellel 1.,

would have 5;. level 2 would have 8; and level 3 would have 24.. If there

werI6,a second factor, there would be separate curriculum objectives-for
. -

each.occupational level in the factor.
I

Curriculum Objective formats

Figure 15 is a blank curriculum objective sheet. A similar,

bfiefer form is used for additional pages when curriculum objectives need

presents
-

more than one page. (Chapter 9 presents the actual curriculum objectiyes-;
- = '. .

these can also Gilrferredto in order to follow this description.) The

basic identification information is filled out at the top of eaeh curric-

ulum objective sheet as follows:

.1D

1. Type of Objective: Whether skill, knowledge, o?
procedural'.

2. Factor: The number.of the task factOr (III, IV,
VI,or A for this report).



Figure 15.

CURRICULUM OBJECtIVE SHEET
pe of Oblective

gkill or Knowledge Category
Occupation
Refers to Task Code No(s).:

Brit CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

Factor, I
,Page 1 of

No.

Scale Value.
Level

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes( ) ...No(.) If yes,'see footnote(s).
4 I

Content: Afrgraduate of the programat this educational level must be able to

a

S

f

a

iy

4

I

I S.
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3. No.:, The curriculum objective number. As in the case
Hof tasks, the curriculum objectives are numbered for
identification purposes, but the number carries no .

other special significance.

4. Skill or Knowledge Category: The name 'of the skill Or.

the code number of the knowledge category.

.

5. Scale value: The scale value at rich all the content
..,,

of the curriculum objective is to be rated.
.

.

. .

6. , 9ccUpation:, The name of the job;'in tiTis"Case names
such.as patient care aide, quality assurance -techni-

.

'cian, radiologic technologist, etc.

7. Level: Ttie HSMS job level of,the Occupation and the
tasks covered.

- _
8. Refers to Taq Code No(s).: The task.code numbers of

all the tasks that haite been scaled at this scale value
for,.this Skill Or knowledge category and whose Language
is reflected in the curriculum objectiVe.-

.1
9. Is there Cross Reference?: Yes, if the same skill or

knowledge category appears in any othercurricalum ob-.
jective at a lover scale value, at the same scale value,
-at ,a higher scale value, or if the4skill orldhowledgd
.category appears in tasks higher-on t$e,..job ladder than

is represented in-the6urriculum objectives-(such as
,levels. 4 and 5).,' The footnotes tell the user the num7-
bers.ofthe objectives that are at lower, the same, pr.
higher scale values, df state the higheriiib level.

.

' Curriculum Objective Content

All tHe'curriculum objective's start, out with a classic open-

ing for ,a behavioral objedtive: aduate or the program at this eau-

_
cational level must be able to...". They then continue with the dontent

of the curriculum objective- A prototype Rh- each type of cutrictiluM °tilt

,jective has been developed. Each utilizes the HSMS skills or'KdOwledge

Classification System, the scales, and the task descriptions, TIte cur- f

riculum objectives for skills and knowledge categorieS are written so that

the reader is nclt required to know tt-e1ISMS method in order to understand

I

6-13
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t *

- what is being referred to by the skill'or knowledge category names-or
. .

the scat values involved.
1

.
.

Each HSMS skill objective has a prototype Introductory para-
.

%
.

A .

graph'that stimmarizes the kind of behavior
.

that ,characteri.zes the skliI,

regardless of level. Most skill objectives end with a prototype para-

graph that begins, "To accomplish this, the student must be able t&... ".

These indicate \4 context for demonstration ofmastery, Between the ope

ing and closing paragraphs in any given skill opjectfve, we'present thp

language of aI11 the task descriptions within the occupational-educational

unit that demonstrate,the given scale value for the skill.

, .

,

The prototypes for the skill objectives av w t ten so, that.
P ..

- --- . ., .

the user can understand from the language what aspects of each skill'

, must be consciously taught and consciously leopied. It is not necessary

' .

.
to learn to use the HSMS skill scales to deal with the various sca(e

\

Values. Since the task language has already,beenthe basis for the task'g

.

rating at the gived scale value, the task language presented in the oh-

jective'demonstrates the scale value. (Appendix C of Volume Jpresents

the scales for the interested reader.).

We=present only one skill objective for algivengskillscale

value within any kiven occupational, unit regapless of the variety of

task contexts in which it is needed. On,tpe othr hand, ,if the same kind

4
of activity appears in more than.pne-task, a single content statement ls

given. This mikes it possible.tosconsegidate a good deal of.task.material

when m4ny tasks

(

all call
../

for a skill tot' be_manifested in the same

c

list the appropriate Task Code Numbdrs after each content statemeplt.

ay. We,

6 -14
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' A ere is one prototype for all t

The prototype -first names the knowledge cat, gdYy and any relevant.ex-

4'-

e.knOwledge objectives.

planationp of what is.covered by the.categb This is, followed by'the,

task language which indicates how the know edge is applied. There is

a closing paragraph Which indicates'the co text for demdhstrating mas-

tery.4 The knowledge objective prototype h s been designed sp.that the

,

user need4nat refer to the Knowledge Class fication System or'know hoW
..

/
.

to use-the knowledge scale. ThWscale va ue has already' been determined
t

by thedepth of understanding and the brd dth-of detailed information

needed in the discipline named in order to accomplish the task activities

listed. Thus, the task acti4Ities themselyes enibOdy the scale value.

As in. the case of the,skill.objectives, an objective for a

knowledwcategoryat a given scale value covers all the ,task activities

/I.
that require the category at thltalue regardless of hoW different the

activities are,,or how different trlefartfcular components of the sublett

, ,

area are. We consolidat9 lam e that is similar across tasks listed
- .

____Lkir the given knowledge objective There are as' ILny statements on a
.

.

r
given knowledge objective as there are clifferent descriptions

1. ties that require the knowledge-. of4the given category 'at the scale value

involved.

There is one procedural objective for each occupational:-
4

-

educational unit, It lists all the tasks of the unit and describes the+

intended learning outcomes with respect to the tasks as a whole. The

prototype calls far the student to demonstrate.knowledge of the proper

sequence of events andocontingenties associated with, each task, proper

6-15



use of.all equipment not already covered by skill or'knowledgeobjectives,

and application of non- scalable' knowledge such ascarithmetic when it is

called for in dbnjunct with mathematical knowledge or symbolic skills.

The'task descriptions Research, Report No; 7 are the references for '

these dbjectives; tills transforms the.task descriptions into instructignal,

'materials, and places the evaluatiqixof the student's mastery in a clini-

cal setting ON aclinlqs1 simulation.

Writing Curriculum Objectives

When we write, the curriculum'Objectives'wework with one

ill or knowledge category at a time. We start with the curriculum ob-

.

jectives for the.lowest scale value of a skill or knowledge and write

all the objectives for that value, one for each occupational unit that

requires if. For example, in Figure 14, we woul& write one curriculum

objective for Skg1 1 at 1.0, then two curriculum objectives for Skill

1 at 2.0, An'two for Skill 1 at 4.0and then one for Skill f it 9.0.

By proceeding in this way we are able to pay attention to the additive

nature of the. curriculum objectives; we, are able to use similar language
N,

for similar activities; and we are able to check any remaining computer

etrors or discrepancies in the skill and knowledge scale data.. -4e work

. first with the skills, then.the,kbowledge categories, and finally with

the procedural objectives.

. .. .

The HSMSPeurriculum analysts work with the annotated task de-

,,

k
scriptions. 'Tliis.stage of the work requires-ehe analysts to identify

all the annotated task language for a given skill or knowledge category

at a given scale value for all the tasks listed for a given ctirr

.6-S6
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objective. If more than one section of a task is annotated, all are

'considered and represented., For agiiren-curriculum objective all task
et

activitigs that use or are described in the same language are grouped,

and one' statemette i written. This is followed by "the tasks' code num-,

bera"C: Ahition atatements'are-written-until all the tasks listed for

the objective ar4 represented in the content Section of the objectives
t

'We attempt to stay as'much as,possible with the language used in the task

descriptions. We:also attempt to present the content statement in such

r

a way that the re ).evan ritex\for the activity is apparent. These

statements menti the'be vior required, sometimes mention the stand-

,ards, but rarely indicate the substantive matergl that must be learned

by the student in order to 'master the behavior. That is left to instruc-
..-

tional planning.

The curriculum objectives are preFented in Chapter 9 with the

skill opjectives first, the knowledge objective§ next, and, finally, the

procedural objectives. The skill objective's are presented in the order

of their HSMS scale numbers-.(as in Appendix A of Volume 1). The knowl-
ork

'edge objectives are presented by knowledge category in the order of

their Knowledge,Classification_System code numbers. This retains the

structural relationship among categories; the categories subdumed under

4
broad dascipbines appear after their parent disciplines.

Within each skill dr knowledge category! the objectives are

presented in rising order by 'scale value. For example, all the objectives-

for Skill 1 at 1.0 are presented before any at 2.0 or those for any other

skill. Within.a scale value, he objectives in Chapter 9, are presented

,6 -17
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A

first for Factor IV, then Factor VI,'then Factor iII, arid, finally, Non
.

factor A. S

Presenting the objectiv e' in order by scale value makes it/,
easv"for the program designer or the instirctor to compare and/or combine ,

/41the Lontent'of curriculum objectives at the e or different levels, or
_

to cinticipaCe the content at iidgher levels. ince tasks are scaledlor.

their highest required scale valuds, dower level behavior required for\
N

a given task can he identifted by examination of curriculum'Objectives

for lower scale values of the given skill or knowledge category.

. ,

Table 3 of Chapter 8 is an index of the, curriculum objectives.

It lists each skill and knowleOge category in order by scale value: Next

to each, one call determine the task factor and job level that requires

the skill'or knowledge category at given scale value: Then the num

ber of the corilculum object e which applies is given. From this

tng the user can determine which curriculum objectives are of interest.

ID.
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CURRICULUM GUIDELINES FOR RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY

The HSNS curriculum guidelines for radio'logic technology, are
4

a .series of inputs_to the various stages of the.educational process:. This

chapter presents the guidelines after alYrief discussion about the authors'

view of the,stages of the educational process.

In Working Paper No. 11, Gullion and Gilpatrick presented a
.

1
model.that elaborates five stages of the developmental proceAs in education.

The first stage is selection of educational objectives. This is when the ,

educational institution decides what it will teach and what goals and values

it will try to achieve. The second stage is curriculum development, in

,which curriculum content is selected and structured. The educational objec-

tifies are inputs to this process. The third §tage is program design, in

which the curricult& is arranged into sequences and cots to fit the needs

of the institution's program and time requirements, and when credit units

are assigned. Cprritulum is the.majorinput to program design, but the in-,

,stitutional, irimework is also an important input,.

teacher

The fourth Atage is instructional planning. This is when the

takes the "intended learning outcomes " -of the curriculum arranged

into programs and courses and devises sequences of instruction:, The

structor adds additional content to facilitate leprning, selects,instruc-
It

tional units and maxerials,'and plans presentations. Thi fifth stage 10

instruction. This is when the students and teacher interact within the

teaching environment, and where learning outcomes are achieved to one de-.

1
Op. cit., Chapter 2.
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1

gree or another% one. can add a sixth 'stageevalliat an. beaming outcomes,

. ,,'"

t
4

. ,

iey or may not corr s pond to educational, curritulum,,%pr instructional- ob -.

jectives. The evalhation-of each stage in terms of the p.q4or stage and the
,

_

resulting feedbac ks turn the model into an edwational system.

The HSMS method of task analysis and curriculum design results

in- materials fokmost of the stages of.the educational process. We demOn-

.

strafe this in diagnostic radiolcity, covering jobs froni the entry- level,to1,
.....

- ,

the technologist level. The entire package is the HSMS curriculum guide-

4 '4.; '_-

-
t

.,

lines roriOsaolgoic technology. The HSMS curriculum guidelineZ.include ,curriculum

iiV
.

.

.--

the specification of educational objectives, behaviorally stated curriculum

objectives, and curriculum outlines'which sequence the curriculum objectives

,

for educational ladder programs. The guidelines also include suggestions

for instruction; the HSMS task descriptions areavailable as instructional

"A...materials. Finally; we )provide suggestions forihe use of curriculum ob-.-
'jective* for evaluation, for the.construction-of profiGency tests, and for

curriculum analysis.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Selection of educational objectives is the first stage in the

:process of education and helps dspefinine CivricUlumdevelopment. The ob-
,

jeceives
...

determine whether the institution will-lrain students for an oc,-
,--

//
_

.

tupation, will emphasize social values okone sort or another, will meet

. .
.

external requirements for licenstifer or accreditation, and, will turn out

-students who are oriented to social needs and /or personal gain. The deci-

sion to have educational ladders is also the selection of an educational'

objective.

23
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0

,f HSH4 opted by its very exrstence,to become associated with
_ .

1a specific set 'of educ'at l biona objectives. These included a commitment

-to occupational prepsratiOn, particularly for health occupations.~ We

chose tqlprepare lursidaa in the form of educationk,ladders which, in

turn, means opting f8r curricula whiCh combine both training and educations

9

wir

We undertook the writing of norMative.task descriptions in order to fulfill

.

the objectives of having curricula emphalliehigh quality performance and':
.

patient.safety. Below are the six educational objectiVes we adopted as

part of our curriculum outlines for radiologic technology:

111

.
1. Performers of teals involving ionizing radiation should

be trained to provide maximum safety to themselves, their
co-workers, and'their patients by the use of adequate,
approprfate shielding for all procedure,.

s

2. Performers of.tasks involving iqnizing'radiation should
be trained to minimize the exposure to radiation of the
general population by always considering'how to miramize
the exposure required while still obtaining all the'diag--
nostic information needed,. And by 1Trrimizing theneed,

y. to repeat exposures due to inadequate performance of the
.tasks.

3. Performers of tasks involving patients in the diagnostic
use of icibizing'radiationshould be trained, to giveSen-
sitive,smpathetic,attention to the patient, to understand
the fears, anxieties, andpain experienced,by the patient,
and should be trained to recogniie the needs of patiehts
for reassufance, information,*d dignity. --

4. Performers of tasks. involving patients in ape:diagnostic
obse of ionizing radiation shoilld be trained to carry out
their tasks so as to minimize'the possibility of trans, -
tting infection. or communicable diseases by practicing,

npropriate sterile, antiseptic, .and/or decontamination
procedures before, during, and after examinations

The curriculum objectives for radiqlogiCtectnol9gy should
present/curriculum content the cepatext of,jormal dis-

ciplinesto conneot task bent with'underlying principles
and Concepts, so that the iiarning is transferable, both Ill

laterally to new work 'situations and verttCilly'to the
next educdtional level. The curriculum objectiVes should

7-3 4
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alib present thellob relevance of the academic subject'
matter by showing how the skills and knowledge discip-
lines are applied in task activities. ip

6. The curriculum for radiologic technology should be divi-
sible into programs that provide for upward mobility
through educational ladders; these should eliminate re-
dundancy and should offei transferable educational credits.

CURRICULUM DEVELOP)1NT .04

- Once the educational objectives are selected, curriculum develop-
-

-

Mgnt 'is the,next stage in the educational process. Curriculum development

involves the selection of curriculum content and the structuring of the con-
,. -

tent into an organized set of intended learning outcomes. The educational

,
objectives areinput§ to curriculum development and determine the criteria

for the selection of content.

The Content we select is the behavior repres ted in the task de-
,

scriptiOnd, the discipline's of the ,Knowledge Classification System, and the

skills. Our-first four educational objectives*can be met through the'con-

tent of the'task descriptions if the descriptions are used as instructional

materials. These descriptions determine the skill and"knowledge scale values

iP
7..

for` the tasks and are then carriedanto the curriculum objectives. When the
i.,

4-
.

1
,
task content iwcombinedwith the HSMS skills andknowledge categories in .

, .

the curriculum objectives, transferable and jbb releVant curricula (the
. ,

i

fifth .objective) Ls achieved.

4
The inheIent relationship among disciplines is manifested in

.

the HSMS Knowledge Classification System;*the additive naturevof the sell

and,knowledge content is reflected in the HSMS scales; tAe association of

discipiines in a given occupation determines the HSMS factor resins.,

7-4'
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factors, in turn, are translatedlntp job ladders; the ladders result in

the occupational-educational reference unfits for the curriculum objectives.

Thus, the HSMS curriculum objectives are a structured series of intended
cc

learning outcomes. When these are arranged in the form of educational lad-

.
ders, the sixth educational objective is made possible. The-curriculum

outlines presented in Chaptee/8 are recommendations -for educational ladder .

Sequknces and are inputs to the next stage.4 the educaticgial process, pro-

gram de'sign.

db.

PROGRAM DESIGN

Program dessign is the division and arrangement of a curriculpm.

4
into sequences and /,or units appropriate to the content, time requirements,

and structure of the educational institution. Program design is done within

O
a specific institutional setting, sometimes by an administrative office,

sometimes by a committee of the faculty, and rarely by the individual teach-
.,

totr

et,-who is usually concerned with instructional planning for a given course.'

The program designer must take into conside,ration the facilities,

4
and faculty available to carry out a program and the accreditation require-

ments which may govern credit hour distributions for various content areas.
. -

He or she maycombine or separate areas of content into courses or sequences.

The program designer takes admis'sion requirements into account, and may plan.

introductory, remedial, -orenabling" courses which prepare students to deal

withthe material specified in the curriculum.

11.

The program designer must also take account 6f the way in which

.

the institution organite or Vans to grganize learning experiOxes. . One in-
t/

stitilyon.may create a modularized-PAIrticulum in which content is orKanizeds

4'7
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and taughtjIn short sections, using pre- and p9st-tests of competencies to

. .
determine individual studept progress.' Anbtlier'may stress a traditional

.k

-credie=hoUr semester; still'another may provide bilingual edycation for an
f ,

...

r ethnically mixed student body. As given program may or may not be divided

into courses; an'educationn ladder may be made up of a-sequence of pro-

grams, Institutionally determined conditias such as academic credits,
. ,

. . .- .

degrees, certification, orl)ther "milestone" divisions:of content set the
1.

it.
.

framework within'which programs ab designed. These institutional arrange-
, (4 1

,
.

4
wo , .

ments havetoklications for-the way in which curriculum content.is organized.

The HSMS provsals for structuring of curriculum objectives in-

to educational ladders can havean impact on t'he sequential arrangement of

courses,Or the assignthent of curriculum units to programs'. The HSMS gugges-

tions for radiologic technology make it possible to arrange curricula into

one or'more educational ladders. One ladder begins in patient care, and ,

'-__ --
.

another in quality assurance. Each ladder would begin at the entry (aide)

Level, rise to the technician level, gd on tog radiologic,technology at-the

technologist level, and then each could proceed to the supervisor-educator,

level and/or to the curriculum for radiation physicist,

Figure 16, below, presents the job of radiologic technologist

in its job ladder framework and fp :relation to higher- and lower-level jobs.

- We have written curriculum objectives with this structure in mind. The six

units in Figure 16 .at levels 1, 2 and 3 are the occupational- educational

reference` unit's for'the curriculum objectives. However, the curriculum ob-

jectivesjectives can be combined in any other way to suit the educational objectiv

.

of any given educational _institution: This includes the eraditional view

that the radiolog'ic teOnologist is a single occupation incorporating all

I

)
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the tasks in the patient care, quality assurance, radiologi technology,

and administrative factors at levels1, 2 an4 3.

Figure 16. JOBS eOVERED BY HSMS.CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES

Job

Levels

Factors

IV: Patient
Care

III; Raditilogic

Technology

IV:i_Qualfty-
.

Assurance

,,A.,_t,-,ktiminis-

t4ation

5
tf"

.

. ,

,

Radiation
Physicist*

\
, .

.

,

. .

,4 Chief Patient
-Care Tech-

nologist*

Chief Radio-
-logic Tech-

nologist*

,4 ..._.,
,

.SUpervisork,
is

.., .

3

,

R*adialogic

.Technologist

,

.

Administrative
Technologist

.

2 Patient Care
Technician

Quality Assur-
ance,ITechnician

;,.."...e..
,

1

*

Patient Care 4

Aide

Quality Assur-
ance Aide

t
.

,

-

J.

* Jobs at levels 4 and 5 are ref94-e&to in the cross-reference footnotes

in the curriculum objectives, but'4urriculum objectives have not been

written for these levels.

We suggest that the curriculum for radiologic technology should

be arranged to parallel one or more job ladders, and that the first one or

two steps shouldrequire no more than the equivalen't of half the prepara;

tion now required for the licenstfre or certification of radiologic techno-
I

lOgigts. Students should be able to proceed beyorId the technologist level
4

to Levels 4 and/or 5 as in Figure 16. The program should prepare indi'lliw

duals in a sequence which qualifies them,to exit, after completion of eaTly-

coursework to take aide and/or technician jobs in patient care

717
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.assurance,' or to continue to the technol8gist level; Students should be
0.

allowed to enter or reenter the program upon successful demonstration of

mastery of the objectives at the earlier levels.

Curriculum Outlines

To assist the program gesigner to achieve the sequencing we

suggest, we present the curriculgm outline Cables in Chapter 8. They of-

fer several, alternative apppoaches to program design in radiologic tech-

nology. This section tells the reader hot to use the tables. It can be

bmitted until the,reader.has reason ,to work. with the outlines.

, ,,,-

.

Table 3 in Chapter 8 is an index of the, 351 curriculum objec-

tives for the six occupational- educational units of radiologic Technology.

The table shows the number of the curriculum objective for a given factor

aril job level for each skill or knowledge category at each scale value.

Tables 4 and 5 in Chapter 8 are curric o tlines for tw9

edUcational ladders. Table4 assumes that the radiologic technologist job

is reachedin three staas: from aide to technici'an in quality assurance,

to technologist in radiologic technology. Table 5 also assumes that The

'radiologic technologist job.is reached in three stages: from aide to tech-
_

. ,

. hician in patient care,.to technc4ogist in radiologic technology.

0/ .

Each outline *lows the Curriculum Objective Number associated
.

.

with each skill and knowledge category by scalc(value. The information

is arranged in three major columns: one for the aide, one for the techni-
. r

cian,,and one for the technologist. Within each of the three major pl-

umns one .finds the Task,eode,Numbers associated with a given curriculum

objectiv,



:
The colurib fOf the aide level ends, amen all the, skill and

knowledge Objectives required for level 1 are presented. The table con-'

tinues with a list of curriculum objectives for skills and knowledge re-

quired at level 2, but not at.level 1, and then presents those requited

. f
only at level 3. Each coldmn ends with the number of a phcedural objec-

tive and shows all the Task Code Numbers associated with the given occu-

pational- educational unit.

The program designer_can use each coldmil separately to. design

three separate programs. Reading down the column for level 1 provides

the numbers for all the curriculum, objectives for the aide. Reading down'

the column for -level 2 provide's the numbers for all the curriculum objec-

tives for the technician. -Reading down the column for level'3 provides d,

the numbers-of 411 the curriculum objectives for the radiologic technol-

ogist. Since these' columns also provide the task numbers associated with

!an curriculum objective, the tables are indexes of the task descriptions

that can be used as instructional materials.

By reading across the rows, the program designer can determine

whethera given skill or knoidledge objective has been preceded by or wilf

be followed-by curriculum objectives for the given skill or knowledge at the

same, higher, or lower Scale values in either of the other two job'levels.

He or she can decide to use or refer to=t,he other curriculum objectives in

instructional planning or to combine- them: If levels'1, 2 or 3 are com-

bined in a given program, the table makes it easy to combine or sequence

curriculum objettives by_order of stale value.

7-9
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Level 3 refers to the radiologic technologist. in both Tables

4 and 5. ihCe the prior skill and knowledge content of patient care and

quality assurance at levels 1 and 2 are different, the sequences, in which

the skill and knowledge objectives for level 3 appear are different in ,the

two tables; hey reflect the prior sequencing at levels-1 and 2 for each

of the two factors respectively.

Table 6 in Chapter 8 presents the curriculumOutline for ad-
*

ministratiye tasksat level 3. The information on the skills, knowledge

-categnriep, scale values, Task Codes, and Curriculum ObjeCtive Numbers are

presented separately so that the program designer can incorporate them to

suit the needs of the program, such as in a separate educatiodal laddet,

within core curricula, or combined with the material in Tab')es 4 and/or 5.

If the educational institution does not subscribe to the edu-
,

cational ladder approach, the appropriate table to-use for program design
F

is Table 3, which makes it possible to treat each of the skills and knowl-

4
edges at each scale value as a unit. by combining the objectives across

occupational units; it is then possible.to orderthe curriculum so that

activities at lower scale values of thg skills and knowledges are taught

before higher ones are taught. It'is 41so possible.toexamine all the

skills and knowledges and decide on thig best orderof presentation fromiv
I

the point of view of logic or the nature of the disciplines.

Radiation Physicist Curriculum

Table 7.in Chapter 8 deals with the radia=tion physicist,. It

,presents the skill and knowledge requirewents for the job; h,t this time

curriculum objectives have notbeel,written for level 5. HoWever, this

7-10
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can be done by the pilogram ddsigner without a-great deal 'of effort. Each

skill and knowledge category is'presentecl, along with the scale value and

the ,Task Code Numbers associated with each scale value. The program de -'

signer could' work with these data and Volume 3 of Research Report No:..7,

which .contains the task descriptions for the physicist. Following the de .

scription of,the HSMS curriculum design method in Chapter 6 of,this report,

the user could annotate the task descriptions using the skill scales of Ap-

pendix C and the knowlgdge category names'of Appendix B of -Vgllime 1 of this

report. The curriculum objectives could then be written, using those of

Chapter 9 as models. V

Sequencing Curriculum Objectives Within Programs

The curriculum outlines of Chapter 8 offer suggestions on over-
.

all sequences that are related to job cOntent. The order in whiCh the ob-

jectives are presented within each educational unit is skills first, fol-

lowed by knowledge categories in the code number order' of the Knowledge

Classification System. Within each category the objectives start with the

lowest scale value and proceed upwards. For any given program, sequencing

by scale value is the most logical way to prisent any iven skill or

knowledge category. It is also appropriateto present a broad subject

categOry before its component subdivisions. Tables 3 through 7 all take

'this into account.

However, -it is' certainly not appropriate to teach skills first

and knowledge categories second. (See the section on skills under Instruc-

tional Planning, below.) In fact, it is best to tea01-skills with the

knowledge content to which they are applied. In addition, the order in

which knowledge ,ategories appear within the HSMS Knowledge Classification

7-11
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System may not be the most appropriate order for a given occupational pro-
.

gram. The sub-categories within broad disciplines have-a clear inter-
..

relationship' reflecting the structure of the disciplines; however, it is

an'arbitrary function of the coding system that the biological sciences

come befor¢ physics or mathematics, that "normal structure and function"

and "pat ology" come before "pharmacology," or that these-precede

notic radiology" or "interaction with radiation." It was an arbitrary de-

cision that placed the "moculoskeletal system" after several other sy4-

terns of the body under / "normal structure and function."

t

structional planner is to decide on the best ordering of'the curriculum,

objectives. One insight Oat we offer is that the skills and knowledges

Part of the responsibility ofthe program designer and/or, in-

that "determine" a given factor are interrelated, and generally rise and

fall together. Thus, Table D.1 in Appendix D of Volume 1 of this report

offers some useful information. The table presents the skills and knowl-,.

edge categories that "determine si the various factors. Those determining

Factors III, IV, and VI (in the six factor solution) shoulck be considered

for joint presentation. There is a possibility that,. since they are inter-.
r

related, presenting the material together may enhance the, effectiveness of

instruction. This istobvio4us for subjects such as "radiobiology" and
-

"interaction with radiation."

t is apparent to us, for example, that it is a waste to teach

"topographic anatomy," "regional-anatomy," or the anatomy and physiology

various systems of the body separately from "positioning" in-the pro-

gram for ,the radiolo c technologist. This, wasteful separation in some

36
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program outlines eannot be undone.. .At the level of instructional planning.

The decision mtst be made at 9he level of program design.,

We'suggest that as °a general rule, the skill wledge-II 11 a kno4

objectives that relate to the dame task activities be groupeditogeeter and

taught-as a unit. 'The fntroduction'to tke disciplines and skills wou).d

come first, followed by the specific content, of the disciplines as ro,e-

11)

quired in the task situationscfor the group of curriculum/objectives.

-

Laboratory simulation would follolvt, and then,eventually, clinical prac-

tice. Sets of HSMS curriculum objectives could be. organized into,a se-

quence of three g.four modules which would cover, in se uential fashion,

the general academic, laboratory, and clinical content eeded to master -.a
-2

particular group of task activities? This approach is.valuable fot,pro-,

gram designers who are preparing modular program structures.
2,

The benefit of this type of task-centered program design

that it is possible to provide the student with an early awareness of how

the various disicplines are combined in the clinical situation.

A module for a related set of tasks may be difficult to"trans-

Late into academic credits comparable to those assigned to traditionally.

designed courses listed by discipline. However, we suggest that the eau--

cational benefits to be derived from such a modular approach may be well ,

2

Modular course structure, is often linked with ghat has come to,be'known
as'"competency-based" education. The basic premise is that students should
be allowed to learn at their own pace, houid be required to studye'only the

.content they have not already mastered In previous educational or work ex-
perience04 and shO%dbe granted a degree or certificate on'the basis of
demonstrated mastery pf the subject matter covered by the program, rather
than on the basis of a prescribed minimum number of credits acquired during
a prescribed period of time.



worth the effort needed to add up the fragmented areas of a discipline di-

vided among task-oriented modules in order to grant those coveted credits

for course work in the disciplines.

Other Educational Sequences "
The HSM method produces designs for the structuring of tasks

into logical job ladders and into educational ladders to paiallel them; the

method produces data that can be arranged.to design educational ladders for

any desired structuring, of tasks into job sequences.
-Li

The HSMS curriculum objectives can be arranged into educational

ladders by virtue of the additive nature of the skill and knowledge

and the factor analysis with which we group the tasks into interrelated fac-

tors. Belcause of the additive nature of the.scaleeskill and knowledge cate-,

gories, ore need only investigate the difference between the highest scale

. values required fof any two occupational units to discern the educational

gap between them. This meaas that one can determine the extent.to which

additional preparation is needed to move laterally and/or vertically across

job structures. Table 2 provides an example of this type of information.

Table 2, presented at the end of this chapter,,shows*The high-

est scale values required in the 15 skills and 88 knowledge categories re-

quired '"or the ten occupational units presented in Figure 16. Inspection

of, the table demonstrates the rational basis of.our factor solutions., There

are distinctions among the factors for patient care and quality assurance,

for example, with respect to the knowledge categories requirql the extent
. -

to which ,they rise by job leVel, and the actual levels required. The gaps

-.betweennevels within and across factors can be ascertained, compared, and

used fn program design.
7-14
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INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

Instructional planning takes place within the framework of

program design, Instruction is organized on the basis of the needs and in-

) terests of students and teacher in the context of the classroom and within

the constraints imposed by the curtilculum and program. According to Johnson,
6

curriculum dkiectives alone do not fully define instOluctional content,,,

because:

*

Instructional content includes not only that which
is implied or specified in t 1..culum, but also ,

a large body of instrumental Jlelected by

the teacher, not to be learned, n to facilitate

the desired learning. Concepts and generalizations

are not learned directly-J
but rather through numer-

ous encounters with specific manifestations, the
selection of which is-at instructional, rather than

curricular, function.3

HSMS can offer suggestibns for instructional planning because

the skill scales, the Knowledge Classification'System, and the task de-

sCriptions have instructional implications. We offer suggestions in three

areas: first, in the use- of task descriptions; second, a soleat new ap-

proach to the teaching of skills; and third, some specific suggestions for

the classroom presentation of certain of the 1

4444 Descri tions as Instructional Mate ials

The HSMS task descriptions function as a source of proCedural

knowledge: the procedures and sequenc: for the individual tasks. As

instructional materials,for the classro m and for clinical training, they

provide ordered, logical sequences of eps. They suggest 1,4hat contin-

3 Johnson, op. cit:, p. 1311

3
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gencies, options, and-emergencies are associated with the tasks, and,

for the less- familiar speikalties,-an indication of what is done ill a

given prOcedure.

The existence of the task descriptions themselves provides

textual materials that are lacking in certain areas. For example, we have

found no existing textbooks which describe clinical procedures in a con- '

sistent format, in appropriate sequences, and with reference to contin-

gencies. Little sequential or detailed information exists for many con7

trast studies in which radiologic technologists carry out radiographic

j* functions, particularly angiography. I

The task descriptions are portrayals ofyhat.the clinical ex-

perience win_ be, including what is used and the inter/ctions that'oceur.

.As a result, the task descriptions can be used in the developm4nt ofteask

training. For any given occupational level,such as ,radiologic technology,

1 4,
the task descriptions for higher-level Abs such ,as pliysit*.t and rgdiol-'

ogist can be used to.provide students with an understanding of the work
S

behavior to be expected of these members of the team,- A/plume 1 of Re rch
,

.

}
i.

""
Report No. 7, which contains the radiologist tasks, may..b.e an aid in the

instruction of technologists. r

Teaching the Skills

The.HSMS curriculum objectives are primarily of two-;types,
4-

skill objectives and knowledge objectives. A skill, as defined in the
.

HSMSmethaa, is displayed when an individual carries out aAli.ntal or phy'-,l 4 v.

sical activity. Detailed informativandcompeehension of the theory of

(stsik't)- ,,.

specific disciplines or subject areas, andiWorMation on boF things-func-
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..

tiOn, to' use them, or what to do, is knowledge. Apprying,oillasing the,
1 r

* .

kno ledgein a job task requires skills.

..

ihe'lcritical distinction-betweeueskill and,knowled4e,'"given,,,_.
,

J _,. thijt they ave both treated as teachable; is that skills require practice

if they are,0.6e learned. Knowledge is learned primarily through didac-.

tic meanslIklls may'sometimes be introduced in an instlictiOnal setting,
- 1

.

such as in a class room or lecture room, but actual leapiing does not taktb

-place untilthere is prilictice.' The'.basic ciloMponent in what one learns
)

throuer",experiencen skill. °

-r

We suggest that skills be taught directly d consciously, and

that their salient characteristics should be explicitly presented. Skills
.6

,dealing With personal ir4eractiOn, decision making, and Cognitive prbcesses il
. 6 .

..:19".
' 6 are exercioe'd'ih tg5FlicatiOn of knowledge. 'They are, the basis of judg-

_ i
,

1.

4nt, problem solving, and evalulpion. While-entire courses.of study coi.d
. AF,

1

4111P

equired in the hope tivt the.akills are sestfhow. acquired by students,

i
h'could be doge to ensure their rapid acquisigion within the.instruc- '

ill , 40114 ip . .
do Ottting if they were taught purposefully.

. . .

j. P. Guilford advocales thiltonscious development of,the'in-
.

0
a

tellectual skills oli,the'part of the edccat9r; and suggevp that, ,9The
/ r

.

4
.

.choice.of curriculum-should give attention to opportunities that different
4

;

courses and subject matter' have for davelopmentof the generaPskills as

well as for their more imm iate and special otilities."
4

' -He indicates
. .

,

. ,

s,. . 4 i

4 , .r
.,.

'Guilford, Y.P2, The Nqture of Human latellilgence, New York: Mc6raw=Hill. e
Book Co.', 1967, p. 475.

. .

or



the value Ateaching skills` directly through practice
la

and in connection_

with the knowledges to bg applied,
5

.

We assume that when skills are taughtAnd learned whSt is
. . . N/

transferable are 'the attributes of the skills (as described in the HSMS

scales). :This is independent of substantivecontent. However, while

skills can be taught and learned regardless of which specific procedures
. 1

.A.
-or knowle4es are used to constitute the substantive content when the

.

skill is applielk no skill cam-be learned without'some sUbstantive con-

.

'tent. The implication that what Must taught in each new situation
4 1

,

4

.

,
-

are :the kn ledges and procedures of t tuaOlion.

e5
10

The skill, once

learned Jat a given.--sca e value, is4ai.raila 1e to the learner for use at that

level in another context. We assume that, all other things being e qual,
P .

. ',-...., 0 . 11 4

..,

a student who has been able to master a task using scale value 3.5 for a
j.

'given skillr,bras less to learn for a.seconpfask whichCalsO requires scale
.,

' : -,

value 3.5 for the skill thaw d one who has never learned to perfOrm
,

at level 3.5 for the skill in any context. Theak different contexts are

-,,

the obvidus substantive content's which should be iltd to teyh
,

the skflls

4
.

A

Instruction can be specifically geared to draw on tpe iater-
.

4

relationships ofskills and kdowledge, andcan utilize the different knowl-v
7

N. %

Ii

! edge areas to s1 pecificallzdevelonthe skids. The skills' can be used to '

. ..

develop
.

develo the understanding of the knowledge. If ide&uctional glanaiAg'em-

.t / : c
-

.
, _ pha'Size thedirect,teashing'of skills as well as kriowfedge, needlessly

.
. 1

,'-'

long and unduly inadequate traiinhimight be-eliminated tb an extent mot \ .

.
. (- , \

r 4 4 . .. -
yet imagined., .

.

e
.

..
5
22 cit., p. 476.
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The direct teaching of skills and the link in curriculum ob-
....

jectives between skills and task activities may make it possible v. pro-
,

\pie student 'with the qua14ty training needed to improve fhe health Ca
, (

delivered to the'patients served by the occupations being studied.

' 0

Notes on Teaching Specific Skills

The HS/1S method inCludestwo interpersonal skillg. 'One is

"Human Illteraction." It is'exercised whenever a task requires the per-
.

s

former to come into contact or interact with other persons. The see
0

is "Leadership." It is exercised whenever a task requires the performer

to relate to subordinaterso as to influence their work behavior. Both'

these scales have scaling principles Which.describe the circumstances un"

4t
der which the skills must be exercised, rather than'the nature of the

skills. This is becave interpersonal skills may be exercised in ways

which areunique 41 the performer and reflect his or her individual per-

sonality. These skills'can be taught independently ofi.ndividual person-
.

A OIF

ality differences by-teaching the-circumstances that require them and the

'

lutcomes reqdired.

The interpeonal skills may be taught best by combining di-
. A

feet experientialliechniques, such as nole playing and sensitivity train-
.

ing,laith didactic emphasfs on th%Lask circumstances that call for the

skills. For example, h.mman-interaction involves awareness of the."rele-
-

want characteristiqs" Of the "Other" in the task. -What these character-

istits are varies with tke,task and must be consciously taught. On t he

v,

other hand, the conditions which require various degrees of leadership may

a from institution to institution. Instruction-must cover how to as-
.

sess the conditions that require djfterent levels of leadership.
4
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The skills dealing with financial Consequences of.error and

consequences. of error to humans are used to scale tasks for the most seri

ous likely error to be expected after adequate training has taken place.

In teaching these "regpontibility" skills, however, pre-training, in-
.

training, andpost-iraining'errort should be taught,, and emphasis should

be placed on the avoidance 'of all error as wed. as on the consequences of

error

USE OF CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES FOR EVALUATION

Evaluation turns the various stages.'of the- educational process

into a system; evaldation is the link between occupational preparation and
.. .. ,.

. .

employment; and evaluation can be used.-to pTovid'e credi,t.for occupational
vr

, -

preparation that hqs been obtained In,nonconventional ways.r
After inseruction has ta.a.r717Thce, actual learning outcome

may or may not correspond to instructional objectives; even if the instruc-

ttional objectivea have been met, these-may hot correspond to the intended
.6. .

*-,

learning outcomes of the ourricilo qbjectives; there is always the pgssi,
. -

;

bility that mastery',Of the currtc14m objectives Les not produce the hoped-

for performance on the job 04 is expressed in,educational objectives.

- k
Evaluation at each state-in tbeProtes makes it possible to revise the

work at that stage to achieve the objectives of the prior stage.

In manyKealth.services occupations, passing licensure and/or

4
registration examinations, and/or saCcesstul coppiletion of occupational

programs are requiremen;ts for employment. Examinations are therefore a
6,,

form o,f evaluation, tellrhg the graduate whether or not he or she has mat"-

tered requireAnta for an occ4ation' (whether or not these

correspond to the needs of elle job).

7-'20



For the individual student or employee, access to upward mo--
I

bility or mobility across occupations can be promoted itthere is a ',Tay to

credit the individual for competent work' performance and/or occupational

preparation. Appropriate evaluatiod-can make it possible to grant credits

,

or advanced standing to individuals to,enable them to enter or reenter an

occupation gram without redoing work already mastered. It can permit'

persons whp have achieved mastery through'self-study or experience to enter

credentialed occupations; and it can facilitate movement across occupations

by eliminating redundant educational requirements.

Evaluation is also a cornerstone ef individualized instruction.

- It can permit students to move from one curriculum,"module" t -the next

when appropriate mastery is,displayed, or it can, permit students A be pc=

.empted from course work on the evidence of mastery. Job relevant,' perform -'

ance-based evaluation is the key to equal employment opportunity. The fact

that a test measures work performance rather than classroom performance is

a prima facie argument for the content validity of that test'as a meansto
4-

determine entry to an occupation or employment in a job.*

'Direct evaluation of work performance cip only be done-within

the employer's institution. Job evaluation,.ts the assessment of the per-
.

formance of employed iSdividuals or the clinical practice,bf students

4

within the work setting. In orderto evaluate the competence of intiNif-
.

'duals before employment but after preparation, testing must.i,e'done.

........-
Tests eliminate the need to be in the actual work setting; but such'test-
. - (Th -

..

i must-be standardized and must have content validity, i.e., must be
.

.

s to be actually measuring work competence. Proficiency tests are de-
,

1

a
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signed for suctput*ses. TheWlre expected to measure the extent to which

individuals are able to.carrY,out'specific work activities. Sdch tests are

valid if
I

eht itehs: uTy measure preparation' for -work.

We deal -b k9uT with the direct use of HSMS curriculum- objectives

to evaluate students and with the use oflthe HSMS curriculum objectives, as

inputs to the development of valid prOficiency tests.

The HSMS curriculum objectives are behavioral statments that

describe' work'actiOities, describe the conditions 1194er which the activi-

ties are togbe demonstrated, and include reference to the skills or knowl-

0. \_

edges to be utilized in the activities. If one further step is taken, the _

curriculum objectives can.be transformed into evaluation instruments.- That

step is the proyision of competency standards for each curriculum objective.

Once the competency standards are known, students can be' reted;,,,the result

would be criterion - referenced evaluation instrpmvrfs.

The standards for the curriculum objectives could be determined

by the instructor, program designer, or a team of experts. The result
Ai

could be provision of competency-based 'education, wherein the _competency

is referenced to the uitiMate job application rather than to the classroom.

Tbe modules for such a program Would be curriculum modules

6
"Competency-based". education utilizes a series of pre- and post-tests for

each module,in a program. The tests are directly related to what'is covered

in the moduleand are equivalent in difficulty wand range. Before beginning

a module, each student takes a %Fe-test. If he or she meets the criterion

for success, the student is given credit for the module and goes on to the

next'unif. If not, the student takes the module and; after completing thg

,work, is'allow.ed to take the post-test. Not until a student has net the cri-

,ter n-for success* is credit given for the module and the student.allowed to'

.1

4 ()
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Competency-based education, which usually means individwiliied

instruction, makes it, possible to eliminate formal time requirements. The

Conventional use of a fixed-amount of time which must be spent in approved

or accredited programs before the individual may enter into an occupation..

(or sit for a licensure or certification examination) makes the implicit

assumption that time equals adequacy of preparation. But the arbitrary

assignment of time requirements is no guarantee' that students4wil -1 be ade-

quately trained; increase of time requirements sometimes suggested for

Programs is np guarantee that student performance will be improved. It is
, .

more important.to make sure that curriculum requirements reflect task re-

quirements and educational objectives.,

A stand and time requirement is a penalty against talented stu-

dents. Particularly, when clinicad, traininCis an important proportion of

the curriculum, demonstration of successful mastery of intended learning

outcomes, competency-based education, and criterion-referenced evaluation

seeri more appropriate mechanisms. Talented students who can master the

classroom,preparation and clinical practicituickly would be able to enter

tneshortage labor markets more rapidly and would be earning income more

qiiiFkly. Students with learning difficulties would be less likely to be

in practice and would be more identifiable for diagnosis and remedial edu-

cAtional services.

This approach to evaluation could also be us ado determine
-

student readiness to pass from laboratory to clinical work, or to ascer-

tain when clinical wark was successfpllycompleted. The result of such

evaluation might be greater safety for the patients who are involved in

clinical practice.

7-23
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'PROFICIENCY TESTING

,

Proficiency tests iriNhe area of occupational licensure or

certification purport:to measure those competencies that 'define the re-

quirements for try into gives) occupations. The tests are often designed

.41

to be administered as paper and penciPtests, sometimes on aanation4i-de

basis. The proficiency test is generally used by licensure and registra-

tion agencies as a prerequisite to practice in an occupation. The tests

'..could be used to permit.individuals who do not have the omei education

required to demonstrate that they are qualified to enter an occupation

and are able to' function at quality levels t by the profession or' by a.

government agency. 41

Increasingly, the-devlopers of proficiency tests for health

services occupations are being asked to provitle tests that are work related.

,They are also being required to develop .criterion-referenced rather 'than

norm-referenced tes"ts. The issue of job'relevant content'validity has con-,

stitutional implications. -However, ther is still much confuSion ahput what
-...;

.

forms of reliability and validity are appropriate. There is also confusion
/

.
,

.

about the difference between construction of norm7referenoed tests and con-
-

q .7
.

struction of criterion-referenced tests. Oth5r issues relate to,appropri-

ate test construction and content-selection if the tests are to be accept -"'~

.able tO'rhe organizations involvgd in registration or licensure of indivi-

duals and to educational institutions who might use the tests to grant ad-
.

vanced standing in instructional programs.

\...--'

.

7 N
Working gaper No. 12 will appear in the fall of 1977, and will deal with

these issues. . 4
i

LIS
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When a test measures anything other than job-related compe-

tence, its validity is attenuated. Thus, if a test* measures classroom

behavior required in accredited programs, and any of the classroom beha-

vior is-not job relevapt, the test's relevance Is decreased and its valid-
,

ity for evaluating job-related competencies is also decreased.

When proficiency test content is selected by eexperts" who are

academically oriented, the tests .can be more related to academic instruc-

tional objectives than to work requirements. If a'portion of the test

takers are graduated from hospital-based occupational progra or are the
.

products.of informal- means of preparation, such academically oriented tests

can penalize them while favoring graduates of academicrograms.

In an attempt to make proficiency tests job relevant, test con-

structors are being encouraged to'refer to task data. However, task data

are usually task inventories and not task descriptions; tradition'ally, the

professiOnals in an occupation are enlisted to develop the task data.

Another problem in testing is that of sampling. Any proficiency

test for an occupation can only sample from the universe of work behaviors

associated with the occupation. Therefore, the appropriateness of sampling

becomes a crucial problem. Traditional test design methods that use task

data provide no clear-cut guidelines for selection; they 'rely on '

-experts in'the occupation who are trained neither in job analysis nor in

test construction.

* .

The experts also decide on the level of difficulty of tasks.

This usually refire s to abstract qualities of "difficulty" or "responsibil-

ity"'and not to a taxonomy of skills and knowledges which are scalable.
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The frequency or centrality of tasks is determined' by-a sample survey

/ .

of institutions or by consulting experts.

We believe that it is feasible to remove content selection for

profjiency tests from subjective or unfocused processes which usually re-

406
suit when an objective method and a common frame of reference do not exist.

Test construction decisions can be objective, explicit, and defensible. In

our ()pillion, the HSMS methods of task analysis and curriculum design and
4

the HSMS curriculum objectives provide the objectivity, logic, and focus

needed for the selection of test content. The use of curriculuM objective

such as'those in Chapter 9 as the source of test items,provides built-in

content validity because these objectives are taken directly from task

language and completely bypass sroqm behaviors. They provide profes-

sional standards because the are based OrLnormative task descriptions
gb

which, have been reviewed by leadersin the occupation. The experts thus.

provide inputs to the area where they have expertise.

An HSMS behavioral curriculum objective defines the universe

of content from which one can generate test items that measure competence
a

in a particular work-related skill or knowledge, at a level of difficulty

determined by the nature of the task activity. The information at,the top

of the curriculum objective indicates'the number of tasks for which the

skill or knowledge at agiven scale value -is relevant. Thus, frequency

across all the tasks of the occupation:is known and can be used as a refer-

..ence for weightirig or to determine centrality.

ft
The various task behaviors listed on a given curriculum objec-

tive provide alternative content areas for alternate test items, since
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teac'h'refers-

4:

the...same scale value.. The work content of the curriculum

objectives is so apparent that the test items readily suggest themselves.

.It is possible to develop test items that are in a scale re-

lationship

Ili

to one another for a given content area to differentiate levels

of proficiency. This is possible because some skill and knowledge categor-

ies are reOired at varying scale values, and there are separate curriculum

objectives for each. To summarize:

1. HSMS curriculum objectives offer a way to build con-
tent validity into proficiew examinations because
there is nothing one can choose for test items that
is not relevant to the work.

2. The HSMS curriculum objectives identify work content
that can be used for the development of alternate
_test items. That is, if several activities ta dif-
ferent tasks scale at the same level for a given
_skill or knowledge, they provide alternat con-

tents for test items.

3. HSMS curriculum objectives make it possible to objec-
tively determine the centrality and frequency of spe-

cif task (work) behaviops that require skills.-and ti

kno edges at given scale values.

4. HSMS curriculum objectives make it possible to ar-
range test items in order of difficulty of task ac-
tlivities by virtue of the.HSMS scale values assigned

to each "curriculum objective.

ter 3 of this report we discussed the development of

performance e tion instruments. These can be used for a further test

of the content validity of test items. Since the same task dati'can be

used for performance evaluation instruments and for the development of

curriculum objectivesthe test can be formally v.klidated by applying kth

the performance evaluation instruments and the test to a known pogulation
.

of incumbents in an occupation. On,the basis of this type of information,
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the test can be, constructed to ev te mastery and also to discriminate

among test takers.

USE OF CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES FOR CURRICULUM ANALYSIS

The HSMS curriculum objectives are behavioral ptatements about

learning outcomes. They therefore can supply a common frAme,of reference

for discussions about new curricula, curfic lum overlap, credit for ad-
.

vanced standing, articulation of programs, justification or elimination of

course work, comparison of curriculum requirements, or diagnosis of inade-

quate curriculum content.

Curriculum Change

Educational programs -are under pressure to change in Order to

accommodate socially engendered requirenients such as treating the patient

With dignity, 'arranging for informed-cons'ent, and providing maximum safe-'

ty; they, are under pressure to change in order to accommodate new technol-

ogies such as computerized transverse axial tomography and ultrasonic scan

Change is.miNcessary if the graduates of occupatiotial programs are

to perform appropriatel in the institutions which hire them.

The HSMS method of job analyiis, job ladder design, and cur-

riculuin design make possible an ongoing accommndatfon to changes in. pro -,

,

gram curricula. Regardless of the source of change, the results can be

translated as yllows:

1. Changes in task descriptions.
,_

2. tliminatfbn of obsolete tasks.

Al
3. Creation of new tasks; skin- and knowledge scaling

,

of new tasks.

4. Changes in the skills and/or knowledges required'

for.task performance.

7-28 40
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he HSMS methods make is possIble to incorporate any such

changes in the task data base. This means that the new or changed tasks

mmediately be located in their positions on factors and in task hier7

archies through inspection or statistical analysis. This, in }turn, means

that new or changed tasks can he assigned to the jobs or occupations where

the additional preparatiOn required to teach their performance would be at

a minimum.

- The new tasks can be/feadily incorpotated into the curriculum

guidelines and curriculum objectives, including,, if apprguriate, the speci-

fication of new educational objectives and creation orneut curriculum ob-

jectives. All that is needed by the institution .is access to the methods.

Short of f ing all the technical procedures, the, structure of HSMS task
4

and curriculum objective data is"-so apparent that a common-sense simulation

of the.methods would be adequate to accommodate the needed changes in cur-

ricula. -A similar approach can le taken fo remove from-curricula the oh-

jectives associated with'obsOlete tasks.

Revision of Curricula

Chapter 4 bf Working Paper No. 11 desciibes ways in which HSMS

curriculum objectives can be used to compare existing curricula to identi-

fy overlap of content across programs, to find unnecessary requirements,

8
and to pinpoint areas not adequately covered. It describes how to use

the HSMS curriculum objectives to provide for articulation oilp.rograms

/t

through granting credits, advanced standing and/or exemptions for students

who move from one program to another. The, curriculum objectives provide

8

4

22. Chapter 4.
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concrete references about what the given curricula do or do not teach the .

0
student to do. The HSMS curriculum objectives can be used sim4larly for

. -

.. . . :=.
*

ritical evaluation of current curriculum offerings and can be used, ag

C:1II, in the development of core curricula. The curriculum objectiVes can

bused as a common ?rame of reference to compare one set of curriculum re-
I

quirements with another. In all of these undertakings, the curriculum'ob-
.

jectives help the educator to pinpoint the content and outcomes of course

material.

Curriculum Review

Elimination of irrelevant or redundant curriculum content can,

by shortening the preparation time required,,0 enhance upward mobitity.

Table 2, below, is a framework within'which pritgram i'equirements can be

evaluated. It indicates the highest scale vain-m.0f the various skills

.and knowledges required for the ten occupational-educational units present-
`

ed in Figure 16.. This tdble4ndicates that physics categories -such as'
g ,

"atomic structure" and "atomic radiation processes"arenoi' required for

the tecfiniciaAhnlitechnologist tasks,. but:Hinteraction with radiation"

and "radiobiology" are needed In addition, the table provides aft indica-

tion of how subject area cont nt can be sequenced to provide articulation

of programs. Foriixample, radiobiology" canhe intro4ucedat the patient

care aide level at the instructional equivalent to, a ;Cale value of 1.5 ..

or the patient-care technician level at 2.5; this can be added to at the,

technologist level at,3.5, with Credit for the 1.5 or .2:5 content and no.

redundancy in instruct:len. The *educational step to the program for radfa.-
.

t

tat

tl.on physicist need only offer the work required to bring,the mastery,of.
.

, .. .

the subject to the
.,

performance,level indicated by a scale value of 5.5.

.

.
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Table 2.. SKILLS AND KNOWLEDG S BY TASK FACTOR AND.LEVEL IN PATIENT CARET QUALITY.

ASSURAN ; SIOL.GIC TECHNOLOGY, DfWGNOSTIC RADIOLOGYa
-

P e 1 of 8 .
--.,

.
,

.11E111 or Knowledge Category
and .

,

'Number And NameL._

filWel 1 Leve Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Pt. Qual

Care Ass;
Pt. Qua

Care. As

ad'. Ad-
ech min.Tech.

Rad. Ad- Pt".

min. Care

Qual.

Ass.

Gdididg or Steering Skills
'Human Interatt.ion Skills'
Leadership Skillsp '

. .4.-

'' Ora1,01Jse of a Rolevant Lariguage,..ir

Readin$,Use4of' a Relevant nguage
Written Use of a eel anguage

. De0.4iorMaking on Met
cistonljaking'on Quail

Fignral.Skills
0MboliciSkills .

faxonomicl_Skills, iiik ..

;J. Imtusative-skilli' ,-,

, iinancial.Consinuefices; of' Error \\-
,

Consequences cirltirrla"Humads

i 11731006),Normal.structuip aid Junction' (human
and Ohysiolvgy) , *

1 irii00 Regional, anatomy (inclucieslhea.qtand neci
thorax%and abdomen,.pelVi44andAperineUm,
lOwer.,and upper limbs, and skeleton)

11731207,Topographic anatomy (relation of external 2.5 3.5

----'-&-
iAnifestationgI i, nternill

al structure and i 2

' function) . ,

r.
4.

10 7

k

3.5 5.0 7.5- 3.5 3.5 3?5 5.0 3.5

3.0 1.5 3.0 1.5 1.5/ . 1,5 #0 -

5.0 '3.0 7.0 3.0 5,,0. 5.0 5.Q 5.0 .7.0 5.0
1 4,5, - . 4.5 .4.5 4.5 4.5 -

4.0 4.0 4.40, 4.0 7.51 4:6- 7.5 4.0 4.0 7.
2.0 5.0 5.0 ,5:0 5.O '2.1) 5.0 2.9 5.0 7.0

..k 2.0, 2.0 2:0 5:0 210 2.0 5.0 5.0 2.0- 5.A
4.5 3.0 .7.0 '4.5 4.5 3..0 4.5 4.5',L.0 7.0
'74 3.5 3.5 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0' 7.0 7.0

1.0 1.0 3.5 5.0 5.0 - 5-.0

1.5 1.5 1.5 ..' 1.51( 1.5- 3.
'2.0 2.0'4 2.0 1000 ' ,2.0 5.5

2.0' 1.0 5,0 2.0 2:0 1.0 -2.0 1.0 '5".:0 4.0

1.0 4.0 14 4.0 4.0 1.0 1%0 1.0 1.0 .4.0
7.0 -5.5 7.0 7.0 7.0 3.0 . Aa 5.5 7.0

anatomy 4, , 2.5-

5.5 7.0 ' 7.0

7.0

117,313Q0' Hematgpoietic sySte (includes blood, red 0
1.5

.0',,and white blood r,ls, platelets, and. bone
\

. marrow, nd 'spleen in their blood 1

..'" fotng.lunctiOn) ..
.

.
SI

'A E,Olects--lac structure of 61-factor solution for the Run 3 and'Run 4 tasks listed in AppetWix A.. Patientt

are (Pt. Care) corresponds ,to Factor Iy; Quality Assurance (4Qual. Aas.) corresponds to Fac..tot VI. R diolcig c
-TechnoTogy (Rad. Iechr,corresponds to Factor III; Administration (Admire:) corresponds to'NcmL-rf A. AP' '-

5If... 5J. .Nuniers in columns refer to the highest Scale v.albes required is -a gi-en skirrOr'kfiaWledge/Categ in a ..
given factor, at a giv4n...level. Level 1 refers to aide; 'level 2 is techniclafi; level 3is technologiati -.

P*--,, 4 ..% letielAils iuperyisOK and jun or .professional; level 5 is professional.
s

11 .

i

. 0

7.0

3.5 5.5

3.5

I

56
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Table 2 (continued) Page 2
4

.-

...I ,

.
, ! .___...(

Knowledge Category Number and Naie -

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 'Level 4 Leve3r, 5

Pt. Qual

Care Ass.

Pt. Qual
Care Ass.

Rad. Ad-
Tech. mlnTech.

Rad. Ad- ,Pt..Qual.
min. Care Ass.

1173140(1circulatoryt'System (cardiovascular system;

4 includes hear.keins, arteries., lymphatics)
11731500 Respiratory system °
4173160p Digestive system _

11731610 ,Mouth; pharynx (digestive function) , esoptiagus

. (includes tongUI, teeth, and salivary glands)
11731620 Stomach and small intestine (includes duodenum,

jejunum, ileum)'

11731630 Large intestine (colon) and rectum (i dudes
appendilc, anus, and mesentery)

11731640 Liver, biliary syStem, and pancfeag finclUdes
gallbladder, cystic dubt bil duct', pancreatic

duct, ampulla of Vater)
11731700 Urinary syetem pmcludes iidn ureter, bladder,

urethcra: externalvnitalig)
IA)

11731800 Musculo-skeletal system
11731820 Bones and joints (inciudds ligament's and tendons)
11731910 Central nervous system (brain and spinal cord)
11731943 Eyeand optic-nerve
11732100 Immunologic system (includes i unological

mechanismg, bumoralvpid cellul r factors)
11732222 Male reprOductive system
11/32223 Female' reproductive system (inclu pa. ovulation,

conception, pregnadcy change's)

117312300 Homeostasis of fluids (includes fluid and-.
electrolyte balance) '

,11733200 Neoplasms (cancerous growths)
11133400 Disorders of blood and blood-forming-organs

,11733510 Disorders or the centrdlinervous system
11733600 Disorders of the circulatory system
f1733700 Disorders af the digestive system

, 11733800 Disorders Of the respiratory system
11733900 Disorders of the uro-genitA-system

.

1.5 2.5

2.5

3.5

1.5 1.5

-1.5

1.5

1.5
1,5

3.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

1.5 2.5

1:5 2.5

1.5

, 1.5

7.0

1.5

1.5

1.5

,.1.5

2.5

2,5

2.5

2.5 2.5

1.5
7.0
2.5 '

1.5

1.5

2.5

3.5

2.5

1.5 2.5 .

1:5 1.5

,1.5 2.5

2.5 3.5 3.05

1.5 2.5 3,5

3.5 3.5

1.5 2.3 3-.5 .

J
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Table 2 :(_continued)

.., * 'Page "a of 8
1

.
' : _ 1 bevel 21 Level Level':.

t
-

1
,

t
Pt. octal.: f.-_. Qual4Rad. ad-*Rad'. Ad- Pt. (41k11.

1 ,ILe%:. Y

Knowledge CategCry.'Nvmber and Name CaFe Ass. Care Ass. ITech. min..Tech. min.Care.Ass..

11734200 Disdrders'of the musc4oskeletal system' ' 2.5 .- 3.5
*

4.5
_ and connective:tissue/ ,

11734300'Congenital abnormalities 1.5 2.5
4 11714400 Disorders and complications of pregnancy, 1.5 2.3

.

childbirth and the puerperium 1,
11734600 Burns la 3:5
11734800 Shock and. trauma - 35'v . VA 11735000 Surgery .

. . 1

11735160 'Operativelt)roceduresTidso includes
,

biopsy, 1.5 1

, , removal of tumors, removal of organs,
Caesarian.ection, removal of drains)

11733300 Repair, surgery
.

117354.00 Introductory procedures ("includes injections,
.... _

i

t
transfusion, iurigation,catketerization,

- intubation-, tracheotomy) ,

117355,09 Endtcppy-(direct, vlSualobs.ervatiun of t 1.5
, bronchi, esophagus, da-Idenum, colon, etc.

t:ith an endoscsTe) .

11-735600 Suture (also includes 1i4ature, suture,
. materials)

' 11733800 Delivery rritho-ds for childbirth

11736000' Anesthesiology r

11737000 First aid and care 7.0
11737100 Bandages, dressings, tourniquets and splints 1.5 3.5
11737200 Hemorrhage and bleeding and their arrest a 1.5 3.5
11737300 Handling and transportation 6f,the sick or 3.5 5.5

wounded
1173700 Sprains, §trains, fractures and their 3.5

healing
11737'00 Resuscitation .7.0

117377T t.:ounds and tfleCt- healing (ass) inclydes 5.5

1.5

y.5 1.5 - 1.5 3.5 3.3

3.5

5.5

2.5-

m. operati.. incisions)

1.5

*1.5
3.5

1.5

5.5

2.5

2.5

1.5 2.5

1.3

3.5

2.5

5.5

3.5

2.5

7.0

3.5

3.5

3.5

7.0

3.5

5u 6O

1

4
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Table 2 (continued)

4

J

I . Fag., -

' Leveq Level 2 level 3t
7,Levi'Level -, LLevel )1

/-4
\

-I Pt. -,:Ji Pt. ;Jual.aad. Ad-tRad. Ad- Pt. ;dual.

; Knowledge-Caeegor Yumber and Name . Care-Ass. Care Ass. Tech. minJTe,- : 71in.Care4Ass.

11738000 Asepsis (con -opts and techniques' involved in 3.5 .2.5 3.5_ '- 3'.5 3.5, 3.5

achievement of'sterile condition; includes
con:urrent an.: ter7dhal disinfection dufin,:
surgery, aspects of sterilization of imple-
rents ....11 equiprent)

12210rIn:', Radiobiology .effects of ,_high energy radiation 1,.4 2.3 3.5 3.5 3.3 * 5.5

on 14.:ing' r:anisms; includes effects of
ior4ng ele,-tromagnetic", ,,,:_travi6let, sonic

and a articulaterahatin, biological safety
requirements and protection) -

122+20000 Radic-logv (diaglr:stl,: and therapeuti-c apRli_L-,

ti 4 -J.: radiant cner4y.including eleLtromag-
heti: and ;aarti ulate radoti.,::) ". .

12221' ' 'Ra'cui,thera: ._ lhp:icatiOn of ele=tromaimetic 2.3

anti oicti_ ..):, 1,nizing ra,:.itdon to. If ing
.

. ;g-1-1.,,. : ,r t::er:-tpeutit o',.r:,os..ls; inci_Ift

..t:ermin,i;_in-7:- course c: :reat7en;'ami

Iministrate-h of treatment)

/i0 Riinn,,.1A i,ir_t;:e :v.. (part ost na lear c-edicine:- 2,5

internal ali,ation of,ans,led sources f,f N

pirti '::aie eadiatibn (raci_,active 7Lterials) .

t'* l'iving -r.:Inisms for tnerapeotic purposes;
in_idde= _leter:-.ination ofc,urse of treant
lhd use '',,f r,idionu_lides) /

:222330(1 'DiAgnostic raflography (a4picatic.n of el'ectro-' 2.5. 2.5 2.5

Tiagneti; ionizi.64 racli3ti:,nsu,A1 as -raysi
.-

to irn1 ,.:,. interpre;:a01,e images for tiag- .

nosti7 ourp,rses;, also Ihtli;Jts fIuorosoop-

,lie -,r, relate_l te-:nnice , .:-trst Media,

pr_,:v,:iurel-,_. :, =,:t1: --,in,. 17.t,roreatior of

Pr
a

7.0
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Table 2 (continued) .
Page 5 of 8

.0. Level -1
i

Level 2 Le,,e1. 3! .ie v Level4 1.eve i_l 5

, Pt. _Qual..! Pt. Qual ',Rad, Ad-;11,ad. Ad- Pt. 'Qual.
Knowledge Category Number and Name . I Care Ass. !Care Ass. !Tech. minjTech. min.Care!ASs-.

1.2224000 Rip4onucliide analysis (part of nuclear /

.

v .4'5
medicine; imternal,appliCatIpn of unsealed
radioactive nuclides to living organisms
for the purpose of diagnosis

.

or investiga-
1

---N.2,
tion;'includes use of radioisotope scanning,

.--(tracer techniques), related_ procedUres,
.

positioning)

12300000 Pharmacology (the'study of drugs, i.e.,
.chemical compounds or noninfectious
biological,substances which may be adminis-
tered as an aid in the diagnosis, treatment
or prevention of disease, -for the Yglief of-
pain or suffering, or to .con-trol or improve .

.--.!
any physiological or pathological cbndition)

'. 12331000 Drug toxici4 (includes antidotal therapy)
.12332000 Drug idiosyncrasy and allergy pharmocoggnetics

. fincludes increased sensitivity to drugs, 1 .
,-

decreased responsiveness to drugs, novel
drug effects, btc., which are due to

-ft-inherited physical characteristics)

12334000 Drug tolerance and physical dependence 2.5

.
. (includes homeostatic adjustment, cumulative

effects, tolerance at the site of drug' 0
-action) '

12335000 .Drug smergism (presence of,two or more drugs . 2.5

iff-The body having interaction effects and
the change in dro4 action this causes?

12336000 .Chemical'teratogenesis (special effects of
drugs on the fetu nk pregnancy),

'1.5 1.5

2.5 1.5 '

2.5 1.5 - .1.5

I"

).5

.2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

410
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Table 2- (,coptinued)

r

- Page 6 of 8

. -

Knowledtge Category *umber and Name

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5,

Pt. Qual.
Care Ass.

Pt. Qu41.Rad. Ad-

Care Ass. Tech. min.Tech.
Rad. Ad- Pt:

min. Care

Qual.

Ass.

1234110 AriEib c.,,ts4ral and antifungal chemotherapy

(includes antiseptics and germicides,
sulfonamides, peniciltins, erythromycin,

. tetracyclines, and broad spdctrum anti-
biotics, streptomycin, sulfones, anti-
fungal agents)

3.5 3.5

12341300 Cancer and virus chemotherapy
4

3.5 3.5
1242100 Drugs acting on the cardiovascular system

and_ smooth muscle

3.5 3..5

12342200 Drugs acting on the blood 3.5 3.5
12342300 HOrmones and drugg acting on endocrine

glands and accessory reproductive organs
3.5 3.5

12342600 ,D#ugs for allergy, codgh, vomitinv'and the
dermatomucosal surfaces

3.5 3.5

ch
12342700 Drugs acting. on the gastrointestinal

tract (includds drugs effective in ulcer
3.5 , 3.5

40/
therapy, cathartics and laxatives,

--"'"oistants and.drugs useful in gallbladder
disease)

12342800 Drugs acting on the nervous system 2.5

system12342810 Drugs acting on the autonomic nervous system 3.5 3.5

12342820 Drugs acting on the neuromuscul'ar system 3.5 3.5 %.4.

12342830 Drugs acting on the central nervous system -. 3.5 1.5 1.5 '3.5

12342900 Drugs acting on the immunologic system, 3.5 3.5

1411-1000 Solutions (mechanical, optical, colligative
prOperties)

----,
2.5

15212100. Electric circuit theory (includes Ohm's law, 1.5 2.5

Kirchhoff's laws, impedance, inductance,

resistance, amperage voltage, potentiom-
etry, bridgeS, alternating and direct ,

current, wave-guides, transmission) N 6u-
_. vr, . _

0

fle



Table 2 (continued) Page 7' of 8

. .

.

.

Knowladge Category Number and Name

.

\

Level 1I Level 2
,

Levek 3 Level 4 Level 5

Pt. Qual., Pt. Qual

Care Ass. 'Care Ass'.

Rad. 'Ad- ad. Ad- Pt.

IR

Tech. min.Tech.lin:Care
Qual.

Ass,

15222100 Atomic structure (includes nuclear atom
model, electronic energy levels, magnetic
spin-orbit interact.ion) .

15227200 Atomic radiation processes (includes ioniza-
tion potentials, line spectra-transitions
between electronic energy levels, forbidden
lines, Zeeman effect, Stark effett, band
structure-rotationarspectra)-

15222!00

24110000

24112000

24132100
33000000
416667q0
42300000 Sysetms.of content-presentation (includes

procedures such as lecture, Symposium,
.panel, forum, role-playing, case study,
demonstration, colloquium, audio-visual
techniques, programmed instruction, micro-

- labs and laboratory methods)
42630000 Professional and graduate education

51200000 Algebra.

52220000 Descriptive statistics (includes standard
frequency.and distributibn fUnctions, mean,
median, and mode, meltsures of dispersion,
graphic and tabular representation of, data)

Interaction with radiation (includes inver-
sion spectra-absorption of microwave
radiation)

1,5 1.5 1.5

Electromagnetic field theory applications
(incTkides electromagnetic devices and
energy conversion)

1.5

TransduCers and rotating machines (includes
electric motors, electric gefferators, *-

relays, solenoids)
Electronic devices L5
Computer technology 1.5 15 . 1.5

Death and dying behavioral development 1.5

1.5 1.5

1.5

$

2.5

1.5

2.5

.
2.5

1.5

2.5

2.5

1.5 2%5

1-11

1.5 2.5

2.5

1.i 1.*
1.5



Table 2 ;continued)
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iyhowledge Category Number and Nargle --%.

,

LeVel 7,1 Level 2 Level 3 Lev1_4 1Level 5
_

Pt. Qual.

Care Ass.

Pt. Qual.Rad.
Caiek.eiss. Tech.

Ad=-Rad.
min.Tech.

Ad- PL
min.Care

dual.
Ase!

65260000 Photography and cinematagraphy-
6756.20000 Mechanics of writing English (inCires

traditional (prescriptive)4grammar,
punctuation, spelling, bibliographic
"and footnote form)

i
1..Total.Skill and Knowledgf.Categories (103) , 20, 18 153 626 j 66

, ea , A .
.

,

Note: The scalesused in the HSMS-method are.presented iniAppendix C of Volume 1.
'...., The tasks assignedto each factor and level are presented in Appendix E of Voumel. ..:-

1

.
,....)

..

00 i . 1 -
N.-.

1.5 2.5

1,:iv 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 55 pj

.
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35

S

6

I

'411

04

ir
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O
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CHAPTER 8

CURRICULUM OUTLINES '

is chapter is composed of a series of tables. Each table,

_presents an ordering of the'llSMS curri41um objectives which appear in
0

--41-r-Atipter 9.1 'The tables are discussed-In Chapter 7..

Table 3 is an index of all ,.the curriculum objectives. The ob-
,

,jectives are arranged by skill or knowledge category, in rising order-by

scale value, and by jdb factor andjob lev,el. The table indicates the num

ber of each curriculum objective and the skill, knowledge ca%egory,lstale

value,-jobirfacior, and job level which eacll Curriculum ,objective covers

r
6

Tables 4, 5, and 6 present the.curricullim objectives for edg-

rt.

cational,ladders. The Curriculum Objective` Numbers for all skill and
l'

'.

knoialedge.objectives are presented by scale value and job factdr, in:jot-
, .

level,sequnces.- The tables also list tll Task Cole Numbers for the tasks
' ,

on.which
ft"
each,c uurric um objective is based: Table 4 is the outline for

* the 'educationel ladder that starts in quality assgrance; Table..5 is.the-

i, t .
outline for.ethe ladder that starts in pat4ent care.

.
. 11 02

-

. ..

Table 6. Lists the curriculum objectives for administrative
..." .

tasks. THese.cv be incorporated as desired in any program. Table 7 is

. simila toTabln 4 and 5, except that it deals only with the radiation

physicist and does not refer-to curriculum objectives.,PCurriculum objec-
,

, . v

tives were not written above

:

the technologist
ilevel.- The table names and

) ..,
.

..'

* -
; page'numbers are as follows: .. .

1 , '
,

Chapter 9 is not pagipeted4 I tead,each Virrichlum objectiv6 is paged

separately, anti objectives ar ented in numeical order. The Curric-

ulum Objective Numbers appear af ,he-upper right, under the page number
t,

of.til, jective. ,. . 1- .....
45-1 -

-PR .<
,



Table '\ Title Page
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a.3. urricuytm Outline Assuming that Radlologic Technol-
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, ogist Occap?tion Covers Four-Factors and Three Levels. 8-3
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4. Curriculum Outlige Assuming that Racj,iologic Technol-
ogist Occupation is Reached to Three Stages and Com-
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Table 3. CURRICUiUMKZUTLINE ASSUMING'THAT RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST OCCUPATION COVERS
FOUR FACTORSa AND THREE LEVELSb (Index of Curri-culum Objectives) Page' 1 of 8

Abbreviated Name of
Skill or Knowledge Category

f
:scale

Value

JUL) levels by racLor l . . . 1.11- I 1.C1.111.11t1, ULU et.: L 1 Ve LW'S . I

4 .

Care
Qua 1 .

Assur. .

Rad . Admin . , Pt.

Tech. I (A) Care

Qual . *ad.
Assur.iTech.

Adm.1

(A) I

Object Manipulation Skills .
.

'

.,

sl _

! 1.5

1 . 3 . 5

5.0
,

r 7.5

', 2

1 , 2

2

2

1, 2; *3

1, 2 3

1

1

6

-11

13

2

7

3

8

12

4

9

1

, I

5

, 10
_

,

Guiding or Steering .Skf.-11s
.

fi
: 1.5
3.0

.

1', 2 3

'
-

14'

18 19

15 16 171

. ,

human Interaction Skills
.

'

.

'w-.

,

1.0

3.0

5.V.

7.0

, 2

1, 2

1, 2

.

1., 2 2 3
1, 2- 3'

3

3 ,

3

3

---4p-

20

26

32

36

21

27

33

''

22
28

23

29

100W
1

24. 25 :

30 31

i'F-' 35
i

itea1N4hip Skills- i

.,
,

.

-

.

1.0

'4.5

2

2
, .

3

3

37

40

' 38 39

- 41

Oral cse of a Relevant Language

.

: .

-

.

/1,

. 2.0

4.0

7.5

1, 2

1, '2
..

1, 7'

1, .2 3

3

3

42;

47

'43

48

1

44'

-49

4

50'

46

51 _52

53
.

, Reading Use of- a .Retevaqt Language 1 . 2.0

5,0

1, 2
2

1, 2 3

1, 2 3
' 3 54

60

55 -56_

61

i

62

58 59

63'

'=;VritEen--4.4e of.,_;-...1.Relevant-Language , 2.0 '; 2 1,-2 3
1

3' 64 65 66
,

67 El/ 69

:,

Decision Making, on ,Methods.

* ' '

.

.

, -

1.5

3.0

"4.5

T.0

.

,

1,- 2

1.,-'2

1 .

,

-1, 2 3

1, 2:. 3

2 ,3

3

3

,-

- 74

77

81
86

72

78

.

73

74
84

.74

80

.

75 76

'81 82

85

a The four fa, tors 'are!' Patient and Emergency Care (fV) ; 'Quality ,Assuiance (VI) ;I:Radiologic Technology (III);

.73
and Admidisttation (non-factor A), t ,

%

(340
". , 11 b The three'revels i/1": aidet(1); 'techniciap (2); and technologist (3),

. . .
.

- , . ....,, . : 9

7 4
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Table 3 (continued) Page 2 of 8

Job Levels b y Factor Curriculum Objective Nos.!

Abbreviated Name'of .

Skill or...Knowledge Category'

''i Scale ; Pt.

Value tCare
'Nal.,
Assuir

Rad.

Tech.

Admin.
(A) , 1

Pt.

Care

Qual.-

Assur.

Rad. Adm.
Tech4(A) '

%''

Decision MAkineon Quality
- .

N,

1
/

, 1.5 il,

'2:0 11,

' 3.5 11,

, 5.5

7.0 ,

2

2

2

2

1 3

1, 2 3

3

2 3

I

3

3

3

87 88

89 90

93 '94.

101,102

91

95

103

96

92

97

99

104

98

100

105

.

Figural Skills -
.

. _

1.0 1,

3.5

5.0

2 '2.

2

1

.' 3

1

166 107

-

108

110

.

109

111

r12

,

mbolid Skills' 1.5 1

.

2 3 113 114 115

.

Taxonomic Skills ' \ 2.0 [2

-....

2 3 116* \ 117 118

.

,Implicative Skills

.

1.0 11,

2.0 11,

5.04012

2

2

1,

2

2 3

3 '

119 120
124 125
128

121

126

122 123-

127

ial Conseiuences ob. Error
,

, _ ..

1.0e 11,

4.0

2 1,

1,

2

2

3

3

\.
. 3 130 131

135

132

136

.

133

137

_

134';

4

Co sequences of Error To HuMans ,

A
.

.
,.\\

'

. 10 11,

2.0 11,

3.0 ;1,

5.5 !I,

:1,7.0

2

2

2

2

2

1,

1

1,

1,

2

2

2
2

3

3

- 3

3

3

3 138 139
144'145
148 149

153,154
158

140

146

150

155

160

141

151

156

142
11+7

152

157
161 .

.

143

11731000 Normal structure and fuhction 2.5 3 . sit. . '

. .

162'

11731100 Regional anatomy (head and neck,
%, thorax and abdomed, pelvis and

perineum, lower and upper limbs,

s eleton)

4
3

2 3 164

2 3 166

14/63

167

168

4
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Tab .e 3 (continued) ,

I

Pane 3 of 8

Abbreviated Name of
Skill -or Knowledge Category

Scale
Value

Job LeVels by Factor ' Curriculum Objective.NoS,
Pt.

Care
Qual.
Assur.

Rad.

Tech.
Admin.

(A)

Pt. Qual.
Care Assur.

Rad.
Tech.(A)

Adm.

11731200 Topogrephic anatottyl

4ft

1.5 1,

2.5 1

1.5 2

5.5
7.0

2 3

3

3

3

169

172

173

170 171

174

175 .

- 176

11731300 Hematopoietic system 1.5 177

r

11731400 Circulatory system (cardiovascular
System, lymphatics)

1.5

Y.5

1,

2,

2 3 178

181

179 180

.

.11731500 Respiratory system 1.5 r

2.5 2

3
183

182

.

,11731600 Digestive system 1.5 , 3 184

11731610 Mouth, pharynx, esophagus - 1.5 : 3 185

11731620 Stomach, small intestine 1.5 3 186

11731630 Large intestine, rectum
,

1.5
,

.

187

11731640 Liver, binary system,,pancreas 1.5 3 188
, -

11731700 Urinary system

*

I. 1.5 '

L5 ;2
3.5 2

. 3

190

191

-

189.

11731800 Musculoskeletal-system 2.5

. 3.5

5.5

1
3

3

1 192

193
194

a r'b



ontinue Page 4,of 8

,.

Abbreviated Name of
Skill or Knowledge Category

i
IScale

'Value

Job Levels by Factor Curriculum Objective Nas,

Pt.

Care
Qual'.

Assur.

Rad- Admin.

Tech4 (A)

Pt.

Care

Qual.

Assur.
Rad.

Tech.(A)
Adm.

11731820 Bones and joints
i

t 2,5
3.5

7.0
t ,
c

3- it
3

3 t

195

196

197

11731910 Central nervous system 1.5 3 198

11731943 Eye and optic nerve . 1.5 3 199

11732222 Male reproductive system 1.5 200

11732223 Female reproductive system 1.5 3 201

11733200 Neoplasms (cancerous growths) 1.5 3 202

11733400 Disorders of blood, blood-forming
organs, 1.5 3

.

203

11733510 bisorders of central nervous
system 1.5 3 204

11733600.Disltders of circulatory system 1.5

2.5

1, 2
.

3

3

205 206 207

208

11733700 Disorders of digestive. system 1.5 3 209
.

11733800 Disorders of respiratory system
-

-

1.5

2.5

3

3

,

0,

219

211

11733900 Disorders of uro-genital system 1.5 3 .
212

11734200 Disorders of mttSluloskeletal

system

e 1.5

2.5

3 , . 213

214

11734300 Congenital abnormalities 1.5 3 los 215

11734400 Oisordqrs, complications of
pregnancy, birth 15

Ar
3 216

_

4

50
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Table 3 (continued)

F

Page 5 of 8

o
Abbreviated 1ed Name of
Skill or Knowledge Category.

Stale
Value

' Job levels by, Factor Curriculum-Objective Nos.
Pt.

Care
Qual; iRad.
AssuriTech.

Admin.
(A)

Pt.

Care
Qual.

Assur.
Rad
Tech.1(A)

Adm.

1173_4600 Burns 3.5 2 .217
Ni

11734800 Shock and trauma 1.5

2.5

3.5

3

3
1

220

-218

219

.

11735000 Surgery, . 1.5 3
... .

.

11735100 Operative procedures 1.5. 2

.

3 222 223
cH

11735300 Wepair surgery' .' 1.5 3 , 224

117354100 Introdbctory procedures
-

-

_

1.5

2.5

33.5.

2

2

2 '

1 3

3

.

225

228

230 .

226 227

229

.

_

11735500 EndoScopy- ' - It 1. 3 231

-11735600 Suture 1.5 2 232

,

,11735800 Delivery methods for childbirth 1.5 .
, 3 .

_233 . 1

0

11736000 Anesthesiology .

.

.

1.5 .

.

. 234

11737000 First aid and care -

.

".

-/ 2.5

3.5

7.0 2

\
3

3'

4p.

..,.

,

1_237

N

,

.

r r

235

:236
.

-11737100 Bandages, dressings, tourniquets;

splints .

, se

1.5

2.5

tlIk5

1,

2

2

r 3 . 234239
. 241

244

.

.
.

240

11737200 Hemorrhage, bleedfng; their
.

arrest
1.5

/3.5..
1,

2
2 - _

;
243 244

1 245
(

8')

4
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Table 3 ,(continued) 4 Pa 6 6 of 8.

_.. ,

Abbreviated Name of 'S. - MP

pSkill or Zpal3iedg4 Category , ' .-.

Scale
Value

Job Levels Factor CurT um Ob'e os.

!Pt.
itate
.,

Qual.
. 4.

Asgur:
RAcE

Tech. ,(A)

it.'

Care

Qual. I. dm.

Aseur:1 ch.(A)

.AL
11737300 Handlini,tranWrtationJP1sick,

./

' wounded
. .

v

1.5
2.5

3.5

5.5

1.5

2.5

3.5

1 0.

1, i
1, 2 ip
2

2
-.

3

3 ...,

3

:3

3

'

lir .'

.

246

24'7

25@

253

257

-

248

251

24
252

. ,254

255
256 - v

17_,_____,

11737400 Sprains, strains, fiactures.; '

Q their heading
.. .

.

.

11737600 Resuscitation
,

. '
-11:---.1.5/2

Of.Ait ,

2.5

3.5,

-5.5

.

.

2

2

2

3

3

.
.

,

258

259
261

2631

264

.

.

.5

:elk
.

260

.

, i
f

I

, .

11737700 WoUnis sand ieir heali4
.

*
' - 4

*
_

11736006 AsepsIi0

. .

,
.

1.5
2.5

3.5

1., 21- 1

1, 2 1

1, 2 -.

4 : ,
3 _

3 .

.
265

'268

272

26e. 267

269 270

273

.

271

2 4:
"

.

12210040 Radiobiofoay

0 )
.., . 4.

1.5

2.5

3.5.

.

1$ I!, 2

2 : & 2 ,
--

,

3

275
278

.0
276 .277

22f
281

, it

b! 280

282

12223000 'Diagnostic radioograplly
4

.

,
. ,

- 0
k

. . I

r.5

. 2.5

345 ',

It 3

7.0

1,

1, 2 1,

2

- 2

2

2 3.,

3'
3

3

411

,

.

285

..Al

' 283

28'6 287

, 290

292
)

281 .,

288 289

.291

29Y: ,

'294 4 i

. .
s

1?)p-0000.Phaomacology c: 1:5 .

.

...
e

1p._

'49*

. .

296

".. . Q
,U331000 6fug ir:icity,barltidotal

therapy - .

"'". it 4ii:

.
/'

'4.5

2.5
.

,. . 11°

.

2
.

III

3

i

-:. Ir.
no

298
.

.

,
..297.

, .

..
r.

Y

ft

1k

;P.
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Tables3 (continued) Pane 7 of 8
.

.

Abbreviated Name of .

Skill or Knowledge Category

.

Scale
Value

Job Levels by Factor . Curriculum Objective NoS.
Pt.

Care

Qual. 'Rad`.

Assur.lTich.
Admin. , , Pi.

(A) -Care

I Qual.

, Assur.

Rad.

Tech,(A).
Adm.

.

12332000 Drug idiosyncrasy, allergy
,

pharmacogenetics .

.

la
1.5

2.5 2

-- 34,
-

.

. .

300 .

299

12334000 Drug tolerance,,physical
dependence 2.5 2

..,
.

301'
_

12335000',Drug synergism
. 2.5 2 302

.

k2336000 Chemical reratogenesis
..

2.5
yr

4 303

,-

12341100 Antibacterial, antifungal
chemotherapy

2.5

3.5

2 304

305

.-

12341300 Cancer and virus chemotherapy
.

3.5 2

. 306

307 .

12342100 Icrtigsacifilg on cardiovascular .

:system, smooWg muscle

(I

e

'

1.5
.

2.5

3.5

2

2

308

309

310

123421tC Drugs aging on the:blobd ' .

3.5 2

tur

,__ _ _

. -312_
311 ..._

"12342300 Hormones,Arugs acting on
, endocrine slands, accessory

* rftroductive organs --

2.5

3.5_

2

2
.

. AP
w" ,

.

...,-314

313.
4

'`°

'',

,
.

. . .

1.2342600Drugs for allergy, cough,
vomiting

, 2.5'
3.5,

2

.

_

,

.

315

316
.

.

_

12,3427rugs_acting on gattrointestinal
__!t--_-- 77_rat --

2.5

'3.5
.,

.

. .

31
31 , ,

. .

4, -
r- .

12342810 Drugs acting on autonomic

.
nervous system.,

.

,.

.

1.-

2.5 ! 24

3.5 1

.,
..

.

319

120
Lt

.

-
'



T bre 3 (continued)

4

Page 8,of 8

.. ,

.

Abbreviated Nime of - 4

Skill or-i(nowledge Category

Scale

Value

Job Levels by Factor. Curriculum Objective
15t.

4Care lAssur.ITech.1
Ligubl. JRad: lAdmin,

(A)

Pt.

Care

,- 04,41. (Rad.lAdm.

Assur.ITech4(AY

12342820-Drugs acting on neuromusci-41ar .

. ,

,system . - i

2.5

3.5

,

2,

2.

321

322
. .

12,342830 D rugs acting, on central nerAus

'sygteril'. - .1 I.. .
.

.

1:5

2.5

5
_

44

..

3' t

324

325 .

323

,..1/4,. ` .
12342900 Drugs acting on immunologic system -

-

2.5 2

3.5
..-

326

327

*

415P
.

15212100 Electric circuit theory. 1.5. 2 e. . , 328

15222500 Interaction with ilhdiation 1.5 ' 2 2 ..

,

329- "330. 331

24110000 Electromagnetic field theory,
applications f 1.5 332

24132100 Electronic dev(iceg 1.5 .

.

333 il
4

33000000 ComputeriOechnology .

4

1.5 1, 2

#

334 335' 336

41666700 Death and dying behavioral.
developpent 1.5

. .

337

.

51209000 Algebra, 1.5 2
,

3 . 338

)

339=4.

52220000 Vescriptive statistics 1.5 , 2 349
, e

65260000Photogeaphy,,cinematOgraphy 1.5 '' 2

.

.

, 1/.

341

.

o '
. ,

.

65620000 Mechanics;of.writtng English
*

,
^

1.5 2

-Q.5
3.5

.2

2

.. 3

3

-342-

11'

346 347

1343

345

34a 349

344, k

350,_351`Procedural Obieltives (task sequences}
. ,

1, 2 1,

Note: Ta les* 5 and 16 include the taslc. code. numbers for each curriculum objective. Appendix B and TabYe 2

present he full names of the knowledge categories: Appe4.1dix,C contains'the scales: The curriculum
object ves are presented numerical order in Chapter 8 of Vofume-2 of this report.

8b
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Table 4. CURRICULUM OUTLINE ASUI:IING THAT RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST OCCUPATION IS REACHED IN THREE STAGES
`F, ,

AND COMBINES THE QUALITY ASSURANCE AND RADIOLOGIC'TECHNOLCGY.FACTORS.' Pagel of 29

Skill or Knowledge Category
Level 1: fide Levei_irlechni,cipn;ILevel 3: Technologist

* Curric.

,
:

IScaleiN,, ICp-ri.c. Curric.
(abreviated, . !valueiTask.Codes 10b.Nos.1 Task Codes 10g;Nos. Task Codes Ob.Nos.

r _ .

Factors: . Quality Assurance (VI)
Object Manipulation Skills 1.5. 71 79 145 3'

,167 192:260. -

267 273 30- 4

319

178 524 525

527 529- 530
531 532 534

535 536 537

:1 538 539 545

I 548 550

3:5 72 95%180 _ 8s .' 173 175 1 &7

269 275 284,- 276 Si? 544
551 552, 553

...--N -

,,.

5-0 69"

: Rad. Tedhnoldgy(III)1

. 355 356 357 5

358'359 360
" 361 362363
/ 364 366 367
r , 368 370 )71

IP 372 373 374
'378 379 381

382 383 384
385 386 387
389 463 464
465 466 467

? 468 512 515
517

9 365 375 3'76 10'

. 377 380. 388

_ 396 491 492

A

493 494 495

496 497'49a
499 500 501
502 503 504

'-505 506x507

508 509 510
: 511 513 514
516 518

526 IP

?
w w= PI,

Note: Curric. Ob. Nos. :=. curriculum objeCtive riumbers: These.appeat'in numerical order in Chapter 8 of Volume 2.
Abbreviated task names are presented in Appen406.A and E.,

s',.

89 fr D

I

90
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Table 4 .(continued)

li Levgl 1: Aide Level 2: Technician 'Level 3: Technologist
Scale ,Cuiric. . Curric. ICurtic.

'ValuelTask Codes JOb.Nos. Task Codes Ob.Nos. Task Codes JOb.Nos.

Quality Assurance (VI) Rad. Technology(III)

P.age 2 fOf 29

Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated)

Guiding or Steetitig Skills -

Human Interaction Skills

(continued on next a e

J

Factbrs:
1.5 136 288 15 1

!

524 16 355 356 357
358 319 .360

361 362 363
364:565 366
367368 369

'17

370 371 372
373 374 375
'376 377 378

3794380 381
382 383 384
385 386 387
688 389 390
-463 465 466
467 468 491

("492 493 494
,I 495 496.499

504 501 5 02'
I', 503 504 505

506 507 508

Or.
509.510 511
512 513 514.

515 516 517
, 518 519 526

F
1.0 8 69 70' 22 '78 173.178 23 372 373 464 24

71 72 79 187 27.6 523

80 95 134 524 525 527
135 136 137 534.536 538
163 )64 180 553 554 556
184 227 260
267 269)174
275 284 4,5
286 288 297

300 304 354
552

a



ao

Table 4 (c'ontinued)N

'Skirl or knowledge Category
(abbretTated)

.
human interaction Skills

Factors.
(continued)

a

Scale

Value:T'sk Codes
! '9)

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Technician
Curric. Curric.
Ob.Nos. Task Coaesil0b.Nos.

Quality Assurance (VI)
3.0 =145

5.0

147 192 28 175 280 529 29

5341531 532

'533'535 537

539 540 543
544 545 548

550

I

Page 3 of 29

Level 3: Technologist

Task Codes
Curric.

Ob.Nos,
Rad Techhology(I%t)
81 280.353 30

369 370 371
f

355 356 357 34

358 359 360
361 362 363
164 365 366

367 368'3/4
375,..376 377

378 379 3801

381 382 383.
384 385 3t36

387 388 -369

340 463,465
466 467 468
441, 492 493 -

494 495 496
497.498 49'9

500 501 502'

503 504 505'
506 507 508
509 510 5/1
512 513 52000
515 516 517 '

518 519 526
J Leadership Skil 54 38

..

4



Table 4 ,(continued)

Skill or Knowledge Category-
(abbreviated)

Oral Use of a Relevant Language

5

t

' Page 4-'bf: 29 .

3: Technologist
Currie; 1

Level 1: Aide' Level 2Tectinician Level
1

,

Value Task Codes 10b.nos. Task ,Code-s 10b.Nos.'
',Scalei Curn0F., iCurric.

`Factors:
2.0 8

71

' 95

136

163
,227

'275

286

300

552

69

79

134

137

164

260

284

288

304

4.0 147 192

17.5 ,

fasi5t Codes Ob.Nos.

Quality AssuranCe (VI) Rad. Tectinology(III);

70 44 78 173 178 45 4,

80 187 27t 523
135 524 525 534 ,

145 ..11 536 538-5,53

184 554 556

273

285

354

49. 175 280 527 50 I 81 280 353 51

529 530 531 369 370-371

532 533 535 .I 372 373 491

5375919, 540 492 494 494

543.544 545 .495 49,7,_49-8
548,549 550 504'50"5 507

.. 509 510 511
512 513 514
515. 51e517
4518 519.

.355 356 3.0 53-
I

358359,36G
361 362 363'

364 365 366
367 368 174 '

375'376 377

378 379 380
f :,..381 382' 383

at 384 385 386
387 388 389

390'463'464
465 466 411
468 496 411,

.1

.'500-501 552

A 503 506 508

526

a

',9
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Table 4 (continued)
Level 1: Aide .Level 2: Technieian

Tage,5 of .29

Level 3:' Technologist'

Shill or Knowledge Category
(4bbr&vileted)

Scale
Vilue Task Codes

Currie' Curric. ICurridc;
1

Ob.Nos. 'Task Cpdesid0b.Nos. "'ask Codes 10b.Nos.

Factors Quality Assurance (VI)
4

Rad. Technolegy(III)

Reading Use of 'Relevant Language 2.0 69' 71 72 ..56 78 175 178 57 353 370 371 58 .

;

79' SO' 95' 187 534 372 3/3

134 135 736
4

137 147 163

164 180 192
1. 222 227 260

/ 264 269 269

274 275 284

285 288 238.

.1
300-304 354'

1'5.0 8 70 273 61 276 180 52'1

524 525'527
62 1 81 280

'356 357

355

358
61(

529 530 531 ; 359 360 361

512 533 535 362 36,3 364

57538 539 365 366'.367
540 543 544 , 368 369 374

545 548 549 375'376 '377

.

'550 563 554

556,
.

; 378 379

381_382

380

383:

- 384 385 386

- , 387 388 389

39& 463 464

465 466 467

468 491 492

493 4.94 495
( 496 49,7 .49B

I 499 500 501 e

502 503 504
1. 5N5 506 507

508 509 51.0

511 512 513

I 514 511 516
.1

517 518 519

'526.

98
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Table 4 (continued) Fa e 6 of 29

,

Skill Or -knowledge Category
(abbreviated)

Scale

Value

Level 1:, Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3: Technologist

.

Taik Codes

Currie.

Ob.Nos.

Cuiric.

Tisk Cods 110113.Nos. Task Codes
'Currie.

Ob.Nos.

Factors. otialit Assurance (VI) Rad. Technolo: (III)

Written

,

.

.

e%of a Relevant Language

.

.

.

.

' *

,

.6

.

.

.

. ,

-

.

,

.

.

2.0

,

-

.

-

134

r

_

,

,

.

66

.

--

17$'175

.
187 276
529 530
532 531
535 536

1.538 539

543, 544

1 548 549

.

-

178

521
531

534

537

540 .

545

556

67

.

81 353 355
356 357 558
359 360 361
362 361 364

- 365 366 367

368.370 371.
372 373,374
375 376 377
378 379 380
34]. 502 383,

384 385,386
387 388 389
390 463 464
465 466'467
468 49I 492
493 494 495
496 497 498
499 500 501
502 503 504

.505 506 507
508 509 510
511 512 513
514 515 516
517 518 519
526

68

.

5.0
.

550 554 70
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Table 4 (continued)

f

, Page 7 of 29 -

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3: Ischnolo isti
Skill or Knowledge Category !Scale 1Cuiric.,
(abbreviqted.) 'Value' Task Codes jOb.Nos. I Task codes

Factors:, Quality Assurance (VI)
Decision Making on Methods'

Curric., Curric.
Ob.Nos.1 ra-sk Codes Ob.Nos.

1.5

69. '70 73 523 74'i8

72 79 134
'145 163 164

!167 192 223

267.297 552 i ,

3.0 71 80' 95 , 79 78 173 175 80

:135 136 147 1 178 187 524
:184 227 273 527 533 5347

1274 275 284 , 538 553 554
I

'300 304 354
1

Rad. Technolo
ti 353 70 371 .75

h.-372 373

81 374 375
376 377 378
379 380 381
382 383 384
385 386 387
388 389 390

'463 464 465
40 467 468
497 498 499
500 501 yla
503 504 505
506 507-508
509 510 511*
51.2 513 514

515 516 517
518 519.526

84 355 356 357,
358 359 360
361 362 363
364 365 366
367 368 369
491 492 493
494 495 496 .,

4.5 276 525 529
530 531 53e
534 535 537
.539 540 643
544 545 54B
549 550 556

81

101 :102
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Table 4 (continued)
. Page 8 of 29

Skill or Kniwledge Category'

(abbreviated),s'

1

1

'Scale

-. 'Value

Level 1: Aide 'Level 2: Technician .Lemel1 -3:,TechnolOgisti

.

. 'Curric:

.Task Codes 0b.Not.
. Curric.

Task Codes Ob.Nos.

Gurric.

Task Codes Ob.Nos.
4 Factors: Quality Assurance (VI) Rad. Technology(III)

Decision Makin on Quality
,

J

'

N

.

-

.

.

.
.

. .
.

. .

. -
.

,

.

l' . ..

'r ,
.

. ,

continued on next page)

.

,

-,

-4

.

---

-

.

2.0 275 297 91 464 92

0.5

-

8

72

134

167

227

273
304

.1

,f.10

80
135

192

260

284

319

552

71

95
147

223
269

286

354'

95 78 173
.1.78 18/

'280 523

534.636

.554

/

175

27&
524

538

96 280 369 97

'

.

V"

.

5.5

.

i

.

I

.

.

,

4

.

.

,

. 4

k

,

.

,..,

. .

...

%

,

. .

-

I

N.

-

.

ni

/1

.

355

358

361

364

1,367

371

374

377

380

j 383

I 386

389

465

468

493

496

499

502

505

508
5.11

[ 514

517

526
,

356 357 99

359 360'

362 363
165 3fi6

368 370
372 373
375 376
378 379
381 X382

384'385
387.388
300 463
466 467
491 492
494 495
497 498
500 501
503 504 ,

506 foi
509 510
512 513
515 516
518 519

'It

104



Table 4 (continued '
Page 9 of 29

Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated)

I /
+Scale

I Value

Level 1: Aide Level'2: Technician- Level 3: Technologist

Task Codes'
Curric.
Ob . Nos . Task Codes

I Ctric .

10b ;Nos . Task Codes
Curric.

Qb .NOs .

. Factors. , Quality AssuranCe (VI) Rad. Technology(III)

Decision Making on Quality
,

. .
.

.

4

(continued)'

.

.
.

1.0

-

N..

-

.

.

\
. 11 '525 527 529 103

590 531 532
533 535' 537

539.540 543
.544 545 A lit
549 550 55re

'556 I

81 353 104

.

'

,
. .

Symbolic Skills

. , .t
.

. ''
.

.

.., ,

4r.
,------1.N

-

.

.
.

. 11.5

.
.

' .
'

.

.

.

-

,

I,

.

134

.

,

.

147

.

'
113

v-

.

1

.
.

.

.

--...

173 175 525' 114
529 530 531
532,535 536
537.538 539
543 544 348
549 550 553'

556
.

.
..

.

.

.. .
e

.

,

'

,,,,,,t

i'
.

355 356 357 115

358 359 360,
.361 362 363 1

364 365'366
.

367 168 170 .
371 372 373
374 375 376
377 378 379
80 381 382
83 384 385 ,
386 387 388
389 390 463
464,,465 466

467 460 491
492 493 494,
495 496 497
498 449 500
501 502 503
504 505 506..
507' 508 509

510 511 512
513 511 515
516 517 518

519.

I

-
105 106
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ikbre. 4 continUed)

107

l

Skill'or Knowledge Category
(abiareviated)

(

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Tech/Ician
Curric. 'Currie.

Codes Ob.Nos. Task Codes 10b.Nos.

Quality Assurance (VI) .

S ,L) 27-5 121 173 175 178' 122

354
d'

.523 527 529
'530 531 512'

533 535 537
'538 539 540

543 544 545
548 549 556
78 276.280 126

:524 525 550

Scale

Value Task

ImpliCative Skills.

IF

Factors-

A.

A

1.0

2.

.'age- 10 of429

ILevel

11.

* /

*

3: Technolpgist
Currie.,

Task"Codes
Rad'. Technology(III)

370 37.1 372 ,I23

373

1

<

81 280 353
355 356 357

358 359,360
361 361:363/'
344 365 366
367 168 369
374 375 376
377 378 379
380 381 382
383 384 385
386 387 388
3$9 390 463

464 465466
467 468 491
492'493 494

495 '496 497

498 499 500
501 502 503,
504 505 50
507 508 509
510 511. 512

50 514 515:,
516,517 518

519 526
.'A
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.

' .,

,

.

i

4

.

\

.

,

.

.

'

.

,

.

.

.

,

,

oo

0..)
I-.

.

.

...

.

IP
N 0

. .

i ' . , . *
. .0 it

.
. ,

. ` 4 1 1'

1 e, ,
.. . ' _. - .

401.1"

4

. \
,

- , .

. , .. .

°

.,
. 'I. .

.

41*... - r, , . .

- 5
. . ,

. Page 11 'of 29Table '4 (continued). , .
- " , ._ .. .

',..
i

, 4

I's

,

:,

.

k

..

.

t )

..

all

I
.

,

.

.

'--

.

Skill or Ktowledge Categoty Sc alee 1

(abbre&ia ted) , IValdei
.

1

Level 1: Aide ,Level 2: Technic ian Level Tdch n6logi § tiTechnologists
Currie.

Task Cgdes . Nos . Task Codes
Curric ,

[ObNpa . '3:Codes
i CirriC.
03.Nos .

\.. " Factors: ,QuaIity AsSurance (VI) '
_Task
Rad.*Technol4II).
280 353 355, NW
35.6 357 358:
359 360 361
362.363 364., .
365 366 67

. 368,369 374 / '

316 376' :377 /
318 379 380

- 381.382 °383
384 385 386
387 388 .389
390 463 464
465 466 467 .

468 .491 492
493 494 495''
496 49'7,-498

.--

.

50016
502 50 -37,W .

505 506'507 .." '

508 509 510 if .
511,512 513.

515 516 ,

517 518. 519 .

526 . _

Financial Cnnsequencel. of'.Error ' * .1
.

.
.

- S

. - - ,'
..t, .

- . .
.

a, .. °
.

v .

.
.

.
,

. ,- -
, .... :

.. .

4

., .
., _ .

,

°

.., , ' '
.

t... ,

. ,..
-c.

.

. .- ,

, w
' , .

:1;..-_,.. ,
..

- 1
, . .

,,,,

4.I.
.

. ,
.

.4.

1.0'

-

,

f

/

" .

.

, 8 69 70 131
,. ,.

71 72 79
80 95- 134 .

135 136
145
167
222 227 260 ..;

267 269 73.
274 275 284
285 2736 '288 -
2,7-34 319'

4 551 552 .,

.,
4 .

.

...

.
,

.
. '^.

..

-

78 173 280 1 4,2,-

523,_524 525 '''',

527 529 530
531 532.533
53'4 536 537
518'534 540
543 544 545'
5,48 '54'9 550
S53 554 556:'

,

. .

.
.

.1. ,,k,

' -.
.-,

-t,itir,
- ""' '4654111149

... . .

-
.

,..- ,
- . .1\414

\,)
'

t-

I 4.0

1

147 135

No
° d

175 178 276 136 P 0- 171' 372 137
5i5 -. 3)3

N.

, . .
$`

0
.

.4iSP': ! 0 . . .

a
, 0 0 . 110

' .

1 k
4

I.

.--
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Table (continued)

Skill or Knowledge Categoiy
(abbreviated)

Consequences of Error To Humans

.
e

0' Page 12 of 29

Level 1:Aide Level 2: Technician 'Level 3: Teehnologisti

'Scale .

actors:

5.

.Curric.! ,. 'Currie. !Currie.

Value Taa:Codes Ob.Nos.i. task Co es [06.Nos. Task Coded 106:Nos.

Assurance (VI) Rad. Technology(III)

1.0 ; 353 14,2

3.0

2.0

Quality
8. 72. 95 140

134 135 136
145 147 163

'164 167 184

222 223 227
260 264, 267

269 274 275
284.285 286
288 297 300
154.
137 180 319 146

70' 79 150

69 21 80 155
192 273 304
551 552.

78 173 175 141
187

;

276 527 529 151

530 534 649
178 280 523 156
524 525 531
532 533 536,
537 538 539
544 553 554
556

81 280 355
356 157 358
359 362 364
371 377 378
379 381 382
384 385 386
514 516 526

466 468 147

369 467 ,p2

157

535 540 543 160 360 361 365 161

545 548 550. 365 366 367 ,

368 370 37 2i

373'374 3751

376 380 383
387 388 389

390' 463 464

465 491 492
493 494495
496 497 498
499 500 501
502'503 504
505 506 507
508 509 510
511 512513
515 517'518
519

112.
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Table4 cOntInued) 'Page 13 of 29

Skill qr Xnowledge Ca_tegoLy
(abbreviated)

. 'Scale

1Value.

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Technician
. 1urric.
Task Codes Ob.Nos.

LeVel, 3; Technologist

Task Codes
[Currie.

Ob.Nos.Task Codes
Currie.
Ob.Nos.

r
i

Factors: ' Quality Assurance (VI) Rad. Tgchnology(III)

11735400

.

'

,I.

Introductory

i

.

ft

w . .

.

!

i

.

,

,

1.5.

t.

260 3O

,....

e

'

226

.

, ,

.

,

',

,

,

IF

.'

353 377
380

o
382

385 386
388 389
463 497
500 501
503 504
506 507
509 $10
512 513
515 516
518 519

378 227

383

387 .

390 N

499

502

50

=5

5 1

4 ,

517

526

,

1

2.5

i

. 465 229

--.

I

b,

I

ti

I

I

t

-5

F

46

ti

0



Table 4, (continued) }age 14 of 294

Skill or Knowledge .Category
(abbreviated)

I

I Scal-s

' Val

Level 1': Aide , Level 2:, Technician Level 3: Technologist

, (Currie,

Task Codes I Ob.Nps. Task Codes

I Curric.

Ob.Nos. Task Codes-
rCurric:,

Ob,Nos.

. , Fac;ors: Quality Assurance. (VI) Rad. Technology (III)

11738000

-

.

j
.

.

1

.

.

.

' Asepsis
_

.

..

.

,

...,

1

.

*,,

.

.

.

.

, ..

--

.

,

1

t

.,

'

.

.

A

i

.

.

4.1***.

.

,
P

I

' I,

1

.

,

1.5 1180 260 304 67 I -
2.5

.

79 80

.,

.

N

270._

,

,

. .

,

355 356 357 271

358 359 360
361 362 363
364 365. 366 -

' 367 368 369

374 381 382.
i,83 384 .

3.5

,-- -
,

.

I .

I

I

I

.1

1

.

.

.

-

.

,

.

if .

.

1

.

.

'...

.

.

.

.

,

*

,

....'

.'
,

. '

.

.
..

4

-
.

.

.

t

_

r

.

)

-'
-

'

1

353 370 371 ,274 -

372 .3703 375

46 377 378

379 380 385
386-387 38S- -7 - --
189 390 463
464 465.466
467 468 491
492- 493 494 i
49'5 496 497 -4
498 499 500

501 502 503
504 '505 506.
.5`07* 508 W9

1510 5.11 512

513 514 515,-:.....

516 517 318
519 526

.

a

11u

1
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Table

I

.

(continued) '

ti ..

I

Page 15 of 29
.

Sicill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated)

Scale

Value,414!sk

,Level 1: Aide :Leve12: Technician Level 3: Technologist
( Curric. ICurric.

CodeS Ob.Nos. Task Codeg Ob.Nos.
Curric.

Task;Cbdes Ob.Nos.
' . - Factors: Quality Assurance (VI) ' Rad. Technology(III)

12223000

.

- r

.,

.'

.

.

,

.
,

-

/

.

.,.

*

.

.

DiagnostiC radiography
-

' L
4 i

.

. '

.

.

. ,

.

.
,

,

.

.

.

4 .

.

_

7,

,

.
,

.

-

.

,

.

.

-,\

/

1.5 - 8 275 283 ,523 524_ , 284,

2.5
.

147 287

.

78

525

L78 187 288'

527 536
, 169 289-1

3.5

e

.

, ,

\

173

530

533

537

640
548

553

175 529, 290
531 532
534.535
538 534
543 544
549 550
556 A

372

-

.

373 464 291

.

5.5

.

.

,

, .

,

.

.1

.

.

.

.

p

.

.

t

,

.

1

.

.

545

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

,
: 292

.

_

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

355

358

_1361

464
367

171

376

"379
382

385

,

388

463'

467

. 492
495

498

501

504

507

.510
513

516

519

356

359

362

365

368

374

377

380

383

386

389

465

468

493

496

499

502

505

508

511

514
517

526

357

360

363.

366

370

375

3713

381

384

387

390

466

491

494
497

500

503

506'

509,

512

515

518

293

'

-.

,

7 :0
. .

81

r

353 294
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Table 4 (continued)-, Page 16-of 29

,

Skill'or Khowledge Category
(abbreviated)

1 Level 1:Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3: Technologist

Scale'.

ValuelTask-Codes

's Curric.

Ob.Nos. Task Cocie,

CurriC.

Ob.Nos. Task Codes

Currie.
Ob.Nos.

Factors. Quality Assurance (VI) Rad. Technology(III)

124p0000 Pharmacology 1.5 260 304 296

33000000 Computer technology 1.5 8 334 523 525 527 335 526 336

Procedural Objective (task sequences
and'equipment not elsewhere covered)

_ ,

.

L,

.

. k

.

..

-

'

8 69 70 348

,l 72, 79

80 95 14
135 126 137
145 14' 163
164 16i 180 ,

184 192 222
223 227 260
264 267 269 ..

273 274 275
284 285 2686 '

288 297 300
304 319 354
551 552

.

t

.

.

1

,

.
.

.

,-

*

,

.

.

.

.

-
.

.

.

Level 1 Quality
Aisurlme curric-
ulum Afts herd.

.

.

. .

'

j

4

1



Table (continued).

1

1

Page 17 of 2

.

Skill or Knowledgi Category
(abbreviated)

I Scald

(Value

Factors:

Level 1: -.Aide Level 2: Technieiap Level 3: TeehnOlogist

,

Not Required
.

Task Coded

Quality Assurance

Currie.
Ob .Nos .

(VI)

Task Codes

Currie .

Ob .Nos .
.

Rad. Technology .(III)

Figural Skills

.

_----

.

.

, 1

., . .

. '

,

.

,

t

/ ,

t

%

,

,

,

.

.

1.0 78 175 524 527 108
529 530 531 532

.

5 0
538 539

535 536

548' 549

372 ' 109
,

3.5-.

,

__

"

'

.

..

. .

.

,

.

.

1

525 537

'

545

:

.

550 110

,..

.

,

:

355 356
359 360
363 364
367 36.8

373 375

378 379
383 384

387-388
463 465
4%8 491a

494 A95
498 499
502 503
506 507
510 511
514 515
518 '519

357 358
361 162
365 366
370 371
341377
381 382
385 186

49,.390
466 467
492 493
4'96.497

500 501

504105
508 509
512 513
516 517
526

111

.

-,1

5.0. , 81 374 112

'121
122
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Table 4- (continued) Page 18 of
.

,

.

Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated) -

,

Scale
Value'

Level 1: Aide i Levels2: Technician Level 3: Technologist

:

0

Not Required
I

op- I Curric.

Task Codes i Ob.Nos, Task Codes
Curric.
Ob,Nos.

*Factors. ,
' Quality Assurance (VI) . Rad: Tect-inology(IfI)

TikonOkic Skills
.

,.-- .
.

. .
) . '
..(

.

e

.
, .

.
, ,

. ..

.. .

'
.

.

'

.

.

2.0

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

,

44v

.

.

-

I

.

523.543,550
.,

w

,

r,,

p
...

.

.,

117

,,

1

.

.

-

81' WI-156 118
357 358 359 360 , -

361 362 363 364

365 366 367368
369 370 371 372
373 374 375 376
377'378 379 380 '

38.1 382 383 384

385 386 387 388
389 390 063 464
465 466 467 468
A91 49! 493 494

497

502

4499.95 540906

501

k503 504 505 506
7 508 509 510

11 512 513 514
5 516 517 518

519 526

.

- ,

,

11731100 Regional anatomy '

. ,
J

1

" -

.

w. .
4' k

,

. ,

IP
.

, .

,

(continued on.next page) .

,

.

,

t

2.5 ' 372 464' 163

3.

.

.

.

1
,

-

.

4

.

.

'

.

78

..

-.

.

.

.

527

.

\

.

4

,

,

;

.

.

r 164

.

w.

'

355 356 357 358 165

359 36Q-361 362"
363 364 365 366
367 368 370 371
373 375 376 377
378 170380 381
382 383 384 385
386 387 388 389
390 -4fi3 465 466

467 468 491 492-
)493 494 495 4g6
497,498 499,500 tu
501 502 503 504
505 506 507 508
509,510 511512
513514 515 510
517518 519

_

.

_124
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Table 4 (continued)

Skill of 'Knowledge Category
<abbreviated)

-Scale)

Value)

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3:

Task Codes

Technologist
'Currie.

Ob.Nos..Not Required
Currie..

Task Codes Ob.Nos.

Factors: . Quality Assurance (VI) Rad. Technology (III)
11731100 Regional anatomy/

,(continued)
,' 5.5 '545 . 166 81 374 526 167

7.0 / 353 168
12210000

3

.

.

. .

.

.

Radiobiology
.

,

.

.
. . ,

4

'

. ,

1.5 /
.

173

523

538

175

524

553

178 187
525 536
554'

277

°

(
.--

.

2.5.

.

280

532

537

544

556

5/9
533
539

548

530 531
.

534 535'
540 543
549 550'

279 * ,

.

280 369

.

,

.

280

,

3.5

.

.

.

L

.

.

,

,----.....

.

545,

,

-

f .

.6.4

.

281

.

.

, -

i

.

:

81 353
357 358
361 362
365 366
370 371
374 375
378 379
382 383
386 38/
390 463
466 467
492 493
496 49.7

500 501
504 505
508'509
512 513
516 517
526

355

359

363

367

372

376

380

38
388
464

468

494
498

502

506

510

514

518

356
360

364.

368

373

377

381

385
9

5

491-.

495

499

503
507

511

515

519

-

282

.

123
12-6



Table 4 (continued) Page 20 of 29

'1

Skill-or Knowledge Category Scale

(abbreviaftd) ivalue

Level /: Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3: Technologist

Not Required

Currie:

Task Codes Ob%Nos. Task Codes

turric:
Ob.t.

Factors- Quality Assurance (VI) Rad. Technology (I )

5212100, -Electric circuit theory '1.5 532 535 536 543
556

328
46 .

15222500

.

A

Interaction with
radiation

_ .

.

/ V

.

.

.

.

.1

'1.5

.

.

..

4i ....."

.

...,

.

,

,

173141.78 187

280 529 530 531
512 533 534 535
537 558 539_540,
'543 544 545 548
549.550 556

.

.

.

.

.

6

330

.

.

.'

280 353 355 356 331

357-358 359 360 F

361 362 363 364
365 366 367 368 ' 14-

369 370 371 372
373 374 375 376
17,7 378 37-9, 380

fil. 382 383 384-

'385 ,386 387 3t8

389 390 463 464
465 466-467 468,

.

.491 492 493 494
495 496 497 498 .

499 500 501 502. . '

503 504'505 506
.

507 508 509-51-0
.

511 512 5130514
515 516 517 518
519 526

24110000 Electromagnetic field
theory applications

1.5 '535
.

332 ,
.

24132100 Electronic devicep s 1.5 532 535 545 548
',549 550556

333 '

51200000 Algebra

- .

.

1.4-

.

s

se'

173529.530 531
535

.

.

338 .

_

355 356 357 358 339

359 360 361 362
365 375 491 492 .

493'404 495 496
511 518

52220000 DescriptiVe statistics
-. .

1.5
. ,

535 538 543_.5.A4

553 .

.

340
.

.

65260000 Photography, .,

cinematography
1.5 543 .

c

.

.341

4

'128-
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,
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Table 4 (continued Page 21 of 29

Skill or KnoWledge'Category
(abbreViated)

Scale-,

Value;

1 Level 1: Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3: Technologist

Not Required
' ICurric:

Task Codes 10b;Nos.
,

Task Codes
turric.4
Ob.Nos.

Factors: Quality Assurance (VI) Radqechnology (III)
65620000, Mechanics of writing

nglish
,

.

.

. . .
. .

4

-

.

.

.

.

,

.

i

.
a

,

1.5

"s

173 175 178 167 343 ,-

525'529 51Q 531
532 533 534 535'
536 537-538 539
-54p-50 543 544 545

4.

546 54a4550 6i6
.

2.5

1 .

t

1

.

.

%

.

.

.

,

-,

.

.

.

,

r

81 353 155 356 3414

357 358 359. 360

3.61 362 363 364
365 366 364 368
370 371 372 373
374 375 376 377
378 379 360 381
382 383 384 '385

.38-6 387 388 3.89

390-4634464 465
466 467 4t.8.49.1___

-r..
492 493 494-495
496.497498 494 ..0, .'

500 501 502 503 .

504 505 506 507
508 509 510 511
512 513 514 5'15

516 517 518 519
526

3.5 _ 554 i45. .

Procedural Objectivetask
sequences and equipment
not elsewhere covered) '

. 1

.

. .

.

-

4

.

78 173 175 178 349

187 276 280=523
524 525 527 529
530 531 532 533 ,

534 535 536 537 .

538 539 540 54S
544 545 548 549
550 553 554 556 .

. :

\

.

.

._

=
. .

Level 2,Quality Assurance
curriculum ends here.

.

.

130



IITable 4 (confinued) . Page 22 of 29

* ' .Level

Skill or Knowledge Category IScalel.

s(abbrevihted) ValuelNot

1: Aide Level'2: Neon. Level 3: Technologist -

%

Required Not Required Task codes

'Currie,'
10b.Nos.

-0

Factors. *Radiologic Technology (III)

11731000

-.

Normal structure and ,

function

r

I

.

2.5

E

s A-
-

.

353 362 363 368 171 37& 162

378 381 38-2 383 384 385
386 387 388 i89 390 463
465 496 500 501' 502,503
511 512 513 515 516 518'
519

11731200

*

Topographic anatomy

.
. /

.
,

.

.

Item

1,5 373 171

.35 .

.

.

.

355

361

367

377

383

389

468
49k

502

508

514

356

362

368

378

384

390

491

497

503

509

515

357 358
363 364
370 371
379 380
385 386
463 465
492 493
498 499
504 505
510 511
516 517

159 360
365 366
375 376
381 382
387 388
466 467
494 495
500 501
506 507
512 513
518 519,

174

5.5 '374 526 175

7.0 353 176

11731300 Hematogoietic 1.5 516 177

11731400 Circulatory system (cardio-
vascular, lymphatic)

1.5

_

362

510

516

776
511

517

494 502
512 513
518 519

504 09

51 51

526

180

.

11731500 Respiratory system '

.

1.5 362

494

364

497

374 378
498 526

379 380 182

11731600 Digestive system 1.5 . 363 1/74 495 526 184

11731610 Mouth, 1.5 1
364 174 375 381 494'499 185pharynx, esophagus-

11731620 Stomach, small intestine 1.5 381 382 499 501 186'

11731630 Large i ntestine, rectum- 1.5 i 383 522! 501 187

11731640 Liver, biliary system,
pancreas

1.5 371 3'
-

385 386 387 188

11731700 Urinary system 1.'5 f
,

363
495

387

501

388.389
502 526

390 463

2

189

A
,* It might be appropriate-to-go -to 11731800, Musculoskeletal system, before presenting the otter systems

of the, body-which follow. See below 11731800'in its numerical position.



Table 4 (continued) Page

Skill or Knowlddge Category IScale

(abbreviated) , . , alue

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Tecn. Level 3: Technologist

Not Required No Required Ta.415, Copes

- Curric.

Ob.Nos.

Factors:'
Radiolo:ic Technology (III)

11731800

,,

.

-

Musculoskeletal system
,

4

.

.

2.5

.

.

,

355 356 317 358 359 360 192

361 362 V 366 365 366_
367 368 370 375 376 377
378 379 380 381 382 383
387 388 389 390 463'465
466 467 468 491 492 493
494 495 496 497 498 499
500 501 502 503 504 505

,

506 507 508 509 510 511
512 513 514 515 516 517 1

518 519

:

3.5 374 526 191

i 5.5 I . gl 353 194

11731820

..

.

Banes and joints

.

,

,

.

2.5

.

.

. .

.

363 364
379 380
388 389

467 468
500 501
506 508
513 514
519

367 375
381 382
390 463
495 497
502 503
509.510
515 516

,

376 378
383 387
465 466
498 499
504 505.

511 512
517 518

195

.

3.5

g

355 356
361 362
377 491
507 526

357 358
365 366
492 493

359 360
370 374
494 496

196

7.0 353 197

11731910 Central nervous system 1.5. ,

,

374 504
509 526

505 506 507 508 ,i198

11731943 Eye and,optic nerve 1.5 367 ' Jla

11732222 Male reproductive system ' 1.5 374 503 526 200

117322,13

t .

Female reproductive system

-

1.5

-,.

374 465
512 526

466 '46.7

'

468 503

4

201

4

134
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Table 4 (continued) 1 Pa e 24 of

.

Skill or Knowledge Category
cabbreiiated)

'Level 1: Aide

-

Level 2: Tecn. I Level 3; Technologist

Scale:

Value!Not Required Not Required Task Codes

Curric.
Ob.Nos,

.e Factors: Radiologic Technology (III)`

11733200 Neoplasms
.(cancerous growths)

..

, .

,

--4,.%

.,

1.5 1

o

41,

6

.

.

.

.

353 36q 363
374 375 376
381 382 383

387 388 389
494 495 498
502.504 505
51:1- 512 514

526 ,

364

378

384

390

499

506

515

366

379

385

463
500

508
516

368 202

380

386,E
465 -,'*

501'
509
518

11733400 Disofters of blood, blobd-
forming organs

1.5

.

516
.

, 203

11733510 ,Disorders of central
nervous system

!

1.5
. ,

504 505 506 507 508 509 *204

,11733600 Disorder's of circulatoty
system.

. .

-

-

-

.

1.5

1 _

%.

t

,

,

.

353 355 356
360:361 363
3W368 369
378 379 380
384 385 3,86

39Q 463 46'4

468 491 492
497.498 499
505 506 507

357

364

374

381

387

465

493

500
508

358

365
375

382
388

466

495
501

526

359 207

166
377

383 .

389

467 -1. ,

496

503
i

2.5 ,
'''N.

4 .
362 376 494
510 511 512
516 517 518

502

513

519

504
514

509 208
515

11733700.. Disorders of digestive
systeni .

1.5

,

.

363.371 375
384 385 386
500:501

381

387

382

495

383 1 209,

499

135

A
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Table 4 *(continued)

-

Page 25 of 29

....

Skill or Knowle,, dge tategpry ,

(abbreviated)

Scab
Vklue

Level 1: Aide,,,Level 2: Teen. Level'. 3: Techimlogist ..,

Not ReqUired
_

Not Required
. , . Curric.,

Task Codes 0b.Nos.

. i
. Factors. - Radiologic Technology (III),

111733800 DIscirders of respiratory
;system

'III. .

. .

'

(

g
#

-. .

4 . -I' t e

. 41
.

i733400

1.5

it

.

,

.

. .

.

t

,

- ,,

4
---

.40353

Ag

3.55 356 357 358 359 210

360 361 363 364 365 366 ,

367 368 369" 375-3, 377,
381 382 383 384 385 386- -

'387 388.389 390 463 464
465 466 467 468 491 492 .

.

.. 493 495 49..b 44N99 500
501 502 14 -,04- 05 906 ,

50f108 509 510 511 512
-

,

513 514 5154516'517 518-
519 526 "-

2.5

.

"A4041T8ik 374 378 379 38Q 494 ,221

498 .: , 4,

Disorders of uro-genital ,-

system . ,

1.5 363 387 388 389 390 463b- 212
465 46i 495 501 502 512

1173420q Disorders of muspulo-
,

skeletal system

.. /4.
.

, . . .

. .
) -

,
4.

_

.'' -

1.5

. -

,

.

.

,

1 ,

.

-g

-

'

$

--

.

I

.

*

.

163J64 367 369 370 374 213- ,

1/5 "376 378 379 380 381 ,

382 383 384 385 386 3.87

1388 389 39(6463 464 465
466 467 468 495 497 498'
499 500 501 502 503 504-
505 506 508 509 0. 11

512 513 )14 915 5 7

51'8 519 26

2.5

i

-
-

.

.
.

353 355 356 357 358 359 '214
360 361 362 365 366,368'

377 491 492 493 494 49t

507
300' Congenital abnormalities

4 .

llt--

1.5

1.5 .

.

,

0, '

3801496 497 499 500 501 215
. .

502 503
. .

466 467 468-'512 6

.
.

.

. ..,

11734440 ,Disorders complications of,

pregnany, birth.
..

/
.

t

138



Table 4 (continued)'" MA

Skill pr Knowledge Category
(abbreviated)

A Scale

Value

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Teen, Level 3: Technolbgist
, ...Curac.

Task Codes Ob.Nos.Not Required Not Required

'Factors: Radiologic Technology (III)

11734800 Shock and trauma

i
x

- ' ,
, ,

0.

I.

. i..
,

4

.1.5 369 463 464 218

*2.5

,

.

.

.

---,

.

,

,

(

353 355 356 357 358 359 219

60 361 362 363 364 365
66 367 368 374 375 376
377 378 379 380 381 382
383 384 385 386 387 388
389 39Q 465 466 467
491 492 493 494 495 496
497 498 499 500 501 502
503 504 505 506 50/ 508
'509 510 511 512'513 514
515 516 517 518,519 526

11735000 Surgery ,.! 1.5 .372 373 221

11735100 Operative procedures 1.5 -.171 379 464 223

11735300 Repair surgei-y 0 1.5 37 . 224

11735500 Endoscopy 1.5' , 3 231

11735800 DeliVery methods(childbirth) 1.5. = 66 468 233k

11736000 Anesthesiology ,-

-

1.5 r

'

170 371 372,373 463 498 ,234

512 513 514 516 518 519
526

11737000 First aid.and care -

ft

4 .

- .,

2 -4 353 355 356 357 358 359 235

360 361 362 363 364 365'
366 36.7 368 374 466 46g

3,5 9'4, 509 alo 511.n2 513 514 236

515 416 517 519

11737100 B.ndagesiiressiings,
tourn1quets,.splints

L.5 , 504.505 506 507 508 509 '240

510 511 512 514 515 5,17
518

,11737300- KAndling, transportation of
slik; wounded -
-..----'

(cintinued on next page)

2.5 . 369 249

3.5 -,
.

. .

A
370 371 464 252

...-

.

A
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Table'4 (continued) Page 27 of

Skill, or Knowledge

(abbreviated)

A

Category

Factors:

Scale
ValuelNot

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Tecn. Level 3: Technologist

Required

..--.......

Not Required .

_
Task Codes

Rsadfologic Technology

Curric.

Ob.Nos.
(III).

11737300 - Handling, transportation of
sick wounded (continued)

. ,

-

.

.

5.5

,

.

.

.

).,

.

.

..:,..

.

'*

k

353
360

366

377

383

389

468

496

502

508,

514

'526

355=356 357 358 359 254

361 362 3630364 365
367 368 374 375 376
378 379 380 381' 382

384 385 386 87 388
390'463 465 466 467
491 492 493 494 495
497 4,98,,499 500 5Q1

503 50,4 505 506 507

509 510 511 512 513-
515 5f6 51T 518 519
11

'11737400

.

,,,,,

.

,

Sprains, strains, fractures;,'

their healing

.

. ,

.

.

.

1.5

__.

.

.

e

.
.

.,

/

.

%

0_,

30
375

.382,

' 388

466
499

505
'512

518

364 367 368 369 374
376 -378 379 380 381,

383 384 185 386 387
389 390 463 464 465
467 468 495 497' 498 r4

500 501 502 503 504
506 508 509 516 511
513 514 515 516.517
519 526 .

255
.

,

2.5

t.

.

.

.
.

, ,'`

.

.

.

353

:360
, 377
507

355 356357 358 319
361 X62.365 366 370
491 492 493 494 496

256

,141

c

142
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r(abbreviated)

,
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.

Table 4

w

..

(continued)

.

. Page.28 of 29

..

,

4

,

144

.

.

,

,

.
.

0

,Skill or Knowledge Category Scale
Value

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Tecn. Leveil 3: Technologist

Wi Requiredt Not Required
.

Task Codes
I Curric.

0b.Nos.

Factors: Radiologic Technolo y (III)

11737700

.

Wounds and their healing

,

.

.

1.5

.

.

.

4

353 355 356 357 358.35 260

360 361 362 363 364 36
366 367 368 369 374 37
376 377 378 379 380 381
382 383 384 385 386 387
388 389 390 463 464 4653,

'466 467 468 491 492 493
k94 495 496 497 498 499 4

500 501 502 504 505 506 .

507 508 509 510 511 512
513 514 515 516 517 518
519 526

2.5 0 503 262

12331000 Drug toxiclik antidotal
thera'

1.5 375,316 377 378 380 384 297

385 387 388 389

12332000 Drug idiosyncnay; allergy
pharmacogenetics

1.5 375 376 373 378 380 384 299

385 387 388 389.-----

4_342830

,

.

_,

Drugs acting on central
nervous system

,

.

,

_

1.5

.

.,

I , -

353 355:356 357 358 359 323

360'361 362 363 364 365
366 374 375 _376 377 378 '

37.9.580 386 388 389 390
465 467 492492 493 494

d495 496 499 500 5d1 502
503 504 505 506 507 508
509'510 511 512 513 514
515 516 517 518 519 526

.

.

'
w

,

-

.

`"

.
,

-4-
, .

. ,
,

1 P.

.

/

I .

.'
I i

1

. .
.

. .
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Table 4 (continued) Page 29 of 29

Skill or Knowledge Category Scale
(abbreviated) ,Value

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Tecn. Level 3: Technologist
'

Not Required Not Required -Task Codes
Curric.
011.Nos.

Factors: , Radiologic Technology (III)
41666700 Death and dying behavioral

development

i

1.5

---..,-,.....

.

.

't

353 362 363 364 365 366 337

368 374 376 378 381 382
383 385 386 387 388 389,
390 463 465 498 499 500
501 502 504 505 506 508
509 511 512 513 514 515 .

516 517 518 519 526

,

Procedural Objective (task sequences 81 280 353 355 356 357 350 '

and equipment not elsewhere covered)I
4

.

.

"
,

.

,

.

.

(

A

358 359 360 361 362 363
364 365 366 367 368 369
370 371 372 373 374 375'
376 377 378 379 380 381.
382 383 384 385 386 387
388 389 390 463 464 465
466 467 468 491'492 493
494 495 496.497 498 499
500 501 502 503 504 505
506 507 508 509 510 511

1,512 513 514 515 516 517
518 519 .526 \

,

. .,

Level 3 Radiologic Techno1ogy
curriculum ends here. _ \

Note: The assignment of tasks tb factors and levels is presented in Appendix B, The scales are presentd
in Appendix C. The full kn'pwledge.category names appear in Appendix B and Table 2.

143
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Table 5. CURRICULUM OUTLINE ASSUMING THAT RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST O'CUPATION IS REACHED IN THREE STAGES
AND COMBINES THE PATIEN74CARE AND RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY FACTORS Page 1 of 30

Skill or Knowledge-Category
(abbreviated)

Scale
ValUe

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3: Technologi4t

Task Codes
Curric.

Ob.Nos. Task Codes

Curric.
Ob.Nos. Task Codes

Curric.
Ob.Nos.

Factors: Patient Care (IV) Rad. Technology(III)

Object Manipulation Skills

N

. .

.

N4,....,

.

.

..-

m

.

.

.

Z

-

, ,

1.5 98

199

292

303

.

153
262

301

520

-

166 1

283
302

521

-41

198'298 308
522

.

2 355 356 357 5

358 359 360 '

361 362 363
364 366 367
366 370 371

372 373 374
378 379 381
382 383 384 --------_____

385 386 387
389 463 464
465 466 467
1468 512 515

517

3.5

_

X

287

.

'

290 6

)1111,

.

156 182.185
243

,

.

7 365 375 376 10

177 380 388
390 491 492
493 494 495

. ...I

496 497 498
499 500 501
502 503 504
505 506 307
508 509 510
511 513 514

.

516 518 519

526

5.0

/

18 33 .65

133 296 299

11 *

.

7.5 143 181 13

Note: Curric. 0 . = 'Curriculum objective numbers. .These appear in numerical order in Chapter 8

of Volu . Abbreviated task.names are presented In Appendixes A and E. 148
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able 5 (coati ed)

Skill or Knowl:.ge Category .1

(abbreviated)
(

Scale
Value

t Level 1: Aide Level 2': Technician tevel 3: Technologist'
Curric.

ObrNos.Task Codes
Curric.
Ob.Nos.

1,

Task Codes '10b.Nos.

'Currie. r 4
Task Codes

i

Factors;;

i

.

.

.

.

1.5 287 302

.

.

,

.

,

tient
14

I

Care (IV)

..

1

.

.

-.

.

Rad. Tichnology(III)
355 356 357 17

358 359 360
361 362 363 4

364 365 366
367 368 369
370 371 372
373 374 375
376 377 378
379 3.80 381

382 183 384
385,386 3
388.389 390
463 465 466
467 468 491 '

492 493 49,4

495 496 499
*f4.

500 5Q1.502
503 5a4 505
506 507 508'

,-509 510511
512 513 514
515 516 V.7
518 519 526

Guidin g.or St.-ring Skills

(
,

.

.

..,

...

.i.....-

.

3.0 19d 18 182 185. 19

Humin Interaition Skills

'7-

(continued on next page)

1.0 166 190

278 279

291

199

281

20 65 21 372 373 464 24,

3.0
1155
74 98

193

271 282
287 289
295 301
303 520

113

262

283

292

302

521

....,26 18 33

156 198
298 299
522

133 27

280

308 _

.

81 280 353 v
369 370

fr
' r

VIP

150.
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.Table 5 (dontrnued)

ti

".

Page 3 Of 30
a

.

..a.111 or Knowledge Category- fScAle

"(aWire'Viated) 44 Value.

Level 1: Aide Level 2: echnician -Leve1.3: Technolo:ist

Task Codes
Curric.
Ob.Nos. Task Codes

Curric.

Ob.Nos. Task Codes,
Curric.

Ob.Nos.
e

. Factors: Patient Care (IV)

'

.

Rad. Tecaology(III)
355.356 157 34

358 359 360
361 362 363. (

364 365 366
367 368 374
375 376'377
378 379'.380

381i82 381 '

3 85 386.
188 389

390 463 65

466 467 468 lip

91 i22 493
"4 415 496
,,*7 498 499

00 501 5Q2
503 504 505
506 507 508
509 510 511 ,

512 513 514
515 516 517
518 519 526

Human interaction Skill's (continued)

.

,,,K . , ..1.
,

,.

.

. ii!
....'la' t .

7" .

.
, \

.

41 . .. , .

, :

_.
. , .

,
-

- .

, . .

,

.;

.

' . . , .

-->g-- " ,

v
/

50

'
.

- -

,.

.

a

73

290

,41

.

138 153 32

490 4

.

i
.

...

.

.,

. .

, .

.

.

.

143 181
185 243

4

.

,

'.

:

o

.

182,'

.

/

V

,

.

",

33.'
.

.

^-
*

7.0

2.0

.

.166

279

18.7

490

.

190 271 42.

281.'283 \--

289 291"

4

'296
308

1

. ,

-

.

, /

36
**

43

, 10
41,

..

Ora.; .1.14 .of a Aelevant Lan age

,,

IL: .

- .

-.0 ...

.

i6ntinuea on next page)

©

15
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TAble 5' (continued)
.

,Skill or Knowledge Category
--(abbreviated) ,'

.

.

',.

---

,

Scale

Value

Level. 1: Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3:. Technologist_

Ta4k Codes
i Cuiric.

Ob.Nos. "Task Codes
Curric.

Ob.Nos.

.

Task Codes
Curric.

Ob.Nos.
...

. Factors: Patient Care (IV) Rad. Technology(III)

Oral Useet a RelevantcLangu4e
-,,(continmed) ' Y

cr,./

. .
.

. .
,

.'

,

, C
.

.
. .

. ,e

.
.

. .

...
.

''

.

.

. .

.

.

di

4,

.

4.0

.....0"

73 74' 98

113 138 153
155 rYS 199
262 378 282
290 292 295
302 303 520
521

.

47 18

133
181

198

296

,'522

.

33 65' 48

143'156
182 185

243 280

294 299

,

81 280 353 51

369 37004371

372 373.491,

492 493 494
495 497 498

.

504 505 507
509 510 511
512 513 514,

517516515
. 518 519

7.5,

_

,

.

.

.

.

1

, .

. .

. .

. ,

4

i

- -----4

.

,

.

.

,

.. '

.

355 356 357
358 359 360
161 362 363
364 365 366
367-368374

,,375 376 377

378 379'180
381 382 383
384 385 386
387 388 389

+390' 464
.

465 466.46T
468 496 499
500 501 502
503.506 508
526 ,

53

,

.

.

'

'
a
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)4°
Table 5 (cOntinued)

"ON

ia 5 of 30

y

Skill prknOwjedge Category
(abbreviated) .

r".

Scale
Value

.Level 1! Aide. Level 2: Tech n' Level 3: Tech ologisi

'Currie.

Task Cqdes 10b.NQs.
_

,

Task Codes
rric.

Cob.lios.
-., '

Task Codes -

urric.
Ob.Nod.

. ) v Factors: Patient Care (IV) a .144. Technoloky(IDI)

Reading Use of a Relevant Language

I .

- .

Y

e
.

,

. '

:-.'

.

. .

.

.

--, . .

S.
a

1
.

.

.

t
, .

.
.

.....

- .

[ .
.

.

.

-

'i'

-st

-

,

,

*

,

2.0° 74 :58

155.166
193-199
-278 279

287 289
301 302
520 .

153

190

262

281

290

303f

54

.

,

18

143

182

296

308

. -

65

156
185

298
522

1

133
181

198-

299

.

55 .39S 370. 371 58

372 373 '

.

.

5.0

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4

.

%

.

.
.

,

. -

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

33

"

.

.

.

280 '

.

.

,..0,..

'60

.

.

.

-

.

.

481 280 355 . 63

--35§ 157.358'
359.360 361.
362 363 364

365 366 367-

368 369 374
375 376 377
'378 379 380
'381 382 383

384 385 386
387 388 389

.

390 463 464
465 466 467
468 491 492

493 494 495
496 497 498
499 500 501
502 503 504

.

505 506 507
508 509 510
511 512 513
514 515 516
517 518 519
526

. 15:3 524
15b

4



Table 5 (continued)

Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated

Scale,

Value

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Thchnician Level 3: Technologist

. ICurric.

Task Codes jOb.Nos. Task Codes
Curric.

Ob.Nos. Task Codes
Curric..

Ob.Nos.

Factors: # Patient Care (IV) Rad. Technology(III)

Written Use of a Relevant Language

.

., , ,

. . .

,

/
. , -.

.

.

"
, I

. . .

,

.
-

,

.

.

.

t

.

'2.0

.

,

.

.

,

278

.

.

41

279

.

-

1

.

295'. 64
-

-

.

.

,

33 156
243 522

,

,

.

.

.

181 65'

.

.

-,

.

',

.

.

,

81 353 355 68

356 357 358
359 360 361
362 363 364
-365 366 367 "

368 370 371 -'

37Z,373 374
375 376 377

' 378 AN1380
. 381 382 383
384 385 386
387 388.389
390 46-3 464

465 466 46
468 491 492 .

493 494 495
496 497 498 «
499 500 501
502 501 504
505 506 507
508 509 510 ,

511 512 513
514 5T5 516

.517 51g 519
52&

.

1

4



Table 5 (continued) e_ Page 7 of 30. '

Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbrevi9oted)

Scale
Value

,Level 1: Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3: Technologist

Task Godes
Curric.

Ob.Nos.l

ICurric.

,Task Codes 10b Nos.

. Curric.

Task Codes.00b.Nos.

. . Factors: Patient Care (IV) Rad. Technology(ItI)
Decision Making on Methods

.

..,

. ,

.

. -'

...

i

.
,.

.

.
.

t .

.

.

1.5 98 129 262 71

279 2S1-282

283 287 295
490 520 521

143 181 298
.

,

72

.

-353 370 371 75

372 373

.

-3.0

.

155 166 190 ' 77

193 278 303

.

IP.'

,

.. , A
.

.

,

.

.
-

' 18 33

133 156
185 '243

0. 308

65

182

/299.

J
'

.

F

/

78 gi 374 375 .31

376 377 378.

379 380 381
382 383 384
385 386'187
388 389 390"
463'464 465
466-467 08
497-40'499
500 501 502

4.
503 504 505
506 507 508
509 5,10 511

512 513 514

515 516 517
.

518 519 526
4.5

,

. .

....

i3 113 138 83
290 .

.

.

t

f

355 356 357 85

358 359 360
363362361

.

364 365 366 ,

. 367 368,369
491 492'493
494 495 .496.4,

7.0 . 296 86
.

.

15

.
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Table 5 (continued), Page 8 of 30

Skill .or Knorledge Category

(abfrevratecf) ...;

v
Scale'

Value

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3: Technologist

Task Codes
Curric.
Ob.Nos. Task'Codes.

Curric.'

Ob.Nos.

'

Task Codes

Curric.
Ob.Nos.

Factors: Patient Care (IV) Rad. Technology(III)

Decision Mak'ng on Quality

,

, -

.

-
,

y

, .

.

.

.

'

_

,

---._

.

4,

i

.

1.5 153 87 198 '88

2.0 193 199
..,

89 308 90 464 92

3.5 166

281

290

302

520

262
282

291

303

521

278 93
283

292

490

.

18

280

33

298

65 94

522

280 369 97

1111

5.5

4

,

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

- .

,

,

355 356 357 99

38
5 359 360
361 362 3:3

364 365 366
367 368.370
371 372 373
374375 3764
377 378 379
380 381 382
383 184 385 j
386 387 388
389 390 463'

465 466 467' .

468 491 492
493 494 495
496 497 428
499 500 501
502 503 504
505 506 507`4.

508 509 510
511 512 513

514 515,516
517 518 519

526

_

7.0 73

138
289

74

190

295
1

113 101

287

301

133

181

243

143

182

296

156 102
185

299

81 353 104 162

'3 4
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Table 5 (continued) '

UP,

Page 9 of 30

Skill'or Knowledge Category'
(abbreviated)

, Scale
Value

Level 1: Aide Level2: Technician Level 3: Technologist

Task Codes.
ICurric.
Ob.Nos. Task 'Codes 10b-Nos.

ICurric. , Curric.
Task Codes 10b%Nos.

FactOrs: Patient'Care (IV) Rad. TechnologykIII)

Figural Skills _.

4

IF '

g

.

.
,

.

,

.

..

..

-

.,...

.

.

.
.

262 271 106 308 107 372 1P9 ,

3.5

..

-\-

.

7

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.
.

,

-

.

.

,

r

.

.

,

,

...,

4r.502

'

.

355 356 357 '111

358 3 360
361 362 363
364 365 366
367 368 370 ,-

'371_173 375
376 377 378
379 381 '382

;. 383.384)385
i

386 387 388 .

389 3gb 463
465 466 467

,488 491 492 -_

493 494 495
496 497 498

,

499 500 501
503 504

505 506 '507

508 509 51G
' 511 512:513
514 515,516 ,.

517 518 519
526 -

5.O' , 0 '81 374 - 112

m

.

16:3 1164
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Pa e 10 of 30

. "
Skill oritnowledge,Category

.

(abbreviatid) -,

/ 111P

Sci 114hr7

Value

a! Level 1: AidtH Level 2: Technician Level 3: T olo:idt
urric.

Task C.e Ob.Nos.
t

Task Codes

1
i .,Cilarolifo l' C urric.---7

1 0 os., Task Codes I0b:Nos.,

, Fictors: - . Patient-Care (IV) 'Rad. T chn ogy(III)
.

mplicative Skills-i
, .*

A.
.

'
.

c

.

.

.

,

,

.

..

4

. . . .

,
.

.,

1

.
.

.--

.

.

*

.

.

,

.

.

.

,-1..

-

.

.

.

.

, .

.

-

.

1.

1.0 262 2714 283

V*

119 33 '''65 133 12Q

' r43 156 181

2 185 299
30

370 371 37 123

373
.s

- i 4
.-

.

.

.

73

.

.

295

8
,,

.

..

.

,

..4

.

- .

.0 .

.
s

.

124
.

.

.

...

,;,-0

.

'

.

.

.125

.

....

* .

..
,, ,

%1.2"..

,

4

,

o
,

,

.
. ..

.

/ .

. %
,

7,2-,

", °.t 4

, . L

I'-,

81 280 353 . 127

355 356 357
358 35,9 360

361 362 )63-
364.0.665 366

367 368 '369 -
.374 335 376 '

377 378,379
380 381 382

. . .-

38 384 385
3860; - 44:

38'9 31'4.
464 46 466

,

467 4-68 491

492'493 494
495 496 97..

,1498 499 0

501 502 503=
...504 405 506 " ...

ip7.I4840 9 -;

516-5116'512 ..,

:513 514 515 'N

'516 517_
.

518

519 526

5.0 s 296 ., . ",12g,
...

_.

-

--

I

".

Nr
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Table 5 .(c011rinued ,Page 11 of 30
.e ..

. .
Sli_11 or Knowled Category
4-4breviated)

Scale
Value

Level-: Aide Level 2: Technicia4 Level 3-: Technologist

- ICurric.

Task Codes 10b.Nos,
.'

Task Odes
Curric.
Ob.Nos.

.

Task Codes
Cu,*ic.
Ob.Nos.

L. \ Factors Patient Care (IV) Kad. Techozkov1II),
Financial Consequences of Error

_ 1

-

i.

: s

,
. .

,
.

, .

.
_

.

0'

(*-

.

.

,

VP .
.

..

1.0

r.

.

\

0

73 74

113 138
155 f66
262 271
284283
289 290
303

i

,-----'
,

.

.

98

153

199

278

287

291

129

.

4

.

,

..

,

as .33

1334143

181 r85
280'296

299 308

-,.
i '.
... -

A

;

,

. .

.

65 130
156,.

198
298

522

.

..
,

;
.

.

.

-
.41

- "

"4"

.

-

280 3 355 1

3;

3 57 358 ,

359 360 361
362 363 364 - .
365 366 367
368,369,_ 374

375 376' 377 .......
4" 378;37§" 380 .

. 381 382 383
384 385 386
387 388 389
390.463 464 .

465-466 467 .

468 491 492 -

493 494 49'5

496,497 498
4,i19 500 501

502 503 504
505 5'06 507

508-809-510',

.4.511 512 513

514 515 516
517.518 51,
526 . .

WO
%.

..

,

,. -

.
.

370 371 372 137.

373

16i
pd.

41.

1168



Table 5 (Continued)

, - ,
Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated) . -

1Scalei

ValuelTask

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3: Technologist

.' ICurric.

Cbdes Qb.Nos%

iCurric.

Task Codes 10bNos,
CUiric.

Task Co4es ObNos.

. Factois: . Patient Care (TV) Rad. Technology(Iii)

.Consequences of Error4oliumans
. ,

.

.

,

1

: .2
.

- .

1 's

.

-

.

_ .

.

.

. t .

,

lq

'

fi

1

,

.

.

't

/'

_

.

:nom_
.

.

.-.

. 1.0

. -

73

113
262
281

291-

520

74 98
155 199
278 279
287-290
302 303'

138

*

133

.

198 139 , 353' 142
.

-...

0

( 2.0 195
292

283 289

301 490
14*4 '18 156 182

.

145 _466 468
,

147
,

3,0 138

295

153 166 148 33

185

143

243

181 149 369 467 152_

1 5.5
!

,

,

.

iii

, ..

=190

,

'-

282 521

,

. 153 .

.

v

65

298

.

280

299-

296

522

.

154 81 280 355
356 357 358 '

359 362 364
371 377. 378

379 381 382 -
3g4 385 3136._.

.. 514 516 526

57

4141-

F

; ;4.0

-

f

-.

271

.

.

.

*

.

.

.

.

-,,

.

. ,

_

,

.

,

1

.

308

,

,.

'

,

-

.

.

.

.

.

159

.

.

.

,*

360 361 363

1.. 365 366 367

368 370'3)2
373 374 375*

376,380 383
387 38889
390 -463 464

465'491 492
493 494 495
496-497498'
499 500 501
502 503 504'-

505 506 507 ,
.

508' 509* 510

511 512 513'
51517 518
51§

161

'

i

,

(



Table 5 continued)

4
Page 13 of

.

Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated) . -

. Scale
Value

Level Aide* Leve1.2: Technician, Level 3: Technologist

Task Codes

Curric. .

0b.tIos. Task Codes
Curric.
Ob.Nos. Task Codes

Curric.
Ob.Nos.

.

. Factors: Patient 4fre (IV) Rad.Jechnology(III)

11711200

.

- "--1

,

.

....--

,

.

.

1

Topographic anatomy

. .

. y

.

i

.

, .

.

.

r
.

. .

.

.

.

.

k^

.

.

,

i

.

e

.

,

1.5- 199 262 520 169 18 308 170 373 121

2.5 193 172 .
, .

,

3:5

.

1

,

.

,

,

.

.

133

>
-

, .

Y

296

-

.

299 173

...

. , .

-

.

--6.

.

.

-

'355 356 357. 174
358 354,360
361 -362 363

364 365 366

\ 367 368 370
371 375 376

377 378'379 .

380 381 382
383 384 185 '

.386 387 388
389 390
465 466 467
468 491 492
493.494 495

'496 497 498
499 500 501
502 503 504,

505506 507 . .

508 509.510- ''

.511 512 5f3
514 515 516 4.

517 518 519 II-

5.5 37.4 526 175

7.0
.

.

ftsh 353 .176,
.,

.01

.
1-42



able 5 (continued)
5

Skill of Knowledge .Category

(abbreviated) . . /

Scale
Value

Level 1: )Lidg,

,

Level 2: Technician Leve13: ?rch;ologist
--

Currie.
Ob.Nos.Task Codes

Curric.
Ob.Nos.

Curric.

Usk Codes 'Ob.Nos. Task Codes

Factors i Patient Care (IV) Rad. Technology(III)

11731400 Circulatory system (cardio 1.5 j262 520 178 18 308 179 , 362 376 494 180

vascular, lymphatiC) . 502 504 509 .

510 511 512
513 514 515
516 517 518

1 519 526

2.5 296 181.

11733600 Disorders of tIrculatory 1.5 199. 262 520 205 308 206 353 355.356 207 4

system , 357 358 359 '

. 360 361 363
364 365 366

r A 367 368 369 .

.

374 375 377
.

378 379 380

.

-
381 382 '383

384 385 386

1
387 388 389
390 463 464

.
465 466 467

.

.

468 491 492
493 495 496
497 498 499

.
500 501 503

. 505 506 507
508 526

. j7_25
. 362 376 494 208

502 504 509
, 510 511 512

. 513 514 515
5.16 517 518

519

I

J1

4

4



Table 5 (continued) Page 15 of 30

Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated)

Scale
Value

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3; Technologist
ICurric.

Task Codes Ob.Nos.

. if fCurric.

Tas4rCodes 10b..Nos.

Cureic.

Task Codes i0b.Nos.

Factors: Paiientsfare (IV) Rad. Technology(III)
11737100 . Bandages, dressings, 1.5 283 295 238 33 522

- *
239 504 505 506 240

tourniquets, splints 507 508.509
510 511 512

.
.

514 515 517
. 518

2.5 156 241
3.5

.

296 242
11737200 Hemorrhage, bleeding; their . 1.51 521 243 522 ' 244

arrest 3.5 296 245
11737300 Handling, transportation of 1.5 153 155 295 246 ..

sick, wounded t 2.5.-166 190 282 247 243 248 36.9 249
3.5 193 199 283 .250 156 251 370 371 464' 252

490

5.5 296 253 353 355 356 254
357 358 359
360 361 362

_ 363 364 365
366 367 368

f N
374 375 376
377 378 379

, 380 381 82

. . 383 384 185 /
I.

9116 387 388
4

389 390 463
. 465 466 467

468 491 492

. 493 494 495
496.497 498

I 499 500 501
502 503 504

--..

-
505 506 507
508 509 510
511 512'513
514 515 516

-

.

. 517 518 519
. 526

4

176
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P age 16 of 30

.

Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated) x

...)

,

_Scale
\Value

. Level 1: Aide ILevel 2;. Technician Level 3: Technologist

,,

Task Codes
Ithirric.: 1Curric.
I

i0b.Nos.! Task Codes IOb.Nos. Task Codes

Curric.

Ob Nos.

Factors: Patient Care '(IV) , Rad. Techno (III)

11738000

.

,

',

,

_

lb '

Asepsis

.

.

.

,

.

..4

.

_...

.

...

.

-

.

J

.

.

.

.

1

,

.

-

.

.

,..,

.

.4%

1.3 193 290 265 18 .266_,

2.5

6

153

521

283,29.5 '268

.

33 522'

-

269 355 356 357 271
358 359 360 .

361 362 363
.364 365 366-
'367 368 369'
374 381 382
383 384 Loo

3.5

,,

....-

166

.

490 520

. .

.

...

1 1

272

.

.

..

.,^

65 133
156'14181

299 308

.

.

,

4

.

.

41,

..
.

143

296

.

.'

273

.

-.

.

353 370 371 274

372 373 375
.

376 X377 378 -

379 380 385

-386'387°38p
389 390 463
464 465 466 -

467 468 491

492 493.:494 .

495 49.7496

498 499 500
.

501 502.503
504 505 506

.

507 508 509
510 511 512 ,...

513 514 515
516 517 518
519 526 .. .

a .

.

*

111



ar

(coritinueo4

4
1

.
.-

. , .

'Skfll of Knowledge Catego61
(abbreviated) ,

.

. ,

,

Factors:

5cale
Value

.

J...eveT 1: Tde 'Level 2: Technician Level 3: Technologist
. Curric.

TaskCodes 10b.Nos.
Patient

Task Codes,!0b.,Nos.

Care (IV) '

Curric.
Task Codes

Rad. Technology(If71)

Cuific.

Ob.Nosji

12/10000

.,.0

-

.

.

.

I

-

Radtotifo/ogy.
-O. . ,'

.

1 dir

.

ce

N.

4,
.

-

. ,

.

P

V.A 401: :

4
1

- t

. -
'

,
,.'

."
.. or

.

lb

..

I .

,

.

111

.

14

.

.

-

,

,

,

.,

g

,

.

_

.

.

'
.

.

.

.

..

!

.

.

1.5 520 275 308 276

2.5 ,,, 280 . 278 280 369'

,

,,

.

2800
282

%,

5..,-

-

)

; '",

4

3*:5--2
ilk

41
.

,'

--

:

_

,

.

. ,

4. j
.

0

,

..

-,1-_,1

:

11

Si

,

..

f
.

...,

.

i

.

7

'

.,

.

,

,

,

#*
,-

._

i
,

.

11,-
-

.

.

.

*

-4

1

,

d

.

'

.-4
,.,

)

*: *

t .6

81 351015
7-356 15358.

359360 361
34... 363 164

165 386 )1,7
368 370'.3 1

372 371 374
375 176 3Z7
378 379 380
381 382 3
34ii 385 3

.387 388.38

.3.90.4t$ 464

465 466 467
468,491, 492

493 49,4 495

496 497 498
499 50o 551

502,150%.50414'_

505 506 507-1,

,.508 509 510

511 512 513
514 515 516
517 518 510
5i6

' 0

I

rt



Table 5 (continued) Fage 18 of 30

Skill orKndwledge Cetegory
(abbreviated) , ,

.

Scal41

ValueITask

..,,- 1_,Cyci i n.Luc IL,cyc.i. c .I.G,...11111,..-1.. LCVG.I. J. 1G,""vaa15.a..,
i

'Curric.I
I

!Currie.

Codes 10b.Nos.I Task Codes I0b.Nos., Task Codes
Curric.
Ob.Nos.

: factors: Patient Care (IV) Rad: Technology(III),,-

12223000 Diagnostic radiography
o .

, ,

,

.

.

.

-
.

1 .

.

. ,
,

,,

1 .

.

.
,.

/.,
A

. e
. .

' 41

,

.

* _.,- -.. _ , _

- ..-
.

. .

2.5.1 73 74 285 65 286 369 289

3.5 4' .. . 4 372 373 464 291

355 356 3'57 293

358 359 360
361 362 363 -

364 365 366'"

367 368 370
371 374 37
376 377 378
379'380 381 1

382 383 384
385 386 387

388 389 398
463 465 4'66

- 467 468 491
492 493 494
495 496 497
498 499 500
501 502 503

504 505 506
507 508 509
516 511 512

513 514 515
516 517 518

-.P. .4
526

5.5

0

.

.

.-.-

-

.

.

.

a,

k

-.

w' .

,..

.
. -

.

.
--

..

.

.

..t.

.

.

,

tt

.

,

.

4'4119

7.0
w

.
.-1-! 81 1 294

Frocedural Objective (task sequences
" and equipment cot ,els'ewhere covered)

.
.

1

ba
.

. .
.

. .
.

-

,-

73 74 98, 346

113 138 153 i 0
166.190 .

193 199 262
271 278 279
24 282 283
287 289 290.
291 292 295-
301 302 303

'490'520 521

.

g

.

1
411 -..

.
,

.,
.

.°' f

.
. .

- Level 11)atient Caie
curriedlum.j;pds here.

am,..... ,4

.

,

'
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. . 0 . .

A
a 1 f

.
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/ 41. 7 I
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11

, .
.

I
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. - . .

IP. -. .

.. .

4 .

, , . .
.

.

.
.

,- .. . ,

1,

N Table 5*:(continded). .k .
. ,

. Page 19 of
4

,

.

'

.

,

, .x.
, A

- ky,

,g,

,
.

:

.

,

.t

'

, .

:1,

,74,,.,

; .

, ;Level 1:'Aide' Lavel 2: Technician Level 3: Technologrst,
ir..`

/-

,

.,.

.

.

-..
.

. .

.

.

(

-

*

) ',

Skill or Knowledge Categpi-yo, Scaler

(abbreviated)
. ,

'value; No Required

i Currie.

Task -Codeqo - i Ob.Nos:

i ,

Task Codes

Currie.
Obos.

,?actors: Patient Care (IV) '. Rad. Technology (III)
,
Leadership Skill' f .' 1.0 ! 37 . u

. I 4.5, ,296 40 - i

Taxonlpipp. Skills
.

.

4
,

-

. -*

-

.
.

.

(

_

.

..
.

y , k

.....
s.

.

.

4
.
. ,

.

... , ,. .

t2.0"

.-
.

I l'

.

4 0

_

.

( . :

,

s.

. 4

_

.

.

.

.

296
_

116
A

, '
. .

. ,

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

,

..

.

-
A

.'
1

81 355 356 -118'

0357 358 359 36 4-

361 362, 363 364 ,

.365.66 367 368.
369 170 -371 372 .

373 374 375 376'
37; 378 379 380
381 342 83 384
385-386 387 ii8
3:89.390 463 44 .

465 466 467 468
.491 492 493 494
495 496 497 498
499 500 501 502
503 504 505 506 --,

507 508 5449=510

511 512,513 514
515 1$16 517 518

.

519 526 .,Lv
11711500 Respiratory awstem

-..

. ..
coi.

;

1
, ,

1.5 I,
.

.
w

,
,

362 364 374 378 182
.

379 180 494 497
.

498 526

2.5 296 M--73. ir7---.-.---77

11731100 nary iystem
- Jr

-

.
,

i ,

I,
a

1.5

.

..

. .

.

363 387,.388 3897 . 189
.

.390 463 495 501

502 526

2.5 .
143 190 .

,
..

3.5
.

'181 191
.

g1173460 Burns
.

3-'.6 156
w

217
. .

183', -
i

. .. i ,
154

. . .



Table 5 (continued)
Page 20 of 30

Skill orKnqvledge Category
.

Scatle

(abbreviated ,Value

- .. .v,.. -. .,.....,..,...
:

Not Required {Task-Ta'sk Codes

Currie.

Ob .Nos .

,_, v

!Currie.

Task Cod-es ' jOb .Nos .

. F4ctors,,.. 4 I Patient Care (IV) Rad. Technology (III)

11734800

.

.

:

.

.

1 5100

.

,.,

.

1

Shock and tra.tama

.

.

,
.

N

- .

1 1.5,, 369 463 464 218'

2.5

.

.

.

'''''7

.
,

.

.

,-

A

,*

1

: ,)
.

-

A .
.

,
,

.

.
.

.

.

--..

.

- '3.53 355 356 3574.
3'58 359 360 361
362 363 364 365
366 367, '368 '374

375 3'76,377,378
379 380 381 382
383 384' 385 386

387 388 389 390
A65 '466467 4-68
!Lit 492 493%94
05

'''s

496497 498
499 500 501 502
503 504 505 506
'507 508 509 510
511 512 513 514
515 516 517 518

.

519 526

214
°

_

..

_- ' 3.5 29.6 220 -

Operative procedures 1.5 _e

. _

.

.

.

6r
18 65 -182 4K-

.
.....-_,..

.
. .

..., ..

F 222

225

, .

'

371 179 464 '
353 377 378 380
382 183 385 386
387 388_389 390
461 A97 499 500 -

501 502 503.504
505 506 5q, .508

504 510 511 512
513 514 515 516
517 518 519 526

223

227'

.,

! 11 35400

..,<1

1

a

Intr-,-4:.:c1=7 pr,sce-iiirPQ
-

,

.

,--

. .

1 .5,

.

.

.

1

2.5 1
143,181 228: 465 I"' 229'

3.5 ' 133 296 299
33

.

230

232
.

1P

. -
s

1.173564 Suture 1.5 ..
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iTable 5 (continued)

,
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.

;,-
.. ,

t i .
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.

.

.

. ,I Page 21 of 30

.

.

.

.

,

A

.

,

-

.

.

I

Skill or Knowledge'Category
(abbreviated)

.

Scale1

ValuetNot

Level 1: Aide' Level 2.. TeCbnician Level 3: Technolollist,

. ,
'Curric;

Task Codes, 10b.Nos.Required
. Curric.

Task Codes 'ObNos.,
Factors Patient Care (IV) Rad. Technology (III)

11737000 First aid and care

-

.°.

.,
.

.

/

. i

2.5
.

.

'
'

353 355 356 357 235

358 359 360 361
562363 364 365

.

3b6 367 368 374
466 468 _

.

,

.

.

.

1848

3.5 '

,

-

'509.510 511 512 236

'513 514.515 516

il7 519
7.0 296 237

11737400 SprainlOstraihs,
fractures; their
healing

...

. '

.

o
,

,

'

.

.

..,

'

`'

1
-....J

1.5

,

,

.

'IP

,

.

.

.
.

363 364 367 368 255

369 374 375 376
378 379 380 01'
382 383 384 385
386 387 388 389
390 463'464 465
466 467 468 495
497 498 499 500
501 502 503 504
505 506 508 509
510 511 512 513
514 515 516 517
518 519 526

.

.

.

.

12. 5

.

.

.

,

'Il

-

.

.
.

.

. t .

353 355 356 357 256

358 359 360 X361

'362 365 366 370
177 491 492 493
494',496 507

.

3.5 . 296. 257 ' .

11737600 , Resuscitation 7.0
1

258
...

,

.

.4
.

. .

p
, ?

: ..

.

- 4 .
1

.
.
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Table 5 (continued) - , Page 22 of 30

.

.

.

,

.,

I

.

Skill Or Knowledge Categoi-y

(abbreviated)

.Level
Scaled

Valuel

1: Aide,: Level 2: Technician Level 3: Technologist

Not Required Task Codes 10b,NoS.

ICurric. ICurric.

Task Codes 101).Nos.

Factors: Patient Care (IV) Rad. Technology (III)

,

.

.

..

.

.

%

-I
.

, -

1%

11737700 Wounds and their
healing

'

.
, .

*

.

.

t

.

1.5

.

,

1

e

.

.

522

.

.

.

.

, ,

.

.

.

259
.

i

.

? -

4

353 355 356, 357' 260

,358 359 360 361
'362 363 364 365
366 367 368 369 .

374 375 376 377
-378-379 380 381
382 383,384385 se.

386 387 388 389
590 463 464-,465

466 467-468 491
492 493 494 495
496 497 498 499
500 501 502 504
,505 506 507 508
509 510 511 512
513 514 515 516
511' 518 519 526 .

,

,

2.5 - 296 261 503 262

S.) 156 263

5.5 33 264

12300000 Pharmacology 1.5 . 133 198 298 299 .295
1233100, Drug toxicity, antidotal

therapy
.

-

,

1.5

,

,

.

.

..,

375 376 377.378 -

380, 384 3S 387

388'389

297

. .

.2.5
z. 133 198 298 299 ,29e

12332000

%

.Drug idiosyncrasy,allergy

pharmacogepetics t

.

1.)

t.

,

.

375476 377 .318,-

380 384'385.387
38e 389

299

.D 33

299

133 198.298 306
\.

.

. .

12334000 Drug tolerance, 'physical
dependence -,..,

2.5
.

,

..

133' 299 . ,'301
ro

.

.
e

.

..

. - .-.!
. ._. r

. . 91 -4., .

:. ''7, ' 1:::t
'If

.

1. ' i 'Ak

.

.

.

..

w

.

.

,

,t

,

)

.

....

. , . .
.

.

a.

,
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Table 5 (continued Page 23 of30''

Skillor,Knowledge, Category
(abbreviated)

Scale
Value

Level 1: Aide, Leyel 2: Technician Level 3: TechnolOgist
.

Not Reqiiired

A
.

TasCodes
, Curric.

10b:Nos.

' . 'i Currie.
t ,

-Task Codes- 10b1N0S.

Factors:
. , - Patient Care (IV) . Rat. Technology (III)

12333000 Drug synergism 2.5 133 198 298 299 332
12336000 0-temical teratogenesis 2.5 133'299 '303

12341100 Antibacterial, antifungaL
.chemotherapy

2.5 . ',98 298 --- 304 =

...

3.5 . 33 133 299
4

',395

12341300 Cancer and virus chemo-
therapy -.

2.5 198.298 / 306 (
.

3.5 / L33.299' 307
.12342100

.

, Drugs acting on cardio-
vascular system, smooth
muscle

1.5 296 ' 308
.

41; '
.

..,

2.5 . 4,
./

,198 298 , 3094* ___----
__--

....

3.5 .133-29.9 310
.

_ _

123.2200 Drugs acting on the blood 2.5 . 198 298 311 ir -
3.5 1)3 299 .- '. 312

12342300 Hormones, druO acting on
endocrin glands, acces-
sory reproductive
organs

2.5 19.8 298 '1 313 ./0

'',,

3.5 .,
.

133 299

"
-. .

I

1 -

3'I4
.

4
1..'4-

t

12342600 Drugs for Allergy, cough,
vomiting (

2.5 ' 198 298 315
,'.

,-,!....

--.'
.

'3.5 133 299 3l'

12342700 Drugs acting on ga4tro--
'intestinal tract

2.5' 198 298 317
-i

3.5 133'299 316 ,

J 12342810

712342^820

trugs.actins on autonomic
nervous:system

2.5 ...,, 198 298 319
, 3.5 133199

O.
120 . __,

Drugs acillg on neu -

museular system
2.5 198 798 321

3.5,
.

., 113 299 '

.

322
.

,

a

192
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Tab' 5 (contknued) Page 24 of 30
. .

Skill or Knowledge Category % 1

(abbreviated) --\

Scale

Value

Level 1: Aide- Level 2: Technician' `s--7`",evel 3: Technologist

Not Required,
-

Task Codes
.1Curric

Ob.Nos.

.,
.

Tak Codes
Curric.

Ob.Nos.
Factors: Patient Care (IV) Rad. Tech ology (III)

12342830

''.

'

,

.

.

.

.

.

Drugs acting on central
nervous system

4
r

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

1.5

.

,

.

o.

A .

,

,

.

.

.353 355 356357 323

358 359 360 361
'362 363 364 305

, 366.374,375 376
377 378 379 380
386 388 389 390
465.467 491 492
493 494 495 496 .

499 500 501 502
50)/504 505 506

.

/450 508 509 510
511 512 513 514

,

515 516'517 518
519 526

2.5 198 298 324

3253.5 133 299
12342900 Drugs acting on immune-

lcigic system
2.5 '" 19.8 298 326.

..

3.5 133 299 - 327
15222500'

_

.

[

.

v.',

Interation with radia-
tion

,.,

.

.

1

N

9 ,

. .

1.5

.

.

280 .

-

.

d
. .

.

.

.

..,

4
.

329

.

280 353 355 356 331

357 358 359 360
361 362 363 364
365 .366 367 368

369 370 371 372
373 374 375.376

, -

377,378 379 380
381 382 383 384-

.

385 386 387 388
389 390.463 464
465 466 467 468
491 492 493 494,
495 496 497 49&
499 500 501 502
503 504'505 506
507 508 509 510'
511 512.513 514
515 516 517 518
519'526
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Page (25 of 30

'

Skill or Kno edge 'Category ,.

(a1;11.re'viat d)

.,Leve1,1:

Scale
Value

Aide Level 2: Technician Level 3:' Technologist

,.

Not Required

'Currie.

Task Codes 10b.Nos. Task Codes

i Curric.

Ob.Nos.

Factors- :
t

Pati,ent Care (IV) Rad: Technology (III)

615620000 Mechanics ot writing
English :

_

.

.,
s .

.

,

.

.
,

,

,

.

-

,

,

,

1.5 , 33 156 182 342 . -

2.5.
t

.

.

.

.

.

.

-,
.

(
.

,
.

.

81

357

361

365

370
,374
378

382

3g6

390

466

492
496

500
504

508
512
p.6

526

353 355 356 '144

358 359 360'
362 36.3 864

366 367,J&8
371 372 373 .

375 376 377
379 380 381
383 384 385
387 388 389
463 464 465

467 468'491
49,494 495 .

497 498 499
501 502 503
505 506 507
509.510 511
513 514 515
517 518 519

1

Procedural - Objective (task
sequences and equipment
not elsewhere covered)

-
,

.

_

18 33 65.133 347

143 156 181 182
185 198 243 280
296 298 299 308
522

.

4,
. .

Level, 2. Patient Care

currammlum ensIs here.

19'3

S

196
, ,
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Table 5 (continued) -a"

Paste 26 of 3A

i -

'Skill or Knowledge Category ._

:bbreviated)

Scale
Value

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Tecn. Level 3: Technologist
r Curric.

Task 634:1-s Ob.Nos.
.

Not Reuired

_
Not Reluired

Factors: '

. Radiologic Technology (III) i

11731000 Normal structure and
function

r

,

r 2.5

.
. .

,

353 362 363
378 381 382
386 387 388
465 496 500
511 512 513
519 .

368 371 376
383.384 385

389 390 463
501 502 503
515 516 518

'162
.

.

11731100

'

-

Regional ahato

. .

.

'

to

.

,

.
.

2.5 372 464 . 163

3.3.

.

,

N

,

,

.

'

355 356 357
361 362 363
367'368 370
376 377 378
'382 383 384

388 389.390
467468 491
495 496 497
501 502 503
507 508 509
513 514 515
519

358 39 360
364 365 366
371 373 375'
379 480,381
385''386 387

463 465.466
492 493 494
49'8 499 500

504 505 506.
510 511 512'
516 517 518

165

I,

5.5 . 81 374 526 167

7.0 353 , 168`

11731300 gematopoietic system 1.5 516 . 177

11731600 Digestive system 1.5 -- 363 374 495 526 184

11731610 Mouth, pharynx, opophagus 1.5. .Q64 374 375 381 494 499 185

11731620 Stomach, small intestine 1.5 381 382 499
N4'4'383

501 186

11731630 Large intestine, rectum 1.5 500 501 187

11731640 Iiver, biliary,pystem,
pancreas -

1.5

,

.

i 371 384 385 386 387 -188

,

I

19S
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Table 5 (continued)
A

-

Skill or Knowle'dge Category

(abbreviated)
_

Scale
Value

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Tecn. Level : Technologist

.

Not Required- Not Required.

. Currie.

Task codes 4 'Ob.Nos.

Factors' 'Badiologic Technology (1h)

11731800 Mysculoskeletal system

0

.

.

, ...

.

.

2.5

'

e

1

14r

.

.

,

.

.
.

-

355 356 357 358 359 360 -192

361 362 363 364 365 366
367 368 370 ?.75 376 377.
378 379 380 381 382 383
387 388 389,390 463 465
466 464 468 491' 492 493
494 495-496 497 498 499
500 501 502 503 504 505
506 507'508 509 510.511
512 513 514 515 516 517
518 519

3.5$ 374 526 11S; , 193

5.5 81 353 194

11731820 Bones and joints
:4

. .

. 4

.

'

. ,

.

,

2.5

.

' .

.

,

,

.
4

.

.
` I

$

363 364 367 375
379_380 381 382'

388 389 390 463
467 468 495 497
500 501 502 503
506 508 509 510
513 .514 515 516

519

376 378 195

383 387.. 'h
465 466',
4%8 499 .

564 505e

511 512
517 518

3.5 .

.

4,

4

355 356 357 358
361 362 365 366
377'491 492 493
507 526

359 360 196

370 374
494 496

,4

7.0 353 197

11731910'( Central nervous system . , 1.5
k

,
374 504 505 506
509 526 . r

597 508 '198
e .

.

11731943 E e 'and ottc nerve. 1.5 367 199

11732222 pAge reproduttive system 1..5 , 37 503 526 200

11732223 Female repropttive system
,

1.5.

.

. .

37.4 465 466 467

512 526

468. 503 201
. .

.

-...

,

200
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Table 5 (continued)

"'
Page 28 of

. 1 . .

Skill or 'Knowledge Category-.

(abbre'viate0

S-caiei'.

ValuerNot

'Level 1: Aideltevel4 Tecn.- . Level 3: Technologist

I r
Required Not Required

, .
,, ICurric.

Task Codes. 106.Nos.

-4---
Factors:. .

1.5

.

.

r

i

A
- ...

.

.

.4-

Raaiologic Technologi (III)

'

353 362 361 364 366 368 2Q2

374 375 376 378 379 380

382 382 383 384 385 386
.387'388 389 190 463 465
494 495 498 499 500f501 .

502 504 505 506 508 509
511 512 514 515 516 518

'526 4

11733200
,

. .

,

Neoplasms (cancerous growths)

-,
.

,

-11733400 Disorders of blood, blood-
forming organs'

1.5
,

f

516
.

.

. 203
.

r173351(7

'' .

Disorders, off/ central

nervous system

1.5
,

. .

.

504 505 507 .500 509 .

.

Z04

11733700
. .

Disorders. of digestiue

system - .

1.5

.

..

.

"r 363 371.

384 385

500 501

375 301.482 383
386 387 495 499

.

209

,

.117-33000,
,

.

.

\

F

.Disorders of re0Yatory
dystem ..

,

.

-

.
.

.

. ,

.- .

f .----

. . .

1

1.5

.

.

%

,

,

,f.

.

-..,

353 355
360 361

, '367 368

381 382
387 388
465.466
493 495
501 502
507 508
513 514
-519 526.

356 357 358 359
363 364 365 366
369 375 376 377
383,384 p85 46
389 390'463 464

467 468 491 492
. ,

496 497 499 500
503 504 50)/506
509 510 511 512.
515 516 517 518

210

A .

2.5 362 374

498

3,8 379 380 494
.. .

# 211
4 -

11733900 Digo/fders of uro-genital

system
.

f

1.5-

-

,

,

.

. .

. .

363 387
465 466

388-3890390,463
495 501 502 512

V

212

4

ti

k

2O
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tablo 5 (continued) Pa e'29 of 30 *-

,

.

I Skill or knoWledge Category -Scale

(abbtdviated) 6 Value

Level 1: Aide Level 2: Tecn. Level 3:. TechnologiSt

Not Re.uired Not -quired Task Codes .

Gurric.,
Ob.Nos.

. Factors: Radio ogic Technolo: (III)

11734200 Disorders of muscuoskeletal
, system . ,

)

,..

.

.

1

1
. ,

.

,. ..,,,

,

1.1.5

Z

.

,

,

. .

.

.

'

363 364 367 369 370 374'
375376.378 179 380 381
'382 383-384 385 386 387
388 389 390 463 464 465

i 466 467 468 495 497 498

499 500 501 502 503504
50; 506 508 509 510 511
512 513 514 515 516 517
518 519 526

213
.

.

2.
.

.

.

353 355 356 357 358 359%
360 '361 362 365 366 368
'37.7 491 492 493 494 496

507 .

14

.

! 11734300 Congenital abnormalities 1.5
, .

380 496 497.499 500 501
502 503.

215

11734400 Disorders, complioattions of
pregnancy, birth

1.5 ..
40 46.) 468 512 ,

.

216

11735000 Surgery A. 1.5 -. 3'72'373 221

11735300. Repair surgery . 1.5 I 70 224

11735500 EndosCopy . 1.5 - 79 ' 231

11735800 'Delivery methods for child-
.birth

1.5
A

A66 468 . 231,

11/36000 Anesthesiology
.

,
4, .

.

1.5
.

.

i

370 371, 372 373 463 498
511 513:14 516 518,519
526

'234-
.

.i,

..';',

33000000 Computer technology 1.5 . 526 336

41666700 Death and dying behavioral
development

(
' f .

1.5 ,

r

.

.

'

.

353 362 363 364 365 366
368 3741376 37ff 381 382:

.383_385 386 387.388 349
390 463,465 498 499'500
501 502 504 505 506 508
509 511 512 513 514,515
516.517 518 519 526'

33T
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Table 5 (continued)' Page 30 of 3

,
. ,_

8.kill or- Knowledge Category

(abbrehiated) . " ,
Scale]

ValuelNot

. . .

tevel 1: AfdelLet,e1 2: Tiocn. LeYel 3. rechnologist 441.,
. V, ;Curric.

Requited [Not Required Task Codes* f.;, fOb%Nos.

Factors- , .
Radiologic Technology (III)

Symbolic Skills w... ,

.

,

.

- -I

..

.

t
.

, .

: ...

. 2.
,

,

.

,,,,,,

i 1.5. :

1

I

.

.

-

.,,,,,

-

- '

..

.

rEP

.

.

J7

,
355 356 357 358 359 360. 115

361.362 363,364'365 366
_367-168 370371 372'373
-374 375 la :31.3 378 379 ,

380 381 382383 384 385
386 187-388,369 390;463:
464 465 466 46Z 468 491

.
A92_493 494 495, 496 497.

.

,
498'499.500 501 502 563
504 505 506 507 508 509

' 514510'511 512 513 5 515 ,

. .

516 517 518 519

li900m Algebra v
, ,

.

_,,, , , ,

1.5

'

,,

. . 355 356 357 356'359 360 339

36.t 362 165'375 49f 492
493 404 495 496 511 .518,--.

-,Titeedural Objective (tas'k sequepces.

and eqdiPment riot elsewhere cohered)

. . 4 .

-
. .-

,

.
. .

V 4 .
A

.
.

, .

, ,

,

.

.

.

.°

,,

.'

.

,

A

.

.

..

,

81 ma 353 355 356'357. '350
358 359 360 361 362 363 ...

-, 364 365 366 367 368,369 ' ,

'370 371'372 373 374 375 ,

376 3J7 378 379 380 381
382 383 384 385 386 367

.
3884389 390 463 464 465. ).

=166111167 468 491 492'493- .

494, Z95 496 497 498 499 1

500 501 502 503.504 505 Illi
.

506 507.508 509 510,511 .

512h13 514 515 516 517
518 519 526

, .

,
Al, ,

". Level 3 Radiologic Technologist
curriculuurenda here.

Note: The assignment of tasks to Actors and levels is presented 'Ili-Appendix E. The scales are presented in

Appendix C. The full knowledge category names appear i Appenalx B and Table 2.-

7
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Table 6. CURRICULUM OUTLINE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS: TO BE INCORPORATED'IN CURRICULUM

FOR THE RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST IF DESIRED

ry

Page 1 of 1
,

Skill of Knowledge Category,
abbreviated) '

Scale
Value

. Level 3.: Technolo _gist -

41

Task Codes
.

Curric.
Ob.Nos.

Factor y. °'
Administration (Non-factor A)

Human Interaction Skills
-

''

,

1.0 132 272 277 - .
25

3.0 76 128 129 '131 165 186 31

5.0. 293 -
1 35

. .

Leaderghip Skills 1.0 186. 272 '294

.

, .

.
4.5 131 . /, , `j 1

.-

Oral Use-of a 'Relevant Language

.

....--.

.2.0

.

76

r/

128 129 131 132 165 272 277 46

4.0

2.0,

186

76

293

12-8

294'.

129

-

131 272 277 293

.../

294 e

= 52

.

59
J

Reading Use of 'a Relevant Landuage

Writtqn Use of a Relevant Language 2.0 165 293' 69

Decision Making on Methods

. .

. 1.5 294 . , 76

3.0 76 131 132 165 186 272 277 293 82
,

Decision Making on Quality 3.5 76 128 129 131

. ,

132 165 277 294

I
98

5.5 293 , 100

7.0 186 272 : 105

*
Financial Consequences of Error 1.0 76, 129 131 132 165 ,212 277 : 134.

,donsequences of Error To Humans 1.0 76 128 129

,

131

s

165 186 272 277 294 143

Procedural Objective (task sequences
sand equipment not elsewheye coverld)

76

293

128

294
129 131 132 '165

,

186 272 277 , 351

20',

Note:
C

Curric. Ob.Nos. = curriculum objective numbers. These appear in numerical order in Chapter 8 of

Volume 2. Abbreviated task names appear in Appendixes A and E. The assignment of tasks to factors
and levels is presented in Appendixt. The.scales are presenteg in Appendix C. The full knowledge
catetgory names appear in Appendix B and T4ble 2. y --. ,--- .:

". ...

par 2"



Table 7. CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE,PROFESSIONAL RADIATION PHYSICIST):
'FACTOR VI AT LEVEL 5, Pane 1 of 2

.

Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated). .

Scale
'Value

-

Task Codes
Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviate )

Scale

Value Task Codes

1

Object Manipulation Skills 3.5 558 559 560
.

Symbolic kills _

,

z

1.5

Ig-T
558 559 560'

Human Interaction Skills

.

3.0 528 542 546
547 557

52,8 542 546

547 557

5.0 541 555 558
559 560

Taxonomic. Skills
/ °® .

.

2.0 541 542 547
555 558 559
560Oral Use of a Relevant Language

. ,

7.5 528 541 542'
546 547 555
557 558 559
560 -

5.5 ,528 546 557

Implicative Skills
'

'
.

. 1

1.0 541
2.0 547 505 58

559 560Reading,Use 'of a Relevant Language
AP

I w
, f ,

2.0 541 555
5.0 558'559. 4.0 528 542 546

5577.0 '528 542 546_

547 557 560 Financial Consequences of Error

, .

1.0 541 555 558
559 560Written Use of a Relevant Language

: - 4

2.6' 541

5.0 528 542 546
547 555 557
558 559 560

14.0

P

528 542 546

547 557
Consequences of Error To Humans

,

-k

2.0 560 3

Decision Making on Methods
,

.
:

4.5 541 547 555
558 559 "560

3.0 559

575 541 555 558

7.0 528 542.546
557

7.0 528.j42 546
547 55

Decision Making on Quality 7.0 528 541 542
546 547 555
557 558 559
560

11731190 Regional anatomy
,

2.5 528 5646 547

i 557 559

5.5
1

541 558 560

12210000 Radiobiology

.

2.5 528 541.542

Figural Skills , .

.

3.5 546 547 558
559* 560

3.5 546 547 557
558 560

5.0 544

'

5.5' 555 559 ,

12220000 Radiology _

.
,

.
.

2.5
..,,'' -

Note'% Curriculum objectives' ve not ,been prepared above level 3. Abbreviated-talk names lite preSenitd in

201) Appendixes A and E. Ap ndix B and Table 2 present full names of the knowledge categories.

Appendix C contains the scales, _

.

al
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Table 7 (continued)

Skill or 'Knowledge Category
(abbreviated)

Scale(

Nalue' Task Codes

12221000 Radiotherapy 2.5 1 155

11227000 Radionuclide"th rapy 2.5 555

12223000 Diagnostic, radi graphy 3.5 ;542
5.5 1528 547 555

7.0 1 541 546 558

559.560=

12724000 Radionuclide analy 4 2.5 555

14111000 Scilutions "
15212100 Ofectric circuit th 6ry

2.5 542 557.559

oo

15222100 Atomic structure'
15222200 Atomic radiition processes
1522500 Interaction with radiatign

1.5

2.5

25

541/555 558
560
528 542 546
547 517 559
528 557 559

24110000 Electromagnetic field
,theory applications

2.5 528 557 559
1...5 -5-414/S42 158

. 560
2.45 528 546 547

. 555 57 559
1.5 528 557 558

, 559 560

Pague.,2 of 2

I \ 4

Skill or Knowledge Categoiy
(abbreViated)

Scale
Value.Task Codes

24112000, T;ansducerq ancr

rotating machines

2.5 528 557 559

24132100 Electronic devices 1.5 541

560

542 558

2.5 528

559

546 557

33000000 Computer technology 2.5 557 559

42300000 Systems of content I

. presentation

2.5 558 55" 560 '

426.30000_Professional and graduate
education

2.5 559

51200000 Algebra 1.5 528

558
546
559

547

560

52220000 Descriptive statistics 1.5 528
547

559

542

557

560

546

558

,

65260000 Photography,cinematography l.5 5'41 558 560

2.5 542 559

65620000 Mechanics of writing
English

-

1.5 541 558 56

2.5 542 559

Tasks at level 5, factor

211

VI:.528.2541,.52, 546, 547,

.
b.

555,.557, 558,.559-and 560.

211
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CHAPTER 9

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES

This chapter presents 351 HSMS curriculum objectives

diagnostic radiology:

at job, ivAs 1 and 2,

techNlogy at jOb level 3, and

for

The curriculum objectives cover quality assurance'

patient care at job levels 1 and 2,radiologic

administration at job level 3,

t

The curriculuM objectives in ehks chapter ate

4

nuterical arder by Curriculum Objective Number.

arranged in

There is no chaPtA'

pagination; instead, the pages within egch curriculum objective are num-
,.

bered. The'Curriculum Objeoiive Number ("No.") appears at the upper
ti

,right of each Curriculum Objective Sheet after the factor mils

(under the reference to the number of pages, for the obje,tVe. All cur-

1
rixulum objeCtives start on a new page, so they can btipulled out and

4

arranged in any way that suits thereade.r.

A descriptiowof the

/

format of the curriculum objectiVes ap-

,pears in Chapter 6. Curriculum outline tables, which arrange the curric-
. '

,

. ulum-objectives in educatiOnal ladder sequences,

8 and discussed in Chapter 7.

are presented in Chapter.

The task descriptioris OVISte'languageis reflected in the ob-

jec"tives and to which the curriculum objectives refey by Task Code or by

name are in Volumes 2 and 3 of Research Report No. 7:

1
_cox...

213
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-CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page,1 of 1

i Type of Objecfive ,Skill Factor IV' No. 1

Skill or,Knowledge Category Obiecx Manipulation Skills Scale Value 1.5

Occupation Patient Care Aide '., Level 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 98 153 166 199 262 283 292 301 302 303 520 521

Is there Cross,Reference? ...Yes(X) ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of xhe.program at this educational level must be able to
achieve the degree of control and precisidia in the manipulation of objects

with the fingers, hands, or limbs with, the fineness of motion appropriate

to achieving the standards set fot manipulation of objects in, the -folloWing
- A

adtivities:

1. Attaching and/or removing self-adhesive urine bag; attaching label''

(Task 98).

2. Using restraints t.o imtnobilize patient (Task 1533. -

3. 'Putting on sterillsk, gown and glo'Cr .fir isolation or decontami-

nation procedures; tying to fasten (Ta 166).

64. Using sphygmomanometer to take bl'pod preSsure (Task 199

5. Using controls to sLndarfze, ECG-machine (Task 262).

b. Applying gauze pad to wound; cutting strips of adhesive applying tape

to gauze and skin (Task 281).

7. Taking small specimen of feces fr6E-tontalner using rubb r gloves

and tongue depressor; placing into laboratory codtainer Tasks 292,

303).

8. Folding didper; pinning into place on neonate or infant ask

301):

9.. Using wheelchair controls (Task 302). ,

10. Attaching ECG electrodes with clamp to amputee (Task 520)

11. Touching clot using sterile technique to judge ether it us hard; us-
_

ing marker to circle swelling or evidence of b accumu :tion be-

neath.skin (Task 521).

,To_accomplish this, the student must be able to state what sta dards of

precision must be achieved for each activity, and must be able to exer-

cise the degree of control and precision necessary to achieye he standards.

Cross Reference ,Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives

Same scale value appears in: 2 3 4 5.

Higher scale value appears in: 6 7 8.9 10 11 12 13.`



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE:SHEET 4 Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective Skill Factor IV No. ........1.......
Skill or Knowledge Category Object Manipulation.Skills Scale Value 1.5
Otcupation -A Patient Care Technician . . ', Level 2
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 198 298 308 522

f.

-Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes00,--,-:NO(1 If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: - It--.0aduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
achieve the degree of control and precision in the manipulatiomof objects
with the fingers, hands, or limbs with the fineness of motion appropriate
to,achievang the 'standards set for manipulation of objects in the following
activities:

1.* Measuring out, pouring medication into a calibratedluw(Tasks 198,
it 298). Na

2. Tsing oscilloscope disp
308) .

cont s to center ECG display (Task

1,
AW

3. Rolling sterile gauze into pad and wrapping with tape to make pres-
.

sure dressing (Task 522).

To accomplish this, the student must be able to"state what standards of
precision must be achieved for each activity, and must be able to exercise
the degree of control and precision ne ssary to achieve the standards.

e .

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears in: 1 3 4 5.

Higher scale value appears in:.6,7 '8 9 10 11 12 13.

215



4

CURRICUi* OBJECTIVE SHEET Pase 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill - 'Factor VI No. 3

Skill or Knowledge Category Object Manipulation Skills Scale Value.1.5
Occupation Quality Asurance Aide- . ,- Level 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 71 79 145 167 192 260 267 i73 304 319
i

in there Cross Reference? :..Yes(X) . If yes, "see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
achieve the degree of control and precision in the manipulation of objeCtp
with .the fingers,, hands, or limbs with the fineness of motion appropriate,
to achieving the standards set for manipulation of objects in the following
activities:

1. Removing-processed radiographs from dryer and trimming corners with
scissors (Task 71).

2. Adding measured amounts of bariumi sulf,ate 'and-water to pitcher;"filling
enema cans; attaching tubes and clamping (Task 79).

3. Disassembling siringeg and catheters Task f45).

4. Wringing out cotton-or cloth 'and'remOVing foreign objects from intensi-
fying screens Task 167). t

5. Fanning paper and inserting in xeroradiograph processor (Task 192).

6. Using syringe to measure and/or prepare medication for injection
(Tasks\260, 304).

7110pplying print coater to processed film using applicdtor (TaSks 267,
319).

8. Removingiend/or replacing roller assembly of automatic x-ray film pro-

cessor (Task 2733483..

To accomplish this, the student musk be able to state what standards of
precision !mist be achieved for each activity, and must be able to exercise
the degree of control and precision necessary to achieve the standards.

'Ow

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following NAUrriculum Objectives :'

Same scale value appears in: 1 2 4 5.

Higher scale value appears in: 6 7 8 9 10 11.14 13.

21 tf.



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
Type of-Objective Skill Factor VI No.. 4

Skill or Knowledge Category Object MayiipUlation.Skills Scale Value 1.5
dtcupation ,Quality.Assurance TAhnician Level 2

Refers to-Task Code No(s)'.: 178 524 525 527 529 530 531 532 534 535 536
538 539 545 548 550

Is.there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No(, ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this. educational 1pvel must be able to
achieve thp degree,of control and precision in the manipulation of objects
with the fingers, hands, or limbs with the fineness of motion appropriate
to achieving the standards set for manipulation of objects in the followdng

If Using spot film selector control (Task 178).

2. .Removing, and/or rotating, cleaning various asseinbl4es of computerized
transverse` axial tomography equipment, such as tape unit, scanning unit,
headbox system; assemt.,ling headbag and .inserting in unit (Task 524).

3: Loading tape in computer: threading onto take-up reel (Task;,525, 527).

4. Loading paper and carbon ribbon in computer teletype unit (Task 527).

5. Opeiating collimator controls to adjust collimation (Tasks 178, 529,
5309.531, '534, 535, 536, 537, 538, 539, 5'45, 548, 550).

6. Mounting radiation detection device to collimator assembly; connecting
radiation measuring instrument (Task 53,2).

7. Taking safety 4ecautions, nnecting equipment to measure voltage be-
tween x -ray tube'electrode a d ground or total voltage across tube; in-
serting mA meter across firam nt.circuit, ortonnecting mAs meter or
digital voltmeter in circuit a appropriate, or connecting mA meter
directly to high voltage circuit (Task 535).

8. Tightdning hardWare.on di.ignostix-ray equipment using hand tools'
(Task 536).

9. Mounting tomography attachment to raditographiq examination table
(Task 536). A /

To accomplish this, the'student7Must be 'able to state what .stZrndards of
precisioi must be achieved for each activity, and must be able to exercise
the degree of control anq preiston necessary to achieve the standards.

Cross ReferenceFootnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears in: 1 -2 3 5. 4

Higher scale value appeats in: 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13.

Y.
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' CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE'SHEET, :._ Page,1 of ;
.Type of Objective --Skip . . Factor III. NO. t_.

i Skill or Knowledge Category le t.Manipulation Skills - Seale Value 1.5
Occupation Radiologic Techn lhgist , .

- . . Lev91-75--

Refers to TasicCode No(s).; 155 356 357 35f 359 360 361 362 363 364 366 367 368
370 371 372 373 374 378 379 381 382 383 384385 386 3137 389 463 444 465.466 461
468 Ilf 515 517
Is _there Cross Reference? ...Yes,(X) .4....Nok) If yes, 44 footnote(s).

A -

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational liKel must be able to
-----r--

achieve the degree of contr11 and precision
,

in the taniiulation of objects
with the fingers, hAzds., or limli,s with the fineness Of 'Motion appTopriate
to :achieving the standards-- t for manipulation of objects in the following

.,

activities:
1 '

.

1. Operating collimator controls. to 4djust collimation (most tasks:listed
above). .1

2. Using calipers to measure .pat4nt (most tasks listed above).

3.. Adjusting,'centering position of x-ray film in holder or cassette
-(most tasks listed above).

4. Orating controls to set focal-film distance, selAt exposure factors;
positioning x-rays tube manually jnost tasks listed%above). .

-7 4

. Placing, positioning non-infant patient's fingers, hands, or arma'for
radiography and using immobilization devices (Tasks 355, 356, 357, 517).

6. Placing, positioning non-infant patient's toes, feet, or legs for radi-
ographY and using immobilization devices (Tasks 358, 3S9, 360, 515)

7. Placing; positioning non-infant patient's torso and neck and using immo-
bilization devCc,es; using compression band if ordered (Tasks 361, 362,
363, 364, 3/4, 378, 379, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 389, 463,
465, 466, 467, 468, 512, 515, 517). .

'i

...4 . .
8. PlaiAg,.-pgsitioning patient's. breasts and using pressure cone and/or

othti- ifF1Mobiliiation devices (Tas.loc/A8).

. -n I

9-.f. Plafi. go positioning nonvinfant patient's head-arra-using immobilization1111'

devices (Tasks 366, 367, 374). /'

10. Moving tabs holding small lead. shot i
f.
lace over breast masses to

.--
unpucker, skin (Task 368).

11. Mounting tomography attachment to radiographic examination table
. '(Tasks,.374, 385).

12. Placing syringes containing contrast medium .in appropriate tteatilig device
or pressure injector (Tasks 378, 515).'

21 '3
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-. CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) AK Page of 2
Type of O1eetiVe , Ski13. IV

. Factor III No. 5

Shill or,Knowledge Cagegory Object Manipulation Skills Scale-ValUe 1.5
,.

, tontelic Continued

l .
1 .

1
13'. Handing'sterile spruments.to physician using sterile technique (Tasksr,

379, 382, 512):
. Y

14. Inserting catheter or rectal,tip of enema into rectum; ftening luMen Of, '.

retention balloon catheter to.drain4 removing catheter or rectal tip of

. .
' enema from rectum "'Task 38V. .

' .
et

'4'
., a4 ,

"t. s Placing grid'oVer-pregnant patient's ab%40 and taping into position
(Task 467). r .

.

-16. Placing and securing Colcher-Sussman pelVf er'in place between preg-
nan; patient's thighs; adjustlng scale as appropriate (Task 468).

17. Setting up, checking automatic prtssure injection equipment; attaching'
'tubing to syringes containing contrast medium (Tasks 512, 515).

18. Assisting With preparation orattachMent of catheter(s)1 adaptors,
puncture needles, syringes,'Iliobottles (Tasks 512, 515)

10. LOading automatic cassette changei with cassettes (Tasks 512, 515, 517).

4

-* .

20. Taping IV needle Into place; immobilizing arm pad Or,arm board,(Tasii.1515),.

yo accomplish this, the studentimust be able to state-what-standards of. .....0" -

- precisions must be achieved, for etch activity, and must be able to exerlise
the degree.=of control and precision necessary to achieve the standards..

04

. 0

.

Crass Reference Footnotes: ,See The Following Curriculum Dbjectiveg--
Sara scale value appears in: 1 2 3'4.

Higher scale value appears ian: 6-.7 8 9 10 =1i r2

4

0

; .

b..19

#
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CUVICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET'''.

) Type of Objectise Skill
, Factor Ili No. fi

.

Skill 9r Knowledge Category Object Manipulation Skills Scale Value 3.5

Occupation Patient Care Aide Level 1 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 287 290

. , .

Page 1 of 1

Is thereCross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to`

achieve the degree of control and precision in the manipulation of ob,14ects

with the fingers, hands, or limbs with the fineness of motion appropriate

to achieving the standards set for manipulation.of objects in the following

activities:"'

I. Feeding a patient (Task'287). .

2. In putting on fresh colostomy bag, cutting opening to fit stoma;

attaching with adhesive sealer (Task 290):
0 7

To accomplish this, the student must be able to state what standards of

precision must he achieved for each activity', and must be able to exercise

the degree.of cpntrol and precision necessary td achieve the standards. '

Jo

a

Cross Refererice'_Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 1 2 3 74 5.

Same scale value appears in: 7 8 9 10.

Higher scale value appears in: 11 12 13.

t- ).

7

2°1)
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVJOSHEET

J.

Page 1 of

Type,of Objective Skill Factor IV

Skill or Knowledge Category Object Manipulation Skills
.Occupation Patient Care Technician

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 156 182 185 243

No. 7

Scale777777.7
Level 7--

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote('s).

Content: A graduate of the program t this educational level must be able to
achieve the degree of contrel and precision in the manipulation of 'Objects

with the fingers, hands, or limbs with the fidness of motion approPriate

to achieving the standards set for manipulation of objects in the following

. activities: -,

1.. Applying sterile gauze, pads, vaseline gauze to wound or burn using
sterile techniques, forceps; applying tape;'wrappingbandage; applying
sling (Task 156).

2. inserting suction catheter in tracheostomy; using catheter and controls

' to remove mucous from passageway; removing catheter (Task 182).

3. In checking oxygen eqUipment and administering oxygen, adjusting cylinder
valve;. connecting regulator; setting pressure and/or flow rate valve

(Task-185).

. i. Tying down hands, limbs, or body of patient needing restraining ciith
gauze, foam pads, cloth tape, rolled, sheets, special restraints; attaching

ceatraints to bed, wheelchair, etc. (Task 243)"-

To accomplish this; the -student must be able to state what'standards of
precision, must be achieved for each activity, and must be...Jakle to exercigt

the degree, of contrci and precise -Fn necessary to adrieve the standards.

1..

a".

. , as

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The dflowiing Cur4culdm Objectives:

Lower scale va.lue appears in: 1 2 3 4 5.
.

Same sale value appeats in: 'El 8'9 10 and leVbals 47 and 5..

Higher scale value appears in:4,:11.12 13. II
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c)Ricufum OBJECTIVJE SHEET _ Page f of 1

Type of Objective Skill 'FiKtor . VI No. ~J...
Skill or Ktibwledge Category Object Manipulation Skills 'Scale Value 3.5

Occupation Quality:Assurance Arde Level 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 72 95.180 269-27, 284 551 552

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(i) ...No{ ) If yes, see footn'te(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be sale to
achieve the degree of control and precision in the manipulation of objects
with the fingers, h4nds, or limbs with'the fineness of motion approWate
to achieving the *taiRdards set for manipulation of objects in the following.

activities:

1'. Handling ay film or Polaroid film appropriately .st edges* ter avoid

smudging, buckling, _or:leaving marks while loading x.-,ray film cassette

(Task 72), 16 -ding Polafoid cassette (Task 269), making subtraction

prints (Task 75)4 insetting dosimetric films into insert container for
....-

film badges (Task 551), or placing dosimetric or TLD simples and ex-

posed film and TLD in container for processing (Task 552).

2'. Cutting leading edge of roll film without cutting perforations

to load,,roll film (Task 72).

3. Filling eyedropper with-water, eyedropper with -urine; dropping exact

,
number of drops of water and urine into test tube containing clinitest
tablet ,(Ta-Sk, 9'5) -.-- 0

.Filling test tube with blood from syringe by removing needle; expelling
appropriate amount Of blood into test tube .tlowly to avoid hemolyzing

blood '(Task180.).

5. Adjusting cylinder valve as appropriate in check of oxygen equipment

(Task 284).

To accomplish this, the student must be able to state what standards of

precision must be achieved for each activity, and must be able to exercise
the degree of *control-6nd_ precision. necessary to achieve the standai-ds.

uo.

J 4

Cross Reference Footnotes: SeerThe Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 1 2 3 4 3.- .

Same.scale value appears in: & ') 9 10 and levels 4 and 5.

Higher scale value agpears in; 11 12 13.
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Table 5 (continued) Pag 7 'of 30

Skill or Knowledge Category
(abbreviated)

Scale
Value

Level 1: Aide Level'2: Technician Level 3:'Technologist
Curric.

Task Codes 10b.Nos.

Curric.
i-%

TaskCodes Ob,Nos. Task CodeS
Curric.

Ob.Nos.

Factors: Patient Care (IV) Rad. Technology(III)
Decision Making on Methods

.

.

. ,
_

*

.

.

.

.

,

'

.

'

1.5 98 199
279 281
283 287

490 520

262- 71

282

.295

321

143 181 298

.
,

72, 353 370 371 75

372 373 ,

3.0

.

155 166
193 278

V __./'

.

.

190 77 4h

3103'
-

' 18 33 65

133 44402
185.241 299
308 .

-

.

.

.

78

.

81.374 3Q5 . 81.

376 377 378 .--

379 380 381
'382 383 384

.'385 386- 387 ,

388 389 390 ,'

463 464 465
*466 467 4
497 498,49
500 501 50 -'-'
503 504 50 - .

506 507 50
'509 510 511
512 513 514° .

.515-516 517
518 519 526

4.5

1

73 1.*3

290290

138 83;
.

o

.

---... ,

'

/

355 .356 357. 85

358 359 360
361 362 363
'364 365 366

367 3681/4 369

491 44,2 493

494 495 496-
T.6

:

. , 296 86

ea. t

1/4

. 20.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Ire Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective ',$kil1
, Factor VI No. 9

Skill or'Knowle4ge Category Object Manipulation Skills Scale Value 3.

Occupation Quality Assurance Technician Level 2

Refersto Task Code No(s).: .173 175.187 276 543 544 553

Is there Cross Reference? ...YesiX) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A,graduateof the program at this educational level must be able to
achieve the degree of control and precision in the manipulation of objects
with the fingers, hands, or liMbs With the fineness of motion appropriate
to achieving the standards set for manipulation of objects in the following
activities:

1. Spinning top in spinning top test of x-ray machine timers (Task .173).

2. Preparing and placing lead sheeting to mask cassette in penetrometer ,
test of kVp calibration (Task 175).

3. Placing wire mesh screen flat on tube -side surface of cassette for
test of film-s'creen contact (Task 187),

4. Making minor repairs of automatic film processor by UrijamM144gray
film in processor, lifting out roller assembly, pulling out jammed
film; cleaning., handling Toilets with care; using hand,topls to cor-
rect,alignments, tighten bolts, scTews,-sprockets or make other ad-
justments (Task 276).

5. 'Handling x -rav film appropriately at edges to avoid smudging, buckling,
leaving marks or causing static discharges while checking operation of
film processor (Tasks 276,543), while determining exposure character-
istics of x-ray and/or dos metric films (Task 544), or disassembling*
dosimeters before processing (Task,553) .

To accomplish this, the student must be able to state what standards of
precision Must be achieved fcrr each activity, and must be able to exercise
the degree of cbntrol and precision necessary to achieve the standards.

Cross, Reference Footnotes: Se.e The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 1 2 3 4 5.

Same scale value appears in: 6 7 8 10 and levels 4 and 5.
Higher scale value appears in: 11 12 13.

r.

5
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE' SHEET Page 1-of 1

Type of Objective Skill - -Factor' III NO 10
Skill or Knowledge Category Obiect Manipulation Skills Scale Value 3.5
Occupation Radiologic Tedhnologist Le \Tel 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 365 375 376 377 380 388 390 491 492 493 494 495 496
497 498 499 500 501 502 503.504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511,513 514 516 518

519 526
is'there Cross Reference? ....Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
'achieve-the degree orcontrol and precision in the manipulation of objects
with the fingers, hands, or limbs with the fineness of motion appropriate
to achieving the standards set for manipulation of objects in the following.
activities:

1.' Piacing,pos.itioning.,infant or pediatric patient's fingers, Aands or
arms for radiography and using immobilization devices (Tasks 376, 493,
510). 1

2.41Placing,positioning infant or pediatric patient's toesfeet or legs
for radiography and using immobilization devices (Tasks 376, 377,
496, 510).

3. Placing, positioning infant, pediatric or adult patient's,tOrsO and
neck,and using immobilization devices to obtain exact angulation and
centering and /or maintain sterile field-'(Tasks 376, 380, 388, 390, 4/2;
494, 495, 498, 499, 500, 501, 502, 505, 506,'507, 508, 509, 510, 511,
512, 513, 5.14, 516, 518, 519, 526)..

4. Placing, positioning infant, pediatric or adult patient's head-,add
using immobili4ation devices to obtain exact angulation and centering
(Tasks 365, 75, 380, 491, 497, 504, 505, 506, 526).

To accomplish this the student must be able, to stat-e wiat standards-of
precision must be achieved for each activity, and, must be able to exercise
the degree of control and precision necessary to achieve the standards.

41-

Cross Referente Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 1 2 3 4-5.

Same scale value appears in: 6 7'8.9 and"leveS 4' and '5.
Higher scale value appears in: 11 12 13,-

4,
t )

4, ki
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET PAge r of 1
Type of ObIective Skill

_
Factor IV .No. 11

VSkillor Knowledge Category t, Object Manipulation Skills - )Scale Value 5.0
Occupation Patient Care technician (

' Level 2
Refers totTask Code No(s).: 18 33 65 133 296-299

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program At this educational level must be able to -

achieve the degree of control and precision in the manipulation of objects
With the fingers; hands, or limbs with the fineness of motion appropriate
tb achieving the standards set for manipulation of obje4 in the following

'1. .Using sterile needle with vacutaindr or syringe to insert needle into
vein and draw-Proper ount,of blood from nonpediatric patient's vein
(Task 18).

2. Using clamp to hold up sutufestitches to be cut,and cutting sutures
with appropriate-scissors (T sk 33) .

0

3. Using sterile tweezers to pi-ekup'tissue'fragments visible on sterile
.slide on whichspecimen material has been plabed,o1 "teasing" tissue
from brushes used in brush biopsy;and placing into 'tissue containers
(Task 65). )

iV
Injecting medication subcutaneously or intramuscularly at the
site selected by ejecting air, inserting needle, pulling back on syringe,
checking that no blood appears, and injecting medication (Tasks
133, 299).

5. Inserting plastic oral airway or endotracheal tube as first
aid prpcedure Task 296).

Tcr accomplish this, the student must be- able to state what standards of
precision must be achieved for 'each activity, and must be able to exercise
the degree of control and precision necessary to achieve the standards.

Crpss Deference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.
Same scale value appears in: 12 and level 4 of patient care.
Higher scale value appears in:113.

9 ) "
ite,



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET e 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill Factor VI . 'No. 12

Skill or Knowledge Category. 'Object Manipulation Skills Scale V lue 5.0

Occupation Quality Assurance Aide L vel 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 69

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) If yessee footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at. this educational level 'lust be to

achieve the degree of control and precision in the manipulation o bjects/

with the fingers,hands, or limbs with the fineness of_ motion app riate

to achieving the standards set,,f,or manipulation of objects in the f flowing,

activities:

e
1. For automatic processing of roll film, inserting and'threading eader

film in and around roller assemblies; splicing leade4 film to e posed
film end-to-end with tape while handling film so as not to mark or .

cause artifacts (Task 69).

To accomplish this, the student must be able to state what standard of

precision must be achieved for each activity, and must be able to e excise
the degree oT control and precisidn necessary to achieve the standards.

ir

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The l',D.,1lowing Curriculum, Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10:
Same scale value appears in: 11 and level 4 of patient care. ,

Higher scale value appears in: 13.

22
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
/

Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill Factor IV No. 13

Skill or Knowledge Category Object Manipulation Skills Scale Value 7.5
Occupation , Patient Care Tethnician Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 143 181

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ) If yes, see footnote(s)y.

Content: A graduate of the program at this educagonal level must be able to
achieve the degree of control and precision ip the manipulation of objects
with the fingers, hands, or limbs with the fineness of motion appropriate
to achieving the standards set for. manipulation of objects in the following
activities:

1. Inserting balloon catheter into mele.or fem'ale urethra,maintaifting
sterile field (Tasks 143, 181).

To accomplish this; the student must be able to state'what standards of
precisiormligt be-achieved for each activity, and must be able to exercise
the degree of control and precision necessary to achieye the standards.

Cross Reference Footnotes( See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12.

2 2

r-



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE' SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill Factor
Skill or Knowledge Category Guiding or Steering Skills
Occupation Patient Care Aide
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 287 302

IV -No.

Scale Value 1.5
Level 1 -

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes see footnotes).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
coordinate his or her perception of external stimuli which infovOlim or
her of, his or her position in order to control an object-being moved over
a predetermined pathway in the following activities so as to achieve the
degree of precision necessary to accomplish the objective within an accept-
able margin of error:

1. t feeling cart to kitchen,and returning to patient with food tray on
cart (Task 287).

2. Wheeling patient in wheelchair into position tb make telephone call
(Task 302).

To accomplOsh this, the student must be able to state what external stimuli
must be- attended to, what coordination is required, and what margin of,er-
ror is allowable in the movement of the object to achieve the standards.

Cross Reference F9otnotes:.See the Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same scaljrvalue appears in: 15 16 17.
giber scale value appears in: 18 19.

4.)')



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Fake 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill_ Factor
Skill or Knowledge Category Guiding or Steerig Skills
Occupation Quality Assurance Aide
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 136 288

VI No. 15

Scale Value 1.5
Level 1

Is theuGross Reference?' ...Yes(x) :..No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educatiodal level gist be able to
coordinate his or her perception of external stimuli whieR'inform him or
her of h s or her position in order to control an object being moved over
a predetmined pathWay in the following activity so as to achieve the de
sree of precision necessary to accomplish the objective within an accet
Able margin of error:

1. Wheeling cart-carrying fo6d or supplies to appropriate location .

(Tasks 136, 288).

I

To accomplish this, the student must be able to state what external stimuli
must be attended to, what coordination is required, and what margin of er
ror is allowable in the movement of the objeCt to achievethe standards.

4.

Cross' Reference Foo'tnotes: See The Followin Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 14 16 17.
Higher scale, vatue appears in: 18 19.

I

.



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type ofAjective Skill Factor VI No. 16'

Skill or Kngyledge Category Guiding. or Steering,Skills Scale Value 1.5
Occupation Quality Assurance Technician Level 2

Referssto Task k Code No(s): 524

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ). If yes, see footnote,(s).

Content A graduate of the program at this educ4tional level must beable.to
coordinate his or her perception'of external stimuli which inform him or,
her of his or her position in, order to control an object'being moved over
a predetermined pathway in the V011owing'activitY so as to achieve the de-
gree of precision necessary to accomplish the objective Within an accept- ,
able margin of error:

,l. Wheeling or moving examination table or couch during maintenance
cleaning of computerized transverse axial tomography equipment
(Task 524).

To accomplish this the tudpilt must be able to.state,what external stimuli
must be attended to, what coordination is required', and what margih of er-
ror is allowable in the movement of the object to achieve the.standards.

\
r

447

'71

Cross Reference Footnotes:, See The Following CurriculymrObjetiVes:

Same scale appears in: 14 15 17.
,

Higher scale value appears in: 18 19.

;

.00



CURRICULUM O BJ

#

TIM SHEET'
'Type of Obje ive Skill

'4.
Page 1 of i

Factor III No.

kill or Knoiledge °Category Guiding or Steering-Skills Scale Value,
Occupation Radiolc4c Technologist Level 3

Refers to Task Code Np CA.: 355: 356 357 354 359 360 J161 .362 363 364 365 366 367
368. 369 370 371 372 373 374 376 376 ,377 378 379 je0 381 382 383 384 385 386 387

388 389 3911 463 465..466 467 468 491 492 493 494 :T95 496 499 500 ( *continued below)
Is them Crass Reference".T ...Yes( ) ...No( )- If yes, see footnote(s).,

6

Content: A graduallog the. program at this educational level must be able to
'coordinate hig4Wher perception of external stimuli which dtlerm .him or -

_ her ofhis or her position in order to. col-It/col an object being moved over

predetermined pathatay in the following activities so as to achieve the .s
degree Of precision necessary to accomplish the objective: within an accept-
able margin of error:,

( 4
,

. :,

1. Wheeling patient on retclier or in wheelchair.and positioning next
to radiographic' exam tion table' (all tasks listed` a$ove 'except TaOlks

/369, PO', 371; 372, 373' and 46'3). 0,

22 nspdrtin mobile x-ray equipment from department tNedside or toper-)
a ing room positions,and/orwheeling pa chair or serial cassette
Changer ,in.cb position for "radiographi6 examination (Tasks 369:370,
-372,373,,463,.504,15.05-, 509",-.510, 511; 512013, 514, 515; 516, 517t
518, 519)., .

.

. *

1

it

To acc omplish this, t 1 e studeqt must be able -to state Whstlexternafstimuli
must'Ioe attended to, what Cootdina20 is required, and what margin of Tr-
ror iS allowable in the moveMentof1The object'to'achieve the stvdards.

. _

'r

4

. -
4

II

,
Cross. Reference Footnotes: . gee,The Following Ourricultim Objectives:

,

Same scale value appears in:,14 15 16.
pigh4r-scale value-appearS.in: 181 19.

* 501. 50; 5.030504 505 596 507 508 509500 511 512 513 514 515 516%57 518.519 §26.
; .

+ft

23)
c.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Skill
Sktll or Knowledge Category Guidi4 or Steering Skills

S

Page 1 Of 1

Factor IV No. 18
Scale Value 3:0

Level'Occupation Patient Care Aide
Refers to Task CodeNo(s).: 190

-\"
Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the'program at this educational level must be able to
coordinate his or her perception of external stimuli which inform him or

a
her of his or it position in order to'control an object being moved over

.a predetermin e pathviy in the following activity so 4s to achieve the de-

gree of precision nliessary to accomplish the objective Within an accept-

able margin of ereoff

1. .1heelingTatient on stretcher or ion Wheelchair to designated

locatiop,a4Shere in hospital t$ Which

*1 ported (Task,100).

To accomplish this, theAtuaent mat be able
must be attended to, what coordination is, required; and what margin of er-

.

ror.is allowable in the movement of the object to achieve the standard's.

ent is to be trans-

o state What external stimuli

,

J

4.,

S
Cross- eference Footnotes: See The FoYowing Curticul Objectives:

tbwerscale-Valu appears in: 14 15 16 1/ -.

Same scale value gppeers in: 19. :*

'AP,
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET . Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective - Skill Factor IV No. 19

Skill pr Knowledge Category- Guiding or Steering'Skills Scale Value 1.0
Occupation Patient Care Technician Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 182 185. c

I

Is there Cros's Reference? ...Yes(X) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content, A graduate of the program at this educational leyel must be able to
coordinate his or her perception of external stimuli which inform him or
her of his or her position in46rder to control,an object being moved over
a predeterminedfathway in the following activities so as to /thieve the
degree of precision necessary to accoMplishithe. objective within an accept-
hie margin of error:

1. Whegling patient in stretcher or wheelchair into position to receive
suction: gastric lavage or oxygen;taking care that patient is not
jostled (Tasks 182, 185)..

.,IT9 accomplish this, the student must be 'able,to state what external stimuli
,must be attended to, what coordination is required, and what mawin of er7,
ror is allowable in the movement of the object to achieve .the sTandards.

,

4

.41.

a

011Cross Refered Footnotes: ',See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale va ue appears in: 14 15 16 12,
Sate4sCale value appear..4. in 18' and level 4 pr patient.-care.

,.
,

a

'23b
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CURRICULUM OBJEC1IVE SHEET . . Pare 1 of 1

Type of Objective , Skill' Factor IV No. 20: ..

Skill or Knowledge category Human' Interaction Skills ' Scale Value 1.0

Occupation Patient Care Aide' Level -1 ,

tRefers to Task Code No(s)..: : 166,190 199 278 279 281 291

't

Is therekCross Reference? ...Yes(N) '...No() If yes, see footnote(s).

, 4

Content: A. graduate of the program at this educational level must 'be able to
exercise sensitivity to others, and be sufficiently perceptive of the-re-

"levant characteristics or state of being of other people inthe following'
activities` to be able to pay attention to feedback in interaction,-and ad-
just his or. her behavior as appropriate to accomplish the purpose of the
tasks it which the interactions occur. -These activities include:

1. Askingchecking patient's'identity against requisition sheet name;
asking co-worker in uncontaminated area to hand in items to isolation

unit area (Task. 166).

. --
2. Helping- patient to or from,hed, wheelchair-or stretcher; asking

' worker to assist (Task 150)..-A-

3. AgSisting patientto'remove clothes; questfoniig patient or accompany-

inging adul abou whether there are an - agons ,that oral,thermometer

may not be to take temperature; belp g patient to relax; in-

structing patient in what to do as performer takes vital signs (Task,
199);,0- so that performer can take,oral temperature (Task 291). .

4. Telephoning wards or floors and finding out why patients have not ar-

rived in departMent,for scheduled exalinatiq or j3roce4ure; speaking

to ward or floor supervisor and-reqqestini That recurrences of.non-

-

arrival of patients be apoidedl the future (Task 278).
t,

p.
.

5. Informing appropriate staff:Whs it'iS. time to prepare patients for

transportation to department, pr procedure;, determining reasons if pa-

tient will not appear (ask 0°9). .

*
4 k

6. Calling ward and explaining when wrong patient has been.sent..for pro:-
cedure; obtaining missing'information to be entered on patient's treat-
ment and medicatidncheck lists by calling ward or asking patient as

appropriate (Task 281)

To accomplish this, the studentemftf be able,to demonstrate sufficient

awareness ofwhat,the relevant tharacteristfcs are. of the "other:' in the

givIn situation, must be able to demonstrate sufficient perception of the

feedback from the "other,' and mutt be able to indicate what the.proper
adjustment must be in his or her behbrior to accomplish the activities

4
which engendered the interac'lion,and do this at the quality standard set.

Cross ReferencaAiktnotes: See TheAllowing CurrActitum Objective's:

Same scale value,appears in: 21 22 23 24'25. ). : 4
Higher scale,value appears in:.26 27 28 29 3Q 31 .32 31 34 36.

2 :3



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Factor
Skill or Knowledge Category HumarmInteractiOn Skills
Occupation _Patient Care Technician
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 65

r

Pale 1 of 1

IV ' No. 21

Ocale Value 1.0
Level 2

Is there CrossoRaference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

exercise sensitiveb others, and be sufficiently perceptive of the re-
levant characteri s or state of being of other people in the following
act,ivities,to be able -to pay attention to feedback in interaction, and ad-
Just his or'her behavior as appropriate to accomplish the purpose of the ,

tasks in which the interactions occur. These activities include:
414

1. Discussing timing and what is involved in procedure, to obtain extravas-
cular body fluids, washings, cell, an.d/or tissue biopsies with the

physician who Will obtain specimen(s) in order tq,be ready to prepare
them for transportation to laboratory (Task 65).

lo accomplish this, the student must be able to demonstrate sufficient
awareness of what the relevant characteristics are of the Atother" in they
.given situation, must be able to ddmonstrate sufficient petceptiort of the
feedback from the nother,".and must be able to ihdicafe what the proper
adjustment must be in his Or her behavior to accomplish the activities
which engendered the interactfon,and do this at-the quality standard set.

4

4

I

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculdm Objectives:
Slme scale value appeArs-in: 20 22 i3 24 25.
Higher scale value appears in: 26 27.28 29 3,32 33 34 15ilie.

r
4

2-)

mei .
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Factor'Type of Objective Skill Factor VI No,. -

'22

Skill or Knowledge Category .liuman'Interacticn Skills ----r----Skale Value 1..0

Occupation Quality Assunance Aide , Level I .

Refers to Task Code No(s):: 8 69 70 71 72 79'80 95 134 135 136 137 160 164'180

Pa e 1 of 2

184 227 260.267 269 274 275 284 285 286 288 297 300 304 354 552

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( )* If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A gradual e of the program at thig educational level must be able to
\ exercise sensitivity to others, and besufficiently perceptive of the re-

levant characteristics or state of being of other people in the following
activities to be able to pay attention to feedback in interaction,aAR adjust
this or her behavior as,appropriate to accomplish the purpose of the tasks

in which the interactions occur. These activities include:

0,
1. Reporting problems with x-ray Qr other equipmentlkfo appropriate staff

member or service orgallitation (Tasks 8, 284).

2. Reporting missing items tg'staff member or distributor (Tasks 136,

184, 284, 285, 304).

3. Informing appropriate staff member that proCessed radiographs are on
view boxes,or tubtraction printS are ready, to je evaluated4 or present-

ing personally (Tasks 69, 71,-.'275).
* .

4. Inforting co-worker Aen equipment,' contrast medium,proceauretray,or
labels.are ready for,use (Tasks 710, 79, 80, 164),-

5. Obtaining materials, supplies, or records,-from co-worker (Tasks 20,

274, -286, 354).

6. Questioning co-worker or.appropriate staff member to obtain informa-

tion needed for records (Task 134).x'

7. Bringing or giving-x-ray film loaded in ptoper holder to co= worker

, (Tasks 72, 269), specimen to co-worker in laboratory (Task 137), re-
cord form to corker or physician for check or signature (Tasks
163, 288), prepared hypodermic syringe for injection to staff member or

'physician y2nd reporting amount' of regulated drug left over (Task-260), or
computer control card to staff member (Task 297).

8. Requesting co-worker to obtain urine sample from patient (Task. 95),
wash equipment (Task 135), fill out lab slips (Task 137), check.eup-
pliesand:report missing items(Task 227), test computef control card
,(Task 297), deliver records (Task 300).

9. Standing by to receive blood sample as it is being obtained by staff

member(Ta-sk 180).

1 cting and distAibuting dosimetric inserts or badges_ from staff

rs and providing replacements Task 552).

.1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) Page 2 of 2

Type.of Objective Skill ,Factor VI No.

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Human Interaction Skills Scale value .1.0

Content Continued'

To accomplish this, the student must be able to demonstrate sufficient
awareness of what the relevant characteristics are of the "other" in the
given situation, must be able to demonstrate sufficient perception "of the
feedback'from the."other," and must 'be able to indicate what the proper
adjustment must.be in his or her behavior to accomplish the activities
which engendered the interaction,and do this at the quality standard set. 4

I

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Foibwing Curriculum. Objectives:
Same scale value appears in: 20 21 23 2-4 25. .,

Higher scale value appears in: 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36. -__
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill a Factor VI' No. 23

Skill 6r Knowledge Category Human Interfction Skills S6a1e-Value 1.0

Occupation Quality AssUrance Technician 'Level '2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 78 173 178 187 276 523 524 525 527'534 536 538 553

554 556.

Is there Cross Refetsnce? ...Yes(X), )1,1f yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate Of the program at this educational level must be able to

,exercise sensitivity to others, and be sufficiently perceptive of-the-re-
levant characteristics or state of being of other pebple in the following
activities to be able to Pay attention to feedback tn interaction,and ad-
just his or her behavior ap appropriate to accomplish the purpose of the
tisks in which the intertctions occur. These_ activities include:

1. ,Requesting that co-worker or staff member sign record form (Task 78N

2. InforiAtqg repair service staff of problem with equipment or supplies
and relevant infoimation, and/or informing appropriate_ staff that unit-

or materials ate, of to be udtd untilk-repred (Tasks 173, 178, 187,

276, 523 525,'1,53 536, 538, 556).

3. Informing co-worker of radi6graphs that were spoiled by being jammed
in processor or in machine when it was.opened (Task 276).

4. Informing co-worker or staff member of tipplies'that should be replen-

ished or replaced (Task 524).

5. Explaining to physician or co-worker when information is missing on re-
quest to retrieve computerized transverse axial scans, such as improper
authorization, incomplete identifieWn (Task 527).

. ,

6. Reporting unusually high personnel dosimeter exposure readings to apt,
propriate supervisor(s) (Task 553); and/or informing the individual(s)
involved; notifying or arranging for personal interviews and reports

.. (Task 554). .

a

To' sccomplish this, th.,. student must be able to demonstrate sufficient
awareness of what the relevant characteristics are of the "other" in the
given situation, muss be able to demonstrate sufficient perception of the
feedback from the "other,",and must be able to indicate what the proper

aadjustment must be in his or her behavior to accomplish the activities
, mhicli engendered ttie interaction, and do this at the quality standard set.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The.Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 20 2122 24 25.
Higher scale value appears in: 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36.



CURRICULUM OnECTIVE'SNEET Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective Skill Factor .III No. 24

Skill or Knowledge Category Human Interaction Skills Scale Valne,1.0
Occupation Radiologic Technologist Level 3

Refers to Task Code No(s)..: 372 373 464

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(x) ...No( ) I/ yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
. exercise sensitivity to others, and be sufficiently perceptive of the re-
levant characteristics or state of being of other people in the *ollOwing'
activities to be able to'pay attention to feedback in ieteraction, and ad-
just his or her behavior as appropriate to accomplish the purpose of the
tasks in which' the interactions occur.. These activities include:

1. .Discussing whether explosive gases will be present in operating room,
timing of procedure, specific precautions to take in dealing with pa-
tient, special equipment and logisticS in connection with operating
room radfography procedures (Tasks 272, 273).

2. Reporting to radiologist in charge possible contraindications to fluoio-
scopic procedure or difficulties such As missing information,
improper authorization, equipment problems;and noting any special or-
ders or change in procedure; discussing sequence and timing of procedure
(Task 464).

3. Explaining need for radiation safety shielding'and garments,such as
leaded apron, curtain, gonadal shielding t6 patient and anyone to rej
main in room wring radiation exposure (Tasks 372, 373, 464).

To accomplish this, the student must be able to demonstrate sufficient
awareness of what the relevant characteristics are of the "other" in the,
given situation, must be able to demonstraty-sufficient perception of the
feedback from the "other," and must'be able/to indicate what the proper
adjustment must be in his or her'behavior to accomplish the activities
whichoilopgendered the interaction,and do this at the quality standardioet.

Crows Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears in: 20 21 22 23 25.
Higher scale value appears in: 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33.34 35 36.

0'



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE'SHEET Page 1 of 1-

Type of Objective Skill Factor No., 25

Skill or Knowledge Category Human Interaction Skills Scale Value 1.0,

Occupation Administrative Technologist Level 3

Refers to Task'Code No(s).: 132 272 277 '

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
exercise sensitivity toothers, and be sufficiently perceptive of the re-
levant characteristics or state of being of other people in the following
activities to be able to pay attention to feedback in interaction, and ad-

: just his or her behavior as appropriate to accomplish the purpose of.the
tasks in which the interactions occur. These activ4xies include:

1. Requesting repair or replacement of equipment, supplies, or services
of another department by calling on, telephone (Task 132).

2. Notifying appropriate staff when it is time to ready and transport pa-
tients for procedures (Task 272).

3. Requesting information on patient arrivals from appropriate staff mem-
bers (Task 2g7)..

To accomplish this, the student must a able't6 demonstrate sufficient
awareness, of wharthe relevant characteristics are of the "other" in the
given situation, must be able to demonstrate sufficient perception of the__
feedback from the "other," and must be able to indicate what the proper
adjustment must be in his or her behavior to accomplish the activities
which engendered the interaction,and do this, at the quality standard set.

4

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears in: 20 21 22 23 24.
Higher scale value 'appears in: 26 27 28 29 3( 31 32 33 34 35 36.

1.4

24
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHUT .. Page 1 of2

Type of Objective Acill / .. Factor, IV No: 26

Skill or Knowledge Category Human InteraCtion Skills Scale Value 3.0
Occupation Patient Care Aide . Level 1

Refers to ask Code No(s):: 74 98 113 155 193 262 271 282 283287 289 292 295
301 302 3 3 520 521

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educatj.onal level must be able to

exercise sensitivi,,ty to others, and be sufficiently perceptive of the're-
Levant characteristics or,state of being of other people in the following
activities to be able to pay attention to feedback in interaction, and ad-
just,his or her behavior as appropriate to accomplish the purpose of the
tasks in which the interactions occur. These activities include:

1. Explaining to patient or family member what must be done or not done
at home before patient comes for next appointment for radiography.;
checking that this is understood; explaining reasons, nature of exami-
nation, how to prepare (Task 74).

2. Encouraging pediatric patient to urinate (Task 98).

. 3. Giving comfort and moral support to patient; explaining about insti-
t on ,(Task 113).

4. E laining to patient how to provide urine specimen,or to family member
how to ogtain specimen from child (Task 155).

5. Questioning patient to learn whether pre-examination procedures have
/

been carried out (Task( 193). . I

Explaining ECG procedures to patient or accompanying adult (Tasks 262,

520).

7. qithout alarming patent with irregular ECG reading, making patient
comfortable; noting whether patient is in distress; notifying alipro-

priate physician (Task 271). .

8. EScorting adult ut-p tients to and/or from dressing, waiting; or pro-
cedure rooms; e laininvhat clothing to remove; assisting if needed
(Task 282) .

9. Explaining to patient what will be done if dressing needs changing or
reinforcing (Task 283),or puncture siterequires manual pressure
(Task 521).

4

10. Judging whether patient needs to be fed; feeding patient o .ssistin

(Task 287).

11. Bottle feeding an infant or neonate (Tas 289).

12. Encouraging pediatric patient to evacuate (Task 292).
*1

2 4



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET continued Pa e 2 of 2

Type of Objective Skill Factor IV No. 26
Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Human Interaction ills Scale Value 3.0.111MIN

Content,Continued

, 13. Asking questions:raising issues, participating in digcussions at
meeting of nursing personnel in x-ray department (Task 295).

14. Diapering-a baby (Task 301).

15. Determining from patient contents of message to be delivered by perfor-
mer or information to be obta.ined; exp,laining'Why medical information
cannot be relayed; placing call;.-relaying message; relaying 4turn mes-
sage (Task 502).

7

16. Explainin to patient how to note time and amount of urine passed, or

fete? evacuated (Task 303).

To accomplish this, the student must beable to'demonstrate sufficient

awareness of what the relevant characteristics are of the "other" in the

given situation, 'must be able to demonstratesufficient perdeption of the
feedback from the "other," and must be able to indicate .-,

the

proper ad

.justment must be in his or her behavior to accomplish the activities which
engendered the interaction,and do this at the quality standard set.

O

r

.0

ti

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lbwe?scale value- appears in: 20 21 22 23 24 25.
Same scale value appears-in: 27 28 29 30 31.
Higher scale value appears in: 32 33 34 35 36.

O

a.
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Skill or Knowledge Cate

Factor

ry Human Interaction Skills

.a. a Page 1 of1

1

Type of Objective
S i Scale Value 3.0

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHE
IV ' No. 27

Occupation Pati Care Technician Level 2

Refers o e No(s).: 18 33 133 156 198 280:298'299 308 522

Is there Cross Reference?, ...Yes(X)...No( ) If yes,: see footnote(s)'.

'

Content: A graduate of the prograni at this educational level "lust be able to
exercise sensitivity to others, 'Arid be(sufficiently perceptive of the re-
levant characteristics or state of being of other people in the following
activities to be able to pay attention,to feedback in interaction, and ad-
just his or her behavior as appropriate to accomplish the purpose pf the
tasks in Which the interactions occur. These activities include:

1. ,Explaining to patient what will be done to draw blood sample; taking
sample (Task 18).

2. Explaining to patient and any accompanying family member what will be
done in removal of sutures; explaining how to take any medication pre-
sc'rib'ed (Task 33).

,
.

3. Explaining to
Al

ent name and purpose of medication to be'taken orally
or injected an ssible side effects; asking about'allergies; injecting

on adiinistering medication (Tasks 133, 198, 298-, 299).

4. Explaining what will be done in cleansing and dressing of wound, burn,
or opening for catheter,or in applying pressure dressing (Tasks 156,522).

S

5. Discussing possible causes for unusually high radiaeion exposure reading
of performer's own radiation detection dosimeter and possible trans-

fer to other work (Task 280).

6. Explaining to patient-what will be done to monitor-patient's ECG
(Task 308).

To accomplish-this, the student must be able'to demonstrate sufficient
awareness of what the relevant characteristics are of the "other" in the
given situation, must be able to 'emonstrate sufficient perception of the
feedback from the 'other," and must be able to indicate what the proper ad-
justmencmust,6e in his or her behavior to accomplish the activities which
engendered the interaCtion,and do this at the quality standard set.

4.

A

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives':

Lower, scale value appears in 20 21 22 23 24 25.
Samg'scle value appears in: 26-28 29 30 31.
Higher scale'Value appears in: 32,33 34 35 36-

2 Li
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type Object ve Skill . . Factor VI No. .....i..§...,
,

Skill:or Knowl d e Category Humap Interaction Skills Scale,yalue MO%
Occupation ality Assurance Aide Lev.

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 145 147 192

4 1

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
-41C

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level mustIbe
exercise sensitivity to others, and be sufficiently Perceptive of the re-
levant characteristics or state of,being of other people in the folibwing
activities to be able to pay attention to feedback in interaction, and ad-
just his or her behavior as appropriate.to accomplish the purpose of the
tasks in which the interactions occur. These activities include:

,41,. Asking co-worker's opinions about condition.of,fequipment that appears
defective or damaged (Task 145).

e

2. Noting, investigating request for change in techni4ue chart for. x-ray
machine or expressed dissatisfaction with radiographs at current tech s
nical exposure settings; informing appropriate staff when ch4ngors are
made (Task 147)."

0
3. Discussing contrast and density control settings available in relation

to expressed di'Ssatisfaction with image quality-4 xeroradiography ma-,
chine (Task 1192). .

To accomplish,this, the student must be-able to demonstratesufficient.
awareness.of what the. relevant chagtacteristics are of the "other" in the

'given situation, must be able to 4emonstrate sufficient perceptinnrof
feedback from the "other," and must be able to indicate what the proper ad-
justment must be in his or her behavior-to accomplish,the activities which
engendered the interaNion,and do this at the quality standam& set.

6

Cross Reference Footnoted"- -See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appe : 20 21 22 23 24 25.

Same scale.Value appea 26 27,29 3d 31. -

Higher scale value appears in: 31.33 34 35 36.

r"
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ICULUM°OBJECsi4E SHEET 1 of ].

pe afsinjective 'Skill Factor, . ,VI No.

Skill:or Knowledge CatepLY' .Human nteraction Skills scale777.7F777,
occdoatioft t qua ty Assurance Technician - Level 2

ItefeTs.eo TAsk CodeNo(s).: 175 '280 529 530 531'512 533 535 537 539 540 543 544
'545 5149 550 '.

.

.
. ,.

_44,
N..- r 4 le

4

Is there'Xrois Reference? ...Yes(X)' ...Ndt* If yes, see footnote(
. .

Contritf A graduate of the program at, this eduCational level must 1e atNie to

4exerciee senl,itilitty to othei.s,:apt,be sulficiently,perce4"tive of the re-
vant charactetig-tias r st e of being of other people ,in the following

activities_ to be abfe ttention,to,feedback in interaction, and ad-
u ,his a her behavior propriate t accomplish the purpose of the

ks fh Which the interactions' occur. T se activiir inflpte:

,1:,1DiscuIsing with diologiSt changes kilovoltage settings to compen-
,, .

sate tdr declining density'fnradiog phs4 obtaining ifttructions'oi

eVAions (Task .1,75) 4 .0
0

2. Discussing possible causes for ually high radiation exposure read-
# ..,_.ing of perform/Vs own.radiation, etection dosimeter and possible

. -

. ..g .

transfer to other workt(TAk,280), is 4
. .,

3. Aglicussing results 'of test of x-ray equipment ,pith supervisor and/or-
.16
radiologist in charge,includingeffect4of prohlem or deviations 11-om

acceptable standards7on raEient exposure, diagnostic reliability, legal

recirt.i41:71eiirs (Tasks 529, 530, 531:532, 5.33, 535,537, 539; 540, 548,

549). , . - , 0,
, 6

SuggeAing set-up and Chef iprecedures to staff using k-ray film pro-

cegsOrs;And.discussing h ,appropriate staffmembe(s) (Task 543).
,- ,. , .

1

. -.
..,

5, 14schssiing esults.of test toy,determine exposure characteristics of

.ray fiats iEh appropriate )staff members (Task-,544).

,e-
. 4

.

6.* D4cussing results orpatient exposure,rate monitoring and radiation
,- protection survey_ With supervisor or raaiologls,such as effect of t

. , devia s from acceptable standards on exposure levels, diagnostic re-.

liab litty,.safety requirements (Tasks 545, 550).

,.
t,To accomplish this, the student m st be able o demonstrate sufficient'

awareness of what thya relevant`ch racterisitcs are of the "other'.in the

'given situation, must.e.abie6 to demonstrate 1.1,fficient Perception of'the

?feedeack,fromottle:"other, and must be able.t,o indicate what th#6proper ad- , ,

Justment mast be, in 'Nis dr-,her behavior to accomplish the activities which

411' i . `, ,

kingendered the interact&n,and do this at the'qualiity. standard set.

0
.

4. 11 Siv

.

Cross rencejootriotes,:, See Thel Followin eurrfculum Objectives:
Lower value appears iQiii':20 21 22,23 25. - , . I
Same vaNwitowears'in 27 48 30

,

if
8

'Higher scale valwke' Ope'ars,iii: 32 33 4 35 30.
--

'
-4)

0L.
24

A
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
-

Type of Objective Skill" . .Factor

Skill'Or KnOWledge Category Human InerectiOn Skills

Occupation Radiologic Technologist'\%.

Refers to Task Code No(s)y.: 81 280 353 369 370,371;

,

It-

Page 1 of 1

'IMP No.
$ tale Value. 3.0

Leyelli 3

#:

Is there Cross Reference? ..,Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see foot4ote(s)...-,Yes( X)

v

0

Content aduate of the program at tills educational must' be 'able to

exercise sensitivity to others, and be sufficiently perceptive of the" re-

levant characteristics or state of being of other people in the fonOwing,

activities to be'able to pay, attention to feedback'in interactioli7and ad-

just his or herbehavier asakprdlpriate to accomplish the purpose of the

. tans in which the interactions occur. These. activities include:

l.' Inreviewing the technical quality of "plain film" radioir4phs taken

by co-worker, discussing whereabouts of missing views, suggesting all

ternative pOsitioning, Apng opinions 1DL supervisor or radiologist

abput diagnostic quality and need for!tetakes,%suggesting additional

views to obtain more complete informAtion (Task 81).

Ai*
Discussing p44s able causes for-,unusually tigh radiation exposure read-,

ing of performe'c's own radiation detection- dosimeter and'possiblb
A

transfer to other woil (Task 280). ...,1!- ..,
,,,

, .

l'',. , . i

3. Asking quesbiohs, ra4ing, issues, participatingin discussions at ..I

molting of dinnostilk-ray department techndltirgists.(Task., 353). -'. ,..

. ,
. .

4 ffreeting patient to have radiographic examination;'explainin what wi4I

be involved inif57-1)rocedure;,indicating what coopertatiOn w be4sked

of patient'; answering patient's non -medical questions hones y; attempt=

oing to reassure patient and develop confidence;treating,pdtient wieh

dignity and concern regardless ,of patient!sobehavior.(in tasks with ,

limited.patviknt bpntact) (Tasks 369, 370, 371)%
.

...

"

To' accomplish this, the udent must be ableeto demonstrate sufficient .

-%; awareness of what thereletrant Characteristrcs are of the "other" in the

.-2iven situation, must, be able todemonstrate sufficient perception /of the
.17.

. feed fromilhe "other," and. must be able to indicate whet the pkOper

adjus ent must be in his or her behavior tp accomplishtheillectivities

which engendered the interaCtion,and do this at the.quality standard,set.

CrosSRefe-rene Footnotes: See The FollOwing.CUrriculum Objectives1 ,

11t51...er scale''alue appears 20 22 23 25..

Same scale value appearsAin: 26 27 28 29 31.

Higher, scale value appears in 32 33 341110 36'.
r

a

.
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'CURRICULUM OBJ4CTIVE SHEET '- ! Page 1 of 1

T9pe of Objective Skill . Factor A' No. ,..m.11......m
Ski11c9r Knowledge Category, an Interaction Skills Scale Value-3.0
Occupation AdjainistatiVe TittnOlogist ' Level --4.,3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 76 128 129 131,16'5 186 .'
'

Is there Cross Aeference? ...Yes(N) ) It yes, see-footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the Oogr4m at this educational level must be able to
exercise,,sensitfvity to others, and be spfficiently perceptive of the re-

_

levan't characteristics or state of being of pther p4ople in the following
activities to be able to ea), attention to feedback in interactiot, and ad-

omplish the purpose of the
activities include:

just his or her behavior as gppropriae to
tasks in which the interaptions occur. T

1. Asking staff abontitems they wish to order or reorder, or receiving
requests for items from staff'and asklhg for needed informatiOn
-(Tasks 76, 129).

. ,-----'-'
. . "\ without2. .Asking co-workers whether anyone has'use47a narcotic drug without sign-

ing EA, it '(Task 128),. abir
''.

i

..

3. Asking supervisor to request additional h\lp to coverfor absent staff
members (Task 131).

4. Informing supervisor of excessive lateness, absenteeism or abuse of

breaks on the,part of staff members (Task 165). -

5. In providing orientation to a neig staff member, p resenting information,
answering questions, and eliciting responses to judge whether th'd indi-
vidual comprehends what is presented (Task 186).

(

'TO accomplish this, the. student must be,ahle to demonstrate stifficient
awareness of what the relevant characteristics are of the "o her" in the
gi4en situation, must be able to demonstrate sufficient pert tion of the

11 feedbdck from-the "oiher,".and must be able to indicate what e proper ad-
ustmerit must be.in his or her/behavior to accomplish the activities which

engendered the,interaction,ana do this at the quality standard set.
'J

t

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lotier scale value appears in: 20 21 22 23 24 25'.

Same scale value appears in: 26 27 28 29 30..
HighePkAie.value appears in: 32 33'34 35 36..

4
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'CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET-'

if*

Page 1 of I

Type of Objective Factor IV

Skill or Knowledge Category - Human Interaction Skills
Occupation Patient Care AideY
Refers to Task Code No(s).1: 73 138 153 290 490

No. 32

Scale Value 5.0
Level 1

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the rirogram at this educational level must be able to
exercise siligEitiyity to others, and. be sufficiently perceptive ofthe rele-
vad, character ties or state of keing of other people in the following
activities to be able tojJay attention to feedback in interaction, and ad=
_just his or her behavior as appropriate to accomplish the purpose of the
tasks in which the in'tgfactions clerur. These activities include:

1. Reassuring patientand/or.accompanYil;g adult. about procedures; explain-
ing what will happen; helping to)c4m or comfort patient and/or%adult
by being sympathetic and behaving in an interested and professional
manner (Tasks 73: 153, 290, 490).

2. Noting, while interacting with patient, conditions, symptoms,.or behav=

. for which should be broughtto physician's att4ention; noting, whether,
in conversation, patient mentions symptoms, of worries, qr concerns re-
lated to health which should be told to physician to aid in caring for
-patient` 'Task 13g3.

To' accomplish this,. the' stndedt must be able to demonstrate sufficient aware-
ness of wUat the- TeAvant,..cHaracteristics are of the "other "'in the .given

situation, must be able to demonstrate sufficient perception of the feed-
back from the "other," ,and must be able to,ind.icate what the Proper'adjust-
ment mu t be in his or her behavior to accomplish the activities which en-

* gendefed the interaction, and do thLs at- the quality standard set.

C/

40

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Folloctiag Curricul Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in:: : 20'21 22 23 24 25 26 27 29 31 31.

Same sca e value appears "in: 33 34.35.

High cale value appears in: 36. .

./
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

'v

f

Type of Objective Skill Factor

Skill or KnoWledge Category Human interaction_ kilIs
Occupation Patient Care Technician
Refers to Task Code:No,;(8).: 143 1811 181 185 243

IV No.

cale Va ue 5.0,
Level 2

o-
A" r

Is there Cross Reference? ,.:Yes(x) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

4 r.

Content: A graduateof the,program at this educattional level mu tbe,able to
exercise sensitivity ° others, and be sufficiently perceptive of fbe re-

evant characterisitcs or state of being Of other people in the following
ctivities to be 'able to,pay attention to feedback in iftteractilon, and ad -

just'his, or her behavio as appropriate t6 accomplish the purpose'of the '

tasks in which theinteractions occur. These activities include:

f
1. In catheterization of male or female- urethra, explaining what will be

done and what patient will experience; reassuring, ellecially.p,ediat-
ric patiene-Msk 143, 181). .

Ap

2. In clearing tracheostomy passage, with suction machine; reassuring or
comforting patient during process; determining whether passage has

4;, been cleared (Task 182). . .

A

3. In administering.oxygen, observing patient to make sure patient is re-
sponding; reassuring patient; helping to relieve cOughing;'kepping pa-

.
titnt relaxed (Task 185).

- P

4. Trying to reassure and calm a patient who is being restrained (Task 243).

To accomplish this, the student thust be able to demonstrate sufficient
awareness of what the relevant characteristics are of the Pother" in the
'given situation, must be able to demonstrate sufficient perception of the
feedback from the "other," and must be able to indicate whatl.the proper
adjustment must be.in his or her behavior to accomplish the activities
Which engendered the interaction,and do this at the quality standard set.

=An.

4

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curricul,um.Objectives:
Cower scale, value appears in: 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31.

S(ame scale value appears in: 32 34 35.

Higher scale value appears in: 36.

4



`"CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET ,
Page 1 of 3'

Type of- Objective Factor III No. 34

Skill or Knowledge Category Human Interaction Skills, Scale Va1ue 5.0

Occupation Radiolbgic Technologist, - Level 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 563 364:365 366 367
368 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 30 386 387 388,389-390 463 465
466 467 468 491 44g 493 494 495 496,497 498 499 500 501 502 (*continued below)'.

Is'there Cross Reference? ...Yea(X) ...No( ), If yer,.sel'foonote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
exercise'sensitivity to others, and be sufficiently perceptive of the re.: .

levant characteristicS or state of being orother people ip the' following'

activities to be able to pay attention tdfeedback in interaction, and ad-

just his or her behavior arapp;'opriate to accomplish, the purpose of the

tasks in which the interactions -occur.' These activitiesinclude:

,
..,

,

1. Explaining to patient and/or accompanying family member what will be-

involvecrin the procedurd; indicating the types of ppgitions the pa-

. tient will be asked to assume and the cooperation that will be askO

of the patient; answering patient's non-medical questions honestly;

attempting to-reassure patient and develop confidence (all tasks-listed

above). ,

., - , - .

2. Treating patient with dignity and concern regardless of.patient s, be-

havior, remaining aware that patient may be frighteneVand/ox inapain;

.ff-patient is in gown, exposing patient's body only.471-len flecessa?ry for

examination procedure; in palpating for topOgraphic landmarks avoiding

embarassing patient (all tasks listed above). .".
1

,
,

, 4
. .

3.'` Explaining reasons for use of protective 4ielding; lquettioning female

ilatient of child bearing age regarding pogklble pregnancy 4all,tasks,

. listed above as appropriate). . . . 4
. \

.,

4. Questioning patient or staff member 'on what movement ig possible,fat

patient; asking about injury or pain (all tasks listed Above). ,

.

.. . .,

5.- Qu2stioningak'ient cr accompanying adylteaboutipatients allergiep

adverse reactions to shellfish; explaining what side-effedts''learbel

felt from contrast mediuM, such as possible nausea, flushing,. Ookinc
sensation (all tasks involving iodine-based wntrast media) t' -

.

6. Obtaining information missing from requisitiOn, and/or lifscusling

teipative patient positions, care of patient, performer's' stIggestiong';

raisipg and discussing possible contraindications to procedure; and/or

discussing with radiologist sequence of procedure, timing, and signals
-11

to use in procedure (all tasks listed above as'appropriat).

7. Teaching or rehearsing patient in the positions ta tak,b'reath.c:ontrol

required,m4peuvers,or how to behave with equipment that invtavedmdvL'

d
,ing p4rts, such as tilt table,ctomography, cassette changer, automatic

a injector (all.tasks as appropriatq)._

'



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) Page 2 of 3

Type of Objective Skill Factof III No. 34

Skill or owledge Cagegory Human Interaction Skills Scale Value 5.0

Content Continued

8. Observing patient for signs of pain, adverte reaction to .positioning,

use of contrast, signs of respiratory distress, fainting, loss of con-

sciousness during procedure; checking that patient will notfall off.-
table, that any IV or indwelling catheter is in place; comforting pa-

tient (all tasks as appropriate).

Explaining effects of"instillatiOn of contrast medium in'promoting
Coughing reflex in bronChography; explaining why and when patient'needs
to exert effort to control coughing; helping patient practice shallow

treathing or panting to suppress coughing; reassuring. if' patient has
fears about:baying air passageg entered by catheter or contrast.material

(Task U8). .

10. Describing how nasoenteric tube will be'insertec, how to assist'in Oass7

ing the-tube; reassuring patient that nausea may be a normal occurrence;
-if' patient experiences.nausea, reassuring (Task 382).

4:1

. .. .

.
.

11. Explaining possible, cramping responge to barium'enema; instructing.pa-
tient in how to indicate pain, how to hold enema; telling' when evacuation

will be possible, how evacuation will be done; questioning patient about
ability to retain enema; assuring patient about privacy and the assistance

that willbe available to patient to avoid embareeisment if patient can-

not retain, enema; during procedure, encouraging patient to retain enema

(Tasks 383, 500). *
4 . ;

,. , I \
12. Explaining the'time elapses during examination phases, the possible vomit-

ing reaction to contrastmedium, that this isnormal, that performer will

assist patient-,(Tasks 385, 387, 388, 389, 465).

13. If voiding or. evacuation will be involved in examination, trying to

relieve patient's embarrassment; assuring patient of privacy, closed '

door, exclusion of unauthorlzed staff, use df gown,or drape (Tasks 390,

500).

14. Encouraging patient to inform urologist of any discomiort painio
the back or loins when fillingis underway in, retrograde pyelographyA--

as a guide'for urologist to judge amouritof contrast to use (Task 463).

15. 'Reinforcing physician's explanation of aftereffects of procedure and

the symptoms patient `is to report to clinician .(Task 465).
4 4

16. Checking with pregnant patient On'iegularity of any contractions; having

patient practice noting when fetus is quiet; making patient as comfortable

as possible; if patient is in labor, helping patient to relax, breathe,

or refrain from bearing down as appttpriate to stage of 1,0-01- (Tasks 466,

068) .

If



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) Page 3i of 3

Type of Objective . Skill Atilk Factor III No. 34

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory HuMan Interaction Skills. Scale Value 5.0.

Content Continued-

17. ,Attempting to keep pediatric patient calm orate relax i child wto is

unruly by developing a warm interaction with_patient; holding-patient;
speaking in calm, gentle, voice; communicating as appropriate to pa

tient's aie, level of development or coherence; judginihether to use
pacifier, toy.enlist help of staff or family member or to report that
patient cannot be calmed (Tasks 375, 376, 377, 384; 388, 39Q, 491, 492,

502, 051, 504, 505, 506,
516,.517., 5114; 526).

493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498, 499, 500, 501,

507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515,

TO accomplish this, ,the student must be able to demonstrate sufficient
awe renoss of what the relevant characteristics are of the "other" in the

"given situation, must be able to demonstrate-sufficient perce'ption of the
feedback froth the "other," and must be able to indicatiOwhat the prOpe? ad
justment must be in his or her behavior to accomplish the activities which, .

engendered the Interaction,and.do this at the quality standArrlset.

4

a

O

Cross Referelice'Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value, appears in: 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31.

Same scale value 'appears in: 32 33 35 and levels 4 and 5.

High,r scale value appears in: 36.

. . -
4( 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 51l 512 513 514 51* 516 517.518 5t 526.
. \

. i
.
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- .Type of Objective Skill Factor
Skill or Knowledge Category Human Inter'action_Skills
Occupation Administrative Technologist- e

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 293

CURRICULUMLOBJECTIVE SHEET

p

Paste 1 o of 1

No.

Scale Value 5.0
Level 3

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(x) -If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
Nexercise sensitivity to others, and be sufficiently perceptivof the re
levant characteristics or state of being of other people in the following
activities .to be.able to pay ,attention to feedback in interaction, and ad
just his or her behavior as appropriate to accomplish the purpose of the
tasks in whith the interactions occur'. These activities include:

*1. At meeting with supervisor,discussing performer's function orlOuties, .or
reviewing an evaluation-of own work, or raising own problems,; partici
pating in discussion about what to do about problems, preferences about
work, training, problems with own subordinates (if any) (Task 293).

Toaccomplish this, the student must be able to demonstrate sufficient
awareness of what. the relevant characteristics are of the "other" in the
given situation, must'be allle to demonstrate sufficient perception of the
feedback from the "other,".and must be able to indicate what the proper ad
justment must be in his or her behavior to accomplish the activities which
engendered the interaction,and do this at the quality standard set.

-

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following CurriculuarObjectives:,
' Lower scale value appears in: 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 2930 31.
nme sN1,..e value appears 4n: 32 33 34 and level 4.
Higher scale value appears in: 36:

4o
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CURRICULUM CIIIJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill, Factor. V ,
36

Skill or Knowledge at Human Interaction Skills Sc e Value7".0

Occupation PWent1M'Tezhnician Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 296 .

Is there Cross- Reference? ..Yes(X)_.e..No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
exercise sensitivity-to others, and be sufficiently perceptive of the rele-

vant characteristics or state of being of other people in the following
activities to be able to pay -*tendon to feedback ill interaction,and,ad-
just his or her behavior as dftropriate to accompinisf the purpose of the
tasks in Which:the interactions.occur.' These activities include:.

Determining from co-workers and observation.of patient whether-first
aid or emergency care is required by asking questions, examining pa-
t t; directing co-workers,to assist, tn .emergency 'procedures; evaluaf-,
ing patient's response; reporting tO physician when he or she arrives

4. (Task 296).

To aAomplish this, the student must be ably* to demonstrate sufficient aware-
ness of what the relevant characteristics are of the "other" in the given
situation, must'be able todemonstrate sufficient perception of the feed-
back from 4e-"other," and must be, able to indicate what the proper adjust-
ment must be in his or her.behaivor to accomplish the activities which en-
gendered the interaction, and do this at the quality standard set.

1

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 20 21 22 23 24 25 26. 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35.

Same scale value appears in level 4 of patient care.

p

r
25u



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET' Page 1 of'l

Type of ObjeCtive , Skill Facto IV No. 37

Skill or Knowledge,Category Leadefship Skills Scale Value 1.0

Occupation Patient Care Technician ,. Level 2

Refers to Tas Code Noss) .# 33

IS there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes,'see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

indicate the extent to which he or she is called.onto provide leadership
to subordinates (in line relation-or de facto) so as to influence their '

work behavior, in order to accomplish work objectives such as the following:

1. Delegating all or part of procedure to remote patient's sutures; ex-
plaining what has to be done to staff who will carry out all or part of
procedure (Task 33).-

To accomplish this, the student must be able to state what power he or she
has aver the subordinates'. conditions of employm#nt (hiring, firing, promo-
tions; raises,transfers, overtime, special privileges) in this, situation;

icate how less leadership is needed the greater the power; and state what
can be done to reduce or increase the need for leadership.

The student must be able to state what channels of Communication exist fort .-
givinggiving orders in this situation, for receiving or giving information, for
the evaluation of and for exercising discipline over the subofdinates; indi-
cate how less leadership is needed the more precisely knOwn and formalized

these channels are; and state what can be done to reduce or increase the

needfor leadership.

The student must'be able to state the degree to which the tasks of subordi-

nates which are to be accomplished are clearly defined and understood by the

subordinates in this situation; indicate how less leadership is needed the
clearer the subordinates' own' tasks are to them; and state What can be done

_to, reduce or increase the need for leadership. -

e

ti

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Yollowing Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in': 38 39.

Higher scale value appears in: 40 41.

4`)
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective skill
Skill or Knowledge Category Leadership Skills
Occupation Quality Assurance Aide

Refezikto Task Code No(s).: 354

Factor VI No.

Scale-Value 1.0
Level 1

Is there Crosi Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, Aee footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this' educational level must be abre to
indicate the extent to which he or she is called,on to provide leadership to

'subordinates (in line relation or de facto) so as to influence their work
yehavior, in order to accomplish work objectives such as the following:

1. Deciding whether to send staff member to obtain documents; giving in-
structions or information on what is needed to person who will be sent
---kTask 354). . ,

To accomplish this, the student must be able to state what power he or she
has over,the subordinates' conditions of employment (hiring, firing, promo-
tions, raises, transfers, overtime, special privileges) in this situation;
indicate how less leadership is needed the greater the power; and state what,
can be done to reduce or increase the need for leadership.

The student must be able to, state what channels of communication' exist for
giving orders in this situation, 4for receiving or giving information, for .

the evaluation of and for exercising discipline over. the subordinates; in-
. dicate how less leadership is needed the more precisely known and formalfted

these channels are; and state what can be done to reduce or increase the
need for leadership.

The student must be able to state the ree to which the tasks of subordi-
nates which are to be accomplished are clearly defined and understood by the
subordinates in this situation; indicate how less leadership is needed the
clearer the subor4inates' own-tasks are to them; and state what can be done
to reduce or inct1Sse the need for leadership.

.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 37 39.

Higher scale value appears in: 40 41.

25 3



CURRICULUM- OMECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
Type of ObOrtive Skill
Skill or Knowledge CategOry Leadership Skills
Occupation Administrative Technologist
Refers to fask Code No(s).: 186 272 294

Factor No. 39

Scale Value 1.0
Levil 3

Is there Cross Reference? ...Ys(K) ...No( ) If yes, see.footnote(s).

Content: A graduate 8f the program-at this educational level must be Able to

indicate the extent to which he or she is called on to provide leadership to
subordinates (in line relation or de facto) so-as to influence their work
behavior, in order to accompli.gh work objectives such as the following:

I
1. Dercrib ng the procedures covered by the department' that are relevant'

to new taff member(s); eliciting comments or questions to determine
whether new staff comprehend (Task 186).

..,,,

Notifying 4t1I'ff'when it is time to have them notify appropfiate personnel
to prepare and transport ,patients; to department/(Task_272).

3. Selecting staff member to send to transport patient, obtain items,or
assist a procedure; informing staff memer of what is needed or what
is tq be done (Task 294).

.

To acco4lish this, the student must be able to tstate what power he or she
has over the subordinates'- conditions of employm6t. (hiring, firtng,.promo-
tions, raises, transfers, overtime, special privileges) in this situation;
indicate how.less leadership is needed the greater the power; and state what
can be done to reduce or ,increase the need for leadership.

The student must pe able to state what channels of commu- nication exist for
giving orders in this situation,, for receiving or giving infortation, for
the evaluation of and fo'r exercising discipline over the subordinates; indi-
cate how less leadership is needed the mare precisely known and formalized
these channels are; and state what can he done to reduce or increase the
neld fiir leadership.

The student must be able to state the alegree'to which the tasks of subordi-
nates which are to be accomplished are clearly defined anunderstood by the
subordinates in this situation; indicate how less leadership is needed the
clearer the subordinates' own.tasks are to them; and state what can be gone
to reduCe or increase the need for leadership.

a

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following,CurriCulum Objectives:
Same.scale value appears in: 37 38. .

Higher scale value appears in: 40 41.

s.



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page ) of 1

Type of Objective Skill Factor IV No. 40

Skill or Knowledge Catbgory Leadership Skills Scale,Value 4.5
Occupation, Patient Care Technician Level 2

; Refers to Task Code No(,4).:

A

Tt! th- Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes,.see footnote(s).

Con ent: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to y
indicate the extent to which he dr she is called on Co provide leadership to
ubordinates (in line relationor de facto) so as to influence their work -

b. avior, in order to accomplish work objectives such as the followings

. Deciding whether to ask-staff member to help with an emergency first
aid procedure or to bring or replace supplies; ordering what is needed N.
and directing staff member (Task 296).

.r
To accomplish this, the student must be. able to state what power he or she
has over the subordinates' conditions of employment (hiring, firing, promo-,
dons, raises, transfers, overtime, special priviltges) in this situation;
indicke how less leadership is needed.the greater the-power; and state
what can be done to ,reduce or increase the need for leadership.

The student must be able to state what channels of communication exist foe
.

giving orders In this situation,,,Pbr receiving or giving information, for
thevel:Taluation of and for exercising discipline over"the subordinates; in-
diCate how less leadership is needed the more precisely known and formalized
these channels are; and state what can be done to reduce or increase the
need for leadership.

-The student must be able to state the degree
.

to which the tasks of'subohi-
,

nates which are to be accomplished are clearly defined and understood by the
subordinates in this situation;.-indicate how less leadership is needed the

_ clearer-the subordinatesi-Own tasks are-6 them; .and staA what can be done' 0,

. to reduce or_increase the need for leadership. - .,

.:.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Tower scale value appears in: 37 38 39.
Same scale value appears in: 41 andlevel 4.

I

4
0 ,
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CURRICULUM OBJECT!' SHEET* of 1

Type.of Objective
Skill or Knowledge ,Category; LeadershikSkills_
Occupation 40ministralii,e ,Technologist
Refeis to Code No(s).:' 131

'Factor . No. a.
'ScAlet..VAlue 4.5

Level 3

)

4111

Is there CeossirReference? ...Yes(X),...NO ) If yes see fooenote(s)%
. .

. . , . ,

ifkifent: A graduate or ,the program a4orthis educational level bust lie,able;to
.

indicate thp extent to whfth he Or she is Called on tb proylpe lea-dership to
subordinates. (in line relation or de facto) so as to influence thairyotle
behavior, in order to accomplish work 'objertivgsLsuch-as_the following:

,

.

,,
--_,

.. ,

1. Obtainit g staffLpreferences on work, vacation, days-o,ff, lanch,and break

,time prefer,ences; assigning and informing ,staff of scheddled assignments;

making'i-euissignment as neeaed (Task 13,,.). ,

t w

accomplish this, the student must be able to state what.powerhe or, she
has ,over the bordirOtes' condition's Of employment (hiring, firing, promoT
tions,'"raises, transfers, overtime, special privileges) it this situation; A
indicate how less lendtrshlp is needed the greater' the pulZr; and state
what, can be done tb reduce or increase the need i leadership.

w w .. I .

The student'must be able',to state what channels of communication exist 'for
giving orders in this situat on, fpr receiving or giving information, for

the evaluation'.of and' for, e sing, disciprine over the subordinates; indi-

. ,care how less leadership is n ed the,more precipry known and fOrmalized
thc4e channels are; a state what can be done to.reduce or increase the

.,
(.need' for leadership 0

4

Tice student must be able to state tilt degree .to whiCh the tasks al subordi-

nates uilaith are to be accomplished are clearly!_clefined"and understood by
the subordinates in this situation; indicIte how lesSrleadership is needed.

the, clearer the subopdinates' 'Own tasks ail to1RM; and state what can be -'

doneleo redu& oP increase the need'fox leadership.,

17 mg
.

1111/1.a '
A"

4

9

to'
4

4.

ai

Cross Reference Fodbees: ,See The Following Curriculul-Obje6tives:
Lower scale, value Appears in: 37 38 39.
Samescale value appears fn: 40 anelevel 4,

. ..

2 it
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
, Type of Objectpve skill

Skill or Knowledge Category Oral Use of a R levant Lan

Occupatioh Pati- t Care' Aide

k; Refers to Task.Code No(s).: '166'190 271 279 al 283 287.289.291:1490

F

Page 1 of 1..
IV No, 42

Scale Vale 2.Q
.Level 1

Ts there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) , see nute(s).

Content: A graduate of che prAgram at this educational revel-must be able to

communicate,orallY"(in an apprOpriat0',,la guage) ana.comprehend what is said

n that language with a sufficient degr6e of precision to accomplish the'

following activities by expressing or comprehending meaning wgb the degree

of precision needed:
a

It. Asking co-worker' for "clean14iitems to be handed into an area 1:)ing used

for decontamination or isolation procedures (Task 166).

"*

2. Asking co- worker to assist in helping patient to or frOm wheelchair,

ktretcher,-bed,or table (Task 190). .1 .

3. Asking,apprppriate staff perSon liVc1141k whether ECG La-ding is an arti-

fact (Task 271). A

4. Calling, asking apprbpriate nAsing,personnel to prepare patients for

transportation to department.for procedure at indicated time (task 279).

5. 'ExplainiAg that wrong atient has been sent;, asking for proper patient,

(Task 281)16. _

.

6. Asking to 'have the help' f an RN to dress or redress a pdtient's

,iituat'ion and the conOt,4un of -the dressing

(T4s10283).

Calling, placing order for a meal,formilla,or special diet for a pat4

and asking wheri it will be ready for pick up (Tasks 287, 289).

P

8. Asking patient to open and close mputh,when taking oral temperature

(Task,291).

9. Irdicating tcrstaff member'ihat patienthag been immobilneti (Task
'
Z90).

.

IT° accomplish this, the student must -be Ale to deal with the 'nuances-of

oral languaACwith sufficientprecision to use the,wotds needed correctly.

in contvt,or grasp the meaning (or question a's0Paker'about intended mean-

ing), so that the activities involved can be accdmplished satisfactorily. ;

-
. $4

Cross Reference Footnotes! See The Following Curriculum 0 yet

Sam". scale value appears Un: 43 44 45.44. .

Higher 'scare value appears in: '47 48 49'50'51 5.2 53.

* p

p,

es:

1

A'
c". il : '', 4.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEEP. Page 1 of1
,Type Objective Skill' .

Factor ITV

Skill or Knowledge Category Oral Use of a Relevant Language
Occupation Patient Care Technician

Refers t& Task Code No).: 308

No. 43

Scale Value 2.0
Level 2

Is there C Reference ...Yes(4) ,...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to .

communicate orally (in an appropriate' language) and comprehend what is said
in that language with a sufficient degree of precision to accomplish the
following activities by expressing or comprehending meaning with the degree.

of precision needed:

1. Asking what to look fOr in display of blood pressurd monitoring; telling
physician when any emei-gencj signs or unusuaf/ECG or pressure reading

occurs (Task 308). 4

To accomplish-this, tie student must be able to deal with the, nuances of
oral language with sufficient precision to use the words, needed correctly

in ccmtext,or graSp'the- meaning (or question a speaker about intended
meaning), so_that the activities involved can be accomplished satisf4ctorily.

9

4

do

0

Cross Reference Fobtipotes: See Tpe Follow' g Carriculup Objectives:

Same scale v!ilue appears in: 42 4445 46.
Higher.scale value appears in: 7 48 49 5 5,52 53.
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CURRICULUJECTIVE'SHE4f . Page 1 of 1
Type o£. Objective.: Skin ' ----"\ actor VI No. 44

Skill Ir. Knowledge .Cat*orY 0 of a R 1 liar . .1..._ .. Scale Value 2.0
NcUpatibn Quality Astgurance Aide Level 1

Refers io-Task Code No(s);,: 'II- 0 70 71 79 80'95 134 135,136 137 145 163 164 184

227 260 273 275 284 285-(24 288.20 300 304.354 552
- ,

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yed(X) ...No( ) If yes, see .footnote(s).

tent. A graduate of the'proeam at this educational level must be able to
communicate orally (ia 1 appropriate language) sand comprehend what is
said in that Iangua§e with a sufficient degreetof precision to accomplish
the following activities by expressing or comprehending meaning with phe
degree of precision need:

1. Reporting equipment problems to appropriate staff member'dr repair ser-
vice organization ;(Tars 8, 70, 273, 2W,

t

2r Informing .staff meniber that prOcessed 'x-ray tilms,,materfals: equipment,
or supplies are ready (Tasks 69% 71, 79. 80 164,&,2?5). .: '79.,

.4

'' -

, - ,
. .

a'
.

3. Asking co-worker to ao a pdt69.6f,task oT carry.o
.

ut a'simple.activity
(Tasks 95, 1.,35;,,1152). , *

ci-

4
4. Questioning co- worker to obtain ipformO ion needed fdr records

.

(Tasks

14, 300)' . -. v

5. Reporting missing equipment, records, br supplies,...andVor asking for .

replacement of supplies *(Tasiks.1_36,144,,227, 284b-285% 286,. 297, 304,
354) ..

1

it , ,

6. Asking opiriion of co=worker about equipment or.supplies (Task 145).

,

7. Asking for check of YeN(,rds farms, or for signature; listening to any

changes ordered; reporting leftover drugs (Tasks 163, 260, 2881
s',..

To accomplish this, -the student must be able to deal 40011.41 the nuances of

oral language with sufficient precisiOn to use the words needed correctly
.

in context, or gresp the meaning (or question a speyker aboNt intended mean-
ing), so ;that the activities involvedcan be acc4complishedsatisfactorily.,

.

0

!
,

Cross Reference Footnotes: .See The Following:Curriculturr ObjectoivAp:
Same scale value appears in: 42 43 4.5 46.

Higher scale value appears in: 47 48 49 50 51 52 53.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Pagel orJ.
T- ype of Objective, Skiel";-t( ,- Factor . VI No. : 45 ,.

Skill or KnOwledgeaCategory ,Ora1 USe of a Relevant Language" Scale Value 2.0
Occupation Quality Assurance Technician 4, , Level 2.

Refers to Task Code No(s).: .78 173 178 187 276 523 524 525 534 536 538 553 554

556- .

Is there Cross Reference? ..Yes(x) ) If yes, see footnote(s).

a-

Content: A graduate.of the prograi at this educ tional level must be able to

communicate orally (in an appropr'iate language) and comprehend what is said
in that language witha sufficient, degree' 9f precision to accomplish.the
following activities by expressihg or comprehending meaning with the degree

of'precision needed
A

1. Asking staff member to sign 'record orforit' Task 78).
aw,

.Reporting' equipment problems to apbropriatestaff member or repair ser-
vice organizatidn (Tasks 173, 178 i87, 276, 523, 525, 55; 4N536, 538,

571.% 556). ,
,

-

3. Informing.staff Tre'plber that materials',.equipment or supplies are ready
for use or out-of-order (Tasks 524,'538). ,

. Reporting 'swing equipment or sti4liee and/or asking .for replacement

or -epten hmentjTask -524) .

r 5. Telling'staff me mter?; superisor Acut unusu al, radiation dosage read-
.

ings; arranging bilp'have *interview conducted to .investigate reasons

'' (Task-Z-54).

T,o accoelish this,'the:,student must be, able eal with the nuances of

oral laWguage with sufficient precision; to use the-wcids'needed correctly
is context,or grasp the meaning (or question a speaker abdut intended mean-
ing), so that the activities involved caR-5e accomplished satisfactorily.

fit

Tr°

I ,

4'

P . .
, .

Cross Reference Footnotes: See ,the Following Curriculum Objectives':

Same scale value appears in: 42 0 44 46.
).,

Higher, scale value appears in/ 47 48 49 50 51 2 53. °

91
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET .

Type of" Objective Skill , Factqr . A
Skil1 ,p-(nowledge Category Oral Use of a-Relevant Language

Occupation _AdministrativeoTechnologist ,..-

Refers to Task Cote No(s).: 76 128'129 131 132 165 X72 27-7

Page 1 of 1
46

Scale VaXilk 2.0

Lk'vel,

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yeg0 ...NO( ) If,yes,'see footnote(s).

Content: ,A graduate of the prograM at this educational level must be able to
communicate ofally (in an appropriate language) and Comprehend what is--,said

in that language with a sufficient degree of-precision to accomplish the

following activities by expressing or comprehending meaning-with the degree

of precision needed:

'A. Asking about or receiving requests for materials to be ordered for de

partment (Tasks 76,-129). e
,

.

,2. Asking coworker toaisist in 'performance of task; notifying.staffr. ...-

, when -it isltime tosTreplre a yatient '(Tasks 128, '272). . .

. ' ,
3. Reporting; problem such as dtsfrepanCy' 01 recordp suRervisor (Task 128) .

.

/
4. Asking about staff preferencedign pork, vacs ion, lunch, olpbreak times;

telling staff the scheddles assigned of rescilVddied (Tack 131):
'....---, .

5. Requesting repair or replacement ,of equip-dem.t; or supplies, or asking for

a service (Task 132) .
. ,

6. Tellingdpupervisor about an attendance on lateness problem of one of

supervis is subordinates (Task 45). .

, ,.

(7. Asking about patfel;t attendance-(Task 277):

.2-

To accomplish this', the student must be able t', deal with the nuances of

or2I language with sufficient' .recision to use' the ,words needed correctly

lc

in context, 1-, grasp the mea ing' or estion g speaker about intended

*?caning), so hat the .ivi ies inv ed,can be accomplished satisfactorily.

p . .

-Cross Reference Fo:)enote,: See The Followindcurrrculum Objkctives:
,

0

Same,scale-value appeai-s in: 42 43, 14 45.
) :'

Higher scale value appears in: 47 48 49 50 51 524;3.

4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of 014gctilie Factor IV

Skill or Knowledge Category Oral Use of a Relevant Language
Occupation Patient Care...Aide

7 .

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 73-74 98 113 138 153 155 193 199 262 278 282 290'
292 295 302 300 520 521

I

Plte 1 of 1

No.

Scale Value 4.0
Level 1

Is there Cross Reference? ..%Yea(X) ....No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content:. A graduate of she program at this educational level must be able' to
communicate orally (in an..appopriate language) and comprehend 'what is said

.

in that language'with a sufficient degree ofiprecision ccomplish the

fo;lowing'ctiyi't'ies by expressing;or comprehending mean ng with the degree

.

....of4precision needed: , . .

illik Explaining-what will happen during .'procedure to patient and/or accompany-
ing adult using language under§tandable to the persons involved;'explain-
ing use of equipment 'r materials (Tasks 73, 98, 114, 153, 155, 262, 282,'

' 290, 2V.2., 303, 52p, 521),,

laining:to.patient or family member the procedures to be carried out.
home h&fore patio;t,arrives for radiography; explainiqg what will

appe,n; checking that patient or family member linderstands (Task 34i.

In converfition ifith patient,noting whether patient mentions symptoms
or worrie related to health, r concerns which would indicate informa-

tion helpfal to physician in ca in for patient; reporting to physician

or appropri'ate staff member (Tas 138).

'4. 'Ou'estioning patient tolearn '.:'nether pre-examination procedures have been

carried out (Task:193).

5. (l)ues`tioning patient or accompanying adult to learn whether a condition

bre,:luulng se an )ral thermometer with patient (Task 199).

d or floor supervisor about nonappearance of patients for ex-

i-eq'ue'stingthat such'inStances be avoided;, suggesting early

on of cancellations ('Task 278).

s. 6. Asking

notifica

12artiApa ig in meeting of"T'.ur,ing personnel assigned -to depart-'

menu; rais questions about work, rulikes, regul ns, new equipment,

problems o_ patient care; participating in dis'cus ons (Task 295).

Mating a telephone call oft,benalf of pati&tt; relaying patient's message;

takipg re,turnmessage'(lask 302).

To aci-oaplish this', the Ltudent must be able to deal with tht nuances of

'oral-lankagvwith stiff cent precision, to use the words Reededcorrectly
.

.

in context.or gras e meaning (or question a speaker about, intended mean-

ing): sd that yhe.acjtivities involved can be accoTplishedsatisfactorily. ,

Cross Reference F_,,,l:lott,-s: See'The_Follewinz Currir.uluM-,pbjectiv

Lower. scale :.-011,. an-ilear in: !.,1 4i 44 ,J
, AI . 4 .

-Same scale valie -u,:-..,tr5,,tn: ,8 .950 51 52. ,

Higher scale value .`1!7)5.-,-1rs''in: '-',1.
. .,- .

*
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET' Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective Skill 11 Factor IV 48

Skill or Knowl'edge Category Oral Use of a Relevant Language Scale ue 4.0

Occupation Patient Care Technician s% Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 18 33 65 133 143 156 181 182 185,).98 243 280 296
298 299 522 --'

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the programat this educational level must be able to
communicate oraily (in an appropriate language) and comprehend what is said

t
in that language with a sufficient degree'of precision to accomplish the
following activities by, expressing or comprehending meaning with the degree

1
of precision needed:

1.. Explaining to patient what will be done in drawing blood (Task 18), re-
' moving sutures (Task 33), using suction machine (Task 182), administer-

ing oxygen (Task 185), applying pressure dressing (Task 522).

2. Discussing timing of specimen-taking procedures with physician so that
,performer may receive body fluid, washings, and/or cell or tissue biop-
sies dnd prepare them for transportation Co laboratory (Task 65).

3. Explaining name and purpose of medicttion and possible side effects;
asking about patient's allergies; reporting contraindications to physi-
cian (Tasks 133, 198. 298, 299).

4. ,Explaining catheterization procedure to patient; reporting to physiCien NI

reason for terminating if 'there is severe pain or blockage (Tasks 143,

,

5. Tell.ing physiciaA if patkent's wound or,opening.appears suspicious or
- if performer is unSuntbhdw to irrigate, medicate or dress (Task 156):

Explaining to staff member need for restraining patient, and asking why
this was not dote beforehand (Task-243).

'7. 'Discussing possible reagdns for.unusually,high radiation exOsure read-
* ing on ,perfocmer's'rdiation detection device; discussing possible trans-

'.far of work (Task 280).
4

a .

8. Deterjnining from co-workers information'about a patient and the sikation,
yilfvolved in a possible emergency; whel physician arrives, reporting what
has happened and what emergency care has been administered (Task 296).

To accomplish this, the student must ,be'able to deal with the nbandes of oral
language with sufficent prec4ion to use the words needecf correctly in con-
texr, or grasp the Meatin(or question a speaker abou'it intended meaning), so

' that.the activities, involved can be accomplished satisfactorily.

.

Cross. Referenee Footnotes: See the'Following Curriculum Objectives
Lower scale value.appeirs in: 42 43 44 45 46.
Same scale value appears in: .47'49 50 51 52 and level 4 of patient care.
Higher scale value appears in '53.
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dURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Pare I of- 1

Type of Objective Skill ,,,
Factor VI -No. 49

Skill or Knowledge Category Oral Use of 'a Relevant Language Scale Value 4.0
Occupation Quality Assurance Aide , Level 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 14/ 192 N1/4

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(x) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content:- A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to,
communicate.orally- (in an appropriate la'nguage) and comprehend what is said

in that language with a sufficient degree of precision to accomplish the
following activities by expressing or comprehending meaning with the degree
of pre(V_sion needed:

1, Asking about orders or suggestions to change teThniqiie charts for speci-
fic x-ray and fluoroscopic equipment; informing staff of changes (Task
1=47).

T,r image quality and contrast

vita ,:eroradlography equipment (Task' 192).

To accomplish this, the student must be'able 'to deal with\the nuances of
oral Language with, sufficient precision to use.the words needed correctly
in context,or grasp the..meaning (or question a speaker about intended mean-
ing), so that the activities involved can be accompl,ishe,-i satisfactorily.

#

,'

Cross Reference Footnot: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 42 43 44 45 4h.
Same scale value appears in: 47 48 50 51 52.
Higher scale valueappears,in-: 53.

4.164.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type'of Objective Skill Factor VI No. -5.0

:Skill or Knowledge Category Oral Use of a Relevant Language Scle Value 4.0
Occupation Quality Assurance Technician Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: .175 280 527 529 530 531 532 533 535 537 539 540 543 -

544. 545 548 549 550

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) 00p( ) If yes, see ootnote(s).

Content: A graduate."of the program at This edutational level must be able to ,
communicate orally (in an appropriate language) and comprehend what is said
in that linguage with a sufficient degree of precilion to accomplish the
following activities' by expressing or comprehending meaning with the'degree
oferecision needed:

I. Discussing possible changes,in technique charts for specific x-ray ma-
chines, based on results 0 Penetrometer calibration st of kVp and mA

selectors (Task 175)..'
4

2. Discussing possible reasons for unusually high.radiatiOn exposure reed-
ing on performer's radiation detection device; discussing possible
transfer of work (Task 280}.

3. In retrieving computerized transverse axial scans:discussing ipcomplete
or unclear information on rt-quisttioli with appropriate staff;
plaining display options (Task 527).

-4. Discussing results of tests of x-ray or film processing equipment,
radiation survey, or radiation monitoring results with supervisor or
,radiologist; explaining effect of problems and deviations from accept-
able standards in terms of patient exposure, diagnostic reliability,
legal requirements (Tasks 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 535, 537, 539, 540,
543, 345, 548, 549, 550).

D. Discussing results of test of exposure characteristics of x-ray or dosi-
metric films and making suggestions on the disposition of the film's

(Task '5.44).

Ito accomplish this, the student must be apie to
the

with the nuances of

oral language with sufficient precision use the words needed correctly
in context,or grasp -the meaning (or question, a speaker about intended mean-

ing), so that the activities involved can be accomplished satisfactorily.

'Cross Reference Footnotes: "See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower
'Same

scale value appears-in:
scale value appears in:

42

47

43

48

44

49

45

51

46.

52.

Higher scale value appears in .53.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill , Factor III No.

Skill or Knowledge Category Oral Use of a Relevant Language Scale Value 4.0

Occupation Radiologic Technologist ,' Level '3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 81 280 353 369 370 371 372 373 491 491 493 494 495

497 498 504 505 507 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519

Is there Cross,Reference? ..res(x) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate 'of the program at this educational level must be able to

communicate orally (in an appropriate language) and comprehend what is said
in that language with a sufficient degree of, precision to accomplish the
following activities by expressing or comprehending meaning with the de-
gree of precision needed: s.

1. In providing technical review of "plain film" radiographs, giving
opinions, discussing reasons, making or explaining recommendations to
co- worker (Task 81).

2. Discussing possible reasons for unusually high radiation exposure read-
ing on performer's radiation detection device; discussing. possible trans-

fer bf work,(Task 280).

3.- PartEcipating in meeting of technologists in x -ray department; raising
questions and/or disCussing issues such as patient care, departmental
functioning, rules, new equipment (Task 353).

4. Discussing precautions in dealing with patient; explaining use of radia-
tion shielding, asking about equipment locations in relation to bedside
or operating room radio aphy (Tasks 369, 370, 371, 372, 373):

5. Discussing safety proedures, equipment, use of anesthesia, and informa-
tion on timing of procedures (Tasks 370, 371, 372, 373, 448, 504, 505,507,

509, 510,,511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519).

6. Discussing incomplete, confusing,or unclear requisition precautions

needed in dealing with patient, positioning options, ar or contraindi-
(utions to rIdlograpilic ,,,xaminatilon-with supervisor or radiojogist

(Tasks 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 497, 498, 504, 505, 50.7, 509, .510, 511, II'

512, 513, 514, 5.15, 516, 517, 518, 519).

7. Explaining examination procedure to patient or accompanying family

member; answering questions as appropriate (Tasks 491, 492, 493, 494,,

495, 497, 50'., 505, 507, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514,,515, 516'7517,

518, 519).

To accomplish this, the student must be able to deal with the nuances of

oral language with, sufficient precision to use the words needed correctly
in context, OT grasp the meaning (or question a speaker about intended mean-

ing), so that the activities involved can be accomplished satisqctorilY.

Cross Retkrr(t, t-,: 5e tt,e illowinig Curriculum objectives:

Lower in: '41) 43 44 '45 46.

Same scale slue 1pp,drs'':in: 47 48 49 50 52.

Riher scale value appears in: 53.

.
4 1 1.



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of
Type of Objective Skill Factor A No. '52

Skill or tnowledge Category Oral Use of a Relevant I.\anguage . Scale Value 4,0
Occupation. Administra-tive Technologist \ Level 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 186 293 294

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...114o( ) If yes; e footnote(sY.

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational evel must be able to

communicate orally.(in an apprOpriate language) and comprehend what is said
in that language with a sufficient degree of precis on to accomplish the ,,'

following activities by expressing or comprehending meaning with the degree
of precision needed:

1. Explaining purpose of orientation to new staff; escribing work pro-
cedures, record keeping, scheduling; answering 9 estions (Task 186).

2. In attending private meeting with supervisor, discus"Sing problems raised,
by supervisor about work; raising or discussing 6 problems (Task.293).

3. in sending staff member on a work assignment, exp'aining what is to be
done (Task.294).

To accomplish this, the student must be able to deal ith thenuances of
oral language with sufficient precision to use the wor g needed correctly
in context,or grasp the meaning (or question a speaker about intended mean-
ing), so that the activities involved can be accomplls ed satisfactorily.

\

AL

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The-Following CurPitulum
Lower scale value appears in: 42 43 X445 46.
Same scale value appears in,: 47 48,49 50 51:
Nigher scale value appea in: 53.

ectives:

)

k
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C CULUM OBJECTIVE S ET -Pa :e 1 of 1

Type of Objective kill mpactor III' No.

Skill or KnowledgeCategnry Oral. Use'of a Relevant Language Scale Value 7.5
Occupation Wiologlc Techhologisa Level 3

Refers to Task Code No(n).: :35E;L16.(1 361 362,363 364 ')65 366 36/
368 374,375 376377 378 3797380381382383M841385 386 387 388 389 390 463

464 465 466 467 468 496 490 00 50002 503 506:508S26. _-

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yei, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educati6nal level must be able to

communicate Orally (in an appropriate language)andPcomprehend what iS Said .

in that language with a sufficient degree of precision to accomplish the
following activities by expressing or comprehending meaning with the.de- )1111"

gree of precision needed: .

.k...
,

.

.1. .Explainiiig a problem about'the x-ray,requisition sheet, contraindications
aboUtprocedure with supervisor or radiologigt-; discussing timing of pro-
cedures, signals (all tasks listed as appropriate).

2. Explaining tO.patient what will be involved in the yrocedure, what type
of positions. to asSume;.,explaining, rehearsing any brgathing or'maneuvers

to be carried,outty patien ; indicating what side effects can be-ex-
pected and what will be don to help patient (all tasks listed as appro-
priate).

3. Asking about female patient's menstrual cycle and cnecking,...4.411 pregnancy

possibility; asking about allergies, Adverse.reaction to conrrast'(all.-
tasks listed as apprIlDriate). .

,
, 4,

..../

4. Explaining use of radiation safety shielding to patient and any other.
staff ro be pres'6nt (allitasks. listed as appropriate) .

1 1
.

' 5. Asking about, the movement possib'e in positioning patient and alterna-
tives; discussing special care needed yiiHrappropriate staff (all tasks

'listed as approriate). 1

6. Telling patient exactly hclw to move and breathe during course of x-ray
examination (all tasks listed): . .

.

.
_

To,accomprish this, -the student must be able to deal ilath the nuances of
oral language with sufficient precisioc to.uae the mprds needed correctly
in context,or grasp the meaning (or question a speakA-about -intended.mean-
ing), so that th'e activities involve& cai be accomplished satisfactorily.

\

F

-

.
..

. ,

Cross 'Reference Footnotes : See he Followins CurriAlumONectives:
Lower cale value appears'' in: 42 436'44-45 46 47 48 49 5b 51 52.

Same scale value appears in leve d 5. N...

,
4 "
N.
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eURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

- 4

Page J.1. of 1

Type of Objective Skill ',Factor IV NO.

Skill or Knowledge Category Reading Use of a, Relevant Language Scale Value 2,0

-Occupation Patient Care Mall. - Level 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 74 98 1-53. 155 166 190 193 199 262 278. 279 281 287-

289 290 301 302 303 520 ..

.

Is.thefe Cross Reference? Yes(X) ...No( ) see footnote(s).

Content,: A 'graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
,* read and comprehend the meaning of any, printed or written material (in an '

ap.propriatev.language) with a sufficient degree,of precision to accomplish
the following activities, based on the preciseness of comprehension of the

natqrials read:

"

1. Reading physician's orders, 15atient checklist, or requisition sheet foy
instructions-O'details on proceduie ordered for patient, what materials
to use, or how to proceed with patiept in task (Tasks 74, 981 166, 193,

199, 262,287, 289, 301, 303, 520).

2. Reading labels on packaged materials or equipment in order to check for
preaience of appropriats,matarials or to select appropriate materials for

use tri task (Tasks 15)10290).

3. Preparing and/or checking identifying labels or checking patient's iden
tity or. location by reading patiOlet identification information on requi
sition sheet and/or op patient's ID bracelet (Tasks 155i 190, 281, 289)*

0

4. Reading.schedule and identifying the names of patients scheduled for
procedures; reading names'so as to place telephonefcall (Tasks-278, 279,

302).
4

'Cross Reference Footnotes; See The Following Curriculum Objectives: lk

'Same scale value appears'in: 36 57 58 59.

Higher scale value'appears in: 60 61 62 63.

)

'4%

444
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CU UM- OBJECTIVE SHEET'
- ,.

....b
Type of Objective skit

leading
Factor Iv, 'No. 55

Skill or Knowledge Category /Weeding Use of a'Relvant Langua4Scale Value 2.0
Occupation latient.Care Technician : :

Level 2

kers to ask Code .NO(s).:\' 18 65 133 l'q 146 181 182 185 198.296 ,..th 308 522

4

Page l of

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) !..No( ) yes, see footnote(s).

Content: ,A graduate of 1 ' Qgram at this educational level must be able to

read and comprehend e meaning of any printeOLL.3413.ten material (ln an

appropriate Language) withA, sufficient degfekof precision ?to accomplish

the following"aetivitirs, based olo the preciseneva, comprehension of the

'--

materials Yead: * .

.

.

l , ,

1. Readinip-hysician's,ofders, patient checklist, or requisition sheet for
instructtons "br details on procedure for'patient, what materials to use,

. r
& '._

how to- proceed, with patienipin-tas: qmantities ordered,(Tas14 18,765,
q.. O

lP, 143, 141, 181 182, 178, 298, 5299, 308).1 9

It 0 ' 4 ' )

Reading-llbetsOm packaged matprip*, supplies, or equipment in order,
to ,'SA.,k-for prose-1(e of ap4Qpriate materials or tovsklect appropriate,
m',1:-.E.rla.1:5t.--. :.,e in task (Tls'Ks 133,156, 185, 198, 2%,,298", 299, 522).

lk '
-

opt
%

I
p

I

S

et'

dr

r1

,

.

,
I*

I A4
°

ao.
fo,

, * a,Crss 13efelrent.g Foutnotqi.:, See :Me FoLlOwing Curticulum Objectivee4.-

Same vgalue appears inP54-56'W 58 51.

A

High scale 'valueapPears in: 64 61.61 63: -e-

.4.
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CURRICULUM OtJECTIVE SHEET Page 1.,of

) Type of Objettive Skill 4* Ilftor, _ VI 'No'. 56- _er--,

Skill4or Knowledge Category Reding USe of a Reld'ant Lipwlage Scale Value 12.0
Occupation Quality Assurance. Aide . °Level 1
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 69 71 ,72 79 80 95 134 135 136 137 147 163 164 180
192 222 227 2610 264,267 269 274 275,284 285 286 2P 300 304 334

'-1

ks

r

le there CrOssReferencel...Yep(x) ) if yes, Z48 footnote(s).

:Coat ! -A graduate of the progtat at this educational lev:1must be able to-
read Ald 'comprehend the meaning of any printed or written material (in an
appropriate language) with a sufficient degree, of precj.sion to accomplish -,
.the,following activities, based on the preciseness of comprehension ofthe
materials read:

I .

1,.-T 1. Reading identification information, labels on_jilterialS, equipment,

supz.lies,or schedules in'order to carry out task, make checks or retuen
materialS,ro, proper location-pTasks 69, 71, 79, 80, 135; 136, 1'3,7; 180,

227, 264, 267, 2697, 274, 284, 28, 286, 1001 304, 354)

2. Reading standard orders qr formulas for mixtures to,prepare, materials
or sppRlies to assemble or quantities to use for'specific procqjikrreS'

4 or to restock ,Auppl*s. (T4skp, 72, 79. 80,'180,-227. 260, 274, 354):

3. Reading written or ders, requisioon, or check list in, order `'to determiue

how to prtCeed in task/(Tasks 95, '275) .

4. Reading charts or forrs in order to fill out in, ormation on recyrds or N

interpret test results ('tasks 95, 134, 137 147, 163, 164,'264, 28$)1,,,I,
; .

, .

5. Reading indicators on equipment to determine condition of.equipment..

(Tasks 192, 222). - '
, .

. ..,

.1 4
.

4

A Cross RefervIc-a,Fonoti_s: See,The Folaing'Ourrictft;Im Objectives:

-Same scale valte'appear14.1n: 54 55 57 58 t

sca1e Nide 1..iiviars in: 60 61 62 63.
.

1.
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-CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET a* ,
. Page 1 of 1

Type olrObjettive' Skill Factor VI No. 461.7

Skill'dt_Rnowledge Category Reading Use of a Relevant Language Scale Value 2.0
Occupation Quality Assurance Technician Level 2-

RefeA to.Task Code No(s).: 78 175 178'-187 534

Is thcre Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the prbgram at this educat4s1 level must be able to
read and comprehend,the meaning of any printe3:1 wrieten material in an

appropriate language) with:auffteient degree of precision to accomplish
the following activities, based on the p,recisene&s of coMprelension of the
materials read: , k . , ----,. ,:

1. beading idenWication information to sort or-group materials, records,
. .

, or supplies, or make checlor test (Taskl°'78, 175, 178, 187, 534).
Y.

2. Reading re,ords, indicators,ipr charts to carry out tests:cr comp#re r*r

sultsCrasks175,.'178,187,5.310.
,,..

4.

so

4-
,'

. . .

Cress Refexen,_e- Fpotnotes: See The.Following Curriculum 'Objectives:

'Same. S e,value appears in': 54 53' 56. 58 59. .

Higher ale value appears in: 60 61 62" 63.

Q

I

.,
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective ' ,Skill Factor III No.

Skill or Knowledge Category Reading Use of a Iele \rant Language Scale Value.2.0
Occupation - Radiologic Technologist ' Level 3

Refers to Task Code .No(s) ..'353 370 371372 373

flt,,

Is there.Cross Referen e? .Yes(") ...No( ) If yes, see footnofe(s).

Content: A graduate tithe program- at this _educational'level must be able'to-

read and comprAend the, meaning of any printed or' written material (in'an
appropriate laThguaggel5 with a suffi1cient degree of precisiog, to accomplish

the folllowinoactivities, based on'the preciseness of .comprehension of the'
materials read:

®
110

y... .

1. Reading agenda of meeting, and own notes (Task 353).

Readiv'information on requisition sheet to determine who is involved
in procedure, the procedure, the equipment ord4red, the location, time
and/or other orders (Tasks 370,_371, 372, 373).

,

6

4

40

/t

.

410

(

/A.

CroA Referenc-efFootnotes:' See The Following Curriculum ObjO'ctives:
pme scale yalu'e"appears 54 55 56 57 59.

/
igher- scale v lue appear§ in: 60 61.62..63%

t,
.

*.

.
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CURRI0ULUR OBJECTIVE SHEET A ,

4 'Page 1 of 1
-

. Type of Objective Skill, -.;.' ", '.Factor - A No. 59

.y Skill or Knowledge Category. Reacting Use qf a Relevant Language Scale ValuR 2.0
Occupation Adpinistratj.ve Tvhnologi1.- t , . . , Level 3

- Refers to Task,C641 No(s) .: -76_128 129 1311272 277.b3 294'
'

Is there 'dross Reference? ...Tes(X) ) If yes, ee fdotnnte(s).
146.1 '

a

Content: 'A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
.

read and upprehend the of.any pliinted or writtenmateiial.(-in an-
.

appyoprialPlanguage) with a sUfficient degree of precision to accomplish
!the following actikities, based on the preciseness of comprehension of.,,the

tmaterials read:

1. Reading labels, lists of supplies Or "'par, levels," instructions on tally
,h,ts t,sed to record'narcotis supplies, categ6rieS'on order, forms and

. control sheets, in *der to take inlheor or to order suppLfes
(Tasks 76, 128, 129).

2. Reading rerevareinformatiori on schedules' and/or requisition sheets in

assigning' staff to work assignment or scheduling patients for proce--
dares (Tasks 131, 272, 277). !

I
3. Reading writteh warning or evaluation of performer in order to decide'

whethei,to sign that it is acknowledged'(Task 2.93),.
,

, 4

4. Reading note ,,-rittr, personally or by co-worker, iread requisition
in orde7'to,tell staff cembef what activity is to be carried4Out(Task

-

44) .

. ,

-

,

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Cuilriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 54 55 56 57 58.
Higher scale value appears in: 60.61

.

a
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

4

4

Type of Objective' Skill
Still or Knowledge Category Readin

Ocaup4tion Patiamt Care Techni

Refers to Task Code No-(0.: 33 280

Fat IV No. 60

f a Relevant Lan uag Scale Value 5.0
Level 2

Is there cross Reference? ...Yes(X) .:.No( ) It yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be, able to

read and comprehend the Meaning of printed or,written Aterial (in an
101appropriate lailuage4 with a-sufficient degree of precision to omplish

the following activiteg,l'ased on the PreCengss. of comPrehensiO of thethe
read: ,

I :

.

'4%,

1. ,Reading p'atient t s
' chart to review relevanvt'tme.dical history in connec

tion with'remOval of sutures '(Task 3,3),,
. ..

.

,
"t

2. Reading leteer 'inform,ing performer of unusually' high monthly radiatiori

exposu?e or of high cumulative exposure and. /or requesting presence 1st
,..

S

411 interview (I-cask 280).

0

(_. , 1

,

.

i p;

.. . , , .,.t
.60e',.

. ,

Cr...,Refienee Footn'hte: Sc.C.-The Following CurrfcuLA Objectivs:
t

'Lower 'scale, value appears
Same sc,a1 value appears

r

lir:

in 61

54

132
r ,

55 56

63:
57 58 -59.

,
. .

.

,
411S- .A r

..

;
4 I .

-4b ' .
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE' SHEET

I
N. Pape 1 of,1

Type of Objective , Skill , Fac4pr 'Ill 4 No: _61

Skill or Knowledge Category Readkne Use of a Relevant Language Scale Value 5.0 ,

"Occupation . quality Assurance;Aide Level ;1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: '8 70 273 As,

-1104.

Is there Cross Reference? ....Yes(X) -tf yes, see.footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must e able to-
read and comprehend the meaning of any printed or written matrial (in an
appropriate language) with a sufficient degree of precision -to accomplish
the fol.lowng activities, based on the preciseness of comprehension of the

- .

materials read:

1./,:Readingoperator's manual in connection with problems in shuttirfg down
computerize4 transverse axial tomography equipment,(Task 8).

2. .Reading manufacturer's, cirections b reparing.refills of d eloper

andlor fixer for :{an processing o

pr:,cessors (Task 2,73).

o

^ *

-ray films (Task 70), or automatic

--a

,

Cross RZ-eferell.cc:? Yootnotecs: See The'Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scaJe,,v;alue,:appeat's. in: 54 55 56, 57 58 59.

a
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Pap I of i
Typq of Objective Skill Factor VI No. 62e
Skill or' Knowledge Category Reading Use_ of a Relevant Language ...Scale Value 5.0
Occupation °Quality Assurance Technician , Level 2'

'Refers to Task Code:No(s).:* 276 280
538 539 540 543 544 545 548 549 550

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X)

523144 525 527 529 530 531 532 533 535 537

553 5D4 556 v

...No( ) If yes, see footote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must,be .able to .

- read and comptehend the meaning of any printed or written material (in an
appropri to language) with a sufficient degree of precision to accompligh
,;:the fol lowing activities, based o the precislotess of comprehension oT the
mater'ials read: . .

1. Reading manufacturer's directions on preparing refills of--developer
and/or fxe.r Mr autozatic x-ray film processors (Task 276).

,

2. Reading Letter informing performer 4of unusually high monthly radiation
exposure or uf.high cumulative exposure and r requesting presence at
an interview (Task 2807.

Reading operatibr's manual in connection with problems in reParation,
mainte ce, check of calibration,or operation of retrieval functions

of --m ed transverse axial toilography equipment (Tasks 523, 524,

525,

Reading standard test qovernment Standards, test forms and
r;ecords,-and manufacturers' specifications in connection with tests Of
diaoostit radiogapny- equipment; ftim processors, Batches,

aTid.radiation monitoring (Tasks 529, 534531. 532, 633,
535, 537, '538, 539, 5:40-,' 543, 544, 545, 544, 549, 550).

3. Reading*descriptions of steps.to be followed in calibrating, processing,
reading,and recording radiation exposure in connection wieth dosfuretdc
fils or llnot dr,sin,eters (fack 5;1)

6. Reading instructi,-ms 13rente'ring, evaluating,and,i-eportinv personnel

raciati'on ey.poure data and initiating actin on dangerous levels.(Tas*

.

keadinYintrutions on hbw, to calibrate radiationAexposure'detction
instruments el4ctrical measuring ins&uments. denLtometers,
isermitomtt, other test in4trumehts (Task 556) .

,

-

crass l&frcnrc S he Follvw.ing (Turraulut. ftacctivc:

Lower scale-2 value appears id: 5=. Ti 56 57 58' 59.

Same scale value 1:-Tears in: 60 61 .

Higher scale vatic appe,fr,"in.level )s.

k

. .

I

Alt
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE $HEET Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective Skill' Factor. III , No 63
Skill or Knowledge Categofy Reading_Use of a Relevant Language Scale Value 5.0
Occupation, Radiologic Technologist , Level 3 .

Refers to-Task Code No(s).: 8l 280 3t5 356 35T358 359 360 361 362 36-3 364 365 366'
,367 368.364 375 380 381 382 383 384 385 386387 388 389 190374 376 377 378 379
463 464.465 466 467 468 491 -492 493 494-495 496 497 498 499 500 (*continued below)
Is t4exe Cross Reference? '...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes; see footnote(s).

.Content: .A graduate of the program at this educational level must,be able to
read and comprehend the meaning of any printed.or written materi,ill(in an
appropriate lang4age) wtth a sufficient degree. of precision to accomplish
the following activities, based on the preciseness; of comprehension of the
materials read:

\

1. .Reading req-Uisition sheet and patienr's, relevant medical-technical his-
.' tory to determine he examination called for, the part of the 'body, the

views ordered, the purpose, the patient involved, any speclAt consider-
ations; reading to check on.possible contraindications, radiation exposure
history, any prior preparatiospecial requests, medications or anes-
thesia ordered:'reading to learn patients condition, means of arrival,
wbcther.accompanied. any special euipment or contrast media ordered;and
any other information about how the procedureis to be carried out (all

listcc! tx. apt k 280).

2. Reading letter info14.in perfoimer of unusually high monthly radiation
exposure or of high cumulative expsure and/cr requesting presence at
an interview (Task 280).

I I

.. . .-
...

Cross Reference Footnote= See The Followdng Curriculum Objectives:
Lower Scale value appears in: 54 55 56 57 58 59.

'Same scale valunpears ini 60 61 62 and level 4.
Higher scale value appears -in level 5. / .

1 APO .

lc. 5_04-.6-02 503'50:4 5,1,5 506 507 508 d9 510 511 514 513 '5.14 515 516 #17 518 .519'526.
. .
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET ,
Page 1 of 1

Type of Obje-ctive .Skill Factor IV No.

Skill or Knowledge Category Written Use of a Relevant Language Scale Alue2.146.

Occupation Patient Care,Afde Level 1
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 278 279 295

Is there Cross Reference? ...y .(xy ..No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
t .

Content: A graduate of the program at,this educational level must beablero
convey meaning by writing or dictating (in an appropriate languaii9 with a
sufficient degree of precision in rhe.words, sentences, and/or parYgraphs.
formed to accomplish the following activities, based on the clarity of
meaning conveyed in the materials, written or dictated:

1.. Writing reason for delay or nonappearance of patient for examination
.

(Tasks 278, -'to 79)./

2. Making notes in preparatiOn for or during a-departmental meeting
(Task 295).

Cross Mtference Footnotes: See The Following Cur

SaTe scale value appears in: 65 66 68 69.

Higher siale-wflue. appears' in 71i.

um Objectives:

14

L 6



-CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill Factor IV No., 65

Skill or Knowledge Category Written Use of a.Relevant Language Scale"Value 2.0
Occupation Patient Caile Technician

. . Level 2--

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 33 156 181,243 522

Is there Cross Reference? -..`.Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of. the program at, this educational level must be ableil:to

cpnvey meaning by writing or dictating (in an appropriate language) with a

sufficient degree of precision in the words, sentences, and/or paragraphs
formed to accomplish the following activities, based on the clarity of
meaning convev.ed in the materials written or dictated:

1. Recording the patient care, treatment, or procedure carried out for
patient, any pafient reaction, patient's condition (all tasks fisted).

0

e

Cross4<eferente F,utnut_c,,,: tepee The Following COrriLulum 0-bjc!,:tivcs:

'Sage scale value appears in: "!* 66 67 68.69,

Hieer scalevalue.a71ppa-rs in: 70.

, 4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill ' Ya
...

ctor. VI Nb. 66

Skill or Knowledge Category Written Use of a. Iplevant Language Scale Value 2.9 ....;

..
Occupation Quality ASsuiance Aide 4, Level 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 134

rs there'Cross Reference? ...YesX) ) If yes, see footnote(s).
f ,

Content: ,A graduate of the program at this educational level' must be able to
convey meaning.by writing or dictating (in an approp iate language) with a
sufficient degree of precision in the words, gehte es and/or paragraphs
gibormed to accomplish the flowing acidvities, bated, An the clarity. of mean -

t hg conveyed in the materials written or dictated: .

. ,

1. Recording information on services performed, identificatiOn information,
referrals made in log btok or other'records-Trask 134).

d

A

1

P .

N

4

4 .

Cross Reference Footnotes: 'See The Following grrftulum Objectives:

Same scale value appearsln: 64 65'67 68 69.
Higher scale value.appears in: 70.

.

. d

It
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'CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET 'Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill . Factor VI No 67

°Skill or KnoWledge Category Written:Use of a Relevant Language Scale Value 2.0,.
Occupation Quality Assurance Technician '. Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).; 173 1-75 178 187'276 525 529 530 531 532 533-534 535
o 1r

536 537 538 539 5b0 543 544 545 548 549 -556
, /- )

.

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(y) ...No( ) IT yes, see-footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at-this educational level mu be able to
7"r"----c-O-nvey_ meaning by writing or dictating '(in an dppropriate Anguage) with a

sufficient degree.of precispn in the words, sentences, and/o 'paragraphs

formed to accomplish the following activities, based on the clarity of mean-

ing conveyed in Che_materials written'or dictateay:

1. Writing instructions ,for compensations to be made fj inaccuracy of ex-
posure controls such as timer, kVp or mA selectors, g:Nr making chdages on

techaique charts (Tasks 173, 175)..

2. Recording results of equipment test or radiation monitoring tests,
description of any problem or damage, or evaluation 4 test results;
recording what was done (all tasks listed)_.

Arross Reference Footnotes': See The Following CuTrictiJum Objectives:

Sdme scale vdlueappears in: 64 65 68 69.
Higher scale value appears in: 70.

.!

1,1
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CURRIftLUM OBJECTIVE SHEET . tt .
, Page 1 of 'I

,r..

ne of Objective Skill .actor 41 No. 6g
S 11 or Knowledge Category Written Use of a RelVant Language Scale Value 2.0
Occupa't .ion ,R,adiologic Technologist

'Refers to Task,C e ,o(s).: 81

366 367 368 37 371 372 373 374

,38A7 388 389'39 463 464 465 466.

Level '3

353 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365.
375 376 377 378 379 380 381 3'82 383 384 385 386 .

467 468'491 49240493-4% 495 496 (*continued below
Is there Cross eference? ...,Yes(X) ...No( ) If-yes, see footnote(s).

'Cont nt: A gra ate of the progva eduCational level must be able,to
convey meaning by writing or stating (in an appropriate language) with a
.s'uffioient degree of preeisi n in the' words, sentences, and/or paragipplis
formed to accomplish the following activities, based on the clarity of mean-

.

ing conveyed in the materials written or dictated.
-.-

1. Recording kr for "refakes",of radioaaphS or suggestions for addi-
tional views in c6nnectiotwith quality review of "plain film" radip-

- , graphs (Task 815... . ,.

V ' 4
9 noLes in prepaLtioil for or during a depArtmental- meeting

(Task 353). . -

s

*
1'5. Recording razii:;grr:phi: c---ination; including date, room, examination

the:/views taken 'including any serial films, the technical factRrs
used, ,film size, the'npm* of eAposures Aide of each view including
takes; ryording fluoroscopic and cine exposure time;'recording.the es;

'timated,andiation.dose to which patient_was exposed (if uptel.informa-
' tion oh dosage is avatlable);_recording any problem with equipment, any

special care provided patiege recording reasons any views called for
in the initial request could not be obtained (all tasks liated except
Tasks 81, 37.3, as,apprc:pciale).011._

4

.
4

Cross Refer c'ne inotnotes: -Sec
4

The Following Currirplom Objectivep-:,

Same scale value appears in: 64 65' 66'67 69 and level 4.
Higher scale value appeaTs in:. 71. #

.

. . ,'""

* 497 498 4.99 500 501' 502 503. 504 >05 50,507 508509 510 611 512 513 514 515
.

5.16 517 518
.

519 526. ,

JP



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE' SHEET Page 1 of 1

1

Type of Objective Skill Factor A No. 69

Skill or Knowledge Category Uritten pse of a Relevant Language ,Scale Value 2,Q
Occupation' -Administrative Technologist - Level 3

Refers to Task,Code No(s) .: 165 293
.

*

'-

Is there Cross Reference? . .Yes(X)- ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level 'mist be able to
.Convey meaning by writing or dictating (in an appropriate language) with a
sufficient degree of-precision in the words, sentences, and/or paragraphs
formed to accomplish the following activities, based on the clarity of mean-
ing conveyed in the materials written or dictated:.

ri

1. Making personal note for own use about staff member's excessive,late
ness,..absenteeism,or abtseof lunch or break times, for later use in
private meeting with staff member (Task 165),.

2. Writing comments about written evaluation of own work made by super-
visor,to indicate performer's own opinion (Task 293).

I

ti

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears in, 64 65 66 67 68.-
Higher seale value appears in: 70.
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CURRI ULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
'Type of Objective SkA1.1

Ra e 1 of 1

Factor VI, No. 70

Ski11 or Knowledge Category Writte Use bf a Relevant Language Scale Valde 5.0

Occupation' Qualix Assurance
Refers,to Task ode No(s).: 550

clinician

54,

Level 2

I's there Cross Reference? . es(X) ) yes, see footnote(s).

Content; A graduate Of t = program at this.educational level must be able to

.
convey meaning by Writing oulictating (in an appropriat4 language)with a
sufficient degree f precisiln in the words, sentences, and/or_paragraphs
Ngormed to accomp sh the following activities, based-on the clarity of mean-
ing conveyed in he materials written or dictated:

1 Preparing a report for use by personnel such /S radiologists, tech-
nologist ,or nurses indicasting the-safest positions for personnel who
must retain 411 room during radiographic or fluoroscopic examination
based/on results of survey (Task 550).

2, Writing a letter 'arranging an interview for a staff member who has a high

radiation exposure incident or has aihigh cumulative dose level: pre-
paring reports for staff or governmt on individuals occupationally
exposed to ionizing radiation (Tpsk 554).

4

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 64 65 6667 68 69.
Same scale value appears in level 5.

4, t O
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Rase 1 of 2

Type of Objective Skill Factor IV . No. 71

Skill or Kilo ledge Category Decision Making on Methods ,Scale Value 1.5
. Occupation Patient Care Aide , Level( 1

Refers to Tas. Code No(s).: 98 199 262 279 281 282 283 287 295 490 520 52P

Is there C oss Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
carr4out the responsibility of exercising a choice over how to carry- ou6.'
the following task activities by chtlosing the appropriate option regarding
what to do, wh'at to use, or howto do the activities as appropriate to the
instances of the tasks as they present themselves, and within the guide-
lines provided for making the choice. The tasks or activities in which this
skill must be exercised are as follows:

a

1. Deciding whether patient can give urine specimen unaided; deciding way to
explain to patient how to provide clean catch urine specimen (Task 98).

2. Deciding whether to use oral thermometer to take theTatient'S teMper-
ature;. deciding whether to give pacifier-or bottle to quiet pediatric
patient (Task 199).,

3. Deciding whether to use another ECG machine; have replaceme4 or adjust-

ment made,or to adjust personally at.once or-at a later time if ECG ma-
chine is out of cardiograph paper or not recording adequaply (Task 262).

4. Deciding whether to send co-worker if no messenger is available to tr4As-
port patient for procedure (Task 279). .

5. .Deciding whether to notify co-workers to use isolation procedure when

handling patient in addition to attaching an index card to patkent's,
garients.indicating that this is an isolation patient (Task 281).

6.. Deciding whether to assist patient to get undressed ilood put on gown or 4'

redress; deciding how to assist patient (Task-282).

7. Deciding whether a dressfiTg requires the attention of more senior staff;
deciding whether to inform .101 nearby or call patient's ward ah describe

the situation (Tas 83). 0

8. Deciding whether patient need) to be fed; deciding how feed (Task 287).

9. Deciding Whether to make notes in preparation for departmental meeting;
deciding how to participate .at meeting (Task 295).

,

10. Deciding what sanitary pre:>atibils'to take with patient based on patient's-
condition (Task 490).

11. Decidihg how to fold sheet used tomummy'patiept based onthe access
needed tp parts of the body in the procedure ordered (Task 490).

1



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued ge '2 of 2

Type of Objective . Skill Factor IV No.

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Decision Making on Methods Scale Value 1...4

Content Continued

'12. Deciding whether to contactistJffsto receive more detailed o5ders` or in-

formatiqn before pteparing a patient for ECG monitoring (Task 520).

13. Deciding whether to circle (mark) an apparent hematoma at arterial punc-

ture site and/or to,report to appropriate staff member (Task 521).

To accomplish appropriate decision making on methods the student must be able

tcyin 'Fate the variety of situations likely to occur which would require mak-

in 'the apices, must be able to specify the chOices'available, and must be

le to state what appropriate guidelines there are in order to accomplish the

tasks successfully. The student should be able to list the choices, ,their in-

dications, and must be able to provide justifications for the choices.

4 )

/

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: ,72 73 74 75 76.
Higher scale value appears in: 77 78 79 80 81 R2 83 $4 85 86.

*
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEEN'
Type of Objective, Factor IV

Skill or Knowledge Category Decision Making onMeth9ds
Occupation Patient Care Technician
Refers to Task Code No(s).:° 143 181 298

Pose 1 of 1

No.

Scale Value 1.5
Level 2

Is there Cross Reference? N,..Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A gradu 'ate of Ehe program at this educational level must be able to

carry out'the responsibility of exercising a choice over how to carry out

the following task activities by choosing the appropriate option *egarding
what to do, what to, use, or how to do the activities as appropriate to the s

instaves of the tasks as they present themselves, and yithin the guidelines
provided for making the choice. The tasks or activities in which this skill'

. must b& exercised are as follows:
ft

1. In urethral catheterization, deciding whether to uselhandg for outer .,

wrapper of catheter and transfer forceps or uge sterile_gloves with cath-

eter; deciding on forceps or change of gloves after cleansing patient; de-

ciding whether to massage patient's abdomen and exert pressure to in-
duce voiding; deciding whether there is p,iri or resistance to passage..

of catheter sufficient to terminate (Tasks 143, 181).

2. Deciding whether to explain to accompanying adult how to help while
performer administers medication orally to pediatric patient (Task 158).

To accomplish appropriate decision making on methods the student-Must be-

3\able to indicate the `varier of situations likely to occur which would re-

quire making the choices, mu t be able to specify the'cho1ces available,
and must be able to state what appropriate guidelines there are in order tc

accomplish the tasks successfully. The student should be able to list the

choicds, their,indications for use and their contraindications, and must be
able to provide justifications for the choices.

/

Cross Reference Footnotes,: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same Scale value appears in: 71'73 74 75 76.
Higher scale value appears in: 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86.



CURRICULUM JECTIVE-SNEET Pagel of 2

A

Air

9

Type of Ob ctive : Skill Factor 'NI No. 11...-
Skill or Kn wledie Category- Decision Making on Methods 'Scale Value 1,5

- Occupation Quality Assurance Aide .

, Level 1

Refers to task Code NO(s).: -8'69 70 72 79 134 145 1.63 164 167 192 223 267 a97 552
/-

there-Croats Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( )' ,If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
carry out the responsibility of exercising a choice over how to carry out ''

the follow$ng task activities by choosOg the-approptiate option regarding
what tq do, iwhat-to'use, or how to do the activitieslis appropriate4o the
instances of the tasks as .they present themselves, and within the. guidelines.
provided making th'e choice. The tasks Or activities in whicH this skill
must' be exercised are as folloWg':-

1. Deciding whether to consult operator's manual, report problem to staff
member, call service organization, or have test runs made, or to make
.eest runs personally in connection,with Problemsin shutting down com-
puterized transverse axi41 tomography equipment (Task 8).

2. In film processingdeciding what identif4catian information to check
for,dependiiig on What type of film or study is involved; deciding what/
to use to enter missing information on film; deciding whether to,inyesti-
gate cause.of.artifacts that may appear on processed films (Task 69).

4r-

Decidingeether to check film hangers, check for light leaks, drying
temperatures in connection with regular inspection, cleaning, and ready- 1

ing of x-ray-film hand processing equipment (Task 70),

4. Deciding hov, to arrange' materials to be used in loadihg x-ray film. in

cassettes, holders, and/or cartridges (Task 72).

5. DeciAing appropriate cSay'to prepare,barium sulfate contrast medium'
based on4type pf examination, purpose, ingredients and proportions
ordered, -and the type of Patient involved (Task 79).

At,

6. Deciding the appropriate'place to obtain required information in order
to%fill out log book, tally sheet, or for instructional purpose (Task
134).

7. Deciding whether to ask.opinion of co-worker about defective or damaged
materials or throw' parts away irikconnection with:preparation for auto-

.

Laying (Task 145)- ,

9,

8. Ueciding.how to go about filling id cancellation.and other-, report forffis
based on the-information required and physician's required input (Task

1163).

9. Deciding whether it is apptopriate to inform co-Worker that'all.labels
'and forms to be used in proce.dure have been prepared '(Task 164).

29,1



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SUET (continued) Page 2 of 2

Type. of Objective Skill, Factor' VI 4o. 73

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory ,Decision Making on Methods Scale Value 1.5-

Content Continued,

10: Deciding how to arrange materials for inspection and cleaning of intensIa'

iying,acreensjn casselte holders; deciding whetitgr to replace oldior
- damaged screens, discard,or hav'them repaired (Task 167).

11. Deciding whether to remedy problem personally, 411 service,oj report
to supervisor in connection witb*inspecting, checkipg,and preparing
xeroradiography equiptaAt'for usg-(Task 192).

12. DOciding proper linens ro go on unoccupied bed or stretcher bed (Task
223).

13. Deciding whether to apply print c'oater to translucent film before or
after it is viewed by radiologist in csnnectipn With Polaroid processing

oex-ray film (Task 267):
A 1

rft

--14. :'Deciding what to do,to4Obtain a computer control card for serial filming'

if usable card with correct sequence is not available (Talk 297).
.

. 15. Deciding whether to remove insert in personnel monitoring badge a nd re-

place persbnally for each.staff member,or have each persondo this
for himself; whether to record personally.or have staff member sign

own name (Task 552).
§

To acc omplish appropriate 'decision making on methods the 'student must ke- able

to indicate the variety of situations likely to occur which would require

making the choices, must be able_to specify the choices available, and must
be able to state what appropriate guidelines there are in order to accomplish

the tasks successfully.. The,student should be able. to lit,the choices,

their indications for use and their contraindications, and mdst be able to

provide justifications for the choices.
,

CrossReference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objective:
Same scale value appears,in: 71 72 73 74 T5 76.

'Migher scale value appears 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 M.,:

'29.5
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page f,- -1
Type'pf Objective Skill . 1 Factor' y1 , No. .74

Skill or Knowledge Category Recision Making on Miethods Scale Value 1.5.

Occupation Quality Assurance Tedhnician . 1 Level ,2 -

Refers to Task Code No(s).4 523
10 .....

..._

Is there Cross Referenee?....Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: .A,graduate of, the program at thisilzducational level m st be able-to

carry out the responsibility of exercising a choice over how to carry out
the following task activities by.,choosing the appropriate ,bption regarding
what to do, what to use,or hoW to do the, activities as aproptiate to
the instances of the tasks as,,they preSent. themselves, andiwithin the guide-
lines provided for making the choice.. The tasks or activities in which
this'skill must be exercised are as follows:

1. Deciding whether to c4rry out tests, notify supervisor or, staff member
or outside s vice organization in connection with problem in preparing
computerized transverse axial tomography equipment foOse (Task 5230 :--

0

To accomplish appYopriate decision making on methods the stident must_be
able to indicate the-variety of situations likely to occur 4rhich would re-
.quire making the choices, must be able to spedify the choices available land
Must be able to state what.appropriate .guidelines thereire in order to ac-v
complfsh the tasks successfully. The.student should be able to list the

,: choices, their indications for use and their ontraindica6.ons, aid must be
T able to provide justifications for thechoices.

Cross Refredee Footnotes See The following:Curriculum Objectives:
Same. scale value appears in: 71 72 73 75 76.:
Higher scale lialue appear in: 77 78, 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 a6. .1

29(3



CURRICULUM )3BJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Skill

Skill or 15nowledigoCatego y Decision Making, on Met cods
Occupation . Radiologic echnologist S

r

Page 1 of '1
. ,pacfor III No.

-Scale Value 1.5

-Refers to. Task Code No 353 370 371 372 373

Level,- 3

is there Crosi Reference? ...Yes(X) ..:No( ) If yes, see footnote(a)

Concentr A graduate.of the program arthis educational level milt be able to
carry out the responsibility pf exercising a.chbice over how to carry, ut
the following task activities by choosing theippropriate option regarding
what to do,',what to use; or how'to-'do the activities as appropriate to the,
instances of the tasks as' they present themselves, and within the guidelines'
provided for making the choice. 'The tasks or activities, in which this skill
must be exercised are asfollowsilt

1.

, Ns

DeCidifig whether to make notes in preparation for departteiltal meeting;
deciding hew to-participate at meeting (Task 353).
t

Deciding whether to notify a staff member to clarify or complete infor-
mat.ion on )c-ray examination reggegt; dediding what prior preparations
are needed depending on whether mobile ,x-ray equipment will be brought,
accessories to be used, proper dress needed, and consultation with s.taff

'1

(Taias, 370, 371, 371, 373).
4 4

3. Selecting appropriate speed and type of x-ray film, grid,and 6assette
combinations depending on the equipment available,what Is appropriate for

. procedure,and standard institutional practices for operating room radiog-,
raphy (Tasks 370, 371; 333).

4, Deciding how to prepare x-ray film packet's ox use dental occlusal film
packets depending on what is available for ihtravisceral,operating room
'radiography (Task 372).

To accomplish appropriatedecision makipg on me thods the student must be
able to indiCate the, variety ofogituations likely'to occur which would re-
quire making the choices, must be able to specify the choices available,
a'nd 'mist be able, to stake what appropriate guidelines there are in order to
accomplish the tasks.suecessful4Y. The student should be able to list the _

choices, their indications for ase awl their contraindications, and must be
abl-to Provide jlistifications for the choices.

,

CrosOteferenceFootnotes:. See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears in: 71 72 73 74 76.
Higher scale vafne appears in: 77, 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86.

2(1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET . take. 1 of 1

Type of ObjectiVe Skill Factor A
Skill pr Knowl.edge.Categorr. Decision Making on n-MathodS
Occupation Atministrative Technologist
Refers to Task Code No(0.: 294

7.6

Scale Value 1.5
Level'r '

Is- there Cross Referencelk.Yes(X) ...No( ) -`If yes, see footnbte(s).

ConteInt: Agraduate of the program at this eddcational).evel must.be able to
carry out the ,responsibilitY ofexercising a choice over noW.eo_cany out-
thefollowing task activities -by'choosing the NDIAopriate option regarding
what to do, what to use, or how to do the activities as appropriate to, the
instances af 'the taMcs as they pr9sent themselves,, and within the guidelines
provided for making tke choice. .the, tasks or ac;ivitiesin which thin skill
mdstbe e4rcised are as follows: . 4-.

, . ,
, .

1. Deciding whether to tell staff member being assigned an,activity ghat to
' do in detail, refer to standard orderg, write out Information, or 'fill .

out requisition sheet (Task 294)..
... 't

.-

To accomplish appropriate decision making on methods the student myst_be
able to indicate the variety of situations likely to occur which would re-
quire making the Fhoices, must be ab]Je to specify thechoices available,
and must be able to state, what appropriate guidelines thereare in order to
accomplish the tasks successfully: The student should.beTable to list the
choices, their indications for use and their contraindications, and must be

-.able to provide.,justifications.fo4 the choices.
.

4

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum.Objectr:ves:
Same Scale v.O.ue appears in.: 71,72 73 74 75.
-Higher scalvalue appears 78 79 80 81 82 83 84.85 86.

A
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CURRICULUM OBJEIVR ET Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective , Factor IV . No. 77-

Skin or Knowledge. ategory Decision Making on Methods, Scale'Value 3.0.
Occupation,. . Patie t Car- Aide ti Level 1 .

Refers to Tesli, Code Nn(s) ..: 155 166 90 193 278 303
.. -,

Is there Cross'Reference? ,..NO( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

= Content: A graduate pt. the program at this eduea .opal level must be able to
carry, out the respbnsibility ofw exercising acho,lice _over how to carry out

- the following task: activities by choosing the apprbpriate option regarding
what to 'do, what to use, or how to do the activities as .approp-fiate to file
instances of the tasks} as they present themselves, and within he guidelines

A provided for making the choice. Thedtasks or aCtivities'in which this skill
± must lexmcised are as follows': '

\.-. .

1. 'Deciding how to instruct patient to prOvide urine specimen, whether to -
.

,

4.
assist, at what point to attach label, whether tashew spacimen,#take
to laboratory,or have staff member deliver (Task 55):

. ,

.2. Selecting what needs to be done in preparlitexam
\.,
inaelo

4.
n. or treatment-

room or isolation area for examination un er isolation or decontamina-
tion conditions;-deciding the clean-up to be done afterward (Tatk-.166).

.3. Selecting how to 'go about assisting a patient to or from a wheelcheir:
Stretcher, bed,or treatment table (Task 190).

or

4. Selecting what to do personally and what to ask co- worker to do in
readying a patient for radiography or similar examination or treatment
procedure (Task 193).

5. Selecting how to go about asking wars orfloor supervisor to avoid fte-'
quent missed patient appointments'and to notify depletment of cancella-

'tic/11s (Task 278) .1

,

6. ,Deciding whether to aye -co-worker fieed patient,encourage patient to
defecate and have co-worker report back. and /or tex.amine'brine or feces
specimen and report back (Task 3

T
03). N

.; '
1

to accomplish app.ropriate decision making on methods the student must be
4; able to indicate the variety of sAuations_likely to occur which would re=

,quire making the choicQs, mist bk able to spdcify the choices available,'-
and must be able ti-state what - appropriate guidelines there are in order
to accomplish the tasks successfully. The student should be -able to list
the choices., itheir,indiCations for use and:their contrain catiims, and
must 110 abl1 e to provide justifications for the choices.

.

Cross Refuence Footnotes: See The Following'Curriculum Objectives:
Lower s1cale value appears in: 71 72 73 7075 76.
Same scale value appears in: 78 '713 80 81 82.
Vgher scale value' appears in: 83 84 85

t 4 1 1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SlitiT, -1 /) . ,- Page 1 of 2 .

.
.Type of'Objectivt skill ,, :.: 't, '. IpTactor IV No. .

Skill or Knowledge Categety, Deasit7;h'Making oh Methods Scaple7777rt
"Occupation Patierit Care TeChtiCIAn ',', . '....

.

Level 2 .

Refers to Task Code t4O(.8).: .16 63 156 182 1185 243 299 308 I,. : ---r-
.. , -,.

et

4-,

. 14
Is there Cross Reference'? ...Yes(Xr ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s). 4.

Content: 4i,.graduate of the programat thisleducational level must be table to-
carry but the respqnsibilityof exercl,singta choice over how to carry odt
the following task activities by thoesing.ithe appropriate option reg4rding,
what Co dot what to/Use, Or how to do.che--activities'Its aparopriate,tg the .

instances of the tasks as they present themselves, and within thiguidelines..
.provided tor making the choiCe.. The tasks 0.r activities in which

.

tills skill
- .....

must be exercised A 4re as follows: , -
, .

t . °
.0 . . .

,

. n
,

.
. . .

1. Deciding whether to shave staff member prepare' labels or materials.for
. fblood sample'or deciding to prepare personally (Task 18).

I

2. Deciding wAether to delegats, ail or part.of task of removing pafient's,
sutures (Task 33), 4 . SP

4t

. 1
-.4,11.

3. Selecting steps appropriate to decontagnatiop technique,In' preparing
bronchial secretion'specimen for laboratory (TaS'k 65).

. .

, .
. 4 . -

.

4. .Deciding whether to have staff memlOr prepare medicatIonto be used in
intramuscular or subcutadeousjnjection; deciding whether; if the type

, , j of medication or dosage seems,ln error,'inappropriate, was..already given,
or is contraindicated by,allergy,to refuse to inject and report to phy-
sician (Tasks 133, 299). .

-5. Deciding whether to have staff
.

member bring materials and medications

\ ; .

for ir 'gatiOn pd/or dressing o wound oil opening for catheter, for

adminisration of oxygen 4,Tasks'156, 185).

.% ,

6. Deciding whether v.drapepatient who'will have suction Machine ap-
plied; deciding whether to cleansetarea strrounding'tracheal opening,

has to handle clean-up after procedure (Iaski182). , -,

7. Selecting the proper restraints to use for patient, (Task 243)-
t..

. .

.

nes

. . ,

8: Dec/ding whether to prepare patient for'ECC monitoring' personally or
_have another staff member do. this; deciding whether to,reposiopion elec-
trodes based on ECG display Mask 308).'

,

...

i * .

I
0
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CUkRI UM-OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued). Page -2.of. 2

Type o Objective qk smip Fact& IV No . 78

Ski1I .o Knowledge bagegory Decision Making on MethOds Scale-Value 3.0

, -

`Content Continued '

t
4 . .

...
''. ' . .

To acComplish,appropriate;decision planing on methods the student must be.
able to indlate the Variety of sitoati9ns likely to occur whin would re-

', quIre making the ,choices, must 'be able to specify the' choices *available;

'11 And must be.able to state what appropriate'guidelines there are in order.
.ee:, :to accomplish the' tasks successfully.,4. The7s,tudent'sho4d be a le to list

,the'Cbdices, their.ifidicatione for use arfd thetr,contrairid and must
.

"-'. be able to provide justi.ficationsfor the chqices.' p -
, ...

A

r

.4)

iF

Croti'Referente Footnotes: See -The Following Cufriculum Objectives:

Lowery scale value appears in: 71
-Sadie scale Vala appears in: -77

72

79

71 7475
80 $1 82.,

'M.-

Higher scale Njille, appeatT 83_84 85 86. ..

301
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cuRRruom OBJECTIVE SILEET Page 1 of 2

Type;of Objective, Skill Factor VI No. 79

Skill or Knowledge Category Decision Making oft Methods, Scale Value3.`0

acupation -Qdality AssUrance Aide . Lelfel 1

Rers to TaskCode No(s).: 7:1 80 95.135 136 147 18.4 227 273 274 275 284 300
ON 354 p.

/6 there Crois'Referencer ...yes(X) ...No( ) ,If yes, see fo4note(6).4
T

Content: A,graduate of die program at this educational level must be able to

11

caery out the responsibility of exercising a clioicelover how to-,carry but
1.

the forloWing task activities 'by choosing the appropriate option regarding

. what to dd, what to use, or how to dp the activities as appropriate to
the'instances of gie tasks as they pesdht theffiselves, and within'the guide-

lines provided for:makinthe choice. The tasks or activities in which this

skill must be exercised are as,follows:
,

.

1. Selecting time for,devepping x,-ray,films manually based on type' of film

and strength of developer solution; deciding when to agitate films. to

loosen air bubbres (Task,71).
,

4
2. Selecting.arrangementq.6f materialS.on-procedure tray, order of prep-

aration, whether to labej (Tasks 80, 274). ,.

..! ,
.

,

a -

3. Selectins tablet or dipstick method for iesting.urine for glucose or

. acetone depending on request, availability of materials,or'accmraCy

needed (Task 95).

.

'4. Deciding on-what to do in readying treatment or examination,room after '

use;' deciding whether to have soiled or -contaminatedroom cleaned by

sta-(f member or appropriate housekeeping departrient (Task 135).
- r

5. Deciding howand where to distribute contents ofi,non-narcotic supplies
delivered based on order, usual storage locations (Task 1364. ,.

#

6. Deciding whether to make changes on an X-ray machine technique chart

or make TIL (hart; deciding how to ,inform ,staff of changes in chart

(Task 147).

7. Deciding whether to have co-worker obtain Missing itAs or records, ob-
.

tain personally,or calll for replacement (Tasks 184, 227, 304, 154).

8. Deciding whether to clean roller assemblof automatic x-ray filmHpro-
cessdr by removing or while in position (Task 27)).

9. Deciding how to group scout-firms and counterpart post-injection films

in preparing subtrac'tion prints, how to group these with their respec-
tive subtraction prints after theyare made; selecting ma'terials;decid-

ing whether to redo any steps, whether to trim,Subtraction mask (Tasli

275)
.

/

a

(
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CURRICULUM:OBJECTIVE SHEET ksOnintied).- age 2 of 2

Type of Objective Skill Factor VI. No. 79

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Decision Making on Methods Scale Value 3.0

Content Continued

. Deciding whether to clean suction machine, wash collection bottle,or

have staff member do this in ,connection with check of presence and func-

tioning of equipment (Task 284).

11. Deciding -when to check aad submit accumulated check lists of services,
how to obtain missing information, whether to have.co-worker take to

appropriate office (Task 300). 1.
To accomplish appropriate decision making on methods the student must be able

to indicate th variety of:situations likely to.occur which would*require mak-

ing the choices, must be able to+specify tht choices available, and must be

able to state what appropriate guidelines there ark in"order to accomplish

the tasks successfully. The student should-be able to list the chOices,'their
'indiCations for use and theix contraindications, and must be able to provide

justifications for the choices.

Cross Reference FoOteRbtes: See The Following Gprrictilum Objectives:

Lower scale valu,p appears fn: 71 72 73 74 75 76.'

Same,scale value appears in: 77 78 80 81 82. .

Higher scale value appears in: 83 84 85 86.'

:303
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 2
Type of Objeetiveo- Skill Factor VI No. 80

Skill or Knowledge Gatsgory Decision, .king on Methods Scale Value 3.0
Oc ation Quality 10-surallel_Technician Level 2

Re s to Task Code No(s). : 78 173 175 1788/ 524 527 533-536 538.553 554

'Is there,Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see foOtnote(S).
4

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
carry out the responsibility of exercising a choice over how to*c.arry out
the following'rask activities by-choosing the'appropriate option regafding
what to do, what to use,:,or hoIto do the activities as appropriate to the

instances of the tasks ag4fhey present. themselves, and within the guidelines
provided formaking the chot.ce. The tasks or activities in which this skill
must be exercised are as follows:

1. Selecting 4ourcesto refer to in order to complete missing information'
on radiographs or Oth'e'r'diagnostic materials (Task 78).

2. Selecting further chacksjif x-ray-thachine timers aft.er spinning top test
depending on the pa,ttern of light and dark dots (Task 173).

3. Selecting means of informing staff-of compensations needed in technical
factor settings (changesopn technique chart for unit, posting notice,

telling stiaff personally }(Task 175).

4. deciding whether to dd spinning top test after noting timer problem during
jcheck; deciding whether to shutdown unit or report probliem to staff ...

after checking and, prepVing fluoroscOpe unit for use (Task,178).

5 Deciding whether to hay cassette checked for proper assembly after
checking film-scieen contact (Task-187):

-.-

6 Selecting steps for preventiVe maintenance oaf computerized transverse
axial tomography unit based ontype of equipment, what is regularly
done,or request to investigate (Task -524).

7 Selecting steps to correct or check problem while retrielling, displaying,
and/or cbpykng computefized transverse axial scans basdd on type of
equipment; selecting settings and controls appropriate to unit'( ask

527),_

. Deciding whethei to,check that standard xlray'film_processing cdpditions
are in use in connection with check of automatic exposure termination

<--,

of diagnostic -x -ray equipment (Task 533). ,

(

9. -Decidivg on hand tools, sequence of checkrein providing visual andrar
manual inspects on of diagnostic radiography system; deciding whether
to readjust draping of cables(lask 5.36).

1



CURRICULUM OBJEC SHEET (continued) Page, 2 of 2

'Type of Objectiv Skill - s. Factor\ VI No. 80

Skill or Knowle ge Cagegory Deciiion Making on Methods Scale Value 3.0
.. ,

J

Content Continued

10. .peciding whether to repeat HVL test at another.kVp setting if equipment
appears not lo be within,acceptable range in connection with check of
filtration of diagnostic x-ray-equipment (Task 538).

11'. Deciding whether to have ion cha eror automatic charting equipment
calibrated before use in reading film or TLD dosimeters; deciding aum-, /
ber of dosimeters

.to
use for cal bration; deciding whether to have film

dosimeters p"roCeNed by staff m ber or do personably (141 553).

,

-12. Deciding how to prepare letter/ reports and/or arrange interviews and
f011ow:rup incases of unusually high personnel dosage levels (Task 554).

.

To accompli4h 'appropriate decisiopmaking onmethods the student must be able

to indicate the variety of situations likely to occur which would require
makidg the choicesMust be able to spetify the choices available, and must
be able to state what appropriate guidelines there are in order to accomplish

the tasks successfully. The student, should be able to list the choices, -

their indications for dse-and their contraindications, and must be'able to
pAride'yistifIcations for the choices.

,

a

4

Cross Reference Footebtes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale .value appears in: /1 72 73 74 75 76. ,

Same scale value appears in: 77 78 79 81 82.
Higher scale value appears in: 83.84 85 86.

5
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET , Page 1 of 1

Type of Wettive Skill . Factor III No.'....§1L..
Skill or lilowledge Category Decision MakinKon Methods , Scale.Valde 3.0
Occupation Radiologic Technologist .

, , Lexiel 3

RefOrs to Task Code No(s)'.: 81 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385
386 387 388 389 390 463 464-465'466 467 468 497 498 499 500 501 562 503 504 505

506 507 '508 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516.517 ,18 519 526
Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If es, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be, able.to
carry out the responsibility Of exercising a choiceover'how to tarry out

the.fol1,6wing task activities by choosing the appropriate option regarding
what to do, what'Co use, or how to do the activities ,avappropriate to the
instances of the tasks as they present themselves an& within thekguiaelines

provided or making the choice. Tile tasks or activities in which this skill

mys:t be exercised ate as f011ays: 11,

1: D'6ciding wheper to recommend "retakes" of ra ioiraphs or aidi ional,
views based on requisition sheet orders while providing technical quality
review of "plain film" radiographs; deciding whether to ask opinion of

.radiologist about adequacy for 4iagnostig purposes; deciding whether to-
assist technologist or.e*plain what is needed; deciding whether to re-

port to sbpervisor--(tasf81)*.-

_ 2. Deciding whether to -bring to attend. fi of radiologist missing or inade-
quate information or possible contraindications, or to, ask about infor-
maticin to help in positioning or care of patient; deciding whether-to
personally prepare any materials or supplies; deciding whether to arrange
for isolation or decontamination procedures, whether to assist in trans-
pgrting patient froM holding area and/or too%-from'examirtion table
or Shave Jo-Worker assist; selecting appropriate steps to accommodate pa-'

tient's condition and mobility--in tasks involving tomography and/or
contrast riedi4 whore radiologist is ih.rharge (all tasks List-ed ecept

Task:81).
Ow'

_ To accomplish appropriAte decision making on methods the student must be able
to indicate the- variety -of situations likely to occur which would require
MAking the choiCes, must be able to specify the choices available, and must
be able t4 state what appropriate'guidelin -es there are in order to accomplish

the/Casks successfully. The student should be -able to list the choices,
"their indications for use and Oteir contraindications, and must be able t'o
provide justifications for the choices.

r

Crosswlleference Footnotes: 'See The Following curriculum Objectives:

Lower 6cale value appears in 71 72 73 74 75 76.

Sfame scale value appears in: 77 78 79 80 82.

Higher scale value appears in: 83 84 85 86.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIIE SHEET 'Page 1 of 1

Type of Objectilie 1 Skill Factor A No. 82

Skill qr Knqwledge Category Decision Making, on Methods Slale Valub 3.0
Occupation Administrative Technologist i Level' 3

Refers to Task,CodelNo(s).: 76 131 132 165 186 272 277 293

Pi

Is there Cross Reference? .....Yes(X) ...No( ) .If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduateof the prograp'at this educational level must'bp able to
cart out the resporigibility of exercising a choice over how to, carry cut

the following task 4g,tivities by, choosing the appropriate icptton regarding
what to do, what to use, of how to do the activities as approppriaje to the

instances of the tanks as they present themselves, and within'the guidelines
provlided for making the, choice. The .tasks or activities 4n Which this skill

must be exercised are as follows: .

.

ir
.

,.-'

t ,
\.

L. Deciding supplies to order based oreinformation on supplies on hated and
requests- for supplies (Task 76).

4
. 4 , *

2, Deciding whth*r tojeagstgn staff members to duties'and/Or to apk super-,
visor for adclitional help (Task 131).

, A
. ' \

3'. .De4ding whether furniture or equipment needs to be repaired by assess-
ingepersonally or obtairang'infbrmatiOn from staff-(Task 132). -,

. .
.

4. Determining whether, -staff member has..been excessively Absent, late,or

' atigsive of lunch and/or break timed; deciding whether to raise issues
*personally or inform supervistr (Task"165).

. ., . 4. ,

5.4, Deciding what procedures are relevailt_to neWtstaff and should be included.

in orientation.(Task 186)2, .,

,..- , .4

4

.

. :

6: Deciding whet characteristics suCh as urgency, 'd Of seriousness of

onaition to take "accoun.e of in preparing patient schedule (Tasks 272,

( 77).
.

7. Deciding whether a meetingis'fteCessa with supervisor to discuss own

: problems of problems with 'own subdrd nates (Ta\gk 293).
up .

. ,
.

Tobaccomplish appropriate decision making on methods the student mUst.be
able.,to indicate the variety of 'situations likely to occur which would re-
qdisre.mdking the choices, mist be able, to specify the choicesd.Vailable,
and must be.able to state what appropriate guidelines thbre are.'in'ororer to_
accomplish the tasks successfully. The student should be able to'liost the

choices, their indio'ations (fox use and their contraindications, and must be
ableto provide justifications for the 'choices.

Cross deference Footnotes: 'lee The Foljcwihg ,Curricultm Objeftives:

Lower scale value appears` -in: 71 72 73 74 75,76.

Sams scale value appears in 77 78 79 80 81.

Higher scale value appears 83 84 85 86.
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CURRICULUM OBJEC T

111.

Pa 1 of

.Type of Objgctive Skill Factor IV No.

Skill or Knowledge Category -Decision Making on Methods Scale Value 4.5 .

'Occupation Patient Care Aide - Level. 1

Refers to task Code No(s).: 73 113 138 290

0

Is there Cross Reference? ,..Yes(X) ) If yes', see footnote(s).

Content: ,A graduate of the program at this, educational level must be able to
carry out the responsibility of 'exercising a choice over how to carry out

the following task activities by choosing the appropriate option regarding .

what to do, what to use, or how to do the activities as appropriate to
the instances of the tasks as they present themselves, and within the guide-

linesprovided for making the choice. The tasks or activities in, which this

skill must be exercised are as follows: . , .
.

,

.,. .
,

1. Deciding how to reassure patient or accompanying adult about procedures,
explain what will- happen, answer questions .(Tasks 73, 11'3, 290f).,'

2.
,

-Deciding what to bring to physician's attention regarding symptoms or
concerns manifestd by patient (Task 138).

)1.To accomplish appropriate decision making on 'methods the student must be

able to indicate the variety of situations likely to occur which would re-.
quire-making the chOices, must be able to specify the choices available,
and must be able to state what' approprfate.guidelines there are in order

:, 10-. to accomplish the tasks successfully. The student should'be able to list
the choices, their indications for use andtheir.contraindications, and must
be able to provide justifications for the choices.

. .

.Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Fplowilig,Curricdlum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 71 7.2 75 76 77 78 79 80 81,82.

Same scale value appears in: 84 85.
+ligher scale valud appears in: 86. .
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CURRICULUM .OBJECTIVE SHEET .Pagi .4 of 1

Type of Objective. .Skill Factor. VI No. . 84

Skill or Knowledge Category Decision Making on Methods Scale-Nslue4.5
Occupation Ouglity AssurSnce,Tech, clan - .

Level 2'

Refers to'filisk Code go(s).: Z76 525-579 530 531532 534 535 537 539'540 543 144 .

545 548 549 550-556 ,

Is there Cioss Reference? ) If-yes, see footnote(s).

-

Content: A graqate of the orogram at thiseducational level must be able to

carry, out the, responsibility of exercising a choice over how to carry out

the following tas15. activities by clioosing the appropriate °pawl regarding
, what to do, what to'use, or how to do theactivities as appropriate to the

instances Of'the tasks as they present 'themselves, and Within the guidelines

provided for making the choice'. Th'e. tasks or activities in which this skill

must be e-exercised areas follows:

1.' Deciding how to, locate so -urce of problem in automatic x-ray film proces7

'sor; deciding whether to do minor repair personally or have repairs,

done (Task 276).

2. /Deciding on checks to'make after.having encountered problems in
_check of calibration and accuracy' of computerized transverse axial

tomograkty :equipment (TaSk 625).

Selecting appropriate test proeedures'and "sequences based on options

availab4,e, type,9f equipment, and.other -tests to be run' on diagnostic;

x -ray equipment (all tasks listed except Tasks 2781and 525).

. .

To accomplish appropriate decision making on methods the student must be

able to indicate the Variety ofsituations likely toioccer which would re=

quire making the choices, must be able to specify the choices available,

and must be able to state'what appropriate guidelines there are in order

to accompli the tasks successfully. The .student should be,abJe to_list

,the their indications for use and their contrairidicatioq and

musibe able to provide justifications for the choices.
- 0

7

. .

S.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See,Tbe Following Curriculum Objectives:

LoweT scale value appears in: 71 72 73 74 75.76 77 78 79 80 81

Same sca.le value appears in: 83 85.
Higher-scale value appears im 86 and level 5.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

* It

Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective . Skill . ---Ferotor, III No Z.....__
Skill or

.
Knowledge Category Decision Making on Methods ' Sca e Value4.5

,

Occupation Radiolo ic Technologist . Level 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 355 356 357 353 359 360 n61 362 363 364)65 366 367
368& 369 491'492 493 494 495 496 '

i
. ,

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No(') If yes, see footnote(s)`
4

Content: A graduate of the program at this,, educational level must be able to
"carry out theirosponsibility of exercising a,choice over how to carry out

the following task activities by dhoosing the appropriate option regarding

what to do,,what .to use, or hbw to do the activities as appropriate to

the instances of thetasks as they prsent themselves, and within the guide

lines provided for making the choice. The tasks,or activities in which this

skill must be exercised are as follOws:
.41

1. Deciding on accessory equipment, technica.1 factors, shleldipg, Apd Jur-

mobiltiation.Aquipment appropriate for pa'tlent'S age, sex, size, condi

tion,and the examination ordered; deciding whether to order isolation

procedures (all tasks listed above).

2. Deciding whether to bring to attention of supervisor or radiologist

missing or inadequate information,or possible contraindicaUons,or
ask 'staff about limitations on patient's mobility--in "plain film" pro --4v

cedures where radiologist is not generally present (all tasks Listed
above except Task 369). -

3. DeCiding whether any exppsures tan be eliminated, whether patient can

be examined in the standard pos.itions called for,or whether to substi
tute alternative positions to achieve the same projedtions and accom

plish the purpose of the examination (all tasks listed above except

Task 369). -

,s,
-74-i,

4. Deciding whether t6 ptovide emergency care oY call'pa0.ent's condition

to attention of physician (all tasks listed above exApt task 369).

5. Deciding w}-tilt mobile diagnostic xray unit.is most appropriate,.taking

account of examination ordered, exposure technique; flexibility needs
in positioninailine voltage available; deciding where to place equip
ment at4eatierWs bedside (Task 369).

To accomplish appropriate decision makirig orr-m s the student must be

able to indicate the variety of situations lilcetY to occur which would re
quire makip.r the choices, must be able to specify the choices available,'

and must-be .41e to state what Apropriate guidelines there are in order.

accomplish the tasks success ly. The student should be able to listt. 1-

the choices; their indications for use and their contraindications, and must

be able to provide justifications for the choices.
4

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 71 72 73 74 75 76`-77 78 79 80 81 82.

Same scale value appears in: 83. 84 and level 4.
Higher scale value appears in: 86 apd level 5:

4,
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CURRrCULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET ft*.
,

Palm 1 of 1

Type of Objective "-Skill Factor IV ,No. 86

Skill or thowledge Category Decision Making on Methods Scale Value 7.0
Occupation Patient Care Technician y Level
Refers Ito Task Code No(s) .: 296 o

Is there Cross Reference? ...YetWO ...No( ) If yes: see footnote(s).

Content:* A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
car out the responsibility of exercising a choice over bOw to carry out
theMollowing task activities by choosing the appropriate optiOn regarding
what to do, what to use, or4low to do theaCiivities as appropriate to
the instances.of the tasks as they present themfelves, and withiir the guide
lines prOvided for making the choice. The tasks or activities in which this. ,

skill must be exercised are as followS:

1. Deciding what proc ures t carry out in providing first aid or emergency
care to patient b sed on own examination of patient to determine the.
nature Ad sev of symptoms (Task 296).

IF

To accomplish appropriate decision making on methods the student must be
able to indicate the variety of situations likely to occur which would re
quire making the choices, must be able to specify the choices available,
and must be'able to-stag what appopriate guidelines there are in order to
accomplish the tasks successfully. The student Sfihuld be able to list the
choices, their indications for use and their contraindications, and must be

pable to provide justifications for the choices.

-

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale.value appears' in: 71 72,73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 8184 85.
Same scale value appears in level 4 of Tatient care and level 5..
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of ObAceive Skill _
Factor IV ,No.

Skill or Knowledge Category ,Decision_Makine_on_ittplity ScaleliE777.77
Occupation Patient Care Aide , Level 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).:, 153

Is there Cross Reference?, ...Yes(X) .HoL( ) If yes, see-footnote(s).

Content,: A graduate of the_program at this educational level must be able tQ

. ahry out the respovibilit'y of exercising control over the quality of hiss

or her task performance in the area of latitude provided between minimum

Aandarda and the highest possible quality that can be achieved. Activities
rin wtlich.this skill must be exercised are as follows:

A

1. Taking care to attend to patient's comfort while assisting physician or
co-worker in special examination or treatment procedure (Task 153).

To accomplish appropriate decision making on quality the student must be
able to indicate the miminum standards for acceptable performance of the

task- or for the outputs of the task, must be able to Indicate what lati-

tude above the minimum standards is available to the performer td improve
the quality, and must be able to indic,te what priorities should be used

tto exercise judgment bn when and whore- to exceed minimum standi"ids of quality.
0

J

A

lo°

A

. ,

k,

Cross Reference Footnote,;: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

1

Same scale value appears in: 88.
It

Higher scale value appears in: 89 90 91 92 93 94 6 97 98 99 100 101.102 103

104 105.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET i Page I.of 1
Type of Objective Skill Factor 'IV 'No: 88 .

Skill or Knowledge Category Decision Making on Quality Scale Value 1.5
4 ' Occupation _Patient Care Technician , Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).:. 198

Is there Cross Reference? ..:Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(S).

Content: kgraduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

'carry out the responsibility of exercising control over the quality of his'
or her. task performance in the area of latitide provided between minimum
standards_And the highest possible quality that cAn be achieved. Activities
in whin thisskill must be exercised are as folloWs:

1. Taking care to measure out medication to be adininistered orally (when
Quantity dill bt checked) (Task 198).

To accomplish appropriate decision making On quality the student must be
able to indicatrOhe minimum standards for acceptable perfOrmance of the
task ox-Tor the outputs_of the task, must be able to indicate what lati-
tude above the minimum standards is available to tie performer to improve
the quality, and must.be able to indicate what priorities should be used
to exercise judgment.on when and where to egfeed minimum standards of quality.

f

,Cross Reference tobotnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same tcale value appears in: 87.
Higher scale value appears in: 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 1Q2 103

104 105.
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.CUtRICULUM OBJECTIVE eHEET,

:

1

I 1,

t

'Page _l of, 1

. Vpe=of Objective S , Factor. iv -No. 1M
Skill or Knowledge Cate y Decision Making on Quality Scale yalue 20
Occupation Patient Care Aide ' Level __lam

. Refers to Task Code No(p).: '193 199 1

Is there Cross Reference? .Yes(X)';!.N0( )-*If yes, pee footnot'e(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at thiseducational level must be able to

carry out the fesponsibility of exercising control over the quality of his
or her task pePformance in the area of latitude provided between minimum
standards and the highest possible quality that can be achieved. 'Activities
in which this skill must be exercised are as follows:

1. . In readying patieqt for examination, taking care to positibn patieAnt so

that area to be exposed is accessible (Task 193).

Z. In evaluating vital signs, taking care to note and report those that'
appear abnormal (task 199).

Ad,

To accomplish appropriate decision making on quality the student mustbe
able to indicate the minimum standards for acceptable performance of the
tasks or for the outputs of the tasks, must be able to indicate what,lati,
tude above the minimum standards is available to the performer to`improve.-
the quality, and must be able to indicate what priorities should be used
to exercise judgment on when and where to exceed minimum standards of quality.

,1`

z

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 87 88.
Same scale Value appears in: 90 91 92.
Higher scale yalue appearsin: 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 1761'102 103 104 105.

sr,
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CURSICULUM.OBJECTIVESHEET 41, .
. .
.Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill Factor IV - No. 90

Skill.or Knowledge Category Decision Making on'QualitY Scale Value 2.0

Ocupatiou Patients Cart Tgarttician Level 2

Refers to Task Code Nots).:- 1108 -

t
I.

Is there Gross Refe ence?, ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational 10%1 must be able td.

carry out the resiOn'Sibility'of exercising control over the'quality of his

or her task performance in-the.areeof latitude provided between minimum

standards'and the highest possible quail that.can be achieved. Actidlties

in which this skill must be exercised e as follows:,

1. In monitoring patient's ECG,taking care to note and report any,knoWn

emergency signs or unusual readings (Task 308).

To accomplish appropriate decision making on quality the student must be

able toindicate the minimum sfandardsfor acceptable performance of the

task or for the outputs of the.' task, must be able to indicate what

tude above the minimum standards is available to the performer to improve
.the quality, and must be able to indicale what priorltiesshould be use to

exercise judgment on when and where to exceed minimulfstandards of quality.

tme

9 r
.N

4

,.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The FollowinglCurricurum Obreceives:
-

Lower /scale value appears in 87 88. ,

Same scale value appears in:,89 91 92. . .".,

Higher scale value appears "in: 93 94 95 :96 '97 98 99 100 101 102103 10e105.
4t

#
- s

I
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URRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page I of 1
type e of Objective Skill. Factor VI No. 91

Skill or Knowledge'Category Decision Making on Quality Scale Value 2.0
f/ccu6atiOn Quality Assurance Aide Level 1

Refers-td Task Code No(s).: 275 297

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(N) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: 'A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
carry out the responsibility of exercising control over the qualiby4?f his
or her task performance, in the area of latitude provided between minimum
standards-and the highest possible quality that can be achieved. Activities
in which ?Illsskill must be exercised are as follows:

1. In preparing subtraction prints, taking care during the v_arious stages
to evaluate the output using own high standards of qua,litk (Task 275).

2. In obtaining computer control card for serial cassette changer, taking
care to check tiat card is not mutilated (Task 297).

To accomplish appropriate decision making on qualitrthe, student must be
able to indicate the minimum standards for acceptable performance of the

-tasks or*,for the outputs of the tasks, must be able to ndicate what_lati-
tude above the minimum standards is available to the pe former to improve .

the quality, and must be able to indicate what priqritie should be used to
exercise judgment qn when and where to exceed minimum standards of quality.

11

+11

Cross Reference Footnotes: 'See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in 87 8§.('Same scale valtleappears in; .89 90 92. . , .

Higher scale *alue appears in: 93 94 95 9.6 92198 99 IOU 101 102J03 104,105.

.r ).



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET 6. Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill Factor
Skill or Knowledge Category Decision Making on Quality
Occupation RadiOlogiC Technologist

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 464

III No. 92

Scale Value2.0
Level 3

fa.

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate oiete program at this educational level.must be able to
carry out the responsibility of exercising control over the quality of his
or her task performance in the area of latitude prOvidedbetween minimum
standards and the highest possible quality that can be achieved. Activities
in which this skill must be'exercised areas follows:

1. In providing technical assistance, for a fluoroscopic examination of
. a patient, taking care to preselect appropriate-technical factors for ,

spot filming and TV brightness controls for preaiminary,:viewing; being

careful to tell physician about any apparent contraindications to i
examination based on review of requisition sheet (Task 464).

To accomplish appropriate decision makink on qualitythe student must be
able to indicate the minimum standards for acceptable performance of the
task or for the outputs of the tas, must be able to indicate what lati-
tude above the minimum standaids is available to the performer to improve
the quality, ap.d must be able to indicate what priorities should be used
to exercise jucilment on when and where to exceed Minimum standards of quality.

A

Cross Reference FOotnOtes: See Tiie,Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 87 88.
Same scale value appears in: 8'9 9Q 9,1:

ti'
.' al

Righer scale value appears 141:,.9.3 94 T5-96 97 98 99 100 101..

,
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...CURRICULUM OBJ TIVE SHEET .. ' Page 1 of 2
Type of Object ve Skill , 'e, FaCtor IV No. 93 . ,

Ar 'Skill o Knowledge Category -Decision Making oQuality Scalp Value 3.5
Occupation Patient Care Aide ' Level 1

Refers to Task Code No(a).: 166 262 22.8 281 282 283 290 291 292 302 303 490 520
e

521- %

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footno,te(s).

Content: A graduate of The program atthis,educational level must be able to
carry out the responsibility of exercising control over the quality of his
or her task peiformance in the area of latitude provided betweeniminimum
standards and ths,highest possible quality that can be acheived. Activities
in which this skill must be exercised are as follows;

I 4
ifr

.t.

.
,l. In us isolation and-decontamination techniques to prepare

,
an exami-

nation or, reatment'rooM or area and/or clean up afterwards: taking care
to be thoough in disposing of contaminated materials and in following
personal isolation technique (Task 166).

---

._ 2. In taking,an ECG of any patient, taking care to properly standardize ,

machine beforehand (Task 262). ..

3. In requesting no recurrence in the future of nonappeardhce of patients
for examinations or treatment, taking care to speak to supervisor in a
manner to; elicit cooperaticin (Task 278).

4. In littachin-g Cards to patients', garments'l'aitating special conditions
requiring isolation technique or otherspecial care, taking care to be
sure co-workers are aware, such -as notifying them personally in additiOn
to attaching cards to patients (Task 281).

5. In escorting adult patient to and/or from dressing rooms, treatment
roods, and/or waiting areas, taking care to note whether patient -needs
assistance in-undressing, and providing assistance to patient (Task 282).

6. In reinforcing wet dressing or applying dry dressing, taking ca;-1 to

aPply neatly and for least, painful, later removal (Task 283).

7. In changing.a patient's colostomy bag, taking care to be thorough in
cleansing stoma and other soiled parts of patient's body (Task 290).

8. In .taking 'a non7pediatric patieRt's temperature with an oral thermometer,
taking Care that thermometer is correctly placed and held, in patient's
mouth.(Tas.k 291).

9, In examining appearance of fresh stool or urine specirden, taking care
to determine what, X° report:to the staff member who asked for evaluation
of appearance of specimen (Tasks 292, 303). K 4

11

4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued). Page 2 of 2

IType of Objective Skill Factor IV No. 93

Skill or Knowledge Cagegry Decision Making on Quality Scale Value 3.5

Content ContinUed

10. In placing or making a call for a patient, taking care to determine,
deliver,and/or relay message accurately (Task 302).

11. In mummying or wrapping a pediatric patient, making sure that testraint
is snug, not too tight, and that limbs are in proper, alignment without

discomfort to patient (Task 490).

12. In preparing a patient and attaching electrodes for ECG monitoring,
being careful to ask for additional information if orders are hot

-clear (Task 520).

13. In applying digital or manual pressure to a patient's puncture site,
taking care in instructing patient on how to4hseale reneWed bleeding '

after performer leaves (Task 521).

Jr.

To accomplish appropriate decision..making on quality the student must be
able to indicate the minimum. standards for acceptable performance of the
tasks or for the outputs of the tasks, must be able to indiCate wtlat
tude above the minimum standards is available to the performer to improve,
the quality, and must be able to bndicate what priorities should be used
to exercise judgment on when'and where to exceed minimum standards of quality`.-

t

C

a

Cyoss'' Reference Footnotes:, See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 87 88 89
Same scale value appears in: 94 95 96
'HIgher'scale value appears in: 99 100

90 91
97 98.

101 102

92..

103

'

104 105. i
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
..

' (" . Page 1 of l'
. -

,Type lier Objectivi Skill
41.

Factor IV ' No. 94

Skill or Knowledge:Category Decision Making on Quality ----- Scale Value 3.5
Occupation Patient Care TechNici7an Lqwel 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 18 33 65 280 298 522

It there.Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at thit educational level must be able to

,carry out,the responsibility of exercising control over, the quality of his
or her task performance in the area of latitude provided between minimum
standards andthe highest possiblegualy that can be achieved. Activities
in which this skill must be exercised are as follows::

1. In drawing blood roth a niqn-pediatric patient's vein, being tit:eft"): to

select the appropriate Vein, pUncture. properly, or ask for help if
. performer has difficulty in-finding the, vein (Task 18). '

. 2. In removing a patient's sutu res, taking care to exaFine the sutured
,area and' ote the conditia and healing; deciding to irrigate or have
'antibiotics prescribed when appropriate (Task' a3).

3. In preparing Specimwkfor the laboratory, taking care in handling
when picking out tissue fragments or dealing with bronchial washings
(Task 65).

J
4,. In participating in monitoring of personal exposure to radiation, being

alert to possible accidental or excessivepersonal exposure; notifying
designated staff member (Task,280).

5. In. administering medicatipn orally to any Patient without prior check
by physician, taking care to measure carefully and check,for.any signs
of deterioration, prior ,to admini tering (Task 298).

6. In 'applying a pressure dressing to a punettire site, taking care to Note
,whether wound shows appearance of problem such as lack of pulse, hema-

'. toma,i.swelling; reporting this at once (Task 522)-.

To accomplish appropriate -,decisioa making on quality the student must, be
able to Indicate the minimum standards for acceptable performance oT the
'tasks or for the outputs of the tasks, must be are toindicate what 'lad-.
tude above the minimum staqdards is 'available to the perforper to improve
the quality, and must beablp to' indicate what priorities should be used
to exercise judgment on when and where td,exceed minimum standards of quality.

.4
Cross Reference Footnotes: ,See The'Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale-value appedrs in: 87 88 89 90 91 92.
Same scale value appears in:, 93 95 96 97 98.
Higher scale value appears iA:, 99" 100 10.3,-102 103' 104 105..

I v
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEtT 1 Of 2

Type of Objective , ,Skill Factor VI No. 9

Skill or Knowledge Category' Decision Making on, Quality
Occupation Quality Assurance Aide
Refers to Task Code No(s):: 8 70 71 72 80 95 134 135 147 167 192 223 227.260 269
273 284'286 304 319 354 551 552 -

Scale Value3.5
. Level 1

01/

.Is there Cross Reference? ..".Yes()i ) If yes, see foocnote(s).

Content'!'. A graduate of the program at this educational level must bke able to

carry out the'respongihility of exercising. control over the quality of his
or her task performance in the area of latitude provided between minimum
standards and th%filhikhesb,possib/e quality that can be achieved. Activities
in which this skill must be exercised are as' folliows:

. In shutotpg down computerized transverse axial tomography equipment,
taking care to note vihether there are any problems with 'equipment
(Task 8) .

'2. in readying x-ray film hand dr,automatic-Otocessing:eqUipment f use,

taking care to check for signs of contamination, dirt, or exhaustion
of developer and fjxer solutions and water bath (Tasks 70, 273).

,
3. In processing x-ray films manually, taking care to agitate films to

loosen. air bubbles (Task 71).

4. ..In.loadchg or processing x-ray films; taking care to handle films to
avoid creating artifacts (Tasks 71, 72, 269, 551, 552).

/. In preparing procedure tfays, checking for emergency suppliesi or ready-'
ing emergency .cart, taking care4to check the condition of equipment
and medications (tasks 80, 227, 304).

6. In teAing urine sample using tablet method, taking care to measure out
. exact amount bf drops of water and Urine (ask 95).

7. In recording information 4'or recoi.d keeping, billing, 'or instruction,
taking care to obtain all missing information and make any relevant
special notations (Task 134).,

8. In cleaning at examination or treatment room after use, taking extra
care to clean up any items or areas that may have been contaminated
(Task 135).

, . ,

9.. In preparing or changing a technique chart for a specific x-ray machine,
taking care to make anew chart if the existing one is worn or has many

changes on it; taking care to make sure all appropriate staff are aware,
of changes (Task 147).

10. In inspecting and cleaning intensifying screens in x-ray film cassettes,,
taking rare to separate all those that require cleaning from those that
should be replaced (Task 167).

321
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE WET (continued) Page 2 of 2

P 95'Type of Objective
. Skill Factor la No.

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Decision Makin k on Quality / Scale Value

Content, Continued

11. iT6 preparing'xeroradiography equipMent for use, beingcareful to note
any problems rh Oality of test xeroradiograph (Task 192).

12. In making unoccupied bed or stretcher beds taking care to have-bed
neat and bedding properly tucked in and smootA-(Task 223).

.1 . ,

13. fh preparing syringe with medication to be injected, checking expira-
tion date,any signs of deterioration (Tasks 80, 227, 2604 304).

14. .In checking'oxygen or suction equipment, dficiding to clean 4k there is
any possibility that' equipment may need it

.

(Tasks 284).
t

r`
4,

15-. In folding and storing
(

linens, taking care to do this neatly (Task 286).

16. In applying print coater to photographs, taking car& in handling and
stacking prints so as not to mar '(Task 319)!.

17. In obtatning patient records for use in procedure or conference, taking
care to check for and/or obtain all relevant records ,(Task 354),

.w 4'
'To_accomplish appropriate decision making On quality the'student must be
able to indicate the minimum standards for acceptable performance of the
tasks or for the outputs of the tasks, must be able to indicate what }lati-
tude above the minimum standards is available to the performer to improve
the quality, and must be able to indicate what priorities should-be used
to exercise judgment on when and wh re to exceed minimum standards of quality.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See Th4 Following Curriculum Objectives:
'Lower scale value appears in: 87 88 89
Same scale value appears in 93 9,4 96

Higher scale value appears i6: 99 100

949192.
97 98.
101 102 103 1M-105.

3 2 2
' 4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET' Page 1 of 2

e-

Type of Objective Skill , Factor VI No. 96

Skill or Knowledge Categpry Decision'Making on Quality Scale Value3.5

Occupation Quality assukance Technician r)
4 Level 2

Refers to*Task Code No(s).: 78 173 175 178 187 276 28Q 5.3 524 534 536 538 554
...,.

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X)- ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).,

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
carry out the responsibility of exercising control over the quality of his
or her task performance in the areaof latitude provided between minimum
standards and ehe highest possible quality that canie.apieved. Activities
in which this skill must be exercised are as follows:

.1. In jacketing patient's radiographs and other diagnOstic information,
taking care to check for and obtain all missing information (Task 78).

2. In checking x-ray machine timers with spinning top test, taking care to
'assess test films property and note any problems of timer accuracy or
other problems independeht of timer accuracy (Task 1,73).

3. In carrying out penetrometer check of-x-ray machine calibration, taking
care to assess results of test (Task 175)p

4. In checking, preparing fluoroscope controls or inspecting diagnostic
radiography system visually and manually, taking care to note any prob-
lems (Tasks 178, 536).

5. In checking film-screen'contact in x-ray cassettes, taking care to
evaluate test-films (Task 187).

6. In making minor adjustments or repair of automatic firm processor,
taking care to locate source of problems, handle parts with cars when
making adjustments (Task 276).

7. In participating in monitoring of personal expo4ure toradiation, being
alert to possible accidental or excessive personal exposure; notifying
designated staff member (Task 280).1:

.8. In.preparing computerized transverse axial tomography equipment for use,
taking care to note whether there are-)ahy problems with eqUipment (Task
523).

r
9. In providing-preventive maintenance for computerized transverse axial

tomography equipment,,-making sure that no:unauthorized persons are in
room; taking care to note condition of equipment (Task 524).

10. In inspecting shielding devices and garments, being careful to discard
or replace items that do not appear to meet test standards (Task 534).

401
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-7:-CUBRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET.(,continued)
cr

Page 2 of 2
-Type' of Objective Skill Factor VI No. 96
Skill or Knowledge CagegOry Decision Making on Quality Scale Value 3.5

Content C tinued

.

11. In testing adequacy'of diagno ti ,x-ray equipment filtration, taking,
care to assess test results an decide what .to do (Task 538).

12. In entering, evaluating occupational radiation exposure data, king care --
to review radiation protection standards; taking care to word tters/
or

0
reportS" to accurately_ reflect the situation (Task 554).

To accomplish appropriate decisiop making on quality the student must be
able to indicate. the'minimum standards for acceptable performance of the
tasks or for the outputs of the tasks, must be able to indlcate what,4ati-
tude above the minimum standards.is.available to the performer to improve
the quality, and must be able-to indicate what priorities should be used to
exercise judgment on when and whysA0.exceed minimum standards of quality.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 87 6889. 90 91'92:
Same -scale value appears in: .93 94 95 97 98.

'Higher scale value appears,in: 99 100 101 102 103 104 105,



(

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET I% _Page 1 of

Type-of Objective Skill Factor dII No. 97

Skill or Knowledge Category Decision Making on Quality Scale Value 3.5

Occupatioit Radio }pgic Technoldkist Level 3 '

Wers to Task Code No(s).: 280 369,

Is there Cross Reference? .:.Yes(1) ...No( ) If yes, see footilgte(s).

Content: A graduate,of thp program at thiOducational level must be able to
carry out the responsiblity of exercising cpntrol over the quality of his
or her task performance in the area of latitude provided betweem minimum
standards and the highest possible quality that can be achieved. ActiOities*

in which this skill must be exercised are as follows:

1. In participating in monitoring'of personal exposure to radiation, being
alert to possible accidentaljpr excessive personal exposure; notifying'
designated siaff, member (Task 280).

2. Ip selecting and positioning mobile x-ray equipment for bedside use,
taking care to consider the exposure technique, the likely flexibility
needed in positioning patient, and the line voltage available in the
patient's lOCation (Task 369).

To accomplish appropriate decision making on quality the student must be
able to indicate the minimum standards ftr acceptable performance of the
tasks or for the outputS of the tasks, must be able to indicate what lati-
tude above the minimum standards is available'to the performer to improve
the quality, and must be able to indicate what priorities should be used
to exercise judgment on when and where to exceed minimum standards ot'quality.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:'

Lower scale value appears'in:
-Same scale value appears in:
Higher scale value appears in:

87 88 89
93 94 95

99, 100

90

96

194.

91

98.

102

92.

103 104 105.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

-Type of Objective Skill Factor A No. 98

Skill 'or Knowledge Category Decision Making on Quality Scale.1:117:3.35

Occupation Administrative Technologist
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 76 128 129 131 132 1§5 277 294

Is.there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s)...

Content:- A graduate\of the program at thiseducational level must be able to

carry out the responsibility of exercising over the - quality of his

or her task performance in the area .of latitude provided between minimum

standards and the highest poSsible quality that can be achieved. Activities

in which this skill must be exercised are-as follows:

. 1. In'checking supplies and ordering, 'taking care to get complete informa-
tion on requeSts, using judgment on 'amounts to order (Taskp 76, 129).

2. ,
In checking supply of narcotics or regulated drugs, taking care to in-
vestigate discrepancies in inventory (Task 128)'.

3. In scheduling staff'or Tatients, taking care lo consider all-'the rele-

vant circumstances as'appropriate (Task6 131, 277).

.4. in assessing need to request services, replacement,or repair of-equipment,
taking care to obtain all necessary Information (Task 132). .

5. In deciding if.employee's lateness, absenteeism,or use of lunch and
break timei is excessive, being careful in making assessment.(Task 165).

6. In assigning task to 'staff' member taking care to be sure individual un-
derstands what is needed (Task 294).

To accomplish appropriate decision making on quality the student must be

able to indicate the"minimum standards for acceptable performance of the

tasks or for the outputs of the tasks, mus be able to indicate what lati-

tude above the minimum standerds.is availabl to the performer leo improve

the quality, and must'be able to indicate wha priorities should be used to

exercise judgmeht on when and where to exceed inimum standatds of quality.

Cross Reference Notnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lowe; scale valueloppears in: 87 88 89190 91 92.

Same gqe value appears in: 3 94 95 96 97.
Higher scale "Yalue\appears in: 99 100,101 102 103 104 105.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 2
Type of Objective Skill Factor III No. 99

Skill or Knowledge Category Decision Making on Quality Scale Value 5.5
Occupation Radiologic Technologist J - Levej. 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367

-368 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 .

)389 390 463 465 466 467 468 491 492 493 494 495 496 497 498 499 (*continued below).
Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(N) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

v

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational 141e1 must be able to
carry out the' responsibility of exercising control over the qu'ality of his
or her task performance in the area-of latitude provided between minimum
standards and the highest possible quality that can be-achieVed. ActiVities
in which this skill must be exercised are as follows:.

1. Iii taking radiographs of patients, taking care to review requisition
'and patient infotmatiqn for possible insufficiently of information; con-
traindications, or anything else that should be brought to attention of
radiologist (all tasks listed). I

In taking radiographs of patients, takipg care to check on materials
and elUipment and set up before having Otient enter examination room;
checking contrast media forchemical deterioration (all tasks as appro-
priate).

3. In taking radiographs of patients, taking care to treat patients with
dignity and concern; informing patient of what will happen; reassuritkg;
answering questions (all tasks

4. In taking radiographs of patient, taking care to measure patient with
calipers to select appropriate technical fqctors;.selecting minimum
'exposure compatible with diagnostic, quality (all tasks-listed).

5. In taking radiogrhs of patient, taking care to adjust technicaYfAc-
tors for special considerations of patient'S' siz- 'condition, the use of
magnifications or posted changes (all tasks ted).

6. In taking radiographs of patients, tak g care not to move patient in
_,any. way that digh1 be harmful, painf , or needlessly uncomfortable;

'4" selecting alt4,rnative position if a..ropriate (all_tasks listed).

7. In taking radiographs of patient, t king care to select an apply immo-
bilization devices to prevent patie t movement but not interfere with
breathing and circulationc(all task- listed).

8. In taking radiographs of patient, to ing care to handle IV drip, oxygen
supply or catheters with care; assis ing patient; being alert to 'any
signs of pain, adverse reaction o ocedure, contrast,medium; taking
care not tb leave patient unatten d or liable to,fall off table (all
tasks as appropriate).

*

. a
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) Page 2 of'-2

Tyke of Objective sun 'Factor III No. 99

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Decision Making on Quality scale77.77-71&

Content Continued

9. In taking radiographs of patient, taking cage to supply Shielding to pa-
tient's gonads and radiosensitive areas; supplying shielding to any staff
who will be present during exposure (all tasks as appropriate).

10. In taking radiographs of patients, collimating to the area Of interest
(all tasks listed)

In taking radiographs of patients, making note of radiologist's density
preferences or equipment problems Co avoid-need to redo'exeminations
(all tasks listed).

In taking radiographs of patients, making-sure that any "retakes" order
are for medical- diagnostic purposes (all tasks listed).

J

13. In taking radiographs of patients, taking care to note any problems with
equipment and report (all tasks listed).

3
To accomplish appropriate decision making on qu'lity the student must be :

able'to indicate the minimum standards,for acceptable perfiermancrtf the'
tasks or for the outputs of the tasks, must be able to indlcate what latti-';
tude.above the minimum standards is available to the perfOrmer to Improve
the q,eality, and must be able to indicate what priorities should be used to
exercise judgment on when and where to_exceed minimum standtrds of quality.

r

-4

dross Reference Footnotes: See The Foliowing Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98.

Same:scale value appears in: 100.

Higher scale value appears in: 101 102 103 104 105.

*-50.0 501 50243 504 505 50, 507 508 509 510 511 512,51'3,514 51,5 516 517 518

4

#

519 526.. #,
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CURRICULUM-0 ECTIATE SHEET

Type Of'Oh cave ,-.Skill Factor

Skill br XnOwledge Category Deeision Making on Quality
Occupation. A4pinistiative Technologist
Refers to Tadk Code-41R(s1.: 293

, . atts

. 1/age 1 of41.
A No. 100. '

Scale Value5__
Level', t

Is t ereiCross Reference? ...Yes(x) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Cbt tent: A gragiale of,the program at this educational level must be able to
- , carry out EINIPespOnibility of exercising control over the quality of bis

or her task performancedin the area, of latitude provided atween minimum
standards and the highest posSible quality that can be achieved. Activities

whichwhich this skill must be exercised areas follows: .7 . N.,

- 1,4k In attending a privIle meetikig with supervisor, taking care and respon-
sib1.1.1.tY in entendpg fully ipto discussion of problemi raised by super-
viSoror raising allin problems and participating- ini'aiscus-aLon abqut what.

,--to4do (Task 293). -
,.. ' o.

To ccomiklish appropriate'detision-making on quality thileetudent must be able

to ndicate the minimum standards for acceptable performance Qf the task
ovfor the outputs of the'task,> must be able to indicate what latitude
above the!xinimum standards is.available to the performer to improve Oe
quality, -and, must be able to indicate what priorities should be used to esxerr

q4

cise judgment onvhsn and where td exceed minimaktandarda of quality.

o

e.

4

p.

4--

e 1

fir

4

",.
a

Cross Reference Footnotes: fee The Following Curri9ulum'Objectives:'
Lbwer scale value appears in 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 g6 97 98. ,-

Sap scale value appear's in: 99.
14gher scale value appears in: 101 102 103 144 105.

..), -$
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CURRICULUM/OBJECIC SHEET Pgge'l of 1

et

Type of Objective Skill ' Factor IV- No.,
Skill or Knowledge Category becisioniaking on Quality Scale 7 .

, Occupation Patient Care Aides Level 1

Refers to Taik Code No(s).: 73 74 113 138 190 287 289 295.301-

.Ls there Cross Reference ? ...Yes(x) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content -: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

carry out the responsibi ity of exercising controrover the quality of his
, or her task p %rformance n the area_of latitude provided between minimum
standards d the highes possible quality that can be achieved. Activities
in which t s skill must be exercised are as follows:'

1. In re ssuring a patient or family member,or explaining about diagnostic
radio raphy procedures,or'explaininvprocedures to'follow at home prior
to c mieg for examination, laking that the individual understands
what'is being said,or is reassured s 710 74, 11J).

4 .

Being alert to notices ay,symptyms Or skingtabout any c,oncerns manifested
by patient that should be brpught,to the attention of 'physician or staff,
and being careful' to report'.accdrately (Task 138). . '

3. In Assisting paiieni;,being careful to handleepatient properly'and sfely
so as noi to harm patient (Task 190. , 1

4. In feeding patient, taking care
,

assiAt patient as appropriate Ito pa- )
tient'scondition and neldsitT sk 281, 289).

1 4' (
5. In 'participting, in meeting of nu,sing persolpel in x-ray degartment,

taking resOnsibility for raising issues and pieblemsr'expressing °pin*
, 1

ions, and being actively involved in the progrggsf the meeting' ((Tasksof
.7

, .

6. In diapertnre baby, being careful to clean afid dry patient thoroughly
(Task 301)". ,'

To accomplish apprqpriate decisi on making on quality the'ttutle4 must be-
able to indicate the'Minimum,standelds for 2kceptable performaneekof the
tasks o r thelbutputs tas, must.e able to indicate what lari-
tude ab e the Tinimum ,standards is available tp tie performer ro iimkoVe

quali , and must be able to indipte what priorities should be used
to exerci judgment on when and whereto'exceed standards of quality.

- e

4=-

. ,

S

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The. 4011owing Curriculum Objectives:
Lower Stale value appears in: 87 88 89' 90 91,92 93 94 95 96 97 98 92 100.
Same scale value appears: 102 103 104 105.

a

O 1,
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

al

Page 1 of I

Type,of Objective Skill Factor IV
Skifi or Knowledge Category ,Decision Making on Quality
Occupation Patient Cate Technician
Refers to Task Code No(s).,: 133 143 156 181/182 185 243.296 299

No. ..14112...m...
Scale Vawe 7.0

Level 2

Is there cross Reference? ,..Yes(X),...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the prOgram_at this educational level must be able to
u carry out the responsibility of exercising control over the .quality bf his

or her task performance inkthe area of latitude provided between minimum
standards and the'higtiest possible quality lhat can be achieved. Actlotities

in which thiok skill must be exercised are as follows:

1. In administering a subcutane ous or intramuscular injection, taking care

4

to,explain name and purpooe of medication and possible. side effects,
to check patient allergy, and to consider whether there are contraindica-
tions in regard to use or dosage; taking care to select appropriate-site. .

of injection (Tasks 133, 299). A

2. In catheterizing a patient's urethra;taking care to reassure patient,'
follow sterile, technique, cleanse patient, insert gentllk and terminate

there is severe pain or if resistance is encountered to pasage of
cathetev (Thsks 143, 181).' '

3. In irrigating or d sing a wound, burn, or, opening for catheter,.taking
care toassess ng and conditions, of wound beP-ere proceeding;
using proper meditations and materials (Task 156).

4. In settiig up and using suction machine, taking care_to reassure patient
and explain; being careful in using suction; continuing until pasloage
js cleared,...4'ask 182).

51. In administering oxygen to patient; being careful to assess patient's
response, determine when to administer and when to remove oxygen;
'reassuring patients(Te. 185).

A

6. Tft restraining patient,being careful Go reassure and calm patient in
addition to using restraints (Task 243),'

7. -rn providing first aid to patient, cting carefully, quicklyf calmly, and
accurately to assess condition, decide on and carry out care (Task 296).

To accomplish appropriate decision" making on quality the student must be
able to indicate the minimum Standards for acceptable performance of the
tasks or .for the outputs of the tasks, must be able to indicate what lati-
tilde above the minimum standards ds76Vailable to the performer to improve
the qulolity, and must be able to indicate what priorities should be used to
exercis 'judgmenton,when and whAe to exceed minimum standards of quality.

Cross Refet nce Footnotes: See The. Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: '87 88 $9 90.51 92 93 94 95 96 97 9$ 99 100.
.9ame scale value appears in: 101 101 104 105 and level 4_,of_patient care.

3,3 4,



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 2

Type of Objective Skill .Factor 'VI No. 103
Skill or Knowledge Category Decision Making on Qu4lity Scale Value7e0

Occupation .Quality Assurence_Technicien. Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s)".: 525 527 52g 530 531 532 533 5q5 537 539 544 543 544".

545 548 549 550 55-3 556, .

Is there CroSs Deference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(g).

Content: A graduate of,the programat this educational level must be able to
carry out the responsibility of exercising control over the quality of his
or her task performance in the 'area of latitude provided between minimum
standawds and the highest possible quality that can be achieved. Activities

in which this skill must be exercised are as follows:

1. In checking calibration of computerized transverse axial tomography
equipment, taking care to select appropriate test procedure, ,carry out
check carefully gssessresults, and make adjustments (Task 525).

2. In retrieving, displaying and, copying computerized transverse axial

scans, being careful to select appropriate display controls to provide
diagnostic informationselecting 'avid photographing sufficient displays
using all appropriate display olltions(Task 527).

.

3. In,testing x-ray equipmeut,or film,oe film Rrocessprs,or calibrating
quality assurance%test instrumenegt-rt.kng careful toselpct approviate
test'procedures for the equipment lnvolved,,carly out each test step

carefully, record cresults accurately, assess results onscientiously,

and7,discuss results with supervisor and/Or radiologist
re

in arge so as

illto assure that patient exposure is minimized; diagnostic eliability is

provided, and, legal requirements met '(T 529, 530, 531, 532, 533,

5350, 537, 539, 54, 543, 544, 548; 549, ,
4-

,,
,;,:. 1,

4. In monitoring patiene exposAftf rates for routine diagnostic x-ray pro-
cedures, carrying out prptedutek carefully and accurately; recommendIng
how to use godadal Shielding; helping to use results to make it possible
to-record cumulatYtie petiAt exposure (Ta"sk'545).

*-

protection
.e

5. In conducting radliction protection survey, tarrying ut procedures
carefully and accurately; evaluating results conscientiously; using
results to suggest the safest4positions in room for personnel who must
remain during exposure; suggesting corrective measures (Task 550).

..., AO
6. In processingthermolumineilopt or film personnel monitoring dosimeters,

follpwing procedures pailfully,%hoosing appropriate steps; noting unus-
uallY'high'exposare readings and bringing-to attention or appropriate
supervisor (Task 553). 4

0,
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CURRICULUM 9BJECTIVE SHEET (continued) Page 2 of 2 -

Type Of ;Objective Shal Factor VI No. 103

Skill -or Knowledge eagegory Decision Makinzon Quality Scdle Value 7.0

Content Continued

To accomplish appropriate decision making'on quality the student must be
able to'indicate the minimum standardsfor-acceptable performance of the
task$ or for the outputs of the tasks, must be able to Indicate what Iatk
tude above the minimum standards is available to the performer to ilipiOve
the quality, and nulliPe,able to indicate what priorities'should be laded to
exercise-judgment When and where to exceed minimum standards of quality.

(Th

N

c

t

Cross Referen otnotg$: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:-
Lower scale value appears'in: 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100.
Same scale value appeases in: 101 102 1,04 105 and levels 4 and 5.

41P
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE' SHEET ', Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective; Skill . .° 1 Factor III No. 14,..ai____-;
Skill or Knowledge Category Decision Making on Quality ,

Scale Valtke 7.0

.Occuipation Radiologic Tedhnologist Level 3

Refers to Task Code No(s)%: 81 353
.

;

Is there Cross. Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: -A graduate of the piogram at this, educational level must be able to

qk carry out the responsibility of exercising control over the'quality of his

.Or or her task performance in the areaOf latitude provided between minimum
standards and the highest possible quality that can be achieved. ioActivitns

in which this skill must 'be exercised are as follows:

1. In assessing the technical quality of "plain film" radiographs, being
careful to talee'accoudt of the purpose and ty ag. of study, appropriate.
diagnostiC standard, evidenee of proper collimation and use of shield-
ing; being careful to order retakes only if medically warranted; ex-
plaining problems carefully so as, to instruct technologist whose work

is being reviewed (Task 81).

2. In participating in meeting of technologists in x-ray department,
taking responsibiLity for raising issues and problems; expressing

opinions and being actively involved ih the progress of the meeting

(Task 353),.
-

To accomplish appropriate decision making on quality the student must be

able to indicate the minimum standards for accegOble performanCe of the

tasks gi for the outputs of the tasks, must be able to indicate what lati-

tude above the minimum standards is..available to the perfofmerto improve
the quality, and must be able to indicate what priorities should be used
to exercise judgment on When,and where to exceed minimum standards of qielitY.

1'

Cross rence Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower
Same

value appearfin: 87 88 89, 901 92 93 94 95 96 9T 98

scale value appears in: 101 102 103 105 and '1.evels!,+ and 5.

I 1
I fr

99 '100.
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CURRII6LUM OBJECTIVE SHEET , Page 1 of 1 "-

Type of Objective Skill . Factor A No. ...115...
Skill or Knowledge Category Decision Making On Quabity Scale Value7.0
Occupation. Administrative Technologist Level 3
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 186 272 -

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ..iNo(40,), If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational leVel must be able to
Carry out the responsibility of.exereising control over the quality of his
or her task performance in the area of latitude provided between mfnimdio,
standards. and the highest possible quality that can be achieved- Activities
in which this skill must be 'exercised are as follows:

1. In orienting a new Taff 'member, being careful to select all the .infor=

mation needed; presenting carefully and making sure new employee com-
prehends (Task 186). ,

2. ....In course of work after scheduling patient procedures, being careful
to check on the appropriateness of the schedule on a given day, to elim-
inate undue waiting time for patients or to avoid having idle examine--
tion rooms. (Task 272).

To accomplish appropriate decision making on quality the student must be
able to indicate the minimum standards for acceptable performance of the
tasks or for the outputs of the tasks, must be able to indicate what lati-
tude above the minimum standards is available to the performer to improve
the quality, and-must be able to indicate what priorities should be used
to-exercise judgment on when and where to exceed minimum standards. of quality.

I

;)

AC'

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum,Objectives:
Lower scale value appears irt: 8308 89 90_91 92 93 94 95 967 98 99 100,
Same scale value appears in: 101 102 103 104 and level 4.

ti
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET.' Page)]. of 1

Type of Objective Skills
Skill or Knowledge Category Figural Skills
OccupatiOn Patient Care Aide
Refeis to Task Code No(s).: 362 271

Factor IV No.

' Scale Value r.(1
Level 1

Is there Cross Rsferente? ...Yes()() ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
6

Content: A graduate, of the iirogtam at this educational level must be able to
,mentally manipulate (with or without, physically manipulating)the figural
aspects of objects in terms of size, shape, form, density, arrangement in
space, in static array or in motion, to achieve the predetermined figural
"standards or objectives pf size, shape, form, dens'ity or arrangeMent in
the following activities:-

. Saandardizing ECG machine and checking that recording is of adeq ate
quality; deciding when patient's reading looks irregular (Tasks 62,

271).
.

.

To accomplish this, the studolt mustItie able to state what figural stan-
dards mush be achieved for each actiVity, and mdst be able to exercise -

the degree of. figural mental precision necessary to achieve the standards.

I

44

I

Cross Referene,e Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objeetives:
Same scale value appears in: 107 108 109.
Highe--scale value appears in: 110 111.112.

3:36
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

t,

Page 1 of
.-Type of Objective Skill . Factor IV No. 107

Skill or Knowledge Category Fizural Skills SE-ale Value1.0
Occupation Patient Care Technician Level 2
Revers to Task Code No(s).: 308 ' .

,Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...Na.(,) If yes, see footnote(s').

Content: A graduate of the program _atthis educational level must be able to
mentally manipulate (with or without Oiysically manipulating) the figural
aspects of objects in terms of size, shape, form; density, gtrangement. in
space, in static array OD in motion, to achieve predetermined figural
standards or objectives of size, shape, form, density or arrangement in the
.following activities:

1. Adjusting ECG 'visual display on oscilloscope screen so that tracings
ate,centered and clear; including image of appropriate number of waves;
standardizing machine and checking that recording is of adequate quality;
deciding when ECG reading should be brought to.physician's attention
(Task 308).

?

To accomplish this; the student mu6t be able to state what figural standards
must be achieved for each activity, and must be able to evicise the de
gree of figural mental precision necessary'to achieve theistandards.

t

Cross Reference Footnolek:,See The. Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears'in: 106 108 109:

"Higher scale value appears in: 110 111 112.

337
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIIVE SHEET Page 1 of 2

Type o; Objective Skill Factor VI No. 464ifa.....
Skill or Knowledge.Category Figural Skill , Scale Value l.Q

Occupation Quality Assurance Technician IIP LeVel 2
Refers to Tisk'Code No(s).: 78 175 524 527 529 530 531 532 5 3 534 535 536 538
539 540-5 4 548 549 ,

1,

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(Y) ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content.: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able 'o
mentally manipulate (with or without physically manipulating) the figural
aspects of objects in terms of size, shape, form, density, arrangement in-
space, in static array or in motion, tfo achieve the predetermined figural
standards or objectives of size, shape form, density, or arrangement in
the following activities:

1. Viewing processed radiographs or photographs ana noting whether identi-
fication information is missing; adding missing information on appro-
priate part of radiograph or photograph (Task 78),.

2. Evaluating and/or comparing densities on test films using test tools
or penetrometers (Tasks 175, 540, 544).

3. ,Using f ing template, marking out its shape on skirt of new headbag

for co puterized transverse axial.slanner; placing headbag'in approx-
imate position to fit over fixing studs (Task t14).

qs,

4. Adjusting visual display on computerized transverse axial equipment to
achieve diagnostic quality images by using controls for the ilate-gray-

black scale or for color as available (Task 527).

5. Centering center of cassette, phantom, radiation detection device, beam
attenuator, or other test object to x-ray beam by using light field in-
dicator and cross-hair shadows for center of field; with cassettes,
placing so thatWcassette and light field'image sides are parallel
(Tasks 529, 530, 531, 532, 5 534, 538, 539,- 540, 544, 548).

.6. Determining the corners n image recorded pn fAm by locating points,

drawing straight lines nn c ng points so that. they intersect at right

angles or define diagonals (Tas s 529, 530).

'7. Adjusting oscilloscope display to obtain clear kVp waveform image witft%
base line at bottom of scale and trace peak at top, with a complete wave-
form on horizontal scale; copying waveform display on graPh'paper

(Task 535).

8. Using angle measures, protractor, T-square, and/or level to check accu-
racy of tube angle indicatori and position scales of x-ray machint

('rask.536).

9. Using carpenter's square to make manual check of grid alignment of film
tchanger; in using test toel to check grid alignment, evaluating whether-

: location of pin appears along centerline of grid (Task 539).

) 338



Type of Objective S 11
CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE S (cnotinned)

Factor VI No.

_ale 2

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Figural Skills Scale Valu

Content Continued

10. Plotting film densities and examining characteristic curve (,Task 544).

11. Noting location of light points during test of leakage radiation;
planning exposure reading at every point;'planning a series of ex-
posures within a given plane; placing radiation detector in prede-
termined positions (Task 549).

. ,

To accomplish this, the student must be able.to state what figural standards
must be achieveefor each activity, and must be able to exercise the degree
of figural mental precision necessary to achieve the standards.

1

I

I. I

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following CAriculum Objectives:

Same `scale value appears in: 106 107 109.

Higher scale value appears in: -110 111 112.

3!)



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET _Pa e 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill ' Factor III No. ...121..._
Skill orAnowledge Category Figural S ScaleValue(1.0
`Occupation rAgagialp:T
.Refers to Task Code No(s).:, 372

Level 3

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(x) ...No( ) If yes,see footnpte(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level Must be able to

mentally manipulate (with or without physically manipulating) the figural
aspects of objects in terms of size, shape, form, density, arrangement
space, in static array or in motion, to achieve the predetermined figural
standards or objectives ofsize, shape, form, density, or arrangement in
the following activities:,

1. Positioning xray tube so that central ray will be at right angles to
center of film or at angle indicated by surgeon; indicating where sterile
shielding should be placed to protect tissues from the primary path of
the xray beam (Task 372).

Cross Reference Footn6tes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears in: 106 107 108.,_
Higher scale value appears in: 110 111 112.

S

a

34U



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1-of 1

,Type.of Objective Skill Factor VI No. 110

Skill or Knowledge ategory Figural Skills Scale Value 3,.
Occupation Qua y Assurance Technician Level 2 '

Re Code No(s).: 525 537 545 550'

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( j If yes, see footnote(s).

'Content: A gtaduate of the program at this educational level must be able to '

mentally manipulate (with or without physically manipulating) the figural,
aspects of objects in terms of size, shape, form, density,'arrangement'in
space, in static array or in motion, to achieve the predetermined figural
standards or objectives of size, shape, form, 'density, or arrangement int
the 'following activities:

1. Using viewing controls to check that water appears properly on visual
display in check of computerized,transverse axial scaugi; checking
that shapes obtained are correct for settings selected; checking for
similarity of paired scans, signs of misalignment, checking that white-to-

'-gray-to-black steps are discernible as appropriate; checking centering
of image on display (Task 525).

2. With tomogliry equipment, evaluating density variation on test films;
checking losure and overlaps in the case df multidirectional scans;,
using tape and plumb bob to chAk grid alignment; centering for radio-
-graphic check of grid alignment (Task 537).

3. Placing exposure detection devices in positiis on phantom, to simulate

various parts of patient in order to monitor patient Exposure rates .

(Task 545). . .

4. Planning.or noting the beam directions to be used in survey, including
direction of beam at primary barriers; planning and placing radiation
detectors to measure scatter; positioning phantom, x-ray tube for rtst
positions; dr@wing or using a, floor plan of room showing test locations
of target, controls, barriers, mealprement points; preparing isodose
curves using test results and floor plan (Task 550).

To accomplish this, the student must be able to state what figural standards
mist be achieved for each activity, and must be able to exercise the degree
of figural mental precision necessary to achieve thd standards.

/I

Cross Reference Footnotes: See_The rollowins Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears, in: 106 107 108 109.
Same scale value appears'in: 111.

"41iigher scale value appears in: 112 and level 5.

f

"a.
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At,

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page i11 of'.2

Type of ObjeFtive Skill Factor III No.
Skill or Knoi1edge Category Figural Skills

'Occupation l Radialogic Technologist.
-Refers to Task-Code'Nd(s).:. 355 356 357 358

368\370 371 373 375 376 377 378 379 381 382

442S:466 467 468 491 492 493 494 495 496 497
4s there Cross Reference? ...Yes(g) ...No( )

Vale V77.ue 3.5

Level 3

359 366 361 362 363 564'165 366 367
383 384 385 386 387 388 389`390'463

498 4991600 501 (*continued below)
If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational levelimust be'ab.le to

Mentally manipulate (with or without physically manipulating) the figukal
aspects of objects in terms of size, shape, 'form, density, arrangement in
space, in static array or in motion, to achieve the predetermined figural
standards or objectives of size, shape, form, density, or arrangement in
the following activities:

1. Selecting appropriate size x-ray film bas#d.on size of patient, area of
interest, use of magnification techniqdt and number of projections'to
appear on film (all tasks listed as appropriate except 526)%,

2. In making several projections on one film, deciding how these will be
,1,,positioned so that filth need not be turned fr viewing pacin image (Tasks

355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 3654, 366, 367, 491, 492, 493, 494,

496).

3. Selecting alternative positioning to Obtainorequested view of area of
interest.(all tasks listed except 5?6). .

4. Pasittoninex-ray film in holder, cassette, tucky;or cassette 4flder;
positioning .the patient 4 that the part of the body.to be radiographed
is in position in relation to the film; centering partiuging light sys-

tem;, keeping the long axis of the part parallel to the film; with bucky,
centering pILj.ent to midlirte; with film in'holder or Cassette on table,

centering ft m to part; with upright,holder,adjusting-height of holder
to part and centering part' to film; positioning x-ray tube so that pri-
mary beam will enter the area of interest at the appropriate angle
to project th.e view desired; collimating using light system so as,,to ex-
pose only area of interest (all tasks listed except 526) -.

5 Marking or Alining anatomical reference' lines to.pdsition skull or
body with proper rotation and angulation'(all ca;kA as appropriate).

6. In viewing'computerized transverse axieal scan, using Controls on view-
.

ing unit-or subroutine to adjust display to provide -tie best diagnosac
information;'adjustin display to the density range and.nTdian density
on gray Xndior cqlor scales as appropriate td the tissuesin the area
of interest and possibib pathologill condition (Task 52E9.

4
4

`349-
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MILUM 91J§CTIVretHEET Scont1nued2
.

p of Objeopive
Skill prnowliZge Ca segory- 'fAural Skills

. . .

Page 2 of 2

Fact-or III' MD. Ill
Scale7=17,1

V . 11
4 -. Content Continued

* .

fodOmiVish this, thustudent must able to state what figural standards.
must be 'achieved.for each activity, and must be able -too exercise the degree

of:figural mental precision necessary to achieve the standards.

...; .
1
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CrosasAkerenct FootpliesAeSee The following Currum(Objectives:
LaNV,scale value.apAarOlIgL106 107 108 109. or

qilleScaleNalue appears in: t10. ..:
.

Higher s valpe.appears in: 112. A
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V

Type of 04jeCtive 0 Skill Factor No.

Occupation Radiologic' Technologist Level" 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 81 374

lik

,

Skill or,KnOwledge Catego i Figural Skills Scale Value 5.0

A

,

'.

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

41t.

Page 1 of 1 ,

.

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(1) ...No( )r-If-yes, gee footnote(s).,
011,, # \ '

Conten A graduate of the program at this educat onaLlevel must-be able to

IT-1/71n apy,manipulate (with or without physically -manipulating) t1;e.figural
anects of objects in terms of size, shape, form, density, arrangementin
space, in static array 43.r in.motion,.to achieve the predeterm/hed figural 1:,,

standards or objectives of size, shape, form, density,or arrangement

in the following a!tivities:.
,

-1. In evaluating "plain film" radiographs, assessing whether'the corre t
atient view and full area of interestis demonstrated,' whether a ne -

Iessly large area isAisible,.whethen app6priate shielding is, evident;
evaluating image to line artifacts,- blurring, or _distortion, judge whe- /

'
ther there is'-adequate detail arid, definition, and adequate density and %

contrast to provide ithe diagnostie imhging re uired for the examinatiOn.

(Task 81). Iv- ,
'' ...

% 4

2, In positioni g patient'for tomography, ,o,nsidering the travel of the

central ray awl selecting positionl-erthiriimize exposure-bt,sensitive,-

portions of the body not being examined, or deci1ing on ,shielding ,Task

/374). 4. , ,

. .., ,
. . . ,

3-, _Localizing tbe level of a.lesiOn for tomography.by workin

.
with frAntal

and lateral projections; locating marked center of area g yisibl4 'V
reference. points; reproducing marki7gs made on rAdiogra s on p.#tient's

body; locating area of lesion on 'lateral view so.that,distance, to. table,
ro

above and below lesion can be estimated. determining level of initial
,,

"cart" (Task 174) . ,.
. ,

. ..0

accomplish this; t,ie student must he able to state'what figural stagdardS

ust be achieved-for each activity, and.eGst be able to exercise- the de.-

e of figural mental precision necessary to_Athieve the stand

7

rds.

L

Cross Reference-Fpothotes: ace The Following_Curriculum Objectiks:

Lower scale value appears in: 106 107 1.08 109 110 111.=

Same scale value appears in levels 4 and 5.

EA.

:3.4 1
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1

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Oblectiye -Skill

Skill or Knolotedge CatpgorYkSxMbolic Skills
Occupation -Quality Assurance Aide
Refers tTask Code No(s).:,134 14710

4

o.

Factor VI

4
Page 1 of'l

No.
Scale Value

Level. 1

Is there Crfass Refftr&ice? ...Yes(Y) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s). ".

Content: A graduate of the program at this educationallevel must be able to

'menttilly manipulate and /or use symbols which apart of an abstract, non
representational system of notation where the symbols stand for properties,
relationships, or operations in the followpIg activities:

1. Tallying totals using arithmetic m tillations and numerical symbols

(Task 134).t

I

2. Performing calculations appropriat t6 determine and list percentage
changes;using arithmetic manipulations and numerical symbo-ls-Tfask 147).

To accReplish this, the student must be able to indicate what each- symbol
represents, must be.able to manipulate e ct!kas required, and be sufficiently
accurate to meet the standards'for the a ivities.

8

S

-

.

a-

.

I

J

. .

Cross Reference Footnotes: 'See The Following CutriculumsObje,ctives:,
SaTe.scale value appears in: 114 115.

34'5'
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET .-. -a Page 1 of 1

) Type of Objective Skill . .Factor _VI No. 114

SkilI,orKnowledge Category Symbolic Skills Scale-Value 1.5
Occupation Quality Assurance Technician Level 2

Refers to,Task Code No(s).:, 173 175 525 529 530- 531 532 535 536 537 538 539 543
544 548 549 550 553 556 _ -

..

there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If-yes, see foptnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program atUis educatio/al level must be able to

mentallt4g2ipulate_and/or use s.ymbols whith are part of an abstract, non-
46presentational system of not.qtion Where the .,symbols stand for properties,
relationships, or operations in the following activities: .

1. 'Solvingjor unknown quantities with ratio equations based on known ckuari
tities; using arthmetic manipulations and numerical and algebraic gym-.
bols-(Tasks 173, 130, .531).

)

2. Calculating quantities.or rates by adding,subtracting, mdltiplying,or*
dividing using arithmetic manipulations'and numerical .symbols,(TaskS

175, 531-.532, 536, 538, 544, 548, 549, 553 556).

3. Comparing differences in numerical quantities and determining whether they
fall within acceptable given limits using arithmetic manipulations and
numerical symbols (all tasks except 173, 175).

4. Using formula for magn ification to solve equations for unknown portions
of the formula'to d'etermine lengths and distances using arithmetic manip-

.

uletiqns-and numerical and algebraic symbols'(Tasks 529, 530).

5. Performing Calculations to determine percentage change's cr differences'
sing arithmetic manipulations and numerical symbols (Tgsks 529, 531,

39) .

Calculating avefages using arithmetic manipulations At numerical symbols
(Tasks '532', 535, 543. 544, 549, 553). .

_Following known formula such as for coefficient of variatibn,.coeff-icient
of linearity using arithmetic manipulations and numerical and algebraic

.symbolli(Task 535)

To accomplrsh this', the student must be'ab e tb indicate what each symbol
reprlsents, must be'able to manipulate each required, anti be sufficiently

accurate to meet the standards for the ac ivities.

'1' 44

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Fallowing Curric id lum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 113 115. 1
1Higher scale value apToears in level 5.

I

3'46
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CURRICUI4IM OBJECTIVE SHEET { 1 *of 1

Type of. Objective Skill.'" , . Factor. Il 115

6 s Value 1.51Skill .or 1(mowledge CategoiY Symbolic Skills= Sc

Occupation Radiologic Technologist , ,

Refers to Task Code No(s)r: 335 356 357 358 359 360 361 36
368 370 3711372 37,3 374 375 376 377 378 379 380.381 382 381

389 390 463 464 465 466 467 468;491492 491 494 495 496 497
Is there Cross Referenc.e'f, ...Yet.(X) ...No( ) If yes, see

'-.
fo

4 Level 3,

36.364'365 3661'367
384 385 386 387_388

498'(*continued helow)
thOte(s).-

Content: A graduate of, the program at this educational 4eve must be able to

mentally manipulite and/qr use symbols which are part of an abstract, non-
representational system of notation where the symbols stand for properties,

relationships, or operations in'the followtfig activities: , _. '

--.. c ., .6 .

1, Using fo"rmula for magnification tb solve equations for unknown portions
i

(distances);' using arithmetic manipulations and numerical and algebraic

symbols (tasks. where appropriate).
4

Using conversion charts or posted information to reconvert technical ex-
.

.posure factors to an equivalent output using arithmetic mautpulations.and

numeiical.smbols (tasks" where appropriate)._

3. Calculating distances ill order to localize lesion- ugingkarithmetic mani-

pulatiohs and numerical symbols (Task 374).

To accomplish this-, the student musCbe able to indicate whataeaeh symbol

ret,resents, must be able to manipulate each as required, and be sufficiently

accurate.to meet the standards for the activities.

Cross Reference Footnotes: Sfe The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears iv: 113 114.
Higher scale value appears in level 5._

r

* 499 600 501 502 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516 51*7

518 51,9.- .
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CURR/6ULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

lt

Page 1 of -1

Typelof,_Objective

Skillor Knowledge Category Taxonomic Skills

Ocppatiom Patient Care Technician

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 296

Factor, No.

Scale Value2.0
Level 2

, /s there Cross R ference? ...Yes(X) ...No(.) If yeg, see footnote(0.
A `

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
, consciously apply conceptual classifying or orgenfzing principles to .suie
the needs-of the following activity:

1. Determining the natuPt anq severity of symptoms of patient who is to re-
ceive first aid of emergency care; deciding what fifst aid and/or-emer-
gency care to apply (Task 296).

,

To accomplish this, the student must beable ,to indicate'what existing prinA
cples of clag.sification or organization are app ;opriate 6 the situation
of the task, and must indicate how they pustbe applied t6 suitbthe needs
of the situation acceptably.

1 /

,

4,

4

cs

Cross Reference Footnotes-
-416

See The FolloWFollowing_ Curriculum Ohjectives:

Same scale value appears in: 117 118.

4

.

st,

3 4. S
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill

Skip or Knowledge Category Taxonomic Skills

bccupAion ,Quality Assurance Technician
Rdfers to Task Code No(s).: 523,543-550

Fa!tor VI No, 117

"Scale Value 2.0
Level 2

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ), If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of,the program at this educatiOnal level must be able to

consciously apply conceptual Classifying or organizing principles to suit

, -the needs 61 the following activities:

/

1. DeteMi-hing what type of test to make.of computerized transverse axial
tomography equipment based on reported thalfunction',/problem found,per-
sonally, or-periodic testing schedule and type Of equipment (Task 525).

2. Ietermining whether results of monitoring tests:cakTid,out on automatic,'
x-ray film processors indicate malfunction:of-processing components,
errors in temperature, or need to'replenish processing chemicals' (Task

3. Selectingappropriate steps for a protection survey of stray, radiation
rates and /or primary and secondary barrier transmitted radiaion rates
depending on whether need -Telates to new facility,lhew piece of equip-
ment, reportlof high personnel exposure rates, or periodic check; con--

Al sidering types of equipment, whether check of viewing system window 'is
involved, whether there is request for isode.curves to show radiation
field in examination rodm;in making report, selecting appropriate cater-

gories to include,, such as Equipment 'type, identification, modality
tested, cype of tests used, exposur6 gctors, deteation instrument, lo-
cation fdr test, workload, use and occupancy factors, measured exposure
levels, permissible dose equivalents (Task 550).

To/accomplish this, the student must be able to indicate what exiting prin-
ciples Of classification or organization area appropriate to the situations,
of the tasks, alio most indicate how they must be applied to suit the needs
of the situations A'cceptablv.

a

err

I

Cross-Reference FooLnotes: Se The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale valde appears.in: 116 118.

Higher scale value,appears ii level 5.
411
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-.'CURRICULUM QBJECTIVE- -SHEET

1 Type of Objective Skill 116, FactOr m No.

.1
aAea 1. of 1

Skill dr.Knowledge
`Occupation

Refers to

367 368

Radialogi6
Category

Technologist
'Taxonomic Skills Scale Value 2.0

Level 3

Tisk Code No(s).:

369 370 371 372

81 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366.
373 374 375 376 377 378 379, 380 381 382 383 384385 386

387 388 389 390 463 464 465 466 467 468 491 492 493 494 495 496 (*c;ntinued below)

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote('s).

Content: A grSduate of the program at this educational leveliomust be able.to
consciously apply conceptual classifying or organizing principles to suit

the needs.of the following attivities:'

1. In considering the quality of radiographs, notin&appqrances that seem
medically suspicious, signs of pathological conditions (Task 81).

2. Considering what technologistshould do to improve, quality of radio- e.
graphs, such as.adjustment of technical facfors,=repositioning of pa-
tient, or making additional exposures (Task 81*

3. Determining frOm requisition sheet, patient's medical- technical chart,
and/of staff the examination:called fo'r, the patient involved, special
considerations, patient's conditidn; checking.for possible contraindica-
tions; noting information that may affect how, patient ig to be handled
'or technical. factors; noting 'or selecting equipment to be used;_ checking
on completeness of information; determining What prior preparation was
Ordered; selecting appropriate steps (all tasks listed except Task 81).

IP

4 Evaluating orders ipr.patient positions and projections of the area of,
interest in relatict to patient's condition; considering the:need.for a
change from standard positions to accomplish the pdrpose of the examina-
tion and offer the least discomfort to patient (all tasks.ligted).

1

0
-

5 Considering ,patient's body type, size, sex,:age or muscularity 'In'deter-
mining correct technical factors and positioning (tasks; listed as appro-.
priote).

6. Observing patient throughout procedure and being alert for any, signs of ,

pain, emergency, adverse reaction to procedure or contrast medium, or
impairment of respiration; noting any signs of malArnction of equipment
(all tasks listed except Task 81).

To accomplish this, the student, must be ableAo indicate
icliples of classification or organization aretappropriate
of the tasks, apid must indicate how Lhey must be applied
o4f the situations acceptably.

whSt existing grin-
to the situations
to shit the needs

4.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives;

Same -scale valueappears in: 116,117.

igher scaly value appears in level 5. .

. .

497 498.499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511 512, 513 5.1;4-515 516

517 518-519 526. , \ '

\
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Skill
Skill or Knowledge Category Implic.ativeSI011s

Occupation Patient Care Aide
Refers to Task Code. No(s) .: 26,Y 271 283

)

V.

Pa$e 1 of 1
Factor IV No. 119

SCa1e Value 1.0
Level 1

`
Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
come to 'conclugions, dsaw implications, or foresee consequences based 'on

information in order to carry out the following activities:

1. Concluding whether patient is showing signs of emergency that should b'e
broUght to physician's attention (Tasks 262, 271).

2. Concludingwhe'ther Etc reading looks suspicious or-irreguear; deciding
whether to inform appropriate staff person (Task 271).

3. Concluding whetter condition of dressing requires attention of more

senior staff member (Task 283)..

To accomplish this: the'student must be able to indicate the types of i
mation from which he or she must draw in the various instances of the active

may arise, and Rust be able to indicate what inferences, consequences,

or conclusions are implied by various possible combinations of information as
appropriate for the' situations, The student should be able to defend the im

plic4tions drawn using appropriate criteria.

41

v

ross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Sa _scale value apiNars in: 120 121 122 123.
Higher scale value appears in: 124 125 126 127 128.

.t
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cumuli:IX OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective 'Skill

/

., Facto IV. No. ,- 120

Skill or Knowledge gategory Implicative Skills Scale Value 1.0
Occupation Patient CAre Technician Level 2

Refers to Task Code NO(s).: Ia 65 133 143 156 181 1 2 185 299 308

Is there Cross Reference? ,..Yes(x) ) If yes,'see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
come to conclusions, draw implications, or foresee consequences based on
info;matiOn in ordete to carry out the following activities:

1. /Concluding whether pc44ent's wound or sutuxedkhows signs of infection;
deciding what to do (Tasks 33, 156).

2.. Concluding the likely number of separate specimens that will be pre-
pared during procedure to take extravas,cular body fluid scPlmens, wash-
44-11gs, cell and/or tissue bipsies ,(Task 65).

.

, 3. Goncluding whether medication type or dosage ordered is inappropriate,
has already been administered,'may be in error or contraindicated for '-411

patient; deciding whether to refuse to inject (Tasks 133', 299).

.

4. Concluding whether 'patient's pain or difficulty ii passing a urethral
catheter warrants termination of procedure and reporting to physician in
charge (Tasks 143, 181).

5. Concluding whether tracheostomy passage has been stiffieiently'cleared
.

by suctioning and whether surrounding area needs cleansing,*(Task 182).

6. Concluding when patient needs to have oxygen administered and whether
patient is responding (Task 185). Pr

. Concluding.whether*ECG being monitored shows emerwficy signs or unusual

reading; deciding whether to report this (Task 308).,.

To accomplish this, the student must be able to indicate the types of infor,.
mation from which he.or she must ,draw in the various instances of the.activ-
ity which may arise, and must be able to indicate,Fhat inferences, conse-

Mes
quenres, or conclusions are fmplied by various possible combinations of in-
formation as appropriate for the situations. The student should be able to

defend the implications drawn using appropriaterit'eria.

Crogs Reference Footnotes: See The Fallowing Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appearsin: 119 121 122 123.
Higher scale:value_appears in: 124 125 126 127 128'.

a

,'



-at

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type cif 'Objective Skill

Skill car Knowaedge Category 'Implicative Skills
Occupati n Quality Assurance Aide

Refers t Task de no(s).: 8 70 275 354

Factor VI
Page 1 of 1

No. 121
Scale Va ue .0

Level 1

Is there' Gross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
come to concrUsions, draw implications, or foresee consequences based on.

information in order to carry out the following.actiVIties:

1. Concluding whether computerized transverse axial tomography equipment is
displaying a pr'oblem while it is being shut down; concluding whether it
would be'best tb ch4ck personally, reptit to supervisor,. call service

, organization, have test runs made, or run tests personally (Task 8).

2. Concluding whether there is a problem with manual film processing equip-

ment based on visual inspection for contamination, dirt, exhaustion of

developer or fixer soloutions or water bath after'pH test of fixer, check

MO of temperature, check for light leaks, check of conditiotT3T film hangers;

concluding what is best to do (Task 70).

3. Concluding whethe subtrac n prints in various stages of preparation

are up to accep,tabl ards FOr diagnostic -use (Task 275).

4 Concluding what patient records will be neededlor specific purposes
such-as an. examination, special procedure, treatment, or case conference

(Task.354).

'To accomplish this, the student must be able to.indicate the types of infor-
mation from which he or she must draw in the various instances of the activ-

ity which may arise, and mu6,t be able to. indicate what inferences, conse-

quences, or conclusions are implied by 'various possible combinations of in-

'formation as appropriate fot the situations. The student should be able to

)defend
11

the implications drawn using appropriate criteria.,

a

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same °scale value appears 119 220 122 123.

Higher scale, value appears in: 124 125 126 127 128.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 3

Type oPObjective Skill Factor VI No. 122

Skill or Knowledge Category Implicative.Skills Scale'Value 1.0
Occupation Quality Assurance Technician Level 2

R ers to Task Code No(s) .: 173 175 178 523 52.7 529 530 531 532 533.535 5374;538

1.'1139 540 543_544 545 548 549 556

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, lee footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level most bt able" to

come to conclusions, draw implications, or/toresee consequences based on in-
.

formation in order to carry out the following activities:

1. Concluding whether problems encountered with-x-ray machines are inde-
pendent of timer accuracy after doing spinning top test; concludingeature
of timer problems froli), results (Task 173).

2. Concluding wh er here are problems with calibration of kVp or mA se-
,

lectors after d penetrometer'test; concluding nature of probltm, whe-
ther repair is needed (Task 175)-.

N3....'.
Concluding whether there are problems with fluoroscopic .controls after
checking equipment; concluding nature of problem,whether repair is needed'
(Task 178).

4. Concluding whether there are problems with computerized transverse axial
tomography equipment'after preparing for use concluding nature of pro-

blem,whether repair or testing is needed (Task 523).

5. Concluding when,cdthputerized transverse axial scan display is adjusted

for optimum sharpness and density gradation for_the tissues idlithe area
of interest and the possible pathological condition involved (Task 527).

6. Concluding whether diagnostic x -r'ay equipment meets acceptable standards
for fieldo4Tlithitation, receptor and light field alignment, minimum ,TOD,

TFD, and field size indicators after makimg radiographic tests; conclud-
ing effects of any problems end deviations frqm`acceptable standards in
terms of patient exposure, diagnostic legal...requirements

(Task 530).

7. Concluding whether diagnostic x-ray equipment meets acceptable standards
for fluorosCopic and spot filth field limitation, field and image receptor

.

alignment, maximum TID, minimum TOD and other reqhirements after inspect-
ing, making 'radiographic tests;_ concluding effects of any problems .and,,

deviations froth,acceptable standards (Tasle530). .

8. Concluding whether diagnostic x-ray tube overload protection d effec-

Eive focal spot size meet asCeptable standards after making tes s; con-
cluding effects of any problems and deviations from acceptable standards

(Task 511). . ...

'

s S 5 1.1



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) Page 2- of 3

Type of Objective skill Fact VI No. 122

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Implicative Skills - Scale Value 1.0

,
Content Continued

9. OoncFuding whether diagnostic x-ray equipment expOsure.timers and/or
automatic exposure termination devices fneet acceptable standardS after
making direct calibration Ifsts: concluding effects of any problems and
deviations from acceptableitandatds (Tasks 532, 533).

101 Concluding whether kVp, mA, mAs3 exposure rates Or'reproducibility of
diagnostic-x-ray equipment output meet acceptable, standards after making
direct calibration tests or making calibiated penetrometer and/or'densk.
tOmdter'tests of calibration; concluding. effects of any problems and devi-

ations from acceptable standards (Task 535).

11. Concluding whether tomography equipment gmnctions mechanically and whether
fulcfum positivn, resolution, exposure uniformity and/or grid alignment
meet acceptable standards after making mechanical and radiographic tests;
concluding'effects of any problems and deviations from acceptable stan-

dards (Task 537).
A

12. Concluding whether inherent filtration of diagnostic x-ray equipment meets
acceptable standards after making radiographic tests; concludihg effects
of,ak problems and deviations from acceptable standards (Task 538).

13. Concluding whether bucky grid alignment and/or centering of diagnostic
x-ray equipment meets-acceptable standards after making mechanical or
radiographic. tests; concluding effects of any problems and deviations from

acceptable standards (Task 539). 4

14. Goncluding whether automatic brightness contrOt and/or the ocus, res44
lution,and distortion of fluoroscopic optical system meet acceptable -stan-

dards after making radiographic tests; concluding effectsof.any problems .

and deviations from acceptable standards (Task 540).

15. Concluding whether automatic x-ray film p"rocessors show malfunction of ,

processing components, errors in'temperature,oi need to replenish process-

ing chemicals after making radlographic and sensitometer, densieometer

tests; concluding whether variations are within, acceptable range or the

corrective steps to take (Cask 543).

16. Concluding the appropriate uses for x-ray film andliot dosimetric
batches Aftei determining exposure characteristics (Task 544)

17. 'Concluding whether diagnostic X-ray examinati4;nsbeIng conducted meet

acceptable patient exposurestandards-after monitoring patient exposure
rates; concluding the gonadal shielding appropriate for specific examina-

tions and positions, concluding whether equipment problems exist; conclu-
ding effects of problems and deviations from acceptable standards (Task
545).

.411
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.CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) Page 3 of 34

a

V

Type of Objective Skill Factor VI No. 122

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Implicative Skills Stale Value 1.0

Content Continued

18. Determining whether diagnostic x-ray equipMent meets acceptable limits
for entrance exposure rate, barrier transmitted fate, leakagemEadiation.0
rate from source assembly after making tests; concluding effect of prob-

lems'and deviations from accdptabfe standards (Tasks 548, 549>.
/

414

19. Concluding whether there are problems with calibration of diagnostic
test, survey, or electrical measuring instruments, densitometer, or, ]

sensitometer after carrying out tests; concluding what to do with eqATL-.:

ment (Task 556).
.

To accomplish this, th.tt student must be able to indicte the types of int*-
mition from which_he or she must draw in 'the various instancesW the activity
which may arise, and must 'be able to indidate what inferences,'consequences,
or conclusions are implied by various possible combinations of information as
appropriate for the situations. The student should be amble to defend the im-

plications drawn usinFapropriate criteria.

fl

0

1..

6

A'

Cross Refexence Footnotes: See The Following &rrictilum Objectives:

$ame scale Value appears in: 119 1201121 123.
Higher scale Value Appears in: 124 125 126 127 128.

356
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CURRICULJM OBJEC'IVE SHEET
Type of Objective Skill

t
Rage 1

Skill.ot-KnoWledp Category' Implicative Skills 4 SCale-ValUe 1.0
Occupation Radiologic tethnologist I,S'el 3

rsRefe -to Tasik. Code No(s).: --37O 371 372k373 ii Y- . -
.

.

k.)

Is there:C/-4s Reference? .,%Yes(X) ) yes, see footnote(s).

414Content: 'A graduate of the program at this educational

,come to conclusions; draw implications, br foresee
information in order to carry out ,the following ac

level must be able to,
P

consequpnces based on
tivitielk f

.- .
_ .

ef.

1. Concl ding whether request,for operating room radiography Ts properly

cautho ized, complete, and whether there is sufficient infbrmation for
.epiformer to prepaie equipment and carry out radiqgraphy cTasks 370,'.

371,372, 373) .

.4

To accomplish,thid, the student must be able to indicate the types of,infor- .

imotion from which hedt she must drew-in the various instances of the gcti,vity
which 'may arise, and.must be able to indicate wilat inferences, consequences,
or conclusions are iMplied by various posFible combinatiAs of information as

appropriate forshe situations. The student .s2y1'd be able to defend the 194-
plicatiens drawn-u4igg appropriate critefia.- .

.

r-.

66

Cross Refer ence Tootnotes:, See The FolloVing Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears in: 119 120 121 122...
Haber scale val,ue appears in: 124 125 126.127

4

I

a

s
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/1

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objeptive _Skill
Skill or Knowledge Category
Occupation
Refers to Task Code Noks).:

4./

P.age 1 of .11'

'IV No. 124

Scale Value 2.0
Le'vel.,14

'73 295

Is Oeke Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) yes, otnOte(s).

A

Content: A graduate of the program at .this

come to conclustGfis, draw iMplicat s, or foresee consequences based on in-

formation in order to carry out the following activities:

ducational level must be able to

1. Concluding what would be appropriate answers and/or conseqces'of owlA -

responses when answering Thatients' questions about.diagnostilc radictraphy
procedures (Task 73). '

2. Concluding when it is important or apprttriate for performer to raise
issues andtbr participate in discussion during depailmentaI meeting of

k nursing-staff (Task 295). -

To acconiplisti ?his, the student mIktilhAble to indicae the types of infor-

mation

A

mation from which ite or she must draw in the various instances,of the activity
whit .may arise, and must be able to indica& what inferences, consequences,
or Conclusions are implied by vious possible combinaxions'of information as

-appropriate for the situations. The student should be, able to defend the id--

plications,drawn using appropriate criteria.

WI!

AA,

A

I

."
Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Faildwing Corricu es: -

Loverscale value appears in: 119 120 121 122 123.,
Siwe,pcale value appeari4in: 125 126 f27.
Highet' scale value appears in: 128.

I

.

A

r,

,

0

iJ A.)0

0.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET .

*Type of Dbjectime -Skill
Skill, or Knowledge Category' Implicative Skills
Occupation Patient Care Technician

Refere to Task Code5o(s).: 280

Page 1 of 1
Factor IV , No. 125

Scale Value 2.©
Level 2

5'

e/P
is there Gross Reference? ...Yes-{X) ...Noc

,.

) If yes, see footnbte(s).

Content.; A graduate of the program at this educational-level must be able to

come copclusions, draw implications, or foresee consequences based-on N.

information in order.to carry out the following activities:

I. Concluding whether performer has been accidentally exposed to excessive
radiation, and/or drawing implications about past exposure to try to ex-:
plain possible source of recorded high personalexposurto radiation
(Task 280). A

.

To accomplish this, the student mustube able to indicate the tyPes
N
of infolr-;

mation from whichthe or she must draw in the various instances-of the activ7.'

ity which may arise, and must be able to indicate what inferences; conse-1".

quences, or conclusjons are implied by various posihle combinations of in-

tomation as approprite for the situations,. The student should be able tip

defend. the implications drawn using appropriate criteria',

t

45.

R

Asa

.

cross Reference Footnotes:. See The Fo owing.Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in:, 119 f20 122'123. I

Same scale value appears in: 124 126
Higher sc'ele, valde_ap ears iv: 128.

to

4.4
3J



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE §HEET Page 1 of 1!

Type of Objective : S)citl \ Factor VI
.

No. ...116.----
Skill or Know):edge Oeeegory- 'implicative Ail]. , Scale Value 2.'0
Occupation Quality.Assurance Technician , Level 2

Refers,tO'Task Code 'NolsN 78 276 280.524 525 550

sr
Is there Cross Refe,rence? ...Yes()Q ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

k

Conteht: A graduate of 'the program at this edUcational level must be able to
come to conclusiondraw implications, or fqtesee consequences. based on
information in order to carry out the following'activities:'

1. In checking an.jacketing radiographic materials and finding missing in-'
formation, concluding what a radiograph represerttsv the; view, the pa-
tient,or the technologist who tad'e it,basedon informS17,:iort sources and
other materialsvalable (Task 78). ,

1

_ 2, Concluding the probable source off reported probl'emg with automatic x -ray

film processing machine, the' method of ,ivestfAiation,:an,d what to do
(Task L76) . .,- ''''

,

.,

.
.

I

y
. .

,
; ' .

.. , . .
.

3. Concluding whethe -performer has- 'berm- accidentally exposed too, excessive .

I. ,
.

radiation, and/ drawing..implications 'about past exposure tlid-try to ex,
,:.4 .

plain source of recorded high personisil exposure, to rdiatiod (Task 280).
. .

...
.

4.' ConCl.uding,Ehe_posslble source of problems with compurvized transverSe-
axial tomog,rA)hy equipment and the method of invest.igation or repair
(Tasks 524, 525).

1
. .. .

i--------- ,,,
sr.

, 1

5.4 Concluding wh4her stray radiation .11c1 transmission across primary and
.

secondary protective barriers in a diagnostic x-ray installation surNhey
is within acceptable limitsfor'personnel maximum permissible.dose equiv2
alenls after. makiingvappropriate tests an'd considering apptopriate factors;

drawing implications for` deployment of staff, on sources.of..problems, on
corrective measures, effect of problems and deviations from acceptable
standards (Task 5,0):.

.

. 40.,e
. .

, .

To accomplish ,this, the student must be able to indicate the types .of infor-
maton fromwhich he or she must draw in the v.irkous instances of the Octivity
whichYmay arise, and must be able to icleicate\wa inferences, consequences,
or conclusions art implied by various possible combinations of information as
appropriaceior thl situations. The student should be able to defend the

_
,

nimplications drawh.usig appropriate criteria..
. ,, . ,

s/...),
:.

'

.

'

-

'''

''' ..4 .,.
. V -

.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Folulowihs Curriculum,Objectives:' r

Lower scale'va4ue, appears in: '119 120'121 122 123,

Same scale value appears in: 124 125 127.

Higher scare val. '"
. 4ite

appears in: 12-8 and revel 5.

t )
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 12dof 2

iType of Objective Skill
. Factor III No. ----127 -:-

Skill'Or Knowledge Category Implicative Skills Scale Value 2.0
Level 3Occupation Radiologic TeChnOlogist

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 81 280 353 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 36 364

.,365 366 367 368 369 374 17-5 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 38/ 388 _

389 390 463 464 465 466 467 468 491 492 493 494 495 496 497 *cont uedbelow
Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ), If yes, see footnote(s)%

Content: A graduate of the progiam at this Atcational level must be able to

come to conclusions, draw implications, or foresee consequences based on-in-
formation in orderto.carry out the following activities:.

'-1. Concluding w ether radiographS demoristrate that correct patient position-'
'A ing,. collimat na'and shielding have been accomplished, and whether the

radiographs dem trate the area and ferndition of interest satisfactorily
for diagnostic purpoSes 6a48 on revivOf requisition and examination
of radiographs; concluding whether problems"are due to technologist's

l

of x-ray or.spiocessing equipment (Task 81).i. , . .
. . .

2. Concluding whether.performer has been accidentally exposed to excessive
radiation; and/r drawing implications about past exposure to try to ex-
.plain possible source ofrecordeehigh personal exposure,to..radiation
(Task 280).

.. .

1, , ..

3. Conlltrag whem.it i$ .mportant or appropriate' for performer to raise
issues and /or participate in' discussion during departmental"meeting of
radio-logiclogic ecHnoldgist staff (Usk 353):

.

e

t. .

-- -ConOuding whether there are possible con trai ndications to a,radidgraphic,
exsminati-O-nat -slaikld be brough to radiologist's attention, such as
possible exposure of fetus, ,reeent ation of examination, or specific
?Patient conditions, based on reading patient's medical- technical' history.,

requisitign sheet, observation and/or interview with patient, and signs
of distress, adverse or emergency tection(all tasks -listed as appt6-

, .

priate except Tasks 81 and 280). .

, 1.1

5. Concluding' from patient's medical-a rIechnical'hStorY, requisitio, dis-'
cussion withaccompianying'staLf thember, patient, or observattgh oC

,

1' tient's tissue 9,r bo4Atype or presence of pain whether positioning or,
., ,.

:

,

exposufe te cheu, e shoui d.be.modiIi ed (alltasks listed as appropriate te .

exCept Tesks.81 anal .280). ,

'. 6 Con-cluding whethr patient is b(aliing an adverSe af emergefncy reaction to,
procedure or c(Intrast mediut, ci;' is showing signs of distress, or needs

re:hdjustmenirof life support equipment; -concluding which staff member to
notify (all tasks 'listed as appropriate except Tasks81 and 280).-

i 4 I. . ts.

7. prdwing implications from informhtion on the patient's cendrrrmm about
the way to conduct examination tomake patient most comfortable (a11,_.

81tasks listed as'appropriate except Tasks and 280).
. .

)1

. Or. C 1

,gb
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cuRnacuLum OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued)
Type ofOVjective. Skill

4

Page 2 of 2

Factor III'. No. . 127

Skill.,st Knowledge Cagegory Implicative Skills 'Scale477711717.7r

Content COntinued '

o

8: ,Concluding what information to convey to patient based on _patient 's cod

dition and behavior (all tasks listed As appropriate except Tasks 81 and

280).

To accomplish this, the student,must,be able to indicate the typegeof infor-
mation from which he or she must draw in the various instance& of the activity
which may arise, and must beable- to-indicatewhat inferences, consequences,
or conclUsions are implie various possible combinations of information as

.appropriate for the.situa s: Thd studen ould be able to defend the imp

plications'drawntising appropriate criteria. AS

(

Cross Reference Footnotes.
Lower scale value-appears in: 119 120 131,122 123% :

Same scdle value appears in: 124 125 126.

Higher scale Value appsar& in: 128 and level 5.

it

-

,

See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

* 498'499 500,5G1 502 503 50.4

51g 519.526.

, ,

505 50, 507 508 509P510 511 512 513 51:4 515,516. 517'

J
4

e

JJ
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET age 1 of 1

Type of '9,bjeceive Skill Factor IV No. 0 ,126

Skill or Knowledge Category' Implicative Skills I Scale Value 5.0

.
Ocdupation Patient ;are-technician ievel 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 296
-. .

Is there )Cross Reference? '...XeS(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(S).

Content: A graduate of fhe program at this edudational level must be able to

'` come to conclusions, draw implications, or foresee consequences based on in-
formation in order.to carry out the following activitill.

J. Concluding from infOrmation and examination of patient..the nature and
severity of emergency a'ristng in department; concluding what procedures

to follow; concluding while admiSistering first aid whether patient is
responding, and adjusting asappropriate (Task 296).

To accopilish this,/the student must e ableto indate the types of infor-
Am4ioln'from which he or she 'must draw in the various instances of the aAivity

?400may
arfse, and muse be.able to indicate what inferences, consequences,

'6nclusions are implied by various possible combinations of information

111-

s.

a'Iapptopriate for the situations. The'student should be able' to defend the
. implications drawn using appropriate, criteria.

A

(

4

a

"N.

Cross Reference Forbots: See The' Following Curricvlum Objectives:

Lower scale vane' peIrs 11), 1,19 120 121 122 1231t; 145 126 .127t

'Same.scale value ap ars. in level. 4 of patient care.,
_4 Vt.,

,.

I

1-

444

0
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'CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET - Pace 1 of 2-

Type of Objective Skilf4" 11, Factor- IV 1/4,_ No. 129
Skill or Knowledge Category Financial Consequences of Error' Value1.0

Occupation .Patient Care Aide Level 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).,: 73 7.4 98 113'118..153 155 166 199 262 271 278 282

283 287'20 290 291 303

Is, there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) :..No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

display an'appropriate awareness of the financial consquences which 'cal': re-

sult from errors, even after proper training, in the performance of the fol-

lowing tasks:

1. Reassuring any patient and/or accompanying adult about x-ray and/or
fluoroscopy procedures (Task 73). t

Explaining to any out-patient or accompanying adult proper at-home pro-
.cedures to follow prior to coming for radiographic or fluoroscopic exam-

__
ination (Task 74).

3. Obtaining a clean catch urine specimen from any patient and preparing for

laboratory (Task'98).

4. Giving any patient general reassurance (Task 113).
U.

5. Reporting observed symptoWs and concerns of any patient to physician or

4 ,staff member (Taqk 138). ,

Assistirg physician or co-librker inIspecial examinatioffor treatment

'procedures (Task 153).
.4

A A.
. Obtaining ul-ine!neamen on trders (Task 155).

8. Using isolation 4nd decontaminationtechniques to prepare examination
' . or treatment roop or area and clean up aflerwards for patient with

fnfectious.or communicable oonditon .(Task 166).

9. Taking And recording vital signs .(temperaturq,pulse,,respiratl.on and

61o6d pressure) of anY patient (Tisk 199).

/10. Taking 4n electrocardiogram of ani patient a ordered or 'detaimined

-(Task 262).

1): Deciding whether to call staff,. person to evaluate whether unusual ECG.,
re'ading is artifact, or,calKing physic.ian in caie of seribus patient

, "distress (Task 271)*.

-12. Checking on reasons f411. nonappearance of in-patients forexaminations
or treatthent (Task 278*

13..Escdrting adult out-patients to and/or dressing rooms-, treatment

7

rooms and/or waiting areas (Task 282).

(1 4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) I

---., i

Pep 2 of 2

Type of Objective Skill , - Factor IV No = 129

Skill or KnOwledge Cagegory Financial Consequences of EAlbr Scale Value

Content ContfffUed

14. On orders, deciding whethgr wound of any patient needing change of dress-

- ing needs attention of RN; changing simple dry dressing or reinforcing
wet dressing (Task 283),d4K

15. On orders, pl.acing order for specific dietetic meal; picking up, deliv-
ering, and feeding patient if so decided (Task 287).

16. Bottle feeding a baby with pre-prepared formula (Task 289).
t \

17.. Changing any patient's colostomy bag on orders (Task Z90).

--18. Taking and reporting temperature of any non-pediatric patient with Oral
thermometer on orders (Task 291).

19.4Arranging, measuring, and recordingf67id intake and excretory output as
ordered (Task 303).

To accomplish this the student must be able to indicate the financial value
of the output, equipment, materials, ditime involved in the tasks. The

student should be able to indicate what the most obvious errors during learn-
ing would be, the most serious likely error a#ter proper training has been
accomplished, what the financial consequences would be, should be able to
state what should bt done to avoid, the errors, and should be able to carry

this out.

I

t

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears in 130 131 132 133,134.

Higher:scale value appears in: .135 136 137. _ .

'.....)L"t).i



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVeSHEET Fake 1 of 2

TYpe of Objective Skill Factor IV No. ....14....
,.Skill or Knowledge Category Financial Consequences of Error Scale Value 1.0

'Occupation Patient Care Technician , Level 2

Rmfers to Task Code No(s).: 18 31 65 133 143 156 181 185 198 280 296 298 299 308
. _

522

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes( ) ...No(') If yesjesee footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this. educational level must be able to
'bh-s,Vay an appropriate awareness of the financial consequences'which can re-

' sult from errors, even after proper training,in the performance of the fol-

lowing tasks:

1.- Drawing blood from an non-pediatric patient's veins on orders (Task 18).

2. Removing any patient,OS;sutures (Task 33).
,...

3. Preparing specimens such as extravascular body fluids;, washings, cell
and/or tissue biopsies for transportation to labortory (Task 65).

4. Administerg subcutaneous or Intrsmuscular injeCtion for any.patient
according to MD'S orders afteriltaving quantity Thecked',(Task 133).

404

-5. Catheteiizing any female urethra as ordered (Task 143).
r

-

6., Irrigating, cleaning, dressing or redressing any p tient's wound, burn,

or opening for catheter as ordered (Task 156).

7. Catheterizing any'male..,or female patient's ureth a with retention bal-

loon cathAer (Task 181).

4:7

8. Administering-oxygen from portable or piped outlet unit using.oronasal
or nasal mask according to MD's orders (Task 185).

9. Administering medication orally 'to any patient according to MD's orderg _

after having quantity checked (Task 198).

a 10. Participating in monitoring of personal exposure to radiation'by peri-

odically turning in and replacing film strip in badge worn by performer

(Task 280)._

11. Providing first aid in x-ray department emergency (Task 296).

12. Administering medication orally to any'patient according to MD's orders

(Task 298).

13. Administering subcutaneous'or intramuscuJar injection for any patient

according to MD's orders (Task 299).

14. Setting up and,monitoring any patient's electrocardiogram during special

procedure (Task 308):

:3 LE )
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) Page 2 of 2 ,

Type of Objective Skill Factor IV No. 130.

Skill or Knowledge Cage ;ory Financial Consequences of Error Scale Value 1.0

Content Continued

15. Applying pressure dressing to arterial or venous puncture site (Task 522).

To accomplish thia,.the student must be Ableto indicateth financial value
of the output, equipment, materials, or time involved'in th .tasks. The stu-
dent should be able to indicate what the most obvious error during/learning
would be, the most serious likely error atter proper training.has been accom
dished, what the financial consequences would be; should be able to state
what should be done to avoid the errors, and should be able to carry this ou

Crosq Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives.
'Same scale value appears in: 129 131132 133 134.
Higher scale value appears in':' 135 136 137.



1
CURRItULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 3

Type of Objective Skill Fact I No.

Skill or Knowledge Category Financial Consequences of iroc Scale Value 1.0

Occupation Quality Assurance Aide Level a
Refers to Task Code No<s).:-8 69 70 71 72 79 80 95'134 135 136137. 145 163 164
#.167 180 192 222 227 260 267 269 273 274 275 284 285 286 288 29.7 304 319 354
551 552

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes( ) If yes, sqe footribite(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

display an appropriate awareness of the financial consequences which can re-
sult from errors, even, after proper training.; in 07e-performance of thp' fol-
lowing tasks:

/ ,

I. Shutting down computerizOd transverse axial scanning equipment (Task 8)..
. . _

4. Processing exposed x-ray film in automatic processor (Task 69).

3. Inspecting, cleaning,'and readying x-ray film trend processing equipment

for use (Task 70).

Processing exposed x-ray film manually (Task 71).

5. Loading x-ray film cassette(s), nonscreen.film holder(s),box(es), and/
or roll film cartridges (Task 72).

6. Preparing barium sulfate contrast medium as ordered or Cor standard use
(Task 79).

7. Preparing materials or trays withkmedications and materials for special
4.

treatments or procedures accordin,to standard orders (Thsk SO).

8. Testing a urine sample by\tablet orippst* method and recording results

(Task 95).

9- Logging and/or tallying patient +ser ices anpor, instructional case re-
cord materials for use in record keeping, billing, or instruction
(Task 134),

10. CleTning an examination ar treatment room after user (Task 135).
. .

11. Checking and storing order for non- narcotic drugs and/or suppli4
(Task 136). * .:

.

. .
a

12. Deli ering prepared specimens or,cuItures to_14p or incubator,. (Task 137).

r13. Preparing treatment or examination equi,pent for steriliisation,i4 auto-
clave (Task 145).

ii.

il

4. Filling out institutional report form (such as
ordered by MD (Task 163).

ncellation) as

. 15. Filling out patient identification illferma&ion on labels and for in -

antici0ati of need or as requested (Task 464) .

1
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..- CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET continued/ . Page 2 of 3

Type of Objective Skill Factory VI" No. 131 r
Skill or Knowledge Cagegory FinanciAConsenuence-s of Ertor -Scale Value 1.0.

.

ContAt Continued.,

16. Inspecting and clean4 intensifying screensbin *cassette holders

(Task 167).
J1

Preparing blood samples for the laboratory (Task 180).
a

18. Inspecting, checking, preparing xerdradiography equipment for use
(Tagk 192). ."

.19. Making photocopies of documents, collating, and stapling (Task 222).

20. Chetking for ptesence and Condition of emergency supplies in proper lo-
catiOns; and restocking as needed (Task 227).

21. Preparing a hypodermic needle with injection dosage on 6rders (Task.260).

22. Piocessing exposed.PoLlroid x-ray Jilm with Polai.oid automatic processing
equipment (Task 267).

. ,

23. Loading empty cassette with Polaroid x-ray film (Task 269).

24. Cleaning., inspecting and readying automatic x -ray film processor(s) fqr.

use (Task 273). 4
AI

25. Adding pieCietermined instruments and suppl-{es to prepared procedure

trays (Task 274)%. _
, iv \

.

" 26 Preparing radiographic subtractif prints .Task 275):

27.

= .

Checking presence and fActinningof cfxygeil aVor suction equipment,
and amounts of oxygen (Task 284).

11.0

28. Checking for presence of emergency supplies in proper locations-(Task 2135.).

29. Filling out standard order for linen; picking'up dlding and :Storing

(Task 286).
...- .

--
,

' 30. Filling outyand delivering standard order for food items for department;
picking10, and placing food for storage (Task 288).

V

31. Obtaining and checking keypunch' control card'fbr serial cassette changer
as ordered (T,4sk 29.7) . -t

32. Readying emergency cart, (Tasfc.,304).

..
,

33. pplying print cuaf'er o photographs (Task"*319).
. ' , ,

..ti-

34, Obtaining patieril reco s for uge in-examination;-procedure, treatment,-
or conference (Tas)C354). 4

"'N,

a

a.,

V

ft"



CURRICULUM-OBJECTIVE-SHEE (continued Page 3 of 3

Type of Objective Skill - - Factor V No. 131
,

Skill or Knowledge CagegOry Financial Consequences of Error Scale Value.1.0
, ., :*---

- Content Continued

35. Preparing personnel radiation.mgnitoring dosimetfic film or TLD badges-
and distributing (Task 551). ' R

36 Collecting and/or distributing - personnel monitoring dosimetric badge

'inserts and preparing for outside or in -house processing and xeading
(Task 552).-

To accomplish this, the studenust be able to indicate the financial
value of the output, equipment, rgaterials or time involved in the tasks.
The student should be able to indicate what the most obvious errors during
the learning yould be, the most serious likely error after proper training
has--been'acdompli,shed, what the financial consequences would be, should be
able to state what should be 'done to void the errot, and should-be able
to carry this out.

1

p

Cross Reference FQotnotes: See The Followin& Curriculum Objectives:
SamesCale value appears in: 129 L30 132 13-3 134.

Higher scale value aPpEars in: 135 136 137.

3 (I
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MP

ir

CIOICUiUM OBIECTTia SHEET ...am,
_

' _ Page 1 ot 3
....

Tye of Objective Skilit . 1 , , Factor VI, No. .....1.12,0.
Skillcor Knowledge CategoryjrinanCial.hnsequenqes. of Error 01- Scale Value 1.0 " -

0c1. cupdtion gualty Assurance Techniciad $ Level 2

'Refers to-Task CodeAla(s).6: 78 173 280. 523 524 525 527 529 53.G 5310532.33 634 536

ip 538'539 %0 543 544 545 548 i49650 5t3 554 556 .

,

4

Iq there Cross Refereice? ...YeA46. ..:No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
.

t
. yv.1.,.

CdAtent: A graduate of the program at this educational level must ba aille to
i display an appropriate awareness ofstge fina ia co equences'Which an re-:

salt from errors, even.after groper trainink perfoermance of the fol-

lowing task:.
40'

''. 1

It''

1. Checking and jacketing parieni'sradiographs, u'ltrasonograms, and/or
C.T.T.inscans with tequisielon sheets. and prior-diagnostic-materials

g

And pl.acing,for filing and Interpreting (Task 78).
. #-c 4 , 0 ,,

.
2. Althecking 'aleuracy,of x-rffy machine,eimers (except phototimers) with

spinning tho*,,testo (Task 173). ,

.,

111' 'V
,

- _

3. Participatingin monitoring of personal exposure ta2-liadiation by ipri- *

lop
odiLall. curningln and rplacing filmstrip in badge worn-by perforther,

git "1 ,. (Task 280), :,.. 4 : 4,, -
.

ihmi
lit PrE:paring computerizd transiverse axial tolpgiTphy (C.T.T!) equipment

,-

for use (TaAk 523)' : '' - ."
, , v

,

4 -;
. .

1

I,-
Providi preventivemaintenapce.for display,Aute surface, carder, di4c,

and/ tape drive 6nitN: and/or scanning assembly (especially Water-

- ', -us head box assembly) of compui&rizd transverse axial tomography:
.

"11. 1(C.T.T.).equipment-aask-524/. . - . 4
IA

, 'a
- -,

6,

I.

Checking ibratiad'and.accurary'of'C.T.T. equipment by making test

' scans (Task '125)% 44
-

Sa

' *7. Retrievini!*, spiayinw and maki,ng,p'rotogtaphs.; printouts and/or magnetic

.
.

tapejecords,of..comput,erkzed.transverte:axiattomographic(g.T.T.) scans
(lasit 5V27). 1 - ,e ,

..: -

, 0 A . )1 . i. 4 ,.h

0 V

r -Checking x-ray field 14mitatjon, x-ray receptor a& light fiitt4 align-
ment,

0

ment, minimum TOD, TFD and field size indicators for diagnostic x-ray
... ..... .1-
F gli ip:r.i.nt_ (,;:i---.1,e, 5.'9) --,;,, . i ,.. .

4 . ' ?.,' A a ' , . 40 e .

9.' Cbeckidg Elvo(isccip.1, and Apo,tofilm -x-4-ay fieldlimit4ti4pn, x7ray,iel
Ind ima e i-ecp,tor alignment, maximum TLD,, minimum TOD,: and Pther re-

4Uirem nrs (2,14( 530), .
tx 4,

. . 4
. . -1W

,,,,

10, Testing wbethst-,4iagn%stAi: )c-tat tube'pverload protectift- r Otfec-. .
4i,'

.

. !.
tive f'ocalAspot size meet aci-eptAbre standaqs (Task 531).

V. . . .
... .,

"0'
.

1111,Check'Ing andfor petiforillibgr7T"Zt calibrdeion tests of 4eagnoat1Z radi-

' * . ogrdphy, equipfiledeexROEfur* tild4 (Task 532)

..o..

.
' -../..... . . 4

. TA
i . .

'

....

. .,.

...:'

a.. .

a

110

,
. ) ,

,

A



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE-SHEET continued)
Type of Objective Skill 4°41:6tor VI

Skill Or Knowledge Cagegory Financial ConseguenceS DfArrif.,

Pap' 2

No. l3Z
Scale Value 114Q

4.1

of 3

Content Continued

`IP -12. Checking automatic exposure 'te'rmination A diagftostiC
i

-radiogaPhY equip-

. ment .(Task 533)-r
,

- ' ....1 a .. ,.

4 .

OP. Providing visual and radiographic or fluoroScopic ?Inspection of person-
lb .ne4 shielding devices such as leaded gloves, aprons, sheets, gonadal

shields (Task 534).

i 0 14. Providing visual and/or rhanual inspectign of diagnostic radiography

111

V . ,"systeir (Task '536), 4
9

%

_

.

15. Checking diagnostic tomography xray equipment fOr mechanical Operation,
,.".9).-.fulcrpt'po,smtionf resolution, exposure uniformity-and/oregrid alignment

.

:
,."

(Task 537). , -
,

.

-A, L---' ,t
10)

Zv_ 16'. ',Estimating HVL-and checking adequacy df filtration of diagnostic x -ray
ge equipment (Task 5384: 0,----

Checking bucky gcld alignment and/or centering in diagnostic radiography

.

.
equipment (Task c19).,

18.,CheckingfluoroScopic automatic brightness control:System and/or focus, '

* resolution and, distortion of the optical system(Task 540).
Iiis

.
f_

A

.

', 19. MoniturtngAand evaluating x-gay film protessors':(Task,543.
4

..,

r
c

20, Determining exposure characteristics of x-ray and /or dbsimetric "films

(Task 544. 4

.
. .

.

21. Monitoring patient exposure rates Tor rouLineollagnostic x-ray .proceduies

-** (Task 545) . -
_,

. ,

.

22:.Checking maxi+ entrance expoOkuke rate and primary barrier transmitted .

,, .

radiaton rate, for fluoroscopic equipment (.Task 548).
) ,

.

.-1.

MOChecking the leakage radiation rate.frot the source assembly of diag-
.

- - nostic x-ray equipment (°Iask 549).
0

-24- 6nducting protection sulive), t'ay radiation within diagnostiC' x -ray
.

.
.
Frallatpn and transmission acro primary and secondary protectIG

.

b nrirs (Task 550)-. ,

.. ....

. m ., . .44
...% .) / 1

. 2.5.. Reading and recordingexposure- ff personnel onitoring=film oarterma7

..-4 --luminescent dosimeters (Task 553).
. ..,

Ilit
4

r '

26.,Enteriag, 'evaluating oCcupational radiation txpnsure data, and ilnitiating

action'on dangerous levels (Task4554),

\ wall
10,

a
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iCURRICULUM OBJECTIVg SHEET 5cbiltirued)
.

Page 3 of 3

:Type of Objective kill' Factor VI No. 132

Skill or /knowledge Category Financial Consequences of Error Scale777777777,

Content Continued

27. Calibraring diagnostic x-ray 'test, surveys or measurin instruments

(Task 556).-.

I

To accomplish this, the stude.nt must be abllle indicate the financial value

of the output, equipment, materials or tirftWolved'in the tltskt, The stu-

dent should be able to indicate.wha6 the most obvious errors during learning
.would be, the most serious qikdly error after proper training hai been accom-
plished, whgt the financialiconsequences wouldbe, shpuld Pe able to State
'what should be dohe,to avoid the errors,. and should bAk able Xo carri_this out.

t

e 4 Ir

Is

S

ti

)

.".46

S

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale val.& appears,in: 129 130'131 133 '134.

Hight scale value appears in: 11 136 137.

t

'1° A

4

.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page of 4

Type of Objeqtive Skill . Factor III No.
Skill or Knowledge Category Findncia4 Consequences of Error Scale Value 1.0

Letrel 3

Refers to Task Code lo(4)., 280 )53 355-356 357 358 359 460'361 362 363 364 365
366 367 36S 369 374 375 3,.76 377 378 379 380 381 482 383 384 385 386 387 388 389
39& 463 464 405..466 467,468 491 492 493 494 495 496 497 498 499 (*coritiniled be(low)

Is there Cross Refere ce? ...YesT)0 ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

as I

Content: A graduate o the program at this-edtAcational level must be able to
display an appropr4ate awareness of the financial consequences which can re-

errol-s, even after proper training, in the performance of 'the fol-
lowinetasks,

I, Participating in monitoring .f personal exposure to radi %tion by period-
icarly turning in and replacing film strip In badge worn by performer
(Task 280,) .

Occupation ,Rndiologic Technologist

2. Participating in moeting of diagnostic x-rav department techhologitts
(Task 353) . ,

3. Taking plain film radiographs lif non-infant Patient's 'fingers, hands;
or wrists; forearm and/or JP1bow joint; humerus and/or shoulder girdle;
roes, feet, and/or ankle joint; legs, knees, and/or femara; pelvis, hips,
and/or upper fmura; vertebral column; sternum, ribs, and/or thoracic
viscera; abdomin,a1 contents; anterior neck; skull and /or face; or'para-
naSal sin iVes, (Tasks 355, 356,\357, 358, 359, 30,'361, 362, 363, 364,
365, 366,4.

4, -.Taking preliMinary iocaliza ion rAhographs of foreign bodies in orbit
or L'.4e of atient: (Task

41
367).

5. Taking Mammogram--; (radiography 'or xerord4iography) of non infant patient

4;

(Task 3 8 T -..
,

i !
. -

6. Preojrihg, ransporting, setting up, and'retuMing mobile portable radi-
ogra.phy'equfp, t fdio:r t)cdside radiography (Task 369).i.

. t , 0

1. Ilk.inl; tomograms of .non-infant patient (Task 374).
, .

8. Taking sialograms of ant'.pxtient (Task 375).

9.0 Taking iymphaniograms or adenclgrams of any patient (Task 376).

10. jakingposit ::ontrast axthrosra espe(-ially of knee) of arty' phtient

takig bron,hogiams of a non-pediatric'patient (Task 378).

12. Carr': in;' 'o.)f r d.lr lnvj terhnn'u for hron(hos(npv or needle
of a 'riVn-pediatrrc patient (Ta,4k 379).

A
.

ung biopsy

ft 4.
A) a.
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CURRICULUM-OBJECTIVE' SHEET (continued l A Page 2 of'4

TYpe.lofObjective Skill ;. . Factor, III No. 133

Skillor Knowledge Cagegory Finahgal Consequplides pf Error`Scale Value, 1.0

. , , ..'

- Content Condinued *
,

.4
,:'7

6 c
t 0* .

13. Froviding'techntcal assistance fpr laryngogra y.or'cleft palate Ady.
, .

of any patient (oro4ny'sliglar fluoroscopic ex mination including spot
filming and/or c/neradiography)-(Tak 380.

ry

14. Takinper Glradiographs1 small intestine int4atitin radiographs,

0, barium enema r4eograplis of non- pediatric patient (Tasks 381, 382483).
. ( . -

..... .

,15. Taking oral chorecystogrArs and cholanglograms, intravenous cholangiogramS
and cholecystograms, percutapeous or T.tube cholangiogranS .of non-infant
paden1.(Tasks 384, 385, 386). . -

. ,

.
, .

116. Taking, intravenous pyelograms and urograms of 'non - pediatric patient

(Task 3d7). . 4

*A° 0

17. Takiilg infusiOn.nephrotomograns af,any patient (Task 388)

18. Taking percutaneotio antegrad'e or renal cyst pyelograns of non-infant
e.

patient (Tasr. 389).

19. Taking ystograms and voiding cystpurethrograms of any patient (Task 390).

20. Taking'retrogiradepyelograms and ureterograms of.non-pediatriepatien't

(Task 463).
It

_
.

. :-,
:

,

21. Providing technical allisistance for ex.4mindeionof any patient' re-

quiring fl osconic control and t filming (Task 464).
. E -

o
, .

22. T4king pel pneuOgrams and/or hysterosalpingograms of non pediatric A

female pi ent (Task ,=,65).

.

1

23.,Tak;ng,r diugrapl.
\

of 4 pregjeknt .pa tlent's abdomeni for -fetography, amni=

:ographv placentography, patient's- uterus forintraruterine transfusidn,

pa '-s pelvis foxColcher-Sussman)elvimetry (Tasks 466, 46/, 468)% -

24. Taking plain film radiographs of the' skull, vertebral column, upper ex-
and8men, oxtre-qities of; infant or fP

atrie'parient (Tasks 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496).

25. Taking radiographs for chuilnaldiTesia-stddy-61.infadt

,26. Taking bronchograMs of.a pediaric_patient (T4k 498)%

27. Taking tipper GI radiographs, barlutenetna, intussUsception,or defecogra-
phy radiographs of pediatric patient ( ks 499, 500).' -

497), .

28. Taking percutaneous perltoneograms/hetnograms, excretofy intravenous in--
1

t'erior venr-1 ,a,*.)orams and or-4i-;111-: of pediatr1 pit tent (Tasks 501, .502).
fts

4



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET contin e ) Page 3 of 4

Type of Objective 4:1in actor' III - No. !133 . - _,

. Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Fjnan al Consequences *f Error Scale, Value 1.0

dteit Cofitimaed )-

,ft

*

29. Taking genitograms'or fistulclgramS of any patient for interseX, external

,fistula, or sinus ,tract examination (lask'503): -

% ,"

30.
. Taking cerebral angiogramsor venograms of any patient (Task 504).

.. ,

,

-..
t . 7

31. ,*Taking .pndumoegcephalogr,ams ,(1r brain vetriculograms pf an atient

(Task 505') .
. - 4 , -

:'1 f "
'432. Taking positive contrast spinal or posterior fossa myelderams of any'

.
. .,

. patient' (Task 506). . . ! :

. .

4/33. ,Taking disVograms of any patient task 50).
. ±-

34.
4

''Faking air or gas contrast myelograms dflany patient (Task 508

35:6Taing spinal cord artgiog.rats of any patient (Task 509).

W .

36. Taking per.ipheral angiogram df any patent (Task..510). ,

. , (
1 . ..

37. Taking catneter thoracic and/or abdominal Peotograms of any-patient,

.
and/or seej.:tiv4 visceral arteriograms (bronchial or abdominal),(TasIc "511).

. . , .. . ,

38. Taki4! selective Nlvic angiogi-ams.of con- pediatric gravfd or nongOvid '

.
.

female patient -(Task 512).
. ,

39. Taking ipntravenous anS'acardiograms oT anj patient (task 513).
,,- .

,
_

'40. Taking,selectilteT__thyroid angiograms of any patient, (Task 514).

k_, -0.

-41%'.1--akin-g c4thekei inferior vbta cav grams and/or rVn:al or-sdrenal vena---
.

. . I

pans df nflq,--inTant patie'nt (Tgsk 15,) .- t

1
, .. . ,

'

4
.

uS* tient (T16. 516). ,2.-Tak ng pecutaneosplenobortograms ofTake
.

P
i

'
:

.

(1/4

43. Takirg selective subclavian trter'i.ogfams of< non

,
thoracic outlet slindrome evaluatitn (task 5'17)-

. ,
% .

.5aking selective1
seletive pvlmonary a,pglograms or, seIectivelkiocard iograns .,.:'. ,

.

,

of any patient (Task V).
7...14- -P

dlatric patient for.
"

45..Tiinng percqraneomstcoronary arteriograms and/or left ventriclulograms

, of any patient (Task 519').

46. Taking .:-om1):Iterized transverse axial tembgr'aphic (C.T.I t jiscangof."
any patient '

,

3 7pi
=

v
4

4.

41:



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET'(continae4)
Type-of Objective smell, Factbr III, No. ', 1 -
Skill or KnoWedge CagtgorY, Financial Consequences of Erni Scale Value 1.0

.=,

N.

1
I

9

'

.

Peke 4 of 4

#
. ,

...Content Continued

Tratto9Plish,this, the student must be able,to indiAte, the finLcial value

of the output, equipment, materials, or,time.involved in the tasks. The stu-

dent should be able to indicate what the most obvious eirors during,learning
would be, the most serious likely error after proper training hasbeen accom-
plished, what the financial consequences would be, show d be able to state
whatshould be done to avoid the error, and,should be le to cafry this out.

.

a,

,

f.

S

Cress Referepce*Footriotes: See The FolloWin'g,Cupriculiim Objectives:

Same dcale-v/4ue appears in: 129 130131132 i34. a,

Higher" scale value appears, in: 135%06 137.

50o 501 502, 51)3.504 505 505.507 508 509%510 511.#512 513 514 515 5165 17 518 519

'526. -

, I

t Jr A

e



#1,

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
type pf Objective , Skill 5 ., Factor A
Skill or Knowledge category Finandial Consequences :of Error
Occupation Administrative Technologist

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 76 129-1316 132 165 272 277

No.

Paio.e341 .o of 1

.Scale Value 1.0
1evel 3

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see f otnote,(s).

,Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level mustbe able tb .

display on 'approftiate awareness. of the financial consequehces which,can re-

suit from errors, even alter prper training, in the performance of the fol- ,

lowing tasks: -

1. Checking Supplies and orderiptg-nan-drug materials; non-narcotic medi-
-,

cinals needed by department ('asks '76; 129). 4

2. Making assignments-of..staff to work areas, procedures, and/on MD'S,
and /or vacations and lunch hours (Task 131).

.2,
3. Requesting rebir, replacement or other services of another htSpital

epartment orally and/or filling out requisition (Task 13'2).
0

. Keeping attendance recordoS and recording or rep drying excessive- lateness
arreo-r absnteeism.(Task-1 ')

Preparing and adjusting schedules for patient procedures; assigning
scheduled Patients to procedure rooms in appropriate order (Tasks 272,

. 277) .

Tu student must be able to indicatArthe finan6ialyaiue
'of the output, equipment, materiAls, or title- involved in the tasks. The stu-
dent should be able to indfcat'e what the most rrthvioils errors during learning

would be, the most serious likely error after proper.tradm:ing haS been accom--
plised, what the financial consequences.would be; should'be able to'state
.,hat cl,ne t, av-id't'he errors,, should be able to cry otit.

. .

-1-9014Tv-

155

, . ,
.

. 'Cross Reference:Footnotes: .See Tbejol,lyWirig aikriAltim.Objectives:

Same scaIc vd1,,e 57:-ear,4 ',in: -1 9 130 131 A32 133. . t

,Higher scrl.vall,e appqars 'in: 5:436-137.

r-

7



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET,

.

l'age 1 of 1

) Type of Objective Skill Factor. VI No. JX.....'
Skill or Knowledge category` Financial Conscquences.of Error Scale Value 4.0

Occupation
. .

Quality AsLirance Aide Level 1

Refers to Task Code Ne(s).: 14.

Is, there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If.yes, see foochote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
display an appropriate awareness of the financial consequences which cari. re-
sult from evors, even after proper trainsing, in the performance of the fol--

lowing tasks:

L. Preparing or changing technique chasts for specific x-ray and fluo,ro-

scopic-a ipment on orders (Task 147).

To accomplish.thiS\ the student must be able td ieldicate.tho/financial valu

of the output. equipment, materials, or time involved'in the tasks. The st

dent should be able to indicate,what the most obvious errors during learning

iould be,_the most serious error/aft-tr proper training has been accom-
pl,ished, what the 1-inancial'consequencempuld be, should be able to, state

what should 5e done to avoid -the errors, and should be able tn'tarry this out.

J

)

,
. 4

.t . ,,,..1 t
Cross ReferAcce Ff.thoys:_. 317M i;-,P Fr,llowing C,Ireiculum dkectives: ,

Lower s ale W,11-ue apTsears In: 129 130 131 132 133 134.

Sane scale value ,,IpDears iir.: i36 137. lab
,

. .".
.7-

ta
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'CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET . . Page 1 of 1-

Factor VI No.Type of Objective Skill

Skill or Knowledge Category Financial Cosequences of Error
,

136

Scallfm771777777.

Occupation Quality Assurance Technician r

Ar----

Refers to Task Code No'(s).: '175 178 276 535
. , Level 2

,

Is there Cross Reference? -...Yes(50 ) If yes,'see footnote(s).

Content.: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
display an appropriate awareness of the financial copequences'which Can re-
sult from errors, even after proper training, in the performance .o'f the fol-
Lowing tasks:

1. Performing penetrometer calibration test of.kVp or mA selectors of
# , x-ray machine output (Task 175).

2. CheckinOnoreparing fluoroscope 'controls (and phototimer) (Task 178).

3. Making minor adjustments or repair on automatic x-ray film processor
/' (Task 276): .

,

Performing calibration tests of kVp, mA, mAs, exposure rates, repro,-
ducibility on diagnostic-radiographysequipment using direct measuring
instruments and/or_radi6graphic comparisons (Task 51t)..

To a
oi

ccomplish this, the student must be able to ndicate the 'financial lue

of the output, equ ment, materialS, or time involved in the ta,ks. The tu-

dentsshould be able to indicate what the most obvious errors during learr4mg
would be, the most serious likely error afteT proper training has been accom
plished, what the financial consequences would be, should be able tostate
what should be done to avoid the errors, and should be able CO carry this out.)

$

.Crrisfs Reference Fpotnotes: See Th* Following Curriculum Obje<lives:

power scale value appears in: 129 130 131 132 133
Same scale value appears in: 135 137'anU level 5.

A

# 3

t
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Pap 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill Factor III ,No. 137

Skill or Knowledge Category Financial Consequences of Error Scale Value 4.0

Occupation Radiolpgic Technologist .
Level- 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 370 371 372 373

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(}{) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

'Content: A graduate of the program at this edUcational level'must be able o

display an appropriate awareness of the financial consequences which can re-
sult from errors,, even after proper training, in the performand'e of the fol-

.

lowing tasks:

.1. Taking operative orthopedic radiographs, operative cholangiograms, pan-

' creatograms or similar operative radiographs, intravisceral or isolated
operating room radiographs of any patient, or operating room xadiographs

for opaque foreign body search (TaS'ks 370, 371, 372, 373).

To accomplish this, thestudent must, be able to indicate'the financial value
of the-output, equipment, materials or time involved in-the tasks. The stu-

dent should be able to indicate what the most obvious errors. during learning
would'be,'the most serious likely error after proper training has been accom-
plished, wile; the financial consequences would be, should be able' to state
what should be dothe to avoid the errors, and should be abN- to carry rh/A out.

J

Cross Re ence Footnotes: See The Following CurriculumOhjectives:

Lower stale value ap6e3rs:in: 129 130 131 132 133 134.

"-Same scale value appear; in: 135 136 and level 5. ,

ipy

Y.

1

s.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET--

IPP'

Page 1 of 2

Type of Objective ' rSkill . IV ake\...15L...
Skill or Knowledge ategory Consequences of Error to 14imans .ScaValue 1..0
Ocaupation Patient Care Aide * Level 1

Refers to Task Code V.50%; 73 74 98 111 155 199 262 278 279 281 287 290 291

302 303 520 ,

is there Cross Reference? ...Yesip ...'.No( ,> If yes, see footnote(s).
r

Content:' A graduate'of the program at this educa'tional lgvel must be able to

displayan.appropriate awareness SI what harm ca be -done to self, patients,

co-workers,.or society as a whole, as a t4stiltidlf-rrors, el/en after proper

41 training,. An tie i3erfakance of'the followingltasks:

^

1.. Reassuring any patient and/or accompanying adUlt about x -ray and/or

fluoroscopy procedures (Task 73).
A

.

.

.

.

2. Explaining to any out-patient or accompanying adult pr at-home pro-

.cedures to follow prior to coming for radiographic, fluoroscopic ex-

. amination (Task 7=0.
t , . 444
,, . .

3. Obtaining a clean catch uriaq specimen from any, patient and preparing

f-or laboratory (Task 98). A
lb,

,

4. Giving any patient general reassurance (II 143).
,

5. Obtaining.urine-Ispecimen on orders (Task*15411) :

*

.---

.6. Tak ng and retording vital signs temperature, pulse, respiratkdn, and

SI
.

bl od pressure) of anypati,ent (Ta k 199). :-, '

7.- Taking electrocardiogram -of any - patient as,,ordered or determined "I.

(Task 262).
.

.

. ,

o
8, Ghecking on reasons for nonappearance of in-paEients.for examinations

or tratment (Task 278), ,

9. 'Notifling ward pr floor personnel to ready and transport in-patientS
who are scheduled for specific procedures at specificifimes (Task 279).

10. Checking in- patients' identity against patients' treatment and medi-

cation.check lists; stamping arrival and departure times;'attaching
cards to patients indicating spec-V1 conditions (Task 281).

11. On orders', plaaing,.4,rder for specific' dietetie meal; picking up, de-

, liverzng, and fAding patient' if so decided. (Task 287) .

12. Changing.anv patient'srcolpstomy bag OR orders (TasI.0 290)-.

13. Taki ng and reporting temperature of any non-pediatric patient with oral

thermometer on orders (Task 291).lh'il,1 s'

14. Placing or making call and delivering non medical message at patient or
,

co-worker's request (Tosk 302). 4
.



41.

CURRICUtUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (coAtinned) Page 2 of 2

type of Objective Skill- . Factor IV Ho. 138 .

Skill or KnoQledge Cagegory Consequences of Error to Humans Scale Value 1.___0-.
...

- ,.
.

Content Continued
.

15. Arranging, measuring, and recording food intake and'-excretor9 dutput as
oidered (Task 303).

.

I. T'reparing any patient and attaching electrodes fOr electtocardlogram mon
. ,

of itoring (Task 520).

To accoloplish this the student must be able to indicate the harm that can be
done to humans at every point in the steps of the /task(s). The student should
be able.to indicate what the most obvious errors during learning wodld beg 4,be
most serious likely error after proper training has been.ccomplished, what
the. consequences of error to humans would be, shoutd be able to state what ;

should bedone to avoid error(s), andshould_be able to carry t 'his out.

4 14.

St

k

Ammoss Refererke Footnot.9.6.... See.The FollOwing Curriculum Objectives:
,Same scale value appears 139 140 141 142
Higher scale value appears in: 144 145,146 147 148 149 ISO 151 152'153 154 155 156

157 158 159 160 161.

s

tre
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'CWRRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET' . . 'Fake lx of 1

i

;iType.of Objective Skill Factor: IV No..111._.
Skill or Knowledge Category Consequences of Error toll ns _Scale Value 1.0

Occupation . Patient Care Technician Level 2

Refers' to ita7etode No(s) .: 133 198

Is there C ss Reference?. ...Yes(} 0 ...No( )aIf-yes, see footnote(s)..

ontent: A raduate of the pr gramat this ducatioAl level must be-abledto

display n appropriate aw eness of what harm can be done to self, patients,

co-workers, or society a whole., as a result of errors, even after propgi-

training4 in the performance ofthe following tasks: 111
.

1. 'A.4mini ing subcutaneous or filtramuscutgar injection for any patient

. accord g to MD's orders After havihg quantity checked (Task 133).

2. Administer-LA medicationorally to any patient according to MD'S' orders

after- havil;,quantity checked (Task 198): *

To accomplish this, the student must be 4ble to indicate the harm that can

be done to humans at every point in the steps of the task(s). The student -

.should be able tp indicate what the most obvious errors during learning woild

-be; the most serious. likely error after proper training has been accomplished,

what he consequences for humangFwould beak should be able, to .state,wha

should bkdone to avoid error(s), and should be able to carry this out.

I

H

.

Cross Referdance Foatnotes: Set Thy F(dlowing, Curticulum Ob±eatives;,*

Same scalevalue.appears in( 138 140 141 142 143. ""''..

Highei scale valpe appears. In; 144 145 146 10 148 149 1'50 151 152 153.11 155

156 157 158 159 160.161.

0
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET .
4, Page 1 of 2

Type.of Objective Skill Factor VI No. 140

Skill or Knowledge Category Consequences of Error to Humans' ; Scale Value 1.0

Occupation -. Quality Assurance Aide, Level 1

,

Refers to Ttosk Code No(s).: 8 72 95 134 135 136 145 147 163 164 167 1'84 222 k

223 227 260 264 267 269 274' 275 284 285 286 288 297 300 354

1i there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) If"yes, se'footnotd(s).
a A

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to,.
diSplay an appropriate awareness of what harm cantbe done to self, patients,
co-workers, or society as'a whole, as a result of errors, even after'proper
training,.in The performance of-the following tasks.:

. , A

1. Shutting down computerized -Cran'Srverse axial scanning equipment (Task 8).

.... .
. .

2. Loading x-ray film cassette(s), nonscreen f4m holder(s), box(esl, andihr

roll-film cartridges (`task 72)
.

_ .
. . .... .

3. :,l'seing a urine sample by 'Tablet or dipstick method and recordifig

'. / (Task 93). '

Ak,

Logging and /or tallying pativnt,services and/or instructional case record,
materials for use,in recorl keeping, billing or instruction (Task 134)x.

Cleaning an examination'or treatment room after use (Task 135

6. .Chedking and string order for non-narcotic drugs and/or suppl es
(Task 136).

N

7.. Preparing treatment or examination equipment for sterilization i auto-

clave (Task 145).

.8. Preparing or changing technique charts for specific x-ray and flu ro-
scopic equipment on orders (Task 147).

9. Filling out institutional report form (such as for cancellation) ash,

-ordered by MD (Task 163).

,10. Filling out patient identification information on labels and forms in
anticipation of need or as requested (Task 164):

ff. Inspecting and cleaning intensifying'screens in cassette holders

(Task _67).

12. Relocking equipment box(es) wish breakaway lock (Task 184).

13. Making photocopies of octiments, collat.ng, and stapaing (Task 222).

4

14. Making up unoccupied bed or stretcher bed (Task 223).

15 Checking fd- presence and condition of emergency supplies in proper lo-
cations; and restocking as.needed (Task. 227)-:

386
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CURRI 6 ECTIVE.SHEET continued

.1*

6.

Type of Objective . Skill r ' . Factor VI No.

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Consequences of Error-io'Humans

Pare 2 of 2

Scale Value 1.0

Content Continued .

.16:reparing a hypodermic needle with injection dosageOn ordeis (Task 260).

17...Orderingduplicate copies of'forms, records, or documents (Task 264).

18. PiOcessing exposed Polaroi(x-ray film with Polaroid automatic processing
_k equipment (Task'267).

b
19. Loading empty cassette with Polaroid x-ray film (Task 269).

20. Adding predetermlned instruments and,supplies to'preparpd procedure

.trays .(Task.274).

21. Preparing radiographic subtraction prints (Task 275).

22. Checking presence and functioning of oxygen and/or.suction equipment,
and amounts of oxygen (Task 284).

PAI
23. Checking for presence of emerge0ncy. .supplies in proper locationS (Task 285Y.

24. Filling out standard order for linen; picking up,/folding, and storing.

(Task 286).

25. Filling out and delivering standard order for food items for department;
picking uR, and placing food for storage(Task 288).

26. Obtaining and checking keypunch control card for serial cassette changer

as ordered (Task 297).

2'7. Checking and submitting accumulated patient"s treatment and medication
check-lists for in and out time stamps (Task 300),.

28. Obtaining patient records for use in examination, procedure, treatment;

or conference (Task 354).

To accomplish this, the student must be able to indicate the harm that:can

be done to humans at every point in the steps of the task(s). The student-

should Be able-to indicate what the most obvious errors during learning would

be, the most serious likely etroroofter proper training,has been accomplished,

what tht conseqbences for humans would be, should be able'to state what
should be dose to avoid error(s), and should be able to carry this out.

Cr2ss Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 138 139 141 442 14'3.

Higher scale vai- pears in: 144 145_14, 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155

156 157 158 159 160 1 .

O
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

/Type of Ob ective Skill
Skill ox Kn,wledge Category
Occupation quality Assurance

Refers to T CodeNo(s).:

Factor VI No. 141
C nsequences of Error to Humans Scale Value 1.0
echnician Levtl 2

78 173 l 5, 187

Is there Cross Reference? 1c) ...N ( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content:\ A graduate!of the pr gram at this educational level must be able to
.Hisplay'an appropriate a =reness of what harm can be done to self, patients,
co-workers, or society a a whole, as a result of errors, even after proper
training, in the perform nceof the following tasks:

1. Checking and jacketing patient's radiographs, ultrasonograms, ,end/or .

C.T.T. scans with requisition sheets and prior diagnostic materials,
and placing for fil4ng or interpreting (Task 78).

o

2, Checking accuracy o x-ray machine timers (except phototimers) with
spinning ,top test (; ask 173).

3. Performing penetrorieter calibration test of kVp or mA selectors of
x-ray machineoutppt (Task 175):

4. Checking cassettes! for proper film-pereen contact (Task 187).

To accomplish this, tie student must be able to indicate the harm that can
be done to humans at very point in the steps of the task(s). The student
Should be able to indicate what the most obvious errors during learning
would be, the'most serious likely error after proper training has been ac-
complished, what the consequences for humans would be, should be able to
state what should be done to avoid error(s), and should be able to carry .

this out.

I
e --

Cross' Reference Footnotes: See The Following_Currciculum Objectives:
Same scale value appears in: .1:38 139 140 142 143.

Higher scale value appears In:"' 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 51 152 151 154 155
.156 1,57 1p 159 160 161. ,

\.)

A
3S7

tt.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Skill Factor III No. 142- .

Skill or Knowledge Category Consequences of Error to Humang Scale,Value 1.0

Occupation Radiologic technologist Level 3
, .

Refers to Task Code No(s) .: 3.53 ,-

Is there Cross Reference?, .:.Yes(X) ...No( ) If 'yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A gr4duate of the program at this 'educational level must be able to

display an appropriate awareness of what harm canbe done to self,- patients,'

co-wc4rkers*, or society as a whole, as, a result of errors, even after proper

trainfhg, in the performance of the following task:

1. Participating in meeting of diagnOstic.x-ray department technologists

(Task 353).
4

e

To accomplish this, the'student must be able to- indicate the harm-that can

be done to, humans at every point in the steps of the-task. The student

should be abfe to indicate what the most 'obvious errors during learning
would be, the. most serious likely error after proper training has been'ac7 .
complished, what the consequences for humans would-be, should be able to
state what should be done to avoid error(s)', and should ee.dble to carry

this out.

I

I

Cross Reference, FootnaL-es: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

it

Same 'scale value' appears in:' 138 139 140 141,143

Higher ocale value appears in: 1'44 145 1'46 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155

156 157 158 159 160 161.

35
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1.

.Type- Objective - Skill Fa A No 143

Skill or Knowiedge -Category Consequences ofError t umans. Scale Value 1.0
Far

Occupation'. Administrative Technologist . . Level 3

Refers to Task 'Code No(s).: t'76.128 129 131 165 186 272 277 294 . .

..
.

Is' there Cross Reference? ...Yes(}) ) 'If `yes, see.footnoee(s).-

Content: A graduate of the program at thi5 educational level must be ablg.to

display an appropriate awareness of what harm can be done to self, patients,N
co-workers, or societ, as a whole., as a result of errors, evenbafter proper
training, in the Performance of the following tasks:

1.° Checking supplies and ordering non-drug materials needed by department
,;(Task 76).

. *

2. ,Checking supply of narcotics or regulated drugs (or witnessing count);
reordering, picking up, and restocking (Ta'sk 128).

3. Checking supply and ordering non-narcotic. medicinals needed by 'department

Task 129).

4. Making assignments of staff to work areas,procedures, and/or MD's,
and/or vacations and lunch hours (...Task 131).

5. Kgepingtattendance records and recording or reporting excessive lateness
and/or absenteeism (Task 165).

6. Orienting new staff member(s)" to departmental standard operating-and 1

administrative procedures, floor plan, location of equipment and supplies
record 'keeping (Task r86).

7: Preparing and ddjusting schedules Tor patient procedures (Task 272).

8. Assigning scheduled patients to procedure rooms in appropriate order
(Task 277).

9. Assigning subordinate and explaining assignment to transport patient,.
obtain materials or documents, or assist co-worker (.Task 294).

4

To accomplish this,, the student must be ableto indicate ,the'harm that can
be -done to humans at every point in the steps of the task(s). The student

should.be able to indicate what the most obvious errors during learning
woulds be, the most serious likely'erilbr After proper training has been ac-
complished, what.the consequences for humans would be, should be able to
state what should be done to avoid e4or(s), and should be able to carry
this out. /

Cross ReferapceFootnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

SaMe scale value. appears in: 138 139 140 141 142.
Higher scale value appears in:. 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155
156 157 158 159 160 161, :

t
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,C ICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Pare 1 of 1

Type of Objective' 'Skill Factor IV No. 144

Ski,JL or Knowledge Category' Consequences of Error to Humans ,Scale Value 2.0
Occupation Patient Care Aide .. Level 1.

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 193 283 289 292 3101.490

Is there Cross'Reference? .:.No( ) If yeg, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level,,aust be able tar

display an appropr4te awareness of what haim can be done to self, patients,
co-workers, or society asa whole, as a result errors, even after pr9per
training, to theperformance of the following tasks'

1. 'Having any patient and materials prepared for special' procedure and
readying patient for examination (Task 193).

2. On orders, deciding whether wound of any patient needing change of
'dressing needs attention of' RN; changing simple dry dressing or rein-
forcing wet dressing (Task 283). \ .r

3. TAottle.feeding a baby with preprepared formuld (Task 289).

4. Obtaining and dicamininglresh stool from any patient and reporting un-
usual or suspicious appearance, on orders (Task 292

5. 'Diapering a baby_ (Task 301).

MummyiAfor Wrapping an infant or young pediatric patient -Task 490). .

Toccomplish this, the student must be able to indicate the harp that can
be doneto humans at every point in the steps* of the task(s). The student
shOuld be able to indicate what the most oh-Aiious'errors during learning
would be, the most serious likely error after proper training has been-ac-
complished, what the consequences for humans would be; should be able to
state wiat thould be done to avoiderror(s), and should be able to carry
this.out. a.

,
,

.Cross .Reference 'Footnotes: See The/Following Curriculum Objectives:, .

Lower scale value .appears:in: 138/139 140 141 141 143.

Same seals value appears i,n: 145/146 147. t.

Higher scale value appears in: 148.10,1SG 1 S1. 152 153 154'155 156 157 158 159'

160 161.

3;i

1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTfVE%SREET
Type of Objictive Factor, IV

Skill or Knowledge Category Consequences of Error to Humans

Occupation* Ntient Care'jechnician
Refers to Task CodeNo(s).: 18 156 182

No,
Scale Value 2.0

IAzvel 2

Page 1 of 1
145

Is there, ro'ss Reference? ...Yes()0 --No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

...Content: A graduate,of the program at.this bducational level must be able to

'display an, appropriate awareness pf_what harm 11.n.be done to self, patients,

co- workers, or society as a whole, as a result of errors, even after proper .

training, in the performance of the followfhg tasks:

I. Drawing b1oOd from any non-pediatric patient's vein on orde'rs'(Task 18).

2. Irrigating, cleaning, dressing or redressing any patient's wound, burn,
oir opening for catheter as qrdered (Task 156).

3. Setting'up and using suction maahine .to clear airway or 'to assist with

gastric,. lavage (Task 182).

41

To accomplish this, the 'student must be able to indicate
4 the harm that can

be done to humaris at every,point in tie steps `of the task(,$): .The student

should be able to indicate-what the most obvious errors during learning

would be, the most getious.likefy_error after proper training has been ac-
' complished,, whai the,cOnsequences for humans would be, should be able to

',state whai should be done to avoid error(S), and should be able to carry

this out?

Cross-Reference Footnotes: See The Following Ouviculum Objettivep:
"Lower scale value appears in: 138 139'140 141 141 143.

1

.Same scale value appears in: 144 146 147. .
-

Higher scale value !appears in: 148 149 150 151 152 153 15,4 155 156 157 158 ,,159,*

160 161.
/

o
a
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*

C4RICULUM-OBJECTIVi SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of 01:4ettive - Skill I Factor' VI No. ......141......
'Skill or KnoWIedge 'Category, COnsequences ol,Errot to ffilmans Scale Value 2.0 '

4ccupation Quality Assurance Aide *
. .

%. . Level

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 137 180 119
0

. ..ot

,

Is there Cross Reference?-...Yes(X) ) If yes; see,footnotgs).

.

Content; A.graduate of. the program at this' educational level must be able.to .

dis?lay an appropriate awareness of what harm can be done to self, patients,
co- workers; or society as a whole, as a result of errors, even after proper ..

*
training, in

-
the-performance of the following tasks:

...

1. .Delivering prepared specimens or cultures to lab or incubator (Task 137).
..-

. r.
i-

i 42. Preparing hlOod samples for the laboratory (Task: 180).

.3. Applying pr-Ltt coater to photographs Trask 319)..

To accomplish thip, the. student mus t be'ableto indicate thb harm that can
be Cioneto human's at every point in the steps,of the task(s). The student
sho,,uld be able tn indicate what the most obvious errors during,learcing.,
would be, the most serious likely error' after proper training has been'ap-
complished, what the consequences fot humans would be, should' be-able_to
stdtewhat should done to avoid error(s)., and Should be able to carry
this out.

4."

L

Cross Reference Footnotes: Sae The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale ialue appears in: 138 139 140 141 142 143.
Same scale value appears in,: 144 145 147.

Higher scale valqe appears in: 0141,149 150'151 152 153 134 155 156 157 158 159

160 161.

* .
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CURRICOLUM. OBJECTIVE SHEET

c

Type of Objective Skill , (Factor III, No. 14/

Skill or'Knowledge Cate ry Consequences,oftEgro to Humans Scale Value 2...0

Occupation, Radiolog c Technologist Level 1
, ,------.

Refers to Task Code N a).c.: 466'468 .

it

r

Page 1 of 1

2

s there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...NO( If yes, see footnote(s).,
,r

Content: A graduate df the program at this educational level. must be able to

. display an ippropriate awareness of what haf-m can be done to self, patients.,
co-Oa-kers, or socetyas a whole, as a resuft of eirora, eVen after proper
training, in theYperformance of thefollowing tasks:

.

1. :Taking radiographs of a pre want patient's abdomen, for fetography,
abiniographypla,gentography (Task 466). ' ,

. , .

2'.° Taking radiogaphs'of a pregnant patient's pelvis for ,Colcher-Sussman
pelvimetry (Task 468).

To accomplish this, the student must te able to indicate the harm that can -

be done to huMans at every pbint in thp steps of the task(s). Tbre student

should be able to indicate what'the most obvious errors during learning
wo0d gt, the most serious' likely error after proper training has, been

-

accomplished, what,Ithe cons equences for humans would beshould be able to
state what should be done ty avoid error(s), and should be -able to carry
this out .°

p

V.

tr-

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appe'ars in: 138 139 140 141 142 143.

Same scale value appears in: 144 145 146.

Higher scale value appears in: 148 149 150 151 152 153' 154 155 156 157 158.159

160'161. r fe

E.
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-CURRICUUM OBJECTIVE .SKEET i

..ti
..-

P

Page 1. of 1
4

Type of Objective W11. ,...-
. Factor' IV No ...111...-..

gAt1P1 oz. Knoidedge Caiegiry ConseUuences of Error to Humtrns AScale Value ?.Q '

Occupation' Patie0 Cart AJ,de .
-Level: 1

Refers to Task Code No(sT.: 138, 143 166 295
.

,

,

Is there Cross Reference. ..Yes( X) ) If yes, see footnote(s):

Content. A graduate of the program at this educational level must, be alkle to

display an appropriate awareness of What harm can'be'done to self, patients,
co-workers, or society as a whole; as a resultkot errors, even after proper'
,training.,%in the' performance of the following tasks:

"
r 4 t''' ... 7.

1. Reporting observtd symptomsian& Aconcerns of any patient to physian
i .

or sthff member (as3). . ..
b (Task 18 ( A

k... . .

,

2. Assisting physician or co-worker in,special examination or treatment -

pr6cedures (Task L153). .

"1,
.

,

3. Ujirig isolation and decontamination techniques to prepare examination
on treatment room or area And clean Up afterwards for patient with in=.

I

fectiOus or communicable condition (TaAk 166).
).

!

4, Participang in meeti8 of qursing personnel in x -ray department
(Task 295).

t

,

To accomplish this, the studtnt must be able to indicate the harm that can
be done to humans at every pqint in the steps of the tasks). The student

should be able to indicate whkt the most obvious errors diring leArning
wouldbe, sho0 be able to state what should be. done to avoid error(s),.
and should be able to carry this out.

.4Fe

V

A

Y.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum OBjectivest
Lower scale' value appears in: '138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147.

Same scale, Alue appears in:\ 149 150 151 152.

Higher sc le value appears in: 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 360 161.
,

r

I
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A 411-

. CURRICULUM OnECTIVE SHEET . Page,1 of 1-

Type of Objective Skill
' Factor IV '14o. *149

Skill 'or Knowledge Category Consequences' of Error to Humans. Scale Value 3'..0

Occupation. Patient 'Care TechnIcian .

.

1

fi -.Level 2

Refers to Talk Code.No(s),.: 33 143 181 185 243
.

4

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes,(N) .No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
r.

Cd.ItQnt4 A graduate of the program at this educ .ional level must be Able to
..,. display ad appropriate awareness of what harm can be done to self:patients,

co-workers, or secfety as a whple, as a result of errors, even after proptr
training, in the performaROe of the following tasks: .

4.. .

L.", RemoVing any patient's

.

sutures (Task. 13) .
\ .

2. .(10thet,r.izing any female urethra as ordered (Task 143).
,,.

, . ,-
--,

.

3. Catheterizing any pale or fefilhe patient's uretlia with retention balloorrig
catheter (Task 181)-'. X,

1

4. 'Administering oxygen frohrportable or piped, outlet unit using oronasal ,
Op nasal mask according to MD's orders (Tasic 185).
\ ...

5.

. .

estraining any patient,(Task,243).
) . 41

To a complish this, the s'tuden't" must be able to indicate the harm that can
be d Re to humans_at every point in rhe steps,of the task(s). The student
show d be able to indicate what the_most obvious errorsddring learning
woul be, the most serious likely error'after prtper tfalning has been ac-
compliseed, what the consequences f8r humans would be, shpuld be able to
state whZt'should be Ilone to avoid error(s), and shou10 be able to carry
this put. ..

1616

1

\

.

.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The FolloWing"Carriculum Objectives:
iLower scale value appears'in: 138 139 140 141 142 143 144.145 146 147.

Same Scale value appears in: "14§, 150 151'152. A
Higher syle value appears in: '153 154'155 156 157 158.159 160 161.

.

.'
AA.

,4

0:-
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4



;

ype of.Objectiv'e Skill , ,.: .:. , go:Factor No.

Skill.or Knowledge Categaiiy-ConsenuenCbs ,of Error to Humans Scale Valut=3:0

QiiarlOY Assuean,41de', . ',.. T---x-
Occupation Level 1

Refers. to Task Code N(oks).0 71).7.9 4,,
i . .-..

.

s.i11: ,..-n, 4. 't .,: "r

1--,--'

*
-Is ,there 'Crosi Reference.? '.'..Yes(` ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: -A.graduate of the program at this educational level must betabe to
display an appropriate awareness of ObatbOm ca# be done to self, patients,
cot-workers 'or society as a whole',' as a rqsult of errors, even after..proper
training, 'in the pefformailce of the fcalaiing tasks: ). .. .

.
. ...t

-

. . -'-. .
. . .

,1. Irispecting, cleaning, and readying x-ray film hand processing equipment
for -use (Task.70).

. .. ./.I . o

2. Preparing barium sulate contrast medium as'order6d pr for standard use
(Task-79).

.
. 4...

_To accomplish this, the student--muit be ableto indicate th41;hart that' cane
be (lode to humans-at avery p` t i the stvos of the tasks); The studen't

should be'able'to indicate what the most obviousserrors during learning,
would be, the most serious likely error after'proer trainin-%has been ac-
complish'ed', what'the consequences for humans would be, should be a0.e to
stare what should be done, to avoid error(s), and should bl-able to carry'
this out:

.1

I

`

' - 0.

'Cross Reference Footnotes: See The-Folrowin Curriculum Objectives:'
Lower scale Ilalue appears in: 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146-147%
Same scale value appears in: 148,149 1514.52.
'Higher scale value appears in: 153 154 156 157 158 159 160 161.

.)

.1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

s.

-,Type 9f.Objectiwe , Skill Factor VI .

Skill ot Knowledge Category _ Consequences of trroz to Humans.:
'Occupation 'Quality Assurance-Technician ONi

41eferS to Task Code No(s).: 276 527 529 530 534'549

t'

k

-. gage 1 of
No. 151

Scale ValueF3'.0

Level 2.

Is there c.4oss, Reference? . .Yes ( .-..No(') If .yes, see tootnoe(s) j
. '

Content: -A graduate' of the program at this educational level must be able, to

display an appropriate awareness of wtiat harm can be done td self, patients,
co-workers, or society 'as a,wHole, as a. result Of'e en-afterrproper
training,Tn the performance of the following tas

.

1. Making.minor adjustments ox repair on automatic x-,fay, film processor_.
(TaSk,276). 4

,- ,

,

2. Ratrievtng, displaying and making' phOtographs; printouts andior mag- -

netic tape records of computeried teansvei-se'axial towographiG (C.T.T.)
, scans (Task 5Z7). 16. .

. ,- s

.

O. Checking x-ray field limitiatiop, x-ray receptor and light field aligq-
-ment; minimum TOD, TFD.', and field size indicators for diagnostfe,x-ray
equipment (Task 529).

.

. ilk'-

4.

. .
, .

Checking fluoroscopic.and spot filM'x-ray field limitation, x=ray field'
and image receptor alignment,aaximum-TID, minim6M TOD,'Jand other re-
quirements, (flask 530).

Providing visual and radiographic or fluoroscopic inspection cif-person-
'nel shielding devices such as, leaded gloves, apitns,,sheets, gonadal
shi_eids, (Task 534).

4

'''
. .

6. Checking the keakageradiation rate from the source assembly of diag-
nostic x-ray equipment (Task 549),

To accomplish this the student must be able to indicate the h rm,that can
Jie done tO%humansat every point in the steps of the task(s), The student .

should be able toindicatewhat the most obvious errors during learning
Would be the most serious likely error after proper training 110 beerac-

%s--
COmplished, whatthe Coiwequences for humans would be: should{lsobt able to
state what should be done to avoid error(s), and should be' able to carry

.

this out.
0

,
Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum,Objectives:
Lower scate-value%appeffs in: 138 139 140 141 14-2 143 144 145 146.147,.

Same scale value appears fn: 148 149 150 15.

I

'Higher scale valug,appears in: '153 154 15 156 157 158 159.160 161.
s 4

I ' ,
,

1 ,

4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type 9f4Objective Skill" . Factor. III

Skill. or Knowledge 'Calegory Consequences olsError to Humans
.Occupation Radiologic`Technblogist
Refecr to Task 'CodeNo(s).: 369 467

C

I
'AO

-

f.

Page 1 ,of 1

No. 152

Scale Value `3.0`

Level 3

'Is the q CroSs Reference? . ...Yes( X) If yes, pee footnote(6).

Content: kgraduate,of the program 'at this educational 14vel must be able to
display an appropriate awareness of, what harW can be dime to self, patients,.

%I:: co-workers, qtr Society as a whole, as a result ofIgrxaKs, even after proper

training, in the performance of the
follo6

witg tasks':
. 1

..6
. 4

'' '1. Preparing, transporting, setting up and returning mobile portable
radiography equipment. for b.dsige 'radiography (Task .369).

l .
, . . ,

2.' Taking radiographs of a pregnant Ratient)s.uterus, for intra-uverine
transfUsion (Task 467. 0

. . .
,

.

To accomplish this, the student must 4,e able to indicate the harm that can

be done to humans at eVety, point in the steps of the task(s). The-StUdent
1 should be able to indicate-what the most obvious errors dtring learning

would be, the mdst serious,11kely error after proper training has been ac-
complished, what the conseqaences for humans would be, should be able to

i . state What'§hould be °done std'avoid error(sl, and should be' able to carry

this out.
..

,

..

..
.

'.

f

ti
.40

e-

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: P38139 140,141142 1143 144-145 146 147.

Same scale value appears in: A48 149 150 151.

Highe'r scale value appears in: 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161.-



CURRICULUM SHEET.

Type of Objective Skill Factor IV
Skill or Knqwledge.Category Consequences of Error to Humans
Occupation Patient.Care Aide
Refers ,to Task -Code No(s):: 190 282 521

Page 1 Of1

No.
Scale Value 5,5

Level 1

As therg Cross Reference? ...Yes() :..No( ) If yes, see footnote(s)4

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

display an appropriate awareness of../hat harm can be done to self, patients,,
co-workers, or society as a'whole,'as a result of errors,even after proper
training, in the performance of the following tasks:

rj

1. Assisting patient to or from wheelchair, stretcher, bed, or table,
and/pr transporting patient to desigAated area (Task li0).

2. Escorting adult out. - patients to and /or from dressing rooms, treatment
rooms, and/or waiting areas (Task 282).',

3. Applying digital'or manual pressure to any patient s arterial or _venous
,puncture site s ordered (Task 521):

To accomplish this., the student must be able Co indicate the harm that can
be done to humans at every point in the steps of the task(s). The student
should be able to indicate what the most obvious errors during learning
would-be, the most serious likely error after proper trainifig hag been ac-'
comp1ished, what the consequences for humails would be, should he able to
state what should be .done to avoid error(s), and should be able to carry
this out.

a

'Cross Reference Footnptes:, See The Following Curriculum Objectives;
Lower scale value appe'ars in: 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 141 148149

150 151 15t%
-'Same scale value appears in 154 155 156'157.
Higher scale ualue appears in: -158 159 160 161.



CURRICULUM OBjECTIVE SHEET 4

Type of Objective Skill Factor- IV

Skill or Rnowledge Category Consequences of Error to Humans

pupation Pati.tht\CaDQechntcian
ers to Task Code Noks).-: 65 280 296,298.2.99 522

(-

Page 1,of 1

No. 154

Scale Value 5.5
Level 2

Is theeeCross Reference? ...Yei(X) ...No( ) If yes,, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this edbcationallevel must be able to
display an appropriate awareness of what harm can be done to self, patients,
co-workers, or society as a whole, as a result of errors, even after proper
training, in the performance Of the following 'tasks:

40" -

1. Preparing spetimens such as-,:extravascular body fluidss washings, cell

- and/or tissue biopsies for transportation to labOratory (Task 65).

2. Participating iu.monieofing of personal exposureto radiation by peri-
odically turning=in".arM replacing 'film strip in badge worn by perforMer

(Task 280).

3. Providing firstaid in xe -ray department emergency"(Task 296). .

4. AdMinistering medication orally to-any patient according ,to MD's orders

(Task 298).
0 -

Administering snbcutaneous or -intramuscular injection for any patient
according to MD's orders (Task 299).

.

;Applying pressure dreking to arterial or venous puncture site (Task 522).
.ir

To accomplisY this; the stuctnt mdst be ableto indicate the harm that can
.tk -

b4 done to humans kt every' point.in, the steps of the task(s). The student

should be able to Indicate what the most obvious errors during learning
would be, the. most serious likely error after proper training has been ac-

e

complished, what the consequences, for humans would be, should be 'able to
sTatk what should be done to avoid error(s), and should be able, to carry

this out.

I

Cross Reference Footnotes: ',See The Following Curriculum Objectives: '-

Lower scale value appears.fn: 138 139 140 141 1.42 143-144 145 146 147 148 149

Same scale value appears in: 153 154 155 156 157.

Higher scale. vatt lue appears in: 158 159 160 161.

-150, 151 152.
%

1
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CURRICULUM'OBJ CTIVE,SHEET ,, ;
,

Page 1 of 1 -

Type of Object ve "Skill Factor VI No. 155 ,

Skill orKnow edge Category. Consequences of Error t() Humans Scale Value5.5
Occupation Quality.Assurance -Aide . Level 1°

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 69 71 80 192 273 304 551 552

7 .

Is'there Cr as frference? ..:Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
.

Content: graduate of the prograpat this educational level must-be able to
distviayan ariptoptiate awareness of what harm can be done to self, patients,

oco- rkers, or society as a whole, as a result of errors, even after- proper
trn nihg,, in the performance o the following. tasks: '

0

/ 4 4
Processing exposed x -ray film in automatic procIssor (Task 69).

/2. ,Processing exposed x-ray film manually (Task 71),,
/ ,

°

3. kreparing mliterials or trays with medications and materials for special
treatments or proceduAs according to standard orders (Task 80).

4. Inspecting, checking, preparing xeroradiography equipment for-use
(Task 192).

5., Cleaning, inspecting, and readying automatic x -ray filiprocessor(s).
for use (Task 273).

. Readying emergency cart (Task 304).

. Preparing persdnnel radiation monitoring dosimetric film or TLD badges
and distributing (Task 551).

8. -Collecting and/or distributing personnel monitoring dosimetric badge
inserts and preparing for outside or in-house processing and reading
(Task 552). ,

.

4

To accomplish this, the student must be able to indiqate the harm that,can
be done to humans at every poinT in the steps of the task(s). The 'student

should be able to inlicate what the most obvious errors during learning
would'be, the most sirious likelyerror after proper training has been ac-
complished, what'the consequences for humans would be, should be able to-
state what should be done to avoid eror(s), and should be able to carry
this out.

Cress Referenck/Footnotes: See The Following Currciculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears ini---.138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 .

150'151 152.

Same scale value appears in: 153 154 156 157.

-Higher scale value appears in: 158 159 160,,161.

401'



CURRICULUM OB4ECtIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Skill I Factor VI

)
1

Knowledge Category Consequences pf Error to Humans-Skills

.

Scale Value 5.5
Occupation `Quality Assurance Technician Level 2

Page 1 of 2

i

Refers to Task Code No(s).; 178 280 523 524,525 531 532 533 536 537 538 539 544

_554 554 556.

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(x) ...No( If yes, see footnote(s). .Q

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational Mel 'must be able to

dip ay an appropriate aareness Of what harm can be done to self, patients,
co w rkers, or society as a whole,as a result.of errors, even after proper

ning, in the performance of the following tasks:
,

1. Checking, preparing fluoroscope controls (and phototimer) (Task 178).

2.1 Participating in monitoring of personal exposure to radiation by peri-
odically turning An and replacing film strip in badge worn by performer
(Task 280).

Preparing computerized transverse axial tomography (C.T.T.) equipment
for use (Task 523).

. '

4 Providing preventive maintenance for display tube surface, cameradisc
and/or tape driye units; and/or scanning assembly (especially:water-

susing head box assembly) of computerized transverse axial tomography
(C.T.T.) equipment (Task 524). 4

5. Checking calibration and accuracy of C.T.T. equipment by making test
scans (Task 525):

6. Testing whether diagnostic x-ray tube overload protection.an?d/or effec-

tive focal spot size meet acceptable standards (Task 531).

4

7.'' Checking and/or performing direct calibration tests of diagnostic radi-
ography equipment exposure timerSATask 532).

8. Checking automatic exposure termination of diagnostic radiography equip-
,

ment (Task 531).

9. Providing visual and /or manual inspection of diagnostic radiography
system (Task-536).

10. Checking diagnostic tomography x-ray equipment for mechanical operation,
fulcrum position, resolution, exposure uniformity, and/or grid alignment
,(Task 537).

11., Estimating HVL and checking adequacy of filtration of diagnostic x-tay
muloment (Task 381.

12,. Ch6cking buay grid alignmct aneof centering in diagnostic radiography"
equipment (Task 539).

t

r

yo2

r



CUR1/CULUM QIJECTIVE SHEET (Contiueobr ?age 2 Of Z
Type of Oh/active Skill Factor VI No. 156
Skill or Knowledge Cagegory Consequences of Error to Humans, Scale Value,5.5, 4

1

A

Content Continued

,
13. Deterning exposure characteristics of.x tay and/or dasimetriceWilips

(Task 544):

-
14. Reading and recording_exposuKe from personnel,monitoring film ot thermo-

luminedcent dosimeters.(Tadk 553).'
.

. : . ..-..- f

15. Enteridg, -evaluattrig 6CcupatiOnal-radiation exposure data and initiating.
044

'action on dangerous levels (Task 550,, .

I

,
,

.

16. Calibrating diagnostic x-ray tests survey,,or measnr ing instruments
.-1,

.', .4 (Task 556).. i ir / ,

e

To aCoomplish this,.the student must be able to indicate the harijha't Can be
done,to humans at every point ih the steps of-the task(s).. 'The student should
be able to indicate what the most obvious errors during learning,wodld be,
the most serious 104y et or after proper training has been accomplished; '
what the_consequenceafor humans woad .be, should beable'ta-state what should,
be.dope to avoid ei-rors, and should be able to carry this out.

.

ti

k.

A

\

'

Cross Reference Footnotes,: S The Following Curriculuv Objectolves:

LoWer scale value appeirs4n: 138 139 140 141 '142 143 144 145 146 147 148'149, 150

151 152.
Same scale value appears in: 153'154 155 157.
Higher scale value appears in: 158,159 160'161.

V
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

?;

I 1-,

Page 1 of 2

Type.cf Oblject ye . Skill Factor I I No.'

Skill or knowledge Category Consequences of Er'ror to Humans Scale Value 5.5
Occupation Radiologic Technologist Level 3

Refers 'to,Task Code No(s).: 81 280 355 56 357 358-359 360 364 371 377_ .378 379 '

381 382 384 38 386 514 516 526

Is there.GrossPReference? ...Yes()Q ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the-program at this educational level must be able, to
display an appropriate awareness of what harm can be dptie to self, patients,"
co-workers, or society as a whole, ',/s a result of errors, even after proper
training, in the performance of the following tasks:

-1. Providing technical quality review of "plain film" radiograpH<Task81).

2. Participating in monitcrinIg of personal exposure-to xadiet,on by pert--
odicalk- turning in and replacing film strip in badge woin Ay performer
(Task 280).

:Taking plain.film't4diographs of ingers, haad(s) or wrist(si of min-
il)fant patient {Task 355).

1,1 A
4. Taking plain film radidgraphs of forparm and/or elbow joint of non-Infant

patient (Task 356).

. .

5. Taking plain film radiographs of humerus and/or sfioulder girdle of non-
infant patient (Task,357).

6. Tailing plain film radiographs of toes, .foot and/orankle joint of non
pediatric patient-(Task 358).

7. Taking pllin film radiographs of leg(s), knee(s) and/or femur(s0 of no
,

.

,infant patient (Task 359).

8. Taking plain film radiographs of stern4m, ritis and/or thoracic viscera
;of non infant patient (Task 362).

9.- Taking radiographs df'anterior portion of the neck -of non-infant patient

(Task 364).
'

10. Taking opei-ative cholangiograms, pancreatograms or similar operative
radiographs of any patient (Task.371).,

11. Taking positive contrast arthrOgraps (especially of knee) of any patient
(Task 377):

12. -Taking bhonchograms of a non-pecgatiic' patient (Task 378).

13. Carrying out radiologic technology for branchoscoptrior needle lung biopsy
of a non-pediatric patient (task 379).

14. Taking upper GI radiographs of non-pediatric Patient (Task 381).
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CARICULUM.OBJECTIVE SHEET'(continued),

4.

Page 2 of 2

type 0.0blective Skill Factor -III No. 157

or Knowledge Cagego'ry Consequences of Error to Humps- Scale Value 54

Content Cdfttinued,
. ,, .

40-
,

/5. Tailng small tptestine intubatiOft radiographs' of a non-pediatric patient

(Task .382) . - .

. .

,.

16. Taking oralscholecystograma and cholangiogramsof non-infant patient
(Task 384).4 , 4-

. i-
.

17. Taking intravenous cholangiograms-and cholecystograms of non-infant pa
' tient (Task 3.85)..,. -4.

,

. ,
.

f18. Taking percutadeoua or.T-tube cholangiogram9.of non-infant patient
(ask 386).

, \ .
1. .

19. alcing selective thyroid
.s., .

angiograms" of any Patient (Task 514).
. A;

4,

20. Takiag'percutaneous splenoportogratit of'any patient iTask 516).

21. Taking com#terized 4nperse axial tomographic (C.T.T.) scans of any'

patient (Task. 126). J.
.

To Iccompligh this, the 'student must be able to indicate the harm that can
.be done to humans at every poi9lt in the steps of the task(s).

-
The student

should be' able to indicate what the. most obviouS errors dueng learning
would be, the most'serious,likely error after proper train has been ac-
compaished,,,whdt the consequences for humans'woUld be, should. be able to
state what should be done,to.-avoid error(s), and should be'alile-tb carry

this out.

p

Cross Reference TootnoteS: See The FollowineCurriculum Objectives:
Lower scale valueappears in,: 138,139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146:147 148 149

150 151.152. ,

Same scale-value appeais in: 15 154 155 156.

1igher scale value,appears in: 58 159 160 161.

Mu

a
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE,SHEET Page 1 of 1

, ) Type of Objective 51(111.. Factor iv No. ....115_,__
$kill or Knowledge Category Consequeces of Error VD HumanS - Scale Value 7.0%
Occupation Patient Care Aide ,. Level 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 271 IL_

Is there Cross Reference? . _Yes()) .No( ) If yes, see footnote(s0.-

Content: A graduate Of the program at this educational' level must be able to

cisplay_an appropriate awareness of 'What harm can be done to self, patignts,
Co-workers, or'society as a wholej_as a result of errors, even after,propert
training, in the- pemformance of the following task: !

1. Deciding whether 'to call staff,person to evaluate whether unusual ECG
reading is artifact, or cailing physician in case of serious patient
distress.:(Task 271).

To accompligh thrS,,thie.stUllient must, be able to indi'cate the haittlthat can

be done to humans oat every point fir the steps of the task: The student

should, be able to indicate what the most obvious errors during'learning
wourd be, ,the most serious likely error after proper training has been ac-
complished, what the consequences for humans 'Would be, shquld be abel,to
state what should be done to avoid error(s),, and shoilld be able td cafry
this out.

NO

I

(

a

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scab value appears in: 138 139 140 141%142 143 144 145'146 147 148 1 9 150
151 152 153 154 155 156 157.

Same scale value appears in: 159 160 161.
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CURRICULWOBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1 '

,Typeof Objective Skill Factor IV No. 159

Skill or Knowledge Category consequences' of Error-to Humans scale Value 7.0'

Occupatinn Patient Care Technician Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 308

s'

Is there Cross, Reference? ...Yes(X ...No(') If yes, see footnote(s).

Content:. A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
`display an /appropriate awareness of'what harm,,can be done to self,, patients,.
coliiirkrs, or society as a whole, as a result of errors, even after proper
training, irr'the performance of the following task:

1. Setting up and monitoring any patient's electrocaphogram during special
-procedure (Task 308). t

To accomplish this, the .student must be able, to indicate the harm that can
be done to humans; at every- point in the steps of the task. The student
should be able ,01),':4ndi.cate what the most obvious errors during learning would

be, the most serious Tike.ly error after proper traidag has.been accomplished,
what the consequences for - human wodld be, should be able to state what
should be done to avoid error(s), and 'should4be able to carry this °tit.

a.

ti

46k

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower seale value appears in: 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 14.5-146 147 148 149

150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157.
,Same scale value appears in: 1158 ,r60161. if 46,



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE 'SHEET-
Type of Objective ( Skill Factor VI
Skill or Knowledge Category Consequencev of Error to' Humans

-Occupation Quality Assurance,Technician .

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 535 540 543 545 548 550

Page 1 of 1

No.
Seale 'Value 7.0

,Level 2

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(Y).,..No( ) If yes, aee footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level'must be able to-
--display an appropriate awareness of what harm can be done to self, patients,

co-workers, or society as a whole, as a result of errors, even after proper "

training, in the performance of the following tasks:

1. Performing calibration tests of kVp, mA,,mAs, exposure rates, repro-
.

ducibility on diagnostic radiography equipment using'direct measuring
instruments and/or radiographic comparisons (Task 535).

2. Checking fluoroscopic automatic brightness control ystemand/or focus,
resolution, and distortion of the Optical system (Task 540)r-

'3. Monitoring and evaluating x-Tay film processors (Task 543).

. .

.

4. Monitaxing patient exposure rates fop routine diagnostic,x-ray pro -
tedures (Task 545).

5. Checking maximum entrance exposure rate and primafy barrier transmitted
radiation rate for fluoroscopic equipment (Task 548).

.6. Conducting protection survey Of stray radiation within diagnostic x-ray
installation and transmission across Rri ary and secondary protective
barriers (Task 550). '

To accomplish this, the student must be able to indicate the harm tl?at can
be-done to humans at every point in the steps of the task(s). The student
should be able to indicate what the mostobvious errors during learning'
would be, the most seriouslikely'-error after prOPer traipning.,has been ac-
complished, what the consequences for humans would be, should be able to
state what should be done -to avoid error(s), and should be.able to carry

this out.

a

U

Cross' Reference Footnotes: See The FollolingCurriculuM Objective's:
Lower scale''alue appeafg in: 138 139 140'141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150-

151 152 15 154 155 156 157:
Same scale value appears in: 158 159 161 and lev

* .

4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page of 4

Type of Objective '1Skill Factor lII N.
-Skill or Knowledge Category' Consequences Of Error to Humans Scale.7717741/t
Occupation kadiologIc ethnologist
Refers to Task CodeNo(s).:

Level 3_4p
160 361 363 365 366 367 368 370 372 373 374 375 376

4 4. 4.1 492 493 494 4'5.496II 9

,502 503 504 505 506 507'508 509 510 511 512 513 515 517 518 519
Is there Cross Reference ...Yes()0 ...Not ) If yes, sere footnote(s)-

II 1 I

Content: A graduate of theprognam at this educational level must,be able to .

display an appropriate awareness of whatharm can be done to self, patients,
co- workers, Or society as a.whole; as a result of errors, even after proper
training, in the performance of the following tasks:

.1. Taking plain-film radiographs of pelvis, hips and/or ujper femora of
non-infant patient (Task 360).

2. Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of non-infant patient
(Task 361).

3. Taking plain film radiographs of abdominal contents of non-infant patient

(Task 363) 1

,Taking plain film' radiographs of the skull, and/ot face of non-infant
pati&nt (Task 365). 4

5. ' Taking plain film radiographsof th0 paranasal sinuses of a non-infant
patient Task 366). .

6. 'Taking prelipainary localization radiographs of foreign bodies in orbit,
or eye of non-infant patient (Task 367).

,

t .

7. Taking mammograms (radiographyfor xeroradiography) of non-infant patient

(Task 368).

8. Taking operative orthopedic radiographs of any patientt.(such as in h p
pinning) (Task 370).

9.' Taking intravisceral or isolated operating room radiographs of any

patient (Task372)

10: Taking operating room radiographs for opaque foreign body s.aarch,
(Task 373). 10044

11. Taking toMograms of non:infant%patient (Task 374).

12. Taking sialograins of any patient (Task 375).

13. Taking lympliangiograms or lvmphadenograms of any patient'(Task 376).

14. Providing tec:hnicaL_Pssistance for laryngography or cleft palate study
of any patient (or any similar fluoroscopic examination inclUding spot
filming and/or cineradiography) (Task 380).
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SNEER (continued) . ?age 2..of 4 .,

Type of Objective ' TSkili 'Factor. ' III No. 161 ,

Skill or,Knowledge.CagegorY CoaSequepces of Errelto Bumans,-' SCale (Value 7.0'

. Content Continued E . I (

a.

f
A
15. Taking barium enema radiographs of non=pediatric patient (Task 381).

Taking,intravenous pyelograns and urograns of non pediatric patient
(Task 387),* /`

17. Taking infusiolLnephrotomograns of any patient (TaSk 88).

. .

18. Taking percutaneous antegrade or rehal .cyst pyelograns of non-infant,
patient (Task 389).

19. Taking cystograms 'and voiding cystourethrograns of any patient (Task 390).

Takidg,retrogr ade'pyelograns and ureterograms of non-pediatric patient

(Task 463).

21..Providing technical assistance*foran examination 41 any patient requfring
fluoroscopic control and spot filming (Task 464).

4

22. Taking pelvic pneumograms and/or hysterosalpingograms of non-pediatric
female patient (Task 465).

23. Taking plain film radiographs of the skull of infant patient (Task 491)''.'

. 24. Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of .infant patient.
(Tas-k 492).

25. Taking'plain film radiographs of the upper extremities of'infant patient
(Task 493).

26. Taking radiographs of neck, chest of infant patient (Task 494).

27. Taking plain film radiographs of, abdoMen of infant patient (Task 495).

28: Taking plain film radiographs of the lower extremities of infant or
pediatric patient (Task 496). _ice v

29PTaking radiographs for choanal atresia,sZdy of infant patient (Task 497).

30. Taking bronChograms of a pediatric patient (Task 498).

31. Taking upper GI radiographs of pediatric patient (Task 499).

32. Taking barium enema, intussusception or de.fecography radiographs of pe'di-

atric patient (Task 500).

33. Taking.percutansous peritoneograms/herniograms of pediatric patient

* (Task 501).

4
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ORRICIAM,OBJECTIVE'SHEET (dailknued? Page of 4

ype of Objective skill Factor III. ,No.
, Skill or Knowledge C gegory Consequences of rror to Humans' Scale Value. 7.0

.

Content Continued

34: Takint creiory intravenous inferior vena cavograms and urograms of
to

pediatr c patient (Task0502).

35. Taking genitograms or fistulograms of any Patient for,intersex, external
fistula or 'sinus tract;examination (Task 503).

'Taking cerebral'an4lograms,or venograms of any patfeli (Task 504).

37.,Taking pneumoencephalograts or brain ventriculograms,Of any patient
(Task 505).

38. Taking positive contrast spinal or posterior,fossa myelograms of
patient (Task 506) .

39.,Taking diskograms of any,patient (Task 507).

40. Taking air or gas contrast myelograms of any patient (Task/508).

41:.Taking spinal cord angiograms Of any patient (Task 509).

42. Taking peripheral angiograms of any patient (Task 510)-1. .

43. Taking catheter thoracic and/or abdominal aortograms:otrany patient,
,and/br selective visceral arterlograms (bronchial or abdominal) (Task 511):

44. Takin&seleCtive pelvic angiograms of non-pediatric gralfid or non-gravid
female patient. (Task 512).

45. Taking Intravenous angiocardiograms of any patient (Task 513).

_46. Taking.catheter inferior; vena,cavograms and/or renal-or adrenal venograms
bf aon=iniant patient (Task 515). A

47: Taking' selective subclavian arteriogramk of non-pediatric patient for
thoriel outlet syndrome evaluation (Task 517).

48: Takins,selective pulmonary angiograms or selective angiocardiograms Of

any patAnt (Task 518).

49. Taking p'ergutaneops coronary arteriograms
patient (Task 519)

and/or left ;.tentriculograms, of

.
Oe

II ,
. , 411 .
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qpiticuLum:omaIn SHEEE (continued) Page 4 of.4

T7pe of Objective - Skill . Fact-Of ITJ No. 17 1 ,

Knowledge Cagegory Consequences of Error to Humans Scale Value 7.0
;

°

_Content Continued

To.accomplish thi§, the student must 13..--41e to indicate the harm that
can be done.to humans at.every point in Sike'steps of the task(s). The
student should be Ole to indicate whaethe most obvious errors during'
learning would be, tile most serious likely error after proper trainkdg has

been accomplished, what the consequences for humans would be, should be
,able to'statewhat should be done to avoid error(s), and should be able
to carry thlt out

fa

ti

ti t,*

4/a

Cross Reference Footnotes:' See The following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale veldt appears in: '138 139 140 141.142 141,.144 145 146 147.148.149 150
151 152 1 154 155 156 157.
Same scale value appears Vn: 158 159 160 Ana ,levels 4 and 5.

I
. 010'.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
. Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor III No. ' 162

,Skill or Knowledge Category 11731000 ScaleNaIue 2.5

Occupation Radiologic Technologist LeNiel 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 353 362 363 368 371 376 378 381 382 383 384 185 386
387. 388 389 390 463.465 496 500 501 '502 503 511 512 513 515 518 519

1

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes()0 ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Kr-- Content: A graduate 2f,.the prog.fam at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area
C.

Normal Structure and Function (human anatomy and physiology; an
overview of the natureof normal structure, function, and/or inter-
relationships of systems aQd processes)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In participating in meeting of. diagnostic x-ray department techno4og1sts,

being able to comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any discussion
requiring an overview of normal hulan anatomy aiid physiology as it relates

to radiographic examinations; use of equipmentior patient care (Task'.

353)-
ma%

2. Applying information about normal structure and function to. take account
of patient's size, sex, body type; muscularity or other tissue charac-.
teristics inrelation to centering, positioning of patient, selectfon of

.; film size, and selection of technical factors for radiographic examination

- requested (all tasks listed except '353).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge of
the Subject Category, covering the appropriate technil or special t4rms,
facts'', eq-uipment, and/or procedures which ate part o£ this discipline and

are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnote: '

,Higher scale value appears in. level 4.-
X' -

I
10

a

1

1

'1413

-
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CURRICULUM 08..TECTIVS,-SHEEr - ,-- Pap 1 of 1

. Type o( Objecerre- Knowledge , Factor III No, .....111.-,

Skill or Knowledge 'Category' 11731100 Scale Value 2.5
Occupation Radfologic Technologist Level 3

Refers to Task Code No(4).: 372 464

S

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see foothote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
.demonstrate mstery of the follbwing'subject area

Regional AnNtomy,(includes head and neck; thorax and abdomen, pel-
vis and perineum, Power and upper limbs, and skeleton; internal
structkre and connections between major parts, systems, Arid see-

.tionr5f the body)

at a level dawareness and depth of Understanding adequate to the prover
performance of the foltbwing activities:

1. In taking intiavisceral or isolated operating room radiographs,-consider-
ing the area 'of the body indicated on requisition in terms of patient's
size, sex, body type, muscularity in order to select technical factors
and'film size (Task 372).

2. In assisting with fluoroscopy and spot filming, considering.xhe parttof
the body involved in order to prepare equipment and preselect fluoro-
scopic and spot film technique (T.ast 464).

To accomplish these. activities the student)nust have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of .the activities listed above.

Cross RelerenCe Footnotes:" 'See The Following Curriculum,Objectives:
Higher scale value appears in: 164 165 166 167 168.
, 4.

:011
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET' _ Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge .Factor VI' No. 164

qua]. or Knowledge Category 11731100 Scale Value 3,5 =,

Occupation Quality Assurance Technic4an -a Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s)6: ,78 527 .

Is there Cross Referehce? ...Yes(X) ) If yes, see footnote(s).

41.

Content: A graduate'of the program at this educational-level muse be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area ,

Regional Anatomy (includes head,and-ne4,- thorax And abdomen',
pelvis and perineum, lower and upper limbs, and skeleton; in-
ternal structure and connections between major parts, systems,
and sections of the body)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the pro ter
performante of the following activities:

1. In checking and jacketing patiefits' radiographs, being able to match re.;

quisition with the area demonstrated on radiographs aii right or left
designation when information is missing (Task 78). .

2. In retrieving, displaying and copying computerized transverse axial
scans, being able to sdOlect display controls so that picture demon-

strates the area of interestoequested with appropriately sharp density
gradation for the tissues in the al*a of interest (Task 527).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category,covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline

and are required for successful, cqmpletion of the activities listed inVe.
A

t

a

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum'Objectives:

-Lower scale-value appears in: 163.
Same scale value'appears in: 165.
Higher scale value appears in: 166 167 168,

1/4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVEOBJECTIVE SHEET' , Page of 1...

Typebf Objecti;re Knowledge .t,, Factor lit No. 165
Skill or Knbwledge Category 11731100

h
-.--' Scale Value 3

Occupation0 Radio-logic Technologist . Level

358/359 360 361 362 303 364 365 366 367 !

381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390
496 497 498 499 500 (*eontinued-below)

Is there Cross Reference? ..:Yei(X) .,..No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Refers to Task Code No(s)'.: 355 356 357
,368 37.0 371 373 375 37E,377 378 3?9 380

'463 465'466 467 468 491 492 493 494,495

Content: A graduate of the program at' Otis educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery'of the folwAlg subject area

Regional Anatomy (includes head and neck, thorax and abdomen,
pelyie and 'perineum, lower and upper limbs, and skeleton; in-
ternal Structure and connections between major pats, systems,
and sections of the body).

at a 1eVel of awareness and depth of understanding adequate_to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. After reading requisit a sheet indicating area of interest, being able
to select appropriate lm size,-patient. positions and centering to
demonstrate the part of the body involved; being able to consider in-
terual structures in re ation to patient positions, taking account of
patient's age, sex, size and body type as, appropriate for the area of
interest (all tasks list d). 4,1

2. Considering appropriate ielding fpr radiosensitive tissue by consid-
ering the ,direction of th central 'ray and the proximity df tissues
in the area of interest t radiosensitive tissues (all tasks listed).

ation to film and x-ray beam to obtain views
ical- factors appropriate to the area of in-
olved (all tasks listed).

3. Positioning patient in to
requested; selecting tech
terest and tissue typkin

To accomplish these activitie
of the subject category, cove
terms, facts,, equipment, and4
and are required for successf

the student md§t' have a detailed knowledge'
it-1g the appropriate technical or special
r procedure-s which are part. of this discipline
1 tompletion-of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See Th Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale va ue appears ih: T63

Same.icale value appears in: 164.
Higher scale,value appears in:-166 167 168.

4

* 501 502 503 504 505" 506 07 508 50q 510 511 512 513 514.515 516 517 518 519.
;
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CURRI4UM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective. , Knowledge Factor VI No., 166.

Skill or Knowledge Category ,11711100 Scale Value 5.5
Occupation Quality' Assurance Technician Level 2
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 545

,
4

i
. r, F , , N

Fage.l'of 1

Is there Cross Reference? 1..Yes(X) . .No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

I

Regional Anabolt (includes head and neck, thorax and abdomen,
pelvis and perineum, lower and upper limbs, and skeleton; in-
ternal structure and connections between major parts, systems,
and sections of the body)

at I level of awareness and depth of. undetstanding,adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In monitoring patient exposure rates for routine, diagnostic x-ray pro -
cedures,being able to,take account bf the areas of interest and stan-
dard positions in relation to modality, accessories, and technical fac-..

tors; considering use o,f shielding in relation to areas of interest
..(Task 545).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special'
terms, facts, equipment., and/or procedures which are part ofithis discipline
and.are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

I "

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 163,164 165.
Same scale value appears in: 167 and level 5.

Higher scale value appears in: 168.

4 1

4



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE. SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 117-31100
Occupation"' Radiologic TechAOlogist

Refers to 'task, Code No(s).: 81 374 526

Pagen..of.1

Factor VI No.

Scale Value 5.5
Level 3

'Is there Cross Ilrerence? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes; see footnoce(s).

4 Conte : A-graduate of the program at this ed ational level must be able to

4 demonstrate mastery, of thefollowing subject area,

Regional Anatomy (includes head and neck, thorax and abdomen,
pelvis and perineum, lower and upper limbs, and skeleton; in-

.

ternal structure and connections between major parts_;i0cystems,
and sections of the body)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding 'adequate to the proper

performance of the following activities:

1/4

. _

1. In providing technical quality reviews of "plain.film" radiographs,
Is

being able to evaluate whether the area of the body is properly demon-
.. ' strated for diagnostic purposes given the area of interest, requisition

sheet, and appearance of images in relation to apprOpriate standards of
detail, definition, sharpness, inclusion and exclusion requirements for
the examination (Task 81). .

2. In taking tomograms of a patient, being able lo read requisition sheet
and consider for the area of interest the effect of patienti's body type,
size, tissue type and sex on selection of film size, technique, pa-
tient poS'itions, shielding of radLosensitive tissues adjacent to area
of interest, as well as centering, localization of tumor,and selection
of layer height and amplitude (Task 374).,

3. In taking computerized transverse axial scans, being able to read requi-
sition sheet and, from area of interest,be able to select technical fac-
tors, scan level, shielding; being able to select display controls
so that picture demonstrates the ?tea of interest requested with-appro-

.

pri4tely sharp density gradation for the tissues in the area of interest

4 (Tisk 526).
I

-,To accomplish these activities the student must. have a jetailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the:appropriate technical,or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and.are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference-Footnotes: 'tee,The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 163 164 165. '
Same scale value appears in: 167.
Higher scale valueappears in: 168.

.

1 1.6
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET .
Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowlqilge : Factor III No. 168

Skill or Knowledge Category 11731100' Scale Value 7.0

OCcupation Radiolokic Technologist Level 3

Refers to 'Task Code No(s).: 353

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...Na(-) If yes,:see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Regional Anatomy (includes head and neck, thorjrc and abdomen,
pelvis and perineum, lower an0 upper limbs: and'skeleton; in-
ternal structure and connections between major parts, systems,
and sections of the body)"

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate tO-the proper
performance of the folloWing activities:

1. In meeting of diagnostic x-ray department,being able to raise issues,
comprehend and participate in discussions dealing with patient care,
-positioning, shielding, new equipment, examination procedures that in-
volve specific regions of the body, internarstructwes,and connections
between parts, sections,and systems of the bOdy (Task 353)

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
Of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical orspecial
terms, facts, equipment, and /or jfrtocedures,which are part of this discipline

and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: ,See The Following, Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in:163 164 165 166 167.
Same scale value appears in level 4.

419
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of', Objective Knowledge.

'Skill or Knowledge Category 11731200
Odcupation Patient Care Aide
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 199 262 X20

Page 1 of 1
FaCtor IV No. 169 r

Scale Value 1.5
Level 1

'Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If, yes, see footnote( ).

Content: Airaduate of the program at this educational level mus
clemonStrate mastery of the following subject area

6 r

Topographic Anatomy (relation of external physicalm4nir- .

festations to internal structure and function of parts
.

of the body
.

, ,.,.

.

at a
i*
level of awareness and depth of understandingadequate to 'the proper

,

performance orthe following activities: -
4

e abl.s. to

7

1. In taking vital 9igns,being able to. locate pressure points .for pulse,

blood pressure (Task 199).

2. .In 'taking ECG or preparing patient for ECG,monitoring, being able to
locate appropriate points for placement 6f electrodes (Tasks 262, 520).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge

of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are requiregjor successful completion of the acelvities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appearS Iry 170 171.
Higher scale value appears in: 172 173 174 175 176.

4 Z.



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE _SHEET _Page, 1 o of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor s No.

Skill or KAnwledgt Category ir7li2l0 Scale Value 1.5

Occupation Patient Care Techniciin Level 2
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 18 308

rs there Cross Reference? ,.%Yes(N) ...No( ) If yes, see 5botnoce(s)..

Content: A graduate of,the program at this/educational level must'be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

j
Topographic-Anatomy (relation of external physical mani-
festations to internal jtructure and function ofparts of
the body)

'

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. 111 drawing sample of venous blood, being able to select appropriate site
(Task 18).

2. In setting tip patient for ECG, being able to locate appropriate points
for placement of electrodes (Tae1'308).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject-category, covering the appropriate technical or special s,

termf,.facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

e -

V

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following, Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 169 171.

Higher scale value appears in: 172 173.104 175 176.

4 9
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Categoty 11731200
Occupation Radiologic Technologist

Refers to Task Code No(s).: '373

Page 1 of 1

:

Factor III No. ...111.----
Scale.Value 1.5

Level 3

Isthere Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ). 141 yes, see footnote(s)..

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of-the following subject area
.
.

. .

Topographic Anatomy (relation'of external physical mani-_
festations to internal structure andfunction.of paits
of the body)

. ,

'at a level of awareness and depth of understanding, adequate ti> the proper

performance of the following activities:
-

1. In taking operating room adiographs for opaque foreign body search,

being able'to designate external reference points for shielding, center-
ing film and x -ray tube, and collimating, or indicating to etaff what

to do (Task 373).

To accomplish these activities the student nmst have a detailed knowledge

of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this-discipline

and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Sane ,s1,e value spears in: 169 170.
Higher scale value appears in: 172 173 174 175 1/6.

4 2 2
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective iKnowledge Factor IV No. 172
Skill or Knowledge Category 117312°Q._ Scale Value 2.5
Occupation Patient Care Aide - . Level 1 .

Refers to Ta.sk Code,,No(s).: 193

) 0-

Is there-Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If ye,s, see footnote(s).

Content: A'graduate of the program at this educationallivel must be able 4to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Topographic Anatomy (relatio of external physical mani4
festations to internal structure and function of parts
of the body)

at a level-of awareness and depth of u erstanding adequate to the proper
performance'of the following activitie

1. In rep4ring patient for special procedure, being able to refer to orders, .

an drape patient so as to expose onlyothe area *f interest (task 193).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or l,.specia
terms, f4cts, equipment, and/or-procedures-xhich are part of this disdpline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed give.

Cross Reference ,Footnotes: See The Fo owin: Curriculum Ob ectives:
Lower scale value appears.An$#0169 170 71

Higher scale value appears in: 173 17 175'176.

423 I'.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective KnowlPdso ° Factor IV No. ;171....._.

Skill or Kno*ledge Category 11731200 Scale Value 3.5

Occupation Patient Care Technician Level .2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: .133 296 299

Is there Cross Referenceli...Yes(X) ...No(.) If yes,,see footnote(s).-.

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be -able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Topographic Anatomy (relation of external physical mani-
festations to internal'-structure and function of parts

of the body)

At a level of awareness and depth of. understanding adeqdate toithe proper

'performance of the following activities: 41Ip

1. In administering subcutaneous_or intramuscular infection, being able

to select proper site to inject (Tasks 13.5, 299).

2; In providing first aid --in-xray departvnt emergency; being able to se
lect proper pressure points to allay bleeding, sit s for injectipns.,- for
ECG electrodes, for application of.defibrillator ddIes, points,for

) A

'taking pressure and pulse, pressure points to administer closed chest
cardiac,resbscitation or artificial respiration Task 299).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detail knowledge

of the subject category; covering the appropriate technical special

terms, facts, equipment, and /or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities *MI above;

.4

OP.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lowers scale value appears in: 169 170 171 172.

Same scale value appears in:174.
Higher-scalegvalue appears 'in,: 175 176.

,

#
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_CIARICUL i OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type:a bjective Knowledge

r

Page 1 Sel
No. 174

Skill dr Kimiledge Category 11731200
Occupation Radiolosic Technologist .

Refers to Task Co at% NO(8)..: p355 356 357356 35 3.60 361

367 368=370 371 375 376 37i4378 379-380 381,3g2 383 384
463 465 466 467 468 491 492 493 494 495 497'497 498 499

the Cross-Reference? .:.Yes(X) ..:No( ) If yes, see

Factox III

Scale Vale I5
Ieve

362 363 364 365 3 6
385 386 387 388, 389' 399,
500 (*continued below)

faotnote(S).

Content: hAllikateof the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstaltinastery of the following subject area

Topographic Anatomy, (relation of external /physical mani-
lestations to inter'nal structure and_. function df parts

of the body)

.-,
at a level of awardass and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the Ybllowing activities:

4
'

. .. f-

In positioning 'patient, being able to.selectthkappropriate external
dnatomical reference points tO position patient flar the specific exami-
nation according to the area of fEe body involved, or to select alter-

nativ points if patient' is, obese and traditional points are obdcured
by-'fat; being able:to 'account fdr bodily habitus in relating external qa
references to internal structures; be,ing,abje tb refer "to, draw,or imag-
ine pnhtomicalsreference lines- to provi6Cappropriite angulation Mid

rotation; being ablg 63-locate,posltion of gOnadi 'to provide'appropriate
shielding based On positivof patient .(all tasks as appropriite)..4

.0

T

In positioning patient, beingable to to account of lo cation of sus -

pected fractures, inbealed fractures,or-presence Of-foreign bodiA and
handle patient accordingly (all tasks as aapropriate)

43.1.111

lomplish the activities, the student. must have a' detailed knowledge

of subject category, covering the appropriaterchnical or special.

to s, lacts,equiplent, and/dr-procedureswhich are part of this discipline
and are 4.e'quired.,19f successful' compile:1.On of the activities listed above. .

4

..

,,,
. .

Cross Reference- Footnotes: 'See The Following curriculm Oblettives:

Lower scale.value appeArs,in: 164 170 1711N172'..' '

Same scale value appears in 173. ..=41..,,, ;'..-;.

Higher scale-value appears' ih: 175 176. i, . IP
.

i'c... . . ,
, /

*\.50L42 503 504.505,506 507 508 509 510'511 512 513 514 .545.516 517.518.51:.

/

,.,;...

4

Ir
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET *.
. , Pap 1of 1

Type of Objective knowledge_ . Factor III No.
: 175

Skill dr.Knowledge Category 41731206 : -Scale Value -5.5
y Occupaliod Radiolggic Technologist -. level 3

Refers to Task code No(s).: 374 526 a

I. Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No() If yes, see footnote(s)..

Content: A graduateof the program, at thiseducational level mustbe able to
'demonstrate mastery of the following subject-area

Topoalaphic Anatomy (relation of externak.physical mani-
festation sato,internarstructure and function of parts of
the body) it 0

1

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding-a equate.to4he proper
performance of the following qctivit

IP
4 ng tomograms of any vatient, ing able to select appropriate

,

1. In

ex ernal anatomic& feference4point to position the patient for any
examination according to the area of the 'body invollied, or to select
alternative points if the, patient is obese;:,beingr-abl,e to account fin-

habitus in,relating external.referiinces to Internal atruclvres;
"being Ole to refer to, draw, or imagine anatomical reference lines
to provide appropriate angulation'and rotation; beingable to locate!'
positirourof suspected lesion; bAinga 6 to locate gonads to provide

.appropriate shielding:basevi

0 take account of location
sir presence-of foreign,bodies
374, 526).

sus

a

position of.patient; being able /to

ected fractures,,unhealed fractures,
)candle patient accordingly (Tasks', .

I

, 1
. ,,

To accomplish these activities the studen't must ave a detoiled,zknowled4e4tb'
.,,

of the subject category, covering the appropriate technicfil or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/orprocedures which.are part of this tiiscipline,

and,ar*, requied for successful completion,of tie activitiesl?sted above.
..,

/44

1

Cross 'Reference Footnotes: See Tht Following Curriculum Objectives.:

Lowel scaleValue appears in: 169 170 171 172 173, 174.

Higher scale.value a0Fears inl 176. *

4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET, . Page 1 of 1

Type of Objectiye Knowledge Factbr III No. 174

Skill or Knowledge Category 11131200 Scale Value 7f0,

Occupation Radiologic"Technologist.
i

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 353 ,'

Level
.

i . ,
,:,. .

Is,tbere Cross Reference ...Vs(X) ...No( If yes, see-footnote(0.

Content:" A graduate of the program at.this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of qe.following subjeCt area
,

-?;

Toogilkphic Anatomy (re lation of external physical mani-
festations to internal structure ad function of tarts
of the body)

,

I. 0, I

,at a level of awareness and degth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

4t

1. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department technologists,
being:able to comprehend, raise iasues,or participate in any discussion'
d6ling with the relation of external physical manifetrationsiuternal
structure and functioning anywhere in the body (Task 333),

.To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of. the subject category, covering the apprOuziate technical or special
terms, facts; equi ent, and /or procedures which at& part-of this discipline

-and are required'f l! successful completion of the activities listed above.

0

11 .
Cross Re rence Footnotes:, See The FolloWing Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value,appears in` 169 170 111 '172 173'174 175.

Saar scaleyalue-Appears in level '4. .

1
4

r
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CURRICULOM OBJECTIVE SLEET
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill'or Knowledge Category 11731300
Occupation. Radiologic TechnOlogist
Refers to Task Codeyo(s).: 516

Page 1 of 1

Factor III No.

Scale Value 1.5
Level 3

Is there Cross Reference? ...tes(4 ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
'1*

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
A demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

NHematonoietic System (includesblood, red and-white blood cells,
platelets, and bone marrow, liver, and spleen in their blood-

.

forming function)

. 1.,

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper:

performance of the followirig activities:

1. In' taking percutaneous,splencrpottograms, being able, to use details

the structure and function ,of Et;:kspleen and its related organs in

derto position patient,A)rovide centering and collimation, direCt

tral ray,and or asseleet-technicalfactg (Task 516).

To accompligh th4se,activifies the student must have a detailed knowledge

of the subject category, covering AT:kopriate.tedhnical,or spec.Val
. .

terms, faits, equipment, and/or proceaiiree.,whish are part of this'discip-
line and areirequired for soctessfurcoompletion of the activities listed

above: ,

of

or -

cen -

4

Cross Refecipee Footnote:
Same scale value appears.in level 4%. 4

om'°

.428.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of- 1

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor IV No 178

Skill or Knowledge Category 11731400 - Scale Value 1.5

Occupation Patient Care Aide Level 1

Refers.to Task Code No(s).: 262 5213 .

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes()0 ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of ,the program at this educational level must'be able
demonstrate wry of the following subject area ;

Circulatory System (cardiovascular system; includes heart,
veins, arteries, lymphatics) k

at a level of awarehem and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance-of the following activities:

1. In taking ECG and preparing,patient for ECG monitoring, being able Ito
-apply understanding of ECG in relation to h &art so as to properly apply
elpctrodes and be aleFEto patient's condition (Tasks 262, 520).

To accomplish these activities the student must havea detaifed knowledge

of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or speAtal

terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures\whichare part of this discip
line and are requited for successful conlpletion of the activities listed

above.

4.

".

. -

Cross ReferenceFooenotes: See The I111lowing Cl4riculum-Objectives:

Same scale valuao appears in: 179

Higher scale value appears in: 181.

.4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET V Page 1 of 1

-.Type of.Objective kno4ledg - Factor IV , Nd: 179--

Shill or Knowledge Category _1 731400 'Scale Value 1.5

Occupation Patient.CaraTec nician Level- 2

Refers to- Task Code No(s):: 18 -308

Is there Cross References Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

1

.. "IF.

Coptent: A graduate of4the program at this educational level must be:able to
demonstPate mastery of the following subject area

Circulatory System (cardiovascular system; includes heart, *eins,
arteries, lymphatics)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
, .

perforiance of the f011owing activities: fir' % ,

4. In drawing blood from atien,t,being sufficiently familiar with blood
vessels to select appropriate vein (Task 18).

'2. In setting up and monitoring &patient's ECG, being able to apply un-
derstanding of ECG in relation, to heart ,so as to propefly apply elec-

.

trodes and be alert to patientcondition (Task 308).

A
To accomplish these,activitiesthestudent must have,a detailed knowledge

of ,the subject category, Gov ng.the:appropriate technical -or special

terms, facts, equipment, and/o procedures whic are pat of this discip-
line and are required for succ §sful completi of the activities listed

:above.

CrO
SameS e value appears in: 178 180.

Mrighertscale value appears, in: 181.

14;

-41

am.

eTence Footno6s: See The Following Curriculum Obtectives:

4o0
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge , Factor III No. .......14.

Skill or Knowledge Category 11731400 Scale-Value 1.5

qccupation Radiologic Technologist Level 3

Refers to.Task Code No(s).:362 376 '494 502 504 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516

517 518 519 526

Is there CroSs Reference? ...Yes(X) ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: 'A graduate of the program at this educational level. must be able to
demonstrate. mastery of the following subject area

CircUlatory System (cardiovascular system; includes heai-t, veins,

arteries, lymphatics)

at a level. of awareness and depth of ungerstanding adequate to the proper

performance of the following activities:

1. In taking radiOgraphs of thoracic viscera, excretory intravenous inferior

vena cavograms, all angiograms, btsing able to use details of the. structure

and function of, the cardiovasculAr system and its related organs to posi-
tion patient, provide centering and collimation, direct central ray, and
selectechnical factors (all tasks listed).

2.. In taking lymilhangiograms or lymphadenograms; being able to use details
of%the structure and function of the lymphatic system and its related
organs to position patient, provide centering and collimation, direct

central ray, and select technical factors (Task 376).,

3. In taking angiograms, being able to take account of theinvdIvement of
the heart and circulatory system and ECG monitoring in, the procedures

V

(Tasks 504, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 516, 517,518, 519) .

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of tne subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special

.terms, facts-, equipment, and/or proce ures Which are part of this discipline

and are required for successful comp etion of the activities listed above,.

(;"

1

Cross Reference Footnotes: 'S The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appgars in: 178 179.

Higher scale value appears id: 181 and level 4.

A
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor IV No.

Skill or Knowledge Category 1173 00 Scale Value 2.5
Occupation Patient Care Techn ian Level 2

Refe'rs to Task Code No(s).:. 296

Is there CrossReference? ...Yeq(X) ...No( ) If-yes, see footnote(s).

Content: 'A graduate of the program at this educational levelMust be able to
demonstrate.m.stery of the followipg subject, area

Circulatory System (cardiovaSC-b- ar system; includes heart, veins,
arteries, lymphatics).

at a level of awareness anddepth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

I

1. .In providing first aid in an xray.department emerge , being 9ble to
use appropriate details about the anatomy and physiology of the heart

4 and bloOd vessels to eximine itet beat, take ECG, vital signs, and
apply measures such as artificia

it

respiration, closed chest cardiac re
suscitation, defibrillator, injection,of cardiac stimulant or applieation
of pressure to appropriata,..vessels to arreg eeding (Task 296).

To accomplish these activities the studen ust have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the ap opriate technical or speefgr.-.,\
termg',Jacts, equipment, and/or,procgdures which are part of this discip-
line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed
above.

NhoO'

40/

Cross Reference Footnotes: See he Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 178 179 180.

,st
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Faze 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor III,,. .No. 182

Skill or Knowledge Category 11731500 5Eale Value 1.5

Occupation Radiologic Technologist , Levgl 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 362 364 374 378 379 380494 497 498 526

r

. Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(N) ...No( ) If yes, see-footnote(st).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

.Respiratory System

,
at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
.performance of the following activities:'

1. In taking plain films or tomograffg of the thoracic viscera, anterior
portion of the neck, choanograms, bronohograms, or assisting with bronch-
oscopy, needle lung biopsy, laryngography, being able to use details
orthe structure and function of the respiratory system and its related
organs in order to position patient, provide centering and colliiation,
direct central ray, and se.lectnechnical factors (all tasks listed).

Toaccomplish,these activities the student must have a'detiiled knowledge -

of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
)terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discip-

line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed

above.

9

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Higher scale value appears in: 183 and level 4.

43:3



CYRRICUDUM'OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

,Type,of Objective Knowledge Factor IV No. 183
Skill or Knowledge Category 11731500 -Scale Value 2.5
-Occupatlion Patient-Care Technician Level 2
Refers to Task Code No(b).: 296

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes()); No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

'demonstrate mastery of therfo wing subject area

Respiratory System

at a leyel of awareness and _depth of undeTstanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:.

1. In providing emergency first aid, being able to use, details of the
structure and function of the respiratory system to open or clear an
airway, insert an oral airway or endotracheal tube, administer oxygen,
air,or artificial respiration (Task 296).

'To accomplish these activities the student'must have a detailed knOwiedge
of' the subject' category, covering the. appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or proCedures which are part of this discip
line and ark required for successful completioniOf the activities listed
above.

"I

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in 182.

1

14 34
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Type of Objective Kno ed r -nil") 0 ....184.--

Page 1 of 1CURRICULUM IOtJECTI SHER

Skill or Knowledge Cate y 11731600 Sca Value 1.5

Occupation :liol. c Technologist
Ofers to-Task763i No(s).: 363 374 495 526

'Le

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) .,.No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A iraduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

d

Digestive System

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In taking plain films and tomograms of abdominal contents, being able

. 04, use details of the structure and function of the digestive system
and its related organs in order to position patiept, provide centering .

and collimation, direct central ray, and select technical factor
(Tasks 363, '374, 495, 526).

,

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technic) or special
'terms, facts, eqsipment, and/or procedures which are par id this discip-
line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed

above.°

1

a

Cross Reference Footnote:
Nigher scale value appears in'level 4.

s. Z

4a
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r CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective- -, Knowled Factor III No.

Skill Knowledge Category 11731810 Scale Value 1.5

Occupation R2diologic Technolpgist ve 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).:' 384 .174 375 381 494 499

Is,,there.tross Reference? ....Yes(y) ...No( ) If yes, see footpote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

') demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Mouth, Pharynx (Digest,ive Function), Esophagus (includes tongue,
teeth, and salivary glands)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In taking plain films and.tomogrens of the anterior pottion of the neck,
sialograns, upper gastrointestinal tract contrast films, being able to,
use details of the structure and function-of the mouth, esophagus, 'sal=

ivary glands and related organs in order to position patient, provide
centering and collimation, direct central ray, and select technical
factOrs (Tasks 364, 374, 375, 381, 494,499).

Ta"accomplish.these activities the student must havp a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate .technical or special
terms, facts`, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this diicip
line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed

above.

Ali

ti

Cross Reference Footnote:
Higher scale value appears An level 4.

4:36



CURRICULUM OBJECTI SHEET

Type of Ohje9tive Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge ategory 11731620
Occupation .logic Technologist

as Code No(s).: 381 382 499 501

Factor III

-t,

Palle i of 1

No.
Scale Value 1.5

Letiel 3

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(Y) ...Non If yes, see footnote(s).

'Content: A graduate.ofthe program at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the'following subject area

Stomach and SMall Intestine (includes duodenum, jejunum, ileum)

at a level of awareness and depth,of understanding adequate to the proper

performance-of the following activities:

1. In taking radiographs of the upper gastrointestinal tract, small intes.-,
tine intubation radiographspeeitoneograms, being able to use' the de-

tails of the structure and function of the small inf9stifte and its re-

lajed organs in order to position patient, provide centering and conj.:-

*mation, direct central ray, and select technical factors (Tasks 381,

382, 499, pl).

To accomplish ese activities the student must have a detailed knowledge

of tie subject category, covering:the appropriate technical or special

terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which ate part of this discip-

line and are required for successfUl-completion of the activities listed

above.

ti

4

-...Cross Reference Footnote:
Higher scale'valde appears in level 4.

43.



CURRICULUWOBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective KnowlAge ,

Ski41-,coreKrlowledge Category 11731636
,Occupation Radi logic Tfcknologist .

Refers to Task-Code No(s).: 3133 500 5111

Page,1 of.

Factor III No.

,kale plueT_
ieyel 3

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes({) ...4( ) If es, see'footnote(s)..

Content: A graduaez of the Otegram at thisleducationtl level must bd able. to

'`

demonstrate mastery At the firllowing subject area

Large Intestine (Colon) 'and Rectum (also includes-appendix,
Anus, and mesentery) .

..'

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to'the proper
.performance of the following activities: .

1. In takifi barium enema radiographs, intussusception Or defocography
radiographs, peritoneagrams, herniograms, being able to use details
of the structure and function of the large intestine; rectum and-re-
lated ,organs in...oder to position patient, provide centering and Col-
limation, direct central ray, and select technical factors .(Tasks 3$3,
500, 501).. ;.

1".

-To accomplish these activities'the student must, have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part, of.this discipline
And are,rtquired fOr successful completion of the activities listekabove.,'

Cross Reference Footnote:
Higher scale value ap6ears,411,n level 4.

O
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CURRICULUM. IS- CT tri SHEET-

a

N

Pate 1 of 1
Type af_Objective Know ed e Factor' III . No. 18:

:Skill oY-Knowledge Category -1 31640 -. 'Scalei;77.117.77-
dcqugatiOn 161142.41cAechnologist . '- Level

Refersito TIlak-Code No(s)'.: '. 371 384 385 186 387
.

< -
.

, , ..' , < -
,.. , ,

,

Is there Crosi Reference? ...Yes(Y) :..No( ) If yes,,see footnote(s).
. .

a.

Oontent: A graduate of the program at this educational level must to able to
ponstfa.teAastery of the".19wing' subject area - ..,

- Liver-, Bilifti m,)and Pancreas-(inclUdes 'gallbladder, cystic

d t, bile.duc dreatic diet, ampullalla of Vater)

\'; k ' .

at a.level of awareness andtdepth of.understand44/adequate to the proper

Vperfqxmance °Lae ttfollowing actiyies: .

' iilb . q'''
) . . _o 4 4

rly, Intaking ope/..ative cholangiograms, pancreatograms, Oral or intravenous '.

chOlecrndgrams, cholangi' ams, percutaneous or T-tybe cholarigograms,

and urograMs fal4bwed by of biliary tract,.being able to use de-

tails Of' -e'strncture and tion of the liver, biliary system, pan -
`' cvas and relatedorgenys in order to position patient, p/ovidwkentering

4.,
and collimation, direct centtal ray, and select jechnicai factrr's (Tasks

Vi 371, 38, 3,85, 3864 387). -.

. - ,- '.4

..
.., . :'4,- j N.

To accbmplish. these,actilities the student Mdst have a detailed knowledge
of the%subjeot category, covering-the appropriate technical or special

term faCts,,equipment,:and/or.procedures which are iart.of thik discip7

line and are%required for, 'sucetssfyl completron of the ictivities listed

aboyle' '.

A ,

tb, , A

.-

ti

N

,

PW

Referktwe Foornotei
edvalue alloatrs in leve

'No

sor

r

V
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page f

.Type of,ObjectiVe0. -Knowledge- SP
Feetor I/ No.'',

,

---."
' 3 .

.Skill ,* Knowledge Catftory '11731700 ., Scale Value 1.5

Occupation Radiologic Technologist .. Level

Refers to Task.Code No(6).: 363 387 38& 389 390'463 495 1 02 526 1'0
i, ...1

Is there Cross Referegge7 ...Yes(X) ...No([) If yes-, see folOtnote(50.

'Cont

It
: A graduate of the program at this eduational level must beAble to'

S , mons4rate,mastery of. the f',151.lowing subject area
411 I

.
...

Urinary System (includes kidney, ureter,, bladder, uret4Ta,
I

external 'genitalia),
di . , ,

' ,at-alevel of awareness and depth of underptanding adequate to the Troper
. performance of the following activities: P

F

'
.

1. In taking plain filaks of abdoMinal contents, intravenous pyelograMs, uro
gramS, infusion nArrotOmograms,-Rercutaneous antegrade or renal cyst /
pyelodrams,, cystograms, voiding cystourethrograms,tretrograde pyelograrv
ureterograms, peritoneograms, herabgramsllexcfetory,intravenous inferior
vena cavograms followedby urogramstIlhot cilkputerized transverse axial

sans ,f abdominal contents, being able to,identif3c the details of the

structure ndfunctiOn of'the urinarystem and its related orga ,is tp
nositipn paCiens, provide cente4ftrand collimation, direct. centtalray,

. 1

and select technical factors (alrrasks listed). ,

.1
. .

,ii.''

4O'accomplishtlies7eciivities the 'stbdedt mumist have a detailed kOl..ticrge"'

-of the subject category, covering the appropriate technica or spec011 terei,.;

facts,` equipment, and/or procedures which are part .of hi 'sciAline Ali A'

are reqUired for suctessfu-Lcompletion. of the actiVities, sted ;Above..
*

.. , .4

00

4 ,

0
Croseleference Footnotes: ELge The Following Curriculum Obiectiyes::,

v

Higher scale value appears in: 190 191 andlevel 4. z r 4

t
.

.

Y.

11,

-
44U
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CURRICULUM` OBJECTIVE SHEET.
Type' of ObjectiVe -Knwledge
kill or Knowledge Category 11731700

Occupation Patient'Care Technician
Refers to Task Code No(s).: '143

7

Page 1 of "1

Factor IV. 41o. 190

Scale. Value 2.5

. Level 2

. :

Is there CpoiS Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).'''
'

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of thee following subject aT

. icTom"T ,

Urinary SySt (ihcludes kidney, ureter,.bladder, urethrf
external genitalia)

,at a level of awarEness and depth of stanhing adequate to the proper
,

performance of the-following activities:-
' .

.

1. In catheterizing the female urethra,: being able to use derails of the

structure and function of the'female urethra,. bladde4.,and external gent- -

tl d'ie in order to cleanselpatient, insert catheter,apd residual

ur ne (Task 1.41):

To accomplish these activities the s der must have detailed knowledge

----of`the,subject category, covering th appropriate technical or special

telms, -facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discip-

line and are required for successful completion.Ofsthloactivities.listed
above. f

-5.

4

44,

. ,

la

4

.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following CurriculuM Objectives.:

Lowq,scale value'appears in:189.
11

.

Highek scale value appears in; .191.
. -

, .- ,

1 I
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

-Type of Objective Knjwledge . Factor IV No. : 191

Skill or, Knowledge Category 11i31704_, scale Value 3.5

Occupation Patient.Care Tethnician LeVel 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 181
.

Is there Cross Reference? ...,Yes(X) ...No( ) if yes, see footnote(s)-.

Content: A graduate,of'the program A this educational level must be able to

demo rate,mastery of the fb110wing Subject area
"4!)

Urinary System (includes kidney, ureter, bladder, urethra,
external geni-tafia)

at a levef of-awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the praper.
performance of the. following activities:

1. In catheterizing the -male d female urethra, being ab1r to use details

of the structure and function ofthe Hale and female urethra bladder,
and external genitalia in order- to cleanse patient, insert catheter,

and obtain residual urine (Task 181). ,

To accomplish the se activities the student must have a detailed knowledge

of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special'
terms,' facts, equipment, and /or procedures which are'paet of this discip-,
line and are required for Successful Completion of thectivities listed
above.

,

Cross Reference` Footnotes:' See The Following CurriculustObiectives:

Lowpr scale value' appears in:. 1139 190.

.1

4 4:?;
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

't

Type of Objective KnowedAe Factpr 4 IIL
Skill or Knowledge Category 11731800
bccupatiOn -Racaologic T chnologIst

ti

Page'l of

Seale Value 2.5
rl.

. .
.

,
- Level 3 .

Refers to Task Code No(S ).: 355 356 357 358 359.360 361 362 363 364 365 366
367 308 370375 377 378 379 380 381.382 383 387 388 38') 390 463 465 466
467 468 491 492 493 494 495 06 497.498 499 500 501 502 503 (*cont1nued .e1ow)

Is there Cross Reference? .:.Wes (X) ) If yes, see fOdtnote(i.).
.

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational le 4. must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following rsubject area

:

Musculdskeletal System% V
1 i -

o ,

at a level of awareness °,11c1 depth 0144 understanding adequate to 'the properi

_ . .

'performance of the following activities:
- ,

1. In taking radiographs of specific areas of the, body listed on requisi-
tion,' being able to .use. details of the structure anc? function of the
musculoskeletal system in °order ro position patient, pri'alade centering-
and collimation, direet central ray, and electtechnicallactorie
(Alr tasks listed). -

.

-To accomplish theSe activities the stukient must have a detailed knowledge
of the stibiectcaregbry, 'covering the appropriate technical ot'special
terms, facts, equipment', and/or procedures which are part of this discip-
line and are required for successful,completion of the activities-listed
above

. =

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following_ Cur;iculum'Objectives:
-Higher scale value appears in: 193 194.

* 504-505,506 507 508. 509 510 511 512 513 514 515.516 517 518 519.'

"1.

4

.443

1.4

4
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CURRICUI OBJECTI SHEET Pa e 1 N.

Type of Objective -, Knowledge Factor' III No. 19 *,

Skill or Knowledge CategOry 11731800 Scale Value 3.5
Occupat.ion Radiologic Technologist Level 3

`Refers io Task Code No(s).: '374 526 .

Is there Crosf Reference? ...Yet(y) ...No( ) If'yes, see footnote(s).
' A

antent: A graduate of the program at this educational Bevel must be able to

demonstrate mastery Of the' following'subject area

MusculoskeletalSystem

at a level of awareness and depthof understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:" t

1.. In. taking coriventioual tomograms andcomPuterized'transverse axial bcans
of apart of the body, being able to use details Of the structure and
function of the musculoskeletal system in relation, to other Organs in -

order to position patient, provide centering and callimat .ion, dkrect
central ray, select scan leVels,and/or Select technical factors (Tasks,
374,.526):.

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge of
the subject category, covering ,the appropriate tecHnicar.otl- speikal terms,
facts', equipment, and/or procedures which are-part of this discipline and
are requited for successful completiorof the'activitieslisted.above.

c"/

4

5

4

t

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curr ulum Objectives:

Lower scale value appeiars in: 192.

Higher scale value apPZars in: 194.

411
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

I

Page 1 of 1
.

Type of Objective Knowledge . Anaor III No', °`194

Skill or Knowledge Category 11731800 . Scale Value 5.5

0/CCUpation Radiologic Technologist Level 3

, Refers to Task Code No(s).: 81 353 .

a.

Is there Gross Reference? ...Yes(y) ...No( ) If'yes, see-footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program ar this educational 14velmust be able to

demonstrate mastery of the'following subject area

Muidlloskeletal System

. A
,

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance o,f the following activities:

,- )

1., In providing technical quality review of "plain fi,lm" radiographs,
being able to evaluate whether the musculoskeletal system ,is properly
demonstrated for diagnostic purposes given the area ofinterest, re=
cluisition sheet, and appearance of images in relation to appropriate
standads of qetail, definition, sharpness, inclusion and exclusion
requitepents for the examination (Task 81).

2. In meeting,of diagnostic x-ray department tectindlogists, being able to
raise issues, comprehend and participate in discussions dealing with .
patfent tare, positioning, shielding, new equipment, 'examination-pro-
cedures that involve the musculoskeletaIlbystem (Task 353).

..

To accomplish these activities the t must have a detailed kncwledfe

of the subject category, covering the a ropriate Aclinical or sl3ecial terns;

factsequipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline and

are required successful completion of the activities listed aboye.'
. 10*

ti

4
'

b
p

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Followin Curriculum Ob'ectives:

,ppears in ieve1/4.
Lower scale value appears 192 193,

Same scale value a
4,

4 41J



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1
Type of Objective Knowledge 1.

, Factor III No. , 195

Skill'or Knowledge Category 11731820 Seale Value 2.5

3Occupation Radiologic TeChnologitt , Level

Refers to-Task Code No(s).: 363 364 367 375 376 378 379 380 38l 382 383 387 388

389 390 463 465 466 467 468 495 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505'J06 508
509 510 511 512 513 5144).5 516 517 518 519

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes t() ...No( ) If yes, see f6otnote(s).

IContent: A graduate of the program at this educational 11 must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Bones 'and Joints (includes ligaments and tendo's)

,o.
at a level of awareness and depth of understandingadeglidte.to the prow
performance of the following activities;

6

1 r

I

1. In taking radiographs of areas of the body other than bones and, joints,
being able to use details of the structured function of blones and
joints totake account of what movement is available to patient, and.
to position, centerspatient,and direct central -rw.so that area of in-
tefest will be visualized,rather than obstructed by bones (all tasks
listed).

4 ,

TO:accorplish these activities the student must have a detailbdknowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special

:terms, facts, equipmeat, and/or procedures which are part of this discip-
line and are required fry, successful completion of the, activities Listed
above.

t

1

at

t

Cross Reference-Footnotes: See The Following.Curriculum,Objectives:
Higher scale value appears, in: 196 197.

Mf

446
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CURRICULUM OBJECT/VE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor III No. ; 196

Skill or Knowledge Category 11731820 Scale Value 3.5

Occupation Radiologic Technologist 4. Level 3
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 355 356 357 358 359 360 3611'362 365 36'6 370 374 377

-491 492 493 494 1496 507 526.

fs'there"Cross Reference? .. .Yes( ...Ho( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at-this educational revel must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Bones and Joints (including ligaments and tendons)
s

-

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

ebY
- , 1. 'In takingradiogr s of bones or joints, or making tomarams, being

able to use detai s of the structure and functions of fhe bones and
joints anE related organ's in order to position patient,' provide cen-,

tering and coltimation, select level, direct central ray, and select

technical factors (alItasksqlsted).,

To accomplish these activities the student must havea detailed knowle ge'
'of the subject catego'ry, covering_theappropriAte technical or special
terms74.facts, equipmdnt, and/or procedures which are part of this discip-
line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed

above. .

4

II

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum 01;dectives:,

ewer scale value appears in: 195.

er scale value appears in: 197,

suf
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of 'Objective Knowledge /

Skill or Knowledge Category, 11731820
Occupation Radiog-it-Technolo ist
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 353

Fact

Page 1 o of 1

No,
Scale Value' 7.0

Level 3

Is thereCross Reference? ...Yes( ...No( ) If yessee footnote(i).

antent: A graduate of the program at this' educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

".

Bones and Joints (includes ligaments and tendons)

10. -,
at a lev,1 of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance ofthe following activities:

In meeting of diagnostic x-ray departpent technologists, being able to
raise issues,' comprehend and pallicipate in discussions dealing, with
patient care, positioning, new equipment, examination procedures that

. involve bones and joints directly or in connection with other organs
of interest (Task 353)'.

To accomplish these activities,the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or Special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discip-
line and are.. required far successful completion of the activities listed.
above.

4

I

At-

Crass Reference Footnotes: See The knowing Curriculum Objectives:
Lower,...scale Value appears in: 195 196.

Same scale value in level 4.

I

a

445



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Y Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective knowledge Factor III No. 198

Skill or Knowledge Category 11731910 Scale Value 1.5
Occupation Radiologic Technologist Level 3
Refers tTask ode 4o(s).: 374 504 505506 507 50$ 509 526-

Is thereCross Reference? .,.Yes(10 ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Cont1nt: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to'
demonstrate mastery of the followin subject area

.

Central Nervous System (brain and spinal cord)

at a level of awareness and depth of undewanding,adequate to the proper
performance oflithe follpwing activities:

1. In taking 4ku11 tomogratls or contrasi.studies.such as cere)Val angio
grams, pneumpencephalograms, brain ventriculograms, myelograms,.disko
grams, spinal cord angiograms, or computerized transverse axial brain
scans, being able to use details of the structurg'andfunction of the
brain and spinal cord and related organs in order to handle and posi
tion patient, provide centering and collimation, direct central ray,.
''and select technical factors (Tasks 374, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508,
,.aa, 526) .

-

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which arepart of this discip
line and are required for successfpl completion of the activities listed
above.. 1

40t

Cross Reference Footnote:

Higher scale value appears in level 4.

44 1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Pa Re 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill -nor Knowledge Category 11731943
Occupation 'Radiologic Technologist
_Were to Task Code No(s).:' 367

Factor III No.

scare Value 1.5
Level 3

Is there Cross Reference? . . .Yes()O ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(9.

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate, mastegy of the following subject area

Eye and Optic Nerve,

at a Tevel of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to th>proliter

perforMance of the following activities:

1. In taking preliminaryllocalization radiographs of foreign bodies in
the orbit or eye, being able to use details of the structure and func
tion of the eye and its related organs in order to position patient,
-provide centering and collimation, direct ceiral ray, and select
technical factors (Task 367).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, andfor procedures which are part of this discip
line and are required for successful completion of the.activities listed
above.

Cross Reference*Footnote:'
Same scale value appears in level 4.

0
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:....21RICULUM-OBJECTIYE SHEET , Page 1 of 1--

Type ,,Objective Kt owledge i Factor III No. 200

,.Skill or Knowledge Category 11732f22 Scale Value'1:5

Occupation RadiolOgic Technologist .
-. Level 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 374 503 526
9

6999119,-

2

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes() ) If yes, see footnote(s),.

Content:, A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following, subject area-

Male Reproductive System

ft a level of awareness and depth of-understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. taking tomograms or genitogrammior intersex condition, being able
to useSdetails of the structure and function of the male reproductive

system and related organs in order to position patient, provide .cen-

tering and Follimation, direct central ray, and-select.technical fac-

tors (Tasks 374, 503, 526).

To accomplish these activities the studeht must,have a detailed knoWledge

of the subject category`, covering the appropriate techni"Cal or special

tlrms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discip-
line and,are required for successful completion of the activities listed

above.

."(

t

Cross Reference Footnote :
Higher scale value Appears in level 4. =.e,

N'A
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C ICULUICOBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective'' Knowledge
Skill or KnOwledge Category 11732223

Level 3

Page 1 of 1 '6,

Factor III No. 201.

--------cale Value 1.5

Occupation Radlologic Technologist
Refers to Task Code No60.: 374 465 466 467 468 503 512 526

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes//) ...No(.) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: Ar-graduate of the program tt this e cational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Female Reproductive System (includes the body changes-associated witW
ovulation, conception and.pcegnipcy, e.tg development of placenta)

t

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequatefto the pro;
_performance of the following activitid§:, Li,

w

1. In taking tomograms, pelvic pneumCgrami/hysterosalpingograms, feto-
grams, amniograms, placentograms, uterograms, radiographs for pelvis

N.
metry, genitograms for intersex condition, pelvic delgiograms, being
able to use details of the structure and- functionfunction of the female repro-

4

eductive system and related organs in order to positio4 patient, provide
centering and collimation, direct central day, and,select technical
factors ,(all tasks listed). i

0 To accomplish these activities the s dent must have a detailed knowledge

of the subject category, covering the 4,propriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discip-

line and are required for successful completiqp'of the activities listed
above. ,

, t

a

p

Cross Reference Footnote:
Higher scale value appears in level 4.

IP
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CURRICULUMOBACTIVE SHEET .40(., Page 1 of 1
,

-Tyie of Objective Knowlpd,ge :Factor .III : No 202

Skill'or Knowledge Category 11733200 ' 4 Scale Value 1.5
111ilP.R

Occupition ',RadioloRtc'Technologist 1,evel 3

Refers to Ask Code No(s). 353 362 361 364 46 368.'374 y7'5 376 378 379 80 381

)82 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 463 465 494 495 498 499 500 501 502504 505

506 508.509 511 512' 314 515 516 518 526
Is there cross Reference?-. . :Yes( 4 .,.No( )1w/f Yes, seesfootnote(s).

. le
.

Content': A'graduate of the program at this educational level mist be able t
demonstrate maStery of the P011owing subject area

r

Neoplasms (cancerous growths)

at a 1 vel 'of awareness and, depth of understanding
.performance of the Sollowing activities:

adequat.e to the proper

1. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-tay:.Flepartment Technologists,
being able to comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any discus- :

sion dealing.with neoplaSrac diseases is they affect patient care and
radiographic. examinations (Task353).

r
In taking radiographs, being able to Use details about the way neopms
4manifest-ih the area o'f interest qistefron the requj.sition sheet so as
toproperly handle patient, position patient arOperly, apply immobili-
zation devices safe y, and select technical fietqrs (al# tasks except

4

. i

Task 33).

,. To accomplish these activities the student mdsthaNie a detailed knowledge
Icoveringthe subjec.t ategory, cvering the appropriate technical or special

terms, facts, quipment, and/or .procedures ich are part of,this disci'

rine arta-are ,required for successful-cOmpletion of the ecti.v.ities listed

above. '

-1.

f*

6

e
Relereice 4PoptnOte:.

Higher scale 3alue appears' in level 4.

I
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'CURRICULUMrOBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective owled e or III

Skill or tnowledge'Category 11733400 Stale Value 1.5

Occupation RadiologicTechnolall Tist Level

Refers to Task Lode No(s).:, 516'

Page 1 Qf 41

No.

Is there Cress Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, ootnote(s).

t l
Content: A graduate of the program at th s educational level must' be able to

demonstrate megtery of thg followin subject area
___,..

. ".

,Disorders of Blood and Blood-Forming Organs ..
-

. ,

at a level of awareness an4 depth of understanding adequate tothe proper
.

1.1

performance of the following activities:

1. In taking percutaneous splenoportogrates, being able to use details
about the way diseases of the spleen manifest so as to properly handle

k
patient, position patient propferIy, apply immobilization devices

. .

safely, and select technic factors (Task 516).
,-.

- 11ft -

To a*omplish tpse activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, andier'procedures which are part of this discip-
line and are required for successful completion of the acitivites listed .
abo'Ve.

MD

.
11-

ross Reference Footnote:
.alle'scale value appArs in leye1,4.

ok

P,
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CURB/CULUM 'OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objectj.ve Knowledge Factor III

Skill or)(nowliage'Category 11733510
Occupation Radiologic Technologist -s.

Refers to T.sakC de No(s).: 504 505.506 507 508- 5091

Page 1 of 1

No.
Scale Vaiue 1:5

Level '3

.

Is there Cross Reference? ,Yes( 30 ...No( ) .If yes, see footnote(s)

Conte ft: A graduate of the program at this! educational level Must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the'following subject area

Divders of the_Central Nervbus System

A

at a level of awareness and depth of understandiag_adequate to the proper
performance of the following_ activities:

T.

/
In taking cerebral angpgrams, pneumoencephaiograms, brain ventriculo-
grams, myelograms, 'diskograms,ospinal cord angiograms, being ablret.cv

use detailsiabout the way disorders of the central nervous system manil-
fest in the area of interest andaffct the patient's behavior so a14
to properly relate to patient, position patient, apply immobilization
devices, and select technical factors (Tasks 504,,505 506, S07, 508, 509)

.

To accomplish these. activities the studynt st have d detailed_knowledge
of the sulijectrategory, covering the approiNiat -technical-or'special
terms, facts,.eqtipment, and/ol- proCedures wkch are part of t4g discip-
line and ate required for successful complitiv of-the activities listed

. ,

above.,

'C.>.

41'

n

F.

40

1

1 .4

0,

-Cr-kiss Referenci. Footnote:

Higher scale value appearS in level 4.
g

lo

.

gl
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE- SHEET Page 1 of 1

'Type of Objective: ' r Anowledt . Factor IV No. gz .

Skill or Knowledge Categary11733600 '

.

Scale Value, 1,5

Occupation Patlept Care Aide . Level 1

Refeygn6 Task COde,No141).; 199 262' 120

. a

Is there'Cross Reference? ....Yes( )Q ...No( ) yes., see footnote()...

k
Content: A.graduateloof the.program at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following subjetct area
. 0

>

Disorders,pf the Circulatory System - ,

. .

at a level-of awNeness and depth of'understandinig adequate to the.pi'oper
, iperformance of the following activities: T- 11 , ',..

...' .
,

1. rn taking vi"talleigns,../being able*t6 use tletails About disorders of the
circulatory system so as to recognize abnormal 'pulse rate and blaod
pressu,re and use instruments for" their beasprementi spch as sphyguto-1
manometer, stethescope (Task 199)., ' ,

, . .

2. In taking EGG preparinepafient.fOr ECUtohLtoring,_belng,able' to.
. .

use details a t disorders of tlii heart so as'tiiuse thecieletero-..

car'diograph' chine, recOgnize'siols of emergency,'and/or take other la
pi-aperrecautions (Tasks 262, 520).' . _

... -

.... i

To accomplish these activities the s;uden't must have a detailed knowledge
of the subjectptegory: cVering',,the appropriate technical br special'
terms, facts, equipment, 4dior preceddres,whicA awe part of this discIp-P

,,link ancrarerAtuired for successful*completion.of.the activities listed
above. k

43.

.1

/ 9 ). 1
a

. ,
3 . .1 ' r a

Cross Reference Fpotndtej :, See The= Following Culi,ticulurF Objectives-'
.

Same scale value appears in: 206 207.
r

Higher scale value appears in: 208.

.''

1 . L AG1
., . 44 1,;:
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

4

Type of Objective (Knowledge

Skill or KnoWlAdge Category 11733600
Occupation,' Patient Care Technician

Refers to Taik Code,No(s).: 308

Factor IV No.

Pagte41 of 1

'206'
Scale Value 1.5

Level 2

Is there Crass Reference? ...Yes(x) ...N6( ) If yes, see footnota(s).

Content: -A graduate of the piogram at thisducational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the folldwing subject area,

Disorder of the Circulatory System

a level of awapeness and depth of understanding, adequate
performance of the following actiVitieft.

1. In setting up and monitoLngECG, being
orders ofthe heart so as to use thelele

14%sst recognize unusual, or emergency ECQ aid -b
on visualpsjillpscope .display, tracings
(Task 308). . ..

. .
.

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knOwledge
.

4

.

of the subject category, coveridg the.appropriatetechnicallor special
t ts, aqiiipmetit-, and/or procedures which ark part of this discip-

line and are required for successful umpletian of the activities listed
..above. a /

,

to the proper

,.-

able to use details aboui-dis-
ctrocardiograe,mactlge and
lood pressure readihgs'as shown
on paper,' er ismpildio'signals

1

3

.
;. 41'

sr

P r '

Cross Reference Footnotes: See,The-ollowing airritUldm Objeotivev
,

Same scale value appears int 205 207.
1

Higher scale value appea;rs
, ,
in: 208. .

,

4.

r

At.

11- 45
° _
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIla SHiET'

a

a7' .r

Page 1 of 1

Tyli, 01, Objective Knowledge Factor ' III No. ., 207

ill or Knowledge Category 11733600
_

. ScaAt Valuer.5* 411

ocupatioo Radiologic Technologist i "" Level 3 .

Refers to Tk Code ro(s)-:1153 -355'356 317 358 .15,g 360 361 363 364 1654366

367 368 369 374 375 377 378 379 380 381 182'.383 384 _185 386 307 188-389 190

463 464'465 466 467 468.491 492 103,.495 496 497 498 499 (*continued below)

Is there Cross Reference?....Ys(():..No( ) Ifyes, seeo-otnote(s).
,

Content: A graduate of-thq progiam at this educational levd1 must.be able to

demonst.rate mastery of the 'following subject area

Disorders of the 'Circulatory System

r

at a leyel of-awa s and depth of(understanding adequate to the prpper

performance pf the following activities:-

1. In participating in meeting oOliagnostic X-ray.deparmeut,technolo-
gistsb,*beinghab7e to comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any,

ussiogleating with disorders:of the:oircul-tery System as they-
affqatoatint cacearid raltiOgraphic examinaiio s Tas4( 359)..

4: '

2, 1n" taking radiographs, being able to us etails" about the way disor-

ders of the circulator/system affect ,a patient witiksuch disorders

so that performer' can alFiet safe Fia*I.C5positions7handle-paiient
safely, properly immobilile patienr.,...-arai so that performer can recog-

nize emergency signs (all tasks listed-except Task 353).

To accomplish these activities-the student must have a, detailed knowledge

of the subject category, covering the'appropriate technical or special- i
.

terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures whith,arepart Of this discip-

line and ,are required for'sucASsfuI compneion cif the activities listed/

above. .

4

1

Cross-Reference Footnotes: See The Following curriculum Objeces:
Same scale value appears in: 2(75 206.-

scale .value appears ira: 208.

* '500 5.01 503 505 506 507 508 5215.

n

.t.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET .
Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective. Knowledge Factor III IICmwmagg6.
Ski,114r Knowledgrategory 11733600 Scale Value 2.5

,Occupation Radiologic,Technologist ' Level '3 -

Refers ro Task Code tio(s).: 362,376 494 502 504 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516

511 518 519

Is there CrossReference Yes( . :No( ) If yes, see footnote OF

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must,be.able to
demonstrate mastery of.the following subject area

6isorders of the Circulatory Systems

at a level of awareness and depth ofunderspnding adecitiate to the proper
performance 'of the following activities:

1. In taking plain films of the heart or excretory. intravenous inferior,
vena cavograms, cerebral or other angiogramsmwbeing able to use de-

-,

,t4ils about Ole'way'disorders of the heart an blood vessels man4est
sJ in the area'of interest so'as to properly care for patient, position

patient,apply immobilization devices, recognize emergency signs, and
select technical factors (all tasks listed except Ta'sk 376),

,s
TQ accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, .covering the appropriate ,technical or special
terms, facts, eqdipment, and/or,procedures which are part of thiS discip-
line and ace required for successful completion of the activities listed
above.,

'I

a I-

.' In taking lymphangiograms or iymphadenegrams, being able to use details
abouA the way diseases'Of the lymphatic system manifest so as to proper-
lyhandle patient, pusitio and immobilize patient,and select technical
factOrs (Task 376).

L._
--

&

.4kr

OP.

sr

Cross Referqnce'idotAotes: See The Following curiiculum Objectives:

Lower scale Yalu appears'iri: 205 206, 207.

S7ame s&ale OlLue appears, in isivel A.

a

Alb ,

4



CURRICULU? OBJECTIVE,, SHEET Pa :e 1

Type of Objective Knowledg Factor III No: '209

Skill orKnowledge Category 11733700,le Value 1.5
Occupation Radiologic Technolggist .4, Level 3

Refers to Task qiiide No(s).: 363 3/1 375 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 495 499

500.501.'

Is there' Cross Reference? ...Yes()) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
-demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

p

Disorders of the igestive System

at a level of awaren ss and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the f llowing activities: -

1 In taking radiogr4hs of abdominal contents, operative cholangiograms,
pancreatograms, sialograms, radiographs of the upper gastrointestinal
tract, small intestine intubation,or barium enema radiographs, oral
or intravenous cholangiograms, cholecystograms, percutaneous or T-tube
cholangiograms, intravenous trograis followed by cholangiograMs, intus-
,s_eption or defecographv radiographs, or. peritoneograms/herniograms,
being able to. use details about the way disorders Of the digestive sys-,
tern manifest in the area o'f interest so as to properly care-'for patient,
position patient, safely apply immobilization devices,. recognize emer-
gency signs and select technical, factors (all tasks listed).

TO'accdmplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the sject category, covliring the appropriate technical or special
terms, flcts, equipment: and/or procedures which ate part of this discip-
line and are required .for §Uccessfuj completion of the activities listed
abcve

Cross Reference Footnote:
Higher scale values appeat in level 4.

rs,

..



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET' .., Pase 1 of 1 ,

Type of Objective Knowledge 1Factor III No., 219

Skill ur Knowledge Categoty 11733800, Scale Value1.5

Occupation Radiologi.c Technologist Level 3
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 353 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 363 364 365 366-
367 368 369 375 376 337 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 463 464 465 466
4 67.468 491 492 493 495 496 497 494-500 501 502 503 504 505' (*continued below)

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the'program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the folloWleg subject area

Disorders of the Respiratory ,System

atS a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the _proper

performance of the following activities:
1111,

1. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department technologists,

being able to comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any discus-
sion dealing with disorders of the respiratory system as they affect
patient care and radiographic examinations (Task 353).

2. In taking tadiographs, being able td use details about the way disorders

of the respiratory system affect a patient with such disorders so that

perfoTmei can select safe patient positions, handle patient safely,
properly immobilize patient; being able to recognize that patient is
having respiratory difficulty (all tasks listed except Task 353).

To accomplish,these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subjectategory, toydring the approprlite techniCal or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discip-.

*line and are required for successful_completion of the activities listed

above.

-
. .

. t -

Cross Reference 'Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives;

Higher scale value appears in: 211.

* 506 507 508 509'510(11 512 513 514 515 516 517 518,519 526.

fo,

I_
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L.SURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

41.

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor -III
Skill or Knowledge Category ,11733800,
OCcupation Radiologic Technologist
Refers to Task CodeNo(s).: 362. 374 378'379 380 494 498

Page 1 of

No. 211

Scale Value2.5
Level 3

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(Y) ) If yell see footnote(s).

Content: 'A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the rollowing'Subject area

Disorders of the Respiratory System

st at a level of awareness and depth of understanding tdequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In taking plain fifits
;
or tomograms of the lungjit bronchograms, or

assisting with'laryngography, being able to use_details about the
way disorders of the respiratory system manifest in the area of in
terest so as to properly care for patient, position patient, safely

apply immobilization devices, take sanitary preCautions, 'recognize emer
gency signs, and select technical factors (all tasks listed):

-To accomplish these activities the student must have a det., °-. knowledge
of the subject category, Covering the appropriate technical st -pecial
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this distip
rine and are required for successful completion of the activities, listed -

above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum'Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 210.

Higher scale value appears in level 4.

4 (3



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
22.Type of Objective Knowledge Factor III No.

Skill or Knowledge Category 11733900 Scale VOA'

Occupation Radiologic Technologist Lev 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).:.363 387 388 389 390 463 465 466.495 501 502 512

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to -

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Disorders of the UroLgehital System

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In taking plain films of abdominal contents, intravenous pyelograms,
urograms, infusion nephrotomograms, percutaneous antegrade or renal
cyst pyelograms, cystograms, voiding cystourethrograms, retrograde pye-
lograms and ureterograms, pelvic pneumograms, hysterosalpingograms,
fetograms, amniograms, placentograms, peritoneograms/herniorams, or
pelvic. angiograms, being able to use_details about the way disorders
of the uro-genital system manifest so as to properly care for patient,
position and immobilize patient safely, recognize emergency signs,
and select technical factors (all tasks listed).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of_this discip-
line and are required ior successful completion of the activities listed
above.

1

'Cross Reference Footnote:
Higher.sq4le values appear in level 4.

4613



URRIC UM OBJECTIVE S T Pa :e 1 of 1-

Type of Objective Know e ge Factor III No. 213

Skill,oi Knowledge Category 11734200 Value .1.5

Oc6upatiOn Radiologic Technologist
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 363 364 367'369 370 374 375 376 378 379 38.0t113832

383 384 38.5 386 387 388 389 390 463 464 465 466 467.468 495 497 498 499 500

501 502 503 504 505 506 508 509 510, 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 526

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(k) .,.No( ) If yes, see-footnote(s}.

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational. `level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Disorders of the Musculc*eletal System and Connective Tissues

/ t

at a level of awareness and-depth of understanding aIequate to the proper

performance of the following activities;

1. In taking radiographs-of areas of the body, listed op the requisition,
being able to use details about the way disorders of the musculoskeletal
system and connective tissues affecj a patient with such di§orders'so

that performer can position, immobilize and handle the patient safely,
and demonstrate the arePof interest.(all tasks listed).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the- subject category, covering the appropiiate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment; and/or procedures which are part of this.discip-

line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed
above.

.1

it&

e

Cross Reference Footnote:

Higher scale value_appears in:- 214.

WIN

4 '61
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

I

Paa 1 of 1
Type of Objective Knowledge' 'Factor .II No. ;:* 214

Skill or Knowledge Category 117)434200' . -.. Scale Value 2.5
Occupation '-Radioldgic Technologist , Level 3 s

Refers tolask Code-No(s).: 353 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 365 366 368 377'
491 492 493 494 496 507

\.( $

Is there Cross Reference. ...No(_)' If yes, see fobtno e(s). "

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be.able to
- deemonstpatg mastery of the following subject area

Disorders of the Musculoskeletal System and Connective Tissues

at a level of awareness and depth'of understanding adequate to Ithe proper
performfnce of the'followj,ng activities:

1. \In participating in mieting of diagnostic x-ray department technologists,
being.able to comprehend, raise issues, or_ participate in any iscussion
:deulfrg.with djsorders of the musculoskeletal system and connective tis-
sues as they affect patient care and radiographic examinations; (Task

_2. In taking radiographs _or tomograMS,cif bones,or joints, taking mammogfams,
being able to use details about the way disordeis of the musshloskeletal
system and connective tissues Manifest so as to properly care for pa-
tient, take account of the presence of suspected or unhealed fractures,
degtnerative-divases with regard to the movemInt available to the pa-
tient, to safely position and immobilize patierit, recognize' eOrgency,,'
signs, and select tfechniehl factiqrs'(ell tasks liAted except Task 353).

4

To accomplish these activities the Student must have a detailed knowledge
,

of the suoject category; covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/orsprocedurgo'Which are past of this discip-
line and are required for successful itonVetion of the activities listed.
above.

..

...

, p
. z

Cross Reference Feiotnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

ki
Lower scale value appears i : '213.

higher scale vaIueappears i level 4. \

V
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of'l

%.

Type of Objectivi Knowledge
Skill or'Knowledge Category 1734300
Occupation RaclioloziC'Teciin6ORgist
Refers to Task Code No(s): -380 496 497- 499 500 501 502 '503 .

- Factor III No.
Scale Valup1.5
. Level 3

Is-there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...,Nok,) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be,able to

demonstrate mastery'of the following subject area

Congenital Abnormalities

at a Nei of-awareness and depth of understandirig,adequate to the ptoper
performance. of the following'activities:

1. In assisting with cleft palate fluoroscopy, taking plain film _radio-
graphs of the lower extremities, ing radiographs for choanal atresia,

taking upper GI, barium .enema, in suseeption, defecography radio-

graphs- of pediatric patient, percutaneous peritoneograms/herniograms,
excretory intravenous inferior vena"cavograms, urograms, genitograms, or'
fistulograms of peeatric patient, being able to use details about the
Way congenital abnormalities manifest in the area of interest so as to
properly care for patient, poSttion and immobilize patient safely, recog-
nize emergency signs, and seiint.tecbnical factors (all tasks listed).

Toaccomplish 'these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
'of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of thisdiscip-
line and are required for successful completion of tire activities Listed

above.

1

Cross Reference Footnote: .

-HigheT scale value appears-dm level 4.,

".

44* i 466
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. IV
10rICULUM Ot.*TIVE S'a'ET' --Page of .1

o:,Of ObjectiVe owledge °Factor III No.

Skill or Knowledge Cafegik 111 440tli 0 Scale Value

Occupation rRadiologic Technolo ist' = $ Level

Refers to Task Cade No(.$),:: 466 \467 468 512
: 11V

Ala
*

4

t
there Cross Referente? ...Yeq,(X) .:.No( ) If yes, see footnote(s)..

Content: A graduate-raduate 6fthe,program at this educational level must be able, to
demonstrate masterPdfthe 'following subject area

-----'\_./
, .

.

Disorders and Compldcations.of Pregn
Itil

cy, iildbirih and the Puerperium
N -

4110° "5
Al

.. .
at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate,tp the.proper

perfotmano of thafolloW1A activitDits:, .
..,

. 4 , .
1. In taking feto.giamw, amniograms, placentograms,

g
uterograms,for intra-

0 uterinan.transful'ion; ittdiographs for palvimeety4 or pelvic -atigiograms,

being gl4e todse details abodt the i.fa), disorders and complicatjons Of

. premilaricymani,fest so ag,to p5operly cart far, patient, position and
inIMobnizepatient safely., re5bgnize emergency signs, and select tech5

nical factors (Tgsks 466-, 467, 468, 5l2) "., 0 4

ii,. ,

a To accpmplf
4

gh7these activities the student must- hive aletailled knowledge, .

.

- .

IRtof the subject category, covering the apprwriftiteehnical or special
terms',' facts; equipmett, arRa/qt proceduresOhich are part of this discip-

line and Are requir20:flir Succepsful completion of the activities listed

'above.
.

-. . . > 411
., . ,-. .

a

Air

r

j ,

A

.
Cross Aeference Pootnotet

scale value appears

it. ' If

a

'
.'

A
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CURRICULUM OBJ TIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledger--
Skill or Knowledge Categoty 11734600

C)ccupati,pn Patient CareTechnician
Refers 06 Task Code NO(s): 156 '

A

Factor

d

410
Page 1 of

IV No.

Scale 9lue 3.5
Level 2 7'1

Is thete Cross Refejence? ....YesNi ...No( ) If yis, see,footnarte(s)..

Cc:intent: A4 graduate of theiprogramsat this educational& level taust be able tp).

4empristrate mastery of the following subject area

Burns

at a level of,awarenips and depth of undetstanding, adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

-

. . .

.

1. Applyilwg information on how burns heal or shqw ,infection in order to

. .. evalUate healing and repdrt-susiiicious appearance,in ,connection with
. ,

orders to irrigate, clean,or dress p'burn task 156).
.

,

To accomplish these activities the student musty have adetailed._ edge

. of the subject catAlory, icovering the appropriate technical o special.i.
.0- -terms, facts, equipment, and/or proced6res which are part of this discip-

. - lineand are retuired for successful completion pf the activities listed
,

above.
. .

110

A

0

Cross RefliAnOe Footnote:
-Same scale value gtepears' in lever of patient care.value

I

N

4 We

46S
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CURRICULUM OBJECTI gt
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Kngwledge Category 11734800
Occupation Radiolo&ic Technologist

"Refers to Task Code No(s).: 369 463 464

I.

Pa e 1 of
Factor- III Nov. 218

-SCale Value1.5
Level 3

4.

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).°
. ,

Content: A graduate of='-the program at this ipap!ional level must be,abte to
-4----(71-e-monstrate mastery of the following subj area 1,'

Shock and Trauma
,

e
,

at a.level of awareness'and depth of understanding dequate to the prOper
'Thperfd,rmarice of the folldwing activities:

. -

e

#.1.. in setting up mobilelpSortable radiography equipment for bedside
raphy, participiting in retrograde pyelography ex4pioation,._or TVAding
technical assistance for fluoroscopy, after learning that patient is
suj-fering,f.tomoitdck or -traum, applying Otails MoRut such a Condition

so as to prtp-dlly.handie patient for the examination, take account of
lieitations on *tient positioning, niovepent, type of care required
(Ta.As 369, 463, 464).

:4-.

To accomplishes -these activitigs the student must have a letailed kndwledge
Of,th* subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
-terms, facts, 'equipment, and/or procedures' which are part pf *is-- discip

..

. line and! re required for successful completion of the activi ies listed

40. above. . t

er-

S

O

114

rb

I

Cross.Referexce Footnqtes: See/the-Following.Curri

1.1i r scale tralu appears in: .219 220.
Ili

.
, .

um Objective's:

de.

t

'

Or kis.,
1.111.
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C CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

1-,

Pau 1 of le.,
,Type of Objective Knowledge Factor III No, 219

Skill.or'Knowledge7Category 11721K800 .* I Scale Vale 2.5
level- 3

Refers to Task Code Nocs).: 353 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 361 364,365 366 ,

367 36:8 374 375 3/6 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 184 3115-186 387 388 389 390 465.

466 467.4 -8 491 '92 Z93 494 495 496 497 498 499 500 501 502 (*continued below

Is there Ci-oss R erence? ..aYes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see foothOte(s).'=
*-4

(,

-.-, i
.

Occup"ation Radiologic Technologist .1 :

Content: A gradu to of the program at this educational level must be.ableto
demonstra astery of the following subject area -

re-Shock and Trauma

atpa level of awareness and depth of undetstanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In paYticipating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department technologists,
Yeing able to comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any discussion
dealing with patients suffering from shock o'r trauma as it affects pa-

, tient.cate and radiographic examinations (Task 351),

-Irt _taking radiographs, beitg able to use details about the-way conditions
of shock or trauma man ?test in the patient so as to properly move and"
care for patient, position and immobilize safely, recognize 'emergency

.
signs, and select technical factors; being able to recognize shock re
acti -off in patient (all tasks listed except Task 353).

f

. -... ,, I

To 'accomplish these activities the tudent must 'ha e,a'detailed knolWledge

.of the subject categorY,'coveri he appropriate technical or special --

terms,.facts, equipment, and/or procedures ,which are part of this discip-

iine'and 'Ire' requirelor successful completion ofthe activities listed

above. .

.

to

v..

A
Cross Reference Footrtbtes: S e The Following Curriculum Objec-tiwes:

ewer. scale 'value appears in: .:1,18. , 11.
, ,.

Same scale izalue appears in
.es
levelLir.

Higher scale value appears in: 220..

A.

wt

503 50425 506 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 '514 515 56 517 518 519 526.

I

A. .

4 PO',

A.

0.
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1

.10

4
valtRI6.11.,U141-011JECTIVESHier -.1 f ?age .1 of i
Typeof. Objective Know?,dge Factor IV No. 220 '. ..,

Icf11 or Knowledge Category 41734800 . Scale, Value. 3.5--

Occupation' Patient Care TechhiLian At-. 'Level 2
.

Refers to Taik Code' Nd(s). :A 296 I 1 .

,.
...

.1- ,." - t

.

Is there Cross Reference?_.%.Yes0.) ...No( ,) If s,: see footnote(0. IF
. -

& ,
Akt

Content: A graduatepf the rogram4at this educat orial,leVel- must be able to
de,flonstrate mastery .of the following; subject area e

1

Srck and Trauma

a

at a level of awareness oind th of .understanding adequate to,the pto"per

performance of the following actiNiitiv:

1. In ,mergency iituation,being 411 to srecognize the sylptdms of a.pat-ient
'suffering fro shock or trauma; Aelecting, appropriate first aid i,)t- emer-

g:ency care proced4ires; evaluatingAlother patient is responding (Task .

.#
a,complish Cleg,e activities the student must have a,detailed knowledge

sul,j,ct category, covofing the, appropriate technical or ,special
terms, facts, ,equipment,and/or procedures which are part of this c4s,dip-
lfne and are required for successful completion erf the activ4iOs ,Iihist,e4

1bnve. ,

1 -

1

4,

4

- a

/..,
, .

Cross Ref.-reu,, 7,,,,I..1,;..,: 5 Th, T.:,-;11wil Chrxi,, ,, MI ,tive,1*- .
.- ___...

Lower scale value appr5 in: 21.8 219'. .

Higher, scale wil6t ..ippe.tr,. 1,0.,level -I, ;-0 patient ,ai.e. i

, .

.

we.

,

,
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CCURRICULUM OBJECTIVE

4

SHEET
Type of Objectives, KnOwled e
Skill or Knowledge Category 1 35000

(MCUpation R iolo ic Technol is!

eaefers to Task Code- No(s).: 3 2 37'3

, .

-6

Pap 1 of .1,

factor III No.- 221:

Soale Valuel.5
Level 3N6,ww.-

Is there Crops keference? ...Yes(X) ) If ye's, see footnote(s).,

Content:. A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the fvilOwinpisUbje.t are 7

,

..Surgery

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper,
,

performance of the following activities:
. -,

111. J i 0... In taking ntraviscer or islated operating room radiographs or
,

radiographs for,opaque foreign body search, being ahinttouse details
about ope'rating room surgical procebtres so as to, set up equipment
and.carry out radiography i'n cooperatiOn with operating room -9t4

.whil-e cile operation is$ in progress (Tasks 372, 373).

NIC . . ..- '

To ac,mplish tihese activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
.

of 'the subject t'atago4ry, covering'tlte appropria.tet,puhnical pr $ecial '.
_!, .....

terms, faces, equipment, and/or procedureswhSch are part of this discip
line and are relptred,for successful completion of the activities liste4
.

--above
('

P

9

4

46,

......

Cros Refereh.ce'Fogthr.tL:
Same 'scare value .13pear, i' le :el '4.

6.
a

/ 7
.1--

, ,. 7

--)1, ,

1

.

.

4

4
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CURRICULUM O'BJECTIVE SHEET.
(/

Ne 1 of 1
t

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor IV 'r Nd. '222.
Skill or Knowledge Category 11735106 . ; Scale Valuel.

.

Occupation Patient Care Tethnician .

,
,

Level' 2

Refers' tg,Tak Code No(s).: 65$ ------
.

1

mt.

Is there Cross Refdrence? ) If yeS, see-footnote(s).

Contentro. A graduateof the program at this educational:level must be able tb.
demonstrate mastery Of the following subject area

Onerative_Procedures (also includes biopsy -removal of tumors,
removal of organs, Caesarian section, femovalfyf-drains):

at a level of Awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
perforMance of the following-activitfes:

1. In preparing Speiime:is fo tran portation to laboratory /, being ab'e
to use details about biopsy p dures so as to receiv specimeris

and prepare th'em in cooperati with physician who,obtains cell or
,tissue ",iopsies (Task 65).

To d!.....coMpj,1411 these activities the Student must;have a detailed knowledge

of_thesu'bject category,_covering.the appropriate technical or spegial
terms, ficts, eqlipment, 'and/or procedure's which are part of this discip7.
line and dre required for successf-ul cympletion of the.activitie't listed
above. °

IP

Gross Refercnce :.ot:J:_ites: See CurricuPum Objectives:

Same scale ..7altge appears iriz 2234
Higher -scale vatoe appe.ir5 in le4e1 4of patient ca %e.

."

1

e

$73.
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CUTI.RICULUH OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type oftbjective Knowledge
Skill or 1(nowledgq Category 1173510

Factor III

+ Scale Value 1.5 :

Occupation Radiologic Technologist,
Refers to Task:Code Ne(s).: 371 3791 464

Page I of 1 .

LesN1 3

a.

-Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...Nol ) If yes, seefootnote(s)..

Content: graduate-of the program at this eddcational level must be able. to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Operative. Procedures ( llko includes biopsy, remov41 of
'removal of Organs, C sarian section, removal of drains)

at a level`of awareness and depth of understanding .adequ'Ate,to the proper
performance ST the following activities:

.

\'1. In taking operative cholangiograms, pancreatograms, carrying out r
ographic duties in connection with brollchoscopy, needle lung biops,
or providing,techlical assistance for biopstps, being able to use -

. details about operative procedures so as -to check and set up equipment
nr materAlq and carry out technical functions'in cooperation with
physician in charge (Tasks 371, 379, 464).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of thcsuject category, covering the gppropriate:technical or spacial *

terms. facts; equipment, and/or procedures'which are part of thisdiscip-
,line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed

above. ' '

4V

a

-

.1

., 4

Cross Reference Footnotes:' See'The' F= ol1bwing urriculnm Objectives4
Same scale value appears in:-

1

222 and level . t

6.

41=4

cr



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE S}EET
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge' Categqry 1173530
Occupation Radiologic Technologist&
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 3713

I
,

Page 1. f 1

Factor III No. 224

Scale Value 1.5
Level 3.

Is there Cross,Refexence? ...Yes(X) ) If yes, 'see footnote(s).

Coriteht: A graduate'of the program at this educational lever must be able 6
,.demonstrate mastery of ',the following subject area --

_ . .4
Repair/Sur&ery (includes plastiC surgery, pedicle revision,
surgical graft, anastomosis, fistulizaion; 'open reduction.,,

` *fixation, fusionstabilization)
...=

. _

at a 'level Of awareness and depth of underste anding adecivate tO the proper
,

performance of Ote foll6wing activities:" . .

°"1/1

1. In taking operative orthopedic radiographs such as in hip pinning,
being able to use details about operating room repair surgery pro-

. cedures so as to 'set up "equipment,-and carry out radiographylinco-
operation with operating room staff (Task 370):

To accomplish these-activities ille stAnt must havea detailed knowledge
pf the subject-category,_ covering the appfrbpriate technical pr special .

terms, facts, equipment, andVor procedures whfth are part of this discip'- .

line and are required for successful completion of the activities. listed

above.
, .

)

Cross. Reference Footnovi
'Same scale value appears in level 4,-

'0

.

4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor No. 225

Skill or Knowledge Category 11735400 Szle Value1.5
Occupation Patient Care Technician Le /t1 '2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 18 65J82

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see, footnote(0.. t

Content: A graduate of the program at this edycational ltvel lust be dble to

demonstrate mastery ,of the following subject area

Introductory Procedures (inC'ludes injections, transfusion,
irrigation, catheterization, intubation, tracheotomy)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

4
1. In drawing blood from a patient's vein.: being able to apply information

on introductory procedures in order to properly use materials, select

site, make puncture, chock needle position, and draw proper amount of

blood (Task 18).

2. eing able to use details about introductory procedures for obtaining',
specimens such as, extraaecular body fluids, washings, or_biopsie to

. be ready to receiVe,specimens and prepare them'in cooperation mi h,the'
physiciarccar i vng out the procedures'. 65).

3. In setting up and using,suction machine, being able to apply details
about catheterization and tracheotomy to properly insert suction cath-
eter into tracheostomy and clear passage (Task 182).

To accomplish these activities the s nt must have a detailed knowledp

of-rthe subject categozy, covering the propriate technical or special-,

Perms, ?acts, &qUipmnt;'andfor proce es which are part of this aiscfp:
line and are required for succespful corn letion of the' activities listed

above.

Coss Reference Footnotes: See lhe Following Curriculum Objectives:
4--- c

'

1

Same'scale value appears in: '226 227.
.

Hiper,scale value appears in 228 224 230.,

A

eit



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEE
Type of Objective K awledge

Skill 'or Knowledge'Categ ry 117354e
Occupation Quality Assurance Aide
Refers-to Task Code No(s).: 260 304

Page 1 of 1

Factor VI No.
Scale Value 1.5-

Level r

Is'there.Cross Reference? ..7Yes(X) ...No( ) If yds, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this education level must,be :able- to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Irroductary Procedures (includes injections, transfusion,
irrigation, catheterization, intubation, tracheotomy)

.at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adeq4ate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

-l. In preparing a hypodermic needle with injection dose as ordered or ac-
cording'toStandarS amounts, being able to apply informatiyog on injec-
tion procedures in order to properly' use the materials invtilved and

prepare syringes:(Tasks 260, 304).

To accomplish these activities the student must have detailed knowledge
of the subject category,, covering the appropriate techn'cal or.special v.
terms, racts, equipment, and/or procedures which are par pf this discfp.-

Eine and are required for successful completion Of the ac ivities listed
above. t

' ''. f., D

Cyoss Reference Foc,7n,,t,c: Sc.-i, Tho Followirsz Curriculum,Obiective:
---,

Sathe scale value appeaP,17n: 225 227.

Higher scale value appears in: 228229 230.

9.

O

sa

.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

!' *

Type of Objective , Knowledge Factor III

Skill or Knowledge Category 11735400 Sc Ile Value 1.5

Occupation 'Radiologic Technologist .s

0

Page l'of 1 ,4

227

4 Level 3

Refers to Task Coe No(s).: 353'377 378 380 382 383 385 386 387'388 389 399 463
497 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 596 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516 517,
518 51'9 526

Is ^there Cross ReferenCe? ...Y10(X),...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s). '

, *
f

Content: 04. graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate master, of the- following subject area
/I. ,,CN.

Introductory PrVedures (indludes injections, transfusipW,
irrigation, catheterization, intubation, tracheotomy)

at a level of awareness and depth of understantiiagr.adeqdate to the proper
performance of the following activities: 11.

1. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department technologists,
being able to comprehend, raisNissliesor participate in any discussion.
dealing with introductory procedures as tiky affect preparation of ma-
te0 rials, cooperatAin withjadiologist, andcating for patient in ton-

' nection with radiographic examinations (Task 353).

2. :In radiographic exauNations, being al)111to use details a *out the intro-
,

ductory procedures to be ilset, such as Okravenous ipjection or infusion
ofAntrast, use of bronchoscope oreatnevr to contrast, per-
cutaneous,injection or catheterization.i'n angiagraphy, direct needle
p ncture, catheterization of ufinary tract, sinus tracts, fistulas, brain

Y`
spinal puncture, pneumography, to anticipate the materials to be:used;

being able to prepare or check materials, assist or coofierne with phy-
sician or staff member.carrying out procedureS;'being able toprOperly
handle and position patient, select_techriical fasters, and respondto
patient's reactions (all tasks. listed except 'ask 353 as avropriate).

In taking barium enema, intussuctpcion or detetographytadcographs,
being able to use details aboutthe use of enemas-or balloon catheters
to e*plait procedure, prepare.pattent, in-sert enema, or balloon catheter
in i.ectlit, administer enema as ordered, respond.togatient's reactions,
remove and disy-ise'oJi enema Or ballgdp catheter, handle and position pa-
tient for radipgraphy, cooperate with radiologist for fluoroscopy (Tasks
383500).

* To accomplish these activities the student must have.a detailed Ilnowledge
of the subject category, c'of the approviatc technical or special tcrms,
facts, muipment,40 procedures which are part, of this discipline and,
,are requited for successful completion;of the activities listed above.

4
9

Cross Reference Footnotes : See The Foll winr:CurrIculum Objectives:
Same scale-value appears' in:. 225226.
Jiigherscal_c value appears in: 228 229 230. e-

( 4Th
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

- /4

Page 1 of 1

Occupation Patient Care Technician

Factor IV No. ...a§....--_,_
.2.5

Level' 2

Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 11Z35400 Scale Value'

,
,Refers to Task Code No(s).: _143 181

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ) If yes, se; footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Introductory Procedures (includes injections, transfusion,
Irrigation, catheterizatfon, intubation tracheotomy)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the_pr(Nr,
performance of'the following activities. 4

1. 'In catheterizing a male ol-Xems.le urethra, being able to use details
about catheterization to ,explain procedure to patient, select appropriate
size-and type of catheter for patient's age, size, sex; and purpose of
procedure, 'check catheter, insert properly, use 1ppropriately,and rec.:

i ognize %ighs of problem with procedure (Tasks 143, 181): \ .4
"",

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detlailed knowledge

). of the subject ,category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts; equipment; and/or procedures which are part of this discip

. line and ace required for successful completion,of the activities listed
,-p

above. e

.11

:

1
o

CrOss Reference Footnotes: See he'Following CurriculA Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 2,25.2.26 227.

Same scale.valUe arNeN#rs in: 229.

Higher scale value appears in: 230.

.

`f(.5

Ji
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''CURRICULUKOBJECTIVE SHEET

1 Skill or Knowledge Category 11735400 . Scale Value2.5
Type of Objective Kilowledge -Factor III -No.. 229

o
.

.0tqufation . Radiologic-Technologigt Level 3,./

N Referg tosTapk7odeNo(s).: 45

sit

Page l of

Is there C oss Relerence; ...Ygs(X)e.No(-ferff yes, see footnote(st: -

Content: A\,graduate of tile pr gram, as thiseducational level must h.e abletp
demonstNite mastery of the following subject, area

a
.

-

IntroducLory"ProcedUres (i'n'cludes injections, transfusion, .

irrigatTon, catheterization, incubation, tracheotomy)

at. a level. awareness and depth of understanding adequate to th e Aropef
performance of:the following activities:

1 0, I

1. In faking Itlyi, pieumugrams and hy:,terogalpingogams, being able to
'use details aboutv the introductory procedures involved,such as trans-.
vaginal, transuterine, Eransabdominal, inducement-of pneumoperitoneum,
instillation of contrast, catheterization,in orclpr to explain procedure
prepare or chuck materials., assist with cathete *ization and other pro-

. - ced,ures, rewond t'u patient, assist aftera,decision to change procedur
properLy handlesand positio41-)atient7 iond select technical factors
(Tal 465) .

. .

. TA acuomplish thee activities the studvnt-must'have a detailed knowledge
.

01 the subject category, cowing.the appropriate "technical or special
tuilus, 4-aL,ts, equipment, an/Pror 'Procedures which are part of this discip-

line and ate renuf.red for siiccessful completion,.of *e activities listed '
.

alcove . . .
.

--'..

Vie

a

. .
.

Cros's Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curri(ulum Objectives:
____ .. _ _ . _ _ _. _______,.... -

Lower scale valow appearq in: 4225 226 227. --..

"Same scale Value appear,, in( 2'28.,
.

. ' .
.."''''''

Higher` scalp va4ue Appears in: 2_30 and level 14. ,

/

Iu 1.,

0



CURRICULUM OBJECYiVg SHEET q. Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective ,Knowledge Factor IV, - No. 230

Skill or Knowledge Category' 11735400. .Scale Value 3.5
Occupation Patient Care Technician Level 2

Refers "to Task/ Code No(s) .: 133 296 ?99

Is there Cross Reference? -..Yes(X) ...No( ) 4f yes, see footnote(s).

. . r a

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must he able to
.demonStrate mastery.olithe following subject area

rntrodictory Procedures (includes injections, transfusion,
irrigation catheterization, intubation, tracheotomy)

at a level of awareness and depth of Understanding adeqltate to the proper ,
performance of the followin activities:

1.- In administering medication subcutaneously, intramuscularlxe or intra-
cardidlly as an emergency pro'dedure, being able to. apply information on
injectionsin order to.select injection site based on.purpose, size of-
dosage, type 'of'ffiedication, patient's age, size, and condition; being

. able to select and prepare materials, check dosage, expel air, insert
needle, check for placement, nject dosage, and withdraw needle (Tasks
133,.296, 299) .

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subfect.categotly, covering the appropriate technical or- special.
-terms, facts, equipment, °Nridior procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of thd.activities listed above.

t

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objec'tives:

Lower scal4 e value appears it?: 225 226 22 228 229.

Higher scale value appears in level 4 of patient care.

481



CURRICULUM OBJ 'FIVE SHEET 'Page 1 of

Type of Objettive Knowledge Factor III, No. 231

Sk41 dr Knowledge Category --__:11735500 Scale777=7176-
Occupation Radiologic Techno'ogist LevelTir
ReRrs to Ta Code`No(s).: 379

.Is'there Cross-Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( )0 If yes, see footnote(SY.

Content:' A graduatd of'the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area _

Endoscopy (direct visual observation of bronchi, esophagus,
dudehum, colon, etc. with an endoscope)

at a level of awareness and'depth'of understandiag adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In carrying out radiolagic technology for bronchoscopy, being able'to

use details about endoscopy to prepare or check materials, select tech-

nical factor, assist physician with procedures respond to patient's

reactions, and assist with removal of bronchoscope, and heip care for

patient (Task 379). .

To accomplish these activities the'student must have a detailed knowledge

of the subject category, covering the appropricepechrfical or special
telms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which drepart of this discip-
line and are rAquired for successful completion of the activities listed.

above.

Cross Reference Footnotes:
Same scale value appears in level 4., .

Higher scale value appersin level 4 6f patient car
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledt6, FactOr IV. No. .111....-
Skill or Knowledge Category 11735600 .. Scale Value 1.5

Occupation Patient dare Technician Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).:' 33 .

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes( ) ...No(X) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: 'A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to'
demonstrate mastery ofthe followintsubject areal

.Suture (also includes ligature; suture materials)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance ofsthe following activities:

1. In removing patient's sutures, being able to apply information on pur
pose of sutures, how the sutured areas appear, tjow to remove, in order

to judge whether to remove sutures or report, problem; being able to
remove. sutures appropriately (Task 33).

/ 6

To accom):dish these activities the student must Nave a detailed knowledge
of the subject, category, coverinO he approptiatie technical or special.
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which ere part of this diseip
line and are'required for successfuldcomPletiO of.the,activit.ies.listed*,
above.

z

4

1/4

0
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledge
'Skill o't 'Knowledge Category- 11735800

Occupation Radiologic Technologist "
. -

Refers to'Task Code No(s).: 466 468

4.

Pagel of 1

Factor III No.

Scale value 1.5
Level 3

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) ,If yes, see footnote(s).'

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area.

-Delivery Methods for Childbirth (also includes thecircumstances
. governing the delivery method.chosen such gs abnormal presentation
of the baby (transverse section, breech)/ mehical history Of mother)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In taking fetograms, amniograms, place4toirams, or radiographs for pel-

yimetry, being able to use.details. about delivery methods for child-.
girth to anticipate or judge thepatient's.stage of labor and decide
whether to proceed with radiography, have patient taken to obstetrics
or report emergency; being able to respond with proper sterile proce-

dvres if there is rupture of amniotic membranes, encourage patient to
relax andno,t bear down at early stage of labor, or otherwise respond,
to an emergnc'y (Tasks 466, 468):

To accomplish these activitiesthe student must have a. detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering thii4 appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which arp-part of this discip-,

line and are required for successful cOmpletion of the activities listed

above.

fit

Cross Reference Footnote:
Same scaly value appears in level 4.

- .

%/ &
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
..

Pa$e 1 of 1.
Type of ObjectiVe Knowledge Fact6i-1) IZ No. .....2014....-
Skill or Knowledge Citegotil 11736000 Scale Valuel.5

4.--

Occupation RadiologiC Technologist ' 1 : Leve1.3' f -

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 370 331 37,2 373 463-498 511 513 514 516 518 51* 526
1. . %- ', . ,

.,,. -,

Is there Cross Refeence? ...Yes(X) :..No( ) 'If yes, see footnOte(s).
. .

\ \ /
,,

Content:" A graduate oftlie program' at this edocation 1 level must. be-able, to
demonstrate Mastery of the following subject area

.
. ,. & . / .

-L,Artesthesiology (includes open'anesthetics,'semiOpen, insuftaakiori%

absorption, intravenous, infiltr'ation, fi ld.and nerve block methods)

at a'eVel of awareness and depth of'undQrstandipi dotequate to the proper
perfoNiance of the Tallowing activities: /

_'
1. r0 taking radiographs when patient may:be under anesthesia. being ahle

to use details-about anesthesiology to'deteimine'whether explosive
gases will be used and -check or select and. use x-ray equipment apprevri-
ately, discuss appropriateriming of:procedures;% and7or arrange signals'
with anesthesiologist for making radiographs when Tespiration has been
arrested as appropriate (all tasks /listed).

To-accomplish these activities the'stu/dent must have a detailed knowledge
of the subjecttcategory,,covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or pro9edures which are part of chisdiscip-
line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed
.aboYe.

*Pa

Cross'Reference,Foctnose:
Same 'scale vane appears in le'ief 4.

485
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET,' ."
.

,
Pages1 of 1

Type of Objective j(nowledge Factor.
A
III . No. 235

Skill or Knowledge Category 1173700 Scale Value 2:5
7 Level 3'Occupation Radiologic Technologist

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 353 355 356 357 358 3'59 360 361 362 363,364 365 366
367 368 3744466 468 ,

Is there CrossRePPrence? ..Yes(X) ...No( ) yes,' see footnqte(0.

Content:_ A graduate of the program at this.educati.onal level must be:able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject ara

-, -,-
. . .

. .

First Aid and Care (overview of the approach to and nature of
various concepts and arocedures involved) -\ \.4_...,1__)

,

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities: ,

l': in participating in meeting of diagribsO'ic x-ray department technologists,
heing'able to comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any discussion
'dealing with first aid and care as'it affects the condition of patients
or-their response to rqaingraphic examinations (Tack 353).

2. In taking "plain film" radiographs of non-pediCatric patients -where pe5-
foi'mer may be alone with the patient-for the examination, being able to
use dttails of general first aid and care to notice and respond'to'signs
of emergency, accident, distress, fainting, Loss-of consgiousness, and-
,decide when to call appropriate physician, when to provide emergency,
first a(all tasks listed except Task 353).

To accomplish' these activities the stUdentnust have a detailed knowledge

of the subject category, covering the appropriate technicAl or special
terms, facts, equi- pment, and/or proced6res which are part of this discip-

line and are required for succesgful comp1etibn of 'the activities 'listed

above.
a

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum.Objectives:

Higher scale value appears 'in: 236 27.
.
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CURRICULUM OlidECTI/E SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective 'Knowledge 'Factor . No-
Skill or Knowledge Category 11731000 * Scale,Value 3.5
Occupation RadiOloRic Technologist Leve1__
Refers td Task Code No(s).: 109 510 511 512,515 514 5,15 516 517 519

Is there Crciss Reference? '1..Yes(X) .,,No( ) If yeS; se foothote(s)%

Content: A graduate'of the program'at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the f011owing subject ar4

. '.

First. Aid and Care (overview-of tbe.approachto-and nature.of the
_. _.

*various conceRts acid procedures involved)
0-

1, a

g., . ' . 4 :
,at a level of awareness and'depthsof undestandft adequate to,` the prgper

performance of the following activities:'
I

.
..._ -4

. , .
1. In taking angiog.rams of any pat-felt, being' able to use detail's (f, gen-

* eral first aid and pare to notice symptors of emevency or adverse pa-
tient reaction to contrast or procedure and report; beingable to co-

operate immediate) end with other staff members in as=
sisting with emergency care (all tasks listed). 4

To accomplish these activities the student mist have a detailed Inowledge
of.the subject category4, covering the appropriate technical or special '

.

terms, facts, equipment, and /or proceOureS.which Are part ofthis discip- t,
line and are reqUired for successful completion of. the activities disted.
above. l

,

4

1

Cross Reference Fyotribtes! See The *Following Curriculum Objectives:

Iower scale value appears in: 235.
.

Same scale vale appears in level- 4.
1

Higher scale value appears in: 237.

;

4

4.

, .

t

, 4,
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET a e 1 of
Type of °elective Knowledge
Skill or KnDwfedge Category 1173700D,
Occupation ,Patient Care TecHnician

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 96

Factof VV No.

Scale V lue 7.0
h n1 2

.Is,thereiCross Referencei--7.7iTglX) ). If yes, .see footnotets),

"Content: A gradnat .of the. program.at this educational, level must be abl
demonstrate ma tery of thfolIoWing subject area

.
s A

1ft

First Aid and care (overview of .the approach to and nature of
various concepts"gnclprocedures involved)

0

at.alevel Of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper.
performan.ee ofkthe following activities:

,

1, Using. coMprthension of general Orinciples of first aid and care -an
approp,aatedetailed information to.determine when a Situation 'cal ing
fOrlirst aidand emergency care exists, to determine the nature an

.
severity of. the symptobs, and to select the appropriate procedures

, .

,.

..(Task 296) ."
.

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailea knowled
o.f the subject Category, covering the appropriate' technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or proceduresAlich are part of this discip
line And are required for successful completion of the activities listed
above. 1i

Cross Reference Footnotes:' ;See The Following CurriculumCbjectives:

'Lower scale-valueappearT in 235 '236.

Sant scale value appears in level 4 of patient care.

k



5

CU ICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Categ y 117371Q0
-Occupation Patient Car Made
Refers to:Taik Code No s).% .283'295

Ono

Pa e' 1 o 1

actor V N."
Scale Value 1:5

Level 1

Is there Cross Reference? ,..Yea(X) ...Na( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
.

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational levei,must be able- to
demonstrate ipastery of the foildwing subject-area

Bapdages, Dressings, Tourniquets, and Splints

at a level of awareness and deptlirofunderstanding adequate toethe propet
performance of the folloWing

*t.

1: Ichanging dry dressing or reinforcing wetdressing; being able to use
appropriate bandages and dressingsproperly(Task 281).,

2. In participating in meeting- of diwostic x-ray department nursing staff,
being.ableto comprehend, raise issues, of participate in:any ,discussion
dealing with bandages, dressings, tourniquets,'and splints as they affect
,patient care (Task 2,95).

.

To accomplish thesd'activities the student must,have a detailedknowledge
of the sqbject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts; equipment, and/or procedures which are part ,of this discip-
line and are required foKsuccessful-ompletion of the activities listed
.above.

I

,

{

t

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The oltowing Curriculum Objectives:
Same sCaAe value appears in: 239 24. . '

\I

Higher .scale value appears in: 241 x,42.
ti

-189'
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET 1 ''Page 1 of 1

Type 'of Objective 2Know1400Re Factvr, IV Nd. 239

Skill or Knowledge Category',.1.T737100 e Scale Value 1:5

Occupation. Patient bare Technician Levellr2
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 33 522

.

..-

Is there Cross Reference10.:Yes(X) ) If yes, see foatnote(s).
3

Toaterst: A graduate of the program at this educational level

demonstrate mastery of th'e following subject area.
/

Bandages, Dressings, Tourniquets, and Splints. .

,

at a leveof awarenass And dept) of understandingadequatt
per4orman4e,of the following activities:

must. be able to

to the Proper

*

1. Using appropriate baridages and'dressings properly to dress and bagdage
a suture wound,'OT prepare and apply a pressure dressing to an'arerial
Or venous 'puncturt stfe (Tasks 33, 522).

To accomplish-these activitih'ihe,student must have a:detailed knowledg%

of the subject category., covering the appropriate technical or specifl
terms, facts, eqvipment, and /or procrdures'which are, part of this discip,*
line'and are required for successful completion of the actiVities listed
above.

I

0,

.

Cross Reference, Footnotes: See The-Following Curriculum Objectives:

Samescale value appears in 238 2.40.

Higher sca4k value, appears in: 241 242.
A

r
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE 'SHEET,.
'

N

Pagf: 1 of 1

Type of Objective- Knowledge Factor III

Skillior Knowledge Category 11737100 Scale Valuet:(e 1.5
Occupaqs.. Radiolokiq'TechnologiSt -

t Lever. 3
Refers to TigkCode No( $).: 504 505 506 507 508 509 510'511 51i 514 515 517 518

e

18 thgre Cross ReNrence? ). If

4

es see footnote(s).

-Content: A gi=duate of the program at this educ ional level must be able to
demonstratemastary of the following. subject area

,

Bandages, Dressings, Tourniquets, ,ind Splints . .

,

4

at 'a level of awareness -and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
perfTance of the, following activities: `ties: ,

!,..,

I
1. Assisting wiEhapidication of various types of tourniquets, sterile_ .

.. '
dressings for puncture or trephine sites, paddiik for puncture yeedle

I"
as ordered (all tasks listed). ,' .

/

1(

2. 'Determining the .proper bandages end dressings,to be used in connection ,.

with the diagnostic examination on he,reqUisition'and checking that

they are present on the Procedure rfay (at! asks listed as apprppriate).

°

To accomplish theseactivities. the sudent must have a detailed knowledge

.
of-the subject:category, covering the appropriate technicalprispecial terms,
facts, equipment, and4/or procaure which are part of this disCfpline and
are required for successful Comp1 tion of the activities listed above.

ra

..;

,
.

I

Cross Reference Footnotes See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

game scale value appears n: '238 239. #

Nigher scale valpe appears in: /241 242and lever 4.

4 4

I

4Q1.

4
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CURRICOLUMOBJECTIVE 'SHEET " J-

Type of Dbjecikve Knowledge
Skill or Khowledge Cate4c)4- 1173,7/00.-q:

. 00tupatfoh ,Patient Ca;te"rech4iFian-',,,.

Refers to Task Code Ala).: 156

,

.

Factor -U

4

Page 1 of.1
No. = 241

cale Value 2.5'
Level 2

-^4,
-N

r-Is tilere Crosp Reerence2....".Yes(X),...NO(,) If yes, see-Toonote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must
demonstrate mastery of the following Subjei,t, area

/

Bandagps,
,

Dressipgs, Tourniquets, iSplints

at a leyel of awareness

,I

a

-be able to

and depthOf understanding adequate to thL proper
'performance of the following:activitles1

1. 'Selecting and
proper manner
(Task 156).,

To accomplish'these activitieheiptudent must have a detafled knclledge
'of the sWojbct category, coVegng.the apprdrriate,technial o'r special
terms, facts,' equplaent; and/or procedures which'are partof this,discip-
line and are required fpr successful completion oe. the activA4es listed
above. . N

.

applying appropriate
to wounds, burns, or

a

bandages, drpss/ngs, and-slings in_
openings for catheters' on orders: f

,/

1'

J,

4

.

4.

A

i

CrossReferd,fice Footndtes: See The Following Curriculum Obiectives:'

value
e, -v

Lower scale appears in: 238 239240.
.

Higher scale value appears' in:. 242.
- -

."

/r



CURBWady OBJECTIVE SHEET '

TPpe of. ObSectivqw - Knowledge , Factor . IV . No. 242
or%Knowledge Category 11737100 ..Scale Value 3.5,

Occupation- Patient Care- Technician Level 2 .

.Refers to Task Code Na(s)'.: /96

Paie 1 of 1

s there Clams Reference? ...YeS(X) ) If yes, see-foomoti(s).

,Content: A graduate Of the protram at this educational level mus be able to
demonstrate,mastery of the following-subject area

Bandages"' Dressings,. Tourniquets, and Splints

at a leVel'ot awareussrand depth of understanding adequate to the praper,:.
-"LpeYformance,of the following activities:. . ,

s - ..."`

1. In providing firt aid inau emergency, 'being able to select and apply '

proper bandages arid dressings in appropriatemanlier,and apply ster4e
packing, or-tourniquet to:Arrest bleeding (Tluk 296).

Tq accomplish these activities the,student must have a 4etailed knowledge
of the subjectt category, covering the appropriAte technical or special_
terms, facts; equipment; and/or procedures which are part of this&discip- 441.

line'and are reqyired for successful completion of the activities listed
abOve.A

tr

K

12

"

a.

Cibss Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum O bject.ives:
. ,

i,Lowe' scale value appears n: - 238 239 240.24A
$ame,scale value appears In Fevels4 of patient. care.

,

493

.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type, of Objective Knowledge, 'le

Skill: or Knowledge Category 11737200
Occupation Patient Gage' Aide
Refers. to Task Code o(s)..: 521

Content: A graduate ofthe. program at this ducational level must be able to

t
demonstrate Taster); of the following s ject al-ea .1- :

0

. .

Hemorrhage.and Bleeding and Their, rrese' ,
, 0

.

, dt a level of awareness and depth understanding adequate to the proper
e

.

'performance of the following activities,: .
.

.

1. Wsing details about bleeding and its arrest to explain the use of digi
tal or manual pressure at an arterial or venous'puncture site to pkient; .

. heihg able to,apply pressure appropriately' to site as ordered; check that
. bleeding has subsided, decide whethax to continue. instruct patient in

how to deal with new onset of bleeding .(Task 521).
.

.
,

To accomplish these activities.the student must h4ve A detailed knowledge of
the subject category,, covering the appropriate technical orspecial terms,
,facts, equipment, and /or procedures which AA part of this discipline and_ _

dietequired for successful_Completion of the activit, lis,ted above. -

,,

e

ri
*.

Page 1 f 1

FactOr
I

1 , No.

Scale Value*,1,5
LeVel 1

I

'Is the4 'Crciss Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) ,If yes, see footnote(s).4
.

e

4

Cross Reference 'Footnotes: SeeThe Following Curriculum Objectives::,'

Same scale value appears in: 244
Higher' scale value appears in: 245.

I 494
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE. SHEET
Type Of Objective Knowledge
Skill-Or Knowledge Category 11737200
Occupation Pratient Care Technician
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 522

"Page 1 of i

Factor IV No.

Scale Value. 1.5

Level 2

Att
Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) yes, see footnote(s).

I

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational-level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Hemorrhage and Bleeding and_Their,Arrest

at a "level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
, . Aperformance of the following activities:

1. Using details about bletclingl and its arrest to decide whether to apply

manual pressure to arterial or venous puncture site that hasstarted
to bleed again; being able to apply pressure appropriately to site,and
explain to patienv, what is happening (Task 522). -

To-accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering th'e appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipMent, and/or'procedures which are part of this discip-
line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed
above.

'

Cross Reference Fobtaotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 243.

Higher scale value appears i f -245.

.49b
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHE
Type of Objective
Skill or Knowledge C egory 11 37200'

GP, upation Pati- ,Ca're ita.hnickan

1.

rk to Task Co e No(a).: '296
'

Pare 1 of

Factor IV No. 245
Scale Value, 3.5

Level.

Is there Cro s ReferenCe? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
,

Content: A ,graduate of the program:at this. ducational level must be able 4o
de nstrate mastefy of the following su iect area

Hemorrhage andBleeding ang Their A rest

",...4 -
.

--%'..

_ at a Tevel of awareness and depth' of una erseandiing hdeOate to the proper
performance of the following activities - i' '

. , '
., . .

1. In providing first, aid'in an emergency, being able to.asse s seriousness
of bleeding, decide whether to apply direct pressure, ste ile packing
or tourniquet; in applying proper technique, assessing w ether bleeding
is being properly artre steH (fask_296).

.
- ,

To accomplish these activities the student must have a det ile4 knowledge
of the subject categotY, covering the appropriate technic or special

terms, facts, equipment,.and or procedures Which are par of this discip-

line and are requirea for suicessful completion of the a tivities listed
,. .

above: c
-._

1/4

-

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Followin Curriculum bectives:
Lower scale value appears in.:11,0 243 244.

tYa patientSame scale-value appears in level 4 of patient care.

3.1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of. 1

Type of Objective Knowledge 'actor IV No. 246

Skill or. Knowledge Categbry .11737300 Scale Value 1.5
Occupation Patient Care Aide° .. Level 1

Refers to Task Code, No(s).: 153 155 295

41.

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(K) ...No( ) If.yes, see footfiote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonttrate mastery of the following subject area

4

Handling and Transportation of the Sick or Wounded

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities: /

1. In assisting with restraining or Immobilizing-patient or in assisting
pittientin iletthroom,.being able to apply information on handling of sick

patient asApropriateAo the patient t's condition-(Tasks 153, -155).

2. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department nurSing.staff,
being able to comprehend, raise issues, or participate ih,any discussign'
dealing with_the handling and transportation of sick or wounded patients
(Task 295). '

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject 'category, covering the appropriate technical orpecial
terms, facts, equipment, and/or proceipres which are part Of ehis.discfp-
rine and are required for successful completion of the 'activities listed
above,

4

.Cfloss Reference Footnotes:' See The Following_ Curriculffm Objectives:

Higher scale value appears '247248 249 250 251 252 253'254.

,r

A

19.1'
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CURRI ULUM OBJE IVE SHEET Pa e 1

Type of Objective Know edge Factor IV No., ,

J Skill orlhmowledge Category 11737300' Scale'Value 2.5
Occupation Patient Care Aide

. Level 1

Refers to. Task Code No(s).: 166 190 282

Is there -Cross Reference? ...Yes(K) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote.(s>:

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational levelust be able to
demonstrate mastery of. the following subject area

'Handling and Transportation of the Sick or Wounded

at a level of awareness and depth of uriderstanding adequate to the propO
performance of the following activities:

c-

1. Applying inforMation on the transportation of 'sick or wounded patieRts
to properly transport a patient in a wheelchair or on a stretcher as.4.
appropfiaxe to the patient's age and condition (Tasks 166, 190, 282).

2. ApOlyin nEormationon handling sick or wounded patient's to transfer
patient to or from wheelkilair, stretcher; bed, table, or other location
as.approptiate to the patient's conditionvor!'assist with dressing and
undressing (Tasks 190, 282). - -

To accomplish these activities the'student must have a dethiled knowledge
-of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/Or procedures which are part of thiS' discip-

- line and are required for successful completionok.the activities listed
above.'

..01

-we

I

Cross Rgference Tootnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lowe? Stay value appears in: 246.
Same Scale value appears 24§. 249.

Higher scale value appears in ?50 251.252 253 254.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET'
Type of Objective .Knoidedge
Skill or Know$dge Category 11737300
Occupation Patient Care Technician_ -
Refdes to Task Code No(s).: 243

Factor

Page 1 of i
No.
scale Value 2.5

Level 2

Is there Cross Reference? ...YesCK) ) If yes, see fgotnote(s).

Content: A graduate of thd program at this educational level must be able to -
demcipserate mastery of:the following subject area

, c .
Han ith_g, and teansPortaticin pfsthe Sicker Wounded

\

at .evettcl,;toawareness and depth of understanding adequate'to the proper
pel-fOrmancellPfi. the followingaqtivities: , .

,. 1r ,
.

: .
1. instraining a patiJnt,'beigg-able to use informatiOn on the h'andling

of sick patients to assess the type of restraint,needed and apply re-
strainAs.appropriate to'the 4Patient's'cOndition and behavi6r (Task 241).

. .

, To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed kndwledge
of.the subjept category, covering the appropriate technical or special'. ,

.terms, facts,'kluipment, and/or procedures which are,part of this discip-
line and are required for,successkul completion of the activities listed
above;

. 4

1 i

.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Followipg Curricu,...-- lum Objectives:
,,ir

Lower scale -value appears _In: - 246.
I.

, - 0

Same scale value appears in: 247 249. ..0

Higher scale valul appears in: 250 251 2* 253 254.

\

rn

'I

-1
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CURRIC UM 0BJECTIVE SH ET
Type of'Objpctive - Knowledge
Skill qr-Knowledge Category 11737300 '

Occupation Raaiplogic Technologist
Refers tojT#sk Code'No(s).;' 369

' \, a.

,0%

Factdr III -Na. - ;

Scalp Value 2.5
Level 3

Is there Cross ReferenceN...Yes(j() ) If yes, see ftfotnote(S).'

Ctntent: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

deMonstrate mastery of the following sub)ect'arga

Handling and Transportation of the Sick or Wounded

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate ta the:proper
perform4e of the following activities:

1. In preparing for bedside radiography*and selecting.appropriate equip-
ment and materials, being able Wu-Se information on the patient's con-
dition and, on tie handlirig-of.suhpatients'to make appropriate' selec-
tions of materials d:br to decide to ask for staff assistance with posi-
,tiqning,(Task 369) , 1-

To accomplish these activities the student' must have a detailed knowledge,/
of the subject category, covering the-rapprOpripate technical or special

terms, facts, eq4pment, and/o);procedures which are part of this discip-
line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed
above. .

S

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curricwlum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 246. 1

Same scale value appdars in: 247 248. .

Higher scale value appears in: 250-251 252 253 254.'

u t)

4
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I . CURRICULUM. OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective knoWledRe -- Factor IV No----....211.a...--
Skill or Knowledge Category 11737300 , Scale Value73,5
Occupation: Patient Care Aide

.
Level 1

,
Refers to Task Code,NO(s).,:sj.93 199 2)83 490

..Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes Q() ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: Agratiate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the fallowing subject area

s... handling add'Transportation of the Sick or Wounded
t r

= 4/ ', . ,

__\ at level of awareness and depth of understanding,adequate 'to the proper
. e N, performance of the fallowing activities: /..P. . '

.

J
Applying inform ation'about a patient's condition and'about the handing,
and transportation of sick-or woundedlatientsto appirpriately arcane
for escort,or transportation of a patient to or frbm examination room,
properly assist patiEpt to or)Tro wheelchair, stre,tchei, examination
table,, properly positioh patient in preparation for physician's examina-
tion br aneeded, properly assist patAni to dress, or undress; or to
'immobil.ize,or wrap a pediatric patient appropriately (Tasks 193, 199, i'
283, 490)., 1

I-
,t1r r

, 4
.,.

. ) ' .

c

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knOhedgk'
of,,the subject categorycoVer4ng bite appropriate teApical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/o, procedures which are part of this,discip-
line and are required for successful completion'of the activities listed

I

above. p

. Cross' Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 246 247 248 249.,

%. Same'scale value appears'in: 251:252. .

High scale value appears in: 253 254.

C
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C JRRICULUM OBJECtIVE SHEET' ..

131e21o":Type of objective KnowLedp. - Factor No.
Skill or Knowledge CaiegOry -11732300 . Scale Value 3.5
Occupatitn Patient Care Techniciah Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: a56

s there Cross Reference? ...Yes(0'...N6( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject ar,ea

Handling and Transportation of the Sick-or Wounded
4 A

,

at a level of awafeness'and depth of understanding adequate to t'he proper
perfqrmancA of the following activities: ,

.
,

'''...
.

..

. .

1. Applying information about &patient's condition and..about the handaing
of sick or Wounded patients to assist, posftiont,and handle, patients
properly whileiirigdting, Cleaning, dressing or redressing wounds, .

.burns, or openings for catheter without injuring patient or causing,
unnecessary pain 4Task 156). , -

1.
To accomplishthese activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering' ttl..e appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or'procedures which are part of this discip-
line and are required fdt successful completion of the activities listed
abbve.

ft

$ *

Cross.Ref9-ence Footnotes:- See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lawel-' scale value appears in: 246 247 248 249.

.._,

Same scale value appears in: 250 252. ...
ara

.

--z
.

Higher scale value appears in: 253 254.
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CURRICUL OBJECTIVE HEET
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill orlKnoWledge Category 11734300
Occupaetgn Radiologic Technologist
Refers to TaSk Code No(s).: 3700371 464

a e 1 of

Factor !III No.
!-
,

Scale Value 3.5
Level 3

Is there Cross.Reference?'...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, seefootnote(s).
,

Content'- A grgduate.of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of.the lollowing.subject area

'Handling and Transportation of the Sick or Wounded
411

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the.proper
.performance of the following activities: .

1. In taking operative orthopedic radiographs, operative aholangiograms,-

pancreatograms,, or in-providing technical assistance for fluoroscopic
examinatiobs1 being able to use ihfomatiori about he handling of sick
or, wounded patents to deterTine and indicate willk techniques should
'be used to position patient and/or'to assist in positioning` patient
as appropriate to patient's condition Tasks 370, 171,464):

To accomplish these activities the student must,have a detailed knowledge-
of the subject category, .covering'the appropriate technical or special

terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discip-
line and. are required for successful completion of 'the activities listed
above. .

f/ ,

w

Crosseference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 246 247 248 249.
Same scale value appeaxi in: 250 251.

Higher scale value appears in: 253 264.,

e

Ot!
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 11737300
Occupation Patient"Care Technician

Refers to Task Code No(s)::

.

Factor IV

Page J. of 1",

No.

Scale a1ue'5.6
. Level 2

4

-`

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(x) ) If yes, see-failatnote(s).

Content: A- graduate of theprOgram at this educational level must be able to

deimonstrate mastery of the following subjett area

Handling and Tradsportatt-on of the Sick or Wounded

at a level _of awareness and depth of undergtanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In providing first aid .in an.emergeney, being able to select, after

4 assessment of patient'scondition; the proper ways to handle'and/or
transport patient as to avold.furtherinjury, aggravationgbf symp
toms,or unnecessary pain to patient, and\carry out gmergency care pro=
cedures (Task 296). 4

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed, knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special'
terms, facts, equipment, and/Or procedures which are.part of thAs discipline
and are ieqUired for.successful completion ol the activities listed above'.

e

,4*

Cross Reference Footnote;: _See The Forle4ing Curriculum Objectives:

Lower Scale value appears in: .246 247 248,249 250 2 252.

Same scale value appears in: 254 and level 4.

504
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET aye 1 of 1
Type of Objective Knowledge Factor. -III No. ....14.___
Skill. or Knowledge Category '11737300 .,- * Scale Value 5.5
Occupation Radiologic Technologist . Level
Refers.to-Tahk Code No(s).: 353 355 356.357 358 359'360 361 362 363'364 365 366
367 368 374 375 376 377.378 379 380 38/1 382 383 384 385.386 387 388 389 390
.463 465 466 467 468 491 492'493 494 495 496 497 498 499 500 (*continued below)
Is there Cross Reference? ...YeS(K,- ) ...NoC ) If yes, see.footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational. level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Handling and Transportation of the Sick or Wounded
,

10 0
_0----- .

.. . ,
at level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1." In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department technologists,
being able to comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any discussion
dealing with the handling and transportation of sick or .wounded patients
'during radiographic examinations (Task 353). ..

2. In taking radiographs, being able to use details about the proper-way
to'-handle and transport sick or wounded patients so as to properly as-

,

sist or transfer patient to of from whaelchair. stretcher, examination,
table, lavatory,_determine when to request aisistance in moving patient,
and.to position and immobilize patient so as to avoid injury or unneces-
sary pain, based on the patient's age and condition (all tasks Listed
except Task 353).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of'the subject category, 'Covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or .procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful comple'toh of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes:, See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 246 247 248 249 250 251 252.
Same scale value appears in: 253 and level 4.

-/

501 562 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 526.
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JRRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Pagel. of I
...--i,

Type. of Objective Knowledge % Factor III.. No. 255.

Skill ,or Knowledge CateOry-713.737400 1 ,-- . Sdale Value 1.5
Occupation Radiolog4'Technologist ' , 'Level 3

Wers to Task Cade No(s).: 363 364 367 368 369 374 75 376 378 1374 380 381
-383 384 385 186 387 388'389 390 463 46,4 465 466 467 468 495 497 49$ 499 5

`2502 503 5,04 505 506 508 509 510 511 512 513 514115 V.6 517-518 519 526
Ii there'Cross Reference? .,..Yes(K) ...No( ) Ifles,..see footnote(s).'

,Content: A graduate of the program at this educatiotfal level must be able to

.

. demonstrate mastery of._the following subject area ,

i

Sprains, trains, Fractures and Their Healing

at a level-of awareness and depth of understanding adqqqaie to the proper
performance df.t4e following activities: . ,

.,

1. In taking radiographs when the purpose is not directly connnected with
sprains, strains Orfractures, being able to take account of the prq
sqnte of accident injuries, unhealed or suspected fractures and apply de-.
tails about sprains, strains, and fractures and their healing to know
.when to ask for assistance in positioning patient; being able to'properly
and safely move, position, immobilize patfentand/or account for presence
of casts and splints (all tasks listed except Task 369).

2. In preparing for bedside-.radio graphy and selecting appropriate equip
ment and materials, being able to make selection taking into account
the presence of sprains, strains, or fractures; being ableto judge
when to arrange for staff to positioli patient for radiography (Task 369)

To accomplishthAeactivities the student must have.a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical .or'special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discip
line and are,required for succdssful completion of the'activities listed
above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Higher scale, value appearsAin: 256 257.

50U,
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CU 'R CUL 0 JECTIVE SHEET Pa _e 1 of

Type of Objective . - Knowledge 'Factor III_ .No.

,skill or KnOwle4ge Categdry 11737400 ,, Scale-Value 2.5

Occupation 'Radiologicineehmologist Level 3

ReferS Co Task Code No(s).:.-153. 355-356'357 358 359 360 361'362 365 366'370'377
491-492 493 494 490'507

,

.
. ' '

7 ,

Is there Cross Re erence? ..,No( ) If yes,''s,ee footnote(s)

Cpntent: A graduate,of the programat this educational 114ve1 must be able to .!

demonstrate mastery-of the following subiectarea
- .

-#Sprains, Strains, Fractures and Thei Healing

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequatq to the groper
performance of the following activities:

1. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department technologists,,
being able to comprehend, raise issues, or 'participate in any" discussiOri-

dealing with sprains, strains, fractures and their healing as it affeCtsteji
patient care during radiographic examinations (Task 353).

2. In taking "plain .filmsV of the bones', vertebral column, or skull. or sin
taking operative orthopedic radiographs, arthroFams, diskograms,,Or pert-

- ,spheral angiograms, being able-to' use details about sprains, strains,'frac-
tures,\and their healing td deal with patients with suspected fracture,
unhealed fracture, sprains, or strains, such as cltermin4ag when to make
sure aphysician is available to positionpatient, or being able to pro
erly move, handle, position, and immobilize patient to avaid further in-
jury or unnecessary,y0n;, being able to take,account of casts and splints
in stlecting technical factors; being able to select focal spot size to
provide diagnostic AnformatTon (all tasks listed except Tatk 353).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge of
the subject category, coherin the appropriate technical or special terms,
facts, eqq1pment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline and
are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

0

Cross Reference Foonotes: See The'FolIowi -Curriculum Ob*.jeciives:

'bower scale value appears in: 255.

Same scale value appears indevel 4.
Higher scale',value ahears:in: 257.

.

s
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET 4
Page 1 of 1-

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor . IV , No. 257 .-

Skip or Knowledge Category' 11737400 .1Scald777777.7
Occugdation Patient Care Technician

iv Level ,2I

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 296

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes C{_) ), If yes; seefootnote(s).

Content: A graduate ckfz the program at this educational level must be abbe
demonstrate mastery. of the following subject area 41

Spriins, Strains, Fractures.and Their Healing
4

at.a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequ'ate tb the Proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In providing first aid in an emergencyi being able to assess whether
patient's symptoms indicate possible sprain, strain,or fracture, and
'decide how to position and care for patient to minimize damage or

danger to patient (Task 296).

To accomplish these'activities tee student must have a detailed knowledge
of the!subject category, covering the appropriate tec ical or special

terms, facts, equipment; and/or procedures-'which are p rt of this discip

line and,are required for successful- completion-of the ctivities listed

above.

fl

41

.Cross Reference Footnotes:, See The Following Curriculum Objectives:.

Lower scale *alue:appearsin: 255 256.

Same qcaleivalue appears in level 4.of patient care.

* .



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page =1 of 1
Type of Objective Knowledge
skill or Knowledge Category 11737600
Occupation Patient Care Technician I.

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 296

Factor IV No.
Scale Value 7.0

Level 2

IS there cross Reference? ...Yes(K) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

=Content: A graduate of the pryg,am at this educational level must be able to
demonstratemastery of-the "following subject area

3 .

Resuscitation

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate the proper
performance of the following activities:

J. In proViding first aid in an emergency, heihg able to use information
about't!esuscitation to determine whether patient requires resuscive
measures, elect procedure appropriate to patientte condition,
Carry out resuscitation procedure and assess patient's response

' (Cask 29b).

To accomplish these activities the student must have detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering fhe appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of tlris discip
line and are required for successful'completion of the activities listed
above.

"ow -.;

Cross Reference Footnote:.
tAr

sak scale yalue appears in .leyer 4 of .paienecare.

1
4
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...""CURRICULUM. OBJECTIVE SHEET ... 1 of 1

l*Type-oft.Objective Knowledge' ,'"Tactor IV No.

Skill or Knowledge Category -11737700 Scale V. ue 1.5

Oceupation 'Patient Care Technician Le el 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 522 ....

Is there Cross Reference_...Yes(x) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able t
demonstrate mastery of thq following subject area 1

l' 1

Wounds and likeir Healing (also includes operative incisions)

I

4

at a IevVelsaw#renessanA depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performs of the following activities:

1, In appLyi'g pressur-dressing to arterial or venous puncture site,
being able to4epplyinformation about wounds arc their healing to
deterpdne whether there is a problem such as hemat.8Ma, swelling (Task

5/2).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
"of the subject category; covering the appropriate technical or special
termse facts, equiipment, and/or procedurgs which are part of this discip
line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed
above.

4

cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in 260.

Higher scale value 'appears in: 261 262 263 264:

1 5.to
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CURRICULUM OBJEtTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

1
Type of Objective Knowledge

...___ , actor III No.

Skill or Knowledge Category °11737700
1

- Scale Value 1.5
Occupation Radiologic Technologist - kvel 3

,Refers to Task Code No(s).: 353 355 356 357 358 159 360 361 362 363 364 365 366
367 368 369 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 3$3 384 38,5'386 187 388 389 390
463 464 465 466-467 468,491 492 493 494 495 496 417 498 499 (*cont.inued below)

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If y4s, see.footnoe(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educat onal.level musbe able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Wounds and Their Healing (also includes olierative incisions)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to 'fhe proper
performance of the following 'activities:

. .-
1. In participating in meeting 'of diagnostic x-ray department technologts,

being able to comprehend; raise issues, or articipate in any discuss on
dealing with wounds or operative incisions nd their healing as it affects
patient care during radiograpec examinations (Task 353).

N..
1

2. In taking radiographs or preparing for radiographicexaminations,,being
able to use details about wounds or unhealed operative in'oisions when*
listed on requisition sheet to properly handle and position pa1ieut, dpply
imbobilization devices sagely, and arrange for dressing or redressing
(all tasks except Task 353). ,-:

,

'1/4

To accompliSh these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge of
the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special terms,
facts, equipment, and /or procedures which are part of this_ discipline and
are required for successful completion of the activities listed above."

..v

C

1.,..,

1/4

Cro§s Reference Footnotes -: -,See The 'Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 259.

Higher scale value appearso4n: 261 262 263 264.

500'501. 502 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518, 519.526:-

.0 511



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1 '

Type ferf Objective knowledge S
.

Skill or KnoWledge Category 11737700
it

Scale Value 2.5
Occupation , patient Care Technician Level, 2

Refers to Task Cale No(s).t 296

Factor. IV "" No. 261

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes-00 ..,No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

. .

Content: A graduate of rhe program at this educational, level must be ableto
demonstrate mastery of thb followiftg subject area

Wounds and Their Healing (alse,includes operative incisions)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
perforthance of the

'

1. Inproviding'first aid in an emergency, being able to use information
about woundi to evaluate the nature and condition of'a patient -'s wound,
select appropriate first'aid measures and'apply (Task 2'6).

To accomplish thgse'aCtivities,the .student must have a detai).,ed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms,Aacts, equipment, and /or procedures which are part of this disci
pline and are required for successful, completion of the activities' listed

above. 4_

V

S

,Cros's_Reference Footnotes: See'The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears ,in: .259 260.
Same scale value appears in: 262:
Higher scale value appears 10: 263 264.

se
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEh Page L of 1 .

Type of Objective , ,Knowledge . Factor III No. IILL____
Skill or Knowledge Category 11737700 Scaleialuel.5
Occupation Radiologic Technologist Level -3
Refers to Task Code No(s):: 503

r,

1s-there Cross Reference? ...Yes(OQ ...No( ) If yes, see footpote(s).

Content:. A graduate of the program at this educational level must be Able to
demonstrate mastery of.the following subject area

Wounds and Their Healing (also includes operative incisions)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the.followlhg activities:

.

1. In taking radiographs of external fistulae or sinus tracts, being able
to use details about the way such openings or wounds manifest in the
'patient in the area of interest so as t"' properly care for, polttient,

position and immobilize patient safely, recognize emergency signs,
and select' technical factors (Task 503).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed-knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms', facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears 259 260.

Same scale value appears in: 261 and level- 4.

Higher scale value appears in: 363 364.

4.
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CURRICULUM 'OBJECTIVE SHEET Page lof 1.

Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 11737700

:Occupation Patient Care Technician
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 156

-Factor IV

Scale -Value 3.5'

Level 2

Is there Cross Reirrence? ...Yes(- )10 ...go( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: 'A graduate of the program-at this educational level must beable'to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area .

Wounds and Their Healing (also includes operative incisions)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the'following activities:

Applying information on how wounds or operative incisions heal or show
infection to evaluate healing' and report-suspicious appearance in con

.

hection with orders to irrigate, clean, or dress a,wound or incision
(Task 156).

To accomplish these activities the student must have adetailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed abOve.

I

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in,; 259 260' 161 262.

Higher scale value appears in: 264.- .

0
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 Of 1
Type of Objective No. 264 'Knowledge , Factor IV

Skill or Knowledge Category 11737700 Scale-Value 5.5
Occupation Patient Chre Technician ,.

...

_ Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 33

Is there Cross Reference? ...YesIN) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate' mastery of the following Abject area

Wounds and Their Healing (also includes operate incisions)

st a level of awareness and depth( of understanding adequate- to the proper

performance of the followAng activities:

I. In removingyatient's sutures, being able to apply information on how
the suture wound appears during healing in order to judge whether to
remove sutures or problem (Task 33).

To accompligb these activities the student must haVe a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which-are Art of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

,
I

ti

Cross Reference Footnotes: See Thp Following Curricilum Objectives:
Lower scale value appea's in 259 260 261 262 263.

-.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
r-

) Type 44 Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 11738000

Occupation Patient-Care Aide
Refers to Task Code Nef(s).: 193 290

Factor 1V- No.
Scale Value 1.5

Level 1

Page 1

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes '..No( ) If yes, 'see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the prograMat this educational level mu t be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Asepsis (concepts and techniques involved in the achieve nt of
sterile condition; includes concurrent and terminal dinitlfection-
dilring surgery, aspects of 'sterilization of implements and equip-

ment such as autoclaving),

at a lev6/ of awarendfss and depth of understanding adequate to the proper

performance of the following act,ivities:.

. ,
.

.

1. Applying information about asepsis to swab with antiseptic solution
an area to be incised or injected (Task 193).

2." Applying information about asepsis in handling items with sterile gloves

so as to Maintain sterile field or keep items or areas of the body free
Ak

of contamination (Task 290). I

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge.
of the subject category, covering the appropriate twhnical.kor special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline,
and axe required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

0

Cross Reference Footnotes:' See.The FolloWin? Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale valueappears in: 266 267. -

Higher scale valUe appears in: 268 269 270 211 272 273 274.
7
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CURRICULVM OBJECTIVE SHEET .Pa e 1 of 1

Type of'Objective Knowledge' , , Factor IV No. ....7155.---
Skill nr Knowledge Category 11738000 .5cgle Value 1.5
OCcupation Patient Care Iechnfcian Level 2

Refers to Tgtk Code No(s).: 18

s there CrosOeference? .Yeg()() ...No( ) If yes, see footn9'te(s).

Content: A graduate,of the program at this, educational level must be ableto
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

-/-
,

Asepsis (concepts and techniquesinvolved in achievement of
sterile condition; incpides concurrent and terminal disinfection
during surgery, aspects, of sterilization of implements and equip-
ment such as autoclaving) - .

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance n-f the following activities:

1. Applying informatiopabout asepsis to swab with antiseptic solution
an area to be punctdred, incised, or injected; handling items so as
to maintain sterile condition (Task 18).

Tb accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge -

of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which ate part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

,71

A

_Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectiv:

'Same scale value appears, in: X65 267.1

-Higher scale value appears, in: 268 269 2;0 271 212 273 274.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

L"

Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective" Knowledge Factor VI No. ......-iiga..._

Skill or. Knowledge Category 11738000 Scale Value 1.5

Occupation Quality Assurance Aide Level 1

Refers to Tk Code No(s).: 180 260 304 .

. ...

f

Is there Cross, Reference? ...Yes( V ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s)F
.

Content: A giadute of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Asepsis (concepts 4nd techniques involved in achievement of -.-
sterile condition; includes concurrent and terminal disinfection
during surgery., aspects of sterilization of -implements and equip
ment such as Autoclaving)

.1/

at a'level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the groper

performance of the following activities:

- 1, In preparing mateYidis,f6r drawing blood, transporting blood samples,
preparing hypodermic syringes with-injection dosages, applying infor
mation about asepsis to maintain sterile integrity of, materials (Tasks

180, 260, 304).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and7or procedures which are part of this discipline

and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See' The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 265 266.

Higher'ttale value appears in: 268 269 270 271-212 273 274.

J



CtIRRIMUM OBJECTIVE SHEET -Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective Knowledge
okill or Knowledge Category 11738000
Occupation, Patient Care Aide
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 153 283 295 521

Factor IV No.
Scale Value 2.5

Level 1

Is there Cross Refe'rence? ...Yes(() ...NO( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at*'this edUcational ipvel must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Asepsis ('concepts and techniques involved in achievement of
sterile condition; includes concurrent'and terminal disinfection
during surgery, aspects-of sterilization of mplements arid equip-
ment such as autoclaving)

at a level of awareness and depth of Understanding adequate to the proper
pefformance of the following activities:

1. In using sterile fiL4erials to wipe away blood from sterile areas or
equipment, change or reinforce dressings, or apply pressure to punc-
ture site, being able to use details about sterile conditiOns and pro-
cedures to achieve or maintain sterile integrity of materials or areas
of,the body (Tasks 153, 283, 521).

2. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department nursing staff,
being able to comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any discussion
dealing with asepsis as-it affects patient care (Task 295).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detained knowledge
cif the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special,
terms, facts, equipment, add/or procedures which'are part of this-discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above..

-Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Fol owing Curriculum Objectives:

Lowers scale value appears in: 265 266 267.

Same scab value appearsrin4.,269 270 271.
Higher scale value appears in: 2'72 73 274.

r-

i.
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*CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge . Factor IV No. . 269
Skill or Knowledge Category 11738000 Scale Value 2.5
OCcupation, Patient Care'Technician Level 2
Refers tO,Task CodeNNo(s).: 33 522

Is there Cross Reference? .Yes( X) .,.No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational; level must bey able to
8 'demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

,Asepsis (concepts and techniques involved in achievement'Of
sterile condition; includes conturrent'and terminal disinfection
during surgery, aspects of sterilizacion of implements and equip
ment suchlas autoclaving)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the iv
performance of the following activities; .

. .

1. In remoN4ing sutures or applying pressure dressing to puncture sitt,
being able to apply inforMation about asepsis in order to irrigate
orswabareawithantisepticsolutim,maintaio the,sterile integrity
of materials.(Tasks 33, 522).

TQ accomplish these activities the student must havela detailed knowledge

of the subject Category, covering t'he appropriate technical ot special ,

terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this dis4ipline
"and are required for Successful completion of the activities liseed above,' 44

S

,
11

Cross Reference Foltnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives: !

Lower scalp value'appears in: 265 266 267.
Same,scale-valoe appears in: 1268 270 271.
Highep scale value appears ib: 272 273 274.

.5
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SURRIGUL i OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of; bjective - :Knowledge

Skill or-Knowledge Category.117738000
Occupation Quali Assurance Aide
Refers to Task CodelNo(s).1 09.80 se

1/'
'Paged of 1

Factor VI No.

Scale Valtig-2,5T
Level .1,

-

s

J.

there CrOss Reference? .Yes( X) ...Na( ) IF yes, see footnote(s).,.,
.

Content: A g e of the program at this-educational level must be able .to',

1demonstra e mastery of, the following subject area

Asepsis (concepts and techniques involved in achievement of
sterile condition; includes concurrent and-terminal disinfection
during surgery, awects of sterilization of implements and equip
ment such as auffavi,ng)

at a
4
level of awareneSs'and dePlii of undexstandip adequate

performance of the foriowing.aCtivities:

11. Applying information about asepsis_

,
technique in the preparation. of 1?.a

prepdre medications and materials
abA tp use details;abOuttterile
or maintain'aseptic conditions Tasks',79

,?1,..

80)., ..
,

0 .
.

to accomplish these activities the st.hdent must "have 4 detailed kriowIedge
)of the subject category, cox4rIgt tttle appropriate technical'or spegkial .4

'terms;. 'terms; faCts, equipient, and/orprncedures which are part of, this discipline

,are,required for successful completion ofIthesattiVities.listed above.
..

.
.,

II e

to the f:.'roper

to determine When to use sterile
rium sulfate contrast' medium or
for sterile procedure traysi being
conditions and prbcedures tolhchieve

I

w 4

4.1

.

11"

* ' .1111.

Cross Reference Footnotes: , See The Following Curriculum Objectives:-
Lower scale value appears tn:' 265 266 267.

Same scale value appears in: 268 269 271.

.Higher ifale value, appears in: 2 273 27t,..

5`J.'
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge ''' . Factor III , No. : 201 '

Skill or.Knowledge Category, 111038000 SC.ale Value'2.5

Occupation Radiologic Technologist LeVel 3

gefers to. Task Code'No(s).: 355 356 357 358 359 360 361_362
'363

364, 365, 366 367

368 369 374 381 382 383 384 . N,,
0

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes() ) If yes,.see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
,demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Asepsii(concepts and techniques involved in achievement of
sterile con ion; includes concurrent and disinfection
during surgect, aspects of sterilization of implementS and equip-
mcnt such as autoclaving)

at a 1eve146f awareness and dept'of u
performance of.4he following activities

.o-

anding adequate. to the proper

,

t1: In p eparing_paLin or materials' for radiography, being. able to apply

information about asepsis,after obtaining information 'about patient's
condition,to decide' whether. to arrange for or:,carry.out,isolation or
decontamination,tecbpiques, arrange for proper clean* of patient;
11d/or equipment after the examination, arrange to have dressings re-

iliforced or reapplied,so as to keep'patient, equipment, -.and area free ,(

- 'of contamiiation (all-taaks liste0). , 0

To accomplish these activities st dent must have detailed knowledge
of the,subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipmtnt, and/or procedures whichjare part of ,this' discipline

,and are required for suckessful completion of the Aktivities listed above..

S

,
,

-..r: )

t .
.

.

Cross Reference ootnotes: See The Following CurriculuMONectives:
Lower scale value appears in: _265,21,6 267.

Same Aale value appears in: 268 269'270. ,
,

Higher scale value appArrs'in: 272 273 274. 41.
#

4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET , Page / of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge, Factor 0 No. 272
Will or Knowledge Category '11738000 A _ Scale 77777
0tc,upation Patient Care Aide Level
Refers to Task Code NO(s).: 166 490 520 1.-

-,-
.. p .

i
4-

Is there"Crogs Reference?`..:yei()Q ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level mlist be able to
. 'demonstrate mastery of the following subject, area

4

Asepsi4i(concepts and techniques involved in achievement of
sterile condttion; includes concurrent'and terminal disinfection
during surgery, aspects of sterilization of'implements and equip
metk such as autoclaving

'at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper'
performance of the following activities:

1. Applying information about asepsis isolation and decontamination
techniques to prepare examination qr treatment room or area and
clean up afterwards, or in-mummying or wrapepring infantikwhen the pa

'" tient has an infectious Or communicable condition (Tasks 1611, 490).

IP
2, In preparing a patient and attaching electrodes for ECG monitoring

. during a surgical procedure, being. able to use details about .sterile.
conditiOns and,40ocecidtes to achieve' or maintain the sterile' integrity
of materials, areas; and parts of the patient's body (Task 520).

ATo locompliSh these activities the student must"K'ave a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or specisl

'terns, facts,-*ipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for successf41 completion of the activities listed above.

s.

0

ar,

. - . 4

Cross Ref ence Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

. Lower sca e value appears in: 265 2E26 267 268' 269 270 271.'

Same scale value appears in: '273 274.
4

44
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET 4 Page 1 of 1 -

jType of Objective KnAtledge Factor IV No. 273

Skill'orj(nowleage Category .11738000 Scale Value 3:5
Occupation . Patient Care Teehnician, Level- 2

Refers to Task Code No(s);: 65 133 143 156 181 296 299 308

Is there Cross Reference? ...Ye (X) ...No( ) If yes, see footrate(s).

Content: A.graduate of.the rogram at this educational level must be able to
,,,demonstrate mastery o the following subject area

'Ailepsis (concepts and techniques involved in achievement of
sterile condition; includes concurrent and terminal disinfection
duping- surgery, aspects of sterilization of implements and 'equip-
ment such as, autoclaving)

at a`, level of awareness and depth of'Understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the fallowing activities: ,

1. In preparing extrava4C6lar bOdy fluids, washings, Cell or tissue biopsies
for the laboratory, administering subcutaneous or intramuscular injec-
tions, catheterizing a malebrJemale urethra, cleansing .and dressing
wounds, or administering first aid, being able to use details about
sterile and Isolation or decontamination protedures to achieve or main-

tain the sterile' Antegrity of martin -4Q, areast or parts of the bsody
(TaSks,65; 133,-14), 15b, 181,:296,-299).

2. InTsettin) up and' monieoriug a patient's ECG during a surgical procedure,
being able to use details about sterile condition and procedures to
achieVe or maintain the sterile itategriyoie.materi*als, areas, and
parts of the patient's body,cTas1c308).

To accomplish these aCtibitieaatle student-must iyave-a detailed knowledge
of the subject category coveriq ehe appropriate technical or.special
terms, facts, equipment, andfOr'procedures which are Part of-this discipline
and are required for bacceSsAV completion of the activities listed above.

_ .

41,

4

4

Cross ReferenceFootnotes: See Ile Fol:lowing CurpculddiObjeccives:

Lower scaleAplue appears in: 265 266 267 268,267 270 271.

Same scale value appears in: 272 274 and levels 4.+

osr

524.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Pate 1 of 1

Type of Objective
Skill or
Occupation,

Knowlefte

Radiolo

Knowledge
Category

ic

11738000
Te6hnillo ist

Refers-to TasTvC Code No(s);: 353 370 371 372

387 388 389 390 463 464 465.466 467 468 491

501 502 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511

Factor III No. 274

tale Value 3.5
Level 3

373 375 376 377 378 79 380 385 386

492 493 494 495 496 97 498 499 500
512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 526

Isthere Ctou Reference? .. .Yes( X) ) If yes, see footno -(s).

---....
Content: 'A "graduate of the program at this educational level m st be able to

demonstrate of the following subject area ,

°

Ase sis ( CO nce ts and techniques involved in achieve ent of
sterile condition; includes concurrent add terminal isinfection
during surgery, aspects of sterilization of implemeits and equip-

_
ment such as autocliking),

I

,

. .
--=

...

at a level of awaraness.and depth of .understanding ade(uate to the propel

performance of' the following activities: -

4 .

1. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department technologists,
being able to comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any'discussion
dealing with asepsis as it affeits patient care during radiograpie.c ex-

aminations (Task,353). ,

2. In carrying out radiography in operating room or where sterile surgical
or introductory.procedures are involved, being abye to use details about
sterile conditions andprocedures to achieve or maintain Chg sterile
integrity of materials,, areas, And parts of the patient's body'(all

tasks as appropriate except Task 353). 1

3. In preparing patient or materials for radiography ilvolNiing surgical or
_introductory procedures, being able to apply information about asepsis

, to decide whether to arrange for or carry out isolation or decontamina-
o

tion techniques, arrange forproper Cleanup of patient and/or equipment
after the examination, arrange to have 'dressings reinforced or reapplied
so as to keep pa 'nt, equipment, and area free ofCcontamination (all

tasks as appropr e except Task 353).

To accomplish these activities the student must have.a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate tethnical or, special

terms, acts, equipment, and/or procedures whith are part of thisdisciplite
and are required for.suceessful completiob of the activities listed abbve.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Sardscale valueloppears in; 265266 267 268 269 270 271.
Higher'scale value appears in: 272 273 arifipievel 4.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
Tye of ObjeCtive .Knowledge
Skill or Knqwledge Category 12210000
Occupation Pati4nt Care, Aide',
Refers to: Task Code Noes) .: '520

Factor IV .No.
SCale Valde 1.5

Level= 1

Is there Cr4ps Reference"? ...Yes() ...No{ ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program atAhis,educational level must be able'to
demonstrate mastery of the following-subject area

Radiobiology (effects of high energy radiation on living organisms;
includes effects of ionizing electromagnetic, ultraviolet, sonic,
and particulate radiation, biological safety requirements and
protection)

1/4

at a level of' awarenesiond depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance 1f the following activities:

0.
1. In preparing a patient for ECG monitoring in connection with a radio-

graphic or fluoroscopicTrocedure, understanding the effects of'ionizing
(x-ray) radiation on human organisms sufficiently to conscientiously
apply and conform to safety requirements for provision of appropriate
shielding for the patient and self,(TaSk 520),

To accomplish these ac-tivities the student must have a detailed knowledge'
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which4re part of this discip-'
Line and are required for successful completion of the activities listed
above.

t

4

Cross erence Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives;

Sam& value appearS,In: 276 277.

Higher e value appears in: 278 279 280 281 282.

.t

A
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,CURgiCULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 1?210000
Occupation Patient Care Technician
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 308

Page 1 of 1

Factor IV No. 276 1,

Scale Value
Level 2

Is there Cross Reference? .. .Yes( X) ..:No(') If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: a graduate of the ptogram at this' educational level must be able to

demonstrAte mastery of the foilowidg subject area

RadiobiolOgy (effects of high energy radiation on living orgiisms;
includes effects of ionizing electromagnetic; ultraviolet, sonic,
and particulate ation, biological safety requirements and
protection)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the.following activities:

1. In setting up and monitoring a patient's ECG during a radiog'raphi-c or
fluoroscopic procedure, understanding the effects of ionizing (x-ray)
radiatiIn on human organisms sufficiently to consdientiously apply and
conform to'safety 'requirements for provision of appropriate shielding
for patient and self (Task 308).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or proceilwes which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.'

AC'

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objecti.ves-r

Same scale value appears ih: AV 277.
Higher scale value appears in: 278 279 280 281 282.

(!')'

.1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

a

Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective Knowledge

t
Factor VI No. 277

'Skill or Knowledge Category 1221000 ' Scale Value 1.5
Occupation Quality' Assurance Mechnicin-' Level 2

Refers to Tatk Code No(s).: 173 175 178 187 523 524 525 536'538 553 554

Is there ,Cross Reference? ...YesM' ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
0

Content: A graduate,of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the,following subject area

Radiobiology (effetts of high energy radiation on living organisms;
includes effects of ionizing electromagnetic, Ultraviolet, sonic,

4 and particulate radiation, biological safety requirements and
protection)

eat. a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:,

1. In carrying out radiogragilic test -of x-ri equipment, or checking

a

and
preparing x-ray equipment and supAkies, understanding the effects of

,ionizing (x-ray) radiation on human organisms sufficiently to conscien-
tiously apply and conform tq_test and safety standards] checking to make
sure no person will be exposed during tests (Tasks 173; 175, -178, 187,
523, 524, 525, 536, 538).

2. In reading and recording x-ray exposure from personnel monitoring film
or TLD dosimeters, being able to use details about the effects of

..

ion-

izing .(x-ray) radiatioh on human tissues and safety requirements to "h-
scientiously determine whether any readings appear unusuallyhrgh. and
decide when to bring this to the

40/

attention of the'proper staffqmember
(Task 553);

beingoble to determine whether exposure is within aCept_able limits for
c a period, incident, or lifetime equivalent based on standards;,.being

able to decide which follow-up procedure is apprOpriate (Task 554).

I r
To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge

*OP
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical-or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required far successful completion.of the activities listed above.

1.
,

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Sathe scale value appears in: 275 276.

Higher scale value appearsin: '278 279 280 281 282.

,52b
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of i

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor IV -No. 27.8

Skill or Knowledge Category 12210000 Scale Value 2,5
Occupation Patient Care Technician % Level 2 , .

Refers.to Task Code No(s).: 280

Is there Cross Reference? . .Yes( )0 ...No( ) If yes,, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at Otis educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Radiobiology (effect's of high energy radiation on living organisms;
includes effects of'ionizing electromagnetic, ultraiiiolet, sonic, .

and particulate radiation, biological safety requirements and
protection)

at a level of awareness and depth-of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In participating in monitoring of personal exposure to ionizing r)acli-
ation, understanding the effects of all ionizing radiation on human
tissues sufficiently to conscientiously conform .to safety requirements
such as wearing gonadal shielding or, during exposures, being behind
_protective barriers; being able to use details about the effects of
,exposure on human tissues to conscientiously note when accidental or
excessive personal exposure may have occurred (Task 280).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of tads discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

o

Crosr.lthference Footnotes. See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower 'scale value appears in: 275 276 277.

Same scale value appears in: 279 280. .

Higher,scale'value appears in: 281 282.'
. --

15 2



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type/ of Objective Knowledge Factor VI No. .....41.---
Skill or KnOwledge Category 12210000 . Scale Value 2.5'

Occupation -Quality Assurance Technician Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 280 529 530 531 512 533 534 535 537 539 540 543
544 548 549 550 556

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes() ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

do.
Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject Area

Radiobiology (effects of high energy radiNtion on livingLorganisms;
includes effects of ionizing electromagnetic, ultraviolet, sonic,
and particulate radiation, biological Witty requirements and
protection)

A

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:.'

1. In participating in monitoring of personal exposure to ionizing radiatio
.underslanding the effects of all ionizing radiation on human tissues
sufficiently to conscientiously cop/fOrm to safety requirements such as
wearirfg gonadal shielding or making exposures behind protective barriers;
being able to use details abourtfle effects of exposure on human tissues
to conscientiously note when accidental or excessive personal exposure
may hare occurred (Task 280).

2 In testing x-ray equipment, film processors and x-ray films for con-
formance to radiation protectilon standards; conducting radiation protec-
eidn survey, or calibrating test instruments, understanding the effects
of ionizing (x-ray) tadiatio on human organisms sufficiently to con-
scientiously apply tests an evaluate conformity T.:.71.th safety require-

ments; beirig able to use d tails about the effects of ionizing (x-ray)
radiation on human tissue to discuss results of tests', such as effect
of-problems and deviatio from acceptable standards on patient exposure
(each of the tasks list d except.Task 280).

4

To accomplish these acti'v ties the student thust have a detailed 'knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical'or special
terms, facts, equipment/ and /or procedures which are part of this discipline
and'are required for s/ccessful completion of the activities listed aboa.

./

Cross Reference Fodinotes: See Yhe Following
Lower scale value appears in: 275 276 277.

.....,same scale value "pears in: 278 280.

Higher scale valu7appears in: 281 282.

Curriculum Objectives:

lek



CURRICULUM OBJECT SHEN'
Type ofonjective Knowledge Factor III No.

Skill ar Knowledge Category ;2210000 Scale Value 2.5
Qccupation Radiolo ic Techno/o Level 3
Refers to"Task Code No(s).: 0 369

(

Page 1 of 1

Is there Cross Refere e? ...Yes(X) ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

1'

Radiobiology (effects of high energy radiation on living organisms;
includes effects of ionizing electromagnetic, ultraviolet, sonic,
and particulate radiation, biological safety requirements and'
protection) 111

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequgte to ttie proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In participating in monitoring of personal expoftre to ionizing radiation,
understanding the effects of_all ionizing radiation on human'tissues
sufficiently to conscientiously conform to safety requirements such as
wearing gonadal shielding or making exposures behind protective barriers;
being able to use details about the effects of exposure on human tissues

p-4)to conscientiously note when accidental or excessive fPonal exposure
may have occurred (Task 280).

2. In preparing mobile equipment for bedside, radiography, being able to
understand the effects of ionizing radiation on human tissues suffi.-
ciently to' conscIntiously select, apprdpriate shielding to be used to.'
protect patient b sed on sex, positions for examination, and area of in
terest,. to provide for shielding of self and others rho will remain
in the room during exposure, and to make sure that person making exposure
will be able to stand the minimal required distance from the xray beam
or outside theiroom behind protective barrier during exposure (Task 369). -

To alcomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge of
the, subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special terms,
facts, equipme , and/or procedures which are part of this. discipline and

.-,

are required r successful completion of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes:_. See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 275 276 277.

kf.

Same scale'value appears in: 278 279.

Higher scale value appears in:* 281 282.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE MEET _Page 1 of 1

1
Type of Objective Knowledge Factor No.
Skill or Knowledge-Category 1221000 Scale Vhlue 3:5

Occupation Quality Assurance Technician -vel 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).% 545

Is there Cross Reference? Yes()) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s4):

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level bust be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Radiobiology (effects of high energy radiation on living organisms;
includes effects Of ionizing electromagnetic, ultraviolet, sonic,
and particulate radiation, biological safety requirements And
protection)

at a leVel of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

.

1. In monitoring patient exposure rates for routine diagnostic piocedures ,'
being fble to use,understandingof the effectg of ionizing radiation on
hdtan organs and tissues, and use details about safetyrequitements to
conscientiously carry out the monitoring tests and consider the tissues
and organs involved in the various radiographic or fluoroscopic examina-
tions;

being able to determine whether procedures being tested meet acceptable
exposure standards for the area of the body involved;

being able to recommend gonadal shielding appropriate for particular ex-,
.- minations and positions, consider the effect of collimation,-and dis-
cuss,and explain the effects of any problem or deviations from accept-,
able standards on patient exposure and safety (Task 545). O

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subjeqt category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedpies which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed aboye

41
Cross Deference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower,,. scale value appears in: 275 276 277'278 279 280.

Same scale value appears in: 282.

Higher scale value appears in level 5.

532



CURRICUOM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page r of 2

Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge ategory 12210000
Occupation Radio gic Technologist

Factor III No:

Scale Value 3.5
Level 3

Ref ode No(s).:

366 3&7 368 370 371 372 373
386 387 388 389 390 463 464

81 353 355 356/357 358
374 375 376 377 '378 379

465 466 467 468 491 492

359 360 361 362 363'364 365
380 381 382 383 384
493 494 (*continued below)

Is there Cross Reference?, .'..Yes(t ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery; of the.following subject area

Radiobiology (Efffects Pf high energy radiation on living organisms;
includes effects of ionizing electromagnetic , ,ultraviolet, sonisi

and particulate radiation, biological safety requiretents'and
protection)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper .

performance of the following activiqes% -'

In providing technical quality feview of "plain film" radiographs, being
_able to use understanding of the effects of ionizing radiation on human
organs and tissues and use details of biological safety requirements and
protectio rpcedures to conscientiously review whether a needlessly
large ar patient's body has been exposed,, whether there is visual
evidence o proper field size collimation, and appropriate shielding;

.4in ordering "retakes," restricting orders to those only for medical rea-
sons, such as for missing areas or views or those needed to complete
diagnostic information; being able to explain to technologist reasons
for decision (Task 81).

2. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department technologists,'
being able to comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any discussion
,dealing'with radiobiology as it relates to patient and staff safety in
connection with radiographic examinations (Task 353).

3. 'In taking radiographs or participating in radiographic or fluoroscopic
examinations, being able to use understanding of the effects of ionizing
radiation on human organs, tissues, and genes, and use details of bio-
logical safety, requireMents and protection procedures to conscientiously
select appropriate shielding for patient based on area of interest, pa-
tient:s age, sex, and views ordered, especially gonadal shielding;

bei4g able to apply shielding to radioS'ensitive tissues that will be in
the pritary path of the beam but not part of area of interest;'

being able to check that exposure factors are for minimum exposure needed
to obtain diagnostic information;

being able to check records ant /or interview female patient about pos-
sible pregnancy,to be sure that there is no danger of exposing a fetus, to

- check that examination is not a duplication of one taken in the recent
past, or bring to attention of radiologist an unusually high history of,

. ,

radiation exposure;

r-b3
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''CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued)
T e of Objective °Knowledge Factor III

ill or Knowledge Cagegory -1221Q0(10' Radiobiology

Page 2 of 2

No. 282
scale

CContent Continued

;)

.

being able to provide protection by gi ig everyone who will remain in
room daring exposure protective shielding; expraininepurpose'of shielding,

,4akipg precaution to protect and shield against accidental exposure to
radiation such as with horizontally directed x-ray tube or unusual tube

travel or angulation; __,.

_ V .

being able to minimize exposure by collimating to the.area'of interest;
making sure that any requests for retakes_are for medical reasons; being
careful to'Ca4ry aut procedures so as to avoid need for retakes'

(

being able,with fluoroscopy,to check fluoroscopic equipment before pro-
cedure, make sure that no one is in examillotIon room except patient, izr
make sure that staff is shielded before making expostre;,providing shield-
ing for radiologist such as screen, leaded gloves, and apron; ,Illorming

radiologist of cumulative exposure periodically during fluoroscopy;

being able to -record patient's examined* in4iding number OT retakes and

any information on radiation dosage when information is available (all,

tasks listed except Tasks 81 and 353 as-appropriate).

To,accomplish thege activities the student mist hafe a detailed knoWledge'of
the subject cattgory, covering the appropriate technical or special terms,

facts, equipwentand/or procedures which are part of this dtScipline and are
required fdr successful completion of the actiiiitj.es ;listed above

-se

41"

s,

l

6'

4

Cross,Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in_4 2-75276 277 278'279 280.

Same scale value appdaws
Higher scale Amble appears. in level 5.

m495 496 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504' 505 506 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514
A 515516 517 518 519 526,.

63Y
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CURRICUUM OBILTAIVE_SKET
Type.of Objective e. .1

Skip or KII-Wledge Cate., ry: 122 000
Oecupat..ion° QualityAssurahCe*ite
Refers to Task Code NO(s).: 8 -215

o-

Page 1 of 1

VI" No. 28'3

Scale Value 1;5
Level 1

." -
1

Is there Gross Aeferente? ...yes(X) ..:No( ) If yes# see footnote(s).

Content:. A .graduate. of the program-at this educational level must belible to

deminstute.maAtery of the fo owing snbjecx area
4 A

1 o

Diagnostic RaL
' radiation sach s

diagnostic.puriose
techniques,. contrast
ofeimages)

! '1.11 (application of electromagnetic ionizing
ys to achieiteinterpretable images for
so ineludesitldoroscOpy e of ;elated"

media,yrocedures, posits ing, interpretation

at.141evel-of awareness and depth of understanding A46quate
'performance of CHe following eaivities:

tb the pt"pper

1. Uslng detailrof d'i'agnostic 14 graphy in operating,controls to turn

oft x-,ray control ullit Ar151 highydltage when shutting 4ownicompumkrized
, ,P.,

.
transverse, axial ppMography eq4i.pment (Task 8). .

11114In preparing first
,,,

and second ardersubtracOlion prints, usingNee'tailscf
. ,diagtostic radiography ndear:ith radiouaphic images on processed

rudifigraph.4 and uti e specialized equipment (Task 275).

To accomplish ,these act
of the.sublect category
terps,ttlfacts .equipment
and are requiied

os' A

Cros
Sa

.46

.

'Aeference Tgotnotes: See The Foirowilg

ale Vaaue appears 1n: 284. '

ca evelue appeap60.n: 285'

/

i'.,viLes, die studenc,musthave a detailed knowledge

cyv ringthe appropriate technical or special
jor'procedures which are.part of this-discipline

essfitil completion of.xhe activities listed a1ove.

.

owl

. -

#

Curriculum Objectives,:

287 18 289 290 24k 292 293 294.

NI

535
1.



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE

a

' s

Page 1 Of 1

Type of Objective : Knowledge '':'" Factor V No. 0284
Skill or Knowledge Categolw 2223000 Scale VAlue 1.5-
OaupatiOn Quality Assurance Technician ,

Refers to,Task Code No(s).: 523 524 -
. Iv

.
, .

4,- `'

. ' -Level 2

Is there Cross Reference? ....Yes(X)'..:No( rif yes, see footd6te(s).

Conten A graduate of the program at this educatanalevel mustbe able to
Ade strate mastery of the.follQ.wing subject area,

Diagnostic Radiography (application ofelectromagnetic ionizing' '

radiation such as x4ra7s to achieve interpretable images for
,diagnostic purppses;halso includes fluoroscopy, use' of related
techniques, contrast media, procedures', positioning, interpretation

1 of images)
:

.

.

at a
.

level of ,rareness and depth of'understanding adequate to the proper
performance Of the folio," activities:`" -

.

1.
.

Using details of diagnostic radio-aphy to carry out warm-up procedures
for `computerized transverse axial totowaphy104uipment, and set mA and .--.

kV as app4opriate (Task 523), or to chectCthar x-ray dftit is ;off before
ouevreventive.maintenance 'and-cleaning or equipment4(Task 524).

. - . ..,..,..1.- j .
1. ....

To accomplish these'acitivities the student ust have .A detaileb.knowledge*;4*
the the appropriate: itechnical or Special trAs;
fads, equipment, en r procedures -which anpAE of-this .disciplind and?.
are required,forsuccesful completion of the aftiyities.4stea above.

L

11

.!

Cross Reference Tootnotes:' See The Followirig CurricUlum Objectils:- 1/1-

%
Same scale value appears in: 283.

1.

,

Higher scale value appears in: 11r5 286 287 288 289 290 291.29 293:294P
. ,. .

.
11-e,
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CURRICULUM IBJECTIVE SHEET -I Pa4e 1 of 1
Type of Objective Knowledge 'Factor 'IV: No. 285
SV,11 or Knowlaage.Category '12223000 Scale Value 2.5
Occupation Zatient.6re Attie Level 1 '

Refers to. Task Code Nois).: 73 74

Is there Crosa'Refrence? .Yes( )0 ...No( ) If yes, gee footnote(s).

.

Content: & graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
dem nstrate thastery of .the followihg,subject a

ia:nostic' Radio ra h
,

a 14ation of electroma netic io izin
radiation such as x-rays to achieve terpretable images or

diagnostic purposes; also inclides oscopy,.use of related
techniquescoptrast media, proved ,.positioning, interpretation
of images) - .

r
,

. . ,___------ .

... ,

at a level ofawareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the f011owing activities:

1. usAg detailA of diagnostic :radiogra by and general awareness of diag-
nostic procedures and equipment'in o der to reassure patient or accom-
panying family %ember about the proce urns, explaim what will happen,
.explain the equipment or the nature of ?he .examination (Tasks 73, 74).

To accomplish these activities the student must hale A detailed knowledge
of the subject category, co %ering the appropriate techritcal or special terms;
fasts,'equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline and
are required for succgasful completion of the activities listed Above,

,.-

'Cross Reference Footnotes:. Sae The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower 'scale value appearsin: 283.284..

same scale value appears in: 286 287 /88 289.
Highe. ,scale value appears in: 240 291 242 293

II
294.

.... . . , ,--, k
....;

t

40'
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET -* 11
. Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Kvwledge 'Factor .IV No. 286

Skill -or Knowledgq,Category 12223000'k., Scale Value 2.5
Occupation Patient Care Technician Level 2

Refers to'Task Code No(s).: 65

Is there Cross Reference? .-.:Yes( ) ...No( ) If"yes, see footnOte(s).

Content: A graduate of the programatAhis educatiorial level must be able to
demon to mastery_of the following subject area

Diagnostic Radiography 6application of electromagnetic ionizing
, radiation such-as x-rays to achieve 4.nterpretable images for

diagnostic purposes; also inkludes fluoros-cop, use of related
techniques, contrast media, procedures, positioning, interpretation
of images)

at a level of awateness'and dept of understanding adequafe tothe proper*
performance of the following activities:

1. Using details,of dkagnostic radiography procedures 'in order to deter-
mine from an x-ray reqtetsition sheet the specimens to be taken during
procedure that-,will require preparation for the laboratory (Task 65).

..
,

1 -, .4
To accomplish these.adtivitits the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subje'ct category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms., fvs,- eAtikpmeut: and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for sucdtssfur completion of the activities listed *above.

11P

Cross Reference(Foornotes: See The Following Curri ulum ObjectiVes:

Lower scale value appears 283 284.

Same scale valye,appears in:' 285 287'288 289.
Higher scale, value'appear0 in:, 290 291'292 293 294.



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET_ of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor --VI' No.

Skill or knowledge.Category 12223000 P., Scale Value 2.5

Occupation ..Quali
.

ty Assurance
, '

Level 1

Refers- to Task GodeNo(s).: 147'
/ .

Is there'Cross Refer.ence? ,...YesOK) ...No( ) If yes, see ipo note(s).
4

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational lbvel mast ,be.able tQ

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area
.

,

Diagnostic Radiography (al)pication ot electromagnetic lionizing

radiation puch.as x-ia-y, to achievecinterpretable images for ,s : 1

i

diagnostic purposes; also includes fluoroscopy, useof related
.... \

techniques, contrast media, procedures, positioning, interpreta on

of images)
. . .

i

at t-a level of awareness and depth of understanding adeqbate
1*

to, theproper

performance of the following activities.: mr.

.

1. Using details of diagnostic radiography in der. to prepare of charie
. 4 .

technique charts for specific x-ray and/or fluoroscopic q.quipment as
ordered; indicating the needed conversion of technical factors to com-
pensate for deteriorating output on a chart which accounts fOr thickness.
of part, grid ratio, focal-film distance, focarspot Size type and
speed of film, use of image intensiiyint screen; being able to check,
new factors on .tube rating chart (Task 147).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge,
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
'terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which ere part of this discipline-

and are required for successful completion of the activities listed aboVe.

Cross Reference-Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower,tcale value appears fn: Sg3 284. .

Same scale value'appeais in: ,283 286 288 289'.

Higher. scale vAllie appears in: 290 291 292 293 294.
. -v.

Ir
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'CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET ' Page 1 of 2 *
Type.of Objective ' Knowledge Factor VI No.
Skill or KnOwiedge.Category 12223000 Scale Value 2.5

.Ctcupatidn -Quality Assurance. Technician, Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 78 178 187 525 52,`-536

Is there Cross Reference? ) If yessee fooiriote(S).

Content: A graduate of.the.program at this oducational level must be able-to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Diagnostic Radiography(application of electromagnetic ionizing
radiation such as x-rays to achieve'interpretable,images for
diagnostic purposes; also'includes fluoroscopy, use of related '''

techniques, contrast media, procedures., positioning, interpretation
''of images)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities':.

1. Using details of diagnostic radiography'to deal with radiographic images
so as to march processed radiographs with requisition evheeti and obtaih

_ .

missing information (Task 78).

2. Using details of diagnostic radiography to check altd prepare luoroscopic
.

controls; being able to check and adjpst'iline voltage, tube h0ght or
focal-film distance; being. able to set kVp, mAan.d/or dehsity tontrols,
use, check,or adjust automatic or conventional timer,collimator; TV$
monitot controls, remote controls,..briettness' conerols;-`beleg. able to
check functioning of roll film or cassette spot4O41mdOice;'being able
to judge whether equipment is functionidg properly Trask 178).

1'1
3. Using details of diagnostic radiography to check casgettes'IoOper ,

film-screen contact; being able to use x-eay machine,,x-Tax film, Las-
.%) settes, test materials, select focal-film di4tance,'set-collimation,.

technical' factors, exposure control, and use.tube ranngcbare; besing
able to judge proper filFscteen,cOntact (Task 187).; :' ".' ''.'. 1" ..

. .
, .

. ,, ., 1
. . .

4. Using details of diagnostic radiography tocchetk calibratiel,and accu-' .,

. racy of computerized transverse axial tomography.ectilipmept and retrieve.,
display, and copy scans; being able to cheek line-voltage, Use,vati,aug
component-s, select mA and kVp; being able to use concept of density, to
adjust and/or evaluate scan display (Tasks 525, 527).

4

5. -Using details of diagnostic radiographyo visually andLor manually in-

spect a diagnostic radiography system; being able tp chetk.movable parts,
position loCks, beam limiting devices, illuminZehrs, bealm angle and po-
sition indicators; being able to'recognize varfoustypes Of e4uiliment.,
and operate each as appropriate for check (Task 536). 4

.

5 o
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIlliSHEET (continued) A ' Page 2 owf. 2,

Type of Objective Knowledge . Factor VI No. 288

Skiil,/*Khowledge Cagegory 12223000 Diagnostic Radiography Stale Value 2.5

Content Continued

To accomplish these activities the student must have a derailed knowledge

of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or specie).

terms,.facts,'asuipment, and/oi procedures which are part.of this discipline

.arrd are required for successful ,completion e activities listed above.

A

4

4

4

41.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The.Following Curriculum Objectives:

' eLower scale value appears ,in: '281,284.

Same .scale value- appears 'in: 28.5 286/287 211.

Higher scale value appears in 4290 291 292 9"3

:

294.

`i
S
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page -1 of 1

1 Type of Objective Knowledge No, Factor III No. 289
Skill or Knowledge Category 12223000 Scale,Value 2.5

OccyPation Radiologic Technologist LeVel 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 369

ot
Isthere Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If-yes, see fbotnote(s).

'Content: A graduate of the program at this educational le must be ab-Le to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area.

. . s.

Diagnostic Radiography (application of electromlgnetic ionizing

t 0
radiation' such as x-rays to achieve interpretable im es. for'

diagnostic purposes; also includes fluoroscoPyise frelated
techniques, contrast media, procedures, positioning, thterpretation
of images)"

at a level of awareness and depth of understandiniiadequate,to"the proper
performance of the following activities:

4

1. Tsin0g details of diagnostic, radiography to prepar4, set up, and return
mobile portable radiography equipment used for bedside *radiOgraphy;

being able to select
413

roper'equipment based'on examination.ordered, "the

expoure technique required, andproper focal spot size for magnification;

being able to clean 110 asemble.equipment, select immobilization devices,
cassettes and cassette tunnels, localizes devices, cassette stands, andcasette
shielding;

... ,---
-

t ----,
.

,

being ableto select size, speed, and'type oti x-ray film, grid,'and cas-
sette combinations, prepare identification markers;

. .

-Being able to select and set technical factors and check equipment.func-
tioning,set distancesfrom targt to-- patierWTOD) ancPtarget t9 film(IFD);

.

being able to set up equipment sAely'in designated,l,ocation (Tapk 369).

To accomplish these activities the student must havei detailed knowledge
' of the subject catEgory, covering the appropriate tecahical or special

terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are paft of this discipline
and are required for successful competion of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference-Footnotes: See.TheFollowing Curriculum Objectives:

-*)LoWer scale value appears in: 283 284.

Same scale value appears in: 285-286 287 288.
.

Higher scaleyalue appears in: 290 291 292 293 294.

It

542
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CURRICULUM OBJECI'f;E SHEET Page 1 of 3

Type Of Objective Knowledge. Factor :VI No. '121.----
Skill or Knowledge Category 12223000 Stale Value 3,5
Occupation Quality Assurance TechnicAn Level 2

Refers to Task COde-NO-(s).: 173 115 529 530 531,532 .533 534 535 537 538 539 540
543 544 548 549 550 553 556 ,

Is there Cross Reference?....Yee(X) ....No( ) If yes, see'footnate(s).

4

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational,level must be able to
demonstrate.miastery q,the following subject area

Diagnostic radiography (application of electromagnetic ionizing
radiation Such as x-rays torachieve interpretable images for
diagnostic purposes; also includes fluoroscopy, use of related
techniques", contrast media, procedures, positioning, interpretation
of images):

at a level of awareness and depth of undeYstanding adequate to the proper
performance of the

tfollowing
activities:

.

1. Using an understanding of diagnostic radibgraphy and appropriate details
about diagnostic x-ray equipment, technical factors,.contrbls, test
terials, collimatorS, and the interpretation of radiographic images to
c rry out tests of x-ray equipment by setting x-ray tube at appropriate
t

3......

"g't heights, using light system, collimator's, setting technical factors,

preparing test films, using test-objects, making test exposures, inter-
preting test images (Task 73, 175, 529, 530', 531, 533, 535, 537, 539,-
540; 543, 544). 0

2%, Using an understanding of diagnostic radiography and appropriate details
about a ktariety of diagnostic x-ray equipment, film processors, x -ray
film, and special test equipment (such, as"test top, penetrometer, beam
atfenuators, test bar tar patterns, pin hole diaphragm, pulse counter,
chronometer, oscillos , radiation detection device, phantoms, survey
meter, kVp, MA, mAs measuring instruments, graph paper, penetrometer test
cas,>ettes, ionizatio-: chamber, electrometer, filters, sen %itometer, radi-
oactive source, TLD packets), to carry out tests of x-ray equipment such
as:

ac.curacy checkof x-ray machine timers using spinning top test (Task 173);

penetrometer test of kVp of mA calibration (Task 175);

check of x-ray field limitation, x-ray receptor ancilight field align-
4, ment, minimum TOD, TFD, and field size-indicators (Task .529);

check of fluoroscopic and spot film x-ray field limitation, x-ray field
and- image receptor alignment, maximum TID, minimum TOD1Task 530);

check of x-ray tube overload protection and affective focal spot size
,(Task 531);

.41

a
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) Page 2 of 3

Type of Objective Knowledge . Factor

Skill or KnOwledge Cagef...y. 12 lie I- 41* Radio:ra h
N 2'9Q

le Value' 3,5

Content Continued

direct calibration tests of eiposure timers (Task 532);

check of automatic exposure termination, device (Task 533).;

visual, iadiogrdphic, or fluoroscopic inspection'of personnel shielding
devices (Task 554);

direct measurement or ri4ographic check of ki4p1mA, mAs calibration, ex-
,

peisure rates, reproducibility (Task 535);

`check of operation of tomography equipment., fulcrum-pOsition, resolution,
)exposure uniformity, grid alignment (Task B37);

check of the total filtration .of the .primary beam (HVL) (Task 538);

check of bucky-grid alignment and'centering (Task 539)1

check of fluoroscopic automatic brightness control system the focus, re-S-O-

'iurion and distortion of the optical system including cine, spot Wm,'
and vi4eo devices (Task 540);, 4

check of film processors (Task 543);

determingtion of exposure characteristics of x-ray and dbsimetr1 films

(Task 544);

,

check of fluoroscopic equipment maximum,entrance exposure rate, primary
barrier transmitted radiation rate (Task .548);

is

check of leaicage radiation rate from source assembly (Task 549);

suiveY of stray radiation within diagnostic x-ray, installation and trans-

\tlisgion across primary and secoridary protective barriers (Task 550).

-14,

3. Being able to use n understanding of diagnostic radiography and appro-
priate details abut equipment functions and test standards to interpret
test re8ulits by comparing with tpst standards: being able to select ap- -

propriate course %f action'such as request repair, shut down equipment.'

(Task 73, 175, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 537, 538, 539, 540,

Age
543; , 548, 549, 550).

.

Li:. g an understanding of diapbstio radiography and appropriate details

outIpxposure and calibration of radiation detection to-make calibration

Ilicpe osures of dosimetric film or thermoluminescent dosimeters using densi-

' tometer, or TL reader, carry out Akocedures to read and record exposure from

radiation detectiombadge inserts (Task-553).
-
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CURRICULUM- OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued)
Type of Objective Knowledge

Pape 3 of 3

Factor VI No. 290

Skill or Knowiledge Caliegory 12223000 Diagnostic Radiography Scale Value 3.5

A Content -Continued

.5. L's.ng details about diagnostic radiography err & test procedures to carry

'out calibration Df expOsure detectioninstruments such as ionization
chamber integrating radiation mater, radiation rate Ater, survey meter
(Task 556).

To accomplish these activities the student must haveg detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/ecprocedures which are part of this discipline-
and are required for successful cotpletion of the activities listed above.

4*

a

S

e

C

I

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: -283 284 285 286 2a2, '288 289.

Same scale value appears in: 291.

Higher scale value appears in: 292 293 294.

545 .
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVEUEET
i

Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective .KnoNledge --. Factor III No.: 21
Skill or Knowledge catinory 12223000- Scale Value 3.5
Occupation - Radiologlc Technologist:- Level 3

aferkto task Code-No(s).: 372 373 464 .
,

i

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(K);1...No( ) Ifyes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at;this.educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the tolloOng subjeC; area .

I(4diograpby

radiation such as x-rays to achieve'interpretable images for
diagnostic purposes; also includes. fluoroscopy, use of related
techniques, contrast media, procedures, positioning, interpretation
of images)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper

performance of the following activities:

1. Using an understanding of diagnostic radiography and appropriate details
about diagnostic x-ray'equipment, technical factors; controls, collima-
tors, light systems, focal-film and focal - patient distances, tube angu-
lation, centering, and patent positioning to Achieve desired Views in
taking intravisceral or isolated operating room radiographs or operia-.
ting- room radiograph's Mr opaque foreign body search;

being able to select and prepare film for use in holder, prepare and use
identification and right-left markers, set up mobile, equipment, position
and angle x-ray tube, adjust focal film distance, adjust colpation
to area of interest,.select and set technical factors, make exposure,
monitor equipment during dposure, readjust teciknical factors or posi-
tioning based on physician's orders (Tasks 372, 373).

2._ Using artiPncerstanding of diagnostic radiography and appropriate details

about fluoroscopic equipment, spot filming and use of contrast medip'to"
provide technical assistaLc.fdr fluoroscopic- examination of patients
and spot filming; being abli, to prepare spot film equipment for use -(cas-
sette o; roll film), select cassettes, use right and left-markers, posi--

tion image intensifier, select exposure factor's, check equipment func-*
tioning, check remote control. and 117'manitor, adjust focal-image inten-
sifier distance, check focal-Itable distante, collimate, operate tilt table

and fluoroscopic controls at ordered, load and unload cassettes in bucky

(Task 464). 0

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge)pf
,the'subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special terms,
facts, equipment, and/or procedUres_which are part.of this,discipiine and
are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum 'Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 283 284 285 286'287 288 289.

Same scale value appears in: 290. 1

Lower scale value appears in: 292 293 294.

516



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEA Page i of 1

Type cir-Objective Knowledge Factor VI No. 292

Skill or Knowledge Category 12223000 : Scale Value.5,5
Occupation Quality Assurance. Technician . ; Level 2

Refers to Task COde No(s).: 545

-Is'tftere Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s):.

44.
Content: A gradate of the program at this educational level must.be able to'

demonstrate mastery of,thelollowingsubject area

Diagnostic Radiography (application of electromagnetic ioni4ing
radiation such as x -rays to achieve interpretable images for

e diagnostic purposes; also includes fluoroscopy, use of related
techniques, contrast media, procedures, positioning, interpretation
of images)

at'a level 3f awareness and depth of understanding adequatt to the proper.
performance of the following activities:

1. Applying ah understanding of diagnostic radiography and'using appropriate
, details to monitor patieltt exposure rates for routine diagnostic prose-
dures;

Ls being able to take account of the type of diagnostic i -ray unit, the spe-
cificApatient positions and views ordered, the mode (such as radiographic,
fluoroscopic, with serial film changer, spot filming, lography, tine,

---,computerized transverse axial tomography);

being able to account for use of image Intensifiers, automatic brightness
controls, use of grid, bucky, image intensifying screens, size, type, and
speed of x-ray film, effect of collimation, targettoofilm distance, tar-
get to skin distance, target to image distances;accounting for standar'd
technical factors, patient thickness, and standard distances;

being able to follow test prodedures as appropriate, use a phant9m and
exposure deteCtion device, set equipment to simulate examination, operate
equipment, and determine whether the prpcedures being tested meet accep-
-

table exposure 'standards;

_
being ablo to consider means of dose reduction, determine whethef there
is a -problem with equipment '(Task 545).

t
_ .

.

, To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed-knowledge of
the subject category, covering the appropria:e technical or special terms,
facts, equipment,- and/or pra4,edures which'are partaf this discipline and
are required for successful completion of the'aEt vities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Followitfg Cprri ulum Objectives':

Lower scale value appears in: 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291.

Same sole value appears in: 293.

Higher scale value appears in.: 294 anit 1eVe2*,5.

54't
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET page .1 Of 3

Type of Objective Knowledge_ Factor III No. 293

Skill or Knowledge Category 12223000 Diagnostic'Radiography Scale Value 5.5
Occupation Radiologic Technologist Level 3

efers to. Task Co4e No(s).! 355 356 357 358 359 360 361

8 370 371 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384

465 466 467 468 4911; 492- 493 494 495 496 497 498 499

Is here.Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see

362 363 365 366 367 .

385 386 3 388 389 390
500 (*continue below)
footnoCe(s).1117

Content: A graduate of the program jat this educational level must be ableoto
demonstrate mastery of the 'following area

Diagnostic Radiography (application of electromagnetic ionizing
radiation such as x-rays to achieve interpretable images for
diagnostic purposes; also includes fluoroscopy, use of related

techniques. contrast media, procedures: position-Mg, interpretation
of images)

at a level of awareness and depthof understanding adequate to the proper
performance ofthe following activites:

.1. Applying an understanding of diagnostic radiography to dqtermitie the type
of radiographic image required for the examinatiollioted on x-ray re--
quisition sheet; .

being able to make radipgraphs by applying appropriate details about the
operation of diagnostic x -ray equipment to/se units such as overhead'
x-ray tube, stereoscopic x=ray machine,,xeroradiography m-achtpip and ac-
cessories (Task 368), automatic serials -film changers, biplane units, tom-

ography machines, rotting neuroradiology ..units(such as PEG chairs), coW-
puteriled transverse axial tomogr4phy equipment and components being able
to check, set up, or assist with units such as fluoroscope Macftnes, clne-
radiography devices, videotape, spot film daviceS, remote control and TV
monitoring devices (tasks as appropriate).

2. Applying an understanding of diagnostic 'radiography to obtain the re-
quested views of the area of interest and condition being investigated
by means of correct focus-object-film'alignmelt.;' being able -to position,.
patient, cenfer,jotate and align area of interest; being able to adjust

height and center x-ray film H holders or cassettes on table, in bucky,
in cassette, tunnel, in vertical holder; being able to adjust height, angle
and center x-ray tube using distance and angle,indicators, light system,
collimathrs;

being able to'select alternative positions for 'the same view to accomo-
date special problem with patient:s mobility;

being able to prepare and use identification, and shies markers, set
up for multiple views on one film;

being able to immobilize, patient to prevent motion, instruct patient in'
proper breath control, or time exposure to proper phase of respWtion;

548. .
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE .SHEET'tcontinued)
. ,4!st.-,..2 of 3

-Type.of Objectiim knowled&e,. Faetor , IIt No. 295, ,,
Skill or'Knowledge Cagegor102223000 Diagnostic Radiography 4 Scale Value. 5.5

, ..

able to collimate to area of interesl'using light,system,..apply5

g iel4ng, make exposur,e,and monitor equi nt to detect any equipm04

Content Continued. 0
1-

* ,.

probleit;
J ..- 6

^ 0
. ''''''

.
1 .

beingable to use 4uxiliary extension cone to reduce the priMarybe,m;

-( qt
being able to select size of film, cassettg,or,film holddtu type and Weed

of film as appropriate for the examination;. i

.' e,P .
. -

. ,

being ,ab e to use triangles, protractors, angles, rulers to Measure. or ob-

tain correct angulation,. rotation, use calipers-to measure thickness of

the body part;

being able. to use special localizer devices, cassette tunnels;

being able to mAkestereoscopic radiogra phs by proper slip*s of angu--

lation and centering;
_

.being 'able to Us& occlusal or,periaplcal fi:1401r..

being able to make right- ngle projections using biplane eceuilfment or

two units; t

e

. being able to userpeavimeter equipment (Task 468);.
.

". . ,
4,

i

being ablkto use special equipment and techniqtes to',immobilize,infants.;--

,
Vein* able to position patient in traction (tasks 4g appropriate).

.

3. Applying an understanding ofAiagnostilikradiolwraphy to select technical -"
.

.eposure factOrstfor radographiC examinations or fluoroscopy using tech-

'njque and tube rating charts-; , -_,

_ .

. lft 1),
vo

being' able
0

to take account thickA 'of the body part, Whether fatty or
. . ,

.

_

muscular, patient's agelleko limated field size,. use of accessories such

-- as grid, bucky, intensifyin screens,the type 'and.,speed of. filM, focal--

film distance, presence of pathologicaq'condition, cast, pref4ence of

radialogist, posted changeS-' in output, or conversions needed for,use.Of-

magnifigtton technique; being 4b1sto apply-conversion factors; being

able to check exposure factors against posted limits o.4iNtay tube.;
...

. . -

.

. t

bei 61 b convert technique, to equivalent output using higher. and

lowe mAs or 4s appropriate; ",....
.

being able to carry out magnification technique and,:check for correct

focal-spolt.size; . .

H. .. I-
,

being a4le to add additional filtjatloh to the primary beam when approprin

ate by insetting .or qialing additional filter.; N. . .
'1 . A

d

k

.1'f

40.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) ' Page 3 of 3'

Type of,Objective :1Caowledge '
Pfi r -III No. 293

_

..-
%'Skill or Kn6wledge Cagegory 122230 Diagnostic Rad' Scple Value 5.5

71/4

4 4k
,:cadtent Continued

,;

being able to modify technical 'factors F posit nin o take account o

request for retakes or additional vieW /*ask's a gropriate).

4

4. Applying..an understanding of diagno is radio graphy contrast media to ad-
ministeecom4rast orally.q't radlog aphs of heart, anterior portion of
neck, - upper gastrointestinal tract-, or to cheft condition of contrast

med=ia for chemical deterioration;

being;)bie to coordinate 14th iujectiOn or instillation of contrast podium
by radiologist and time exppsures as aPpropriate, operate tilt table or
fluoroscopic controls as ordered;

being able to set up or check automatic pressure injector used-to inject
contrast medium;. 71

beifig able to use computer,opeltAmontrol 'panel arld-keypurich cards for

angibgrapk? (taosks.as appropriate).

5. Being,able'to use tomographie, attachment or special tomography equipmen
for linear, circular, elliptical:or hypocycloidal tomography, zonogra y,

plesiotomography (Tasks 374,,385 505, 508); in-tonlographic examination,

being Ole to carry out steps ocalize the Plane of interes 'tf seorL

' dered-P(rask 374);

.
6. Being.abae to operate tating PEG chairs

*
,

or similar equipment for pneumb-

encephalography, brain ventriculography (Task 505);--
c,,

.
', .

7. Aeing able to use computerized trans erse axial tomography- equipment to
obtain correct scan levels and an es and-use viewing controls to obtain

4 test density, contrast, color, or other characteristi6s to provide't
,

,

nos information (Task 526).
.

' f

To accomplish these activities the student must have,a detailed kn wledge Of
the subject category, covering the appropriate - technical or special terms
fact, equipment, and/or procedures" whin are pa4 of this discipline And ".

are requiredfor succeSsful'completion of the atly.i..t.i.ulisted mover, 0

4

\ -:, 4:
.

-MP'

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Obj,ectives:'

Lower scale value appears in: 281i 284 285%286 287 28& 289 tv 291.

Same scale Yaluappears in: 29211.4

Higher'scale value appears in 294.

llir*501 502 503 504 505 5166 507 508 504;510 511 512 513 514 .51. e10) 517 518_ 5'19 526.

1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET .

t

4 it, I

Page 1 of 2

Type of Objective' Knowledge
Skill Or Knowledge Category 122234900

Occupation Radiologic Technologist
Refeis -to Task Cod,No(s).: 81 353

a

Factor III
Scale Value 7.0

Levey 3

,..

*Is there .Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...'No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).
,

-

Ccyten :;-A graduate of the program at this. educational level muy/be able to

demonstrat,e mastery of the following subject area , . *..

. ,

-- . ,
Diagvstic Radiography (application of electromagnetic ionizing

, :radiation such as x-rays to achieve interpretable images for
diagnostic purposes; also-includes fluoroscopy use of related
techniques, contrast. media, procedures, positioning, interpretation
df images) ,- //

t
% _.

at a level of awareness and depth-of.understanding'adequate.to the proper, ,

performance of thE following activities: . .

.
.

. . A

1. In providing technical quality review of "plain'ffts" radiographs, ap-
. plying an understAnding of diagnostic radiography to determine.the type ;'

of radiogrph's images, required for the examination listed of! x-ray re-
quisktion sh et and evaluate whether ptan ands for aiagnestic quality
Nave been melt; being able,po evaluate whe er y views are billitted, or .

guggest alternative patient or-x-ray tube sitioning to obtain views
.

.for which conventionalspositianing isi9indidated;_.

being able-tU deterisrq whether correct view and full area of interest
therneedlessly large'area has been exposed, whether., is demonstrated, wh

A

.,

there ilWadequate detail, definition,thether there, is blurring, disttlr-
:

. tipn,, whether density and contrast are acceptable; whether there are :
. .

artifacts, whether proper shielding haeert used (Task 81)..
-

.

.

2. Applying an understanding of diapostic`radiograpby in; technical quality.
.

review of."plain films WI assess-what flOirs may have contributed to
unacceptable radioglal3hs and take:appropriate'action; being able to:eval-
uate:whether impetper positioning, -Centeiing, immobilization of patient, ..

inartopriatp technical'factdrs, failure'to adjust to special citcum-
srAcc.es; imprdTet partc-film'distance,. focal-film distance, or prp.blems

'..,. with,x-ray machine or filprocessor are wponsiple; being able to ex-
' plain what is uttong,or way to remedy to:aparopriatestaffperson (Tisk 81).
.

.

. . . ,

. In participating in 'meeting: of diagnostic.-ray department -technolog.ists,
being able to Comprehend, raise issues, or participate in any discussion.

. .
1, dealing with. diagnostic radiography equipment or examinations (Task '353),

.

. -

5.51.

c



JCURRICULUM OBJECTIVE'SHier(conti -- Page 2 of 2

Type of.Objectve. KnOTledge' Factor III No. 294

Scale Value 7.0Skill or Knowledge Cagetory, 122-23000 Diagnostic Radiography-
..

Content Continued

4-

TOacomplish these,activities the student.must have a detailed knowledge.

,,, of thy subject categoAy, covering the appropriate technical or special -

terms, facts,.equipmenif and/tr procedures which are part of this discipline

an' are required for s4c4esful completion of theiactivities listed above.

e

r

%441`-

4

1

Cross Reference Footnotes: 'See The Follpwing.Curricul9i Alect4ves: .

Lower scale value appears in: '283 284 285 286 t87 288 289 290 291 292 293.

Same scale value Appears in levels 4 and '5.

. 4

o

)



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE StIEEt
Type Of Objective Kriedge Factor IV

Skill or Knowledge Category 12300000
Occupation Patient Care Technician
Refers to Task Code No(s)..: 133 198 298 299

a

. ,

Pane r of 1

No.
Scale Value 1.5

Level' .2

4

_Is there Cross Reference? ,..Yes(K) ) .1f yes, sere footnote(t).
4

Content: A graduate of the prOgram at this flucAtional level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the f011oWing subject area

PharmacoLogy'(the'study 'of drugs:,i.e,,*chemical compounds or non-
infectious biological substances w'h'ich may, be administered as an
aid in the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of 'disease, for the
relief of pain or suffering, or to,pontrol.or improve any.physio-
logical or patholonicarcondition)

,,

a

e.

;

Si
t a level of `awareness and depth of understariding adegtrat.e co the .proper

. ,..

ormance of thr following activities: .

(-'
. .

1. Applying details about the general use of drugs in thepreparation and

. administration of medication subcutaneously, intramuscularly, or orally
.

(Tasks 133, 198, 298, 299):
. ,

- . ,
.. ... , /

a
.

a

To ac,FrIpS ish thee acitivitiesithe student must have a detailed knowledge. --

of the subject_ category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, -facts,'estlipmnt., and/or procedures Which are Part of this discipline
and are requiredifor successful. completion of the activities listed above.-

. --,

st

a

,

.a,

,

b

.t. , 4 4

Cross Reference Footnotes.:,. See The Following Cuf"riulum Obectives:

Same scale valtie appears iii: 296'. ) t a ;

..'

,_),) j,

A



'4 CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE=SHEET
TyPelliof Objective Rnpwledge,
Still or Knowledge Category 12300000
Occupation Quality Awurance Aide
Refer to. Taft Code No(s) .: 260 304

.,

,r-

Factor VI. .

Page 1 of 1,

No. 296 ,

Scalglalue 1.5
Level 1

rs there Cross Reference? :..Yes(X) 1-..Nok) If 'yes,see footnote(s).

Content:. A.graduafe'of the program at this'educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the,fopowing subject area

.
, . o

-Pharmacology (the. study`of dru4s, i.e., chemical compounds or non-

' *infecttous biolo 1 substances which may be administered-as an

IIILaid' in the,diagn treatment, or(lrevention of _disease, for the ,

:relitf of paid or. suffering,, or to control or improve any physio-

logical or pathological condition)
t

. . ,

at a le:,e1 trfisFar nys' and depth:ofunderstanding adequate to ,the proper ,,, ,

oerLormany of 04., following activities': -, f . t

..-

,
.

_ . . e 4 -

1. Applying ;e ;era: de'tails.sabout'drOs in the o aration of soluti ons

t-'hypodermic dr]e-tions (Tasic. 260, 304)
, -

. .
To accomplish these activitiesith t., student illst :bave a.deAilqd knowledge

of the subjectcategury,,coveiin the app'rop-flatestechnicar or speCial

terMs, fa4s, equipmtnt, and/or procedures thich are part of. this discipline

and are required for successful completion of be activitieslisted,above.

fl

I

S
8

.

A
ge

. 1 .t,

O. . .

e ,
. .

k

Cross Rc.ference Footnotes: See The Followint CurrIculurf:'Objectives:

Same scale, value appears in: 119-

A

/

r%.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET' Page 1 of 1

Type.of,pbjettive Knowledge Fdctor III -

Skill Mfr KnowledgeCategory 12331000 Scale Value 1.5
Otcupation Radiologicchnologist Level 3

Refers to Task Code NO(s).: 375 376 37 378 380 384 385 387 388 389

Is there Cross Reference? ..,Yes(XY.,.14o( ) If yes, see footnote(s)A,

'Content: A graduate'of'the program, at-this educational level must be able to
Oemonstrate.mastery of.the. foil-owing subject area '

li-

Drag Toxicity (includes antidotal therapy; the arse effects

i
of drugs due to tne nature otI, .the drug)

, t s'

_et . \
at a level oawareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

. .

In preparing patient for iodine based contrasttudy, applying information
4bott drug, toxicity to-.explain to patient what side effects may be kelt
tram ,ontrast medium, such as feeling of nausea, flushing, choking sen-
sation 1Taks 375,378,'377, 378, 380, 385, 387, 388, 389).

In checking on patient's preparations for oral cholecystography and chol-
"%ngiogiaphy, applying information about drug toxicity to question patient
or ac4mpanying adult about an'; reaction to contrast mediu that has been

.administered earlier ('such as vomiting or diarrhea) and to determine -

ber is unusual or, severe (Task 384).

i) 'accomplish- these activities the student must have a detailed knowledgq of At.
the subject category, 'covering the appropriate technical or special. term,
fa,ts, equispment, and/or pro-edure4s which are part of this discipline and
are me,:c_.ired,fr sL:.7essfL-.1 completion of the activities .listed above.

4

I

A

Cross Ref(:rence F"opthotes:'' See The Ffqdowing CurticurtA Objectives:

Higher, scaiquide app,eaqs in:: .298.

4.

1



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET A - . Page 1 of '1

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor IV
No. ValueSkill. or.Knowledge Category 12331000

Occupation Patient Care Technirian , Level) -2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 133 198 298'299
.. P.

Is theie Cross Reference? ..,Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

.Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able

demonstrate mastery of the following, subject area

Drug Toxicity (includes antidotal therapy; the adverse effects
of drugs due to the nature of the drug)

at a level of awareness and depth of understandiqg adequate to the proper
performance of tie fo,iloWin activities;

ad-ninistering medication subcutaneously, intramuscularly, or orAlly,
. applying information about drug toxicity to explain possible side effects

patient and t, evaluate after drug is administered whether patient is
eperiencing a negative.sidefect (Tasks 03, 198; 298, 299).

To aCcomplis'r; tnese 3,:tiities the *student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject.,category, covering the appropriate technical or special

facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of.this discipline
and are. required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

4

-

I

/ 4

41.

-A

ct-

Cross Refcren.ef See. file 1 r,l lowing Curric_ulum_Ojectives:

Lower scale vilide tp.,p4ear.., in: 297.

Same scale -value a:Tears in, level =4 of patient care.

561'_

I

C

4



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET' -
Type of Objective 'Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 12332000

Vector III

Otcupation Radiolo t Technologist

Page 1 of-1
No. 259

Scale Value 1 5
Level 3

Refers to Task. Code o(s).:, 375-/76 37-7 378 aso 384 385 387 388 3B9

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes ) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

11.
Content:- A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to-

demonstrate mastery' of the following subject area

Drug Idiosyncrasy anl Allergy,Pharmacogenetics (includes increased

r
sensitivity to drugs, decreased responsiveness to drugs, novel drug

\ effects, etc., which are due to inherited physical characteristics
and/or idiOsyncratic reactions of individuals)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

In preparing patient for iodine based contrast study, applying information
about drug allergy to question patient or accompanying adult about 'allergy

to shellfish or cast adverse reactions to contrast medium, esA sally
iodine based; observing patient for signs of allegic reactio uch *as

severe fltishing, salivation, choking, vomiting, pallor, fainting, or

shock (Tasks 375, 376, 377, 378, 380, 385, 387, 388, 389).
f '

2.- Questioning patient about pos4ible allergic reaction to contrast medium:.

determining, whether there is unusua1 or severe allergic reaction

(Task,38L) .,'

go accomplisn these-activities the student must have a detailed knowledge

of the su5ject Lategory, covering the appropriate technical or special terms,

facts, equip7ent, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline and

are required, for successful completion of the activities listed above. ---,

Cross Reference Footnote': See The ForIT)wirig_ Curriculum Objectives:_

Higher scale value appears in: '300.

4 r 7
,



CURRICUL OBJECTIVE SHEET Pa.e 1 of
,Type of Objective "'Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 12332000

_Occupation Patient Care Technician
Refers to Task Code No(6).: 33'133 198 298 299

Factor IV No, 300

ScSl'e Value 2.5

Leliel 2

Is there Cross Reference? %..Yes(X) ...No( ) If yesq see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at th4 educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery, of the following subject area

Drug Idiosyncrasy and Allergy Pharmacogenetics (includes increased
sensitivity to drugs, decreased responsiveness to.drugs, novel drug

. effects, etc., which are due to inherited physical characteristics
and/or idiosyncratic reactions, of, individuals)

at ajevel of awareness . and depth of understanding Atequate to the proper

performance'of the following activities:

1. In administering medication subcutaneously, intramuscularly, or orally,
applying information about allergic reactions,to-drugs to consider the
possibility of an allergic reaction to medication, to question patient
about past allergies% to explain possible allergic reaCt'on, and to eval
uate after the drug is, administered whether patient is' iencing an

allergic reaction (Tasks 33, 198, 298, 299).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which ,are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

s

Cross Rferencg Footnotes: See The Fallowing Curriculum Objectives:
Lower scale value appears in: 299.

Same scale value appears in levef 4 of' patient care.

C
5 '3



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
Type. of Objective : Knowledge , FaAor IV No.

Skill or KnowledgCategory 123,4000 Scale Va

Occupation Patialt Care Technician Leve

Refers to Task Code NoTs).:. 133 299 1
- V

1..

. e

Is there Cross References? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A gfuluate of the program at this educatlonal level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Drug Tolerance and Physical Dependence (includes homeostatic

adjustment_ cumulative effects, tolerance at the site of drug
action)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of t'he following activities: -

. 1. In administering medication subcutaneously or intramuscularly, applying'
information about drug tolerance to consider whether the medication or
dosage prescribed may be inappropriate or in error; being able to carry
out proper procedures to record administration of narcotic if appropriate
(Tasks 133, 299).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge of
the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special terms,
facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline and
are required for .Liccessful completion of the activities listed above:

Cross,Reference Footnote:
Same scale value appearsin level' 4 of patient care.

1

3O3



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
I Type of Objective Knowledge

Skill or Knowledge Category 12335000
Occupkion Patient Care ilechn'cian
Refers to Task Code No(s)-: 133 8 298 299

I've 1 of 1

Factor IV Vo. 302
Seale Value 2.5

LeV61 2_

Is.there Cross Reference? ...Yes(N),.:No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Drug Synergism (effects of the presence'of two or more drugs
in the body and the change in drug action this causes due to

their interaction) i

at a level of awareness nd depth of Understanding adequate to the proper

`performance of the followin activities:'

1. In administering meditation subcutaneously, intramuscularly, or orally,

applying information about drug syndrgism to question patient., review
information,and consider whether patient's use of other drugs suggests
contraindication to administration of prescribed drug, or to explain,

possible synergistic side effects to patient (Tasks 133, 198, 298, 299).

To accomplish these' activities the student must have a detailed knowledge

of the subject categor!.:, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, faots, equipment, and/or procedures which are part-of:this discipline

end ate requited for successful completion of the activities listed above.

b.

Cross Reference Fclotnotc.:
Same scale value appears in level 4 of, p4Lient-cacp.



'.CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1
Type of 00jective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 1 36000
Occupations- 'Patieilc are Techn cian
'Refers to Task Cade N (s).: 133 £99

Factor IV No,

'Scale Value 2.5
Level 2 g

V

6

st ere Cross Reference? '...Yes(K) No(`) If yes, see ftiotnote(s).

Content: graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

demonst ate mastery of the follnwi , subject irea.

Chemical feratogene4is,(special of cs of drugs on the fetus
during pregnancy)

. .
.

at a level of awareness and dept) of understanding adequate to the proper
performance

-,

of the, folllowing activiti":,

-... .

I. In administering medication subcutaneously or intramuscularly? applying
,
information- about chemical teratcCgenesis to consider whether current
or' possible pregnancy is a contraindication to the,use of the-drug pre'
scribed (Tasks 13, 299). - ,,

.
, .

T accomplish these activities the student mist have a de-taled knowledge
of e subjecccategory, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or prbcedures which are part of thi' discipline

and are required for successful completion'of, the activities listed.above.
,

'Cross Reference Footnote:
Same scale value altpears

.

level 4 of patient cafe.

41,

06-

.

. ; . . A.,
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET _ .- : Page 1 of 1
Type of Objecttve ' Knowledge -- factor IV' No. 304

Skill or Knowledge Category 12341106 ScAle Value 2.5
Occupation 'atient Care Vahnician Level -2---
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 198 298' .

2-

:Ls there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) 1 If yes, see footpote(s)'. I

Pontent: A graduate of the program at'this -educational level must be able to,

r
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Antibacterial and AntifungaJ Chemothefapy (includes antiseptics
and germicides, sulfonamides, penicillins, erythromycin, tetra.

cyclines and broad spectrum antibiotics, streptomycin, sulfones,
antifungal_agents)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper

performance' of the following activi s:

1. In administering antibacterial or'antifungal medication orally, being

able to explain the name and purpose,of medication, possible side effeCts;

being able to exiwin to adult how-to help administer to pediatric patient

(Tasks 198, 298).

To accompliA these activitiesz ht student must have a'detailed knowledge of

the subject category, covering e appropriate technical or special terms,'
facts, equipm7nt, alld/or procedures which are part of t ahis discipline and

are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.0

4

ay.

crplr9. Reference Footnotes: See The Tollovihg_Currtoulum Objectives:

Higher scale value*appeTrs 'in:, 305.

'"

5 6
I

"'"
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9

. eft

RI.CULUM OBJECTIVES SI:IT
e of Obje tive Knowledge . . Factor . NoiSkill or knowledge..Catggo4 12:341.10 i -. Scala Value

Occupation , Patient Care-Technician . V
.._:____

,Level 2
Refers to fask Code No(%) . : 33 133 299 '

0 P'a e 1 Of 1'

4

. r .

i* there Cross Reference? ...Ye(X) .. :No( ) Tf yes, see fOotnote(s).
, 4

.. -
Content: A graduate. OT the p.rogram at this educational level mu%t beyable'to

demonstrate masteryof the folloT...ting' subject a.rea,
,

k IL
Antibacterial a'nd ARtifuual, ChemotheTapy, (iacludesantisepti,cs
and eerin#idef,.;svifona,tanes, penicillilts, Try th colny c i n , tetra-',
cyc11nes and brcad spetrum antibiotics, streptomycin, sulfones,
aneifungal agents). _

S

& , at a letrbl of awarAess
40

and- depth of understanding adeqbate tb the, proper
vrfermance,of the Illowillpg activities: ',.-

.?.N.

li, 1. In ciqrnitlis-teritgp antibacteria"1' or antifungal.medical,ion after removing' is-,tirurt-}, of in injecting s.uhouiraneouslv or intramuscularly, being &tie*
-.to explain the name, purpose of he,kmedicatiV, ack it is to be ,adrs..inis-e teNe21, 'possibl'e-side efects,, 'contraindicatias; beiikg able .to considev
whether 'd &.-ad -is appropriate (Tasks 33, 133, 99).

IIIIIo ;accomplish- these.act.ivitiwg r,he" student mitt have a detailed' knowleOgeT

of -the, subject categy,'scci,verins.fg the 41propriate technical or s'peLial 1

terms, facts, euipmen,t, and/or procedures which 'ire part of this dis-cialine
and ari Qpired for successful° completion, of 'the activities listed above..

- '
-

I

A 4

a

A

'Pt

W

.

it;

-14 .

6 .

-,- .

. '

A 4
4 '

... A

4,. Cross Reference Fo'brnotes: Su he.,Fol lowing Currkilum Objectives:
,lower . , ,

A 9

.

seale ,:value ,appears;-in; t)4. , r
\10 ASame 4c-alQ.,val tie - appeal's in, ,ltvel 4 ('>f&pat4ent care.

,if . .

r

. 01.- 0

, w :di
3 , , 41,
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N.

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledge`+
Skftl or knowledge Category.', 123413,00

Occupation Patient Care Technician
Refers to Task 6de No(s).: 198 298

Factor IV

7

' 116

'Pau 1 of 1
No.

Scale Value 2.5
Leve'l', 2

4s there Cross Reference? ...Yes(K)'iii..No( ) If ye"Al see rootnote(s).

Vtent: A,graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
,deMonstrate mastery of the following, subject area

Cancer and Virus Chemotherapy (includessalkylatin agents,

antimetabolites,'steroids and enzymes, interferon induction)
,

at a lerel'of awareness and depth of understandAig adeqilate-to the proper ''

performance of the folloping activities:-

'7

.

1:. In administering medicaticittb treat a cancer or virus orally', being able

to a.xplain the name and purpose of medication_f possible side effects;
'Ling able to 'explain Co adult howto help adminj.ster to pediatric patient
(Tasks 1,98, 298). ,

i
To accomplish these activities the student must have a devilled knowledge of

the subject categllry, covering the appropriate technical or special terms,
facts, equipment, anci/or 'procedureg whfdh are part orthis discipline and

,are required for .successful completion of the actimitties liAed Above. ".

I"

fi

a .i

*

. , .

ck641*.fafeitlice Footnotes: See The Following_Curri:-ulum Obiectives:e... _
. -

Kighen spa valut., 4f/pears4 in: 307'.

.15

4 "air -`"',, .. Et

"

*

SY
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET' .

Type of objective Knowledge
Skill or Know.ledge Category .12341300
Occupation Patient Care Technician
4fers,to Task Code No(s).: 133 299'

Factor IV,

Ps'

Page 1 of

No. 307'

Scale Value 3.5
Level 2

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes(K) ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the, program at this edwillibtlonal levej must be able to

,demollstrate mastery of the following subjectrarea
,

f'

Cancer and Virus Chet therapy (includesalkylatiu-aients,
1 antirrietaboNies, steroids and enzymes, interferkn induction)

`at a level pfawareness and depth of understandirig adequate to the proper
perfbr=mance of the followik4 activities:b

% .

11,
.

. In 'administering medication to treat a cancer or virus su ciitanealfly

Nil.or intramuscularly, being able to explain the name and pur ose of the
med,tchtion, possible side effe7ts, contraindicaCioris;. beifig able to con-
sidel.- whet-hlt- dosage is appropriat.eTrasks 133, 499).

.

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
ofipqe subject -e-ntegorv, coveriftt-the aliproffitte tech-nicalor-special----- ---
terms, fatts,Aesuipment, andtor procedures which are part o? this discipline ,

and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

I.

0
:roc.; Referf,hce Fontnots: Sce The followini! Curri,ulum Obi -tivcs:

tower :s cal vlue app in: T06.

.Sam stale val'ue rippears in leve).6of patient 'care.'

4

sit

""a
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET - Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective ZnoW Factor IVledge No. 308

Skill or Knowledge Category. 12342100 'Scale Value 1,5

Occupation . Patient Care Technician Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s1.: 296

:* --, i
411

Is,there Cross lefe enCe?..,,Yes(X) ...No( ) if yes, see foornote(s).

...o

Content: A,graduat of the program at this educational level must he abi ro

'sr

demonstratemastery'of the following subject area

131-ugsllActing on the 'Cardiovascular System and Smoot Muscle

(includes cardiac glcosides, quinidin-e and anti-arrhythmia
*agents", coronary vasodilaVors, diuretics, agents inhi.40_ting
the renal tubules, fluids (such as blood, substitutes, elec

.
trolvtes), agents in atherosclerosis, hypotensive,agents,
smooth,musc_fe relaxants, smooth muscle stimulants)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanoring adequate to the proper-
penformance cy? the followir.',

1. In the cz-burse of adminisier4wg first aid, being able to ud Ne-when'to

administer an intra- card-lac stimulant and the proper dos ge (Task 296).

4

To accomplish these activities the student.must haye a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the apprQpriate technica4 or special

terms, fact ,7uquipmene, and/or roceduces which are part of this discipline

and' re nquired for sucsful -omp etionof ac'tivitie's listed above.

-

6

A

At
11

A

Cross Re!fererve Footnotes: See, The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Iiyher sLale. value appears sin: 309 310:. / 4,4 4
. Are

1111
,

1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
),Type of ObjKtive '- Knowledge'

'Skill or IN614edge Category' 12342100'. ,

Occupation Patient Care, Techqiician - .

Refers fo Task7iode No(s).-: 08-298 1

. Vt

Is

Factor IV

Page l'Of 1

No.

Sc e' Value 2.5

Level 2

-

)Is thete Cross Refered ..-Qe2 .--Y.es(K)%..No( ) If yes ,See*focitnate(s).
4 .

Content: A graduate o? the prOgram at this educational level must be able to
v e 1-

-demonstrate mastery of'the following subject area

er Drugs Actin_gwon the CardiovascularSystem and Smooth Muscle-
(includes cardiac gly&sides,Ikbinidine and anti-afrhythmia
agents, cor73nary Vasodilators, diuretics, agents, inhibiting .the

.

renal tubules, fluids (sugh as blood, substitutes, electrolytes)
agents in atherosclerosis, hypotensive agents; Smooth muscle .'

,

relaxants, smooth muscle stimulants')' .
,

q

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequ _ate to the proper
performance Of thefolloT,:ing

In-administaring a drug acting on the cerdioVasular systeni ar smooth
muscles orally,t.being able'ta explain the name and purpose of medication,
possible.sidt effects; being able to explain to adult how to help admin-

.,ister,to pediatric patient (Tasks 1'98; 298). .

accomplishTo accomplish these'qctIivities the student must have a detailed knowledge o4
tlia suble7e Gategory, covering'the appropriate technical or spevjial terms,
facts, equipment,'andlor procedures which ardvart of this discipline and
-,re

. -1
re-vuir,vZ for suv...essfil compjet the activities listed above.

V

I

1/4

vi.

,

Cross Reference FoQtnotes,: Sec ihe FollnwingjSurriallum Objetives:,
Lower scale value appPars in: 08. -

Higher scale value'aN)
e
ears in: 310.

, , i ,.

'

r
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET ti

Type Of Objective
I Skill or Knowledge Category '123 21Q0

'Occupation Pltient Care -Te

Refers to l'sk Coder NOs).: 133 2-99

,

e 1 of _I

for IV No. 310

Scale Value 3.5
Level 2

Is there Cross'Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content.; A graduate of the prouath at this educational level must, be able to
demonstrate mastery of the.folipwing subject area + 7

Drugs Acting on the Cardiov4sculSystemand.SmObtb Musc1
.

. (includes.cardiac l_ycoSiideS, quinidine and amti-arrhythmia
agents; coronary vasodilato?g,.diuretics, a:ents inbibiein
the renal tubules, luids'Asurch as b19 .,.substitutes, elec-
trolvtes), agents in atiteroscierosis, hvp6tenpive agents,
smiwth +muscle relaxant, smooth'-muscle_stimulants) ,

4 ._, 2

.11

at a le lvel of awareness 717a depth 2f understanding adequate
.
to the proper

- IIP

performance of the following-activities:

4.1. In administ-eril'w a (Frag actin2 on theVc:ardiavascular syglem or smooth

mpscles subcucaneously orpintramusi cularly, being able to exPlaV the ;

. .,

name.and,purposejof the medcation, possible.sideeffects,-contraindi-t _-

cations; )eine able to consider whether ()Tage. is appropriate (Task'

29). .' 0 ,

. .

'4'

(
' -

,

.
.

1-0,1,0r-Iplisht-lese...--tivitiestilestPderli m tf have a detailed knowledgedlis

of the subject calegor, covering the a[iptupriot; tet_hnical or special'

terns, facts, eallinmeArandror nrocedures which are part ovf this 'discipline

and are'rea,quired f,2r- successful completion Alf the activities listed above._

9

Icy

AO'

.
.

- v-<

r*r,_-., ;',:,-,--1, .-' 7.',';,.Ct's-;«,,t; The- Following Curriclu... ,niei,es. ,..... ro_ .... -

.. _ .

1 Lower sc-alp vatve lo'pear- :n: 308 i-09. .
. .

.SaMe scale valuc_, ippears :il levl'Yof patient ,_are,
.

1
, .44. .iN

*
,

V

4 4
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-CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

%

r
111

Yap of 1
:Type of Objective Knowledge

5S1411 or Knowledge Category 12342200 Scale Value 2
4Occupation Patient Care Tecnician Level--

Refers to Task Code No(s):'198 298

Factor 'IV
t

311No. ......--

h
,

,

.7

,-.

..-

. .\,. .
Isere Cross Referenc.e? ....YesCK) -.,-...No('J If yeS,,set footnote(s).

Content: A,graduate of the program at this educational 1vel.musebelab1 e to
demonstrate mastery of the fallowing subject -area

Drugs Acting on the Blood (includes agents in- 'anemia, anti-
coagulants and coagulants)

1.1;-4 e

Pat a level of awarehess and depth of understanding adequate to -the proper.
performance of the following attivities: -

\

1. In administering afdrug actihg,on the blood.--ofally, 1?ei4able to explain.
the name and purpose of medicat , possible side. effects; being able
to expraiit to 'ad'Ult how to help dminister to pediatric patient (Tasks
198, 298).

:
'II

To accomplish these activities the student must have.a detailed knowledge
of tna.suLject category, covering_ the appropriate technical or specj.al_terms,.
facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are, part of, this discipline and ,'.,
are required 'for successful completioncof the activities disted ab'cive.

.
.

S

-

A / 0

,10

%
,.

. -
Crgss Reference Footnotes: See The/Following CurriCulumlObjictives:

Higher stale valuipappears in: 312. 1
-.4

, .

, t
. ,, , .

.--

11.

c;



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge.Category 12342200

OcCupation Patient Care Technician.
Refers to Task Code No(s) .: 133 29.9'10

nke 1 of 1
Factovr IV No. , 312

, Scald Value 3.5
Leve'1 2

s there Cross Reference? ....Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see tootnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be ablt to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Drugs Acting on the Blo P.(includes agents in anemia, anti-

coagulants and coagul nts) ,

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate.to the proper,
peTformanee of the following activities: -0

1. In administering a drug acting on the blood subcutaneously or intr
being able to explaiN the 4ime and purpose of the medi -\

cation, possible side effects, contraindications; being able to con-
. sider whether dosage is appropriate (Tasks 133,299).'

To accompliSh these activities the student rtist have a detailed.kripwledg%
of ty4e subjet_categorycovering tite appropria.tetechnicalor
terms,-,facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required fo-r successful completion of the activities listed above.

S

.

e6ss Refererroe Footnotes: See The roll'owringigurrievadM Objectives:C

Lower scale value appears- in:t 31c.
Same scale value appear; in 1 1 of pEltient care

t

I

A

.'-



'CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill' or Knowledge.CategoTy 12342300
Occupation Patieitt Care'Techlliciam,
Refers to Task 'Code No(s) .: 118 298-

Factor

;Page I Of

IV No.

4 Scale Value 2.-5
Level 2 .

Is there Cross ,Reference? ...Yes(K) _NO( ) If yes, See footnote.(s).

Content: A-graduate of the program at this educational level-must be able td
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

.

Hormorfes and Drugs Acting on Endocrine Glands and AccessOry
Reproductive Organs (includes adrenal Cortical hormones,and
corticotropin, thyroid and thyrotzopic hormones, sex hormones
and -goh4clotropins, anterior pituitary, agents in diabetes
mellitus, parathyroid hormone and calcium metabol'is'm,)

,

at--k level of awareness and depth of understanding adequ'a!e to the proper

periormince of the fo-llow'ingacti:_vities:

1. Ih Zi,clinisteriffga hormone or a drug acting on the endocrine glands

or a,_cessory reprodu,-,ie otgans orally, being able to explain the
name and purpose of. niedicatifron, possible side effects; being able to

_explain to adu]k, how to held administer to pediatric patient (Tasks

198, 29-8).
I

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate.technical or special
.terms, facts, equipment, an; or procedures which are part of this discipline

and are required for succesrulscompletion of OA activities listed above.

J

Cross RefellinQe Footndtes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

,Higher scale value appearis ih: 31.=..

.

X
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET.
MR-

Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective Knowledge Factor IV No. 314
Skill or Knowledge Category 1- 2342300 : Sliale Vallee 3.5

OcLupation Patient Came Technician Level 2

Refers to Task Code'No(s).*: 133 299

Is there Cross Refereive?:...-YesCK) '...No( ) If yes, see footnote(sY

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of,the following subject area

Hormones and Drugs Aceing, oh Endocrine Glands and Accessory
Reproductive Organs (includes adrenal corticaihormones and
corticotropin,,ithyroid and thyrotropic hormones, sex hormones
and gonadutropins, anterior pituitary, agents, in diabetes
mellttusl. parathyroid hormone and calcium metabolism)

tre
t

',It a le.'el of ,twdr,enessand depth of understanding adequate to the proper
ptrfornance of the f,liowing activities:

In adruhisterin4 a hormone,or d drug acting on the endocrine glands or
aLLessory rt;)roncti., organs subcutaneoqtly or intramuscularly, .being
able io explain the name and purpose of the medication, possible side
effects, contrand.icatdons; being able to consider whether dosage,is
appropriate (Tasks 133, 299).

co kiccomplish th se activities the student must have a detail yd knowle
of the -,ubject category, covering the appropriate technical 6r special-4.q
terms, fats, e.quipment,and/or procedures which are part ofthis-aiscipli e
and art: required fqr successful completion of the activities listed above.

S

2

0
. .

Q-ossReferencw Footnotk,c: (:,-- ,411- rolloc.,im, urri.hlto Ohjeftives:
-

Lower scale Valt-)appear,-; 11-i. 313.
.

j ,( . ,

-t-- 4

,

Same scale wiLut D9ear4 in leve] ,,f patient care

a 1:6
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,_giRRIcuLum OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1

Type-of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 12342600
Occupation Patient dare Technician
Refers-to Task Code Np(s).: 198 298

Factor IV 'No. 315

Scale Value 2.5
Level- 2

Is:there,Cross ReferenCe? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes', see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must he able

demenstrate mastery of the follea)ing subject area

Drugs for Allergy, Cough, Vomiting and the Defmatomucosal
Surfaces (includes anti-imAine drugs, antitussives, anti-
emetics, dermatomucosal agents)

0
at a level of 'awareness and depth of understanding adequate to 'the pro-per
performance of the following activities:

1. 1 adMinigtering ,4" drug to treat allergy, cough, vomiting. or a
dermatomucosal agent orally, being 'able to explaiq'the name and purpose ,
ot. Te'dication, possible side effects; being, able to explain to adult

hoW to Itelp.administer to pediatric patient (Tasks 198, 298).

v##

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowlige of
the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special terms,
.facts, equipment, and/dr procedures'which are part of this discipline and
are required for successful comfletion of the activities listed'above:

t
. ',

Cross Reference Footno1-es: Sei=-- The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Higher scale :value appears in: 316.

4
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' CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET_ Page 1 of 1

Type of Objective Kpowl,dge Factor IV No.
Skill or Knowledge Category 12342600 §c4le Value .3.5

Occupation 'Patient Care Technician 4 Level

Refers to Task Code No(s).: /31 209-

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yesi() ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

, .

Content: A graduate, of the program at this educational Level must be able to

demonstrate mastery-of the, follow.ing subject area

A
I /N. _i

Drugs for AllergyirCough, Vomiting and
.

the Dermatomucosal
Surfaces '(includes anti-immune drqgs, aritussives, anti-,
emetics, dermazomucosal agents) .

at a level of awarenesf and depth of/undersitnding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities: .

. 1. In administering a drug to t'reatuallergy, cough; Vdmiting, or a dermatojr
,

.mi.ipsal agent subcutaneously or lntramuscOarly, being able to explain
'the'n'ame and purpoe,of the medication, poss'ib.le Side effects, 'contra-
indications; being able to consider-whether-dosage is appropriate (Tasks

. ,

133, 9). 4_

14% It

To accomplish these activities.lho student mit haye a de'tailed knowledge

of the s4451:Lect category, covering he app,roprilte,technical or special ,

terms, facts, equipment, and/orprocedures whic are part of this discipline

and ar required for successful completion f the activities listed above.
, k '

. ..

4

14.

"i
OA`

J

r

'Cross Reference hootnotes: See The Follcovng Curiculum,Objectives:

:.Lower scale value appears in: 315.

Same scale value appears in level 4 of palkirf care.

. 4
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CURRICpLUM OBJECTIVE SHEET . Pagel of 1.

.Type otebblective Knowledge Factor IV No. ....ILL._
Skill or Knowledge Category 12342700. Scale Value 2.5
pccupation' Patient Care Technician Level 2-

. .

Refers to Task Code No(s.: j98 298 ..

Is there Cross Reference?...Yes00 ...No) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the progcam at this .educational leve4 must be able to:

demonstrate mastery of the4tollowing subject area

Drugs ACtfng on the Gastrointestinal Tract (includes'drUgs
effective in ulcer therapy, .cathartics nd laxatives, 'di-

gestAnts and drugs useful' in.gallbladdef disease)
N.%

414
at a level of 'awareness and depth of Iiihderstanding adequate to the proper

k

performance of the following activities:

1. In administering a drug to act on the gastrointestinal tract orally,
being able to explain the name and purpose of medication,'possibieliside
effects; being able to explain to adult how to Itlp administer' to pedil
attic' patient (Tasks Aa, 298). ' ,

S

To accomplish these activities the student:must have a detailed knowledge
of the .subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment., and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are re uired for successful completion of the activities listed above.

vo.

. ,

4

f

4 .

Cross Reference Foaelotes: See The following-Curriculum Objectives:

Higher scale value appears in; 4318. , ./

'1

.4/

4.

4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
,Type of Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 12342/00
/OccUpatioR Patient Care TechnicOn
Refers tb 'ya.s.44,Code No(s).: 183 299

Pagek'd of J.

Factdi ,IV No.'', 7 318

Scale Value 3.5
Level 2

Is there ross Reference? ...Yes(X) If yes, see footnote(s).
.

Content:' A 'graduate of the rograM,at this educational level must. be abll to
demonstrate mastery Of ¢he following subject, area

'a

Drugs Acting on the GastrQintestinal Tract (includes drugs*
effective in ulcer therapy, cathartics and laxatives, di-

.
,

, gellis and drugs useful ingallbladdOli- disease)
. . --,-)=-'c

.

`at a,leVel of awareness and depth lof undefistanding adequate'to the proper
performance 6f-the followi9g activities: .

*IC 4
lk In adminis tering a drug to-act on the gastrointestinal tract Subcutane"-

()ugly or intramuscularly, being able to .explain the name and purpose
of, the medication, possible side effects, con4raindicatioris; 'being ab e.
to consider whether dosage is appropriate (Tasks 133, 299).

''%,
a

a . , ., .

To accomplish these activitielithe st4dipt must have a detailed kno edge of

the su,ject catego'ry, covering the appropriate technical or special te ,

/facts equipment, and/Or p'roced'ures which. are part of this.draciplin and,f

. i'are.required fo-r- successful completion ,of the activitiet ligted above.
4/

,

/.

a ,..

syr

S
4

-

Cross Reference Footnotes:' See The Following Curriculum Ob.jeetive4,:.

rower scale value appears(in: 317.
Sate scale UaIue appeiirs in level 4 of patient care..

I
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIYgSHEET
e

Page 1 of.1
.Type .of Ob$ective ,Knowle4ge .' Factor' IV NO. 320 ".
Skill or KnoWledge Category 12342810 ' Scale Value 3.5
pccueation Patient Care Technician . Level 2

Refers to Task ode 1T(s).: 133 299

-
Is there'Crpss Reterence?",...Yes0() ....No( )' off yes, see footnote(s).'

Content: A graduate of the program at. this educational level must be able, to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

, , L,

DrugsActing om the Autonomic Nervous System (includes sym-
4,

3 p
at..a. level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities: ,

stimu nts, parasympathetic depressants, gariionic agents)
pa hetic stimulants, sympathetic depressants, parasympathetic

, .

/

.

1 In administering a drug to act on the autonomic nerveNs system subcutane-
ously or lntramusculeTly, being able to'explain.the name and purpose of
the'medication, possible side effects, contraindications; being Ole to .

consider whether dosage is appropriAg (Tasks 1331'299). ,

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate trchnicaI or special
terms, pacts, equipment, and/or procedures which ar. part of this, discipline
and are required#for successful .komeletion of, the activities listed above.,

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The 'Followirig Curcrdculom,Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 319. ,

Same scale value appears in level 4 of p ientotare.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIYg-SHEET Page 1 of,1..
Type bf Objective .Knowlecige. ' F4ctor. IV No.
Skill or Knowledge Category 12342810 Scale Value 3.5
pccueation Patient Ca're Technician Level 2

Refers to Task J ode gNs) .: 133 299

Is there'Crpss Reterente?.....Yes0() ...No( )' Istf yes, see footnote(s).'

Content: A graduate of thg .program at. this educational level must be able, to
deMonstrate mastery of the following subject area

I.

Drugs .Acting on- the Autonomic Nervous System (includes sym-
le

pa hetic stimulants, sympathetic depressants, parasym athetic
stimu nts, parasympathetic depressants, gariplonic a ents) '

ata level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

1. In administering a drug to act on the autonomic nervy is system subcutane-
ously or' ntramusculaTly, being able to' explain.the name and purpose of
the medication, possible side effects, contraindicatiOns;, being able to
consider whether dosage is appropriate (Tasks 133, 299). ,

.

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed. knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate tychnical or special
terms, pacts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this, discipline
and are requiredifor successful .,omletion of. the activities listed above.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Tollowirig CuTrdculum,Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in 319. , r.

Same scale value appears in level 4 of p ientotare.

5 7S
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,416JRRICAUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective Knowledge ' _ Factor . IV No.,, 321
Skill or 'Knowledge Category l2342820 , ,Scale Value 2.5
Occupation Patilent. Care Tevhnician Level% 2
Refers to Task CodeNo(s).: 198 298

s they Cross Reference? ..-.Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see'footnore'(s).
1

'Content A graduate of .the program at this' educational level must be able to .

de onstrate mastery of'the fdllowinglsubject area ' f
A.

_ ,,

. Drugs Acting on the Neuromuscular System (inclU4s myoneural
agents, muscle relaxants)

at a'level of awareness and,tepth of understanding adequate .to the p
performance -of the following activities:

1. In alMinistering a drug to act on the neuromuscular syste orally, being
able to explain the name and purpose of medication, pos .le side effects;

being able to explain' to adult how to help:administer, to pediatric,patient
(Tasks 198, 298).

To'accompliSh these activities the student must e a detailed knowledge
of the subject categbry, covering-the approPri e technical or special terms,
facts, equipment, and/or procedures which'a part of this discipline'and'
are required for successful completion o the activities listed above.

,

\ 4

Cross Reference Fabtnotes: See The Fallowing Curriculum Objectives:
Higher scale Value appears in: )22.

z

o'

A s

4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET \-

`Type of Objective Knowledg' Factor IV No. 322

Skill or Knowledge Category 12342820 Scale Value 3.5'
Occupation Patient Care Tech ician Level 2

Refers to Task,Code No(s).: 133 299

-Page 1, of 1

_Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes \(X) ...No( ) If yea see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the progfam at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the, following subject/area

Drugs Acting on the Neuromuscular System (includes myoneural
agents,' muscle relaxants)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

In administering a drug to -act on' the neuromuscular4system subcutaneous*
or intramuscularly, being able to explain the name and purpose of the
medication, possible side'effects, contrgindications; being able to -con
sider whether dosage is-appropriate (Task6.1r-7-299).

--

To accomplish these aglImittes the student must have a detailed knowledge_
of-the.str-rnegory, covering the appropriate technical or special..
tk.rals-, 'facts, equipMent, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and -,ire xequired for successful completion of the activities listed abate.

4

_

. . / "
. .

Cross Reference Footnotes: -Sep The Following Curriculum 'Objectives:
II'

Lowerscare value appears in: 32,1.
%.,, .

Same scale value appears 'in level 4 of patient, care.
A

1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective Knowledge ,

Skill or. Knowledge Category' 12342830
Occupation
Refers to
'374 175

Radiologic Technologist
Task CodeNo(s).:

376 377 34 379: 380
353 355 356 357

-386 38,8 389 390
001501 502 403 504 505 506 507 508 509 510
Is there Cross.Reference'?.,c..YescK) ...No( )

Factor III No. 323

Scale Value 1.5
Level 3

358 359 360 361 362363 364 365'366
465 467 491' 492 493 494 495.496 499
511 512 513 514 (*continued below)
If yes, see footrIbte(s). '

'Content: A' graduate of the piogram at Nis educational level must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following, subject area

.

Drugs Acting on the Central Nervous System (includes narcotic
analgesics, non-narcotiC-analgesic4,gedatives and hypnd(ics,
dLticonvulsants, tranquilizers', drug addiction, alcohol, psy-
chomimetic agents; drugs affecting tHt,mind)

k

1 4
at a level of awareness and depth of understandingadequlte,to the'proper
performance of the following activities: -,

_ -...A.

F -
, .. .

1. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x -ray, department technologists,
being able to comprehend, raisessues, or prticipate in any discussion
dealing with sedatives or other drugs. acting on the central nervoussys-
tem as it affects patient care,in radiographic examinations-(Task 353).

,o.
-

.

2. In preparing for a radiographic examination, being able, to recognize
-14k.

when a patient's 'record calls for prior sedation or any other drug acting
.. on the central nervous system,and checkingox allowing foF a proper .

elapse of time foot the medication _to take effect; being ableto take .

account of effects of sedation on the patient's behavior and 'state of
- awareness (all tasks listed except Task 358).

.
_

To accomplish these. activities the student must,have a, detaile0 knowledge
of-the subject categoiy, 'covering the apprOpriate-tehnical or special
terms, facts; equipment) and/or procedures which are part..of thiq discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

f

`Crost Reference, Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:
Higherscale value \appears in:- 324 325.

* 515'516 -517 518519 526.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET '

Type OfObSgctive ktowledge_
Skilror Knowledga,Category 12342830
Occupation Patient. Care Techniciad
Refers to Tas Code No(s).: 198 298

4 0

r

Page '1 of 1

Factor ,IV
. Scale Value 2.5

-t

Level 2

Is there Cro'ss Reqrence? ...Yesd) _...NoC ) If .yes, see footnote(s).
it.

Content: A graduate of the program tat this educ-altonal level must be able to

damoristrate,mastery- of the following subject area

v
Drup'Aceing an

2
the Central-Nervous System (includes nar tic

analgesics,-nennarcotic.analgesicg, sedatives and hypno s,

anticonvulsants, tranquili'zers, drug addietionlcohol, ps
chomimetid agents, drugs affecting the'mind)

at a.level,of awareness and depth of understanding adequateto t e proper
pe'ilormance of the following activities:

.1. In administering a sedative or othtr medication t.act on the 'cen ral
nervous.system orally,-being.abla to explain the name and purpose. f

medication, possible side effects; being able to explain to adult h
to,help administerto pediatric patient (Tasks 198, 29$).

'To accomplish these- activities the student must have d detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special terms
facts,,equipmentl and/or procedures- which are part of this disciplin and

are requ,ired4Mr successful completion of the activitkes%listed ahoy?".

r

Cross Reference Footnotes: ,See The Following Curriculum ective'g:-
.

Lower stale value appears in: '323.
,

"',.

Higher scale value appears in: 325. '.

r . .
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE,SHEET .

,,

1. . ,Pase-1 of 1

Type4f Objective 'Knowfedge : FactOr IV.' ,- No. ;_. 325

kill or KnoylAge Categbry . 12342830 Sc-ale Value 3:5

ationNJPatient Cgre`trechnician ' Level 2

fers'to Task Code No(s).: 133 299

Is here Cross R'eferencer.. .Yes0CY ) If yes, see fdeincte(s)..
'` 44

' .1
Cont t: .A Oaduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

monstrate masterfof.the following subject areaa, ,

- '4

Drugs Acting on the Cgnttr.ral Nervous System
\,.analgesics,. non-narcotic analgesics, sedati

antrconvulsants, tranquilizers, dryg addict
"Oomimdlic agents, drugs affecilng,the mind

, .

gat a Level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

. . .
I

1.
. ,

'adm
.,

i
e

In nistering a drug, to act on tha.:.central nervous system

.
subcutane,...eus-.

jly or intramuscularly, being able ta explain the name and purpose.of the
medication, possiblAside'effeCts, contlaIndications; ping able to con-
sider whether dosage is appropriate (Tasks 133, 299.

'0 . .
. . .

. .

To accomplish these activities the student must haye a detailed knowledge of

the subject'category covering the appropriate technical.or special ter:its, ',,_

facts,.equipment, and/or procedures which are part kf this discipline and
are -requil"ed for successful completion of the ac ivi'ties listed abOve.

i,

.

(incltdes narcotic
ves,and hypnotics, '.

ion, psy- '

a

1

.1

Cross Reference.Footnotes:- See The Following Curricklum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in:. 323 324.
Same ecaje value appevs do level 4 of patient care.

ti

M
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Ba 1 f

Type of Object tre Knowledge ctor. /V No. 326
Skill or Knowledge Category 112342900 \ Scale Value 2.5
Occupation Patteut.Care Technician -

$
. , --Level 2

Refers to Task Cosie NO(s).: 198 298 'Iv -

'
1

,
-,

. 60

se

Is.there Cross Reference? ...Ye4(X) ) I,f yes2 see footnote(s):

Content: A-graduate of theRr9gram at, this e6ucational level,must be able to
. demonstrate mastery of the.f9llowing subject area

4.- Drugs Acting on the Immunologic System

at a level of awareness.and depth of understanding; adequate to"the proper
performance of the following activities:

I. In administering a drug.to act on the immunologic system orally; being
able'to explaiq the name0and purpose of medication,_possible side effects;
being able todxplain to 'adult how to hel0 administer to pediatric patient
Tasks 198, 298).

.....
-- $

To.accomplish'these activities the student must 1 -ave.a detailed knowledge`
of the subject category, covering the approi.tiate technibal or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/* procedures which are part of thistdiscipline
and oreirequired,for successful, completion of the activities listed abmie.--

4

#

C

Cross Reference Fooehotes: See The F011owing.Ourriculum Objectives:.
Higher_sc'ale value appears in 327.

:58.4
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CURRICULUMA4TIVE SHEET , " 4 Page -J." of Li

. Type of Object've Knowledge ' . . kytor IV ''Ho'.' V7. .. ,'
'skill or Knowledge Categbry 1234'2900 , Scale Value.3.5
'Occupation .Patieht Care' e'chnician . I" Level .2 '' ,

-.. .

Reters tq Task Code NO(s .133 299' I. .
...

.

. 2

Is ,there CI-ass Reference? ...Yes(X), ..:No(.) if yes, see:loOtnote(s). '

Conent': A. graduate oi the program at this educational level'must,b,e axle to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area

Drags Acting on the Immunologic Sys.tem
. -

, . I .
at a level of awpreness and depth of undetstanding adequate to the.proper . .'

performance of the following activities:

-.1. ,In admin'istering'Arug to act on the immunologLc system subcutanpousl,'
or intramuscularly, being ableto explain the name and purpoge of, the
melication, possible side effects, contraindication; beirg4Ab1e to con-

.sider whether dosage is. appropriate (Tasks 133,/ 299).

TO aCcomplish the activities the student pusuhave a detailed knowledge'
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special

, terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of. this discipline .

and are feqqlred for successful completion of the'activities listed'aboye.,

..

_

CrOss Reforente Footnotes: See,The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: 326.

Same sMele value appears in level 4 of patient care.

.

1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVESHEET , . Wage 1 of 2

#- t it
, FaCtor ' No. i 328Type of'Objective Knowledge . ,

Skill or Knowledge Category -or15212100 % Scale Value 1.5
. dOccupation, Ouallty Assurance Technician k' Level 2,,

Refers to Task Code No(s)'.; 532 55 536 503 456 ,
P,

.

4
Is there Cross Refeience?-'.jes(x) ...No( ) If, yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to

ilemonsttate mastery of. the following subject 'area It
i r

.

:,/
,

. (

Electric Circuit,. Theory (includes Ohm's law,aKirchhoff's laws, '
.

impedance, inductance, resistanceL amperage, voltage, zotenti-,
:,,

ometiy, bridges, alternating jt4 direct current; wave -guides,

transmission) .

.

,

-.

. - '4

at a level of awareness and depth oCunderstanding adequate to the propel'
performance'of the following activities: : - '

.I. / , , ..._.

1., '..In peilorming direct, c,IlibrOtion tests of diagnostic radiography eStposure

.timers, being able to ,Apply information about electric-circuit's to select
the.apprapriate.test,based on the type 'of-rectification and phase system
involved, and take proper precautions with tegard to sh ock hazards (Task

532). , I
, it

- .

2. In performing testa of kVp, mA, mAs calibration using direct measuring ._

. instrumentsl being 'able :to apply informdtion about electric circuits to
use proper safety precautions with regard to shock hazard, aid set up kVp

.

measuring-systap by 'reiroving,high voltage gables from/x-ray tube and in-
serting into voltmeter, connecting to measure the voltaj6 between the
*-iay tube electrode and ground, or total voltage across tube;

.
. .

)11

helix able tp set up forAVp wavefdtm test so that voltagE dividers pro-
, ,

vidd inputs to o§cilloscope;'

.

.

.

abeing ableto take proper precautions against shock'hazard and insert a
mA meter across filament circuit to directly measure filament current;
being able to attach andmAspeter or a digital voltmeter to rdad'mAs Soy
placing in the neutral.or gt'oundlead froM thex-raytran-qfOrmer.,in,the

. secondary circuit near ground potential, or 'in series with the anode .

conductor tothe-x-ray tdbe;'or d'oanect a high - potential insulated milli-

ampere meter directly to the high imsiotage circuit; ..-

. ' A
being able to connect an ionization chortler to electrometer to 'measure

exposure aid place in a standard position (Task 535).
*-1k'

4

\
.

.

la In inspecting a diagnostic radiography system, applying information.about
electric circuits to examine condion of..highwoltlge"cables such as
tight refaiaing -rings at termination points,'infact insulation and shield-
ing, and safe draping of cablh; being able'to inspsCt grounding-, condi--
tion of power cords and exposed wires fof signs pf fraying, 'breaks, or

, beidg'abie torecogrilzeielectrical hazards-Moak 536).

,

.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) . -

.

Page -2 of 2
... &actor: VT N,1 . _ 328Type of Objective Knowledge

\ SkIll.or Knowledge Cagegory 15212100° Electric Crirc.uit-Theory . Sc le Value 1-.5 '

I . -. 4

r4

:ontent Continued

kl

4. In monitoring and evalu ting film process-ors, applying.inforp4tionabout
,

electric circuits to determine whether..test results indicate', malfundtilon'
of electrical componentsin the proaessor (Task 543). '-

4

3. Inhcalibrati-ng eletrical measuring instruments,4pplxing information about
e.lectric circuits to-Allow manufacturers''specifications and carry out .

_tests properly (Task :566).
, ,

To accomplish these activities the 'student must have, a detailed knowledge
of the sutrieGt catesory, caveringthe.appropriatetechnfcal or special,

-ttrms. , facts, dpuiPlent, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and areirequireid fec successful completion of the activities listed above.

r

Cross Reference Footnote:
Higher sigalevalue appears in level 57'

.01

-

1

4
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE'SKRET

\

.

s.

.,

Page 1 of 1
Type of Objective Knowledge , Factqr

or Knowledge 'cat'egory' "'
Odcupation 'Patient Cate.4ohniciati." ;
Refers to Task',Code igo(t)t,i-'40 ,4!

NP.
Scale Value 1..5 "

LeVel 2

-

Is -there Cross Reference ?' ...Yes (X)' ":[.IsT8( rf yes,- see, foeirno
,a

Content; 4A graduate of the program at this educational, level must be- .able to
. , demonstrate mastery of Chi subject a,t rea ,

..,
/ '

..,., ,
. Interaction With Radiation (iircludeg*.inyerSion spectra-

absorption of microw ve radiation) ' ,
.- .. . . --,

° fa't va, level of awareneas a' d depth of ,underafand-iqg adequate to the- proper
performance- of :tlie fodltwindg activities:

,
. g

. . . . ,
.1,- ,

1. In. pafticipating in monitoring of personal expo'sure to racfiatio. n, under-
.

standing details 'About the proPertie-S and behavior of electromagnetic '

" at

1 ,

,ionizing ,radiation such as x-rays, i'ammit rays in intera4ion , with ILving,
tissue (transfer of energy, f oft- t radiation to, molecules §,f the 'Fells) ,

.

and -witn ocher foals of mat to e Able Niro 'take acc,ounA, of scattering, -the .qualities o adioluOent and radiopaque materials, /absorRti.pri and
densitx,,qualities Of matrer to understand the retso,n for monitoring, how
to dealwitp the detec'tion device,' and to be able to- deteromine whtin at-
etc:rental excessive personal exposure may have occurred (Task. MO). t'

, To accomplish these activities 'the student, must hav,e7A detaped knowledge f
of the' subject category, covering the-pproptiale techfical or special terms,
facts,, equipment; and /or procedures wIlich.: are part of this discipline and
are ,tequired, for 'stiCcessful completion of the activities listed above. /

I 1

Cross Reference Footnote-s: See The Following_ 'Curri6a.luM,Objec ives:
YaTme scale value appears' in: 330 331.

lor

/5 l
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CURR CUUM OBJECTIVE-SHEET
. '

a e 1 of 2
Type of Objective KnowIeOge . , Factor VI No.

Skt1,1 or Knowlag1'Category" 15222500 . ,S.cale Value l'.5

bcdupatiori Quality Assurance Technician ' - . Lhvel 2'

'N
Refers to 'ask Code- No(s) .: -1T3 175 178.187 '280 521530 531.5,32 533 534,535 537
538'539 540 543 44 545 548 5M 550 556 .

.

Is thfire Cr,up Reference?' ...Yes(K)'.) *.No( ) If yes, 'fee fOotilote(s).

,

cfontent: A gradtate'of the'progxam at this educational 1pvel must be able to

demonstrate mastery of the fallowing subejct area

.

Interacti.dn With Radiation (includ inversion

absorption of microwave radiation)
s,

at, 'A-level.of Awareness and depth of understanding adequAte-to the proper.

pIforirrance Of, the following,activities: -

.

,

,l. Taking account bf details of x-radiation propertie such -as scattering,'.

the qualitieh of:radiol6cent and radiopaqu7Aeterials, abtorption'add

density propeties of matter to carry out tests of x-ray equipment in-,
volving exposure of test films, masking of areas of test films, and at-

.
tentiom to personal safety (Tasks 173, 175,.., 178, 181, 5294'330, 511333,
.534, 535,-4537, 538, 53'9,5.4'0, 5144, 545).

.

2. In pgrticipaelng in monitoring of personal expOsure to radiatlx;n,,, under=A
standing 'details'about the properties-and behavior pf electromagnetic
ionizing radiation such a$ x-rays, gamma raysin.interaCtion with living

tis&te (transfer of energy from the radiation to molecuIe-of the" cells)

and'WlfWolher forms of matter to-be abl, to take 'account of'scattering,
the :qualities 'of radiolncent and radiopaque Ilateri4s, absorption and

density" qualities of,matter\tosiffiderstand the reason fqr monitoring, how

to deal with the detection device, And tobe_able to determine'when ex-
cessive personal exposure may have occpired (Task 280).',

L'
3. Applying details about the properties and behavior, of electfordagnetic

ionizing radiation suchas x -rays in interaction with livig tissue

(transfer of energy from the radiation to meleculespf the cells) and

witivthet forms of matter (such as attenuating mAterial.to'reduce the

-
expOure rate of a j)eam,ofradiation) to be able'to use test e ipment

. such ask,radiatiOn'devces appropriat'ely;_to understand and ex ain the

effects of deviations from acceptable safety standards -for f-ray,
equipment qn- -patient exposure and the, quality.ofAhe radiographic image

(Tasks 529., 530,.531°, 532; 537, 538, 539, 540, 545, 548,

549,.550).4
,

, ,- 4
. .

.

11.

4, Applying details about the properties and behavior of gamma rays in inter-

action w,ith-living tissue and other, matter to safely handle a gamma ray,

sdurce inproducing astandard te. film expdsure or calibrating test

instruments asks 543, 556).
t,--
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CUiRICULUM.tBJECT/Vi SHEET (continued)
Type of-Objecttve KDowledRe .

Factor
-...

'Skill or knowledge Cagegory 15222500 .

s.

Page,. 2 of 2

No. 330

Scale Value 1.5

Content Continued
I "

/ I
.

D. '0,Applying details absopt x-ratiatiori properties,such as scattering, stray

.., radiatkont absorption anddensity.0 carry,odt radiation protection purvey
.correcely? 'determine the safest posfttont for 'personne who must remain in
room diring exposure, and consider meant ofireducing persortnel or patient`
exObsure.4Task 650) . ( A

t;
. ,

To adcgmplish these'activitiet the itudent-must have, a detailed knowledge of

,
. this subject dategory,:cOvering the appropriate tecohnial or special terms,
facts, equipment; and/or procedures which are part of this discipline'and
are required for successful completion of thq'activities listed above.

s.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See 'The Foll9owing Curriculum Obj4Ctives:

Same scale value apjears in: 329 331,7..

Higher scale valud'appears'in level 5.

A

tA

:

yr



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SH'E'D
Type of'ObjeCtfve Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category
Occupation
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 280 353 355 356 S57
366 36.7 368169 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377
6 387 388 389 390 463 464,465'466 40.7 468 491

Is there Cross. eference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) .If

II " I III

11

Page 1 of 2

Factorr No. 331

Scale Value 1.5
Level 3

58 359 360 361 361 363 364 365
8 379 380 381 382 383 384 385
2'493 494 ( *continued below)

7

9

V es, see footnote (s )

-Content: A graduate of theprogram.at this educa
djmonstrate magtery of.the following subject

Interaction With Radiation'(includes inv
absorption of microwave radiation)

ional level must be able to
area

rsion spectra-
.

at a evelof awareness and depth of underst nding adequate to'the proper
performancek,of the followingactivities:

1. In participating in monitoring of person
standing details about the properties a
ionizing radiation such as x-rays, gamma
tissue (transfer ofienergy fromthe radia
and with other forms-of matter io be abl

the qualities of r4diolucent and radiopaq
density qualities 'of matter to understand
to deal with the detection device, and to
cidental excessive personal exposure may

1 exposure to radiation, under-
behavior of electromagnetic
ays in ilte.raction with living
ioi, to molecules of the cells)
to take account pf scattering,

e materials, absorption and
the reasonlor monitoring; how
be able to determine when ac-
ave occurred (Task,280).:

2. In tarticipating*in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department technolo s,

being able,to comprehend, raise issues, o particApate in any discussion

de,aling with the interaction of ionizing r:diation with living tissue
. and other matter as it affects patient car and the conduct of radio-

graphic'examinations (Tasks 353).

. 3. Understanding and applying depils about thie properties and behavior of
electromagnetic ionizing x-radiation in ic raction ith living tissues'
including scattering, the attenuating prope ties of materials, and the
effects of technical exposure factors, dist nce, and field size to pro-
vide diagnostic quality radiographs most safely or give proper assistanee'
during diagnostic examinations involving x -rays; being able to understand

the reason for and provide minimum exposure compatible diagnostic

quality_ images when selecting or, converting exposure factors; being able
to understand the reason for and providecollimation to the area of in-
terest, appropriate shielding to patients and personnel (all tasks listed
except Taskg'280 anc! 353).

4. Understanding and applying details.aboup the attenuation properties of
materials in interaction with x-radiation, the qualities of radiolucent
and radiopaque materials, absorption,' and density to appropriately select
technical, factors for radiographic,examinations.according to the nature

591
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CURRICULDWOBJECTIVE SHEET (c htinued) j

Type of. Objective Knowre FacTor III N"o. / 3 1
Skill or Knowledge Cagegoryz 5222500 Interaction With Radiation Scale yalue'1.5

1 of, 2'

,' Content Gontinued;,

. e

of tissue (such a fatty or dense), whether contrast media 'is ,being used;
being, able to-jpd e when object's or substances on the patient's body must
be removed or tak n account of in, tie selection of tecbricai factors or
in positioning ( asks listed as aopfopriate, except Tasks 280 and 353)F

To accomplish these ctivilies the stufentmust have a detailed knowledge
.

of-the subject care ory, coverinde the apiprop4ate technical or 'special
'terms, faCtsrequifim nt, and/orPro,,cedurei ilbich,are..pare_of this discipline
and are. required fo successful completion of the activities listed above.

fi

41.

efi

0

1

.,

Cross Reference Footnotes: '.See The Following Curriculum bpjecties: . ,

--
Same scale-value appears in: .329 330 and level 4.-
Wigherscale value appears ih feve1,5.

500,.501 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 50.512 513 514
526.

,

.

1

* 495 49,6 497 498 499

S15 516 517 518 519

4

-

0r
. t5 4.{

4.
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET .

Type of,Objective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 24110000
Occupation ' Qualtty,Assurance -Technician

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 535.

p

4 Page 1 of 1

Factor ' VI No.
Scale Value 1.5

Level 2

s there Cross Reference? ...Yes00 ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content? A graduate of the program at this educational levet must be able to
demonstrate mastery of the following subject area ,

Electromagnetic Field Theory Applications (includes electro-
!magnetit devices and energy convergion)'

at aieve of awareness'anatdepth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

r,1
. 1

.1. Applying detaliS °fi, Atromagnetic field theory to dkrectly,measure'the

. :
output of diagnostic k-rAy units using proper instruments, taking pre-
cautions with iOgard toshock hazards; being able tocheck and elaluate, --
kVp waveform (Task:51.5).

k

To. accomplish 6ese activities the student must have a detailed"ktowledgg
of the subjectcategory, covering the appropriate technical on speciaL

dir terms, facts,:eqUiplebnt, and/ox procedurea which are-part of this discipline'
and are reqUirg0 fikOsuccessful completion of the activities listed atove!,

ral

or
t 0

4

Cross Reference Footnote:
Same scale value appears inlevel 5.

4

4

4

59 :3

OE
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CURRICULUKOBJECTIVE SHEET .. Page 1 of 1

_ Type of Objectivak Knowledge Factor VI No' ......--
,$kill orikowledge Category .24132100 , Scale Value ,1,5

Occupation. Quality Assdrance Technician
t.

Level 2

Refisks.to Task Code No(s).: 532 535 545 548 549 550 556

-Is there Goss Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).,

Content:.--A graduate of the program. at this educational le4e1 fiust be able to

demaristrate mastery of the following subject area -

. ...le

. t
, . :Electronic Deyices

. .. t

%.,

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper,
perforMance.of the following activities:

.. . .

-001*. S.
_1. ApRjying details about the and characteristics of electronic de-

vices to perform direct calibr tion tests of diagnostic radiography
exposure timers using a'hulse counter, chronveter, or oscilloscope
as appropriate to type of rectification and ,phase system iifvblved
(Task 532). _ O. . 1

.4
ws

1 .
(

, 2. Being able, to perform*direct.measurements oLoutput of diagnostic rap-.,

.ography equipment using survey meters, ktp, mA,-mAs.measuring instru
° .mentp, oscilloscope, electrometer as al)prdpriate to the equipment and_

--
test involved (Task 535). 4-

. ,

_on

3. -Be'ing able to use electronic devices as appropriate to monitor' patient
radiation exposure rates, entrance exposure rates, primary barrier
transmitted radiation rates,'leakage radiation trom the source ssembly,

stray radAtion, ,primary and secondary barrd.er transmitted n e

rates (Tasks 545,548:549, 550).

' 4.. Bering able to use appropriate Instruments to calibrat4 diagnostic X-ray
test

'1-

survey; or.electrical measuring instruments (Task '556): . 1,
t

. .
.

To'accomplish these activities the studes4 must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject c4tegory,covering thetappropriate technical or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are Part of this discipline

.
e requ for successful completion of the activitiet listed above.

Cross Reference Foot-note:
Higherscale value appears in level 5.

4

.

5 94



CURRICULIM OBJECTIVE SHEET

\ .

Page 1 of I
Type of ,Objective
Skill or Know edge Categdry '3300000
Occupation Quality Assurance Aide
Refers to Task Code No(s), : 8

Knowledge. Factor VI No. . 334Sale 7777
Level 1

s there Cros Reference? :..Yes( )0 ...No( ) Yes, see fOtnote(s).
4

Ccmtent: A Oaduate of, the .program at this educational level must
- demonstrate mastery of the f9l1owing. subjecf area

'1C mp utet TechnalOgy'.

be 'able to

at a level of awareness and depth of unZerstanding.adequate ,tQ the proper
rforrlance of the following sctivities:

.

1. Applying details about Icomiluter operation to shut down\ computerize0
transverse, axial tomography equipment 'involving computer, components;
being able to unload disc andfor tape unit, turn of f app q.ttate switches,
and' chmprehend. language related tO-,eriTuter components if tlin opera-
tor's manual (Task .8) .

To accomplish these activities ,the student must have a detailed knowleldge.
of .the subject category, covering- the appropriate tecbnical or special
terms, ..-fats, equipment, a:?-1/or procedures which are part of this d'isfipline
and are required for successful coripletion of the activities 'listed above.

/.

4

4
(

40

V

4

,

Cross- Reference Footnotes: See The Folowing 'Curri.cultim, Objectives:
Same scale value appears 46: 335 336. k'

T "
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
, -Type of Objective - Knowledge
}'Skill or'Knowiedge Category 33000000.
Oecupation Quality Assurance Technician
Refers to Task Code:No(s).: 523 525 527

I

)

'tt,

age ltof 1
Fadtor VI _No. '335

Scale Value 1,5
Level 2

Is there Crpss deference? ...Yes0() It-yes, see footnote().

Content: A graduate of the program at this educat on&l. level mus be able to

demonttrate mastery of the
f
following subject area

Computtir Technology ',.,.--1

.
.,

,a,
at a 1.evel of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
peilorrinance 'of the following activities: . .

.

if

6 .

1. Aplying details ab out computer.operation td turn on control units of -
computerized transverse 'axial tomographY equipment,sceOprehend language

t related to computer components if reading operator's -.manual (Task 523).
I . ,

it
2. ,Amilying detailt about compufer operation' to

.

checK calibration and acT.

curacy Of computetized_transverse.4xiai,tom6graphy equipment,or retrieve,
display,'And copy scans; bping able'to s,et controls, work with teletype'
or other data terminalconPolling computer, use line printer, loedy5pi
tem programs using disc Or tape; being'able to select, call,and use'ap- .
proOriate programs, enter inf.ormation yo memory, rewind tape, evaluate

if cbmpu is functioning,'respond to problem, and.comprehend terms in
operator's manual (Tasks 525, 127). --

.-

. -

To, acComplish these activities the student must havele detailed ,know ledge

of the subject category, covering the approp'fiate technical or special

1

germs, facts, equipment, andior Prucedures-which ar 'part of this discipline

and are required for successful completion of the 'a tivities listed abOve,
__ r,'

Clots Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curricul40 Objectives:

Same scale value appears in: 334 336. c

Higher scale value appears in level 5.

0

r

I. 596



.-

4URRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective'
Skill o'r-Knowledge Category!

Occupation'Rodiolo4c Technologist,
Refers to Task. Code No(s).: 526

Factor III

Oft0I0 - ,

Paz& 01 of 1

No.

Scale Value 1:5

A --404Level- 'I'

'there Cross Reference? ...Yest() ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

ontent: A graduate of the program at this educatiohal level must.be able to

demonstrAeasteryof tile following subject area

-

1
Computer Techndlogy

at e level of awareness and,,depth of.umderstanding adequate_to the proper
performance of the following activities: 0

0 .

:Applying details about computer operation. to take computerizeti trans,'

verse axial tomdgraphy scans; being able to set controls, work witii

icpe or other! ata terminal controlling, computer, use lire printer, load
stem.progta g using disc or tope; eing.abl' to ehter appropriate con-

trol code selekt, call.and use Ikpropriate programs,elter information
ihto memoryi.,initiate or_interr4ttscanning, call scan data for visual
display, obtain prime-outs, tewind: and comprehend terns in operator's
manual (Task,526). 4

V

fo aCcomplish these aCtfV14es.the gt dent must ha-ve.a detailed knowledge -

of OA. subject category, cpering the ppropriate technical or, specifl terMg,-

faCts, eqUipment, 4ndfor procedures,wh ch are part of tns discipline and
4re required for successful completion ofthe activities li4ed above'.

. -

\-7

4.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See TheFollowing Curriculum Objectives:
Same sale value appears in 3 335 and level 4.

,Higher scale value appears i evel 5.

dr
A 5.9 't
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,.CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
,

:' .
,

Page 1 of

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor III No. 337

Skill or Knowledge Category,4106700 w. Scale Value 1.5

'Occupation Radiologic Technologist . .- -I?evel 3

,Refers to Bask Cede No(s).: 353 362 Y63 364 365 366 368 374 376 378 381 382 383
385.386 387 388 389'390 463 465 498 499 500 501 502 504 505 506 508 509 511 512
513 514 515 516 517 518 519 526

Isfehere'Creis.Reference? ...Yes Q{) ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content7: 'A giadaate of the prOgram at this educational level must be-able to
demonstrate 'mastery of the following,suUlect area, ,

-Death and Dying Behavioral.Developpent
t

at a level of awareness'and depth of understanding adequate.to the proper
.

'performance of the following activities: /4

1. In participat ing in meeting of.diagnosficx-ray departmgnt technopgists,
being able to comprehend, raise issues, or.participateie any,discussion
dealing with the behavioral and emotional problems of patients who ar,e
or may be terminally ill as it affects-patient ,care during radiographic
examinations (Task 353).

IF.

2. In taking radiographs or providing technical assi, stance during fluorosco-
pic examinations or angiography involving 'patients who are or may be
terminally ill, being.Aple to apply information about the behavior and
emotional state -of such patients in order to reassure, assist them during.
the procedure, treat them with sympathy, dignity, andunderstanding;'
being able to rec9gnize negative, withdrawn, frightened, or irational
behavior as part of tbeprocess so as not to take this personally; bbing
able to treat the patient with dignity and concern regardless di the
patient's behdvior (Tasks listed was'' appropriate except Task 353),.

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category,, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms,, facts, equipment, and/or proceddtes which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

4$

4 I

Cross Refe ence Footnote:
Same scale value appears in lever 4.

$

r)9 S



I
CURRICULUM- OBJECTIVE, SHEET
'hype of Oblective Knowledge
Skill or Knowledge Category 51200000

Occupation Quality Assurance Technician
Refers toriraak..Code No(s).) 173 529 530 531 535 ,

.

Page 1 of 1
Factor IV No. A.A.118 ...A.

Scale Value 1,5 ,

LeV.el 2

AIs there Cross Reference? ...Yes(X) ...No(,) If yes, see footn;te(s).

Content: A graduate of the program fat tOrs educational' level must be able to
demonStrate mastery 'of the following subject aria

ACI

.A.Meebra

at a level o?4: reness and'depttfof.understandtng,adequate to the prope;"
performancs"of the following activities,:

1. Applying ,details of algebra to carry 'out tee
. equipment, prepare test data for evaluation

potations .using ratio equatiqins (Tasks 173,
. 0-

ts of diagnostic x-ray '

; being able to_inake,extra-

5aO, 531);-

-, being able to use the formula for magnification to o1ve for dimensions
such as targetwbjqct*illistance or the size bf the exposure field at the
level of the Image receptor (Tasks 529, 530);

'°

being able to use simple formulas to solve foe unknown ,quantities (Task,
535); . 11

.To accomplish these activities the student musthave a detailed knowledge
. of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special

).

terms, facts, tqufpment, and/or procedures which are kart of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

-4":,

-4

4

Cross Reference Footnot-ev:_ See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Same -scale Aalue appears.tn: 339'and leyel 5.
,

. ,

4e

59'9
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CURRIGMLUH OBJECTIVE SHEET 4. r : . Page 1 of 1

bType of Objective Knowledge, ,

Skill or Knowledge Category 51200000
Occupation Radiologic Technologist
Refers to Task Code No(s).: 355 356
.494 495 496 511,518

. F

Is theri Cross Reference? ...Yes(X)

. ._

, 14ctor III' No. 339
s

Scale Value 1.5
:)

4'
: - Level. 3, 4 -

357.358 359 360 361 362 365 375\9.1'492 493
Al

0

L_
.

...No( yes, see footnOte(a).

Content: A geraduate of the program at this educational leuel must be able to
demonstrate mastery ofthe followin subject area

I.

Algebra

at g'revel of awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performante of the following activities:

,

,'

1. In rettiqg up for qagnificati-on technique during radiography or fluoro.
scopy,.applying details of algebra to calculhte thedistances from target
to object, from object tofilm or imap.eceptor, and from target to film
or image receptor using the formula for magnification .(all,tasks listed),

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge ---
of the subject Category,.covering the..approPriate technical or special
terms;.facts, equipment, and/or.procedures which are part of this discipline
and Ire 'required .for-successful completion of the activities listed above.

A.

V

Cross Reference Footnotesr See The Folldwihg Curriculum Objectives:

Same, scale value appears in: 338 and levels, 4 and-5.
*



CURRICULICOBACTIVE SHEET'
Type of Objettive Kriowledge

Skill or Knowledge Category 52220000 ' ,, scalem577777777
Occupation Quality Assurellce Technician LevelL2 ,
Refers to Task Code No/s).k. 535 538 543 544,5-53 ) *

.

11

4

40*

, . Pag e 1 of 1

Factor VI, Na, ;340

i

Is there Cro.ss'Reference?....les(X) ...No() If yes, see footnote(R).

Content: A graduate of the program at his.educational level must be able to
demonstrate misteily of the following subjectiarea .

40

Descripitive Statistics (intludes standard frequency and dis-
tributlAn'fdnetions, measures` of location such a meaR, median,
and mode, measures of dispersion, graphic andtabular repre-

.

sentation of datA)

at a level of awareness and depth of understanding adequate tothe proper
performance of the following activities:

1. Applying details of 6escriptive statistics in order to carry out tests
of diagnostic x-ray equipment, prepare and evaluate test data; being.
able to use linear graph paper to plot kVp Waveform as displayed on °sr
ciloRcope, evaluate exposure rate and area under taaNeforms as a func-
tion of kiloyoltage or added filtration; tieing able to calculate coef-
ficient of variation, coefficient of.linearity, average exposure rates
fn connection with calibration tests (Task 535);

being able to plot exposure readings on semi-log paper and rkad the HVL
of an x-ray unit (Task 538);'

being able to calculate laverages aild variations fron, the average of the
density of test films and of the temperatures of inlet waters developer,
and Vash-lAter in connection with monitoring of film processors (Task
543);

,

.-.

4.

being able to calculate average densities of test films., plot optical
--- density of film typesaRainstlitbe log of exposures to obtain the chaloac-

.

teristic curve of filth batches';, being able to evaluate the shapes of tlie
chawracteristic curves to determine relative speed and contrast of film
lb-arches and other parameters=(Task 544);

being able to prepare a calibration chart On which net densiq is plotted
against.exposure in, mR in connection with calibration when preparing to,
read exposure from personnel man storing film or TLD dosimeters (Task
553).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detaileX.-knowledge-\
of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or cpeciallermR,
facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part rof this discipline and,
are required for successful completiOn of the activities listed move.

Cross Reference Footnote:
Same scale value appears in level 5.
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r',..Page 1 o f. l

Type of ObOctiveo Knowledgt . actor' I. No!, 311.

Skill ,nor Knowledge categor 5260000, ^Scale Value 1.5 _

,. -4Occupation Oualitv,Assur to Technieian .. Level 4.2'

Refers to .Task Code No(S):: 543

X14

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET

a

Is there Cross Reference? .Yes( If footnote(s).

- .

Content: A graduad of the program at this educationaylevel must be:able to
deironstrate mastery of h4 f011owing subject area4

_ PhotographAnd Cinematography
.

.

; Y.4''', ..
. . , .

at a levelof awareness And depth. of understanding adequate to the. proper
performance of the' followirig activities: ',

4

films made inApplying details of photography to evaluate whether-test fil
.

1.

monitoring x-ray film prodessors may be due. to light leaks; variatiOns4
..

in temperature, or need to replenish processing chedicals (Task 543).
\......

. . . .

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed-knowledge
of-the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special
terms. facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline

and are required for successful completion of the-activities listed above.
. lim

e

Cross Reference Footnote:
Higher scale value appears in level 5.

,4$

I

t:r

602
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CN ICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET 4411-

TtOe of Objective Knowledge , Factor

sif.ial or KnoWledge Category 65620000

Occupation Patient carestechnician
_Refers to Task.Code No '(s).: 33 156 182

I .

4

Op

: Page 1 of 1

IV No.

Scale Value 1.5
Lcvel 2

,

.
Is there Cross Ref tette:1, ...Yes(() ...No( ) If yes, gee footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational ley,el must be able to
, demonstrate mastery-of At 'following subject area

. . .

. ,

'44echenics,of
- Writing.:English (includes traditional (prescriptive)

grammar, punctuation.; spelling, NelOgraptac, and.foanote form)

_ -

6.1 a level of awareness acid depth ,of understanding adequate to }the IS roper

performance of the following activities:-

. . .

'1- Applying details of grammar, punctuation, and spelling in recording coif -'-

dition of wound,. or wri.king orders for medication,, or recording what

was done in connection with removal of patient's sutures, irrigating (j)
cleaning; and /or dressing.A wound, or^setting up and using a suceion

maching (Tasks 33, 156, 182).

) -

To 4ccomplish these activities the. student Must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject category, covering the appropriate_technicai or special
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of...this discipline

and are required for successful completibn Of'the activities risted above.

wac

.

.9

Cross Reference Footnotes:, See The FollOwinr
Same scale value appears in 343.,

Higher, scale, value appears "in: 344 345'.

dr
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'CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET il Page 1 of 1,

AType of Objective Knowledge Factor VI No. 343

Skill or Knowledge Category' 65620000 it- Scale Value 1.5

OcculoatiOn Quality Assurance Technician
- J., Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 173 175 178 187 525 529 530 531 532 533 534 535 536

537 138 539 540 543 544 545 548 549 550 556

Is there Cross 'Reference? ...Yeso() ...No( ) If ye§, see footnote(s).

.

Content: 'A graduate of the progam at this educational level must be able to

demonstrate mastery of, the following subject area .di

.

Mechanics of WritingeEnglish (includes traditional (prescrIptive)
grampag6 punctuation, sp.ellink, bibliographic, and footnote form).

at a level Zawarenessand depth of understanding adequate to the proper
performance of the following activities:

",'
, .

1. Applying details of grammar, punctuation, and spelling in recording
results and evaluation of tests of diagnostic x-ray equipment,and recor=
ding what, was fine to,correct problems (all tasks listed).

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge
of the subject catego-0, covering the appropriate tec ical or special .

terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are pa t of this discipline

and are required for successful completion of the active ies listed above.

Ic

4

.

Cross Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives: .

Same scale value, appears in:: 342: ..'

Nigher scalevalue appears'in: 344 345.

IA ,
A

p 604 A
I
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CURRICU ...OBJECTIVE SHEET Pare 1 0

xpe of I.jective Knowledge Factor III No. . 34

, ill or Knowledge Category 65620000 Scale Value 2.5

Occupation Radiologic.Technologfst Level- 3

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 81 153 355 356 357 358 359.360 361 362 363 364 365
' -366 367,368,370 371 372 373 374 375 376 37-7 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386

387 388 389 390 463 464 465 4661 467 468 491 492 493 0.4 495 (*continued below)

Ig thdre Cross Reference? ...YesOCY ...No( )" If yes, see footnote(s).

Zontent:. A graduate of the progrpCat this educational level must be able to
demonstrate maasterx of the following subject area

_ . / .

.1

Mechanics of Writing Piglish (includes traditional (prescriptive)

grammar, punctuation, spelling, bibliographic, and footnote'form)

4*-

'at a level of'awareness and depth of understanding adequate to the proper

performance of the following activities:
I

1. Applying details of grammar, punctuation,' spelling, sentence construc-

tion, and syntax.in-recording orders for "retakeS" and/or any.suggettions

for additional views, indicating what is wrong, what adjustments are
'needed as a part of quality review of "plain film" radiographs (Task 81).

.

2. In participating in meeting of diagnostic x-ray department technologists,

being able to comprehend, raise/issues,.or particlft-te-ln any discussion

dealing with the recording of evaluations, information, decisions, or
written reports in connection with radiographic examinations,(Task 353).

Applying details of grammar, punctuation, sptlling, sentence construction,

and syntax in recording the radiographic examination of a patient.inclu-

ding any comments on equipment failure, special care prbvided for patient,

or reasons that any views caged for could not be provided (all tasks ,

listed except Tasks 81 and 353). oak

To accomplish these activities the student must have a detailed knowledge'

of the subject category, covering the appropriate technical or special

terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline

and are required for successful- $1ompletion of the activities listed above.

Cross-Reference Footnotes: See The Following Curriculum Objectives:

Lower scale value appears in: '142 341: .

Same scale value Appedrs in level '4., -7 .
. .

Higher scale value appearS'in: 346 and 'level 5',.
II

.

. .

-* 496 497 498 49'9 500 501 -502",503 504.505 ':06 407 508 509 510. 511 512 513 514 515

.
516 517 X18 519 526.

.. '

I

A-
, . .

A

41
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l iZURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page of 1

Type of Objective Knowledge Factor VI No.' 345

skin orkKnowledge- Category 65620000 Scale Value 3;5

Occupatibn Quality.-Assurance T4thnician
) .

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 554:

e

Is-there CrOss Reference? ...Ye4C0 ...No( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the program at this educational level must be able to
'demonstrate mastery of the following subject area, z

, (

Mechanics of writing English (includes traditional (prescri tive) -
11

_grammar, punctuationspellini, bibliographic, and footnote form)*

at a level awarItawareness and-.depth of understanding,adequate to the proper
Performance of the following activities:, , ,

1.' Applying d tails of grammar, punctuatioi%, spelling, sentence structure,
syntax, paragr6h construction, and the structure or reports and letters

fto o-compose.or adapt form letters to be sent to personnel informing them
of unusual radiation. dose levels and need for inAprvievi3 being Ale to

'_prepare reports on radiation exposure of occupationally exposed ihtliVi
duals for agencies (Task 554). . .

0

..To accomplish these activities the student m t have a detailed knowledge
of the subject' category, covering the appropriate technical or spetial
terms, facts, equipment, and/or procedures which are part of this discipline
and are required for successful completion of the activities listed above.

,

14.r*".."`

Cress Reference Fodt otes: lee The Following Curriculut Objectives:

Lower scale value ap ears'inI. 342 343 344.

Higher scale value appears in level 5.,
4

ob 1



CURRICULUM WEAVE SHEET
Type,Of Objective Procedural /actor IV

Skill or Knowledge Category Not Applicable'(n.a.)

Occupation Patient Care' Aide
Refers to Task Code No(s):: 30 tasks listed below

Page 1 of 3

No. 346

Scale Value n.a.
-IvreF 1

Is there Cros-S Reference? ...Yes( ) If yes, ste'footnote(S).

Content: X graduatd'of. the program at. this educational level must be able to'

demonstrate the following to a .degree of proficiency pppropriate to the

task situation:

1. 'Demonstrate the proper sequence of events'in each of the tasks listed
below (all the tasks for this factor at this level).

2. Properly use all the equipment called for in-the tasks below.

To accomplish this, the student must be able VO.--ea) list the proper se-

quence of events in each task; (b) indicate the...possible emerger"s or
variations to be expected -in the task situation, and the proper sequence
of events for each eventuality; and (c) demonstrate the proper performance
of each task in a predetermined clinical setting or in a clinical simulation.

Task 73 Reassuring any patient and/or accompanying adult abOut array
and/or fluoroscopy vocedures.

Task, 74 Explaining to any out-patient 6T accompanying adult p'ropei- at-
home.procedures to tbllow prior to coming for radiographic or

fluoroscopic examination. -

Task 98 Obtaining a Clean catch urine specimen from any patient and

preparing for laboratory. :

p
Task 113 Giving any patient general reassurance.

0

Task 138 Reporting observed symptoms and concerns o any patient stO/

physician or staff member.

Tagk 153 'Assisting physician or co-worker in special examination or treat-

ment procedures.

Task 155 Ohtainimg urine specimen on orders.

Task 166, Using isolation and decorkamination techniques to prepare examin-

ation or treatment room or area and clean up afterwards for
At

,patient with infectious.or communicable condition.

-
Task '190 Assisting patient to or from wheelchair, stretcAr, bed, or

table and/or transporting patient to designated area.

Task 193 Having any .patient and materials prepared for special' procedure

and readying patient' for, examination.



I

CURRICULUM ECTIVE SHEET (contineed
Type of Ob tive procedural

Skill or KnowledgeCagegory "n.a. 11.

Page 2 of 3

Actor IV No.-' 346

ocale
Value n.a.

Content Continued
.

Task 199' Taking and.recording vitA_Signs (temperature, puls, respiration-
,and blood pressure) of any patient.

1.

Task 262 Taking an electrocardiogram of any patient as ordeied o %-determined.

Task 271 Decidinkwhether to call staff, person t6-evaluate whether unusual
ECG reading is artifact, or calling physician in case of serious

patient .disttss. .

.
AL

Task 278 Checking on reasons for nonappearanceof -patients'for examina-

dons or treatment. .

Task 279 Notrfying- ward or floor, personnel to ready and transport in-patients
who are scheduled for sp4ific procedures at 4pecific dines.

-.
. ----,- ,

.

Task 281 'Checking in-patients'' identity againAt patients',treatment and
medication check lists; stamping arrival and departure times;

attaching cards to patifnts indicating-special conditions.
.

Task 282' Escorting adult out-patients to and/or from dressing rooms, treat=
ment_rocags and/or waiting areas. ,-

.
.--.'

Task:2863 On orders, deciding whether wound of any patient needifig change
,= ... 6

.. b
of, dressing needs attention of 0; changing simple dry dressing

.

'or reinforcing wet dressing.

Task. 287 On arders, placing order for specific dietetic meat; picking up,
delivering, and. feeding patient if so decided.

Task 89 Bottle feeding a baby with preTptepared formula.

4111 Task 290 Changing any patient's colostomy bag on orders.

Task291 Taking and reporting temperature of any not4.7gtYfc patient
.,wiel!koral thermometer on oedefs,

. Task 292 Obtaining and examining fresh stool_from any patient and reportiqg

. unusual or suspicious tppearanceAlwon orders.

Task 295 Participating in meeting of nursing personnel in x-ray department.

Task 361 --Diapering a baby.

'Task 3102 Plaeing or making call 'and deliyering non-medical message at

patient, 6r co7worret's request. . AP-

Task 303 Arranging, measuring and recdYding fo6d intake and excretory output

-as ordexed.

- .



a

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEETS (continued),

0

Type of Objective
Skill or,Knoledge Cagegory, n.a. Valuen.a.

:Procedural
Page 3 of 3

Factor IV No. 346

Content Continued

'Task 490 Mummying or wtappin '.Winfane or young pediatric patient.
_

Task 520 Preparing any liatien and attaching electrodes for electrocardio-
gram monitoring. cx

.,

Task 521 Applying digital or manual pressure to any patient's arterial or

c

4

venous, punctUre site as ordered.

.v

a

6Wi
4

A
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 2
..,

Type ofOhjective - Procedural - Factor IV- No. 347
/

Skill or Knowledge. Category Not Applicable (na.
a-

. Scale Value n.a.

OCcupbtion Patiene Care. Technician . .1 , Level 2
,.../

- Refers to Task Code No(s).: 17 tasks listed below
0

' Is 'thery Cross Ref, rence? ...Yes( ) ...No(X) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A gradual eyof the program at this educational level must be able_to
demonstrate Ohe following to a degree of proficiency appropriate to the

task situation:

. 1. Demonstrate the proper sequence of events in 'each of tile tasks listed

below (all the' tasks for this factor at this level).

2. Proper* use all the equipment callellbfor in the tasks LOisted below.

To- accomplish this, the student must be able to (a) list the proper sequence
of events in tech task; (b) indicate the possible emergencies or variations

to- -be expected in the taslcsituation:and the, proper seWence of events for

each event ity; and (c) demonsttate the proper pefformaice of each task

in a pr mined clinical setting or in'a clinical simulation. '

Task 18 Drawing blood from any nonpediatric patient's yeinon orders.
4

Task 33 Removing any patient's sutures.

Task 65 Preparing s.pecimens.such as extravascular- body fluids, Washings,

cell and/or tissue biopsies for transportation to laboratory.
F

Task 133 Admirlistering subCutaneaus or intramuscular injection for any

patient according to MD'S orders after lloying quantity checked.

Task 143 Catheterizing any female urethra as ordered.

Task 156 Irrigating, cleaning, dressing or redressing any patient's wound,

burn, or opening for cathetet as ordered.

Task 181 Catheterizing any male or feMale patient's urethra with retention

balloon Catheter.

Task 182 Setting up and using suction machine to clear airway or tojassist

gastric lavage.

Task 185 Administering - oxygen. from portable or piped outlet unit using

oronasal or nasal mask according to MD's orders.

Task 198 Administefing medication orally to any patient aocording'to MD's

orders after having quantity checked.

Task 243 Restraining any patiell.t.

11

'610



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (confinued)

0

' Page 2 of 2

Type of Objectite 1_ Procedural
Skill or Knowledge Cagegory n,

Task 280

Factor IV No.

Scale Valu$,,,

Content Continunk

Participating in monitoring of personal exposure to radiation
by periodically turning in and replacing film strip in dge
worn by performer.

Task 296 Providing, first aid in'x-ray dfpartment emergency.

Task 298 Administering medication orally to any patient awording to MD's
orders.

`Task 299 Administering sybcut eous or intramuscular injection for any
patient according to MD's orders.

Task 308 Setting up and monitoring any patient's electroc.ardiogram during
special procedure.

1Task..122 Applying pressure dressi g to arterial qr venous punotUre site: -
.4.

1 4

4
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.-: CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET
Type of Objective Knowledge 'Factor VI No. 348

'Skill or-Knowledge Category Not Applicable (n.a...) Scale Value n,a.,

Occupation Quality Assurance Aide ...- 1.,evel 1

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 41 tasks listed below

4

Page 1 of 3

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes( ) ...No(X) If yes, see fOotnote(s).

Content: A. graduate ,of-the program at this educational level must e able to

demonstrate thelkollowingto a degree of pro iency appropria to the

task situation:

1. Demonstrate the proper sequence of even s in each of the tasks listed
below (all the tasks for this factor at this level).

9
o

411 2. Properly use all the equipment called for in the tasks listed7beloT0/.

3. Properly apply arithmetic n using symbolic skills.

To accomplish this, the studglit must be able to (a) list the prolAr sequenee
of events in each task; (b) indicate the possible emergenciessor variations
to be expected in'the task situation, and the proper sequence of events for,

'each eventuality;, and (c)-demon 9.trate-the properTerformance of each task

in a predetermined clinics 'se in a clinical simulati9n.
ow

Task 8 Shutting down computerizedOtransverse axial scanning .equipment,

Task 69 Processing exposed x-ray film in automatic pcpcessor,

Task 70 Inspectiag, cleaning and readytfig x-ray film1hand processing equip-

ment for use.

Task 71 Processing exposed x-ray film manually.

-Task 72 Loading x-ray film cassette(s), nonscreen film holder(s), box(es),
and/or roll film-cartridges.

Task 79 Preparing barium sulfate contrast medium as ,ordered or for.standard

use

_ .
.

Task 80_ PreparinvmaterialS or trays with medications and materials for
special treeMent,s'or prbcedures according to atandatd orders.

`Task ,95 Testing a urine samplIpby tablet or dipstick method .zdie, ding.

Task 134 Logging and/btallying patient services and/or insiructional case
record materials for use in record keeping; billing or'instructipn.

.Tdsk 135 Cleaning an examinationsor treatment'robt' after ,use.
. ;

Task 136 Checking and storing order for nOn.-narcoric drugs and/or supplieX

612



CUMICULUM.OBJECTIVE SHEgikcontpmed)
Type of Objective ProcedurAl.

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory .

Factor VI

Pap 2 of 3.

No. 348 '\

Scale Value.n.4:,

Content Continued
\

Task 137 Delivering prepared specimens or cultures to lab or incubator.

Task 145 Preparing treatment or examination eNipment for steclliition
1

in autoclave. '

,

Task 147 Preparing or changing technique chartg for specific x -ray, and

fldoroscapic elpipment 'on orders.

Task 163 Filling out institutional report'form (such as for cancellation)
as ordered by MD.

Task 164 Tilling out atient identification information on labels and forms

in anticipa ion of need or as requested.

Task 167 Inspecting and cleaning intensifying, screens in cassette 'holders.

Task
Z

,_
.

k180. Preparing blood samples for the laboratory.

' Task 14 Relocking equipment-box(es) with breakaway lock.

Task 192 , Inspecting, checking, preparing xeroradiography equipment for use.

Task 222 Making photocopies of documents, collating, and stapling.

legask 223 Faking up unoccupi0 bed or stretcher bed.

Task 22,7 Checking for presence and condition of emergency supplies in
proper locations; and restocking ag' needed

<

Task 260 Preparing a hypodermic needle-with injection dosage on orders.

Task 264. Ordering duplicate copies of forms, records, or documents.

Task 2.67 Processing exposed Polaroid x-ray film with Po'laroid automatic

yroce,ssing equipment.

Task 269 Loading empty cassette with Polaroid x-ray film.

Task e73 Cleaning, inspecting and readying automatic x-ropty film processar(s)

for use.

Task 274 Adding predetermined instruments aid supplies to,5repared procedure

trays.

.

Task 275 Preparing radiographic subtraction prints.

Task 284 Checking presence and functioningisof oxygen and/or sutA,ion equip-
ment, anti] amounts of oxygen. 4'



4
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`CURRICULUM OBJECTI/E SHEET 4continued)
Type of Objective' Frocedura
Skill or*Knowledge Cagegory n,a.

Factor VI
Page 3 of 3

No. 348

Scale Value nNa.

Content Continued

Task.1285' Checking for presence of emergency supplies in proper locations.

;ask 286 Fillifg out standard order for linen* picking 6p,folding and
storrig

Task 288 Filling out and delivering standard order for food ittms for
department; picking up, and placing food for storage.

Task 1297 ,Obtaining andChecking. keypunch control card for seiiial cassette
changer as prdered.

Task.300 Checking and submitting accumulated patient's treatment and
medication check lists for in and out time stamps.

Task 304 Readying emergency cars.

Task 319 -Applying print coater to photographs:-

,Task354 Obtaining patient records foeuse in examination, p rOcedure,'
treatment or conference..

Task 551 Preparing personnelradiation monitoring dosimetric film or TIM
badges and distributing.

Task 552 Collecting and/or distributing personnel monitoring dosime,tric
badge inserts and preparing for-outside or in-house processing
and reading.

'1-

1
'614
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CURitIOULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET Page 1 of 3.

Type of Objective Procedural Factor VI No. L....14.--.:-
Skill or Knowledge Category Not Applicable (n.a.) . Scale Value n.a.

Occupation Quality Assurance Technician .
. Level 2

Refers to Task Code No(s).: 32 Tasks listed below

) ,

Is there'Cross Reference? ...Yes( ) ...N0(x) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the programat thV educational level must be able to
.

demonstrate the following to,e degree of proficiency afflropriate to the

task situation:

,l. Demonstrate the proper sequence of events in each of the tasks listed
below (all the tasks for this factor at this level).

2. Properly use all the equipment called for in the tasks, listed below

3. Properly apply arithmetic_in using symbolic Skills, algebra,and descrip-

tive statistics.

To accomplish this, the student must be able to (a) list the proper Sequence
of events in each task; (b) indicate the possible emergencies or variations-
to be expected in the task situation, and the proper sequence of events for

each eventuality; and (c) demonstrate the proper performance of each task

in a predetermined clinical setting or in a 7)4nical simulation.

Task 78 Checking and jacketing patient'Sfadiographs, ultrasonograms,
and/or C.T.T. scans with requisition sh4ts-and prior diagiostic
materials and placing for filing or'Inteiligeting.

jask,173 Checking accuracy of x-ray machine timers "(kcept phototimers)
with spinning top test.

Task 175 Performing penetrometer calibration test of kVp or mA sefecors

of x-ray machine output.

Task 178 Checking, preparing fluoroscope con si(and photo-timer).

T46J4?187 Checking cassettes for proper m-screen' contaft.\\

'Task Z76 _flaking minor adjustments or re
cessor..

r on automatic x -ray film tpro:4.

Task 280 Participating in monitoring of ersonal exposure to radiation by
periodically turning in and rep acing film strip in badge worn by

performer.

Task 523 Preparing computerized-tran se axial tomography (C.T.T.)

equipment for use.

V '
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CURRICULtThI OBJECTIVE SHEET (Continued)
Type of Objective Procedure

T.=

Factor vf _No.

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory n.a. '.Scale Value n.a.

2 of 3

Content Continued_

Task 524 Providing preventive maintenance for display tybesurface, camera,
disc andfortape drive units, and/or scanning assembly (especially
water -using head box assembly) of computerized transverse axial
tomography (C.T.T.) equipment. ,

Task 525 Checking calibration and accuracy of C.T.T. equipment by'luaking
test scans.

Task 527 Retrieving",, displaying and making photographs, printouts and/or
magnetic tape records of computerized transverse axial tomographic
(C.T.T.) scans.

Task-529 Checking x-ray field limitation, x-ray receptor and:light d, AIP

alignment, minimum TOD, TFD and field size Odicators for diag-
nostic x-ray equipment.

Task 530 Checking"fluoroscopic and spot film x-ray field limitation, x-ray
field and image receptor alignment, maxtknum TID, minimum TOD, and
other reqftiretnents.

/
,

Task 531 testing whether diagnostic x-ray tube overload protection and/or .

effective focal spot size meet acceptable standards.

Task 532 Checking and/or Performing direct calibration tests of diairstic
radiography equipment exposure timers.

Task 533 Checking automatic exposure termination of diagnostic radiography
equipmeht.

Task 534 Providing visual and radiogicaph4c or fluoroscopic inspection ofd"
,

personnel shielding devices such as leaded gloves,
?
apOns, sh_eetsj

goner shields'.
r

Task 535 performing Calibration tests of kVp,"mA mAs, exposure rates,
reproducibility on dlagnosti radiography equipment using direct '

measuring instruments and/or adiographic'comparisons. .

Task 536 Providing visual and/or manual inspection of diagnostic radiog-
.

riphy system. :

Tlsk 537 Checking diagnostic tomography x-raf equipment for; mechanical

operation, fulcrum position, resolt'ition,,exposure uniforjnity and/

or 'grid alignment:

Taal( 538 Estimating HVI and checking adequacy of filtration of diagnostic

x-ray equipTent.

t.
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CURRICULUM O. CTI9E,SHEET (Continued) $
Typre of Ob cave' procedural
Skill or knowledge Cagegory nos.

.

Olie 3 of '

Factor VI No.' 349 '

". Scale Value
N

Content'Continned

Task 539 Checking buCky grid lignment andi/or centering in diagnostic

I 41

radforaphy equipment.
,; .

:

.-

Task 540 b klng fludroscopic automaticbrightness control'sys-tem and/or

f resolution and distortion of the optical system,
.

. 1

Task 543 Mbnitoriag and evaluating -x -ray film processors. "
vs

. '. N.

Task 544 determining exposure' characteristicsof x-ray and/or dosimetric
filMs.

Ili
(

,
0

,

pentTask 545Monitoring pent exposure rates'for routine diagriostic x -ray
44

It
4 procedures... ..,- -

4 1
, ..

Tall "548, Checking maximum entice expoavre rate and prary barrier
transmitted radiation rate for.Eluoroscopic equipment.

.

0

Task,549 Checking theleakageradiatiOn rate from the source assembly of
_diagnostic x-rarequipment,

Task 550' Cdtiducting,protection survey of stray radiallotlwithi6 diagnostic
x-ray installatiod and transmission-across prirdary and secondary
protective barriers. 5 .4 4

. Reading and recording exposure -from per nonel monitoring film or
. . .

thermoluminescent dosimeters.

tp , 4%. I . 7

54. Entering, evaluating occupational radiation exposure 'data and
416.

ini,tiating,action on dangerous levels._ .,

.-..

, .
CaMrating.diagnostic x-"ray-ay telik, survey, or measuring instruments.

4
I4

ti

4

11'

0 4
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CURRICULHN OBJECTI E SHEET PaAe ,1 of-5

Type of Objective ProCedilral Factor" III No. 150

Skill or Knowledge Category Not Applicable (n.a.) -c-ale Valuena_

Occupatidn Radiologic/echnolog/gt Level_ 3

Refers to Task Code No(s)`.: 75 tasks listed below

'Is there Cross Reference!? -...Yes( ) ...No(X) If.yes, see footnote(s).

.

,

Content: A gradtate of the program at this educational level must be able to
demonstrate the following to a degree of proficiency appropriate to the

task 'situation.:'

7.11'1

r. DeTonstitte the proper sequence of events in each Of the tasks,listed

-* below (all t1 tasks for this factor at this-level). ;

4

D

2. Prbperly use all the equipment called for in the tasks 1,isted below.

, 3. Properly apply arithmetic nfusing is %kills and algebra,
.

TOaccomp ish this,-=the student must be abW to (ra) li'st*the proper sequence

of event's in eacHES4k; (b) indtcate4thepossible emerencie6 or variations
to be expected in the't4sk situation, and the proper sequence of events for

each eventuality; and (c) demonstrate the proper,performarre of each task

in a:pxeddtermined CliniO'al setting or in a clinf'cal simulation. .

Task, 81 Providing technical, quality review Af "plain film" radiographs. I
1P

Task /80 Participating in monitar g of personal' exposure to radiaticin by.

periodically turningiturnn and eplacing film'stHp in badge worn.

by performv.:
. /

.

, .
:

=Task 353 Participating-ft meeting of diagnostic x1110Y department technolo7
rz

.
., gists. - 0?

-.

0

. .
, 0

s, - Task 355 Taking plain film radiographs of fingers',hand(v) pr wrists) of

non-:Infant patient. / , 1/

Task 356 Taking plain film radiographof forearm and/or'plhow joint of

) ,non-infarit patient.
.

..

/..%. , , *A 0 .
.

,

, Tftsk 350fakingplain film radiographs -of humerbs and/or sivoulder girdle

f non-infant patient. IP
/ .

4

q / . /
Task 358 eking plain film radiographs' of- toes, foot.snd/or ankle joint of

non- pediatric patient. '''''
.

b #
. , \

Task 359 Taking plain film
i

radiographs of legc0),
.
knee(s) acd/op femur(s)

.1of'n6n-infant patient. . 4

. ' # ' t t , '
. ? .

Task 360 Taking plain film radiographsof 'pelvis,ips and/or upper femora

of non-infant patient.,

{; 1 S

41F
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued)
Type;of Objective ,Procedural
Skill or Knowledge Cagegory n.a.

Page 2 of 5

Factor III No. 350
Scale Value n. &sos

Content Continued

4

Task 361 Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of non-infant
441, patient.,

Task.362 Taking plain film radiographs of sternum; ribs and/or thoracic
viscera of non-infant patient... '

.

Task 363 Taking plain film radiographs of abdomidal contents ofnon-infant
patient. .

,

t.
..?

-Task 364 Taking radiographs of anterior portion of the neck of nft-infant
patient.

Task 3165 Taking plain film radiographs of the skull and/or face of non-
infant patient.

' task 366 Taking plain film radiographs of the 'Paranasal sinuses of a non-

infant patient.. -.

rs , --

Task 367 Taking prelminary localization radiographs of foreign bodies in
orbit or eye of non-infant patient.

Task 36.8 'Taking tammogramii(radiegraphy or Keroradiography)-of non-infant
.-1. .

patient,

Task 369 Preparing transporting, 'setting'up and retUrding Mobile portable .
radiography #quipment for bedside radiography. N

7' 1 .../.

Task 370 'Taking operative orthopedic radiographs of any patient (such as
. in hip pinning).

,

.

15

Task 371 Taking operative chol gioitams, pancreatograms or similar oper-

ative radiographs of ny patd.ent.
411

: r

-.Task 372 Taking intravisceral or'isolated elerating room radiographs- of
.

any patient. . IN.

.

. 4-

Task 373 Taking operating room radiogtaphs for opaqUe foreign body search-

3045 374 Taking tomagrams of non-infant patient.

- .

Task 375 Taking_ sialograms of any patient..

Task 376 Tal.ng lymphangiograms dr lymphadenograms, of any patignt.

s

Task,377 T ing positive contr4skarthrograms (especially of knee) of any

p ient.

. ,

. a'

Task 1.78 Taking brMichograms.of a non-pediatric patient.

61 I
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued) . Page 3 of 5

Type of Objective Procedural Faetor III No:),.* 350
Scale Value n.a.Skill or Knowledge Cagegory n.a.

Content Continued

Task 379 Carrying meradiologic technology for bronchoscopy or needle

lung biopsy of a non-pediatric patient. -

Task 380 Providing tochinical assistance for laryngography'or cleft'palate
study pf any patient (or any similar fluoroscopic examination
inclbding spot filming 'and /or cineradicgrap17).

Task 38k, Taking upper GI radiographs of non-pediatric patient.

111

Task 382 Taking small intestine intubation radiographs of a non-pediatric

patient.

Task 383 Taking barites enema radiographs of non-pediatric patient'.

Task 384 Taking oral cbolecystograms.spd cholangiograms of non-infant patient.

Task 385 'Taking intravenous cholangiogrgMs and-cholecystogTams of non-infant

patient.

Task 386' Taking percutaneous or T-tub A,:xJakzangiograms of,non-infant patient.

Task 387 Takint intravenous pyelograms and urograms of non-pediatric patient.

Task 388', Taking infusion nephrotomograms of any Patient.

_task 389. Taking percutaneous Altegraa Or reprZYs.t py.lograms of non- t

infant patint. .6
.

Task 390 Taking cystograms and kroidding cysiourethrograms of any patient.

. <L.

Task 463 Taking retragrade,pyliogTams and ureterograms of non-pediatric

patient. - .

Task 464 Providing tAhnichl asgistance far an, examination of any patient

requiring fluorOecopic control and spot filming.,

e

Task 465 Taking pelvic Pneumograifs

pediat4c,emale
6

Task 4664,Jaking rad4kgraphsof a
amniography, placentogra

and/or,hysterosalpingograms

pitgnant patient's abdomen fo
phy.

* 4

Task 467 Taking radiographs of a cpregnant patient's uterus for

transfusion. .

Task 468 iiaking radiographs 6f a
nussman pelvimetry.

pregnant paenT's pelvis for

0 *

462U

of non-

r fetography,

intrauterine

Colcher-

--



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued)' Page 4 of 5

Type of Objective Procedufal Factor III No. 350

Skill or knowledge CagegaY. n.a. Sch4 Value n.a.

'Content Continued

_Task 491 Taking plain film radiographs of the skull of infant patient.

Task 492 Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of infant patient:

Task '493

patient.

Taking plain film radiographs of the uppei extreMitiap of Enfant

Task 494 Taking.radiegraphsof neck, chest of infant

Task 495 Taking plain film radiographs
411

patient.

of abdomen of infant patient.

Task 496 Taking plain film radiographs of the lower extremities of infant
,

or petliatric patient.

Task 497 Taking radiographs,for choanal atresia study
4
of_infant patient.

Task 498 Taking bronchograms of a pediatric pateint.

Task 4§9_, Taking upper GI radiographs of pediatric patient.
. I

Task 500 Taking barium enema, intussusception or defecography radiographs
of pediatric patiene..,

Task 501 Taking .percutaneous peritoneograms/herniograms of pediatric patient.
.1

Task502 Takirig excretory intravenous inferior vena cavograms and urogramS

of pediatric patierit.

Tasle,503 'Taking genitograms or fistulograms of any patient,for intersex,
external fistula or sinus tract examination.

Task 504 Taking cerebral iograms or venograms of any patient.jt
f'

Task 505 Taking pneumoencephalogrpms or brain ventfulograms of amrpatient.

Task 506' taking positive contrast spinal or posterior fossg-myelograms of

any\patient.,

,Task 507,

Task 508

Task 509

Task 510

Taking diskograms of any patient:

Taking air or gas contrast myelog. rams of any poktient.

(Th
Taking spinal cord angiograns of any patient.

Ilk

,

ing peripheral angiogranrs of any patient (after peCcutaneous

needle or catheter entry, translumbar pungture, ascending or
descendtpg venous entry).

62 1
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CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE' SHEET (continuelp

Type of Objective Procedural

Skill or Knowledge Cagegory n.a.
ago

Factor III"

Page 5 of 5

No. . 350

Scale Value n.a.

Content Continued,

*:

Task 511 Taking catheter.thoraciC and/or abdominal aortograns`of an
patient, and/or selective visceral arteriograns (broAcbial or .

abdominal).

Task 512 Taking selective pelvic angiograns of non-pediatric gravid or
nongravid female patient. .°

',4110

Task 513 Taking intravenous angiocardiograms of any patient.

Task 514 Takin selective thyroid angiograms, of any patient.

Task 515 Taking catheter Inferior vena cavograms and/or renal or a enal

venOgrams of nt-infant patient.

Task 516 Takingpercutaneous splenopOrtograns of any patient.

Task 517 Taking selective subclavian arteriograms of non-pediatric patient

for thoracic outlet syndrome evaluation.

Task 518 4Taking selective pulmonary angiograns Qr selective -Ligioca.rdio-

grams of any.RAtient.
.--

Task 519 Taking percutaneous coronary'arteriograF' and/or left vntriculo-:_

grams of any pateint.

Task 526 Taking computerized transverse axial tomographic (C.T.T.) scans of

t s

any patient.
*BIM

S

A

10 .
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CURRIaILUM OBJECTIVE SKEET PaRe 1 of 2

Type of Objective Knowledge. Factor Aok NoS 351

Skill or Knowledge Category Not Applicable (n.a.) Scale Valtwit7
Occupation Administrative Technologist Leve)
Refe s to Task Code No(s)''.: 11 tasks Listed below

Is there Cross Reference? ...Yes( ) If yes, see footnote(s).

Content: A graduate of the-program at this educational level must be able to

. demonstrate the following to a degree of proficiency appropriate to the
task situation:

4 FL-

1. Demonstrate the proper sequence of events in each of the tasks listed ,11

below (all the tasiopethis factor at this level).

2. Properly use all the equipment called fo in the tasks listed below.

. To accomplish this, .the student must be able to (a) list the proper sequence
of,events in each task; (b) indicate the possibae,emergencies or variations
to be expected in the task situation, and the proper sequence of events fOr
each eventuality; and (c) demonstrate the proper performance of each task
in a predetermined clinical getting or in a clinical simulation.

Task 76, Checking supplies and-ordering non-drug materials needed by
department.

.

Tag-1(.128 Checking supply of narcotics or regulated drugs (or witnessing
count); reordering, picking up, and restocking.

Task 129 Checking supply and ordering non-narcotic medicinals needed by
department.

'Task 131 Making assignments of staff to work a, procedures, and/or
MD's and/or vacations and lunth hours.

Task 132 Reqcesting repair, replacement or other services of another hosr
pital department orally and/or filling out requisition.

Task 165 Keeping attendance records and recording or eporting.excessive
. I

lateness and/or absenteeism. -

Task 186 Orienting, the*, staff member(s) to dep rtmental standard operating

and administrative procedures, floor lan, loqation off/ equipment

and supplies, record keeping.

Task 272 Preparing and adjusting schedules for patient procedures.

Task 277 Assigning scheduled patients to protedure rooms in appropriate

Ivorder.

623



CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE SHEET (continued):

.I

Page 2 0

Type of Objective Procedural,
Skill or,Knowledge Cagegory n.a.

Factor

\
,

No. 351
Scale Value n.a.

4

Content Continued

Tailk 293 AvendOg personal meeting -with supervisor on func
persona+, work-related pfoblems."

'Task' 294 Assigning sUbordinate.and explaining-assignment to

frit

a,

patient, o6tain materi'aIs or documents, or assist

01,

,/

tioning;Or

transpprt
co-workei..

:ft
4

A.

4


